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PREFACE. 

I vo not feel that any lengthened defence is necessary 

for having undertaken an inquiry into the subject with 

which the present work is occupied. Independently of 

the intrinsic importance of every question connected with 

the elucidation of Holy Scripture—the vagueness which 

too often characterizes the language employed by writers 

who, in modern times, have treated of its Inspiration seems 

to render a fundamental examination into the nature of this 

Divine influence daily more desirable. 

So long, indeed, as the ‘mechanical’ theory of Inspira- 

tion was generally maintained, there was no want of dis- 

tinctness or consistency in the views put forward. So 

long as it was believed that each word and phrase to be 

found in the Bible 

connection of such words and phrases—had been infused 

nay, even the order and grammatical 

by the Holy Ghost into the minds of the sacred writers, 

or dictated to them by His immediate suggestion, so long 

must the opinion held respecting Inspiration have been 

clear, intelligible, and accurately defined. But such a 

theory could not stand the test of close examination. The 

strongest evidence against it has been supplied by the 

Bible itself; and each additional discovery in the criticism 
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of the Greek or Hebrew text confirms anew the conclusion 

that the great doctrine of the infallibility of Holy Scrip- 

ture can no longer rely upon such a principle for its 

defence. 

The ‘mechanical’ theory having been tacitly abandoned 

at least by all who are capable of appreciating the re- 

sults of criticism—and no system altogether satisfactory 

having been proposed in its stead, there has gradually 

sprung up a want of definiteness and an absence of con- 

sistency in the language used when speaking of Inspiration, 

owing to which those who are most sincere in maintaining 

the Divine character of the Bible have, not unfrequently, 

been betrayed into concessions fatal to its supreme au- 

thority. 

And not only is there a vagueness in the language which 

most writers employ when approaching this topic, there is 

also a want of completeness in the method usually adopted 

when discussing it. It is true that on one branch of the 

subject abundant and valuable information is to be found 

in various treatises; and so far as relates to the direct 

arguments which may be deduced from the expressions of 

the sacred penmen themselves in proof of their Inspiration, 

but little remains to be said that has not been forcibly said 

already. With reference, however, to the nature of Inspi-— 

ration itself, and to the possibility of reconciling the un 

questionable stamp of humanity impressed upon every page 

of the Bible with that undoubting belief in its perfection 

and infallibility which is the Christian's most precious in- 

heritance—it may safely be maintained that in English 

theology almost nothing has been done; and that no effort 
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has hitherto been made to grapple directly with the diffi- 

culties of the subject. At least I am unacquainted with 

any works in our language (with the exception of Mr. 

Westcott’s “ Gospel Harmony,” where some valuable but 

brief remarks are thrown out incidentally, and the treatise 

of Mr. Morell, to which I shall presently revert,) that even 

profess to entertain the question. 

There is one principle, too, which forms a chief element 

of the theory proposed in the following Discourses,—I 

mean the distinction between Revelation and Inspiration,— | 

that has never, to my knowledge, been consistently applied 

_to the contents of Holy Scripture, even by those writers 

who insist upon its importance. At all events, the prin- 

ciple has never hitherto been made use of to the extent of 

which it is obviously capable. 

In advancing such assertions respecting the labors of 

others, I do not presume to lay claim to any amount of 

originality for my own. My object, throughout, has sim- 

ply been to collect as many facts and results as my ac- - 

quaintance with ancient or modern researches into the text 

or interpretation of Scripture could supply; and thence to 

deduce what appeared to be the necessary inference. In 

every inquiry so conducted, the safety of the inference 

must, of course, depend upon the extent of the induction : 

and, consequently, the success of the method which I have 

ventured to suggest is susceptible of being indefinitely in- 

creased, in proportion to the number of new facts and 

results which may hereafter be accumulated by those 

whose learning and attainments far surpass any that I can 

pretend to possess. At all events, there is one obvious, 
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and by no means inconsiderable, advantage to be gained 

by pursuing this method. Valuable hints casting light 

upon the nature of Inspiration are being continually sug- 

gested; conclusive evidence in reply to the cavils of ob- 

jectors is gradually accumulating ; many positive arguments 

in support of the Church’s belief in the Divine influence 

under which the Bible was composed repeatedly present 

themselves in the writings of theologians ;—but the infor- 

mation thus existing is only to be discovered after diligent 

and patient toil. Such hints and arguments are, for the 

most part, confusedly scattered through the various “ In- 

troductions” to the Old and the New Testament; or they 

occur in the course of works which treat of ‘ Christian 

Evidences’ in general; or they are to be occasionally found 

in some of those learned monographs with which the period- 

ical literature of our time, and especially that of Germany, 

is enriched. To the ordinary inquirer, however, such in- 

formation is practically imaccessible: and the labor must, 

therefore, be regarded as not destitute of utility that shall 

present, in a compact and intelligible form, elements so 

varied, and, in their original shape, so unconnected. 

I have not serupled. as I have said, to avail myself 

largely of the learning and researches of others: and 

among the works to which I owe the oreatest obligations I 

may mention Olshausen’s' “ Commentary on the New 

1 Tt may not be unnecessary to add that, when I make use of the writings of others, 

it is by no means to be understood that I adopt any opinions put forward in the works 
referred to beyond those conveyed by the words which I have expressly quoted. E. 

g.: in Lecture vii. I have directly opposed certain views maintained by Olshausen; 

and, in Lecture i., the closing words of the former of the passages quoted in page 9, 

note ‘—viz: “und nur zufallig des Gesites nicht auch Erwahnung thut”—have been 

omitted, as conveying an idea altogether indefensible, 
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Testament ;’ Hiivernick’s “ Introduction to the Old Tes- 

tament;” Sack’s “ Christliche Apologetik ;” Beck’s “ Propéi- 

deutische Entwicklung ;” and, especially, Rudelbach’s 

treatise on Inspiration, published in his and Guerike’s 

“ Zeitscrift.” I have endeavored, in all cases, honestly to 

state how far I have thus borrowed, even at the risk of in- 

curring the charge of pedantry. Should I be found, how- 

ever, to have appropriated the labors of others without due 

acknowledgement, I trust that the manner in which I have 

treated the present subject will plead my excuse; since, 

in reproducing an extensive body of facts and results, it is 

occasionally impossible to trace to their source certain of 

the suggestions and ideas previously collected,—owing 

either to the loss of the original reference, or to some inad- 

vertence in taking note of it. 

There are two English treatises on the subject of Inspi- 

ration to which constant allusions will be found in the 

following pages :—Mr. Coleridge’s “Confessions of an In- 

quiring Spirit;” and Mr. Morell’s “Philosophy of Re- 

ligion.” 

The former work has been thus alluded to by Dr. -Ar- 

nold :—“ Have you seen your uncle’s ‘ Letters on Inspira- 

tion, which I believe are to be published? They are well 

fitted to break ground in the approaches to that momentous 

question which involves in it so great a shock to existing 

notions; the greatest, probably, that has ever been given 

since the discovery of the falsehood of the doctrine of the 

Pope’s infallibility.”* 

1 “To Mr. Justice Coleridge, Jan. 24, 1835.”—“ Life and Correspondence,” Letter 

xciy., 6th ed., p. 317. 
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It cannot be doubted, I apprehend, that Dr. Arnold’s 

remark is, to a certain extent, well founded; and that this 

treatise of Mr. Coleridge has done more than any modern 

work to unsettle the pub’ic mind, in these countries, with 

respect to the authority due to the Bible considered as a 

whole. Independently of the high reputation and well- 

deserved influence of its author,—the peculiar charm of 

Mr. Coleridge’s style and diction and the atmosphere of 

poetry with which his pen invests every subject on which 

it touches have gained for this posthumous work a celebrity 

which, I venture to think, is altogether disproportionate to 

its merits. Its leading features will be considered in the 

course of the following pages: for the present, therefore, I 

content myself with referring to Mr. Coleridge’s statement 

of what he considered to be the strength of the argument 

with which he had to contend :—“ It will, perhaps, appear 

a paradox,” he observes, while repeating some of the popu- 

lar objections to the infallibility of Scripture, “if, after all 

these reasons, I should avow that they weigh less in my 

mind against the Doctrine, than the motives usually assigned 

for maintaining and enjoining it. Such, for instance, are 

the arguments drawn from the anticipated loss and damage 

that would result from its abandonment; as that it would 

deprive the Christian world of its only infallible arbiter in 

questions of Faith and Duty; suppress the only common 

and inappellable tribunal; that the Bible is the only relig- 

ious bond of union and ground of unity among Protestants, 

and the like.”—Zetter iv. Such having been his notion of 

the proofs which an upholder of the strict idea of Inspira- 

tion could allege in its behalf, it is not going too far to say 
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that,of the many brilliant compositions with which he has 

enriched our literature, these “ Letters” are the least wor- 

thy ofMr. Coleridge’s genius; and that their subject was 

one up which the extent of his information did not en- 

title hin, to pronounce an opinion. 

The other treatise to which I have, in like manner, de- 

voted corsiderable attention, is that of Mr. Morell; in 

which he jrofessedly undertakes to recommend to English 

readers thé theology of Schleiermacher (see ia/ra, p. 11, 

note’). No stronger proof can be given of the unsettled 

state of opinion respecting Inspiration prevalent even with 

well-informed, persons, than the manner in which the ob- 

servations of Mr. Morell have been accepted by Dr. Peile. 

Dr. Peile, in hix “ Annotations on the Apostolical Epistles,” 

when giving at length the «passage of which I have cited a 

portion in Lecttre i., page 21, introduces the quotation 

with the remark :—“ To borrow the words of Mr. Morell, 

who, in his ‘ Phildsophy of Religion, has devoted two in- 

valuable chapters to the elucidation of this deeply interest- 

ing subject.”* 

The extent to which the system of Schleiermacher 

strikes at the root of all objective Christianity, I have 

endeavored to exhibit in the following pages. I trust, how- 

ever, that, while noticing Mr. Morell’s adoption of Schleier- 

macher’s views respecting Scripture, I have not expressed 

myself so as to appear insensible to the merits possessed 

by other portions of his remarks on the “ Philosophy of 

Religion.” 

The form which the present work has, owing to special 

? “ Annotations on the Apostolical Epistles,” vol. iii. p. 178. 
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circumstances,’ assumed, is, perhaps, attended with some 

inconvenience ; inasmuch as, certain portions of the sibject 

which might have been more fitly conjoined have bzen, of 

necessity, considered separately. I have endeavord, how- 

ever, to remedy this inconvenience, such as it is, by the. 

adoption of a system, of ‘cross references, whereby all that 

is said on any particular branch of the inquiry can be 

taken in at a single view. I may be permitied also to 

observe, that a reader who does not desie to enter 

minutely into the different questions discussed in the 

following pages, can obtain a full idea of tie theory of 

Inspiration which I have proposed from Lectures i., iv., 

Vi.,-and viii. 

I cannot conclude without taking the opportunity of 

returning my warm thanks to the friends whose kindness 

and valuable assistance I have so repeatedly tasked during 

the progress of this volume through the press. 

Wika 
DuBLIN, TRINITY COLLEGE, . 

June, 1854. 

* This form has been imposed by the fact that the first six of the following Dis- 
courses were preached in the course of my duty as Loy ape Lecturer in this Univer- 
sity for the year 1852. 
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“Quod colimus, Deus unus est, qui totam molem istam cum omni instrumento ele- 

mentorum, corporum, spirituum, verbo quo jussit, ratione qua disposuit, virtute qua 

potuit, de nihilo expressit in ornamentum majestatis suse, unde et Greeci nomen mundo 

KOSMON accommodayverunt. * * * Sed quo plenius et impressius tam Ipsum, 

quam dispositiones ejus et voluntates adiremus, instrumentum adjecit literature, si qui - 

-yelit de Deo inquirere, et inquisito invenire, et invento credere, et credito deservire.” 

TERTULL. Apolog. c. xvii. xviii. 

“Scripture quidem perfectze sunt, quippe a Verbo Dei et Spiritu ejus dictz.” 

S. IrEnzusS, Cont. Her. lib. ii. xxviii. 2. 

"Oca 7 Oeia ypady Aéyet, Tod Tvetparoc eiat Tod ‘Ayiov dwvd. 

S. GREGOR. Nyssen. Cont. Hunom. Orat. vi. 



LECTURE I. 

THE QUESTION STATED. 

WE ARE LABORERS TOGETHER WITH GOD.—1l Cor. iii. 9. 

In tracing the foundation of the Christian doctrine of Inspi- - 
ration, all researches must arrive at one ultimate fact. Man, by 
his natural powers, can not attain to the knowledge of his Maker. 
“No man hath seen God at any time.” “ Dwelling in the light 
which no man can approach unto, Him no man hath seen, nor 
can see.”” Whence, then, is derived that knowledge on the de- 
gree of which depends the perfection of man’s nature, and the 
ground of his hopes ? 

A philosopher of modern times, who makes no profession of any 
Christian sympathies, thus aptly states the question :—“ It is a 
phenomenon which merits the attention, at least, of an observer, 
that among all nations, so far as they have raised themselves from 
the perfectly savage state to that of a community, there are to be 
found opinions of a communication between higher beings and 
men ; traditions of supernatural inspirations and influences of the 
Deity upon mortals ; in a word, although presented here more 
rudely, there under an aspect more refined, still, as a universal 
fact, the observer finds the notion of Revelation. This notion 
seems, of itself, were it only on account of its universality, to de- 
serve some respect ; and it appears more worthy of a fundamental 
philosophy to trace out its origin, to seek for its claims and its 
authority, and to pass sentence upon it according to the measure 
of these discoveries, rather than at once, and without a hearing, 
to class it among the inventions of deceivers, or to banish it to 
the land of dreams.”* It is unnecessary here to state how far such 

1 John-i. 18. 21 Tim. vi. 16. 
* “Versuch einer Kritik aller Offenbarung,” von Johann Gottlieb Fichte.—s, 1. 

2te Auflage. Konigsberg, 1793. See Appendix A. 
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a criticism has resulted in adding a further confirmation to the 
universal belief of mankind—a belief which has been expressed 
in every age and in every land. The fact, however, of such com- 
munications from the Supreme Being is one which may fairly be 
assumed ; and with an examination of what is implied by a 
Divine Tewslation, our inquiry must commence, ; 

According to the usage of language, the word expressing this 
idea is employed in two different senses. It either denotes the 
Divine act of unveiling, or disclosing, or manifesting information 

to man—that is, the manner or form of the Revelation ; or it 
signifies the very information thus imparted,—that is, the matter 
or contents. During the course of our inquiry we shall have oe- 
casion to consider each of these two significations, although the 
latter relates chiefly to the province of Bibilical exposition, As*/ 
all khowledge of God is essentially connected with the idea 
of Religion, it may be-well, in order to avoid ambiguity, to 
commence with the ordinary and real distinction conveyed by 
the phrases Natural and Revealed Religion ; the former being 
founded upon such manifestations of the Divine Being, His will 
and acts, as are made by, or may be inferred from,—firstly, ex- 

, ternal nature, and, secondly, the inward constitution of man ;’ 
the latter ee as its basis the revelation, strictly so-called, 
which rests upon facts,’ and of which the seen is the Bible, is 
which sense also it may be well to restrict the term ‘“‘ Revelation,” 
(drondAvyc). The former class of Divine manifestations is im- 

plied and assumed in the Bible itself, which, as I have said, is 
the record of the latter ; the term “ manifestation” (¢avépwore), 
too, being appropriated by St. Paul to this very idea.* 

' “So ist die natiirliche Religion die Erkennbarkeit Gottes, das yrwsrdy tot 
Oeod (Rom. i. 19) aus den Werken, wofern diese nur mit Einsehluss des Menschen 
als seines héchsten Werks gefasst werden * * * go ist auch die natiirliche Re- 

“ligion ihrem Wesen nach Offenbarung.”—Sack’s Chrisiliche Apologetik, s. 63. 
? T mean facts, as opposed to phenomena. 
* Inthe New Testament dialect droxd\vpic has the fixed signification, ‘divine 

communication,” ‘‘ revelation.” §. Jerome observes : 
“Verbum quoque ipsum droxastwWews, id est, revelationis, proprie Scripturarum 

est, et a nullo sapientum szeculi apud Greecos usurpatum. Unde mihi videntur quem- 
admodum in aliis verbis, quee de Hebreeo in Greecum Septuaginta Interpretes transtu- 
lerunt, ita et in hoe magnopere esse conatos, ut proprietatem peregrini sermonis ex- 
primerent, nova novis rebus verba fingentes.’—Comment. in Ep. ad Gal., lib. i. cap. 
1. tom. vii. p. 387. 

In the LXX. the word diroxdAviic is found but seldom; viz., 1 Sam. xx. 30; 
Eeclus. xi. 27; xxii. 22; xli. 23: but in none of these cases has it the sense of 
“ divine commut. ‘eation.” 

* Rom. i. 19,20; “That which may be known of God is manifest (suse in 

. 
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In the first place, in the world of sense, Nature’ is represented 
in Scripture as disclosing the Being and the Agency of God. 
From it, as the organ of the Divine power, the swper-natural 
shines forth : ‘The heavens declare the glory of God, and the 
firmament showeth his handywork.’”? The creation itself is an 
instance of God’s coming forth from the mysterious and silent 
depths of his invisible Being ; its pages present, as it were, a mar- 
vellous language in cipher, from which the Author permits some 
of His thoughts to be more or less distinctly inferred ; *‘ The in- 
visible things of Him: from the creation of the world are clearly 
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His 
eternal power and Godhead.” Again, in the intimations afforded 
by the inward constitution of man, God manifests himself no less 
plainly in the world of thought ; partly by the higher powers of 
knowledge, partly by the voice of conscience and the moral sense. 
In the depths of our souls we are conscious of feelings more sub- 
lime than can spring from our own finite and limited individu- 
ality. “ The Gentiles,” writes the Apostle, “ having not the Law, 
are a Law unto themselves, which show the work of the Law 
written in their hearts, their conscience also bearing wit- 
ness.”° These two sources of Divine knowledge imply each other, 
and belong to the province of philosophy. They are as universal 
as the human race ; “there is no speech nor language where their 
voice is not heard.’”* God has never left Himself without a wit- 
ness “in that He did good, and gave us rain from heaven, and 
fruitful seasons, filling our heart with food and gladness.” For, 
such ‘‘ manifestations” of God’s Being it is the duty of all to. 
seek : ‘ He hath made of one blood all nations of men, that they 
should seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after Him, and 

them; for God hath showed it (¢¢avépwcev) unto them.” Cf Acts, xiv.17. Bret- 
schueider was, I believe, the first thus to employ the term ‘‘ manifestation” as expres-_ 
sive of the peculiar sense in which the Apostle here applies the idea.—Cf. “ Hand- 
buch der Dogmatik,” ler Band. s. 155, 4te Auflage. 

1 Cf. Bockshammer’s ‘“ Offenbarung und Theologie,” s. 5. 
~~ DEBS a> amb 
5 Rom. i. 20. 
4 Twesten, referring to the arguments which reason supplies for the existence of 

God, justly appeals to the results of modern investigations in proof of the proposition 
that reflecting upon the j/irite can never lead man beyond the finite, if he does not 
already bear within himself the consciousness of the Jnfinite—Cf “ Vorlesungen tber 
‘die Dogmatik,” ler Band. s. 345. 
~° 5 Rom. ii. 14, 15. 

CO Re EK 3: | 7 Acts, xiv. 17 
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find him, though He be not far from every one of us, for in Him . 
we live, and move, and have our being.”! 

The particulars just considered form the groundwork of what 
is termed Natural Religion ; the conveyance of God’s will by 
means of facts’ is the foundation of what we term Revealed Re- 
ligion. Natural and Revealed Religion can never be contrasted ; 
but there is a real, although it is but relative contrast between 

‘the channels shactigh which they are conveyed, i. e., between Na- 
ture and Revelation.’ How, then, are they related ; and where in 
nature can we recognise a Divine activity other than that exhibited 
in the order of the universe ?* Nature and Revelation alike pro- 
ceed from God, and, consequently, if their relation to each other be 
correctly expressed, all semblance of absolute opposition must, of 
itself, disappear. We have, therefore, to seek for some point in 
which they both unite ; in which Nature assumes a religious 
aspect, as plainlyas Revelation presents itself as a matter of fact. 

We have assumed that the Divine influence over Nature did 
not cease at the act by which the world was called into being :— 
the perfection of creation, surely, does not suspend the vital im- 
pulse which it received from God, nor is the Creator's power to 
be restricted to the original imposition of purely mechanical 
laws. Now, if God speak by means of the phenomena of the 
universe to the spirit of man, such a result can never be ascribed 
to the purely natural element which pervades the world. This 
only points to some other element of the same kind, equally finite 
with itself; and by virtue of the chain of causes reveals to us 

* Alluding to the passage here cited (Acts, xvii. 26-28) Bretschneider (loc. cit.) 
observes: “Bei der Manifestation ist der Mensch activ, und muss Gott suchen und 
ergreifen.” This writer goes on to confound the ideas of Revelation and Inspiration. 
Inspiration he defines to be that species of Revelation in which God acts without the 
intervention of any intermediate cause (‘sine causarum externarum interventu’ ; 
and as man is active in the case of ‘‘ Manifestation,” so in ‘‘ Inspiration” he is passive 
(‘‘ Bei der Inspiration verhalt sich der Mensch leidend”) ; in proof of which he quotes 
2 Pet. i.21. But see infra, p. 40. ; 

To the class of Divine ‘‘ Manifestations” some writers (e. g. C. F. Fritzsche, “ De 
Revelationis notione Biblica, p. 13) add that effected by the course of history : «Our 
fathers understood not Thy wonders in Egypt. * * * Nevertheless He saved 
them for His name’s sake, that He might make his mighty power to be known.”— 
Ps, evi. 7, 8, cf. Ps. exxxvi. 

? B. g. the giving of tho Law from Sinai—the Incarnation, &e. 
3 “Differunt certe informationes oraculi et sensus et re et modo insinuandi: sed 

spiritus humanus unus est, ejusque areule et celle eedem. Fit itaque, ac si diversi 
liquores, atque per diversa infundibula, in unum atque idem vas recipiantur.”—Bacon, 
De Augment. Scient. lib. ii. cap. i. 

4 This subject is discussed by Sack in his remarks, ‘‘ Vom Begriffe der Off-aba- 
rung,” Apologetik, ss. 114-147 
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nothing more than the mutual dependence of the particular ex- 
istences in the world of Nature, but not the sovereignty of God. 
That which reveals the Supreme Being, and thus mediates between 
God and man, is the divine Locos, or Creating Word, which 
proceeds from the essence of Deity. Without this notion there is 
no religious view of Nature, nor can we recognize its Divine Author 
as revealed by it.’ It is only the relationship of our spirit to this 
Original Intelligence (which is at once exalted above Nature, and 
really operative within it), which renders it even conceivable that 
Nature should thus influence us. Between this view of the world 
and Atheism (which banishes God from His universe), or Pan- 
theism (which identifies Him with it), there is no alternative. 
Hence it is that the active revealing power in Nature, and the 
historically revealing element in Religion, have one and the same 
principle. In short, the true notion of all Revelation is expressed 
in a saying of §. Athanasius when speaking of the Incarnation : 
—“JIt was the office of the Divine Word, who by His peculiar 
providence, and setting in order of the universe, affords instruc- 
tion concerning the Father, to renew that same instruction.”? 
This renewed instruction effected by direct communications from 
above, as well as that “ manifestation” of God effected through 
the medium of Nature, are alike to be traced to the same Eternal 
Word. No man hath seen God at any time, the only-begotten 
Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared 
Him.”* Now, Revelation, properly so called, is distinguished in 
Scripture into Revelation by Word, and Revelation by Act—the 

? “So ist alle Offenbarung ein Thatwort des Logos an den Geist des Menschen; und 
dieses Thatwort auch in der Natur zu erkennen, ist die einzige Art, die Natur relig- 
ids und als Mittel der Offenbarung anzusehen.”’—Sack’s Apologetik, s, 121. 

2S. Athanasius, De Incarn. cap. 14, tom i. par, i. p. 59, The chapter begins by 
stating that when the features of a portrait have been effaced, it is necessary that the 
original should again be present, in order that the likeness may be restored. Kara 
TovTo Kal 6 Tavaytoc Tob TaTpoc bLd¢, ELKOY Gv TOD taTpdc, TapeyévEeTo éEni TOdE TueE- 
Tépouc TOTOVE, iva TOV Kat’ duTOV TeETOLNLEVOY dvOpwrov dvakatviay * * * Tivog duV 
qv wadw xpeia, } Tod Oeod Adyou Tod Kai Woy Kai vobv dpdyTos, ToD Kai Ta OA év TH 
Kricet KivovvTos, Kal dc’ duTav yvupilovtuc Tov maTépa; Tob yap did Tipe idiac mpovoiac 
Kal dtakoopynsews TOV bAwv diddoKovTog TEepi TOD maTpdc, duTOD HY Kai Tiv duTAV d.Ldao- 
kadiav dvavedoat. 

In addition to this passage (the closing sentence of which is quoted by Sack, p. 
132), [ may adduce the expression of the same thought by S. Irenaus: ‘‘ Per ipsam 
conditionem, revelat Verbum conditorem Deum, et per mundum fabrificatorem mundi 
Dominum, et per plasma eum qui plasmaverit artificem, et per Filium eum Patrem 
qui generaverit Filium * * * Sed per Legem et Prophetas similiter Verbum et 
Semetipsum! et Patrem predicabat.”— Cont. Her., lib. iv. cap. vi. p. 234. 

SJohni. 18. - 
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Act, or miracle, representing and expressing, in the world of sense, 
EEA the Whords or knowledge communicated, expresses in aes ; 
world of thought: the former being to the ordinary law of Na-~ 
ture, what the latter is to the light of Reason.’ In one point of 
time, and in one form of life, both these elements have found 
their perfect union. Both have been united in Him who is the 
subject of all Revelation.* The being to whom we must ascribe 
the words, although expressed by the messengers of God; He 
who, in like manner, performed the acts, although by the instru- 
mentality of these same agents, was the Locos, God’s eternal, 
personal, self-Revelation,—God, who as Word, spiritually, and 
yet really, maintains the world.*. But now the fact of the Incar- 
nation presents to our view both these forms of Revelation com- 
bined ;—that entrance of the Eternal Word into the personal 
and historical limitations of a ‘Son of Man.” In this great fact 
Revelation, on its historical side, has been closed, on its spiritual 
side has been rendered perfect and immortal, And thus we can 
not conceive (nor does Scripture record) that any Revelation was 
ever made to Christ. He was not only the Revealer,—“ the true 
Light which lighteth every man that cometh into the world,” *— 
but also the Revelation, ‘‘ God manifest in the flesh.” 

There are three epochs in which Divine Revelation gives to 
the history of religion the very condition of its existence :—-The 
Primitive Revelation ; the Covenant Revelation to Israel ; Revela- 
tion in the appearance of Christ. It has pleased God that of this 
Revelation a record should be conveyed to after times. It could 
only be conveyed by the medium of language ; and since Serip- 
ture appears, in history, as the acknowledged means of preserving 
this record, we here behold the transmission of Revelation by a 
written document. But whence the title Holy Scripture : ? 

? Cf. “Twelve Sermons on Heb. i. 1, 2,” delivered at “the B Boyle Lecture, A. wap. 1708, 
by Bishop Williams (of Chichester), p. 17: a work which, notwithstanding some (as 
I conceive) erroneous stateménts as to Inspiration, is of much value. 

* In God as Logos, Word and Act are ever united: “‘ He spake, and it was done; 
He commanded, and it stood fast.”—Ps. xxxiii. 9. ‘Wiesein Wort immer die aller- 
erfolgreichste That ist, schlechtin schaffend: so ist auch seine That immer im hich- 
sten Grade redend und unendlich Gedanken erzeugend.”—Sack, s. 136. 

5 Nature, observes S. Athanasius, is sustained and preserved by the Logos from 
that dissolution which its own fleeting and frail materials must have induced. For 
God who by His eternal Word gave existence to the Creation,— 

‘Q¢ dyabbc TO EavTod Adyw Kal dvTO 6vTe EO TAY oburdcav draxuBeprd Kat KaQic- 
THO, iva TH TOV Adyon Hyeuovia Kai mpovoig Kal Stakoopyjoer dwTiGouery. 7) KTiCLG, Be- 
Baiwe Stausvery dvv|67).— Orat. cont. Gentes. n..41, tom. i. p. 40. . 

* John, i. 9, cf. Luke, ii. 32. 
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Traced to its true source, this notion depends upon the fact, that 
the ideas of the Eternal Word, and of the Divine Spirit, are 

“here, to a certain degree, correlative." The Word, as divine and 
eternally creative, has the Spirit as the divine and eternally ani- 
mating principle, in and with Himself. By the agency of the 
Divine Spirit the meaning and the will of the Eternal Word are 
introduced into the real being of things.* All divine activity in 
the world is organic. So also the arrangements of God’s Revela- 
tion form a system which comprehends all things ; which aids in 
bringing light into darkness ; whose centre is Christ, to whom 
every Revelation in earlier times must be referred, and from 
whom every Revelation, of a later period, has. proceeded, by vir- 

1 Cf, Sack, “ Von der heiligen Schrift,” Apologetik, s. 418. 
The topic here introduced is so essential to a just view of the present subject, that 

I am induced to quote in full the following passages. On Rom. xi. 36 (é§ dutod Kai 
du’ dutot Kai éi¢ dvTov Ta wavTa), Olshausen observes :— 

“Paul at length closes his great dogmatic discussion with a doxology, in which 
God is described as embracing all things—as the Beginning, Middle, and End, of all 
things, and, consequently, of the believing Israel as a whole, and of every individual. 
That these references are what is intended by the prepositions é£, d¢d, and eic, is no 
longer questioned by later expositors. But, on the other hand, they continue blind 
to the fact that these references also express the relation of Father, Son, and Spirit. 
In an exactly similar way it is said of God, Eph. iv. 6,6 éxi wévtwv kal bid ravTor, 
kai év xaow. Of the Father as the sowrce of all being, é« or io is always (séets) used 
in the New Testament, and é7i with respect to His absolute power; of the Son, al- 
ways dvu, as the Revealer of the Father, the organ of His agency (comp. on Johni. 3); 
of the Spirit, eic, so far as He is the End to which the divine agency leads, or év, so 
far as He is the element which penetrates and supports all things. 1 Cur. viii. 6, is 
decisive in favor of this interpretation; where Paul himself explains the é& od and 6’ 
od of the Father and the Son.”—Der Brief an die Rém., Comm..3er Band. s. 420. 

Again, on Col. i. 17, Olshausen, returning to this subject, writes as follows:— 
“The various relations of the creature to the Eternal are“expressed by the prep- 

ositions did, eic, and év. The dca refers to the origin of the creature, which proceeds 
from the Father through the Son; elec refers to the end of the creature, as all is created . 
to or for Him, as the final aim of things (cf: verse 20); on the other hand év points, as 
the cvvéotnxe unmistakeably shows, to the present stability of the world, which is 
always in the Son, so far as He supports and upholds the world with His word (Heb. 
i. 3), and the upholding may also be considered as a continuation of the creation. 
There is but one difficult point in this description, which sets forth Christ’s divine na- 
ture in the most distinct manner; namely, that elsewhere the relation of the Holy 
Ghost to the creature is usually expressed by the prepositions e/¢ and év (cf. on Rom. 
xi. 36); but here the Son is always the subject. In other passages, e. g. 1 Cor. viii. 
6, ei¢ is also used of the Father. However, this difficulty is satisfactorily explained 
by the fact, that to each of the three Divine Persons, by Himself, just because they 
are real Persons, and carry life in themselves, all relations of the Trinity can be attrib- 
uted.”—Der Brief an die Coloss., Comm. 4er Band. s, 339. 

This reference to the mystery of the Trinity, as denoted by the three siisbeutlibl. 
is noticed by Origen, Comm. in Epist. ad Rom. lib. vitl. tom. iy. p. 642. The passage 
is quoted by Mr. Alford in loc. 

2 It is well observed by Rudelbach, in his Essay ‘‘ Die Lehre von der Inspiration 
der heil. Schrift,” published in his Journal for 1840, that “the transition to a written 
document, composed according to God’s will, can detract in no respect from the power 
and efficacy of His Word. On this assumption rests the whole notion of Inspira- 
tion.” —ler Theil. s. 24, 
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tue of that Holy Spirit imparted, through Him, to the world.’ 
This agency of the Holy Spirit, by the very force of the term, 
forms the essence of the idea of Inspiration ; and the two con- 
ceptions thus pointed out, of the Eternal Word as the Divine 
Person who reveals, and of the Holy Spirit as the Divine Person 
who inspires, are the pillars upon which must rest any theory re- 
specting the Bible and its origin which can deserve serious 
notice.” 

But, before entering upon the direct question of Inspiration, 
a matter of vital moment must be adverted to, any confusion of 
ideas respecting which must perforce mar and distort the whole 
aspect of the inquiry, It must first be settled, What is the Bible ? 
and In what light are we to regard it ? In reply to the former of 
these questions, with which the present investigation is not di- 
rectly concerned, I point to that collection of writings, whether 
of the Old or New Testament, which our Church accepts as Ca- 
nonical, and which she defines in her Sixth Article. The answer 
to the latter question, viz., ‘‘ In what light is the Bible, as a col- 
lection of such and such books, to be regarded ?” demands some 
observation. ‘There is an error growing up in our time, closely 
allied to that false spiritualism which in the second century 
formed the essence of the heresy of Marcion, which draws a 
sharp line of distinction between the Old Testament and the 
New. The leading representative of this opinion in modern 
times is the founder of a school which commands extensive influ- 
ence on the Continent, and the principles of which have been 
recently advocated with no small ability among ourselves.* The 

1 Cf Twesten’s “ Vorlesungen,” ler Band. p. 289. 
? See on this question Lecture iii. infra. 
* “The Philosophy of Religion, by J. D. Morell, A.M. London, 1849.” 
“Tf there be one mind whose personality may have impressed itself more than 

any other upon my own, in tracing out the whole course of the following treatise, it 
is assuredly that of the revered Schleiermacher; indeed the analysis of the idea of re- 
ligion, and its reference to the absolute feeling of dependence, is taken substantially 
out of the introduction to his great work, the ‘Glaubenslehre.’ That God would 
send svch a mind and such a heart to shed their influence upon ourselves, and guide 
us from the barren region of mere logical forms into the hallowed paths of a divine 
life, is the best wish I can breathe for the true welfare of every religious community 
in our land.”—~Pref. p, xxxiii. 

Quinet, in his eloquent essay on Strauss in the ‘ Revue des Deux Mondes” for 
1838 (tom. 4me., p, 463, &c.), adverts with justice to the influence of Schleiermacher. 
He observes, that in the commotion of the German mind, and the daily increasing 
destruction of all belief, nothing causes him greater surprise than the calmness of 
those writers “ qui, effagant chaque jour un mot de la Bible, ne sont pas moins tran- 
quilles sur l'avenir de leur croyance.” Schleiermacher was the greatest of them all— 
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founder of this school, the celebrated Schleiermacher, maintains 
that while Christianity is no doubt connected historically with 
Judaism by the fact that Jesus was born among the Jewish 
people, still the reason of this merely was, that the universal 
Redeemer could not well appear except among a monotheistic 
people." This whole system regards the Old and New Testament 
as factors of a perfectly heterogeneous nature: the Law is not 
inspired ; nor even the historical parts of the Old Testament ;* 
and Christianity, so far as its peculiar features are concerned, 
stands in precisely the same relation to Judaism as to Heathen- 
ism. But not to dwell upon sentiments so extreme, and from 
which even the followers of Schleiermacher seem to recoil,’ I can 
refer to the views of a respectable English writer. Dr. Pye Smith 
thus expresses himself in some remarks upon the Old Testament 
contained in his work on “The Scripture Testimony to. the 
Messiah :”—‘ Many of the facts thus recorded have not directly 
a religious interest, but they were valuable to the Israelites and 
Jews as fragments of national and family history ; and in our times 
they have proved to be of great importance in casting light upon 
the almost lost history of several nations.’”* 

“fait pour régner dans ce trouble universel si l’anarchie des intelligences euit consenti 
a recevoir un maitre.” A 

? Cf. “ Der Christliche Glaube von Dr. Friedrich Schleiermacher,” 4te Aufgabe, Ber- 
lin, 1842. ler Band.s.77. And even this prerogative of the Jews must be received 
with qualifications: “Und so war auf der andern Seite auch das hellenische und ré- 
mische Heidenthum auf mancherlei Weise monotheistisch vorbereitet, und dort die 
Erwartung auf eine neue Gestaltung aufs ausserste gespannt, so wie im Gegentheil 
unter den Juden die messianischen Verheissungen theils aufgegeben waren, theils 
missverstanden. So dass wenn man alle geschichtlichen Verhaltnisse zusammen- 
fasst, der Unterschied weit geringer ausfullt, als auf den ersten Aublick scheint.”— 
8. 78. 

.? Nay more, as to the value of the Old Testament for Christians; “ Werden wir 
gewiss eben so nahe und zusammenstimmende Anklange auch in den Aeusserungen 
des edleren und reineren Heidenthums antreffen.”—-s, 80. 

3 KE. g. Twesten, who, as Nitzsch justly observes (“Studien und Kritiken,” 1828, 
s. 227), rather, omits the consideration of this question, than treats it with the atten- 
tion which its importance deserves. Nevertheless he follows in the footsteps of his 
master so far as to assert, “ We cannot regard these writings as a rule for Christians, 
and, therefore, the question arises, how we are to regard them from the stand-point 
of Christian theology.”— Vorlesungen, ler Band, s. 222, 

*“The Scripture Testimony to the Messiah.” 2d Kd. vol. i., notes, p. 41. Of 
this ‘‘note” Mr. Morell observes, ‘‘ So, also, ta some extent that admirable scholar 
and theologian, Dr. J. P. Smith, in one of his notes ta the Scripture Testimony to the 
Messiah; a note which had almost brought out the controversy [as to Inspiration} 
fairly into this country, but that its hour was not yet arrived.”—The Philosophy of 
Religion, p. 189. I quote this observation as illustrating the extent to which the 
question has been fermenting in the public mind. 

Mr. Morell himself observes, with respect to the books of the Old Testament from 
Joshua to Chronicles: “ All that we can say is, that they were universally received, 
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All such views, according to the principles which it will be my 
endeavor to establish, are founded upon a fundamentally erro- 
neous conception of the nature and structure of the Bible. This 
‘Divine record, comprising the two great divisions of Old and New 
Testament, presents itself to the acceptance of mankind as one 
organized whole : as an elaborate structure whose various parts 
conspire to the attainment of one definite end, the entire edifice 
being constructed according to one grand design. That one end 
is the Salvation of man,—that grand design is the economy of 
Redemption. The stage on which this great drama was to be 
enacted was the history of the human race ; and in no other lan- 
guage than that of the Bible itself can be described the antithe- 
sis which this history affords: “‘ God saw every thing that He 
had made, and behold it was very good,”! is the statement of the 
first chapter of the Old Testament ;—the writer who closes the 
New Testament, on the other hand, proclaims, ‘‘ We know that 
we are of God, and the whole world lieth in wickedness.”? With 
the two ideas of Redemption and Salvation, the entire framework _ 
of Revelation is inseparably connected. To the first man was 
given a hope of the redemption of his race ; and beyond this the 
last of the Prophets can not go." The appearance of the Re- 
deemer Himself did no more than give reality to these antici- 
pations. 

There is an inseparable bond of union connecting the two 
divisions of the inspired volume: ‘“ The law was our schoolmaster 
to bring us unto Christ.”* The aim of each earlier Revelation. 
of the Eternal Word was to restore, in their original purity, the 

lost truths of religion, and to build them up anew in the midst 

both as veracious histories, and as containing correct religious sentiments, by the 
Jewish people.”—J/bid. p. 161. 

Of the Psalms, he concludes :— ‘ . 
“All we can say is, that they embodied the-religious consciousness. or, if the term 

be preferred, the state of ¢nspiration to which the mind of the writer was elevated.”— 
P. 162. This view may be illustrated by what the author had just observed as to the 
Pentateuch: ‘ All we mean is, that the inspiration here involved did not spring from 
any outward commission to write that particular book; but only from the Divine light 
which was granted to the age, and to the mind of the author—a gift which he was 
left to make use of as necessity or propriety might'suegest.”—Jbid. p. 161. 

1 Gen. i. 31. 21 John, v. 19. 
*See Davison, “Discourses on Prophecy,” 5th Ed. p. 74. Twesten has received 

much praise for having similarly connected the ideas of Revelation and Redemption. 
“Unter Offenbarung verstehen wir hier die Aeusserung der gottlichen Gnade zum 
Heile (ei¢ owrgpiav) des gefallenen Menschen in ihrer urspriinglichen Wirkung auf 
die menschliche Krkentniss.”— Vorlesungen, ler Band. s. 345. 

* Gal. iii. 24. 
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of historical and positive false religions." This latter circum- 
stance, of necessity, stamped a character of separation upon the 
Revelation of the Old Testament ; which Revelation, however, 
from its design of restoration, must be also characterized by a 
principle of development. The patriarchal Revelation elected 
and separated an individual and his family ; the sanctions of its 
covenant were faith and hope.” When this became clouded by 

- idolatry and unbelief, a new Revelation was annexed to and 
founded upon it; and which, while it imposed, in the Mosaic 
Law, a more positive or penal discipline,* held out in the field of 
prophecy a gréater fulness of promise, and a brighter prospect of 
hope. In the legal element, Revelation develops more strongly 
its separating character ; in the element of promise, its move- 
ment in advance is more apparent, removing more and more the 
barriers which confined the covenant people. Lastly, the Dispen- 
sation introduced by Christ includes and perfects all previous 
phases of Revelation, and combines them in itself into an organ- 
ism complete on all sides. It perfects both the legal and prom- 
issory side of the Old Testament Revelation. The Law becomes 
real, living truth; the promise becomes actual grace: “The 
Law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus 
Christ.”‘ Its individuality is now stamped with universality : 
“* Many shall come from the east and west, and shall sit down 
with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven.”’* 
Its character of separation at length expands into that of a king- 
dom of the elect, extending over all the people of the world. 
And thus, following the course and progress of Revelation, the 
several parts of the inspired volume sprang gradually into being : 
“The brook became a river, and the river became a sea.” ® 

. The immediate design, indeed, of each element of this collec- 
tion of writings, or the precise end attained by its connection with 
the others, we may not as yet be able to discern—although the 
progress of knowledge, and the light afforded by the fulfilment 
of prophecy, have largely extended our information as to these 

1 Compare, on this point, the admirable remarks of Beck, pp. 120-143 of his 
“ Propadeutische Entwicklung der Christlichen Lehr-Wissenschaft,” Stuttgart, 1838. 

* “Your father Abraham,” said Christ to the Jews, “rejoiced to see my day, and 
he saw it and was glad.”—John, viii. 56; ef. Heb. xi. 

’ “ Wherefore then serveth the Law? It was added because of transgressions.”— 
Gal. iii. 19; cf Rom. vii. 7. 

* John, i. 17. ® Matt. viii. 11. § Eeclus. xxiv. 31. 
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matters.' But, the fact of such ignorance respecting the purpose 
of each portion, and the functions performed by it in the organ- 
ized structure of the Holy Scriptures, is no reason for our deny- 
ing that a purpose was designed ; while, as in the case of every 
organized whole, each discovery of such or such a final cause but 
serves to illustrate the connection and’mutual relation of all its 
parts, although our researches may fall very far short of perfec- 
tion. Take, for example, the animal economy. The veins and 
arteries had performed their appointed functions, and diffused 
the vital current through the frame for thousands of years before 
their final cause was pointed out. To the present hour the ner- 
vous system remains a mystery; and yet, who will question its 

importance or its utility ?* And, to carry the analogy one step 
farther,—as the various portions of the animal structure are 
called at different times and for different purposes into different 
degrees of activity, so the relative value and prominence of the 
various parts of Scripture alter according to the wamts and inter- 
ests of the age. In our day, certain portions of Holy Writ, 
which were of main importance in the early ages of the Church 
(and which will maintain to the last their vital, though relative, 
value), may not be of such immediate practical applicability ; 
while, on the other hand, what is all essential now was not then 
so peculiarly called into action. The character of the inspired 
record itself, however, does not vary. The landscape remains 

* Thus St. Jerome profoundly observes :—‘ Paralipomenon liber, id est, Instru- 
menti veteris ércrou7, tantus ac talis est, ut absque illo si quis scientiam Scripturarum 
sibi voluerit arrogare, se ipsum irrideat. Per singula quippe nomina, juncturasque 
verborum, et praetermissz in Regum libris tanguntur historize, et innumerabiles ex- 
plicantur Evangelii queestiones.”—pist. liii. ad Paulinum, tom. i. p. 277. . 

Thus it is that Ezra, i. 1, is inexplicable without the predictions of Isaiah and Jere- 
miah; which, in their turn would be altogether obscure without the record of their 
fulfilment preserved by Ezra and Nehemiah. Again, as Mr. Westcott justly remarks, 
“The relation of Christianity to the old dispensation, which is historically exhibited 
in St. Matthew, is argumentatively deduced and specially illustrated in the Epistle 

- to the Hebrews, the authority of which can never be doubted by those who have any 
deep sense of the perfect provideutial instruction of the Church; for without it the 
types of the Old Testament are, in most cases, unexplained, and the full significance 
of the past unrecognized and undeclared.”—EHlements of the Gospel Harmony, p. 140. 
See Appendix B. 

? Origen has well developed this same analogy: 
* * * 61 ydp mepi Tac dvaTouac TpaypaTevoduevot TOY latpdv, dvvavrar A€yew 

Exaotov kai 7d éAayorov poprov etc ti xpyotuov bd The mpovoiac yeyévnTal VvOEL LOL 
Toivuv Kai Tdy ypaddc TodTOY Tov Tporoy mécac BoTdvac, H Ev TéAELOY Adyov GGua et 
02 od pte BoraviKéeg & ypaddr, unTe dvatouede TOY TpodnTUKdY Adywr, Mi) vOuLGe TeEpL- 
éAkew Te TOV yeypayuévor dAAd ceavTov povov 7 Ta lepd ypdupata dLTLO, Ste pL) évpio- 
Kei TOV Abyov TOY yeypaupévwv.—Homil. xxxix. in Jerem. tom. iii. p. 286. 
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still the same, although the sun, as the storm-cloud floats along, 
may lend greater brilliancy to some features of the scene, and cast 
others for a moment into the shade. 

The various parts of Holy Scripture, then, I would again re- 
peat, in order to be rightly understood, or justly valued, must be 
regarded as the different members of one vitally organized struc- 
ture ; each performing its appropriate function, and each convey- 
ing its own portion of the truth. Consider the parts sustained 
by two of our four Gospels. A one-sided apprehension of Apos- 
tolic teaching had introduced in the early Church different phases 
of false doctrine. Had there been but one Gospel, the Church’s 
teaching might have been, in like manner, one-sided. From the 
Gospel of St. Matthew the higher nature of Christ could not 
have been so clearly proved to the Ebionites, as from that of S. 
John ; while the former was better calculated to oppose the dreams 
of the Gnostics.* But the four Gospels having been combined in 
the Canon, the Church has thus been defended on all sides. 
Hence the Gospels were well termed by an early Father’ the four 

1 Of these heresies S. Irenzeus observes : 
“Ebionei eo Evangelio, quod est secundum Matthzeum, solo utentes, ex illo ipso 

conyincuntur, non recte presumentes de Domino. * * * Hi autem quia Valen- 
tino sunt, eo quod est secundum Joannem plenissime utentes ad ostensionem conju- 
gationum suarum ex ipso detegentur,” &c.— Cont. Heer., lib. iii. 11, p 189. 

2S Ireneus. ’Exed) * * * ortdoc 2 Kal otypiypa éxkAnotac Td évayyédLov, 
Kal rveipua Cwij¢, &uxotwe Tésoapac yew duty orvAovc.—Ibid. p. 190. S. Irenzeus 
adds the well-known comparisons of the four regions of the world, the four principal 
spirits, and, in fine, the four forms which made up the Cherubim, (Ezek. i. 10. Rev. 
iv. 7.); observing that the Divine Logos, who sits upon the Cherubim, “ dedit nobis 
quadriforme (retpdéuopgov) Evangelium, quod uno spiritu continetur.” In like man- 
ner, S. Cyprian: ‘‘ Ecclesia Paradisi instar exprimens, arbores fructiferas intra muros 
suos intus includit. * * * Has arbores rigat quatuor fluminibus, id est Evangeliis 
quatuor.”—Ep. Ixxiii. p. 132. On this passage Mr. Westcott aptly observes:—‘“ An 
old Father compared our four Evangelists to the rivers which encircled the earthly 
Paradise: truly their streams,spring from different lands, and flow in different ways: 
yet each protects some boundary of the Church, and conveys to it the waters of 
life."—Elements of Gospel Harmony, p. 73. To the same effect &. Jerome styles the 
four Evangelists “quadriga Domini, et verum Cherubim.’—FEp. liii. ad Paulinum, 
tom. i. p. 278. ~ 

Gieseler, in his essay “On the origin of the written Gospels,” p. 200, points out 
with his usual learning the source of such metaphorical language, which writers un- 
acquainted with the questions agitated in the primitive Church are wont to regard as 
puerile or unmeaning. The heretics continually objected that the Church claimed 
four Gospels, while the Apostles taught but one. Thus, in the “ Dialogus de recta in 
Deum fide,” which is contained in the first volume of the works of Origen, the Mar- 
cionite argues : 

“J EyO téyyo trépwbev, dre dddoa toriv ra évayyédta, Aéyer yap 6 doaToAoc Ev évay- 
yéAuov, tyuetc J? Técoapa AéyeTe.—P. 807. 

Hence, observes Gieseler, ‘‘the Fathers are at great pains to point out that their 
Gospel is always One; presented, nevertheless, under four forms, handed down by 
four witnesses, divided into four books.” How well suited to the taste of the age 
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pillars of the Church, each supporting its own portion of the 
structure, and guarding it from subsiding into any of those forms 
of false doctrine to which partial views of the truth had given 
rise. 

In seeking for the grounds of that peculiar authority which is 
claimed for the Bible, we are first of all met by the question as to 
the authorship and genuineness of the separate writings of which 
the volume is composed. With this portion of the subject our 

present inquiry has no immediate concern. The various points 
connected with it constitute a distinct branch of theological sci- 
ence, to which in recent times the title ‘‘ Introduction” (Kinlei- 
tung) has been appropriated ;* and the results of which the pres- 
ent investigation must assume. Were we to content ourselves 
with such results, no small advantage would be attained. The 
Holy Scriptures would still be to us objects of the highest value 
were we merely to regard them as historical documents from 
which we might learn to know the doctrine of Christ, as we learn 
the opinions of Socrates from the pages of Xenophon and Plato. 
But we have too much depending on the certainty of these docu- 
ments not to feel ourselves disquieted by the doubt, Is the orig- 
inal Revelation transmitted to us through them in its primitive 
purity ?—a doubt which at once disappears if we firmly establish 
the Inspiration of the writers ; and show how such Inspiration is 
reflected by and preserved in the pages of Scripture. 

The Bible presents to us, in whatever light we regard it, two 
distinct elements,—the Divine and the Human. This is a matter 
of fact. On the one hand, God has granted a Revelation ; on the 
other, human language has been made the channel to convey, and 
men have been chosen as the agents to record it.) From this point 
all theories on the subject of Revelation take their rise ; and all 
the varieties of opinion respecting it have sprung from the man- 
ner in which the fact referred to has been taken into account. 
There are two leading systems in this department of theology : 

wore the comparisons employed in the elucidation of this fact, appears from the gene- 
ral custom, founded upon the simile of the Cherubim, of ascribing to each Evangelist 
one of the forms of which the Cherubim consisted. , 

1 Perhaps the earliest instance of the use of this term is to be found in the Preface 
to the treatise by Cassiodorus (A. D. 538), “ De Institutione Divinarum Literarum,” 
where he styles his work “ introductorios libros.” Ed. Bened. tom. ii. p. 537. He 
refers subsequently to previous ‘“ Introductores Scripture divine ;” of whom he names 
Tichonius the Donatist, S. Augastine, in his work, ‘‘ De doctrina Christiana,” Hadrian, 
Eucherius, and Junilius. Jbid. c. x. p. 545. 

~ 
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the one suggested by the prominence assigned to the Divine ele- 
ment, the other resulting from the undue weight attached to the 
Human. The former of these systems practically ignores the 
Human clement of the Bible, and fixes its exclusive attention 
upon the Divine agency exerted in its composition. This system 
admits and can admit of no degrees. It puts forward one consis- 
tent and intelligible theory, without subdivisions or gradations. 
According to it, each particular doctrine or fact contained in 
Scripture, whether in all respects naturally and necessarily un- 
known to the writers, or which, although it might have been as- 
certained by them in the ordinary course of things, they were not, 

_ in point of fact, acquainted with ; or in fine, everything, whether 
actually known to them, or which might become so, by means of 
personal experience or otherwise,—each and every such point has 
not only been committed to writing under the infallible assistance 
and guidance of God, but is to be ascribed to the special and im- 
mediate suggestion, embreathment, and dictation of the Holy 
Ghost. Nor does this hold true merely with respect to the sense’ 
of Scripture and the facts and sentiments therein recorded, but 
each and every word, phrase, and expression, as well as the order 
and arrangement of such words, phrases, and expressions, has 
been separately supplied, breathed into (as it were) and dictated 
to the sacred writers, by the Spirit of God.’ For the present, I 
shall merely observe, that, while I can by no means accept this 
system as correct, or as consistent with the facts to be explained, 
it will be my object in the present Discourses to establish in the 
broadest extent all that its supporters desire to maintain. ; name- 
ly, the infallible certainty, the indisputable authority, the per- 
fect and entire truthfulness of all and every the parts of Holy 

F ~ re an 
Scripture. » 3: 

The characteristic of the other system. to which I have alluded, 
and to which the great majority of the modern theories of Inspi- 

? “Omnia et singule res que in S. Scriptura continentur, sive ille fuerint S. Scrip- 
toribus naturaliter prdrsus incognite, sive naturaliter quidem cognoscibiles, actu ta- 
men incoguite, sive denique, non tantum naturaliter cognoscibiles, sed etiam actu 
ipso note, vel aliunde, vel per experientiam, et sensuum ministerium, non solum 
per assistentiam et directionem divinam infallibilem literis consignatie sunt, sed sin- 
gulari Spirittis S. suggestioni, inspirationi, et dictamini acceptee ferend sunt. Omnia 
enim, que scrihenda erant a Spiritu S. sacris Scriptoribus in actu isto scribendi sug- 
gesta, et intellectui eorum quasi in calamum dictitata sunt, ut his et non aliis cireum- 
stantiis, hoc, et non alio modo, aut ordine scriberentur.”—J. A. Quenstedt. Theolo- 

‘ gia Didactico-Polemica, cap. Iv. sect. ii. p. 67. 

3 
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ration are to be referred, is that of ascribing undue prominence 
to the Human element of the Bible. I must content myself 
here’ with briefly stating the three heads to which, I conceive, all 
the varieties of opinion, which may be traced to this source, can, 
with more or less definiteness, be reduced. 

I. To the first head may be referred those writers who have 
changed the formula ‘ The Bible zs the Word of God,’ into.‘ The 
Bible contains the word of God.’ Writers of this class, while they 
generally shrink from absolutely drawing the line between what 
is and what is not inspired, yet broadly assert as well the possi- 
bility as the existence of imperfections in Scripture, whether re- 
sulting from limited knowledge, or inadvertence, or defective 
memory on the part of its authors.” Such imperfections are often 
restricted to what are termed ‘ unimportant matters,’ | 

II. Under the second head may be placed the different hypoth- 
eses which assume various Degrees of Inspiration ; the Divine, 
influence by which the sacred writers were actuated having been 
universal, but unequally distributed. ‘The tendency of all such 
hypotheses—for even their authors allow that as hypotheses 
alone can they be regarded—is to fine down to the minutest point, 
if not altogether to deny, the agency of the Holy Spirit in certain 
portions of the Bible. ‘‘ What the extent of the Inspiration was 
in each case” (I quote the words of Bishop Daniel Wilson, who 
maintains this view of various “‘ Degrees” of Inspiration) —‘‘ What 
the extent of the Inspiration was in each case, we need not, in- 
deed we cannot, determine. We infer from the uniform language 
of the New Testament that in each case such assistance, and only 
such assistance, was afforded as the exigencies of it required. 

, Where nature ended, and Inspiration ee it is not for man to 
cipety 

III. The third head comprises Schleiermacher and his follow- 

? For some account of the modern theories of Inspiration, see Appendix C. 
2 Cf. Ebrard. “ Kritik der Evang, Geschichte.” ler Th. s. 63. 
5 “The Evidences of Christianity, by Daniel Wilson,” London, 1828, vol. i. p. 506. 

The “ Degrees” of Inspiration usually laid down are as follows: h By the Tuspiration 
of Suggestion, is meant, such communications of the Holy Spirit as suggested and dic- 
tated minutely every part of the truths delivered. The Inspiration of Direction, is 
meant, of such assistance as left the writers to describe the matter revealed in their 
own way, directing only the mind in the exercise of its powers. The Inspiration of 
Elevation added a greater strength and vigor to the efforts of the mind, than the 
writers could otherwise have attained, The Inspiration of Superintendency was that 
watchful care which preserved generally from anything being put down derogatory 
to the revelation with which it was connected.”—~J bid. p. 508. 
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ers ; the Shibboleth of whose school, in brief, is this, ‘ The letter 
killeth, the spirit giveth life.’* The idea of Revelation, according 
to Schleiermacher, is confined to the person of Christ :—the no- 
tion of Inspiration he considers to be one of completely subordinate 
importance in Christianity ;* the sole power which the Bible 
“‘ possesses of conveying a Revelation to us, consisting in its aiding 
in the awakenment and elevation of our religious consciousness ; 
in its presenting to us a mirror of the history of Christ ; in its 
depicting the intense religious life of His first followers ; and in 
giving us the letter through which the spirit of truth may be 
brought home in vital experience to the human heart.”* 

I now proceed to that view of Inspiration, to establish which 
will be the object of the present inquiry. In entering upon the 
task my first object will be to look steadily at the facts of the 
case, which, while it is our duty never to distort or exaggerate 
them, it is equally our duty to recognise, and estimate at their 
true value. ,The Bible, I have already observed, consists of both 
a Divine and a Human element. This leading fact may be re- 
garded as the first of the two Conditions of our problem ; a Con- 
dition which can only be satisfied by showing how the two ele- 
ments may be combined. According to the former of the systems 
to which I have just referred, the Human element is entirely lost 
sight of. On its principles the sacred writers, on receiving the 
Divine impulse, resigned both mind and body to God, who in- 
fluenced and guided both at His sole pleasure ; the human agent 
contributing, the while, no more than the pen of the scribe: in a 
word, he was the pen, not the penman, of the Spirit.* Now, cer- 

? Quinet, in the essay already referred to, well describes the result of this principle 
when so applied: “ Mais qui ne voit qu’ a son tour l’esprit en grandissant peut tuer, 
et remplacer la lettre ?” 

? “Was die Eingebung betrifft, so hat dieser Begriff im Christenthum eine durch- 
aus untergeordnete Bedeutung. Denn eine Bezielung desselben auf Christum findet 
gar nicht statt, indem die gottliche Offenbarung durch ihn immer, wie sie auch ge- 
dacht werde, mit seiner ganzen Existenz identisch gedacht wird, und nicht als frag- 
Sake in zerstreuten Augenblicken erscheinend.”—Der Christliche Glaube. ler 

and. s. 97. 
* This statement of Schleiermacher’s system is taken from Mr. Morell’s exposition 

of his views on Inspiration, ‘‘ Philosophy of Religion,” pp. 143—4. 
-* *Cf. Westcott’s ‘Gospel Harmony,” p. 6. Thus, even Hooker in his first sermon 
on Jude, 17-21, having quoted 1 Cor. ii. 12, 13, gives expression to the following sen- 
timent: ‘This is that which the Prophets mean by those books written full within 
and without; which books were so often delivered them to eat, not because God fed 
them with ink and paper, but to teach us, that, so often as He employed them in this 
heavenly work they neither spake nor wrote any word of their own, but uttered syl- 
lable by syllable as the Spirit put it into their mouths.”—Vol. iii. p. 662, Keble’s Ed. 
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tain phenomena, obvious of themselves, and brought still more 
prominently forward by the progress of criticism, demand expla- 
nation upon this, as upon every other, theory. The varieties in 
diction which meet the student as he examines the original text 

of Scripture, arising partly from the changes undergone by the 
Hebrew language during the lapse of ages,’ partly from the nat- 
ural genius and personal peculiarities of the writers of either 
Testament ;* the differences in point of style which are so appar- 
ent between the prophetical and historical parts of Scripture* as 
well as between the different prophets and historians themselves ; 

-—all these are matters of which some account must be given. 
The maintainers of the theory of Inspiration which we are now 
considering, either offer no explanation at all of such phenomena 
—except by employing some rather general metaphors‘—or are 
reduced to the necessity of putting forward another hypothesis, 
which, although in one point of view a real advance in the true 
direction, yet closely resembles the doctrine of the Docetz of old.° 
It is asserted that the Holy Ghost merely “ accommodated Him- 
self” to the different peculiarities of the sacred writers.’ An ad- 
mission of the originator of this hypothesis exhibits its imsufficien- 
cy. ‘‘ The Holy Ghost,” he observes, “‘ inspired His amanuenses 
with those expressions which they would have employed had they 
been left to themselves.”’ It.is, perhaps, unnecessary to remark, 

But see the context for some profound remarks on one of the most obscure parts of 
this subject. , 

* Cf. Havernick’s “ Hinleitung.” ler. Theil, 1te Abtheil. 2er Kap., § 34, s. 225 ff. 
? E. g. The use, by S. John alone, of the term mapouuia, the other Evangelists em- 

ploying the word rapaBoan. 
8. g. Compare Isa. xxxvi., and Jer. xxxvi., with other portions of these books. 
4“ Andr. Rivetus Isag. ad Script. S. cap. ii. T. ii. Opp. f. 858, simili a perito scriba 

petito illustrat, qui diversis calamis commode utitur, aliquando subtilioribus et magis 
acutis, aliquando crassioribus et obtusis, ubi literee quidem et scriptura scribze in soli- 
dum tribuenda, ductus autem vel subtilior vel crassior, indoli et habitui pennz vel 
gracilioris, vel crassioris est adscribendus.”—Carpzovius, Critica Sacra Vet. Test. p. 59. 

® The Docetze held that all relating to Christ’s human appearance was a mere vis- 
ion; and hence their name. The idea thus applied was of long standing among the 
Jews. Thus Raphael tells Tobit, “All these days I did appear unto you; but I did 
neither eat nor drink, but ye did see a vision.” —Tobit xii. 19. 

Neander, in his remarks on the Docetze, observes: ‘‘The opinion corresponding to 
the fantastic tendency of the East, and which had long obtained currency among the 
Jews, that a higher spirit has the power of representing himself to the eye of sense in 
various deceptive forms, which possess no reality, was transferred to Christ. "— Allgem. 
Geschichte der Kirche, 2te Aufl. ler Band. s. 667. 

® “Patendum est Spiritum 8. in suggerendis verborum conceptibus accommodasse 
se ad indolem et conditionem amanuensium.”—Baier, Prol. ii. § 7, note g, quoted by 
Twesten, Vorlesungen, ler Band, s. 418. 

7 “ Ka verba Spiritus S. amanuensibus inspiravit, quibus alias usi fuissent, si sibi 
fuissent relicti.”—Quenstedt, cap. iv. p. 76. Rudelbach, who states that Musius tirst 
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that this wholly hypothetical statement assumes an exercise of 
the Divine agency for which no motive can be assigned, or end 
pointed out ; while it seems impossible to reconcile this phase of 
the purely organic, or as it has, of late years, been termed, Me- 
chanical, theory of Inspiration with the highest aim of religion— 
the elevation and enlightenment of the faculties of man. 

Are we then compelled, by this failure of the theory before 
us, to solve the difficulties of the question, to accept as true that 
other system which ascribes undue influence to the Human ele- 
ment of the Scriptures? Assuredly not ; our task is rather to 
make our own those portions of the truth which each system may ~ 

contain. 
In whatever manner we conceive the Bible to convey to us a 

Revelation, we must, from the nature of the case, recognise its 
two elements. Without the Divine element it would cease to be 
a Revelation ; without the Human, the communication from God 
would have been confined to the individual to whom it was orig- 
inally made. The whole analogy of nature, too, teaches us that 
God accomplishes all His ends by the intervention of certain, 
means. Here, the end is the conveyance of Divine truth ; while 
the means consist in exhibiting that truth in those aspects under 
which alone it can be grasped by man. That it should be possi- 
ble for man to apprehend it, it must present itself allied to 
human conceptions, and clothed in human languagé.* To attain 
this object, the same power which gave the message selected the 
messenger ; and the grounds of this selection we can clearly dis- 
cern to have been the natural capacities and the opportunities, as 
well as the traits of individual character, which marked each sacred 
writer. Moses was skilled in all the wisdom of the Egyptians ; 
and §. Paul, who had been the pagan scholar in the school of Tar- 
sus, and the Jewish scholar in the schools of Jerusalem, while by 
his Jewish learning he could show from the Scripture that Jesus 

started this idea, entertains a far more favorable view of it than I have been able to 
form. It is a conception, he remarks, ‘welche die tiefsten Blicke in den ganzen Or- 
ganismus der Offenbarung verrath, und mit Recht die Theodicee der Inspiration ge- 
nannt werden mag.”—Die Lehre von der Insp. 4es Kap. s. 24. 

1 “The narrowness and imbecility of thg human mind being such as scarcely to 
comprehend or attain a clear idea of any part of the Divine nature by its utmost ex- 
ertions; God has condescended, in a manner, to contract the infinity of His glory, 
and to exhibit it to our understandings under such imagery as our feeble optics are 
capable of contemplating.”—Lowth, Lectwres on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews, Lect. 
xxxi. 2d ed. vol. ii p. 312. 
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was Christ, could also appeal to the hearts of his Gentile hearers 
in the words of their own philosophers and poets. No less con- 
ducive to the successful communication of Divine truth was the 
calling into activity the individual peculiarities of the agents thus 
chosen. The unbending intellect of Paul; the practical temper- 
ament of James ; the heart which throbbed alike with zeal and 
love in the bosom of John, were chosen, in their turn, to convey 
the message best: suited to each ;—while the principle which 
linked together the several parts of the chain of doctrine thus 
called into being was the one Divine Spirit which selected, and 
guided, and inspired each writer. What just reason indeed can 
possibly be assigned for supposing that the Divine power should 
have obliterated the peculiar characteristics of each before it 
qualified him for his task? Must we not rather assume that, 
when the individual was chosen, there were certain grounds ex- 
isting in his nature, in consequence of which the lot fell upon 
him ? Such peculiarities of character, therefore, are rather to be 
regarded as the condition of the particular form under which the 
Divine influence willed to exhibit itself in operation. And thus, 
the actuation of the Spirit will not consist in the exclusion of the 
Human element, but rather in illuminating and exalting it, ac- 
cording to its several varieties, for the attainment of the end pro- 
posed.’ Shall we, then, in consequence of this variety of means, 
and diversity of agencies, refuse to recognise the power which 
stamps its unity and confers its vital energy upon the whole ? On 
erounds equally appropriate here did the Christian Apologist 
maintain before the masters of the world the Personality and the 
Majesty of God. In opposition to the prevailing Pantheism of 
his age, he appeals to the structure and the harmony of the uni- 
verse. ‘‘I adore,” said Athenagoras, “‘the Being who harmonized 
the strains, and leads the melody, not the instrument which He 
plays. What umpires at the Games, omitting to crown the min- 
strel, place the garland upon his lyre ?”’” 

1CfSteudel’s excellent treatise, ‘Ueber Inspiration der Apostel.” ‘“‘ Tiibinger 
Zeitschrift fiir Theologie.” 1832. 2te Heft. s. 117. 

2 Ex roivur éuperec 6 Kéopoc dpyavoy Kat kevodpuevor év prbu@, Tov dpyooduevoy Kar 
mAnacovra rodg pbbyyouc, Kal T6 ctpduvod Exddovra uédog, od TO d6pyavov, TpocKLVA, 
’Ovde yap éxi Tay dywioTdv, mapadirovter bt dOAoBETaL Tove KLGapLoTac, TAC KLBapac~ 
oTedavotow dvtav.—Legatio pro Christianis, cap. Xvi. p. 291. 

This Apology was presented by Athenagoras (cic. A.D. 177) to the Emperor 
Marcus Aurelius and his son Commodus. Guericke (“De Schola Alexandriz,” p. 22) 
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According to the view here taken, and which has been termed 
the “ Dynamical” theory of Inspiration,—or that which implies 
such a Divine influence as employs man’s faculties according to 
their natural laws,—man is not considered as being in any sense 
the cause or the originator of the Revelation of which God alone is 
the source, but human agency is regarded as the condition under 
which the Revelation becomes known to others. Nature itself 

supplies a striking analogy to this species of co-operation. When 
the principle of life has been communicated to any portion of un- 
organized matter, the power which animates receives, indeed, its 
condition from the matter to be animated, but in no sense can 
we ascribe its source to the inorganic mass to which it is lai 
Nevertheless the further development of that which has once ré- 
ceived the vital influence admits of no separation between the 
purely passive matter and the principle of life, which alone is act-_~ 
ive. *.Or, to take an illustration from the province of theology :— 
in Regeneration it is allowed by all that Divine Grace is the sole 
influence which operates at the instant when Regeneration takes’ 
place. Afterwards it is the joint influence which co-operates with 
the human powers and human will.’ From this view, then, it 
results that that peculiar, natural type, according to which each 
sacred writer was moulded at his creation, was ssciriilaeee as it 
were, by the power of Inspiration, and appropriated by the et; 
subi at the same time, the Spiritual Influence is no more to be 
confounded with the tokens of individual character than it is to 
be identified with the essence of the natural life. In short, the 
Divine and Human elements, mutually interpenetrating and com- 
bined, form one vital, organic whole,—not mechanically, still less 
ideally, but, as it has been termed, Dynamically united.* So far 
as to the first Condition of our problem. 

The second, and no less important Condition, is supplied by a 
fact which must have forced itself in some shape or other upon 
the attention of every reader of the Bible, and which presents 
another phase of its Human element. Certain portions of the 
Bible are, strictly speaking, Revelations ; that is, such as, from 

mentions that Philippus Sidetes alleges that this work was dedicated to the Emperors 
Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. At all events it was composed in the latter half of the 
second century. 

* See Twesten, ‘ Vorlesungen,” ler Band, s. 418. 
3 Cf. Beck’s “ Propadeutische Entwicklung,” s. 240. 

¢ 
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their supernatural character or the circumstances of the writer 
who records them, could not have been known to him without a 
special communication from heaven. Other portions, again, are 
not of this nature. The historical incidents, for example, recorded 
in both the Old and New Testament were suchas must frequently 
have been familiar to the sacred writers, either from their own 
observation, or from sources which were at their command : and 
this very fact, like their individual peculiarities, is employed by 
the Holy Spirit as a vehicle of truth and a ground for conviction. 
This may be distinctly seen from the case of §. John, who thus 
opens his first Epistle: “That which was from the beginning, 
which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which 
we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the Word 
of life, * * * that which we have seen and heard, declare we 
unto you.” On this fact, which cannot be gainsayed, rests a 
distinction which claims particular attention, as it forms a lead- 
ing idea of the theory adopted in the present inquiry. The dis- 
tinction is that between Revelation and Inspiration.’ 

By Revelation I understand a direct communication from God — 
to man, either of such knowledge as man could not of himself» 
attain to, because its subject-matter transcends human sagacity 
or human reason (such, for example, were the prophetical an- 
nouncements of the future, and the peculiar doctrines of Chris-— 
tianity), or which (although it might have been attained in the 
ordinary way) was not, in point of fact, from whatever cause, 
known to the person who received the Revelation.* By Inspira- 

1 Sontag (“ Doctrina Inspirationis,” p. 134), states that this distinction was first , 
introduced by Quenstedt. This is an error. The earliest work in which I have no- 
tieed an express allusion to the subject is that of Melchior Canus (biz, an. 1560). 
“De Locis Theologicis,” Colon. 1605 :— 

“Non enim asserimus, per immediatam Spiritus Sancti revelationem, que quidem 
propri revelatio dicenda sit, quamlibet Scripturze Sacree partem fuisse editam. Quin 
Lucas, qua ab Apostolis accepit, ea scripto ipse mandavit, ut in Evangelii sui procemio 
testatur. Et Marcum, que a Petro didicerat, rogatum a discipulis scripsisse. * * * 
Sive ergo Matthzeus et Joannes, sive Marcus et Lucas, quamvis illi visa, hi audita re- 
ferrent, non egebant quidem nova Spiritus Sancti revelatione, egebant tamen peculiari 
Spiritus Sancti directione.”—Lib. ii. cap. xviii. p. 126. 

I conceive that Origen has clearly noticed the distinction in question in a well- 
known passage in his commentary on 8. John (Opp. tom. iv. p. 4). On this point see 
Appendix ©. I may observe that I have not been able to procure or consult a work 
constantly referred to as fully discussing this subject, viz., Baumgarten’s treatise “ De 
discrimine Reyvelationis et Inspirationis.” Hal. 1745. 

2 This latter point will be illustrated by an incident in the history of Elisha, stated 
in the fourth chapter of the second Book of Kings, as contrasted with what is told of 
the prophet Ahijah in the fourteenth chapter of the first Book of Kings: 

“ And when she came to the man of God to the hill, she caught him by the fect: 

, 
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tion, on the other hand, I understand that actuating energy of 
the Holy Spirit, in whatever degree or manner it may have been 
exercised, guided by which the human agents chosen by God 
have officially proclaimed His will by word of mouth, or have 
committed to writing the several portions of the Bible.’ I re- 
peat, in whatever degree or manner this actuation by the Holy 
Spirit may have been exercised: for it should never be forgotten 
that the real question with which our inquiry is concerned is the 
result of this Divine influence as presented to us in the Holy 
Scriptures, not the manner according to which it has pleased God 
that this result should be attained.- Moses unquestionably re- 
ceived more abundant tokens of the Divine favor than Ezra, or 

but Gehazi came near to thrust her away. And the man of God said, Let her alone, 
for her soul is vexed within her; and the Lord hath hid it from me, and hath not 
told me.”—2 Kings, iv. 27. 

“And Jeroboam’s wife arose, and went to Shiloh, and came to the house of Ahi- 
jah. But Ahijah could not see, for his eyes were set by reason of his age. And the 
Lord said unto Ahijah, Behold the wife of Jeroboam cometh to ask a thing of thee 
for her son, for he is sick: thus and thus shalt thou say unto her: for it shall be, when 
she cometh in, that she shall feign herself to be another woman.”—1 Kings, xiv. 4, 5. 

? Understanding the several portions of the Bible, whether they consist of actual 
Revelations, in the strict sense of the term, or of moral teaching, or of mere historical 
details. Thus, the Revelation of the Law from Sinai, and the facts connected with the 
wanderings of the Israelites, were alike recorded under the influence of Jnspiration. 
Or, again, the facts connected with the personal history of Job, the words of God 
Himself from “out of the whirlwind,” the sayings of the Patriarch, and the reasoning 
of his friends, were all committed to writing under the actuation of the Holy Ghost,— 
although “the Lord said to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled against thee, 
and against thy two friends: for ye have not spoken of Me the thing that is right, as 
my servant Job hath.”—Job, xlii. 7. Indeed, it is plain that neglecting to attend to 
this application of the term Inspiration is to overlook the design of the Scriptures as 
defined by 8. Paul: “Whatsoever things were written aforetime were written for 
our learning that we through patience and comfort of the Scriptures might have 
hope.”—Rom. xv. 4. 

Mr. Coleridge’s “ Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit” afford a pregnant illustration 
of this neglect. He is throughout haunted by the belief that no other view of Inspi- 
ration is conceivable than the “mechanical” theory in its baldest form. His remarks, 
consequently, tend to subvert the entire authority of the Bible. If the reader will 
bear in mind the distinction which I have drawn between Revelation and Inspiration, 
and will also substitute for the phrase “dictated by” in the following extract, the 
words “committed to writing under the guidance of”—the objection which it ex- 
presses will appear absolutely pointless:—‘‘ Yet one other instance, and let this be 
the crucial test of the Doctrine. Say that the Book of Job was [dictated by] an in- 
fallible Intelligence. Then re-peruse the book, and still, as you proceed, try to apply 
the tenet: try if you can even attach any sense or semblance of meaning to the 
speeches which you are reading. What! were the hollow truisms, the unsufficing 
half-truths, the false assumptions and malignant insinuations of the supercilious big- 
ots, who corruptly defended the truth :—were the impressive facts, the piercing out- 
cries, the pathetic appeals, and the close and powerful reasoning w ‘ith which the poor 
sufferer—smarting at once from his wounds, and from the oil of vitriol which the or- 
thodox liars for God were dropping into them—impatiently, but uprightly and ho- 
lily controverted this truth, while in will and in spirit he clung to it;—were both 
[dictated by] an infallible Intelligence ?"—Lelter iii. p. 38. 
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Nehemiah, or the author of the Books of Chronicles ; but this 
does not render that element of the Bible, in composing which 
Moses was the agent, one whit more true or more accurrate in its 
details than the writings of the others.’. The Disciple whom 
Jesus loved, and who reclined upon His bosom, enjoyed person- 
ally far higher privileges than 8. Mark or 8. Luke. But still 
this affection of his Divine Master does not render 8. John’s 
Gospel, in one single feature, a more trustworthy vehicle of that 
portion of Divine truth which it conveys than the records of 
those who were but the companions of the Apostles. 

It has been already observed, that Revelation and Inspiration 
are also to be distinguished by the sources from which they pro- 
ceed,—Revelation being the peculiar function of the Eternal 
Word ; Inspiration the result of the agency of the Holy Spirit. 
Their difference, in short, is specific, and not merely one of de- 
gree :” a point which is amply confirmed by the consideration, 
that either of these Divine influences may be exerted, although 
the other be not called into action. €The Patriarchs received 
Revelations, but they were not inspired to record.them ; the 
writer of the Acts of the Apostles was inspired for his task, but 
we are not told that he ever enjoyed a Revelation.* But although 

? The importance of the distinction on which I am insisting will be further appar- 
ent from the following statement of Dr. Pye Smith: ‘Those who affirm in a general 
and indiscriminate manner, that all and every the parts of the Old Testament were 
immediately dictated by [see last note] the Holy Spirit, and that, to each the same 
kind of inspiration belongs, appear to me to go farther than the evidence warrants, 
and to lay the cause of revealed religion under the feet of its enemies.”— Scripture Tes- 
timony to the Messiah, vol. i. Notes, p. 39. 

2 This view differs altogether from the popular employment of the terms, eer 2 
to which their distinction is wholly lost sight of. Thus Mr. Morell writes:— 

“All Revelation, as we showed, implies two conditions: it implies, namely, an 
intelligible object presented, and a given power of recipiency in the subject: and in 
popular language, when speaking of the manifestation of Christianity to the world, we 
confine the term Revelation to the former of these conditions, and appropriate the 
word Inspiration to designate the latter. According to this convenient distinction, 
therefore, we may say, that revelation, in the Christian sense. indicates that act of 
Divine power by which God presents the realities of the spiritual world immediately 
to the human mind; while inspiration denotes that especial influence wrought upon 
the faculties of the subject, by virtue of which he is able to grasp these realities in 
their perfect fulness and integrity. God made a revelation of Himself to the world 
in Jesus Christ; but it was the inspiration of the Apostles which enabled them clearly 
to discern it. Here, of course, the objective arrangements and the subjective influ- 
ences perfectly blend in the production of the whole result; so that, whether we 
speak of Revelation or of Inspiration, we are, in fact, merely looking at two different 
sides of that same great act of Divine beneficence and mercy, by which the truths of 
Christianity have been brought home to the human consciousness. Revelation and 
Inspiration then indicate one united process.” —Philosophy of Religion, p. 150. 

* So again, we have no reason to suppose that when Samuel was i So the 
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thus specifically distinct, a fixed relation subsisting between the 
two ideas, as applied to the Bible, must be noticed. €It is plain 
that, without Inspiration a Divine communication would have 
been, in a measure, useless as a guide and a rule ; for without — 
such Spiritual illumination how could we be assured that the 
Revelation would be correctly transmitted to others, or even 
rightly apprehended by the recipients themselves ?) Consider a 
single case, which exhibits the relation of the two ideas. Certain 
Tyrian prophets, mentioned in the twenty-first chapter of the 
Acts, “said to Paul, through the Spirit, that he should not go 
up to Jerusalem.” ‘To them had been revealed what the Holy 
Ghost was witnessing ‘‘in every city”’ namely, that bonds and 
afflictions awaited 8. Paul in Jerusalem. These prophets, how- 
ever, enjoyed no Inspiration ; they adulterated the Revelation 
which they had received with human wishes and human feelings, 
and thus directly contradicted the will of God, which the guid- 
ance of the Spirit enabled 8. Paul himself to understand and 
to obey. “And now, behold! I go bound in the Spirit unto 
Jerusalem, not knowing the things that shall befall me there, 
save that the Holy Ghost witnesseth in every city that bonds 
and afHlictions abide me.’” 

But whatever may be the result of this distinction between 
Revelation and Inspiration, as applied to the contents of the 
Bible ; in whatever manner we can satisfy ourselves that certain 
portions convey to us a message direct from heaven, or that 
others simply record historical facts which were naturally known 
to the writers,—it must ever be borne in mind that the true idea 

of Inspiration is altogether objective, extending to every portion 
of every book ; and that it stamps the Word of God, as such, 

book which bears his name, he received a renewal of the Revelations which God had 
made to him in his youth. 

K6éppen (“Die Bibel ein Werk der Géttlichen Weisheit,” 3te Aufl. 2er Band, s. 
307) draws attention to a fallacious mode of reasoning often employed :—“ In order 
to prove that the books of the Bible have been written under Divine Jnspiration, ap- 
peal is sometimes made to the extraordinary Revelations which are here and there an- 
nounced in the Bible; but this is plainly a false conclusion, and a weakness not to 
be concealed. Although God has revealed Himself to certain persons by means of a 
supernatural influence, the question, notwithstanding all this, still remains,—how has 
the Divine influence exerted itself in the composition of the Bible?” For an instance 
of an express Jevelation being intermingled with inspired teaching, see 1 Tim. iv. 1. 

1 Acts, xx. 23. 
81 bid. See Olshausen, a loc. Also Storr and Flatt, “ Biblical Theology,” Part 

iii. § 11. 

, 

ie 
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in the most profound sense of the term ; thereby distinguishing > 
it from every thing which is merely human. Inspiration, in 
short, as the attestation of God’s Spirit, in, through, and for 
man, belongs essentially to the organism of Scripture as the 
record of Revelation; and is at length unfolded to us in its full 
bearings in that department of it where God reveals Himself as 
the Spirit. . 
_- In theological language the ordinary operations of the Holy 
Ghost are divided into preventing, operating, co-operating; a 
division which may help to guide us in our conception of the 
manner in which the sacred writers were influenced: although 
their Inspiration (I would observe in passing) differs, not merely 
in degree, but absolutely in kind, from that ordinary operation 
of the Spirit usually called by the same name." We may dis- 
tinguish in the first place, the stage in which the Holy Spirit 
prevents; that is, prompts to the task of writing: the outward’ 
channel through which such: suggestion was usually conveyed 
being the various occasions or motives which, in what men call 
the ordinary course of things, have led to the composition of 
most of the books of the Bible.” The task having been thus 
undertaken, in the second stage the Holy Spirit operates ; that 
is, selects from the mass of materials which were at the writer’s 
command,—whatever may have been their character, whether 
naturally known, or supernaturally revealed—and so disposes the 
course of his labors, that S. Paul could say of certain parts of 
the Jewish history that “‘ they were written for our admonition.” 
In the third stage, the Holy Spirit co-operates with the natural 
faculties of the mind, in the manner already dwelt upon when 
considering the first Condition of our problem ; the result of this 
co-operation being the different books which in their combination 
constitute the Bible, and which have been molded into unity by 
the power of the Spirit. | 

And here we shall most fitly advert-to the language em- 
ployed under the influence of Inspiration, In the common 
course of things men of ordinary capacity have the power of 
clothing their thoughts and feeling in appropriate words ; and — 
from the very nature of the case we cannot but believe that the 
words adopted by the sacred writers must, in like manner, be 

1 See infra, Lecturev. * 2 See infra, Lecture iv. 81 Cor. x. 11. 
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the adequate expression of their inward conceptions, and, there- 
fore, of that internal life produced by the Holy Spirit. But, 

furthermore, the same Divine power which breathed this life into ’ 
the soul must be regarded as the vital principle of the language 
which represents it. To this utterance of that Spirit, Whose 
glance penetrates the universe, Whose intimations extend to 
every age, and apply to every circumstance with a fullness and 
definiteness which embrace time and eternity—to this utterance 
of the Spirit there is essentially appropriated that pregnant style 
which in a few syllables conveys such infinitude of meaning,’ 
which is unexhausted by all commentators, and which possesses 

’ 

that marvellous “ capacity of translation into any dialect which 
has a living and human quality.’’. The opinion, that the sub- — 

ject-matter alone of the Bible proceeded from the Holy Spirit; 5 | 
while its language was left to the unaided choice’ of the various 
writers, amounts to that fantastic notion which is the grand fal- 
lacy of many theories of Inspiration ; namely, that two different 
spiritual agencies were in operation, one of which produced the 
phraseology in its outward form, while the other created within 
the soul the conceptions and thoughts of which such phraseology 
was the expression. The Holy Spirit, on the contrary, as the 
productive principle, embraces the entire activity of those whom 
He inspires, rendering their language the word of God.“ The 
entire substance and form of Sorigtara, whether resulting from 
Revelation or natural knowledge, are thus blended together into 
one harmonious whole : direct communications of religious truth, 
as well as the inferences which the sacred writers deduced there- 
from ; the lessons to be learned, whether from exhibitions of 
miraculous power, or from the facts of history ; such matters, 
together with all the collateral details of Scripture, have been 
assimilated into one homogeneous organism by the vital energy 
of the Spirit. 

. 

\ 

MAO pide AéEews Eveotiv 626KAnpov évpetv vodv.—S. se fo Hom. 1. in Joan. tom. 
viii. De 293. 

* F. D. Maurice. ‘The Kingdom of Christ,” vol. ii. p. 246. 
* An opinion held by Seb. Castalio, Episcopius, Geo. Calixtus, &c., who assert 

“res inspiravit Deus, voces a scriptore sunt.” But see the remarks of Beck, “ Propa- 
deutische Hntwicklung,” s. 240. 

* ‘4 or this cause also thank we God without ceasing, because when ye received 
the word of God which ye heard of us, ye received it not as the word of men, but as 
it is in truth, the word of God.”—1 Thess. ii. 13. Cf iy. 1, 2, 8. 
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Such is the aspect under which I propose, in the present in- 
vestigation, to consider the question of the inspiration of Holy 
Scripture. In order to establish this theory, it will be necessary 
to prove that the two Conditions of the problem which it involves 
have been satisfied ; one of these Conditions being defined in 
that expression of 8. Paul which forms the text of this Dis- 
course, “‘ We are laborers together with God ;” the other being 
presented by that distinction pointed out between the ideas of 
Revelation and Inspiration. The proof must rest, as in all de- 
partments of knowledge, upon a patient examination and indue- 
tion of facts ; and such is the task which lies before us. Pre- 
viously to entering upon that proof, however, I would refer, once 
for all, to a line of argument which has often been adopted, and 
which has been as unduly exalted on the one hand, as.it has been 
the subject of unmerited ridicule on the other.’ I allude to what 

? Thus it is laid down in Art. Iv. of the Gallican Confession of 1561 :— 
“Nous connoisons ces livres estre canoniques et reigle tres certaine de nostre Foy 

non tant par le commun accord et consentement de l’Eglise, que par le tesmoignage 
et intérieure persuasion du S. Esprit, qui les nous fait discerner d’avec les autres livres 
Ecclésiastiques.”’ 

‘So also in the “ Westminster Confession,” ¢. i. § 4, 5: 
“The authority of the Holy Scripture, for which it ought to be believed and 

obeyed, dependeth not upon the testimony of any man or Church, but wholly upon 
God (who is Truth itself), the author thereof; and therefore it is to be received be- 
cause it is the Word of God. * * * Our full persuasion and assurance of the in- 
fallible truth and divine authority thereof is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit 
bearing witness by and with the word in our hearts.” 

On the other hand, J. D. Michaelis writes as follows :— 
“An inward sensation of the effects of the Holy Ghost, and the consciousness of 

the utility of these writings in improving the heart and purifying our morals, are cri- 
terions as uncertain as the foregoing. With respect to that inward sensation, I must 
confess that I have never experienced it in the whole course of my life; nor are those 
persons who have felt it either deserving of envy or nearer the truth, since the Mu- 
hammedan feels it as well as the Christian.’—Marsh’s Michaelis, vol. i. part i. p. 77. 
- Hofmann justly observes :—‘ Ob ein Wort der Wahrheit, zu welchem sich der Geist 
bekennt, kanonisch sey oder nicht, Wort der heiligen Schrift oder Wort der Ueber- 
lieferung, dariiber sagt jenes Zeugniss des Geistes nichts, und nicht blos einem J. D. 
Michaelis nichts, sondern auch einem Luther beim Briefe Jacobi und der Apokalypsis.” 
— Weissagung und Erfiillung, i. s. 44. Hofmann’s allusion to Luther suggests at once 
the great danger of this exclusive reliance on “the witness of the Spirit” as the foun- 
dation of our belief in the Bible. ‘ Luther,” observes Olshausen, in his treatise on - 
the “Genuineness of the Writings of the New Testament,” ‘‘shows himself a deter- 
mined opponent of John’s Revelation. He says, in his Preface to it: ‘There are 
various and abundant reasons why I regard this book as neither apostolical nor pro- 
phetic. * * * But let every man think of it as his spirit prompts him. My 
spirit cannot adapt itself to the production, and this is reason enough for me why I 
should not esteem it very highly.’”—Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib. p. cv. For a more 
detailed account of Luther’s opinion on this subject, see’‘Appendix ©. The distine- 
tion which is to be made between erroneous views respecting the Canon of Scripture 
and erroneous views respecting Inspiration is one which deserves particular attention. 
See infra, Lecture ii. p. 71, note, the remarks as to Theodore of Mopsuestia. 

‘ 
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is usually termed ‘ the witness of the Spirit,” or the testimony 
which the Holy Ghost Himself conveys to each reader of the 
Scriptures. The fundamental defect of this mode of upholding 
Inspiration appears to consist, not in the conception itself, but 

_ in the place assigned to it in the chain of Christian evidences, 
when employed to prove, and not to confirm,—when addressed ‘to 
the judgment of the understanding, not to the affections of the 
heart. If offered as the sole, or even leading proof, we can 
scarcely feel surprise at its rejection by the sceptic or the un- 
believer. To the intellect of such persons, the alleging such a 
fact, as proof, must be absolutely unintelligible. As well might 
any of us discourse with the blind upon the varieties of colours ; 
or a being of some higher order offer to our minds some new idea 
for the reception of which the proper sense was wanting. <The 
Bible must be recognised as Divine, before such a witness can be 
called in confirmation of previous evidence. But to the Christian, 
who, with willing mind and humble acquiescence, accepts the 
Scriptures as the word of God, this testimony of the Holy Spirit 
is a precious treasure. The proof is one which is even sealed 
with the promise of Christ. It results from no chain of elaborate 
argumentation ; it rests upon that living and intuitive syllogism 
of the heart, ‘‘If any man is willing to do His will, he shall 
know of the doctrine, whether it be of God.” < The Spirit which 
Breathes the principle of Christian life into the being of man 
produces, as we read the words of the sacred writers, this recog- 
nition of His own former agency ; and unconsciously, like the 
statue of ancient story, the soul makes symphony when the ray 
touches it from above.’ 

And here, if one might venture to be eclectic as to any part 
of Holy Scripture, and to point out any portion of it which 
most fitly illustrates this idea, we may, perhaps, safely refer to 

- that discourse of the Lord, beginning at the fourteenth and end- 
ing with the seventeenth chapter of 8. John’s Gospel: that 

1 Rav tic An 74.0éA. abt roveiv. §. John, vii. 17. Cf Nitzsch, “System der 
Christ]. Lehre,” ler Th. § 32, who justly observes that in this point of view Christian- 
ity can not bea riatter of demonstration. 

2 “Why has the Holy Scripture its peculiar adaptation’to man’s nature, save be- 
cause it is His Word, after whose image man was originally fashioned, and who is 
Himself the ‘true light which lighteth every man?’ Therefore, when we read it, we 
recognise the higher rule of our original composition.”—Wilberforce, On the Incarna- 
iton, 2d ed. p. 481. 
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Holy of Holies, as it has been aptly termed, of Christ’s history ; 
that wonderful passage from every line of which shines forth the 
Divinity of Him who spake, though each syllable be tinged with 
the sadness of a soul which even now gazed full upon the agony 
in the Garden, and bore, in prospect, the crown of thorns—syl- 
lables, too, which were uttered from the very shadow of the 
tomb! Who is there that peruses those solemn words, whose 
heart does not burn within him as each expression of human af- 
fection—that sympathy with His earthly brethren which every 
tone conveys—becomes the point of contact through which those 
Revelations of the Eternal Word reach the spirit of man ? Who 
is there that does not recognise the impress of the Divine nature 
in every sentence of that discourse, which, while it announces to 
the Disciples the sorrows of earth, at the same time pledges to 
them the aid and the joys of heaven: that discourse, so com- 
manding, while shaded with the gloom of human anguish ; so 
sublime in its tenderness ; so majestic in its repose ? From this 
source still streams forth a light which illumines the Christian’s 
path, and cheers him on his pilgrimage ; and hence, too, if his 
trust be shaken, can he draw conviction unclouded and serene. 
When difficulties embarrass the reason, and perplexities entangle 
the intellect,—and who is that man over whose understanding 
doubt has not at times cast its shadow, or whose faith the stern 
realities of life have not put to the trial ?—the fainting soul will 
find its refuge in the words which introduce this series of promise 
and encouragement ; words which still whisper to our ear the 
same assurance which once supported the Apostle sinking in the 
wind-tossed sea, ‘‘ Let not your heart be troubled, ye believe in 
God, believe also in Me.” 



LECTURE II. 

THE IMMEMORIAL DOCTRINE OF THE 

CHURCH OF GOD. 



“Scripture teacheth us that saving truth which God hath discovered unto the world 

by Revelation, and it presumeth us taught otherwise that itself is Divine and Sacred.” 

Hooker, Eccl. Pol. b. iii. c. 8. 

‘Epunvede yap éotw 6 Tpodyrne, évdobev brnxyovvtog Ta Aextéa TO Geod, 

Puito, De Prem. et Pen. 

El & dxpiBic yp) hude Aéyew Ta Tpdc Tov KE2o0v, oiduevov Ta aitad hude "lovdaiorg 

rept Tov éykeyévov Sokdlew* dhoouev Ott, TA pev BYBAia Deiw yeypapbar Mvevpari, 

duoAoyovpev dudoreEpot. 
ORIGENES, Cont. Cels. v. 60. 

~ “Quid est autem Scriptura Sacra nisi queedam Epistola omnipotentis Dei ad creatu- 

y,ram suam? * * * Imperator cceli, Dominus hominum et angelorum, pro vita tua 

tibi Suas Epistolas transmisit: et tamen, gloriose fili, easdem Epistolas ardenter legere 

? negligis. Stude ergo, queso, et quotidie Creatoris tui verba meditare. Disce cor Dei 

in verbis Dei, ut ardentius ad ecterna suspires, ut mens vestra ad ccelestia gaudia majo- 

~- ribus desideriis accendatur.” 
S. Gregor. M. Ep. xxxi. Ad Theodorum Medicum. 
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THE IMMEMORIAL DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH 
7 OF GOD. 

WHAT ADVANTAGE THEN HATH THE JEW? OR WHAT PROFIT IS THERE OF CIRCUM- 

CISION? MUCH EVERY WAY: CHIEFLY, BECAUSE THAT UNTO THEM WERE COM- 

MITTED THE ORACLES OF GOoD.—fom. iii. 1, 2. 

WHEN intimating in this passage the leading prerogatives of 
the Jewish people, the Apostle employs a phrase,’ correctly ren- 
dered in our version by the word “ chiefly,” but which, if we 
look merely to the form of the expression, points to other ad- 
vantages which he had intended to name. His pausing, however, 
without pursuing the idea any further, proves how deeply 8. 
Paul felt that a// was in reality contained in that one privilege 
which he had particularized. The entire history of the ancient 
Church of God tells how this treasure was revered ; and that it 
had been guarded with the most scrupulous fidelity is evident, 
as well from the Apostle’s allusion in this place, as from the 
whole tone and tenor of the New Testament. 

To the Christian Church, in like manner, were confided, not 
only the new documents which were added to the Canon ;—the 
Scriptures of the Old Testament also were transferred to its 
care. That it was the privilege of the Christian Church, as it 
had been of the Jewish, to be the “witness and keeper of Holy 
Writ,” and that to the chief officer in each of its divisions was 
intrusted the fulfilment of this commission, is proved by the ex- 
istence of a rite which has been retained in every branch of the 
Church Catholic since the second century. As our own Ordinal 
presents it, the words of Episcopal Consecration are immedi- 
ately followed by the delivery of the Bible into the hand of the 

1 TIpérov pév. Cf. Olshausen’s remarks on this text. 
? Art. xx. Eccles. Anglic. ‘ De Ecclesiae Auctoritate.” 
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newly-made Bishop ; the Church symbolizing thereby two as- 
pects of the duty which he must discharge :—the maintenance 
of the doctrine, and the preservation of fo record.’ 

When we Soncider, then, the fact, that to the Jewish and 
Christian Churches, respectively, and in their capacity of divinely 
instituted Societies, “ the oracles of God” have been committed, 
no inquiry respecting the subject of Inspiration can possess greater 
importance, than that which will exhibit the degree and kind of 
estimation in which the writings which contain those “ oracles,” 
have been always held, as well as the spirit in which the trust 
thus reposed has been discharged. This inquiry is to be dis- 
tinguished from the examination of that testimony which proves 
the genuineness and authenticity of the different parts of the 
Bible ;—although the two questions are often confounded. 
Greater clearness will also be attained, if it be kept apart from 
what are usually termed Christian evidences ; for these relate to 

the belief in the contents of the Scriptures, rather than to the 
nature of the agency employed in their composition. Its bear- 
ing, too, will be better understood when we reflect upon the 
manner in which opinions, such as we are about to consider, have 
influenced the actions of tnose who held them ; as also when we 
picture to ourselves the impression which would have been pro- 
duced upon our minds had the expression of those sentiments been 
less decided, orless peculiar. I propose in the present Discourse 

‘ to give the leading outlines of the doctrine respecting the inspi- 
ration of the Bible held by the Jews who lived before the birth 
of Christ, or who were His contemporaries, as well as by the 

? Immediately after the Imposition of Hands by the “ Archbishops and Bishops 
present * * * upon the head of the elected Bishop,” the Rubric of our Ordinal 
further directs—‘ Then the Archbishop shall deliver him the Bible, saying: ‘Give 
heed unto reading, exhortation, and doctrine. Think upon the things contained in 
this Book,’” &c., &e. 

The antiquity of this rite is proved by the words of the Apostolic Constitutions, 
lib. viii. cap. 4, wep? yeroorov.sy. The direction there given is as follows: o1wrfe¢ 
yevouevnc, el¢ TOV TPOTWv émiokoTov dua Kal dvotv érépotc, TAqatov Tov Guscastnpiov 
toTOc, TOV AoLTaV émLoKOTWV Kai mpeoBurépav ClLWT} TpoTEvyouEVvUr, TOv dé Jiakover 
Ta deta evayyéAta éxi Tie TOD NEtpoTovaypevov Kedaane dverTvypeva KareyovTav, Aeyé= 
Tw mpo¢ Oeov* 'O "Qv, déorrora, kvpre, x. 7. A.—Cotelerius, t. i. p. 395. 

Gieseler, to whom Tam indebted for this remark and reference, observes: “ Dieser 
Ritus scheint die Collation des Zeugnisses symbolisch dargestellt zu haben, und ent- 
stand wahrscheinlich, nachdem die schriftlichen Evangelien als heilige Schriften an 
die Stelle der Tradition gesetzt waren.”—Die Entstehung der schriftl. Evangelien, s, 111. 
I may add, that Gieseler employs this and kindred facts in order to develop his inge- 
nious argument in support of the genuineness of the Ignatian Epistles. 
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Christian Church from the earliest period.’ The importance of 
such external evidence, before adducing that supplied by the 
nature and contents of the Scriptures themselves, is too obvious 
to permit us to pass it over without due consideration, or, as is 
too frequently the case, to assign it a subordinate plage in our 
chain of proofs. 

It has been already pointed out that the Bible must be re- 
garded as no fortuitous compilation of scattered writings ; that 
the several books which make up the Old and New Testaments 
conspire to form one organized whole ; and that each member 
of the inspired volume performs its own part in completing the 
record of Revelation.” In short, the completion of this assem- 
blage of writings may be compared to that of a pre-arranged 
structure, to which many laborers contribute their toil, of whom 

? On this evidence Doddridge observes: “I greatly revere the testimony of the 
primitive Christian writers, not only to the real existence of the sacred books in those 
early ages, but also to their divine original: their persuasion ef which most evidently 
appears from the veneration with which they speak of them, even while miraculous 
gifts remained in the Church; and consequently, an exact attendance to a written 
rule might seem less absolutely necessary, and the authority of inferior teachers 
might approach nearer to that of the Apostles.”—A Dissertation on the Inspiration of 
the New Testament: Works, vol. v. p. 531. That miraculous gifts were continued for 
at least half a century after the death of the Evangelist John, we have the express 
testimony of S. Justin Martyr. Iap’ yuiv éoriv idsiv kat Onreiac Kai dpoevac, yapto- 
fata did: Tod IIvevpatoc rod Ocod éyovtac.—Dial. c. Tryph., ec. 88, p. 185. Cf. cbid. ec. 
82. Alluding to the uncertainty which exists as to the authors of some portions of 
the Bible, whether didactic or historical—e. g. the Books of Kings, the Book of Job, 
&e.,—Sack observes, “that the recognition of any Book by the Church (of either Old 
or New Covenant) is a fact, at least, as important as its having been written by such 
or such a person. For the question does not so much relate to the author in his indi- 
vidual capacity, but to the circumstance that, as a matter of fact, he was acknowl- 
edged by the Church as a person divinely qualified or called to write of divine things 
for the Church.” —Apologetik, s. 434. 

? It could only have arisen from a complete ignoring of this idea, that Mr. Cole- 
ridge has given utterance to the following sentiment, with which he closes a denun- 
ciation of “‘indiscriminate Bibliolatry:” “And lastly, add to all these [evils] the 
strange—in all other writings unexampled—practice of bringing together into logical 
dependency detached sentences from books composed at the distance of centuries, nay, 
sometimes a millennium, from each other, under different dispensations, and for differ- 
ent objects. Accommodations of elder Scriptural phrases—that favorite ornament 
and garnish of Jewish eloquence—incidental allusions to popular notions, traditions, 
apologues—(for example, the dispute between the Devil and the Archangel Michael 
about the body of Moses, Jude, 9),—fancies and anachronisms.imported from the syn- 
agogue of Alexandria into Palestine by, or together with, the Septuagint Version, and 
applied as mere argumenta ad homines—(for example, the delivery of the Law by 
the disposition of the Angels, Acts, vii. 53; Gal. iii. 19; Heb. ii. 2}—these, detached 
from their context, and, contrary to the intention of the sacred writer, first raised into 
independent theses, and then brought together to produce or sanction some new cre- 
dendum for which neither separately could have furnished a pretence !"— Confess. of 
an Inquiring Spirit, letter iv. p. 50. As to Mr. Coleridge's assertion that the writers 
of the New Testament have cited the Old merely by way of “ accommodation,” “ that 
favorite garnish of Jewish eloquence.”—see infra, p. 71, &e. 
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none, perhaps, have any adequate notion of the Architect’s de- 
sign—some being occupied upon that portion of the building 
committed to their own workmanship ; others overseeing sec- 
tions of the plan, and perfecting its various parts as the work 
proceeds—the Master-builder alone overlooking the whole, dis- 
tributing his orders to one immediately, to another mediately, 
and rejecting every addition inconsistent with his original con- 
ception, And so the structure grows to completion according 
to the original idea, but, in no part, without the Master-builder’s 
care.’ 

It must be at once conceded that this theory, as to the design | 
and compilation of the several elements of the Bible, cannot be 
proved by direct, historical evidence. The very nature of the 
case precludes such proof. But if it can be shown that such a 
theory supplies a full and satisfactory explanation of the facts to 
be accounted for, and that, unless we assume its truth, a series 
of remarkable phenomena in the history of human conduct must - 
remain an inexplicable enigma, then, I submit, that evidence, as 
satisfactory as men are capable of attaining, has been adduced 
in proof of the position here laid down ; and further, that if it 
be rejected as in itself insufficient, the rejection of such evidence 
cannot be restricted to the province of religion. 

The facts to be explained are briefly as follows :—Firstly, from 
a multitude of writings extant among the ancient Jews and 
Christians, a selection of certain books was made, to the exclusion - 
of others. Secondly, the several books thus selected were re- 
ceived as infallible and divine ; those which were excluded being 
regarded as fallible and human, Thirdly, in defence, not merely ‘ 
of the doctrines and religious system contained in these books, 
but of the very books themselves, both Jews and Christians have 
submitted to persecution and to death. 

To the first class of facts I can only advert in the most cursory 
manner. The celection of the writings acknowledged as sa¢red — 
by the Jews cannot have been owing to their antiquity merely, 
for we learn from the fourteenth verse of the twenty-first chapter 
of the Book of Numbers, that even in the days of Moses there 
was extant a record entitled “ the Book of the Wars of the Lord.”. 
Nor, in order to confer Divine authority upon any book, was the 

* Cf. Koppen, “ Die Bibel ein Werk der gottlichen Weisheit,” Band. ii. s. 59. 
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fact sufficient that it had been written by a prophet known to 
have received revelations from heaven ; for, if so, why do we not 
find in the Canon “ the acts of Uzziah first and last” written by 
“‘Tsaiah the Prophet, the son of Amoz?”’ Nor, again, did the 
circumstance of a document having been composed in the Hebrew 
language secure its recognition as Divine ; for the Jews never ad- 
mitted among their sacred writings the book of Hcclesiasticus, 
which was undoubtedly drawn up in Hebrew, and whose author, 
moreover, assumes the prophetic tone, and lays no small claim 
to authority.’ Add to all this, the astonishing fidelity and affec- 
tion with which the Jews preserved the writings which they did 
receive into their Canon,—writings, too, which were not the me- 
morial of their glory, but of their shame; and in which their 
Lawgiver, from the very first, calls heaven and earth to witness 
against them.* 

192 Chron. xxvi. 22. For some account of this class of writings, see Appendix D. 
With respect to such books, Prof. Moses Stuart observes, that if any one should hesi- 
tate to acknowledge that the works of this class written by Nathan, Gad, Isaiah, and 

_ others, were counted of Divine authority by the Hebrews, ‘‘on the ground that proph- 
ets might write other books than those which were inspired, still the manner of appeal 
to the works in question which are now lost, both in Kings and Chronicles, shows be- 
yond all reasonable doubt that they were regarded as authoritative and sacred.”— 
The Old Testament Canon, p. 163. That these “lost” writings were regarded as ve- 
racious annals is no doubt evident; but the mere fact of their not having been even 
preserved by the Jews “shows beyond all reasonable doubt” that they were not “re- 
garded as authoritative and sacred.” Cf infra, p. 68, the remarks of Josephus. 

? The author of this book, to whose grandson we are indebted for the present 
Greek version, is said to have lived either 300 or 200 years before Christ. Cf. Ha- 
vernick’s ‘ Finleitung,” ler Th. ler Abth., s. 29. That it was composed in Hebrew 
or Aramaic is clear from the Prologue, where the translator requests of his readers 
“to pardon us wherein we may seem to come short of some words which we have la- 
bored to interpret. For the same things uttered in Hebrew, and translated into an- 
other tongue, have not the same force in them.” 

The author, however, as I have observed, claims for himself full canonical author- 
ity. He writes: “I will yet make doctrine to shine as the morning, and will send 
forth her light afar off. I will yet pour out doctrine as prophecy, and leave it to all 
ages for ever. Behold that I have not labored for myself only, but for all them that 
seek wisdom.”—ch. xxiv. 32-34. He assumes the prophvtie tone: ‘“ Hear me, O ye 
great men of the people, and hearken with your ears, ye rulers of the congregation.” — 
ch. xxxiii. 18. And he closes with the words:—“ Blessed is he that shall be exer- 
cised in these things: and he that layeth them up in his heart shall become wise. 
For if he do them he shall be strong to all things: for the light of the Lord leadeth 
him.”—ch. 1. 28, 29. 

5 Pascal remarks: ‘Ils portent avec amour et fidélité le livre ot Moise déclare qu’ 
ils ont été ingrats envers Dieu toute leur vie, et qu’ il sait qu’ ils le soront encore plus 
aprés sa mort; mais qu’ il appelle le ciel et la terre a témoin contre eux.”’—tom. ii. p. 
188, ed. Faugére. To the same effect Mr. Davison remarks: ‘“‘The words of the proph- 
ets are said to have beeen ‘graven on a rock, and written with iron.’ Had they not 
been so written and engraved, by an irresistible evidence of their inspiration, how 
could they have withstood the cdium and adverse prejudice which they provoked ? 
How could they have survived with the unqualified and public acknow ledgment of 
their inspiration from the Jewish people, who hereby are witnesses in their own 
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The case of the New Testament is no less peculiar. It is plain 
that the primitive Christians did not consider¢Apostles as alone 
qualified to compose inspired documents ; for, were such their 
belief, how can we acccount for the reception of the Gospels of 
S. Mark and 8. Luke ? Nor is the admission of these Gospels 
to be explained by saying, that no other memorials of the life of 
Christ existed than the fourr Evangelical narratives, and that the 
early Christians gladly collected every fragment of their Master’s 
history :—for not only, as the best criticism explains, does the in- 
troduction of 8. Luke’s Gospel refer to ‘‘ many who had taken in 
hand’ to set forth” a narrative of the events of that period, but 
the earliest of the Fathers also (e. g. 8. Irenzeus, A. p. 167), de- 
scribe the Apocryphal Gospels as being “ countless in number.” 

shame; and survive, too, with that admitted character, when every thing else of any 
high antiquity has been permitted to perish, or remains only as a comment confessing 
the inspiration of these prophetic writings? And the stress of the argument lies in 
this, that these writings were not merely preserved, but adopted into the public mon- 
uments of their Church and nation; strange archives of libel to be so exalted, if their 
authority could have been resisted. But the Jews slew their prophets, and then built 
their sepulchres and confessed their mission. There is but one reason why they did 
so, a constrained and extorted conviction.”—Discowrses on Prophecy, p. 51. 

? Origen considers that this term conveys a latent reproof of those who undertook 
to write without the Divine commission. As the giftof ‘discerning of spirits,” con- 
ferred upon the Jewish Church, enabled it to select the true Prophets, and to reject 
the false; so, he argues, in like manner did the Church of God choose four Gospels 
only, from the many writings which claimed that name. He says: 

Taya oiv ro, éwexeipnoay, AednOviay éyet Katnyopiay Tav mpoTETae Kal Ywpic 
Napiopatoc eAOovtwv ént THY araypadyy 7Tav ebayyediov * * * +a dé TétTapa nova 
mpokpiver 7 Ocod éxkAgota.—Hom. I. in Lucam. tom. iii. p. 932. §. Ambrose, in his 
“ Exposit Evang. sec. Lucam,” adopts this passage, and gives an almost literal trans- 
lation of it. Thus he renders nearly word for word the sentence omitted in the ex- 
tract just given: 

“ Non conatus est Matthzeus, non conatus est Marcus, non conatus est Johannes, 
non conatus est Lucas: sed Divino Spiritu ubertatem dictorum rerumque omnium 
ministrante, sine ullo molimine ccepta complerunt.”—Lib. i. tom. I. p. 1265. 

2 "A uiOntrov TARV0¢ aroKptoov Kai volwv ypadav.—Cont. Her., lib. %. Xx. p. 91. 
So also S. Jerome, “ Illud juxta Aigyptios, et Thomam, et Matthiam, et Bartholo- 
mum, duodecim quoque Apostolorum, et Basilidis atque Apellis, ac reliquorum, quos 
enumerare longissimum est."—Prowm in. Comm. super Mait. tom. vii. p. 3. Cf. Giese- 
ler, ‘‘ Die Entst. der schriftl. Evang.” s 8. 

Incessant vigilance was required to guard the Canon of Scripture against such 
spurious additions. Thus Eusebius records that one Themison, a Montanist, in the sec- 
ond century, had “dared to imitate the Apostle (éréAuqoe piovpevog Tov ’ArdoT0AOr) 
by composing a catholic epistle to instruct those who had a sounder faith than him- 
self."—Eeel. Hist. v. xviii. p. 234. 

Such attempts were severely punished. §. Jerome writes: “ Igitur-repddou¢g 
Pauli et Theclz, et totam baptizati Leonis fabulam, inter Apocryphas Scripturas com- 
putamus. Quale enim est, ut individuus comes Apostoli, inter czeteras ejus res hoc 
solum ignoraverit? Sed et Tertullianus, vicinus eorwm temporum, refert Presbyte- 
rum quemdam in Asia orovdaor7#v Apostoli Pauli, convictum apud: Joannem, quod 
esset auctor libri, et confessum se hoc Pauli amore fecisse, loco excidisse.’—De Viris 
Tilust., t. 1. ¢. vii. p. 827. The statement of Tertullian is as follows: “ Quod si quee 
Paulo perperam adscripta sunt, ad licentiam mulierum docendi tinguendique defend- 
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Nor, again, can we account for the admission into the New Tes- 
tament of the writings of 8. Mark and 8. Luke, by alleging that, 
as companions and friends of Apostles, these Evangelists had 
opportunities of gaining such accurate information respecting the 
doctrines of the Christian faith as was not within the reach of 
others :—for, if this be so, why did the Church never recognise 
as canonical the Epistle of 8. Clement of Rome—“ my fellow- 
laborer,” writes 8. Paul, ‘‘ whose name is in the book of life ;” 
or, what is still more remarkable, when we recollect the relation 
of 8. Barnabas to 8. Paul, how comes it to pass that the Epistle 
of S. Barnabas was rejected from the New Testament, while the 
Gospel of 8. Mark, “his sister’s son,’ was received ?? It may 

unt; sciant in Asia presbyterum, qui eam Scripturam construxit, quasi titulo Pauli 
de suo cumulans, convictum atque confessum id se amore Pauli fecisse, loco decess- 
isse.”—De Baptismo, c. xvii. p. 263. 

The caution thus exercised by the Church was in obedience to express Apostolic 
- commands. Thus 8. Paul warns the Thessalonians not to be troubled ‘either by 

spirit, or by word, or by letter as from us.” —2 Thess. ii. 2. So, again, 8. John writes: 
“Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God.”—1 
8. John, iv. 1. When any book was offered to the Church’s acceptance as being in- 
spired, full proof of the fact, were its claims well founded, could and would be forth- 
coming in due time. On the other hand, if any uninspired book were once received 
as Scripture, it was probable that false doctrine would come in with it; and it was 
certain that the confidence of the people in the authority of the books which really 
were inspired would be rudely shaken. See Wordsworth “On the Canon,” p. 260. 

Phil. iv. 3. 
? Tholuck’s account of the principle which cuided the selection of the Books of the 

New Testament is not very clear. Having observed that 8. Mark and 8. Luke were 
not Apostles, and that it is at least a matter of doubt whether 8. James and 8. Jude 
(the authors of our Epistles) were so,—this writer goes on to say that the primitive 
Church was, nevertheless, led “ by an unconscious but sure historico-religious tact” 
to receive their writings into the Canon of the New Testament. ‘“ This tact,” contin- 
ues Tholuck, “is vouched for especially by this, that none of the many impure, apoc- 
ryphal Gospels—nay, not even the Iovuyv of Hermas, so highly prized by individu- 
als, but yet impure in spirit,—nor the Epistle of Barnabas, found admission into the 
Canon. On the other hand, the Epistle of Clemens, which was used in a wider circle, 
approaches most nearly the spirit of the Pauline Epistles; and can have been judged 
undeserving of reception into the New Testament Canon only on account of its want 
of originality."— Comm. zum. Br. an die Hebr., Hinleit, kap. vi. s. 84. 

By the phrase “want of originality,” Tholuck, I presume, means to repeat what 
he had just said of the approach of 8. Clement “to the spirit of the Pauline Epistles.” 
That the primitive Church did not consider such a fact any reason for refusing to re- 
ceive a document as portion of Scripture, is demonstrated by the reception into the 
New Testament Canon of both the second Epistle of §. Peter, and the Epistle. of S. 
Jude. Whichever of these two Epistles is of earlier date, the most careless reader 
cannot have failed to notice that one of them is not “ original,” and that its author has 
reiterated the inspired language of the other. 

It has been doubted whether the ‘‘ Shepherd of Hermas” was written by the indi- 
vidual named by S. Paul; “Salute Asyncritus, Phlegon, Hermas, &c.”—Rom., xvi. 14. 
Origen, when commenting on these words (t. iv. p. 683) states his opinion that Her- 
mas was the author, and expresses the highest respect for the work itself. [Elsewhere 
(Hom. 35. in Lue. xii. 58, t. iii. p. 973) he implies that the authorship is doubtful. 
This doubt is confirmed by a passage in the celebrated Fragment preserved by Mura- 
tori, the date of which Credner (“Zur Gescbichte des Kanons,” s, 84.) places about 
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be said, it is true, that grave doubts exist as to whether the treat- 
ise which we now possess under the name of 8, Barnabas was 

really written by the companion of 8. Paul—although, if any 

weight be attached to external evidence, such doubts seem unin- 
telligible ;' but, admitting this, there can be no question that, 

so early as the days of Clement of Alexandria (A. D. 192) a work 

was well known in the Church which Clement constantly refers 
to as proceeding from §. Barnabas, whom he styles “the Apostle,” 
“an Apostolic man,” “one of the Seventy Disciples, and fellow- 

labourer of 8. Paul.” 
The several details connected with the general question here 

considered belong, however, to another department of theology : 

the year 170. The writer of this Fragment, of which we possess only a Latin trans- 
lation, having given a catalogue of the Books of the New Testament, proceeds to 
mention some other Christian compositions. I quote the following extract according 
to Dr. Routh’s emendation of the very corrupt text: ‘‘ Pastorem vero nuperrime tem- 
poribus nostris in urbe Roma Hermas conscripsit, sedente in cathedra urbis Rome 
ecclesize Pio episcopo fratre ejus [i.e. A.D. 142-157]. Et ideo legi eum quidem opor- 
tet, sed publicari vero [dA2d dyoorevecbar 67] in ecclesia populo, neque inter Pro- 
phetas completos numero, [cf. S. Matt. xi. 13; 8. Luke, xvi. 16.] neque inter Apos- 
tolos, in finem temporum potest.”—felig. Sacre, t. i. p. 396. 

1 On this question see Appendix E. 
2 The fact of Clement recognising this Epistle in such terms, has been met by the 

assertion that his acceptance of it arose from the correspondence of his own views 
with its general tone of doctrine. This allegation has been fully set aside by Giese- 
ler; “The ancient testimony of Clement, that Barnabas was the author, cannot be 
ascribed to the partisan prejudice of an Alexandrian for the production of a kindred 
spirit: for neither could the Millenarian views (der Chiliasmus) of the Epistle (c. 15) 
please the Alexandrians; nor do all its interpretations suit Clement, who contradicts 
one of them (Pzedag. ii. p. 221), and who prefers another interpretation of Ps. i. 1, to 
that given in our Epistle (Strom. ii. p. 464).”—Kirchengeschichte, ler Band. s. 122. 
In the former of the two latter passages referred to by the learned historian, Clement 
observes: “Consider how Moses forbids to eat a hare or a hyena;” adding a reason 
which had been assigned for this prohibition, and which he quotes nearly verbatim 
from the Epistle of S. Barnabas, c. x. This quotation is introduced with the formula 
“they say” (¢ac/), and Clement goes on to refuse his assent to the allegorical inter- 
pretation annexed to it: ob uévrot ride éEnyjoet TSv cvuBoduKds eipnuévwv ovyKati- 
@euat.— Pedag. ii. p. 221; on which Potter observes: ‘“ Porro hoc loco Clemens Bar- 
nabie contradicit, sed tanti viri reverentia ductus, nomen ejus reticet.” In the last 
passage alluded to by Gieseler, Clement quotes this same chapter of the Epistle, where 
S. Barnabas refers Psalm i. 1, to the prohibition of Moses respec*ing meats: [epi tay 
Bpwudtov pev obv Mwofe tpia déyuata év rvetuate tAaanoev * * * AauBaver 08 
tpiwy doyyuatwv yao. AaBid, To these words Clement refers with the single re- 
mark: ruira piv 6 BapvaéBac. He then quotes another “ wise man,” who applies 
the three classes of ‘‘ blessedness” in the Psalm in a different manner,—viz., to those 
‘who kept themselves apart from the Gentiles, the Jews, and the Heretics. But, adds 
Clement, “another explains the verse with still greater propriety,” (Erepog 62 Kupiare- 
pov é\eyev)—viz., understanding the words, in their literal sense, as conveying a moral 
lesson. 

I have dwelt upon this point as it proves that the primitive Christians drew a 
broad line of distinction between inspired and non-inspired writings, even though the 
latter were composed by “Apostolic Men”—men, too, who possessed the same natural 
sources of information as the Apostles. For Clement’s views on Inspiration, see-Ap- 
pendix G 
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I would merely add, and this even the most reluctant are forced 
to admit, that the reception of the different parts of the New 
Testament as Scripture took place without external concert,— 
from an inward impulse, as it were,—at the same time and in 
the most different places; and that, with scarcely an exception, 
each writing which it contains was all at once, and without a 
word of doubt, placed on a level with the Old Testament, which 
had hitherto been regarded as exclusively divine.’ In snort, the 
authority conceded to this new component of the Scriptures, 
seems to have grown up without any one being able to place his 

? The importance of this circumstance, as bearing upon the inspiration of the New 
Testament, cannot be too highly estimated. Hug observes: “ It was the distinguished 
and peculiar prerogative accorded to these writings, and for a long time the only mark 
of distinction which could be given them, that they were publicly read in the Christian 
assemblies. As in the religious meetings of the Jews, this honor was usually conferred 
only upon the Law and the Prophets, so among the Christians this eminent preroga- 
tive was granted only to the writings of the Apostles, together with the Old Testa 
ment which they retained from the Jews. Thus Peter reckons Paul’s Epistles, while 
the author was still alive, among the ypapuc, Holy Scriptures (2 Pet. iii 15, 16).”— 
Einleitung, kap. iii. § 16. This fact is allowed even by De Wette: “Die heiligen 
Schriften des N. T. wurden in Kinen Rang gestellt mit denen des A. T., welche eben- 
fells vorgelesen wurden.”—Hinleitung, 6ste Ausg. ler Th. § 25. s, 37. Cf the ex- 
tract from the Fragment of Muratori, already quoted, p. 57, note. See also Appen- 
dix D. 

It will be observed that I have omitted to urge a fact on which modern writers 
on the New Testament seem to be unanimous, viz., that one Epistle at least of S. Paul 
has been lost. The absence, however, of all external evidence on this subject is, I 
cannot help thinking, sufficient to cause considerable doubt as to the fact. The in- 
ternal evidence is contained in the words: “I wrote unto you in an Epistle (év 77 
éttioToA7) not to company with fornicators.”—1 Cor. v. 9. It may be well to remark 
that to the History of Moses of Chorene, published by W. and G, Whiston, in the year 
1736, there is added (p. 371) an Appendix, “Que continet Enpistolas duas, primam 
Corinthiorum ad Paulum Apostolum, alteram Pauli Apostoli ad Corinthios, nune pri- 
mum ex codice MS. Armeniaco integre pleneque editas, et Greece Latineque versas.” 
The editor observes (p. 383, note.) that the Armenian Church did not receive the 
Scriptures before the end of Cent. IV.; and that these Hpistles neither occur in their 
version of the Bible, nor are mentioned by any aucient Armenian writer. Cf. Thiersch, 
“Versuch zur Herstell. des hist. Standp.” s. 104. But the list of “lost Epistles” does 
not stop here. Olshausen observes: “ According to Bleek’s conjecture, before the 
sending of our second Epistle [to the Corinthians], the Apostle wrote from Macedonia 
another Epistle to the Corinthians, couched in terms of strong reproof, which has not 
been preserved (so that Paul wrote to them in all jour Epistles, of which two have 
been Jost and two preserved), and [ am much inclined to support this conjecture. 
For, unquestionably, the apprehension experienced by Paul in regard to the impression 
produced upon the Corinthians by his Epistle, and which the arrival of Titus first 
allayed (2 Cor. vii. 2-10.)—is not justified by the nature of the first Epistle.’—Die 
Br. an die Corinthier, Einleit. s. 495. Olshausen further considers that “the Epistle 
from Laodicea” (Col. iv. 16.) was an Epistle from 8. Paul to that Chureh, which is 
now “lost,” and not the Epistle to the Ephesians. Prof. Moses Stuart thinks that 3 
8. John, 9: “I wrote unto the Church, but Diotrephes * * * receiveth us not,” 
also points to a “lost Epistle.’—On the Old Testament Canon, p. 162. 

Were these hypotheses correct, the conclusions stated above would be still more 
strongly confirmed. 
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. finger upon the place or moment when adhesion to it was first 

yielded. 
It may be urged, in explanation of such facts, that the very 

nature of the books themselves occasioned the preference given to 
them. It may be said that the difference, in point of style, and 
manner, and contents, as well of the books of the Old Testament 
from the Apocrypha, as of the New Testament from the writings 
of the Apostolical Fathers, is such as admits of no comparison ; 
that the superiority of the books of Scripture is uncontested and 
incontestable ; and that, as Hooker observes of the sacred writers, 
“a greater difference there seemeth not to be between the man- 
ner of their knowledge, than there is between the manner of 
their speech and others.”* And, finally,—it may be further ar- 
gued,—without any need of supposing special Divine guidance, 
the simple facts of the case account for the formation of the 
Canon, and enabled the early Christians, not only to judge cer- 
tain writings to be unworthy of the name of Scripture, but also 
to select others as deserving such acknowledgment. Be it so. 
Such an explanation but serves to exalt the critical accuracy, 
the profound insight, the refined taste, of those who passed that 
judgment, and made that selection. The admission which such 
an explanation involves I claim wholly on the side of the present 
argument, and at once transfer it to the cause of Inspiration. 
That continued exercise of solid judgment which selected such 
writings, and such writings only ; that critical sagacity which the 
most ingenious and subtle investigations of modern times have 
never been able to prove at fault ; that unceasing caution and 
anxious vigilance, which never admitted into the Canon a single 
book for the rejection of which any valid reasons have ever been 
shown : such qualities, conceded to the Fathers of the first ages 
of the Church, only serve to enhance the value of their opinions 
upon every point connected with the Scriptures, and, above all, 
upon the subject of their Inspiration. 

‘ Sermon on 8. Jude, 17-21; vol. iii. p. 661, Keble’s ed. To the same effect 
Neander observes: ‘‘In other cases, transitions are wont to form themselves by de- 
grees; but in this instance we observe a sudden change to take place. There are here 
no gentle gradations, but,all at once, a bound (ein Sprung) from one style of language 
to another; which remark may lead us to an acknowledgment of the special activity, 
in the souls of the Apostles, of the Divine Spirit—the new, creative element of that 
first epoch.” — Allg. Gesch. der Kirche, ler Band. s. 1133. 
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In no nation was the universal belief of the ancient world’ in 
an intercourse between earth and heaven, so deeply rooted as 
among the Jews. Their writings, composed subsequently to the 
completion of the Old Testament, afford the most decisive proof 
of their ascribing Inspiration to the authors of its several parts ; 
and leave no doubt as to their conviction that the collection of 
Sacred Books was defined under the Divine guidance, and closed 
at the Divine command.’ And I would here remark, that con- 
siderable misapprehension has arisen from not carefully distin- 
guishing the opinions of the Jews who have lived since the 
coming of Christ, from the views of those who wrote before or at 
that period.’ This feature of the case is peculiarly important, 
when we regard Inspiration, under its Christian aspect, as the 
characteristic function of the Holy Ghost. One of the principal 
doctrines of Christianity which Jews, of later times, have assailed 
with vehemence and vituperation, is that respecting the nature 
and operations of the Third Person of the Holy Trinity ;* and to 
this fact we may, perhaps not unfairly, attribute the prevalence 
of a peculiar tenet, first advanced by Maimonides in the twelfth 
century: adopting whose theory, modern Jews ascribe to their 
sacred Books three degrees of Inspiration—the Mosaic, the 
Prophetical, and that of the Holy Spirit, which last they re- 

? “Vetus opinio est, jam usque ab heroicis ducta temporibus, eaque et populi Ro- 
mani et omniwm gentiwm firmata consensu, versari quandam inter homines divinatio- 
nem.”—Cicero de Divin. i. 1. x 

2 “Let us only hear some of these testimonies which are just as decisive as they 
are unanimous; and every doubt must disappear as to the conviction that it was the 
fact of Inspiration which caused the reception of certain Books into the Canon, and 
the exclusion from it of others.’—Hiavernick, Hinleit. ler Th. 1te Abth. s. 51. 

* This confusion is to be noted, for example, in Mr. Coleridge’s “Confessions of 
an Inquiring Spirit.”—Letter ii. p. 21. 

4 In proof of this assertion, I refer to J. A. Hisenmenger’s “ Entdecktes Juden- 
thum.” Ko6nigsberg, 1711, ch. vi. p. 264. For example: The Nizzachon, p. 12, 
observes on the words, ‘“‘ And lo, three men stood by him.”—Gen. xviii. 2: ‘The 
heretics (c°2"2n) [i. e. the Christians] say he saw three, and. worshipped one; and 
these are the Father, the Son, and the impure spirit (RNDA Minn) whom they 
name the Holy Ghost; these three he saw in the form of one, and him he worship- 
ped.” At page 142 of this same work, occurs, according to Kisenmenger, the follow- 
ing passage : ‘ 

“Tt stands, according to them, in the Gospel of Luke (pid -5o=): Whoever 
sins against the Father, he finds forgiveness; whoever sins against the Son, he, too, 
finds forgiveness; but he who sins against the impure spirit (HN72,0n m7>) finds no 
forgiveness either in this, or that world. Now, when all three are one, why should 
he who sins against the impure spirit find no forgiveness?” 

Eisenmenger adduces several passages to the same purpose, concluding, “Ist 
dieses nicht 6ine erschreckliche Liisterung ?” F 
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gard as the lowest of all.’ But to retum to the early Jewish 

writers. . 

<. The writers of the Apocrypha invariably represent God as the 

real Author of the Law, which is styled “‘ Holy,” ‘made and 

given” by Him.’ Moses is a “ Holy Prophet :”” his words’ are 

quoted with the form, “O Lord our God * * * as thou 

spakest by thy servant Moses in the day when thou didst com- 

mand him to write thy Law.”*« That Law “ which Moses com- 

manded for an heritage unto the congregations of Jacob,” is 

“the book of the covenant of the Most High God ;” this cov- 

enant is “everlasting ;” its “light is uncorrupt ;” and its “ de- 

crees eternal.” “Faithfulness” and “truth,” nd the “show- 

ing secret things or ever they came,” are the tokens of a 

Prophet.” On his predictions the most implicit reliance is 

placed. Thus it is said: “My son, depart out of Ninive, be- 

cause. that those things which the prophet Jonas spake shall 

surely come to pass ;” and of Isaiah, “ He saw by an excellent 

spirit what should come to pass at the last.”°. The study of the 

1 This theory has arisen from an attempt to explain the cause of the ancient 
ivision of the Old Testament writings—a division recognised by our Lord Himself 
(Luke, xxiv. 44.)—into the Law, the Prophets, and the Kethubim or Hagiographa: 
—the 6 véuoc Kai of mpodyrat Kai Ta GAAa Bu 3Aia, of the Prologue to the Book of Ke- 
clesiasticus:—the D°DIND, D°Na2, Tn of the Jews. The source of this distinction the 
Jewish Rabbins placed in the different degrees of Inspiration possessed by the writ- 
ers of the respective parts of the Old Testament. The Mosaic degree of Inspiration. 
under which the Law was written, was the most exalted; in it no other man of 
God was thought to share, ef. Numb, xii 6-8: while Prophecy, properly so called 
ae?) was distinguished from that degree which was entitled ‘the Holy Spirit” 
tipn mv). This view is developed at considerable length in the “ Moreh Nebo- 
chim” of Maimonides. “Its leading idea amounts to this, that the degree of the 
Holy Spirit is lower than that of Propheey. It consisted chiefly in a revelation by 
dreams, so that the authors of the Hagiographa knew only a part of the truth, while 
Prophecy, properly so called, is pure, i. e., unveils the truth completely. This theory 
has, perhaps, been borrowed from the Muhammedan philosophers, who make a sim- 
ilar distinction between the Koran and the Sunnah, or other alleged prophetical 
writings.’—Hivernick, Hinleitung, ler Th. 1te Abth. s. 66. We have already seen 
(Lecture i. p. 34.) how this Jewish notion has been introduced into Christian Theol- 
ogy. For further remarks on the subject, see Appendix C. 

22 Mace. vi. 23. Tij¢ dyiac Kai Oeoxtiorov vouobeciac. Cf. Ecclus. xxviii. 7.. 
§ Wisdom, xi. 1. 
* “The Lord shall scatter you among the nations, and ye shall be left few in 

number among the heatxen whither the Lord shall lead you.”—Deut. iv. 27. 
5 Baruch, ii. 28. 
® Keclus. xxiv. 23; xvii. 12. Wisdom, xviii. 4. Tobit, i. 6. . 
7 “ By his faithfulness he [Samuel] was found a true Prophet, and by his word 

he was known to be faithful in vision.”—Ecclus. xlvi. 15. So also of Isaiah: 
‘Hoaiac 6 mpodytne 6 péyac Kat mLoTG¢ év dpacet adbrou. * * * “Ewe Tod di@voc 
bréderke Th Ecomeva Kai Ta UTOKpYoA Tply } Tapayevécbat abTd.—c. Xlviii. 22, 25. 

® Tobit, xiv. 8. Ecclus. xlviii. 24 
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Law and Prophets is stated to be the source of wisdom,’ Even 
life itself must be sacrificed by the Jew in their defence: “‘ My 
sons,” said their dying leader,’ “be ye zealous for the Law, and 
give your lives for the covenant of your fathers.” In fine, they 
represent these books as the shield and safeguard of their na- 
tion ; and even when soliciting the alliance and friendship of the 
Gentiles,* they add, “‘ Albeit we need none of these things, for 
that we have the holy books of Scripture in our hands to com- 
fort us.” 

In addition to such writings, which, while they date events 
from the period of the cessation of prophecy,* direct the people 
to earnest prayer for its restoration,’ we have the important re- 
mains of two contemporaries of the Apostles, Josephus and Philo, 
who may be regarded as representing respectively the Judaism 
of Palestine and of Alexandria.’ . 

1 Ecclus. xxiv. 18, &c,; xxxix. 1, &e. 2 Mattathias; 1 Mace. ii. 50. 
8 “This is the copy of the letters which Jonathan wrote to the Lacedemonians.” 

—1 Mace. xii. 5. Kai jpeic odv dxpoodceig TovTwy bvTEc, TapdKAnsiy ExoVTEC TA 
BiBria ra dyta Ta ev Tai¢ YEpaiv HudGv.—yer. 9. This statement, observes Havernick, 
“ig a characteristic expression of the tone of thought which marks the Judaism of 
that period, which founded its high esteem for the Canonical Scriptures upon their 
holiness, their Divine origin, their Inspiration. * * * These opinions, [i. e. of 
the authors of the Apocrypha in general] far from betraying an uncritical spirit, 
rather denote the sharp line of distinction which they drew between canonical and 
uncanonical writings.”—Neue krit. Untersuch. iiber das B. Daniel, s. 22. Hamburg, 
1838. De Wette admits that, whatever may have been the reasons for admitting 
the several books into the Canon, the ancient Jews “regarded the authors as in- 
spired (begeistert), and their writings as the product of holy Inspiration (als Friichte 
heiliger Begeisterung).”’—Hinlettung, s. 21: and to this effect he quotes R. Azaria 
Meor Enaim.: “ Esras non admovit manus nisi ad libros, qui compositi sunt a 
Prophetis per Spiritum S. et in lingua sacra.” 

4 “So there was a great affliction in Israel, the like whereof was not since the 
time that a prophet was not seen among them.’—1 Mace. ix. 27. Cf iv. 46; xiv. 41. 

® “Give testimony unto those that thou hast possessed from the beginning, and 
raise up prophets that have been in thy name.”—Hcclus. xxxvi. 15. 

° Eusebius (‘‘ Preeparat. Evang.”) has preserved a few fragments of two Jewish 
writers of an earlier date, who represent in like manner the opinion of the Jews of 
Palestine and Alexandria—the high priest Eleazar, and Aristobulus. Eleazar, in his 
Epistle to Ptolemy Philadelphus (B. C. 285.) observes, that Moses had been instructed 
in all matters by Gol Himself: id Oe0d kareckevacpuévoc eig éxiyvwow Tov imdy- 
twv —Prep. Ev, viii. 9, t. ii. p. 282. ed. Gaisford. Aristobulus;—who endeavored to 
trace the philosophy of Aristotle in the Old Testament, as Philo aftewards sought in 
its pages for that of Plato,—is identified by Eusebius (ibid. p. 291.) with the individual 
mentioned 2 Macc. i. 10, where he is called ‘‘ Aristobulus, King Ptolemeus’ Master, 
who was of the stock of the anointed Priests.” In his treatise 7 Tov lepov vouwv 
épunveia (Euseb, ibid. vii. 13, p. 184.) addressed to Ptolemy Philometer (B. C. 180.), 
Aristobulus observes that competent judges marvel at the wisdom of Moses, and 
the Divine Spirit by whose inspiration he has been proclaimed a Prophet : Ol¢ uév 
obv mapeare TO KAAWS voeiv, Davuufovat Tv TEpi abTov codiar, Kai 76 Deiov TvEdua, KAP 
6 xai mpogytn¢ dvaxexjpvxtat.—bid, viii. 10, p. 292. In reply to H. Hody’s denial 
(Cont. Hist. xx. Interp. lib. 1. ¢. ix. p. 49.) of the authenticity of this treatise, see L. 
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Philo’ gives an elaborate theory of Inspiration, of which he 
distinguishes two species, ‘ Interpretation’ and ‘ Prophecy.” To 
the former he ascribes by far the higher dignity. To it are to be 
referred those divine oracles which are spoken in the person of 
God by the Prophet who is ‘Interpreter ;’ who is thus united, as 
it were, in one person with the Deity, and thus becomes a living 
word of God, since he speaks in the person of the Divine Bee! 

. As the power of ‘Interpretation,’ thus understood, enters upon 
the profoundest mysteries of the Godhead, Philo declines to dis- 
cuss its nature, as transcending the power of human understand- 

ing: and it is, perhaps, needless to conjecture how far this 
thought may have been suggested by some vague anticipation of 
the coming of the Divine Word Incarnate, the true source of all 
Revelation.* To ‘ Prophecy,’ on the other hand, he frequently 
adverts. It includes as well those cases in which the Prophet in- 
quires of God, and God answers and instructs him, as those in 
which God confers upon man the power of foreknowledge, by 
which he predicts future events. \The distinction, however, be- 

C. Valckenaer’s Diatribe de Aristobulo, reprinted by Dr. Gaisford in his edition of the 
““Preeparatio. Evang.”—It is to be observed, that Eleazar and Josephus may be re- 
garded as exponents of the views of the Essenes, while Aristobulus and Philo rep- 
resent those of the Therapeute. The Therapeutee, according to Philo, regarded the 
Law as a living organism (ov) consisting of body and soul: 

"Araoa yap 7 vouolecia doket Toic dvdpdot TovTote éotKévat (Hw Kal cdma piv 
éyew Tac pytdc drataserc, puynv dé Tov évarroKkeipevov taic AéFecw dopatov vovv.—De 
Vita Contempl. tom. ii. p. 483. Cf Olshausen, “ Ein Wort iiber tiefern Schrift- 
sinn,” s. 16, ff. 

’ See Gfrérer, “Philo und die alexandr. Theosophie,” ler Theil. s. 46. ff. ;-and 
also Eichhorn’s “ Einleitung in das A. T.” ler Band. s. 126. For a more extended ° 
examination of the opinions of Philo and Josephus, see Appendix 133 

2 ‘Eounveta dé kai Upodnreta Jtagépovet.—De Vita Mosis, t. li. p. 164. 
* E. g. the following singular phrase is applied by Philo to the words of Moses, 

Deut. viii. 2: 6 tpoo 7 TING Ayo, dvoua Mwione épet.—Lib. de Congr. quer. Erud. 
grat. t. i. p. 543. “As if.” observes Gfrérer, ‘‘ Moses were the Prophet above all 
others, mpodirne Kar’ éSoyiv.”—Philo, s. 60. That Philo believed in the impersona- 
tion of the Logos is evident from numerous passages in his writings. Thus he applies 
the title of High Priest to the Adyoc. The abode of the homicide in the city of refuge 
is not to terminate until the death of the High Priest (Numb. xxxv. 25). The in- 
equality of punishment inevitable in this case affords Philo much perplexity. He 
solves the difficulty by allegorizing the command: Aéyouev yap, Tov dpytepéa ovK 
ivOpwrov, dAAd AOyov Oeiov elva, rivrwv oby Ekovolwy udvor, GAA Kai dKovoiwy 
adixnudrav duétoyov.—De Profugis, t. i. p. 562. Of also “De Somniis,” t. i. p. 683- 
692; “De Migrat. Abrah.” t>i. p. 452. In like manner, the Logos js frequently 
called by Philo “the image of God” (eixdv Ocod. Ch 2 Cor. iv. 4; Col. i. 15). Thus, 
speaking of Exod. xxiv. 10, “ And they saw the God of Israel,” Philo observes: “It 
is fit that they who are allied to knowledge should desire to behold Jehovah 
(épiecbar piv Tod 7) "Ov ideiv. But if they cannot behold Him, at least, His image, 
the most sacred Word.” (Tv yoov eixéva abrod, tov lepdratov Aoyov).—De Ling. 
Confus. t.i. p.419. Cf Gfrérer, “Philo,” ler Th. s. 243, ff. 

—_ 
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tween ‘Interpretation’ and ‘ Prophecy’ is too subtle and too re- 
fined.for Philo. He continually represents the ‘ Prophet’ as an 
‘Interpreter ;’ what he utters as Prophet not being his own, but 

“the sentiment of another. Hence we find the two ideas not 
unfrequently interchanged: for example, Philo says: “The 
prophets are ‘ Interpreters,’ God making use of their organs to 
manifest His will”’ According to this theory, the state of the 
Prophet, under the influence of Inspiration, is one of total un- 
consciousness. He is, as it were, an instrument of music, moved 
invisibly by God’s power ; all his utterances proceed from the 
suggestions of another, the prophetic rapture having mastered 

his faculties, and ‘‘the power of reflection having retired from 
the citadel of his soul.”* The Divine Spirit comes upon him, 

and dwells within him, and moves the entire organism of his 
voice, prompting to the announcement of all that he foretells.’ 
To that aspect of this theory, which represents unconsciousness 
as the essential condition of the Prophet’s inspiration, we shall 
advert again. I would only observe at present, that although in 
his definitions of the psychological basis of prophecy, Philo’s 
statements are exaggerated, still his favorite explanation: “The 
Prophet is an ‘Interpreter ;) God within his soul suggesting 
what must be said,”* contains a main element of the truth. 

The point of practical moment, however, to be noticed here, 
is the importance attached by Philo to the notion implied by the 
term Prophet ; for we can thence understand the degree of esti- 
mation in which the authors of the Old Testament were held by 
him, when he applies to them, in general, that title :—thereby 
exhibiting, as it were unconsciously, the light in which he re- 
garded their writings.“.To Moses, Philo, after the manner of his 

! The principle from which Philo draws this inference, powerfully illustrates how 
deeply he felt the reality of the Divine influence which actuated the Prophets: To d2 
TpoontiK@ yéver oAei rovTo ovuBaiverv’ &orkilerar pev yap év jyiv 6 vote, Kata THY 
Tov Oeiov mvevuarog ddréwv, Kata d2 THY wETavdoTaclW abTod, TUAW eisolKiLerar. Oé 
etc yap dun tore Ovgntov dbavaty crvvotkjoat.—Quis. Rer. Div. Her. 
t. i. p. 611. 

2 '"Evoicnkotoc Tod Oeiov mvetuatoc, Kal Tdcav Tie dwvie dpyavorotiay Kpovovtoc, 
kai évnyoovtoc ei¢ évapyy OjAwow Ov mpobecmiver.—De Specia. Leg. t. ii. p. 343. 

®"Epunvede yap torw 6 mpodntne, évdobev brnyovvToc Ta AexTéa Tot O&0d,—De 
Pram. et Pon. t. ii. p. 417. 

Cf.,Rudelbach’s #ssay, ‘‘ Die Lehre von der Inspiration,” 1840. 2es Kap. s. 17. 
4 Besides the title zpod7Tnc, Philo employs various ‘terms to denote the sacred 

writers: @.g. Mwicéwe éraipocg or Gracwrne. Tic TOV poLTHTGY Muicéuwe, iepoddvtne, 
pvaraywyoc, &e. The greater portion of the Old Testament, moreover, is quoted so as 

5 
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nation, ascribes the pre-eminence. He was “that purest mind, 
which received at once the gift of legislation and prophecy, with 
divinely inspired wisdom,” ‘He was breathed upon with heav- 
enly love.’”? His words are “ Oracles,”* and divinely true. To 
David, Philo expressly gives the title of Prophet ;* to the Books 
of Kings he refers under the form, “‘ As saith the sacred word.” 
He quotes Isaiah “as one of the Prophets of old who spake by 
divine Inspiration.”’ And he clearly intimates that such opin- 
ions were not peculiar to himself,” but were shared by his whole 

to express the most undoubted belief in its inspiration; nor is there the least reason 
to suppose that Philo did not receive as canonical the Books which he does not refer 
to by name. 

To give a few examples: Genesis is styled iepa? ypadai.—De Mund. Opp., t. i. 
ess 
‘i Exodus, iepd Bi8A0¢.—De Migr. Abr., t.i. p. 488, where even Moses is styled 6 _ 
lepopavrne. : 

Leviticus, éepi¢ Adyoc.—Alleg. 11. t. i. p. 85. 
Numbers, iepwratov ypapypya.—Deus Immut. t. i. p. 273. 
Deuteronomy, ypyou0c.—De Migr. Abr., t. i. p. 454. 
Joshua (ch. i. 5) is quoted as A0ylov Tod iAew Oeot.—De Ling. Confus. t. i. p. 430. 
The words of Ezra (ch. viii. 2) are called td év BactArxaig BiSdorg iepodavrnbEevra, 

—Ibid, t. i- p. 427. 
Hosea (xiv. 8) is quoted as mapa tive TOv mpopyTtav ypnobév—De Planiat. Noe, t. 

i. p. 350. 
See “ Liber de Cong. queer. Erudit. grat.” t. i, p. 538. 
? On this phrase Gfrérer observes: ‘‘The complete perfection of Moses’ nature 

(seines Wesens) is described in the third book, ‘De Vita Mosis,’ t. ii. p. 145, by the 
beautiful expression which includes in itself every other quality, katazvevobeic bx’ 
épwro¢ obpaviov.”—P hilo, i, s. 63. ; 

* The words of Moses, in general, are styled Adyva in the locus classicus, ‘“‘ De Vita 
Mosis,” 111. t. ii. p. 163. See Appendix F. 

* Quoting Ps. xxiii, 1: oby 6 Tuydv, dAAd podytnc.—De Agricult. t. i. p. 308. Ps. 
xXxxviii. 4, is quoted with the form 6 rot Mwicéwe Oacdrny avedféSav0.—De Plant. 
Noe, t.i.p. 335. And of Ps. xciv. 9, Philo observes: 6 Jeoréotog avyp év tuoi Aéyov 
wde.—T bid. p. 334. 

This mode of referring to the Psalms proves that Philo was unconscious of any dis- 
tinction between the inspiration of the prophetical books, and that of the Hagiogra- 
pha. See p. 62, note}, supra. 

* The first Book of Samuel (ch. i. 11.) is quoted with the words: dc 6 lepd¢ Adyo¢ 
onoi.— De Ebrietat. i, p. 379. This book was accounted by the Alexandrian Jews 
the “ First Book of Kings” 

° Tuc tav mada mpopntav éexierdoac eixev.-—De Somniis, t. i. p. 681. And Jere- 
miah is quoted with the words: toi zpodyrixod Ovasdtye yopod, b¢ Katamvevobeic év- 
fovotov avepOesaro.—De Ling. Confus. t. i. p. 411. 

7 It is to be observed, with reference to a common misapprehension, that although 
Philo often claims an exaggerated degree of insight into the sense of Scripture, he 
does not venture to compare himself with the sacred writers. Take, for example, the 
following passage, in which, while claiming the deepest insight into the divine mys- 
teries, Philo represents himself-as an humble disciple at the feet of the Prophet Jere- 
reac akg “announces his oracle filled with divine inspiration, and impersonating 

od :”"— 
_ Kat yap éya rapa Mucet 76 OeopiAei punbeic rd weyadra pvoripta, buwc adOic ‘lepe- 

lav Tov npodyrny ddr, Kat yvodc STL OV povov mboTHE ~EaTiv, GAAG Kai 
bLepogadvryg lkavdc, obk dxvyca gortioat mpdc abrov. ‘O dé, dre Ta TOAAA évOov- 
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nation ; for, describing how his countrymen had excited the 

anger of the Emperor, Cahgula by opposing his design of pro- 
faning the Temple, Philo adds, that the Jews would gladly em- 
brace death, as immortality, sooner than overlook the abrogation 
of even the least of their country’s laws.’ Nor, while on this topic, 
should we omit to bear in mind Philo’s entire system of allegor- 
izing, exaggerated and forced though it was, but which, like that 
of Origen, was grounded upon the firm conviction that the most 
pregnant signification is couched beneath the literal meaning 
of each expression of Scripture. 

The belief of Josephus in the authority of the Old Testament, 
and the nature of the Divine influence which actuated the 
Prophets, perfectly coincides with that of Philo, This agreement 
is particularly to be noticed with reference to the prophetic state, 
and to the manner in which both writers have employed the title 
‘ Prophet.” From this we can infer in what a profound sense Jo- 

oto, Ypnouov tTiva éeirev x Tpocdrov Tod Oeod dAéyovTa Tpdg Ty EipyVvLKWTaTHY Upe- 
Thy Tavra [scil. Jer. iii. 4].—De Cherubim, t. i. p. 147. 

Gfroérer, having quoted a number of passages to prove that Philo occasionally 
claims supernatural aid when interpreting portions of the Old Testament, justly ob- 
serves: ‘‘ Doch muss man desswegen nicht glauben, dass unser Verfasser die Prophe- 
ten des alten Bundes in eine Reihe mit den gewohnlichen Menschen, oder mit dem 
lebenden Geschlechte, stellte.”—Philo, i,'s. 60. 

"Ev 62 povov tAvocg éaipetov Td Tdv ‘lovdaiwy trontov jv dvTimpasery, eiwhde 
Exovaiouc dvadéxecbat Havatoue, Gorep dlavaciay, brép Tob udev TOV TaTplwY TEpLidely 
dvaipotmevor, el Kai Bpayvtatov ein.—De Legat. ad Caium, t. ii. p. 562. 

M. Gaussen (‘‘ Theopneustia—The Plenary Inspiration of the Holy Scriptures,” 
London, 1841.) observes, ‘‘ The Jewish philosopher Philo, in the narrative which he 
has left of his embassy to the Emperor balignta, making use also of a term very sim- 
ilar to that of St. Paul [@edmvevoroc, 2 Tim. iii. 16.], calls the Scriptures ‘ oracles theé- 
cristes, that is to say, oracles given under an wnetian from God”—p. 24. But this 
writer has been led astray hy not consulting the original authority. His note of ref* 
erence is ‘‘Oedypiota Adyia P. 1022, Edit. Francof.” Now, both in this edition of 
Philo’s works, and in that of Mangey (t. ii. p. 577,), the words are, Oe oypyaTa 
yap Aoyta Tove vopave elvat bro\auBuvorrec [scil. of lovdatoc]: and Philo uses them 
to prove how much more’ tenacious of their customs the Jews were than other na- 
tions. Since they believed, he argues, their laws to have “ proceeded from Divine 
oracles,” they would submit to every extremity rather than admit the erection of a 
statue in the Temple, 

* Thus, Josephus represent Moses as a Prophet in so exalted a sense that his 
words are to be regarded as those of God: zpodyrn¢ dé olog obk dAdoc, Oe O 6 Te dv 
obéyEaiTto SoKkeiv aitad AéyovToc, dkpodobat Tod Ocot.—Ant, IV. viii, 49, p. 258. 

So sacred are the words of the Decalogue that Josephus dares not divulge them 
to the Gentiles except in the form of a brief sammary: od¢ [soil, Adyouc] ob AeueTov 
bot jyiv Aéyew pavepadc mpd¢ AéEvv, Tac 62 Svvapetc abtav dnAwocouev.—Ant, IU. Vv. 4, 
p. 129. Josephus gives another example of the reverence with which his country- 
men regarded the Old Testament, He relates that when the Seventy Interpreters 
had completed their version, the King (Ptolemy Philadelphus) asked how it happened 
that ng poet or historian had made any mention of so admirable a work. He was 
told, in reply, that the judgments of God had fallen upon all who had dared to treat 
of these Divine records; 6 dé Anuyrptoc, undéva ToAuroat Tig TOY Vépwy TovTwY dva- 
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sephus calls Isaiah “a Prophet confessedly Divine ;” and how 
much he intends to convey when he says that all a events of 
his nation had happened according to the predictions of the 
Twelve Minor Prophets.’ .-But I must confine myself here to a 
few remarks on the celebrated passage in his work against Apion.” 
In this statement Josephus maintains that the records of no na- 
tion can compare with those of the Jews in point of historic truth. 
To establish this assertion he points out the care taken to pre- 
serve the Sacred Books, and also the strict rules which regulated 
their composition. The Sacred Books, he tells his opponent, were 
delivered to the charge of the High Print, the purity of whose 
descent was euarded by the most stringent laws, and whose ge- 
nealogy from father to son was set down in the public. archives, . 
and could be traced back for two thousand years, Sitch precau- 
tions, observes Josephus, to guard the purity of the sacerdotal 
race, are not only natural, but necessary. It is not in the power 
of every one to draw up such records, nor does any contradiction 
exist in them, because the privilege of writing them belongs to 
Prophets alone. They alone were acquainted with the facts of 
earliest date, which they have learned by direct inspiration from 
God. The history of their own times they have also written with 
unerring certainty, according as events occurred.” ‘ With us,” 
he continues, ‘ there is no endless. series of works, discordant and 
contradictory ; two-and-twenty books contain the annals of all 
time, and are justly believed to bedivine. * * * From’the age 

ypadjc cpacbat, did 76 Oeiay aitiy eivar Kat ceuvyr, éoacke, Kad Ort BAGBEiev dn TI- 
véc, TobTOLe éxLyelpyoarrec, bd TOD Ocot,—Ant. XII. ii. 13, p. 595. 

And the case of the poet Theodectes (mentioned by Aristotle, ‘‘ De Poet.” xviii.) 
is adduced, who, desiring to dramatize some scriptural narrative, (SovAnfec & Tie - 
Spapare Tov bv TH lepg BiBAw yeypaypévwy pevynobjvar,) was deprived, for a time, of 
sight. 

"9 Alluding to the judgment pronounced by Isaiah against Hezekiah, 2 Kings, xx. 
16: Ov dé obToc 6 Tpogyrne Omonoy' ovmevinc Geioc Kar favjuicroc THY GA AOevav, meroubig 
TH unde GAwe evdée eizeiv, Grav?’ boa TpoedyTEvoEV eyypaypac Biphou KaréAumev, bk 
Tob téAoye yy wpronooueva Toe abbuc dvOpuroce, Ka? oby obTo¢ feovoc 6 ) TpogyTNC, dada 
Kal dAdo JGdeka TOV dpebwov TO avTo éxoinoav’ Kai Tay eite dyaboy eite paddov yive- 
Tat Tap’ Huiv Karta THY éxeivwov droBaiver Tpodnreiav.—Ant. x. li. 2, p. 515. 

2 Cont. Apion. i. 7, 8, t. ii, p. 441. This passage has been regarded from the 
earliest times as of the highest importance. Thus Kusebius quotes it, as giving TOV 
dpiOuodv Tig Aeyouévne Taharde Tov EvdiabjKwv ypaddr, Tiva Tap’ 'E Bp aiolg avav- 
tipbyra —Eecl. Hist. iii. 9, p. 103. 

8 Eikétws¢ ov, pGdrdov O& dvayKdiwc, Gre jujre TOD bro} ypagen aiteSovoiov mdow 
évToc, [jt € TwWo¢ ty Toi¢ ypadbouevoic évovonc deagaviag dada povev TOV Tpodntav Ta 
piv dvorato Kal Ta Taha.orara, KATA THY ETiMVOLAVTHY TO TOD OeEod adov- 
Tw, Ta Od KAP .abrovs, we tyéveTo cade ovyypabsvtTwr.—Cont. Apion. i. 7. 
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of Artaxerxes, it is true, narratives of events extending to our day 
have been written, but they have not been counted of equal 
credit with books composed at an earlier period, because there 
has been no accurate succession of Prophets. Facts clearly prove 
how great trust we repose in our Sacred Books, for, although so 
many ages have passed away, no man has dared to add to, or 
take away from, or alter aught in them. Nay, it is implanted in 
every Jew, from the hour of his birth, to esteem as the ordinances 
of God, and to stand fast by these writings, and in defence of 
them, if need be, cheerfully ,to die.” This remarkable passage 
spas for itself ; and I would merely point out its illustration 
of a topic to wtih considerable weight was attached in the last 
Discourse, as forming the second ‘‘ Condition” of the problem to 
be solved. The mvariable rule that all writers of the Old Tes- 

tament should be. Prophets—the word being understood in the 
sense given to it by Josephus and Philo, and on which the 
former founds his proof of the unerring certainty of the Hebrew 
Scriptures—ensures that every portion of every book, whether 
relating to ancient events, or to facts which occurred in the life- 
time of the writers, has been written under Divine Jnspiration ; 
while the direct communication from God of those matters the 
knowledge of which could not be naturally acquired by the Pro- 

. phet, corresponds to the definition which I have assigned to Rev- 
elation.” 

I cannot leave this branch of our sibjost without pausing to 
inquire whether, in that portion of the Bible which constitutes 
the New Testament, and which was written by the contempo- 
raries of Philo and J chop: we can find any traces of sentiments 
analogous to those which formed, as we have just seen, so import- 

ant an element of the intense religious consciousness of the Jews. 

Such traces are to be found: and thus the stamp of Divine 
approval is given to the general features of the Jewish doctrine 
of Inspiration. A few instances will prove this. The phrase 
“oracles of God” is sealaye by Philo to denote not only the 

* See Appendix F, Winer (“ Real-Worterbuch,” art. “Sadduciier.”) argues with 
great. justice from these words of Josephus, that ancient and modern writers, from 
Tertullian (“ Praescr. Heer.” c. 45.) downwards, are in error when they assert that the 
Sadducees differed from the rest of the Jews’ in receiving as divine the Pentateuch 
alone. See also Hiivernick, “ Winleitung,” t. is, 74. 

? See Lecture i. p. 27. 
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Pentateuch, but also the Book of Joshua,’ and therefore must 
be understood to apply to the entire of the Old Testament as a 
generic term. Now this is the very expression employed by §. 
Paul, in the text, to describe the inestimable value of the trea- 
sure committed to the Jews ; and the word is of no unfrequent 
use in the New Testament in this same sense.” Josephus, as we 
have seen, has expressed the belief of his nation that the authors 
of the different Books of the Old Testament were all entitled to 
the appellation of Prophets. Adopting this principle.as an un- 
doubted truth, 8. Peter, having quoted a prediction of Moses, 
goes on to enumerate the, other sacred writers in the words : 
“ Yea, and all the Prophets from Samuel and those that follow 
after.” And Christ Himself, in the apologue of Lazarus and 
the rich man, represents Abraham as describing the Old Testa- 
ment by the comprehensive phrase, ‘‘ Moses and the Prophets.’”” 
Again; Philo observes, referrmg to the Prophet “like unto 
Moses” who was at length to appear, that although he was to 
prophesy, and announce his oracles at the Divine instigation, yet 
his’ words were not to be his own, and that each utterance aii 
which he had been inspired was to proceed from the suggestion 
of another.’ It is impossible to avoid being struck by the gene- 
ral resemblance of this sentiment to an inspired statement of the 
New Testament in a much contested passage, on the meaning 
of which it casts considerable light : ‘‘ No prophecy of the Scrip- 

* Adyva; see p. 66, note *, supra, Compare too (p. 65, note *) Philo’s expression for 
the book of Numbers—! eporarov yeuuywa—with the rd iepd ypumpmara of 8. Paul, 2 
Tim. iii. 15. 

2 Ta Adyta Tod Ocov.—Rom. iii, 2. 8. Stephen (Acts, vii. 38.) reminds the Jewish 
Council how Moses “received the lively oracles (Aoyta Cavra) to give unto us.” So, 
again, 1 Peter, iv. 11, ef Tug AaAEi, Wo Aoyta Geod; and Heb. v. 12, THC dpxig TGV ho- 
yiwv Tov Beni. As a further instance of such analogies, ef. Gal. iv. 22, &., which 

contains the allegorical exposition of the history of the two sons of Abraham. The 
Apostle’ s inference is prefaced by the words, ‘ which things are an allegory,” diva 
gat dAAnyopovpmeva, ver. 24.—language intimating a view of the Old Testament alto- 
gether analogous to that which characterizes the writings of Philo. For example :— 
Philo’s sentiments as to the relation of the letter of Scripture, to its spiritual or alle- 
gorical sense, may be illustrated by his remark on the migrations of Abraham: ai 
dn Awbeicat dmouKiat, TO wey pyyare TI VPage, br’ dvdpo¢ copod yeyovact, Kata dé Tove 
dAAnyopiac vopovc, dT dLAapéTov Wore, Tov dAnOn Gnrovone Geov.—De Vita Abrah. t. 
ii, p. 11. But see énfra, Lecture vii. 

* A’cts, iii, 22-24. S. Luke, xvi. 29, 31. 
‘ Deut. xviii. 18. ; 
Ske * * Tic émidavele EaTtvaiwg mpogrrnc Beogopnroc Georei Kal TpodyTevoet, 

Aéywv wiv olkeiov dvdév * * * Goa 0 évyyetitat, dieAevoera kabarep 
troBuAdAovroc érépov.—De Monarch. I. t. ii. p. 222. And again, tpodytyc ydp idrov 
peiv ob b2v drodbéyyerat, dAAoTpia 08 wavTa brnxodvTog éETépov.— Quis Rer, Div. 
Heres, t. i. p. 510. 

, 
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tures,” writes 8. Peter, “is of any private interpretation ;' for 
the prophecy came not in old time by the will of man ; but holy 
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Choa ” But 

_a higher instance still remains. ‘“ Moses alone,” writes Philo, 
‘‘has fully realized the qualities of a legislator. All know this 
who are versed in the sacred books, which none could have writ- 
ten without the guidance of God,—those most glorious of pos- 
sessions, the image and copy of models stamped upon his soul. 
That these laws are truly Divine, and omit nothing needful, is our ; 
surest trust. The words of Moses alone, steadfast and unshaken, 
stamped, as it were, with the-seal of nature itself, remain’ fixed 
since the day they were written until now ; and our hope is that’ 
for all future time they will abide immortal as long as sun and 
moon, and the universal heaven, and the world itself endure.” 
It is almost unnecessary to point out the striking resemblance 
of these words to the language of our Lord Himself when speak- 
ing of the Law: “ Verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth 
pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the Law, till 
all be fulfilled ;” or, again: ‘‘ It is easier for heaven and earth 
to pass, than one tittle of the Law to fail.” 

But it may be said that Christ and His Apostles, by adopting 
this language, merely ‘accommodated’ themselves to the preju- 
dices of the Jewish people ; and that by this principle of ‘ac- 
commodation’ are to be explained all the strong expressions 

''Idtace éntdicewc.—2 Peter, i. 20, of which passage several commentators give 
the following interpretation : “The writings of the Prophets are not of their (the 
Prophets’) own revelation, disclosure, proprice patefactionis ; they did not communi- 
cate their own thoughts, but the counsels of God.” Mangey observes on the senti- 
ment of Philo here referred to: “Non multum a Philone discrepat D, Petrus, 2 Ep. 
i. 20, ubi émtdvoewe non de interpretatione, ut vulgo, sed de motu, et suggestione est 
exponendum ob sequentia.”—t. i. p. 510. Whether Mangey’s exposition of this ob- 
scure passage be correct or not, the principle conveyed by it is quite consistent with 
that which will be laid down in Lecture v., infra. 

2 Td d& TobTOV pOvoV péBata, doddevra, dxpadavra, Kaba rep ogpayiat pvoewc abtic 
Ceanuarpeva, pévet Tayiwe ag HC Huepac eypagn jes Xpt VOD, Ki wl Tpoc Tov EreiTa TuVTA 
Stapevely amre aiTa aiava woTEp dOavata, wo dv nAtocg Kal GeAnrvn kar b 
ovprac obpavocg TE Kal KOanoOC 7.—De Vita Mosis, t. ii. p. 136. 

*S. Matt. v.18; S. Luke, xvi. 17. Mangey’s note on the passage just quoted 
from Philo is as follows :—* Legem Mosis, quoad morum saltem preecepta, esse per- 

' petuam, non Philo solus docuit, id enim sibi spondebant Judzi omnibus fere seculis. 
Siracid. xxxvii. 25, cad al hepa Tob ‘lopana a aptdunror, ill dala, aie | oseph. Ant. lib. 
iii. c. 8, circa finem. vouwv odbc, KpeitTOvag 7) KaTa cbvEecwW dvOpurivny bvrac, cic Tov 
dravra BeBaiwe aidva ovvétn ovaayOjvat, Swpedv elvat d6Eavrac Tod Oeod, &e. 

Compare also with Christ's language as to the Law, the language of the book of 
Baruch, c. iv. 1: “ * This i is the book of the commandments of God, and the Law that 
endureth for ever.” 
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employed in the New Testament respecting the authority and 
inspiration of the Old. This objection will meet us again in the 
course of our investigation, and it may be well to discuss it here, 
once for all, 

_ It is plain, that in any communication from an infinite Being 
to creatures of finite capacities, one of two things must happen. 
Either the former must raise the latter almost to His own level ; 

-or else He must suit the form of His communication to their powers 
of apprehension. In a word, unless God’s Revelation be meant 
to extend to the removal, of every error, and to afford man an 
unclouded view of the Divine councils and nature,—and we have 
no reason to suppose that either our’senses could perfectly take 
in, or the capabilities of language correctly convey, such knowl- 
cdge,—unless, I repeat, this be insisted upon, we must believe 
that Revelation has been ‘accommodated’ to the understanding 

and opinions of mankind, in all points in which it was not God’s 
will further to enlighten the understanding, or specially to correct 
such opinions.’ Indeed, by insisting upon the former part of this 
alternative, a late writer attempts to defend his denial of the pos- 
sibility of a Revelation ;—“ Even the Omnipoterice of God,” he 
observes, “‘ cannot infuse infinite conceptions into finite minds.” 
If we turn to Scripture, however, we shall see how this matter 
is decided. In God’s dealings with men we find “‘ wrath,” “‘ jeal- 
ousy,” “‘ repentance,” and other affections, ascribed to the Divine 

1 Of Arnold,—“ On the Right Interpretation of the Scriptures,” Sermons, 4th Ed. 
vol. ii. p. 385; who also observes: ‘‘ When God chooses a being of finite knowledge 
to’be the medium of His revelations, it is at once understood that the faculties of this 
being are left in their natural state, except so far as regards the especial message with 
which he is intrusted. But, perhaps, we do not enough consider how in the very 
message itself there must be a mixture of accommodation to our ignorance ;—for 
complete knowledge on any one point could not be given without extending itself to 
other points ;—nay, the very means by which we receive all our knowledge, that is, 
language, and the observation of our senses, are themselves so imperfect, that they 
could not probably convey to the mind other than imperfect notions of truth.” 

?“The Creed of Christendom;” by William Rathbone Greg. London, 1851. 
“ Being finite, we can form no correct or adequate idea of the Infinite: being mate- 
rial, we can form no clear conception of the Spiritual. The question of a Revelation 
can in no way affect this conclusion; since even the Omnipotence of God cannot in- 
fuse infinite conceptions into finite minds,—canypt, without an entire change of the 
conditions of our being, pour a just and full knowledge of His nature into the bounded 
capacity of a mortal’s soul. Human intelligence could not grasp it; human language 
could not express it.”—Preface, p. x. ven Mr. Coleridge has so completely over- 
looked the fact which we are now considering, as to observe: ‘“ How can absolute in- 
fallibility be blended with fallibility? Ilow can infallible truth be infallibly conveyed 
inAlefective and fallible expressions ?”— Confessions of an Inquiring Spirit, Letter m. 
p. 21. What! not even in the words of Christ? 

Sce also Mr. Coleridge's remarks on ‘accommodation,’ supra, p. 53, note. 
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Being. He is described “as sitting on a throne ;” His eyes are 
said “‘ to behold the children of men ;” not to mention other in- 

stances, which must suggest themselves to every one, in which 
God condescends to convey to us, not the very reality indeed, 
but something as near the reality as He sees it expedient for us 
to know. Without this species of ‘accommodation’ there could 
be no such thing as instruction.’ Every instructor must begin 
upon ground common to his pupils, with principles presupposed 
as known to them, in order to extend the sphere of their 
knowledge to other truths. The missionary, for example, 
must adopt some such process when he speaks of “God” to a 
heathen ; he adopts the term of the heathen dialect, but he re- 
fines and exalts its meaning.’ _ In fact, the principle of all such 
adaptations is expressed in the explanation of §. Paul to the 
Athenians : “ Whom ye ignorantly worship, Him declare I unto 
you.” 

1 Thus, Dante writes: 

“Cosi parlar conviensi al vostro ingegno, 
Perocché solo da sensato apprende 
Cid che fa poscia @ intelletto degno. 
Per questo la Scrittura condiscende 
A. vostra facultate; e piedi e mano 
Attribuisce a Dio, ed altro intendre.” 

Paradiso, Canto tv. 

? In this task the missionary is beset with no small difficulties; a consideration of 
which will illustrate the necessity of Divine guidance in order thus to refine the sense 
of human language, and.to overcome its imperfections. See, for example, “ An In- 
quiry into the proper mode of rendering the word ‘God,’ in translating the Scriptures 
into the Chinese language;” by Sir G. 8. Staunton, 1849, who writes: “ Drs. Morri- 
son, Milne, and Marsham, used SHIN to render Hlohim and Theos in all cases. Dr. 
Medhurst and Mr. Gutzlaff used SHANG-TEE to render these words, when the true 
God was referred to, and Sain when the reference was to a false God.” The early 
Christian missionaries “accepted without scruple Tren and SHaNG-TEE, which they 
found in popular use, to convey the Scriptural ideas of heaven and the true God.” 
“In 1715 the Dominicans obtained from the Pope an apostolic precept, ordaining 
among other things that the term SHANG-TEE should be no longer used in the Chris . 

-tian Ritual of the Chinese, and that the term TIEN-caU, signifying literally, ‘ Lord of 
heaven,’ and already occasionally used, should be substituted in its place.” * * * 
“It has been shown that SHaNnG-TEE, or Tien, may be said to be the immediate object 
of the Emperor’s public worship on certain State occasions. Yet it must be confessed 
that neither Tien nor SHANG-TEE, practically speaking, is viewed by the people of 
China generally, as an object of direct worship at all! The religious worship of the 
Chinese people, such as it is, is practically transferred to the multitude of Sun 
(‘gods,’ according to some franslators, and ‘spirits,’ according to others), whose images 
are honored under various names.’’—pp. 2-18. The Protestant missionaries propose. 
to introduce the word Suiv.—p. 27. - 

* Acts, xvii. 23. I have not alluded to the use of the term Adyoc by S. John, 
which is commonly adduced as an illustration. Thus, Olshausen, on S. John, i. 1, 
observes: “If it be assumed (and this, if it cannot be demonstrated, cannot be proyed 
untrue); that John was acquainted with the writings of Philo, * * * Nil i 
then an external reason for the use of this term; only we are not to assume that Yohn 

i 
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The importance of this subject has called attention to it from, 
the earliest period of Christianity : and while the Fathers re- 
cognise and state with accuracy the nature of this ‘economy’ 
(oixovopia), or ‘condescension’ (ovyKatdBacrc), or * accommoda- 
tion’ (cvu7epdopd), as it is exhibited in God’s revelations, or in the 
inspired teaching of the Apostles, they are careful to point out 
the distinction between this characteristic of the language of 

' Scripture, and the ‘ hypocrisy’ (7oxpeovc), which through cow- 
ardice conceals a truth, or the ‘ dissimulation’ (dissimulatio), 
which to attain its ends stoops to tolerate error." In modern 
times much attention has been directed to the principle of ‘ ac- 

gained the idea itself through any historical medium whatever. Even if he did re- 
ceive some external notice of it, he obtained it first in reality through the illumination 
of the Spirit.” See also some interesting remarks on this subject in a Lecture “On 
the Platonic Philosophy,” by the late Professor W. A. Butler, published in the Irish 
Eccl. Journal for October, 1849, p. 342. 

1 A few illustrations will suffice to prove this statement: S. Cyril of Alexandria 
writes of the Holy Ghost:—"Ore réAevov 7d veda 7d “Ayov Kai ovdiv ateAic ev 
aizo Kav yap dépntat twa mepl abtod mapa Ttatc Geiac ypadaic, breupaivovTd Te 
TowiTov, Tic oikovomiacg évexa THE OV Aude eipyolar ddcouev.—Thesaur. 
Assert. xxxiv. t. v. p. 343. The recognised use of oixovoyia to signify the mystery 
of tha Incarnation comes under this head: Tyy évavépurnaow Tov Ocod Aoyou kahoiuev 

“ oixovouiav.—theodoret. Dial. i. t. iv. p. 62. 
S. Paul circumcised Timothy ‘because of the Jews.”—<Acts, xvi. 3. On this, 

Clement of Alex. justly refers to the words 1 Cor. ix. 19-22, ending: “I am made all 
things to all men, that I might by all means save some ;” adding the remark (accord- 
ing to Potter’s emendation of the text): 'O toivuy péypt Tic oVMTEpLpopae 
cvyKkataBaivan waic, dud tiv Tov dC ob¢ CvuUTEPLPE PETAL Gwrnypiar, 
obdeuiag bTOK ploewc Oud Tov exnpTHuevoy Toic dtKatole ad TAY CnAvdYTwY KivduvOY 
weTeyur, obtoc vidawacg dvayuterat.—Strom. VIL. ix. p. 863. 

Similarly, S. Chrysostom,—speaking of S. Paul’s conduct, Acts, xxi. 20-26:— 
pac bre ivixa piv Katpd¢ ovykataBdoeus Hv, Kat HadAog lovddiverv—Hom. in Gal. ii. 
11, t. iii. p. 372. 

While the fact of such ‘accommodation’ is thus distinctly admitted,-all notion of 
‘dissimulation’ is as rigidly excluded. Thus: Tertullian, referring to S Mark, x. 
46-52, where the multitude charge the blind Bartimeeus that he should hold his 
peace, rejects a cavil of Marcion:—“‘ Aut doce increpantes illos scisse quod Jesus_ngn 
esset filius David; ut idcirco silentium czeco indixisse credantur. Sed et si doceres, . 
facilius illos ignorasse presumeretur, quam Dominum falsam tase predicationem 
sustinere potuisse. Sed patiens Dominus: non tamen confirmator erroris, immo etiam 
detector Creatoris; ut non prius hance ceecitatem hominis illius enubillasset, ne ultra ~ 
Jesum filium David existimaret. Atquin, ne patientiam Kjus infamaretis, nec ullam 
rationem dissimulationis Illi affingeretis, nec filium David negaretis, manifestissime 
confirmavit cei praedicationem, et ipsa remuneratione medicinze et testimonio fidei. 
Fides, inquit, tua te salvum fecit.”.—Advers. Mare. iv. 36, p. 564. 

Bretschneider (‘“‘ Handbuch der Dogmatik,” ler Band. s. 422) justly observes that 
Origen rejects all false ‘accommodation’ when he explains, as follows, the calumny 
of the Jews: “Say we not well that thou art a Samaritan” (S. John, viii. 48): ead d2 
Kat bte tTivi¢g Movto adbrdv [scil. Christ] py dad dtabécews Ta mepi péAAovToS 
aldvoc, ka Ta TeEpl Kpicewc, Ka dvacTacewc SiddoKelv, Stakeiwevov piv LauapertiKGs, 
ise undevde peta Tov Biov droKeysévov Toic dvOpwrotc, Tpooroijcew¢ O& Evekev, KATA TO - 
évdofov Kai dpéckov Toi¢ *lovdaiow, Ta mepl dvaatdcews Kad Tig aiwviov Cwij¢ mpoge- 
oopuevov.— Comm. in Joann. t. iv. p. 353. 

For further instances, ef: Suicer, ‘‘ Thesaurus,” sub voc. oixovoyia. 
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commodation,’ in consequence of the uses to which it has been 
perverted by Rationalists of every school.’ It has been distin- 
guished into ‘ accommodation in the form,’ and ‘ accommodation 
in the matter,’ of the information communicated.* To the 
former belong the style and popular mode of struction em- 
ployed by Christ and His Apostles, as well as their practice of 
clothing the truths of religion in parables, or allegories, or simil- 
itudes borrowed from the range of ordinary experience. Take, 
for example, the figurative analogies which Christ applies in the 
twelfth chapter of 8. Matthew’s Gospel, like a parable, in order 
to exhibit an idea vividly to His hearers—the connexion being 
such that He could not possibly be misunderstood.’ ‘ Accom- 
modation in the matter’ of the information communicated is laid 
down as being twofold : negative and positive. Negative accom- 
modation is that in which either a command is not enforced in its 
full rigor, or in which the whole truth is not at once disclosed, 
but is imparted gradually. As an instance of not insisting upon 
the strict letter of a Divine injunction, we may cite the relaxation 
of the law of marriage, by which a system of divorce was per- 
mitted to the Jews “ because of the hardness of their hearts ;’* 
but even here the moral obligation of the command was never al- 
lowed to be forgotten, as is plainly intimated by the Prophet 
Malachi.’ As cases in which the truth is unfolded gradually, we 

? Spinoza, in this, as in other kindred topics, seems to have led the way: “Nec 
aliter de Christi rationibus, quibus Phariszeos contumaciz et ignorantize convincit 
discipulosque ad veram vitam hortatur, statuendum; quod nempe suas rationes 
opinionibus et principiis uniuscujusque accomodavit. Ex. gr. Cum Pharisees dixit, 
vide Matt. xi. 26, ‘et si Satanas Satanam ejicit, adversus seipsum divisus est,’ &c., 
nihil nisi Phariseeos ex suis principiis convincere voluit, non autem docere, dari De- 
mones, aut aliquod Demonum reguum.” Spinoza adds: “Si mihi enumeranda essent 
omnia Scripture loca, quae tantum ad hominem, sive ad captum alicujus scripta sunt, 
et que non sine magno Philosophie praejudicio tanquam divina doctrina defenduntur, 
a brevitate cui studeo longe discederem.”’—Tractatus Theol. Polit. cap. ii, circ. fin. 

? Of. Bretschneider, ‘“‘ Handb. der Dogm.” § 42, ss. 418-430; whose rationalistic 
views here, as elsewhere, disfigure the accuracy of his distinctions. 

*S. Matt. xii.43-45. ‘“ When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walk- 
eth through dry places, seeking rest, and findeth none,” &e. 

4S. Matt. xix. 8. 
-° “The Lord hath been witness between thee and the wife of thy youth, against 

whom thou hast dealt treacherously: yet is she thy companion, and the wife of thy 
covenant. And did not He make one? * * * Therefore take heed to your spirit, 
and let none deal treacherously against the wife of his youth.”—Mal. ii. 14, 15. Cf 
too, Christ’s appeal to the original law of marriage, S. Matt. xix. 4: “Have ye not 
read,” &c. Mr. Greg asserts that our Lord “contradicted Moses, and abrogated his 
ordinances in an authoritative and peremptory manner, which precludes the idea that 
he supposed himself dealing with the direct commands of God. This is done in many 
points specified in Matt. v. 34-44 ;— in the case of divorce in the most positive and 
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may adduce the passages in which §. Paul tells the Corinthians 
that he had “ fed them with milk, and not with meat ;”* and-in. 
which Christ Himself told, His disciples :—‘‘I have yet many 
things to say unto you, but ye eeamet cannot bear them now.” 

Positive accommodation, however,—which brings us to the 
objection from which we started,—is that in which the teacher 
adopts as true, principles which he knows to be erroneous, and. 
uses them so as to confirm his pupils in their errors, Of this a 
remarkable instanee occurs in the New Testament, in the case 
of 8. Peter’s “dissimulation” at Antioch ; and there it is treated 
with severe and marked reprobation. “ 1 withstood him to the 
face,” writes 8. Paul, ‘‘ because he was to be blamed.”* 

It will be easily mca the other examples of just and ne- 
gessary ‘accommodation’ to human imperfection, have supplied to 
over-ingenious and perverse minds that coloring of truth which 
has served to lend even a semblance of plausibility to their state- 
ment, when they ascribe positive or false ‘accommodation’ to our 
Lord and His disciples, In the particular case before-us, in which, 
as I have shown, Christ has given His sanction to the sentiments of 
the Jews respecting the permanence of the Law, and the authority 
of the Old Testament, His discourses were, it is true, delivered 
to the multitude on the Mount, and to the Pharisees: but we 
find Him still urging these same principles when alone with His 
most trusted friends both before and after His Resurrection ;— 
His chief argument, in all cases, being an appeal to the Prophecies 
respecting Himself.* §. Paul, too, when writing to his confi- 

naked manner.” — Creed of Christendom, p. 11. On this subject Mr. Davison, with his 
usual accuracy, observes: ‘* The Law forbore, in some few points, a perfection of its 
discipline. It practised an unwilling condescension, in yielding to the ‘ hardness of 
heart,’ the gross and refractory temper of the people to whom it was given. This was 
seen in its non-prohibition of a plurality of wives, and in its permission of: divorce. 
Sut the Holy Jesus, who came to restore the Divine Law to its first integrity, as well 

as to make atonement for the transgression of it, He, in His Institutes, reformed these 
temporary concessions. Meanwhile, one of the ‘Prophets [Malachi] had given a clear 
intimation that God approved not the permission so allowed, but would draw the 
domestic charities into stricter bonds of union and severity.”—Discourses on Prophecy, 
p. 44. 

a v2 Cor. iii. 2. 2S. John, xvi. 12. 
Gal. ii. 11-18. “The other Jews dissembled likewise with him (cuvuTreKpe- 

adh insomuch that Barnabas also was carried away with their dissimulation (i7o- 
kpicer).”’—ver. 13. Cf. the words of Clement of Alex. already quoted, p. 74, note. 
On the question of 8. Peter’s conduct at Antioch, see Lecture v. 

‘KE. g. S. Matt. xxvi. 24,54; S. Luke, <xiv. 44-47, Even in prayer to His Father, 
our Lord appeals to the Old Testament: ‘ While I was with them in the world, I 
kept them in Thy name: those that Thou gavest Me I have kept, and none of them 
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dential disciple Timothy, and to those most opposed to Judaism 
at Corinth'—for the Judaizing Christians were surely not those 
who boasted that they were “‘ of Paul,” or “ of Apollos,”’—S. Paul, 
I say, maintains the Divine inspiration of the Old Testament as 
strictly as the most rigid Israelite of the school of Philo. But 
our denial of the use of false ‘ accommodation’ is not to be limited 
to this one point. It may be confidently affirmed, that the teach- 
ing of the New Testament affords no single instance of such de- 
ception, Christ neither denies the existence of Spiits in order 
to conciliate the Sadducees, nor does He instruct the woman of 
Samaria in doctrines which He opposed before the Jews. 8. Paul 
proclaims the same Divine truths before kings and rulers, before 
Jews and Greeks ; and he tells us that the doctrine of a crucified 

Redeemer was alike offensive to both. In a word, we find Christ 
quoting Moses and the Prophets to friend and to foe ; to Pharisee 
and to Sadducee ; to the people and to His disciples ; in the desert” 
and in the Temple ; at the commencement of His ministry and 
at its close¥ in exposition by acts and exposition by doctrine,— 
combining it, in all matters, with the new revelation as being 
conveyed by the same Spirit. 

From all this, therefore, it may be concluded, that the senti- 
ments of Philo and Josephus and the early Jews, were not the 
mere. private assertions of good and pious men, or the exaggerated 
expression of Hebrew nationality : those sentiments rather exhibit 
authentic information respecting the real character of the Old 
Testament ; information stamped with the seal of Christ Him- 
self,—the source of all Revelation—who would have counter- 
acted His own sole purpose had he ascribed to the ancient Scrip- 
tures authority to which they could lay no claim. 

I now turn to the evidence afforded by the Christian Church ;° 
and in doing so it may be well to notice, in the first instance, any 
traces that exist of exceptions to the singular uniformity which 

is lost, but the son of perdition, that the Scripture might be fulfilled.”.—S. John, xvii. 
12. Of. xiii. 18. 

* 2 Tim. iii. 16; 1 Cor. iii. 4. The great majority of S. Paul’s Epistles, and, to a 
great degree; the Gospels, were intended for those who were not Jews, and who, 
therefore, could not have been prejudiced in favor of the Old Testament. 

* See especially the accounts of His Temptation,—S. Matt. iv.; S. Luke, iv. 
* For a more extended discussion of the opinions of the Fathers, see Appendix G. 

So,unexceptiof&able a witness as De Wette introduces his list of authorities from the 
early Christtan writers, from 8. Irengzesus downwards, with the remark: “ Man er-° 
kannte diese Biicher als heilig und gottlich.’—Hinleit. § 22, s. 30. 
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has prevailed upon the question of Inspiration in every age. It 
has become the fashion, indeed, among modern writers, following, 
I apprehend, in the footsteps of Neander,' to point to the cele- 
brated Theodore of Mopsuestia, who lived at the opening of the 
fifth century, as having led the way in questioning the inspiration 
of the Scriptures.’ I believe this charge to be altogether without 

1 Neander observes, in the first edition of his history (A, D. 1829): “The germs 
of this tendency [viz. to a “ grammatico-logical” method of interpreting the Bible] 
were still further developed by distinguished. men in the fourth century, and in the 
commencement of the fifth * * * above all by the acute and original Theodore 
of Mopsuestia, * * ** We find, in fact, traces of a more free mode of apprehend- 
ing the idea of Inspiration in this period, only in those cases where a more unpreju- 
diced grammatico-logical interpretation of the Bible conduced to that result, as in the 
case of a Jerome, a Theodore of Mopsuestia, and a Chrysostom,”—Allg. Gesch. der 
Kirche, 2er Band. s. 503, Neander has considerably modified his opinion as to the 
views respecting Inspiration maintained by the three writers named in this extract. 
In the second edition of his history, published in 1846, the entire of the section, from 
whieh I have just quoted, hes been re-written to the extent of several pages; the 
author contenting himself with adducing a series of quotations from Theodore, S. 
Chrysostom, and 8. Jerome, to illustrate the proposition, that in consequence of the 
principles according to which those writers expounded the Bible, they have advanced 
certain ideas, “ at the foundation of which lies a peculiar modification of the notion of 
Inspiration. ote Aufl. 2er Band, s. 661, ff. 

For an examination of Theodore’s estimation of Scripture, see Appendix G. The 
reader may form a judgment with respect to 8. Jerome’s views from the following 
comment on Eph. iii. 6:—‘Scio appositionem conjunctionis ejus, per quam dicitur, 
‘cohseredes, et concorporales, et comparticipes,’ indecoram facere in Latino sermone 
sententiam. Sed quia ita habetur in Greco, et singuli sermones, syllabe, apices, puncta, 
in divinis Scripturis plena sunt sensibus, propterea magis volumus in compositione 
strueturaque verborum, quam intelligentia periclitari.’—T. vii; p, 591, For S. Chry- 
sostom’s theory of Inspiration, see, for the present, p. 88, note °, infra. 7 

* Thus, for example, M. Gaussen writes: “ With the exception, we say, of Theo- 
dore de Mopsueste, the long period of the first eight centuries of Christianity did not 
produce a single theologian who disavowed the plenary inspiration of the Scriptures, 
save only among the most violent of the heretical sects which have troubled the 
Christian Church; I mean the Gnostics, the Manichzeans, the Anomeeans, and the . 
Mahometans.’ '—Theopnenstia, p. 353. 

One feels more surprise, however, at so well-informed a writer as Rudelbach 
making the same assertion; especially since he adduces as his sole grounds the fact 
of Theodore having denied the Canonical authority of the Book of Job, of Proverbs, 
and of Ecclesiastes. See his ‘‘ Zeitschrift” for 1840: ‘‘ Die Lehre von der Inspir.,” 2es 
Kap,, s. 46. I have already observed (p. 46), when referring to the similar error of 
Luther as to certain Books of the New Testament, that it is an obvious mistake to 
represent the denial of the Canonicity of a particular Book as being equivalent to a 
denial of the inspiration of Scripture in general. In Theodore’s, as in Luther's case, 
the Jow estimate in which particular Books were regarded, arose from the exalted 
sense in which the Divine character of Scripture was felt and recognised :—their com- 
mon error consisting in the belief, that such and such portions of the Bible did not 
satisfy the tests of Inspiration which they yentured to define. This distinction, Ru- 
delbach insists upon when speaking of Luther, while he forgets to acknowledge its 
existence in the parallel case of Theodore of Mopsuestia. He remarks: ‘‘ Passages lie 
before us from Luther’s writings, writings, too, composed at very different periods of 
his life, (even at the date of his rude decision as to the Epistle of James,) which sat- 
isfactorily prove that he never ceased to assert the verbal inspiration of the Holy 
Scriptures, and that we, consequently, do violenee to his words if we impute to him 
any other principle.”—Jbid. 4es Kap. s. 8. See Appendix C. 
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foundation. Suffice it here to observe, that when the doctrinal 
views of Theodore were condemned at the Fifth General Council, 
nearly one hundred and thirty years after his death ; and when 
every imputation which controversial animosity could suggest, was 
cast in after-times upon his memory by individual opponents’'—no 
allusion whatever was made to his having deviated, on this car- 
dinal point, from the universal belief of Christendom, This har- 
mony of opinion, indeed, will appear the more striking when the 
nature of the exceptions which do exist is duly considered. 

It is a common and a just remark of Christian writers from 
the earliest times, that amid the various contests in which the 
Church has had to engage with the different forms of heresy, 
both sides have appealed to the Divine authority of the Bible.’ 
The single exception to this uniformity of sentiment which the 
records of antiquity appear to afford occurs in the case of such a 
controversy. This contradiction of the unanimous voice of the 
Church proceeded from the Anomceans—that extreme section of 
the Arians, in the fourth century, whose heretical tenet, of the 
complete dissimilarity between the Father and the Son gave rise 
to their name. Of this party 8. Epiphanius tells us, and he men- 
tions it as an offence unheard of in any previous controversy, that 
when pressed by arguments from Scripture, its defenders replied, 

1. g. Leontius of Byzantium (A. D. 590), in his work ‘Contra Nestorianos et 
Eutychianos,” of which merely a Latin version had been published by Canisius, in 
his ‘‘ Lectiones Antique,” (ed. Basnage. Ant. 1725. t. i. p. 525.) the original Greek 
text not having been accessible before the year 1844, when it was given by Cardinal 
Mai in his “Spicilegium Romanum,” t. x. pars ii. p. 1, &e. While defending Theo- 
dore from the charge of having called in question the inspiration of Scripture, I must 
altogether disclaim any desire to defend his orthodoxy on other points: ‘ Est enim 
manifestum, Theodorum Nestorii magistrum, utpote Nestoriani erroris auctorem, a 
veteribus vocari.”—O. F. Fritsche, De. Theodori Vita, p, 15. His merit, however, as 
an expositor of Scripture has never been called in question. Cardinal Mai, in. the 
Preface to his edition of Theodore’s Commentary on the Twelve Minor Prophets, 
(‘‘Scriptorum Veterum Collectio,” Rome, A. D. 1832. tom. vi.) expresses the estima- 
tion in which he was held: “ Ab Orientalibus ‘Sapientize mare,’ et Scripturarum ‘In- 
terpres car’ éSoy7v dictus, universze Heclesiz Doctor interdum appellatus, et Magni’ 
denique, cognomento donatus.”—p. v. Cardinal Mai, having pointed out the faults 
usually noted in Theodore’s Commentaries, goes. on to speak in the highest terms of 
his exposition of the Minor Prophets; observing, that notwithstanding the obscurit¥ 
of the subject, Theodore “non verba legere, sed in Prophets cujusque mentem 
oculorum aciem intendere videatur. Quamobrem, non sine causa, a multis arcem 
Interpretum tenere dictus est.”—p. xv. 

? Thus S. Irenszeus writes: ‘Tanta est autem circa Evangelia hee firmitas, ut et 
ipsi heeretici testimonium reddant eis, et ex ipsis egrediens unusquisque eorum cone- 
tur suam confirmare doctrinam.”— Cont. Mer. lib. iii. 11. p. 189. So also Theodoret, 
‘in his Dialogues, makes the representative of heresy observe: My jor Aoysomode dv- 
Opwxivoug mpocevéyknc. bya ydp pevy meifouae TH Oeia ypady. Lranistes, Dial. t. t. 
iv. p. 13; 
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either—“ The Apostle makes that statement merely as a man ;” 
or,—‘* Why do you quote the Old Testament against me ?”” It 
is generally believed, too, that the objections noticed by 8. Je- 
rome in his Preface to the Epistle to Philemon proceeded in like 
manner from the Anomeeans.” The only other instance which I 

have been able to discover of the subsequent revival, in any part 
of the Chureh, of erroneous views upon the subject of Inspira- 
tion, is in the case of a monk of Constantinople, of the twelfth 
century.” 

The positive testimonies to which I now proceed may with 
some propriety be arranged under three heads : the First, relating 
to the Divine influence exerted in the composition of the Bible ; 

the Second, to the human agents selected to write the different 
books ; the Third, to the nature of the writings thus produced. I 
shall not attempt here* to give more than a rapid sketch of the 
nature and weight of the proofs which may be adduced ; and | 
would merely observe, before entering upon this branch of the 
subject, that we must not expect to find in the annals of the early 
Church any such elaborate theory, or series of systematized pro- 
positions on the subject of Inspiration, as we meet with in the 
case of other doctrines. The absence, indeed, of dogmatic teach- 
ing on this question during the first fifteen centuries of the Church 
affords a clear illustration of the harmony of opinion which pre- 
vailed respecting it ; while the unhappy distractions of modern 

1 "Orav éheyyouevor bro Twor Iromidlovta, evOde droTpéyovTes Kal dtoTNOOVTEC, 
Kal AéyovTec, TovTO 6’AmbaToAog Wo GVOpwroc EGN. GAdAoTE Jt, Ti pot HEpEtG Ta 
Tij¢ Tahatac SiabyKnc; “Nor is this strange,” proceeds 8. Epiphanius, “for ‘if they 
have called the master of the house Beelzebub, how much more shall they call them 
of His household?’ viz. His Prophets and Apostles.” —Adv. Her. lib. iii. Heeresis 76. 
t. i p. 992. Cf Rudelbach, loc. cit, 2es Kap. s. 45. 

* This seems to be the earliest allusion tothe vulgar objection against Inspiration, 
founded upon the Apostle’s words—‘ The cloke which I left at Troas,” &c.—2 Tim. 
iv. 13. On such passages the heretics founded the conclusion: ‘‘ Non semper Apos- 
‘tolum, nec omnia, Christo in se loquente dixisse.”—S. Jerome, Pref. in Ep. ad Philem. 
t. vii. p. 742. 

* Kuthymius Zigabenus, A. Dp. 1116. §. Mark (ii. 27) adds to the words of our 
hord recorded by 8. Matthew (xii. 8), the saying: “The Sabbath was made for man, 
and not man for the Sabbath.” On this Huthymius observes, that we need not won- 
der at such variations, for the Evangelists wrote many years after these words were 
spoken; and since they were but men, it is natural they should oceasionly forget what 
had been said: od yp) 02 Pavudfew ei Ta perv odtoc 6 ebayyedtoTi¢ TpooTiAyat, Ta OF 
Exetvoc Tapadymaver, Kai yap oby tua TH Aéyew Tov Xptotodv éypagov Ta evayyédta 
Wa kal TavTov 6u0d TOV abrovd Adywr dropvypovevdew éxoLev’ GAAG pmeTa TOAKOdE boTe- 
pov éviavtovc. ka eixdc, dvVOpdToVE OvTacg abrodie ExtAabéEocbat TwdV.— 
Comm. in S. Matt. xii. 8. t. i. p. 465. Ed. Mattheei. Leipzig, 1792. 

* See Appendix G. 
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times, sufficiently account for the want of any authoritative de- 
cision since the sacred precincts have been invaded. This absence, 
however, of recognised theory or system serves but to exhibit in 
bolder relief how profoundly incorporated with the Christian con- 
sciousness of those times was, the belief in the inspiration of 

Scripture ; and undesignedly represents its depth, its fervor, and 
its source. 

I. The evidence as to the belief of the Church in the Divine 
influence exerted in the composition of the Bible, naturally starts 
from that Article of the Creed in which Christians to the present 
day profess :—‘ We believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord, the J 
Life-giver * * * whospake by the Prophets.”’ “This Confession 
not only defines the inspiration of the sacred writers to be the act 
of the Holy Ghost ; but it also lays down as a fundamental doc- 
trine of Christianity, that Old-and New Testament have pro- 
ceeded from the same source, and are alike Divine. That to this 
latter truth the Article of the Creed chiefly refers; admits of no — 
doubt. In fact, it merely embodies a tenet maintained from the 
very first in opposition to the various phases of Gnosticism ; for 
in the earliest writings composed in detence of Christianity, the 
epithet ‘ Prophetic’ (xpopyrinév) is the title usually assigned to the 
Holy Ghost. We observe this co-ordination of Old and New 
Testament so early as the days of 8. Polycarp, who, when re- 
ferring to “the Scriptures,” combines in one quotation a passage 
from the Psalms, and a text from the Epistle to the Ephesians.’ 
So also S. Justin Martyrthaving quoted to the Jew Trypho the 
words of the Prophet Miélachi,* breaks forth into praise of God’s 
goodness, adding : “‘These words have not been devised by me, 

1 Tlkotevowev * * * = eic Td IIveiua TO dytov, Td Kipiov, 7d Gwomotdy * * * 
Td Aahijcav dia THv TpodnTav.—Symb. Constant. Mansi. t. iii. p. 565. 

2 EK. g. by S. Justin Mart. : Exezvov ré, nad Tov zap’ Abtod ‘Ywv tA0ov7a * * * 
TIvetua te Td) TpognTeKdy ceBiucba, Ka posKvvoiuer.—Apol. i. § 6. p. 4. 
And, again, quoting Gen. xlix. 10: &¢ mpoepb20n iad Tod Oeiov dyiov TpodynTLKOD 
Ilvetuartog did Tob Maioéwe, fu) Exdeipew dpyovra k. T. A—Tbid. § 32. p, 63. 

3 This passage, which is extant only in the old Latin version, is quite obscure 
according to the ordinary punctuation. I quote it after Dr, Jacobson’s judicious sug- 
gestion (“ Patres Apostolici,” ed. 3tia, t. ii, p, 527,): ‘Confido enim vos bene exerci- 
tatos esse in sacris literis, et nihil vos latet; mihi autem non est concessum [ post 
“ concessum,” vos dificare, ex verbis ud fin, $11, subaud.]| Modo ut nis Scripturis 
dictum est; Jrascimini, et nolite peccare [Ps. iv. 4, LXX.]; et, Sol non occidat super 
tracundiam vestram [Eph. iv. 26].”—S. Polycarpi, Ep. ad Philipp. § 12. 

* “T have no pleasure in you, saith the Lord of Hosts, neither will I accept an 
offering at your hand. For from the rising of the sun even unto the going down of 
the same, My Name shall be great among the Gentiles,” &.——Mal. i. 10, 11. 

6 

0 
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nor have they been embellished by any human skill. Such were 
the songs of David ; so Isaiah proclaimed g glad tidings, and Zech- 
ariah preached, bath Moses composed his record. ‘Dost thou re- 
cognise them, Trypho ? They are preserved in the writings of 
your people —nay, I should rather say, in ours ; for we obey them, 
but you, though reading them, do not discern their sense.” And 
the belief that both Testaments enforce the same lesson is implied 
in the striking parallel of Origen : “‘ When the people murmured 
against Moses in the wilderness, he led them to the rock to drink ; 

-and even now he leadeth them to Christ.” 
The ordinary style in quoting Scripture was, either to omit 

the writer’s ni ‘“‘Thus spake the Holy Ghost ;” or to supply 
it thus—“ So spake the Spirit by Solomon,” or “by Isaiah,” or 
“by Paul.” “ It is needless to seek,” said 8. Gregory the Great, . 
““who wrote the Book of Job, since we may faithfully believe: 

that the Holy Ghost was its author” ‘ What avails it,” said 
Theodoret, ‘to know whether all the Psalms were written by 
David, it being plain that all were composed under the influence 
of the Divine Spirit 2?” Hence the numerous epithets applied to 
every part of Scripture :—‘‘ The Scriptures of the Lord ;” “ the 
Divine Scriptures ;” ‘‘ Heavenly Letters.” The phrase, Lonieed 
most usually employed is that of 8. Paul: “ Scriptures given = 
inspiration of God.” In a word, the evidence under this head 
may be summed up in the language of 8. Clement of Rome: 

1 Od yap im’ éuod ovveckevacpuévor eioly of Adyor, odd? Téexvy dvOpwTivy KEKa”A- 
Awmrapevor, ahaa rovtovce AaBid pev parren, "Hoaiac dé ebyyyehileto, Zayapiac ot 
exrjpuse, Movaijc d& uvéypaper, "Ereywaoner abrove, Tpigar ; ; "Ev toi¢ bet épote 
CTOKELVTAL ypaupast, paddov dF ody’ duerépore, GAN nuétepolc’ Hueig yap abroicg werBoue; 
Ga: iyieic 6&8, dvaywaoKovtec, ov voeire Tov Ev adTuic vodv.—Dial. cum Tryph. ec. 29. p.127. 

Bris Murmurav erunt adversus Moysen, et propterea jubet Dominus ut ostendat eis 
petram, ex qua bibant, Si quis est, qui legens Moysen myrmurat adversus eum, et 
displicet ei lux, que secundum literam seripta est * * * ostendit ei Moyses pe- 
tram, que est Christus, et adducit eum ad ipsam ut inde bibat, et reficiat sitim suam.' 
—Hom. in Exod, xi. 2, t. ii. p. 169. 

° For example, 8. Cyprian; ‘‘ Loquitur per Salomonem Spiritus S."—De Opere et 
Eleemos. p. 240. Tertullian: Spiritus Sanctus hance Seripturee.sues rationem con- 
stituit, ut cum quid ex aliquo fit, et quod fit, et unde fit, referat. ‘ Fruticet,’ inquit, 
‘terra herbam foeni, seminantem semen,’ ” &c. &e,—Adv. Hermogen. cap, xxii. p. 276. 
To the same effect Clemens Alex. : 

fyeue TOV Yopov TuvTa TOY TpodyTLKdV, TOde GuvALacdTa¢ TOD Modofuc. TL GnOW ad- 
toic 7) Uvetua 7d "Aycov dud ’Qone, dvk dxvpcw Aéyerv * * * Fre d2 kat did ‘Hoa- 
tov x. t. A~—Cohortat. ad Gentes, ec. viii. p. 67. 

4 “Sed quis hee scripserit, valde supervacue queeritur, cum tamen auctor libri Spi- 
ritus Sanctus fideliter credatur,”— Pref. in Moralia in Lib. Job. t. i. p. 7. 

* Ryo de mepl TouTwv uv obdiv ioyupivouat. moiav yap fou 7 mpogridnow OpéAerav, 
eire rovrou ravrec, el? éxeivwn elév tevec’ dHAov yé 6vToe, wc ék THS Tov Geiov IIvevya- 
Tog évepyeiac ovveypdgnoay dravres ;—~Protheoria in Psalmos, t. i. p. 395. og 

- 
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“ Give diligent heed to the Scriptures, the true sayings of the 
Holy Ghost. a 

From such principles the Church inferred the sufficiency, the 
infallible certainty, and the perfection of Scripture. On this 
foundation §. Athanasius argues against the Gentiles: “The 
holy and divinely inspired Scriptures are sufficient to express the 
truth.” §o, again, the critical and unimpassioned Eusebius, 
alluding to an assertion that in the superscription of the thirty- 
fourth Psalm, the name Abimelech had been, by an oversight, 
substituted for Achish, rejects the idea with indignation : “I hold 
it,” he observes, ‘to be alike rashness and presumption to ven- 
ture to prove that the Divine Scriptures have erred.” 

I may also observe that the joint participation of the Eternal 
Word and of the Holy Spirit in bringing the Scriptures into 
being, to which I have already drawn attention, was a truth fully 
appreciated by the Fathers, The sacred writers are said to “ have 
been moved by the Spirit,” as well as ‘‘ moved by Christ.”* ‘‘ They 
who prophesy,” said 8. Justin M., “ are actuated by no other than 
the Divine Logos.’* On other occasions this same writer ascribes 
the prediction to “ the Prophetic Spirit.”* And in one place he 
‘combines the two ideas; “Think not that the words which you 
hear the Prophet speaking in his own person were uttered by 
himself, when filled with the Spirit, but by the Divine Word who 
moved him.” 

Ev [xbrrere] ele Ta ypagdc, Tag dAnOeic [pyoetc] Ivevparoc tov ‘Ayiov.—Ad 
Corinth. c. 45. t. i. p. 162. ed. Jacobson. 

2 AdrdpKerg pv yap eiow ai dytat Kal Oedrxvevotor ypadgal mpdc THY Tig dAnOetac 
anayyediav—Or. cont. Gentes, t.i.p.i. Still more strongly, on another occasion, this 
great Father writes: 

Marqv yoov TEpLTpEXOVTEC mpogacicovrat, dua ior n§ioKxévat, yevic0ar Tag cuve- 
dotc. Eaote piv ydp lkavwrépa ravtwov ij Geia serge was de Sy- 
nodis Arim. et Seleuc. t.i P- 720. 

=/0 bev ovv TL¢ épei, dred uty Euoé “per rat év Ti loropia Th kata Tov ’Ayiuérey* dAAoLO- 
cac Td Tpdcwrov avrod b Aavid, Kata obdrua Keiobat Td Svoua Tod ’ABiuéAEY dvTd Tob 
dvopatog ’Ayxovc. aac yap ém Tod ’Ayyxovc elpnrat* dAdowwoag Td TPOGwrOV K, T. A. 
[1 Sam. xxi.13] * * Epyov dé Gpaad kal wmpomweTtic elvat jyai- 

‘ pat Td dnote: TOAMGY THY Oeiav ypagdhvyv yuapTicOae. 
— Comment. in Psal. ed, Mont£i—Coll. nov. Pair. t. i. p. 129. 

* IIvevatopé6pot.—Theophilus, ad Autolyc. lib. ii. 9, p. 354. 
Xpictogopor.—S. Athanasius, Cont. Gentes, 5. t. i. 5.—De Incarnatione, 10, t. i. 

. 56. 
© "Ore 02 obdert GAAw Beodopodvrar of poonrevovtec el py Ady Oeiw, kal dysi¢g d¢ 

trodayBave oncere. —Apol. 1. § 33. p. 64. 
g °'O abrig mpodytnc ‘Hoaiac Geopopovpmevoc TO ILvetpart TH mpopntixm &n—LTbid. 
35. p. 65. 

, a di Tag A€Seue Tov mpopntav Aeyouévac O¢ dd Tpocwrov dKovyTe, fi) aT? 
' atbrav tTOv Eupmwenvevaopévar Aéyeabat voutonte, dAW and Tod KivodvTog adrode 
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II. Under the second head may be comprised all allusions to 
the effect of the Divine influence upon the intellectual faculties 
of the Prophets. The Fathers of the Church at a very early 
period expressed their opinions on the subject ; and this fact is 
the more important, inasmuch as by their contact with heathen- 
ism on the one side, and the impure element of Montanism on 
the other, they stood sufficiently near the phenomena presented 
by those false systems to be conscious of their tendency, and to 
feel the necessity of guarding against either extreme. We know 
from the writings of Plato that the Seers or Diviners (jdvrec) of 
the heathen were so called from the state of phrensy in which they 
uttered their oracles ; the Prophet (zpodzjrn¢) being merely the in- 
terpreter of the unconscious Diviner (jdév7cc.)’ The early Church 
clearly perceived that the difference between this natural divi- 
nation—the Mantike of the old world—and true prophecy, is 
essential and specific. Origen Jargues, at some length, that the 
ecstatic and phrensied condition of the Pythian prophetess, 
whose hallucinations Celsus had adduced in opposition to the 
Prophets of the Old Testament, could not be the product of 
the Spirit of God. <The Jewish Prophets, he urges, “were 
illuminated by the Divine Spirit ; their understanding becom- 
ing more perspicacious, and their souls more lucid by the touch, 
as it were, of the Holy Ghost, But if the Pythia, while de- 
livering her oracle, is in ecstacy, and no longer self-pos-essed, 
what sort of spirit must we deem that to be which darkens 
her understanding, and clouds the faculties of her mind ?” 

Oeiov Aoyou.—I bid. § 36. p.65, The principle expressed by this language, and 
which I have already stated, Lecture i, p. 25, note}, is clearly laid down by 8. Atha- 
nasius: ob ydp éxté¢ got Tod Adyov Td IIveiua, dAAd tv TO Adyw bv, ev TH O&O OV 
avbtov totw* wote Td xapiopata tv TH Tprids didoobat.—LEpist, iii. ad Serap. 5. t. i. 
p. 694. 

* See above, p. 65, the opinion of Philo. Baumgarten Crusius observes that the 
word mpod7y7n¢ is employed by the Alexandrian writers in a sense different from its 
classical usage. With the Alexandrians it denotes merely ‘one who foretells ;’ with 
the Greeks, ‘one who announces’ (épuqveic, e&nyntic, ef. Ruhnken on Timzus), 
what the yavtic had uttered.—Grundziige der bibl. Theologie, s. 40. 

“The derivation [of zavric] from vaivoua: is found as early as Plato (Tim. 72 b.) 
where he distinguishes ydvrerc from mpodjrat, the former being persons who uttered 
oracles in a state of divine frenzy, the latter the interpreters of those oracles.”—Liddell 
and Scott. I shall have occasion to return to the point here adverted to. 

2 "AAAG Kai To ele Exotasw Kal paviKiy dyew KatdoTaaw Tv djGev TpodnTebovaar, 
Oc pndapoc abtiv éavt_ mapaxodovbeiv, ob Oeiov Mvetuatoc tpyov tot * * * 
GOev jyueic dxodeixvupev, cvvdyovtec ard TOV lepSv ypaupdrov, ért ol év "lovdaiore 
Tpopitat, EAAaurbuevor brd Tov Oeiov Uvetuatoc Tocobrov, baov jv Kat adtoi¢g Toi¢ 
TpopyTevover YpHay.ov, MpoaréAavov rig Tod Kpeitrovog eic abrovde éridnutay* Kad did 
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The principles of Montanism,’ on the other hand) grew out of 
the desire to see perpetuated, through all future ages of the 
Church, that extraordinary effusion of spiritual gifts poured 
out in the days of the Apostles.. It was held by the sect which 
acknowledged Montanus as its leader, that the office of Prophet 
was to be permanent ; and that by the existence of this order of 
ministers was to be fulfilled Christ’s promise of the Paraclete, 
whose continued revelations were to possess equal or even superior 
authority to the voice of Scripture.’ . According to this system, 
the influence of the Spirit, when exerted, produced a state of 

ecstacy in which the consciousness of the Prophet is altogether 
suppressed ; and God alone. speaks, as if in His own name, from 
the soul of which He takes possession.* With reasoning similar 
to that adopted in rejecting the heathen divination, the Church 
rose in opposition to this fanaticism ; and here also it was argued, 
that the existence of a state of unconsciousness proved that Mon- 
tanism was in no sort allied to the true prophetic Spirit. ‘Thus, 
S. Epiphanius urges against Montanus, “ that whatsoever the 
Prophets have said, they spake with understanding ;” he refers 
to their “settled mind,” ‘‘ their self-possession,’ and their not 

Tig Tpd¢ THY puxyy abtar, iv’ obtw¢ dvoudow, dd ¢ TOD KaXAOVpMEVOU ‘Ayiov 
IIvevpatog, dtopatixdrepot te Tov voiv éyivovTo, Kal Tv Wuynv Aauxporepor 
* * € ef 0 biorata, Kai ob tv éavty tori 7H Ivia, bre pavteverar rodardv 
VOMLLOTEOV TVEdUG, TO OKOTOV KaTEXYEvAY TOD VOd Kad TOV AoyLouar, 7) TOLOdTOY dToidY éoTL 
kai TO TOV Oayuovev yévoc.—Cont. Cels. vii. 4. t. i. p. 696. 

1 Cf Bishop Kaye's “ Account of the Writings of Tertullian,” ch. i.: and es- 
pecially Neander’s “Allgemeine Geschichte der Kirche,” ler Band, 2te Aufl. s. 877 
ff; as well as the comparison of Gnosticism and Montanism in the Introduction to 
this latter writer’s ‘‘ Antignosticus.” 

* The revelations of the Paraclete were to render perfect, and even supersede, all 
previous divine commands. Thus Tertullian writes: Si enim Christus abstulit quod 
Moyses priecepit, quia ab initio non fuit sic [S. Matt. xix. 8] * * * cur non et 
Paracletus abstulerit, quod Paulus indulsit."—De Monogamia, c. 14, p. 686. Ter- 
tullian elsewhere insists upon a similar gradation in the divine communications. e. g. 
“ Etenim est prophetica vox veteris Testamenti, ‘Sancti eritis, &e. * * * Debemus 
enim ita ingredi in disciplina Domini * * * Ita enim et Apostolus dicit ‘quod 
sapere securidum carnem,’ &. * * * TJtem per sanctam prophetidem Priscam 
ita evangelizatur,” &e.—De Hxhort.: Castit. c. 10. p. 670. See also t. i. p. 752, ed 
Oehler, Lipsiz, 1853; for I should add, that this reference to Priscdi ‘is not received 
by Rigaltius in his edition. It occurs only in the “‘Codex Agobardinus.” 

* Take, for example, one of the passages from Tertullian to which Bishop Kaye 
(p. 52) has referred, as containing “positive allusions” to the system of Montanus: 
“Tn spiritu enim homo constitutus, prasertim quum gloriam Dei conspicit, vel quam 
per ipsum Deus loquitur, necesse est excidat sensu obumbratus scilicet virtute divi- 
na.” —Adver. Mare. iv. c. 22. p. 537. Again: Adam, observes ‘Tertullian, prophet- 
ically announced the mysterious union of Christ and the Church, when he spoke of 
the marriage tie—Gen. ii, 24; cf Eph. v. 31. On that occasion “in illum Deus 
amentiam immisit, spiritalem vim qua constat prophetia.’—De Anima, c. 21. p. 324, 
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being “ carried away as if in ecstacy.”’ So also 8. Cyril of Fe- 
rusalem, alluding to this question, says of the true Spirit : “ His 
‘coming is gentle ; most light is His burden ; beams of light and 
knowledge gleam forth before His coming.” 

With such extremes, however, on either side, which it alike 
opposed and rejected, the primitive Church did not shrink from 
expressing a decided opinion as to the effect produced upon the sa- 
cred penmen while actuated by the Spirit’s influence ;—an opinion 
clearly indicated by the series of similitudes which the different 
writers employed who approached the subject of Inspiration, and 
which were admirably calculated, had there been occasion to de- 
velop them, to illustrate that mutual co-operation of the Divine 
and Human agencies, which, as we have seen, forms the first 

Condition of our problem.* The language made use of plainly de- 
notes that the human element was not thought to have been sup- - 
pressed or suspended, but to have been filled and exalted by. the 
divine illumination ; and to this notion belongs that entire system 
of illustration so familiar to the Fathers from the earliest times. 

They compared the soul of the man of God, when subjected 
to the Divine influence, to an instrument of music into which 
the Holy Spirit breathes, or the strings of which He sways,* 

2 See Heer. XLvItt. lib. ii. t. i, passim. EH. g. 6 mpodyrne usta Katastucews Aoyia- 
dv, Kai TapaKkoAovOjcews EAGAEL Ka EdVEyyeETO ex IIvEeruatog “Ayiov, Td TavTa 
éfpwouévocg Agyov-——Ibid. p. 404. It may be well to observe here, that what the Fathers 
denounce as false in this system is not the allegation that prophets received Divine 

- Revelations while in a state of eestacy, but,—and this they almost unanimously point 
“out, as a proof of the falschood of the claims of Montanus,—that his Prophetesses 
gave utterance to their asserted revelations during their state of unconsciousness. 
This fact seems to have been wholly overlooked by late writers. But on this subject 
see Lecture y., and Appendix G. 

2 "Hueoog 7 Tapovoia’ evbodne 7 dvTiAnwic’ KovddTarov 70 doptiov* mpourasTpuT- 
Tovow uKktives dwrd¢ Kal yvasewc, Kpd Tij¢, tapovoiac.—Catech. xvi. 16. p. 252. Cf, 
the remarks of the Benedictine Editor on the word dvyriAmpec. 

* See Lecture i. pp. 35-39. 
‘Thus Athenagoras writes: ovyypyoauévor Tod Uvetpuatoc, dost kat abanri¢ ai- 

Aov éurrvetvont.—Legat. pro Christ, ix. p. 286, For a catena of such illustrations see 
Appendix G. 

I must here express my dissent from a remark of Mr. Westcott, in his valuable 
“Catena on Inspiration,” to the effect that.“ the language of Athenagoras * * * 
has been regarded, with good reason, as expressing the doctrine of Montanism.”—- 
Elem. of Gosp. Harm. p. 166. It is true that Athenagoras considers the Prophets 
of the Old Testament to have witered their predictions while in a state of ecstacy—thus 
adopting the sentiments of Philo; but that he held, on any point, the extravagant 
opinions of Montanns, cannot, I apprehend, be alleged with any justice. Thus Nean- 
der observes: “ Neither the remarks of Athenagoras concerning the second marriage, 
nor what he says of the ecstacy of the Prophets, when acting as blind organs of the op- 
eration of the Divine Spirit, can prove that he was a Montanist; for, as we remarked 
above, the Montanists said nothing on these points that was altogether new: they 
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like the plectrum of a harp or lyre, in order to evoke its vital \ 
tones, Such illustrations were obviously suggested ‘by the very. 
etymology of the word Inspiration—or, as §. Paul terms it, 
Theopneustia ;' and when they are applied to men, as the agents 
of the Holy Spirit, we should remember that the tone and quality 
of the note depend as much upon the instrument itself, as upon 
the hand which sweeps over its strings.” And carryirig out the 
analogy, we can easily see, when we reflect upon the full and deep 
harmonies of Scripture; how much of their power and beauty 
lies in the Divine union of the different human instruments 
through which we listen to the breathings of the Spirit. Thus, 
Origen, speaking of the consistency of the various parts of Scrip- 
ture, finely observed : “ Scripture, as a whole, is God’s one, per- 
fect, and complete instrument ; giving forth to those who wish to 
learn its one saving music from many notes combined ; stilling 
and restraining all strivings of the evil one, as David’s music 
calmed the madness of Saul.” All such illustrations, no doubt, 
clearly recognise a relatively passive state in the sacred penmen ; 
but they by no means imply that such a state involved inaction 

‘or unconsciousness. On the contrary, the decided manner in 
which the very writers, who have made use of the similitudes in 
question, opposed the erroneous views as to Prophecy with which 
they had to contend, proves how sensibly they felt the distinction 
which subsists between the vibration of the strings of an instru- 
ment of music, and the pulsations of a human heart touched and 
animated by the Spirit of God.‘ Add to this, the marked omis-_ 

merely pushed to the extreme a way of thinking on religious and moral subjects 
which was already existing."—Allg. Gesch. der Kirche, ler Band, s. 1162. 

12 Tim. iii. 16. [doa ypad) Hedrvevarae. 
* T avail myself here of some exeellent remarks of Mr. Westcott (p. 164), whose 

language also I make use of, with a few alterations. 
* "Ev yap 7) TéAevov’ oide Kai ipuoouévov bpyavov Tod Oeod elvat tacayv tv ypa- 

o)y, wiav dmoTeAody ex Staddpwv OHoyywv owryptov Toic pavBavery EEAOVOL OuV}Y, Ka- 
TaTvavovaay Kai KwAvovoay évépyetav Tdcav Tovnpod TrEvuaToE, We KaTéTavaeV f AaBid 
fovark? TO év TH LaovdA rovypdv rveiua—Comm. in Matt. v. 9, t. iii. p. 441. 

* This idea is beautifully expressed by Hooker, at the close of a passage already 
\quoted, Lecture i. p. 35, note *; where he refers to Ezck. iii, 3, on which text that 
passage is a comment: “ ‘J ate it, and it was sweet in my mouth as honey,’ saith the 
Prophet. Yea, sweeter, I am persuaded than either honey or the honeycomb. For 
herein they were not like harps or lutes, but they felt, they felt the power and 
strength of their own words. When they spake of our peace, every corner of their 
hearts was filled with joy. When they prophesied of mourning, lamentations, and 
woes, to, fall upon us, they wept in,bitterness and indignation of spirit, the arm of the 
Lord being mighty and strong upon them.”— Sermon vy. on S. Jude, 17-21. Vol. iii, 
p- 663. Keble’s ed. Cf. also Rudelbach, loc. cit. 2es Kap. s. 27. 
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sion by the Fathers,’ while adopting the language and analogies 
employed by Philo, of any allusion to that suppression of intel- 
lectual energy and of the exercise of reason, which, as we have 
seen, was so much insisted upon by the Jewish philosopher. 

Neander, indeed, alleges that the opposition of the Church to 
Montanism introduced a considerable modification into its senti- 
ments respecting Inspiration ; and that the mode of regarding the 
operation of the Divine influence, which has just been considered, 
gradually disappeared.” I believe this opinion of the learned his- 
torian to be opposed to facts. The theory of Inspiration, which 

‘is founded upon the illustration of the lyre, began with 8. Justin 
Martyr,’ about the year 140, and prior to the rise of Montanism :* 
and although the opinions of Montanus were still maintained :in 
the sixth century,’ we can trace a series of writers by whom the 
same similitude was employed, down to 8. Chrysostom, who on 
more than one occasion falls into the same train of thought. 
For example, he describes 8. Paul as ‘‘ the chosen vessel, the 
temple of God, the mouth of Christ, the lyre of the Spirit.” 

III. To the third division of our subject belong those testi- 
monies of the Fathers which relate to the nature of the Bible as 
a written document, the joint product of the Holy Spirit and the 
men of God. The evidence on this point is varied and exten- 
sive ; a few quotations, however, must, for the present, suffice. 

There is nothing superfluous in the Bible. In 8. Mark’s ac- 
count of our Lord’s miracle at Jericho, the blind Bartimeeus, 
“casting away his garment, rose, and came to Jesus.”’ Origen 
asks upon this : ‘‘ Shall we venture to say that these words have 

! With the exception, of course, of Athenagoras. See p. 86, note *, supra. 
2 “That mode of regarding Inspiration, which had passed over from the Jews, had 

up to this time [viz. of Tertullian] prevailed even among the teachers of the Church; 
but now, in consequence of the opposition to Montanism, this view was gradually 
suppressed.” —Allg. Gesch. der Kirche, B 1, s. 895. 

* Oic¢ ob Adywr edénoe Téxvng * * * AAG KaBapodc éavtovde Ti Tot Oeiov TIved- 
yatoc Tapacysiv évepyeia, iv’ ats Td Oeiov && obpavod.KaTiov TARKTpPOV, Wore dpyave 
Kuddpag Twvd¢ 7) Adbpac, Toi¢ StKaiote dvdpdor YpwpmEvor, THY TOV DEiwy Hui Kai obpaviwv 
arokaatyn yvoow.—Cohort. ad Grec. 8, p. 13. 

* Husebius (Eccl. Hist. iv. 27), mentions that Apollinaris of Hierapolis (circ. A. D. 
170,) wrote against a sect of the Montanists. S. Hpiphanius places the rise of Mon- 
tanism in the year 157. See Kaye’s “ Tertullian,” p. 13. 

; .*See Gieseler, “‘ Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte,” Ite Periode, § 47, s. 168; 
who observes, that the last edicts against Montanism occur in the Code of Justinian, 
A. D. 530-532. 

® TlaiAoc 6 uxéatoAoc, Td oxedog Tic éxAoyic, 6 vade TO’ Oeot, TO oTdua Tod Xpto- 
tov, Atbpa tov Wvevpartoc—De Lazaro, Concio V1. t. i. p. 786. 

7§. Mark, x. 50. 

- 
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been inserted in the Gospel without a purpose ? I do not believe 
that one jot or one tittle of the Divine instruction is in vain.’” 

Again : that Scripture can contain no contradictions is the uni- 

form language of every writer. Julius Africanus, having proposed 
one of the most ingenious modes of harmonizing the genealogies 
of Christ which has ever been suggested,’ concludes his remarks 
by observing : “‘ Whether this explanation be correct or not, the 
Gospels in all points state the truth.”*: His Jewish adversary 
had attempted to force 8. Justin Martyr to admit that, according 
to the Christian exposition of the Old Testament, he must allow 
the existence of contradictions. §, Justin replies: “I dare not 
either imagine or assert, that the Scriptures contradict each 
other ; but were any passage to be adduced which has even the 
semblance of being opposed to*another, being altogether per- 
suaded that no such ojposition really exists, I will rather con- 
fess that I myself do not understand what is said.”* No less 

1 Kai roAujoouev djoat uitnv Taira wooceppidbar 7H ebayyehiw ; éyO ev obv idta 
tv 7) iav Kepatav od mLoTEvw Kevjv eivat Oeiwy palnuatwv.—Comm. in Matt. xvi. 12. 
t. iii. p. 734. 

: The apparent discrepancy in the accounts of the Genealogies has attracted atten- 
tion from the earliest times. Olshausen on 8. Matt. i. 1, observes: “ Julius Africanus 
especially (Euseb. H. E. i. 7.) had his attention engaged in it. Three hypotheses 
were formed with unusual acuteness for the solution of this difficulty.” That of Julius 
Africanus is as follows:—he supposes Heli (S. Luke, iii. 23) and Jacob (S. Matt. i. 15) 
to have been half-brothers by the same mother ; the same father would, clearly, have 
rendered the genealogies identical: and he also supposes Heli to have died without 
issue, on which, by the law of the Levirate marriage (Deut. xxv. 5, 6)—so called 
from Levir, a husband’s brother—Jacob married the widow. From this union was 
born “ Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is called Christ.” 
—S. Matt. i. 16. This hypothesis of Julius Africanus is thus stated in his Epistle to 
Aristides: &« dctagdpwv dvo yevav evpicopev toy Te ’laxaB Kai Tov ‘HAL duountpiovg 
adeAgove. Gv 6 éTepog "laxd3 aTéxvov Tob udeAgod TehevticavToc “HAi, THY yuvaika 
rapadaBov, éyévvygev &§ adbtij¢ Tpitov Tov foro Routh, feelig. Sacre, t. ii. p. 234. 

* Ei? obv obtuc, ei?” dddwe eyo, * * 7d pévTa evayyédiov mdvTwe 
dAnbever.—lbid. p. 237. 

* Trypho, pressed by quotations from the prophetical writings, had appealed to 
Tsai. xlii. 8, in proof that God would not communicate His glory to another. §S. Jus- 
tin proceeds to reply: 

*Kayor ei piv arAce Kai py) peta Kakiag TobTove rode Adyoue eimdv, toiynoac, & 
Tptguv, uyte Tode Tpd aiTGY TpoeLToY, pyTe Tod¢ éxakoAoModvTac Guvaac, GvyyVwo- 
Tog el. ef HS? Yap TOU vouiley dvvacbai cig dropiav tuBuAAEew Tdv AOyov, iW’ eizw evar 
tiag elvar Td ypagag GAAnAaLC, TEeTAUYATAL. Ob Yap TOAUHGW TodTO TOTE 7} EVOUUNOZVAL, 
i) eimeiv’ GA édv tovadty ti¢ SoKoica eivar ypagh mpoBAnOy, Kai mpodacw ey we 
évaytia ovca, tk mavtdg TeTE Loud vocédtiobdepia ypagdn ty ETéEpaévartria 
Eariv, abrode ui) voeiv udddov dporoynow Ta eipnueva.—Dial. cum Tryph. ec. 65, p. 162. 

To the same effect, 8. Dionysius of Alexandria—(obiit A. D. 264; and of whom 
Mosheim says, “the ancients used no flattery when they styled him Dionysius the 
Great,”—Cent. ‘111. part ii. ch. 2.)—referring to one of the difficulties connected with 
the harmony of the Resurrection, observes: “ Let us not suppose that the Evangelists 
differ, or that they are at variance with each other; but even though ther2 shall 
seem to be some trifling question as to the matter in hand’ * * *- still let us be 
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marked, from the very first, was the importance ascribed to each 
phrase which the sacred penmen employ. 8. Ivenzeus observes, 
that “§. Matthew might, no doubt, have said: ‘The generation 
of: Jesus was on this wise ;’ but the Holy Ghost, foreseeing that 
men would deprave the truth, and fortifying us against their de- 
ceptions, says, by Matthew, ‘the generation of Christ was on 
this wise.’ + One instance more may be added, which places in 
the clearest light the belief, both of the members of the Church 
at large, and of the greatest of the Fathers, in the Divine source 
of the language of Scripture. I allude to a passage in the cor- 
respondence between S. Augustine and 8. Jerome, with reference 
to the labors of the latter in expounding and translating the 
Bible ; and this instance is the more significant for our purpose 
when we consider the question discussed, as well as the solemn 
manner in which §. Augustine solicits a reply. The Bishop, of 
a certain city, which is not named, had desired to introduce 8. 
Jerome’s new version of the Old Testament. On the first occa- 
sion of its being used in public worship, the portion of Scripture 
read was the fourth chapter of the Book of Jonah, where it is 
said, at the sixth verse, that “‘the Lord God prepared a gourd, 
and made it to come up over Jonah.” In this passage the word 
rendered in the old Italic version—“ gourd” (cucurbita), had 
been taken by 8. Jerome to signify “ cvy” (hedera). The change 
was at once discovered, and a violent tumult was excited among 
the people, especially among such of them as were Greeks, who 
accused the Bishop of corrupting the text of the Bible. The re- 
sult, 8. Augustine tells us, was, that the Bishop was compelled 
to restore the old translation, ‘‘ got wishing, after the great dan- 
ger he had encountered, to continue without a flock.” ; 

zealous honestly and fuithfully to harmonize what has been said.” (M70? diadwreiv, 
nd évavtioicta Tovc ebayyeAlotag mpdg GAAHAOVE broAdBouer’ K. T. 2.)\—Epist. 
Canon. ap. Routh, Rel. Sacre, t. iii. p. 225. 

* “Potuerat dicere Mattheus: ‘Jesu verd generatio sic erat;’ sed preevidens 
Spiritus 8. depravatores, et preemuniens contra fraudulentiam eorum, per Mattheeum 
ait: ‘Christi autem generatio sic erat.’”—Cont. Her. lib. m1 xvi. 2, p. 204. It is 
clear that had the copy of the Gospels used by S. Irenzeus given the correct reading 
of S. Matth. i. 1, viz., ‘Jesus Christ,” his argument would have been considerably 
strengthened. See D. Massuet’s note iz loc. 

* “Quidam frater noster Episcopus, cum lectitari instituisset in ecclesia cui preeest, 
interpretationem tuam, movit quiddam longo aliter abs te positum apud Jonam 
Prophetam, quam erat omnium sensibus memorizque inveteratum, et tot ztatum’ 
successionibus decantatum., Factus est tantus tumultus in plebe, maxime Greecis ar- 
guentibus et inclamantibus calumniam falsitatis, ut cogeretur Episcopus (ea quippe 
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I have thus attempted to give some idea of the sentiments 
cherished in every age by both Jews and Christians, as to the na- 
ture and value of the sacred documents committed to their 
charge.’ This belief was no merely speculative tenet ; nor did it 
rest upon some general feeling that the writings which taught the 
doctrines of revealed religion were deserving of reverence. Their 
conviction of the Divine source of that faith'which the Bible 
unfolds, was not more firm than their conviction that the origin 
of the records which contain its history was, in like manner, Di- 
vine. Proofs, equally incontrovertible, were given of both. The 
soldier of the Cross, in our day, goes forth to heathen lands, sup- 
ported, it is true, by the sense of duty, and animated by his glo- 
rious message : but he is also cheered on his path, and stimulated 
in his toil,—for he is but man,—by the consciousness of universal 
sympathy, and the tokens of public applause. Once this was 
not so. There were days when the Christian missionary, although 
in the land of his fathers, and surrounded by the civilization of 
the world, was encountered on every side, did he suffer his 
thoughts to dwell upon aught but the task before him, by the 
certainty of persecution, and contumely, and wrong. €If the 
Tiber,” said Tertullian, “floods to the walls, if the Nile does 
not irrigate the fields, if the heavens are shut, if the earth 

civitas erat,) Judeorum testimonium flagitare. Utrum autem illi imperitia an malitia, 
hoe esse in Hebrieis codicibus responderunt, quod et Greeci et Latini habebant atque 
dicebant. Quid plura? Coactus est homo velut mendositatem corrigere, volens, post 
magnum periculum, non remanere sine plebe.”—August. ad Hieron. Epist. 1xxi. t. ii. 
p. 161; 8. Augustine concluding with the words; “Sed obsecro te per Dominum, ne 
te pigeat ad omnia respondere.” : 

8. Jerome in his reply explains the cause of the commotion: “ Dicis me in Jonam 
Prophetam male quiddam interpretatum, et seditione populi conclamante, propter 
unius verbi dissonantiam Episcopum pene Sacerdotium perdidisse; et quid sit illud 
* * * subtrahis * * * nisi forté, ut ante annos plurimos, cucurbita venit in 
medium, asserente illius temporis Cornelio et Asinio Pollione, me hederam pro cucur- 
bita transtulisse. , Super qua re in commentario Jonze Prophet plenius respondi- 
mus.”—WHieron. ad August. Ep. exii. t. i. p. 748. 

* The kind of effect which the argument built upon this universal consent, is calcu- 
lated to produce, has been beautifully expressed by Mr. Coleridge: “ In every gen- 
eration, and wherever the light of Revelation has shone, men of all ranks, conditions, 
and states of mind, have found in this Volume a correspondent for every movement 
toward the Better felt in their own hearts * * * As ifon some dark night a pil- 
grim, suddenly beholding a bright star moving before him, should stop in fear and 
perplexity. But lo! traveller after traveller passes by him, and each, being ques- 
tioned whither he is going, makes answer, ‘I am following yon guiding Star!’ The 
pilgrim quickens his own steps, and presses onward in confidence. More confident 
still will he be, if by the wayside he should find, here and there, ancient monuments, 
each with its votive lamp, and on each the name of some former pilgrim, and a ree- 
ord that there he had first seen or begun to follow the benignant Star !”— Confess. of 
an Inquiring Spirit, Letter vi. p. 73. 
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quakes, if there is a famine or a pestilence,-—at once the cry is 
raised, CHRISTIANOS AD LEONEM.”' In attestation of the truth 
and origin of the facts on which Christianity relies, no more con- 
vincing proof can be alleged than the endurance of such trials, 
and the triumphs thus achieved. »The proof, too, is one of which 
Christian Apologists in every age have not been slow to avail 
themselves.*. But the argument should not pause here. Itcex- 
hibits the Church’s belief in the Divine character-and ins piration 
of the Bible, no less than in the truth and heavenly origin of its 

contents. Jew and Christian alike were eager to sacrifice life it- 
self, not merely in defence of the doctrines of revealed religion, 
but of the very documents in which those doctrines were con- 
tained. Within so short a space of time as ten years before 
the public recognition of Christianity, the persecution of Diocle- 
tian carried torture and death to every section of the Church. 
The trial of the martyr’s faith was not now to sacrifice to the 
gods, or to adore the Emperor ;—the edict went forth, ‘ Give up 

your sacred writings, or die.” There was no longer that actual 

*““Si Tiberis ascendit ad moenia, si Nilus non ascendit in arva, si ccelum stetit, 
si terra movit, si fames, si lues, statim, CHRISTIANOS AD Leonem. "—Apolog. e. 40, 
p. 36. 

* Thus 8, Justin Mart. writes: 
Otdéva eidenore ideiy éortiv dropeiy QvTa Oa TV mpog TOV qAvov TLOTLW dmobavetv ° 

er Ob Td ovnya TOU ‘Inco, é eK TavTOC yévoug dvOparuv Ka broueivavtac Kai DTOMEVOD= 

Tag TavTa TWuoyelv trip Tov wr apvycacGae Adrov, ideivy éorti.—Dial. cum Tryph. ec. 
121. p. 214. Cf Apol. ii. 12, p. 96. 

* Credner, in his treatise “Zur Geschichte des Kanons.” p. 65, quotes “two docu- 
ments which are the most ancient which we possess ou this subject.” In the Donatist 
controversy, Felix. Bishop of Aptungis, was accused of having been a “ Traditor,” 
or one who had given up his sacred books, in the persecution of Diocletian. Felix was 
tried on this charge in the year 320, on which oecasion were adduced the official 
documents, which had been received in his house in the year 303. The former of 
these documents runs as follows: “ Diocletiano VILI. et Maximiano VII. Coss.; XTV. 
Kal. Jun., ex actis Munatii Felicis, flaminis perpetui, Curatoris colonize Cirtensium. 
Cum ventum esset ad domum in qua Christiani conveniebant, Felix flamen perpetuus 
Curator Paulo Episcopo dixit, ‘ Proferte scripturas legis, et si quid aliud hic habetis, 
ut preecepto et jussioni parere possitis, &e.’” This document is taken from the ‘‘ Mon- 
umenta’vetera ad Donat. hist. pertinentia,” published by Dupin in his edition of the 
treatise of 5. Optatus, ‘De Schism. Donatistarum,” Ant. 1702, p. 168. 

In the secon document which Credner quotes, and which also is of the vear 303, 
occurs a letter from Felix to Czecilianus, to the effect that inquiry had been made “an 
alique scripture legis vestre secundum sacram legem aduste sint, &e.”"—lbid. p*164. 

Ruinart refers to this same Edict, with the addition: “et propositum est per co- 
lonias et civitates Principibus et Magistratibus, suo cuique loco, ut LIBROS DEIFICOS 
peterent d» manu Episcoporum et Presbyterorum.”—Acta Primorum Martyr. p. 355. 

In pursuance of this Edict ‘‘ the divinely inspired Scriptures”’—Husebius records as 
an eye-witness—were publicly committed to the flames: rag dd év@sovug Kai iendg¢ 
ypagucg Kata péoac dyopa¢g Tupi mapadidopuévac abtoic tretdozev db0aApoic—Ece. 
Hist. lib. viii. 2. p. 377. Lactantius fixes the day on which this persecution com- 
menced, as the Ter.ninalia ‘‘a, d. vii. Kal. Martias”.(A. D. 303) “ Qui dies cum illux- 
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knowledge of the facts of Christ’s life, or of the teaching of His 
Apostles, which had cheered the martyr Stephen, and supported 
the dying Polycarp. The personal recollection of such matters 
had now ceased ; the belief in the facts had become, as with us, 

but historical : and yet such was the firm conviction of the Divine 
inspiration and heavenly origin of the Scriptures of Truth, that 
death with all its horrors was embraced rather than resign them 
to the heathen.’ To use the profound observation of Pascal :° 
“This is a sincerity which has no example in the world, nor its 

‘root in nature.” i 

isset * * * repente, adhuc dubia luce, ad ecclesiam profectus * * * revul- 
sis foribus, simulacrum Dei queeritur: Scripture reperte incendundur,” &e.—De Mort. 
Persecut, ¢, xii. 

? Take the case of the martyrdom of the Bishop of Tibiura, in Africa : 
* * « Postera autem die Felix Episcopus venit Carthagine Tibiuram * * * 

cui Magnilianus Curator dixit, ‘Felix Episcope, da libros, vel membranas quaseunque 
habes.’ Felix Episcopus dixit, ‘Habeo, sed non do.’ Magnilianus Curator dixit, 
‘ Prius est quod Imperatores jusserunt, quam quod tu loqueris. Da libros, ut possint 
igni aduri.’ Felix Episcopus dixit, ‘ Melius est me igne aduri, quam Scripturas Deifi- 
cas: quia bonum est obedire Deo magis quam hominibus’ * * * Magnilianus C. 
dixit, ‘Ibis ergo ad Proconsulem’ * * * Tune profectus est Felix a Tibiura 
* * * cui dixit Proconsul, ‘Quare scripturas supervacuas non reddis?’ Felix 
Episcopus dixit, ‘Habeo sed non dabo.’ * * * ‘Tunc preefectus jussit Felicem de 
Vinculis eripi; et dixit, ‘ Felix, quare Scripturas Dominicas non das? aut forsitan non 
habes?!? Cui respondit, ‘Habeo quidem, sed non do.’ Prefectus dixit, ‘Felicem 
gladio interficite.’ Felix Episcopus, dixit voce clara, ‘Gratias tibi Domine, qui me 
dignatus es liberare.’”"—Acta S. Felicis, Episc. et Mart., ap. Ruinart, p. 356. 

Again; in the year 304 several ladies of Thessalonica, named Agape, Chionia, 
Trene, &e,, were burned alive under circumstances of Pevolang atrocity. The Pre.ect, 

-wWe are told, addressed Irene as follows: 
“ Duleetiua vero: ‘Quisnam tibi auctor fuit ut an bewes istas atque scripturas 

ad hodiernum usque diem custodires?’ ‘Ile,’ inquit Irene, ‘Deus Omnipotens, qui 
jussit nobis ad mortem usque Ipsum diligere, Qua de causa non ause sumus Eum 
prodere, sed maluimus aut viventes comburi, aut quecumque alia nobis acciderint 
perpeti, quam talia scripta prodere.’ "—Jbid. p, 394, 

? Pascal is speaking of the Jews:—* Cependant ce livre qui les déshonore en tant 
de facons, il le conservent aux dépens de leur vie. C’est une sincérité.qui n’a point 
d’exemple dans le monde, ni sa racine dans la nature.”—ed Faugére, t. ii. p. 189. 

In proof of this assertion, we may adduce the language of Philo: 
Kai riAedver trav dtednAvbdTwv, Td péev aKpuséeg obk Ew Aéyetv Orbca, TAEW 0’ odv 

i) OvoxiAta itn, pw) PHud.ye udtod¢e povov Tov bn adrod [scil. Moses] 
yYeypapmpméivor xujoa, dAdd kdv pvptakt¢g adbrode cxobarveiv bro- 
petvae Odrrov, 7 toi¢g éxeivov vopoig Ka Eeow evavtia TetoAjvat.—De Judeor. ex 
Lgypto Profect. t. ii. p. 628. As to the sense of ‘Gor, in this passage, compare the 
following: 

Ode 6 lepdc Adyoc SidoKer yonoTIg broAR PEW TEppovTiKéval, Kai pndév TOV bv Toi¢ 
EOeot Avew, Gd Oeaoméatort Kai peilovc dvdpec } Kal’ jude G6 ptoav—De Migr. Abr. 
t. i. p. 450. In both these places é4o¢ clearly denotes not merely customs, rites; but 
the Law itself Cf. Acts, vi. 14; xv. 1; xxi. 21. 
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LECTURE IIL 

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE NEW—THE 

LOGOS THE REVEALER. 



TIpoxeicOw toivyey * * * tic huerépac riotews 6 Adyoc, Kai Etayyediov 6 dpoc, 

kai TOv ’ATooTOAWY TO Kipvyya, Kal TOY IlpodnTav H paprupia. 

8S. ArHanasius, Cont. Apollinar. ii. 4. 

= “Scriptura omnis in duo Testamenta divisa est * * * Judei Veteri utuntur, 
= 

nos Novo: sed tamen diversa non sunt, quia Novum Veteris.adimpletio est, et in 

utroque idem Testator est Christus.” 
Lactantius, Divin. Instit. iv. 20. 

“Prophetee, ab Ipso habentes donum, in Illum prophetaverunt.” 

S. Barnabas, Epist. § v. 

Udvra d¢ Abrod, ka) cic AbTov ExTLoTaL. ObTwW O%, Oc ANODE OTOG Kal EvEepyotvToc, 

oc Adyou dua kai Ocod* OV ob 6 Ilatip mavta mexoinker, oby we Ov dpyavov, ob0’ dc Ov 

émioTHuneg dvuToctutov * * * odTov elvat, bc éxtAnpav Tiv TaTpLKHY BovAny Toic 

Tatpuipyate gaiverar * * * ord pry Oe “Ayyedog, more Ot Oe Kipioc, wor? J? 

Orde wapTvpovmuervoc. 
Syn. Antioca. Adv. Paulum Samosat. 

"AxoAovba ebpioxerar kal Ta THv Ipodytav kai Ta Tov Edayyedion tyew, dia 7d 

Tove TavTac TrEvuaTogspove Ev? [vetyare Ocod AeAadankévat. 

THEOPHILUS, Ad Autolycum, iii, 12. 



LECTURE III. 

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND THE NEW: THE LOGOS 

THE REVEALER. 
t 

NO MAN KNOWETH WHO THE SON IS, BUT THE PATHER; AND WHO THE FATHER IS, BUT 

THE SON, AND HE TO WHOM THE SON WILL REVEAL HIM.”—S. Luke, x. 22. 

THE course of our inquiry respecting the inspiration of Holy 
Scripture has brought us to the examination of the Scriptures 
themselves. We have now to seek for the intimations given by 
the sacred writers as to the nature of the influence by which they 
were actuated ; and also to collect whatever inferences, relating 
to the manner of the Divine co-operation, can be drawn from the 
internal structure of the Bible in confirmation of the claim to 
infallible authority which it asserts for itself, and which, as we 
have seen, has been in all ages ascribed to it by the Church of 
God. 

This line of argument is by no means fairly open to an ob- 
jection often urged against it. You require us, it is said, to 
receive the Bible as true because it is inspired, and you then 
undertake to prove its inspiration from its own pages. This is 
not so. It will be remembered that, from the outset, the present 
investigation has taken for granted the entire array of Christian 
evidence—embracing, together with the proofs of supernatural 

_agency, the vast extent of antiquarian and grammatical criticism, 
the profound argument from the analogy of nature,’ as well as a 

1 Bishop Butler observes, in a well-known passage; ‘Hence, namely from ana- 
logical reasoning, Origen has with singular sagacity observed, that ‘he who believes 
the Scripture to have proceeded from Him, who is the Author of Nature, may well 
expect to find the same sort of difficulties in it as are found in the constitution of 
Nature.’ And in a like way of reflection, it may be added, that he who denies the 
Scripture to have been from God, upon account of these difficulties, may, for the very 
same reason, deny the world to have been formed by Him.”—Analogy, Introd. 

The passage which Butler has here quoted continues as follows: fore dé ye kal dv TQ, 

7 
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comparison of our sacred records with the whole range of profane 
history, and with the present aspect of the world. On such evi- 
dence we are entitled to assume the genuineness, the authenti- 

city, and the perfect truthfulness of the several books to which 
_the name of Holy Scripture has been assigned. To examine, 
therefore, the nature of the influence under which those books 
have been drawn up, by the light which they themselves afford, 
can never be justly charged with logical fallacy. As well might 
we reject the personal statements of an ambassador, with respect 
to the nature of his powers and the source of his instructions, 
after we had verified his credentials, and satisfied ourselves as 

to his veracity. And thus the adducing arguments from Scrip- 
ture itself, in proof of its own inspiration, is no petitio principit. 
It would only become so, were we to assume the fact of its in- 
spiration in order to infer therefrom the credibility of its contents, 
This credibility we establish by independent proofs. We regard 
the sacred books, in the first instance, as historical documents 
drawn up by men whose honesty and truthfulness rest upon the 
ordinary grounds of human belief, and whose qualifications are 
further attested by that Society, to whose charge the writings 
which they composed have confessedly been committed. Having 
thus convinced ourselves of the authority of the Bible, that its 
doctrines are revealed, and that its facts are true, we can feel no 
scruple in admitting as accurate the character which its own 
writers ascribe to it, 

Still less can any objection be made to our drawing inferences 
as to the nature of the influence under which the Bible was com- 
posed, from the phenomena which its pages present to view, or 
its contents record. Such a process of reasoning is as sound as 
it is philosophical. The argument from Final Causes is admitted 
by all to afford the plainest evidence that the Creator of the world 
is God. The traces of design which are engraved upon the face 
of Nature, are universally received as the clearest proof that its” 
Author is Divine. On the whole, then, the Bible, as history, 
testifies of Christ : Christ, moreover, as the Lord who animates7 
His Church with His Spirit, testifies that Scripture is “ Holy? 

Krioet TWd dvOpwrivyn dicet Sucetpeta 7 Kad dvetpeTa. Kad od Sid TodTO KaTHyopHTEoV 
TOD TaINTOD TaV Aw. Pépe eimeiv, éret oby Eebpiokomev aitiav BactAicKkwy KTicEwe, Kar 
Tdv GAAwv loBdAwy Onpiov * * * obrw Toivuv Kai év Tai¢ Heiate ypadaic xph dpav, 
bre mToAAG drdKewrar ev abraic duoarédora juiv.—Selecta in Psalmos, t. ii. p. 528 
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Scripture :”’ and hence we do not, at starting, believe what is 
contained in the Bible, because it is inspired ;—but, having pre- 
viously established its claims to our belief, we are fully entitled to 
draw our main argument for its inspiration from its own pages,” 

The present stage of our inquiry brings before us a fact to 
which attention has been already drawn :—I mean the indissol- 
uble connection, and coequal authority, of the two great divisions 
of the inspired record. These two collections of ancient docu- 
ments we receive on the testimony of the bodies of men to whose 
trust they were respectively committed. The Jewish Church, in 
its day, has borne witness to the Old Testament ; the Christian 
Church, in like manner, bears witness to the New,’ The Chris- 
tian Church, moreover, has an: additional testimony to offer ;— 
testimony, I mean, to the continuity of both Old and New Tes- 
tament, to their mutual relation, and to the identity of their 
Divine Author.* From the very dawn of Christianity, it is true, 

? “Die Schrift, als Geschichte, beweiset fiir Christus; Christus, als der seine Ge- 
meine mit scinem Geiste belebende Herr, beweiset fiir die Schrift als heilige Schrift. 
Hiedurch entgehen wir griindlich dem mit Recht geriigten Zirkel, dem in der Schrift 
Enthaltenen zu glauben, weil sie inspirirt ist, aber dass sie inspirirt sei, wiederum aus 
den Aussagen der Schrift za beweisen.”—Sack, Apologetik, s. 429. 

? Modern writers have drawn a distinction between the fides humana and the fides 
divina of Scripture. The fides humana of the Bible is founded upon its authenticity, 
its credibility, aud its integrity. By the authenticity (avevria) of a writing is meant, 
that it has been composed by the author to whom it is ascribed; or, if the author has 
not named himself, that it has been composed at the time, among the people, and 
under the circumstances assigned iu its contents. The credibility (dS:omtozia) of a 
writing, which depends on the credibility of its author, and on its contents, consists 
in those particulars wuich gain for it public belief The integrity of a writing appears 
from the proofs given that we possess it in the form in which it was originally com- 
posed, and that it has undergone no such falsifications as render its use uncertain, or 
its author's meaning undiscoverable. The fides divina of Scripture presupposes the 
fides humana. Cf. Bretschneider, “ Handb. der Dogm.” i. s. 338. 

® In his review of Twesten’s ‘‘ Vorlesungen,” Nitzsch well describes the function 
of the Church: “Die Kirche ist veranlassende, vermittlende, vorbereitende Ursache 
unserer Ueberzeugung von der Gottlichkeit einer Schrift.".—Studien u. Kritiken, 
1828. s. 240. 

* On such testimony rests ‘“‘The Canon of Scripture.” According to Christian 
usage, the word cavov does not differ in signification from what, in heathen philoso- 
phy. was termed decretwm or doyua,—namely, the leading principles of a philosophi- 
cal system. ‘Thus Seneca writes: ‘“ Nulla ars coutemplativa sine decretis suis est, 
que Greeci vocant doywara, * * * Aliqua vel casu vel exercitatione, exibunt 
recta: sed non erit in manu regula, ad quam exigantur, cui credat recta esse qua 
fecit."—Epist. 95. Hence the phrases kavav éxxAnotacrixdc, and regula fidei, were 
used as synonymous, and as denoting both Old and New Testaments. Clemens Alex. 
defines the ckavav ixxAnotasriKos to be “ the harmony of the Law and the Prophets 
with the New Testament.” It is—/ cvvwdia ka 7) cuupwvia vopov Te Kal TpopnTar, © 
Th Kata Tiv TOD Kupiov mapovciav rasadiWouéevy drabinkn—Strom, vi. 15. p. 803. 

Thus, too, Tertullian says of the Church of Rome in his day: “ Legem et Prophetas 
cum Evangelicis et Apostolicis literis miscet, et inde potat fidem.’”—De Prescr. Her. 
c. xxxvi p. 245. See Credner, “ Zur Geschichte des Kanons,” s, 20-22. The firm 

t 
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some have been found to question that identity, and even to as- 
sert that the two portions of the Bible are heterogeneous and 
opposed. Of such importance, however, has the exposure of 
this error been always deemed, that, as 1 have already pointed 
out, the Church declares by an express article of the Creed, that 
it was the Holy Ghost “‘ who spake through the Prophets.” 

The revival, in our own day, of opinions whose tendency at 
least is not dissimilar,’ may, to a certain extent, be inferred from 
the absence of any reference to the Old Testament, in the great 
majority of modern treatises which allude to the subject of Inspi- 
ration ; an omission so remarkable, that a reader, unfamiliar with 
the Bible, might imagine that no Church of old had ever received 
“the oracles of God ;” that no prophet had ever foretold the Ad- 
vent of the Messiah ; that no elaborate ceremonial had ever 

typified the mysteries of the Kingdom of Christ. The revival 
of such views with respect to the Old Testament is not, however, 
a matter of mere inference. The opinion has been openly 
avowed, and eagerly defended, that the Old Testament is either 
totally unconnected with the New—except indeed by chance ; or 
that its importance has passed away, and that the Gospel dis- 
pensation can tolerate no remnant of the covenant under which 
the Jewish nation was chosen.’ It is needless to inquire to what 

belief of the Church in the continuity of both Old and New Testament is well de- 
scribed in the following verses of 8. Gregory of Nazianzum: 

Xdpiopa 0 oida Wvetvparog beiav door. 
Kypvyn’ dd7jAwr, tiv Tpodnreiav Aéyo" 
Evayyédov 02, Tig véag CwTnpiag 
"ATroaToAny O&, ovuuaxiav Knpvyuatoc 
Aoyov 08 yvdow, THY KaTHYHOLY, véotc 

Carmen Xxxiv. t. ii. p. 622. 
* See Lecture ii, p. 81. 
* Thus Mr, Morell writes :—“ If the Jewish dispensation was Divine, if God com- 

muned in secret with the nation, if His Spirit was in the Church, then the writings 
which embody this religious state are inspired,—inspired, however, not as being 
penned under any specific commission from heaven, but as being the productions of 
those who were enlightened by special influences, and as being universally received 
by the Jews as the purest representations both of their national and their individual 
religious vitality. In such representations of course we could not expect to see de- 
scribed a higher religion or a more perfect morality than actually existed in those 
times; hence accordingly the imperfections both in moral and religious ideas which 
are mixed up with all their sacred writings.”—Philosophy of Religion, p. 169. 

* Bretschneider argues, that since “ doctrines relating to God and morality are far 
more perfectly stated in the New Testament by Jesus and the Apostles, and have 
been sufficiently attested by the latter as Divine; and since this system of teaching 
requires no attestation by means of the Old Testament, it is clear that there is no need 
of a theory of Revelation for the Old Testament, which cannot be ‘judex et norma 
fidei et vite’ for Christians in the samo sense as the New Testament.”—Handb, 
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extent we are to look upon such conclusions as the result of a 
false conception of spiritual religion, or how far they may be 
traced to certain dogmatic views on points of Christian doctrine ; 
it is more to our purpose to examine whether such sentiments 
have any foundation, and, if not, to expose their falsehood. Let 
us then examine, in the first place, under what aspect the Old 
Testament is presented to us in the New ;' and inquire, secondly, 
whether a comparison of the two great divisions of the Bible 
offers such analogies, as may justify our maintaining that their 
authors equally shared in the same guiding influence of the Spirit 
of God. 

der Dogm. I. 8. 159. See, too, the remarks of Twesten, quoted Lecture i. p. 27, note °; 
where also the opinions of Schleiermacher have been referred to, and where we have 
seen (note *) how this latter writer has gone so far as to consider “‘ the expressions 
of the nobler and purer heathenism” of equal value for Christians as the sentiments 
of the Old Testament. To which I may add that in his chapter, “ Von der Methode 
der Dogmatik,” Schleiermacher refuses to quote the Old Testament ip support of his 
views, alleging it to be, as an authority, ‘“ superfluous:”—Mithin erscheint das alte 
Testament doch fiir die Dogmatik nur als eine iiberfliissige Autoritit.”—Der christl. 
Glaube, I. s. 147. It may be well to observe, as bearing upon a topic to be discussed 
in the present Lecture, that Schleiermacher’s views on this subject appear to have 
arisen, from his having perceived but partially the connexion of Revelation with the 
Person of Christ. The leading feature of his system is, that the Person of the Re- 
deemer, and it alone, is the Revelation to man; and that a belief in the reality of this 

Person forms the essence of (what Schleiermacher terms) “the Christian conscious- 
ness.” Thus he concludes, “that if belief in the Revelation of God in Christ, and in 
the Redemption through Him, has not already sprung up spontaneously and origin- 
ally (auf dem urspriinglichen Wege), by means of experience as the demonstration of 
the Spirit and of power, neither miracles nor prophecies can produce it; nay more, 
that this belief would be just as immoveable, even if Christianity could point to neither 
prophecies nor miracles.” —Jbid. s. 97. According to this theory, therefore, all Reve- 
lation is excluded, except the fact of Christ’s Personal appearance, and the Redemp- . 
tion which He effected :—in other words, because Christ is Himself (in the highest 
sense) ¢ie Revelation of God, Schleiermacher infers that He cannot have communi- 
cated Divine knowledge by the intervention of human agents. Hence his denial of 
any revelation in the Old Testament, and his undervaluing Inspiration in general. 
See Lecture i. pp. 34, 35, supra. 

Sack, commenting on the various modes of stating this principle in the successive 
editions of the ‘ Christliche Glaube,” truly remarks that all those statements have this 
in common, “dass eigentliche Offenbaruug nur in der Person Christi sei, ausser der- 
selben nvr in dem allgemeineren Sinne, wie man es auch von Entstehung eines neuen 
Kunstlebens sagen konne.—Apologetik. s. 123. And Nitzsch justly sums up this 
theory of Sclileiermacher by saying: ‘‘ This theologian has taken his idea of Revela- 
tion, not from the Holy Scriptures, but from the philosophy of the general usage of 
language; and indeed this is the reason why he considers this idea as too slight to 
express the peculiarity of Christianity. That which is wholly direct in the Revela- 
tion would appear to him to be perfectly applicable only to Christ, as an intelligent 
recipient; but it is deserving of remark that, according to Scriptural guidance, this 
view is here inapplicable; fur * * * an dmoxdAviec, or revelation in the above 
sense, has not been given to Christ. That He taught what He heard is some- 
thing quite different, for that even does the Holy Spirit..—Syslem der Christl. 
Lehre, § 24. 

? As to the principle on which the writers of the New Testament have appealed 
to the Old, see infra, Lecture vii. 
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Now when we seek for the judgment passed by Him, who is 
the central point to which all the rays of Revelation converge, we 
are at once met by a statement, which might seem to set this 
question at rest for ever. Christ has said, “ Search the Scrip- 
tures’—that is, of the Old Testament—‘‘they are they which 
testify of Me.”' In the vision of the Prophet Evangelist, the 
same truth has been repeated by a messenger from heaven : “‘ The 
testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.”* The Old Testa- 
ment, then, “ testifies” of Christ-——and this by no isolated pre- 
dictions ; for the entire history of God’s Revelation, under the 
former dispensation, is one great reference to the future Mes- 
siah : and upon that revelation by facts, and prediction by facts, 
is grounded that series of predictions by words, which God has 
been pleased to communicate, in a supernatural manner, by His 
special agents. 

§. John, v.39. The constant use which our Lord Himself makes of the Old Tes- 
‘anieah may, indeed, be considered to decide this question :—especially His manner 
of quoting it on the occasion of His Temptation (S. Matt. iv. 4, 7, 10). Parallel to 
this instance is that in which the angel, when announcing the birth of John the Bap- 
tist (S. Luke, i. 17), makes uso of the prediction of Malachi: “ Behold I will send you 
Elijah the prophet, before the great and dreadful day of the Lord. And he shall turn 
the heart of the fathers to the children,” &ec.—Mal. iv. 5, 6: on which Olshausen pro- 
foundly observes:—*“ Such cases are clearly not to be understood as if angels quote 
from Scripture, but the words occur in Scripture, because it has been so resolved in 
the heavenly world to which the spiritual beings who speak belong. The support- 
ing a thought by the words of Scripture is to be regarded only as the clothing it in 
the form accessible to man, and which he can comprehend. Angels, therefore, do 
not quote the language of Scripture, because they desire to take a proof from the Bi- 
ble, or a reference for their words; but the thoughts applied are to be found in the 
Bible, because they contain a truth which holds | good as well in heaven as pEes 
earth.”— Comm. iib. Luc. i. 17, B. i. s, 93. 

? Rey. xix. 10, “I am thy fellow praner said the Angel to S. John, “and of thy 
brethren that have the testimony (rijv waprupiav) of Jesus: * * * for the testimony 
(7 eaptupia) of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy :” i.e. (as Bishop Hurd remarks)—‘“ the 
testimony of, or concerning Jesus. * * * JT affirm its sense to be ‘That the scope 
and end of Prophecy was ‘the testimony of Jesus.’” On Prophec y, Sermon ii. Com- 
pare with this our Lord’s own words just quoted: épevvdte td¢ ypaddg * * * Kad 
éxeivat eiow ai paptvpotoat epi éuov.—s. John, v. 39. 

The view adopted by Hengstenberg is but slightly different: ‘The testimony of 
Jesus is the testimony which Jesus delivers. According to the point of view taken 
in the Apocalypse, the testifier is always properly Christ—ef. at ch.i.2; vi.9. * * #* 
All doubt is removed by the explanation given in this passage itself. According to 
it, ‘those who have the testimony of Jesus’ is equivalent to those who have the Spirit 
of Prophecy. * * * he for introduces the reason, on account of which the angel 
had spoken of a testimony of Jesus. It stands in this, that the testimony of Jesus, 
which alone could here be made account of, is all one with the Spirit of Prophecy. That 
the testimony concerning Christ, is, at the same time, the testimony of Christ; and,— 
prophecy has its source in the spirit of prophecy,—these correspond to each other. 
Christ testifies in the prophets through His Spirit (1 Pet. i. 11)."—The Revelation of 
S. John expouuded. (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib. vol. ii p. 256.) It will be seen, as wo 
proceed, how this view of the passage falls in with the main object of this Lecture. 
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Those parts of the New Testament in which the Holy Ghost 
has brought to full maturity the spirit of the Old Testament re- 
velations are, the Gospel of S. Matthew, the Epistle to the He- 
brews, and the discourse of 8. Stephen in the seventh chapter of 
the Acts of the Apostles.‘ 8. Stephen, when defending himself 
from the charge of “‘ blaspheming the holy place and the Law,” 
takes occasion to prove, negatively, that the Law and the Temple, 

though Divine, were not the highest and last form of God’s 
Revelation.” §. Matthew takes the positive line of argument, 
that Jesus is the promised sced of Abraham, “the Son of 
David :’-—-an argument which opens by exhibiting the three 
great periods of the Genealogy,* and which unfolds itself on the 

* Of. “Der Brief an die Hebraer erklart,” von Dr. J. H. A. Ebrard, Kénigsberg, 
1850. Hinleit., s. 5. There is no portion of the New Testament on which so little at- 
tention has been bestowed by commentators, or which has suffered so much from mis- 
conception, as that passage in the Acts of the Apostles which relates to S. Stephen. 
Some remarks on the subject of his address, and, especially, of the “demonstrable his- 
torical mistakes” charged against him (see Alford’s Greek Testament, Proleg, vol. i. 
§ 6.), will be found in Appendix H. Meanwhile I would draw attention to the im- 
pressive manner in which S. Luke dwells upon the character of the First Martyr. He 
alone of the Deacons is described as “a man full of faith and of the Holy Ghost.”— 
Acts, vi. 5. “Stephen,” it is added, “full of faith and power, did great wonders and 
miracles among the people” (ver. 8); the learning of the Jewish synagogue was unable 
“to resist the wisdom and the Spirit by which he spake” (ver. 10); and at ch. vii. 55, 
it is said of him again, )tdpywr d2 TAnpyc IvetuaTog ‘Aytov, dTevicag eic 7. obp.— 
that he was a person “full of the Holy Ghost,” not one who became so (yevduevoc) at 
that moment ;—as appears from the junction of the aorist dtevicac, with bmdpywr. Cf. 
Luger, “ Die Rede des Stephanus,” s. 9. 

7 “Then there arose certain of the synagogue * * * disputing with Stephen 
* * * and set up false witnesses which said, This man ceaseth not to speak blas- 
phemous words against this holy place and the Law.”—<Acts, vi. 9, 13. 

* 8. Stephen, reviewing the course of Jewish history, argues: (1.) That the Law is 
not to be regarded as an isolated revelation, but as that in which the promise already 
given to Abraham (Acts, vii. 5) received its fulfilment; nay, more, that it carried in 
itself the pledge of another revelation still future, and connected with the accomplish- 
ment of the former promise:—‘“ A Prophet shall the Lord your God raise up unto 
you,” &c. (ver. 37). The Law was added, writes S. Paul, “ till the Seed should come 
to whom the promise was made.”—Gal. iii. 19. (2.) That the temple built by Solomon 
could not have been the full realization of the Divine purpose: ‘The Most High 
dwelleth not in temples made with hands,” &e. (ver. 46-50). (3.) To the Jews it was 
particularly offensive that Jesus, whom they had crucified, should be represented as 
the great Prophet of the new dispensation. S. Stephen argues, therefore, that such 
a fact could form no objection whatsoever against Jesus, for this same rejection of 
God’s messengers had accompanied every former phase of Revelation: “ Which of 
the Prophets have not your fathers persecuted ?” (ver. 52). See Hbrard, “ Kritik der 
Evang. Geschichte,” s. 689; and Luger, ‘‘ Die Rede des Stephanus,” s. 27. 

* I. The period ascending to David. II. That descending to Jechonias, III. 
That, in which the house of David is found in poverty, extending to the Blessed Vir- 
gin. Cf. Ebrard, “Der Br. an die Hebr.” s. 5. Or, as Townson expresses it: “ He 
begins with entitling Jesus Christ ‘ the son of Abraham,’ and the ‘son of David :’ and 
divides his genealogy into three parts, answering to so many remarkable periods in 
their history; every one of which was early distinguished by predictions concerning 
the Messiah, peculiarly interesting to them: the first by the promise to Abraham, 
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field of the New Testament narrative." The Epistle to the He- 
brews, on the other hand, sets out from the Old Testament, the 
leading features of which it formally develops in a systematic 
treatise ; and points out how the former Scriptures, in all their 
details, ever refer to Jesus. It proves that the Revelation and 
Redemption by the Messiah, promised in the Old Testament, 
have already become absolute and complete ; and that, while by 
His coming, the types of the Law, if understood literally, have 
received their full accomplishment, their spiritual signification, 
nevertheless, and allusive power, abide for ever as exponents of 
the Person and Office of Christ.’ But to proceed with somewhat 
more particularly. 

We observe that our Lord, throughout the entire duration of 
His ministry, represents Himself as fulfilling, in Person, the 
scheme of the former covenant : we know, too, that He has made 
the Old Testament the basis of His teaching, continually em- 
ploying it, as it was received in His time by the Jews, without 
letting fall the slightest hint that any portion of it was done 
away. So far from stating anything to that effect, He has ex- 
pressed Himself in a manner which proves the very reverse, em- 
ploying language by which He has not only defined the perma- 
nent authority of the Old Testament, but also indicated its true 
plaee in the new dispensation. The words are recorded by 8. 
Matthew, whose Gospel, we also know, was designed to illustrate 
the connection of the two Covenants :—“ Think not,” said Christ, 

that ‘in his seed all the nations of the earth should be blessed,’ (Gen. xxii. 18) 
* * * the second, by assurances to David, that the promised seed should spring 
from his loins (2 Sam. vii. 16) * * * the third, by marking an era of seventy 
weeks, or 490 years, before the end of which the Messiah should come (Dan. ix. 24— 
27).”—Discourses on the Four Gospels, iv. § 5, p. 116, Elrington’s ed. 

* For references to the title “Son of David,” ef. S. Matt. ix. 27; xii. 23; xv. 22; 
xx 50, Sls x1. 9 xa, 42) 45. 

* “The history of the people, as well as its sacred rites, are all applied to Chris- 
tian relations. In the fourth chapter, the march of Israel from Egypt to the land of 
Canaan, is used as a type of the march of the people of God, in spirit, to the land of 
eternal repose. With the High Priest of the Old Testament is Christ—the Eternal ~ 
High Priest—compared ; and in the seventh chapter, He is found again in Melchize- 
dek, the king of Righteousness and of Peace. In the ninth chapter, follows a widely- 
drawn parallel of the spiritual blessings of the New Testament, its ordinances and 
privileges, with the institutions of the old Levitical Priesthood; of the Tabernacle of 
Testimony, with the perfect Tabernacle of God not made with hands; of the sacrifice, 
with the eternal, atoning Sacrifice of the Son of God. Even the parts of the Taber- 
nacle of Testimony are again referred to in a spiritual sense: the flesh of the Son of 
God, it is said, is the veil; through the blood of Jesus we have boldness to enter into 
the Holy Place,—He has prepared it for us as a new and living way.”—Olshausen, 
Ein Wort uber tiefern Schriftsinn, s. 59. 
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“that I am come to destroy the Law or the Prophets: I am not 
come to destroy, but to fulfill.”* Christ here points out that, of 
what might appear new in His office or His teaching, there was 
nothing which could be separated from its historical foundation. 
In this passage He exhibits the internal connection of Old and 
New Testament. His words denote, in the first place, the un- 
questionable authority of the former Scriptures ; secondly, that 
the New Testament can be regarded only as their fulfilment ; 
thirdly, that the Law, consummated in this sense, is Divine and 
Everlasting. In the former part of this statement our Lord de- 
clares that the Old Testament was not abrogated—an opinion then 
held, perhaps, by His followers ;* in the latter, He announces that 
such was not the object of His ministry. And it is to be well 
noted that the language employed by Him, in the verses which 
follow, to express the permanence of the Old Testament,* He 
has elsewhere made use of, in order to assert the same of His own 
revelations: ‘‘ Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My words 

‘ 18. Matt. v.17. This passage has been felt, from the earliest times, to be the 
authoritative announcement of the connexion of Old and New Testament. It was, 
accordingly, the chief difficulty of Marcion; and, in general, of the Gnostic school. 
Thus Tertullian writes: “ Venisse Se [scil. Christum] non ut Legem et Prophetas dis- 
solveret, sed ut potius adimpleret. Hoe enim Marcion, ut additum, erasit.”—dAdv. 
Marcion, iv. 1, p. 507. The manner in which the Marcicnites attempted to evade the 
force of this text by a different reading, is stated in the Dialogue “ De recta fide adv. 
Marcionitas:” A. gavepdc yodv Tod Lwrijpo¢g wAnpOoa &AbvTog Tov vomOV, ObTOL KaTa- 
Avewv gickovar. MA, TodTo of ‘lovdaiorai typapav, Td" ovK HAA0v KaTadioa Tov vopoV, 
GALa TAnpGoat obx obTwe 02 elmev 6 Xprorog Aéyer yap, obx WAPoY TANnpdoat TOV Vd- 
ov, dAAd Katadioar.—Ap. Origenis Opp., t. i. p. 830. 

The opposition to the force of this text was farther encountered by S. Augustin. 
(cont. Faust. xix. 6, t. viii. p. 316), 5. Isidor. Pelus. (lib. 1. Epist. 371, ad Pansoph. 
p. 97), Theodoret. (Heret. Fab. lib, v. § 17, t. iv. p. 291). Cf Tholuck, “‘ Auslegung 
der Bergpredigt,” s. 131. 

? The intention of Christ’s words, ‘‘ Think not (2) vouionte), &c.”—was, it may be, 
to set aside a misconception of the passage: ‘“ Behold the days come, saith the Lord, 
that I will make @ new covenant with the house of Israel, and with the house of Ju- 
dah: not according to the covenant that I made with their fathers,” &e.—Jer. xxxi. 
31, 32. 

* “Verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass (fw¢ dv mapéAAy), one 
jot, or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the Law till all be fulfilled.”"—-ver 18, Cf 
too, ver 19, as further illustrating the importance to be attached to the Law: ‘ Who- 
soever, therefore, shall break one of these least commandments (Tov évroAdy TovTwr 
rové ‘raxi iorwr), &e.” It is to be remarked also, that the words of Christ, fixing, 
as it were, a certain period when the Law shall pass away—éuc dv mavta yévntat— 
point to a certain epoch of which Prophets and Apostles have spoken. Cf. for ex- 
ample, the references tg the ‘“‘new heavens and the new earth” by Isaiah (ch. Ixv. 17; 
Ixvi. 22), and by S. John (Rey. xxi. 1.): see also 1 Cor. xv. 24. Our Lord, therefore, 
here expresses something more than a mere proverbial description of the permanence 
of the Law, such as He has given elsewhere—“ It is easier for heaven and earth to 
pass, than one tittle of the law to fail."—S. Luke, xvi. 17. See Ritschl, “ Die Ent- 
steh. der altkath Kirche,” s. 28, 
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shall not pass away,”’—that is, the Old Testament and the say- 
ings of Christ are alike imperishable, because both are the Word 
of God. Nor does our Lord confine this solemn ratification to 
any particular portion of the former Scriptures. Here, it is 
true, he speaks but of “‘ the Law and the Prophets,” and in an- 
other place’ He refers merely to “the Prophets ;” but we know 
that in 8. John’s Gospel* He frequently cites certain words from 
the Psalms, which, He observes, were “ written in the Law ;” 
and in 8. Luke’s He adopts the Old Testament in full, according 
to the received division of the Jews, when He says that “ all 
things must be fulfilled which were written in the Law of Moses, 
and in the Prophets, and in the Psalms concerning Me.”* 

But further :—in this passage from the fifth chapter of 8. 
Matthew, the expressions “to destroy,” and “ to fulfill,” do not 
of themselves present an immediate contrast.° Opposed to the 

1S, Matt. xxiv. 35. The fact that S. Matthew, alone of the Evangelists, has 
preserved both these expressions of our Lord, is not to be overlooked. There can 
be no doubt the design was, that one passage should illustrate the other. 

2 §. Luke, xviii. 31. 
3, John, x. 34; xii. 34; xv. 25. Cf also 8. Matt. xiii. 35, where words from the 

Psalms are quoted as “ spoken by the Prophet.” 
4S, Luke, xxiv. 44. Rudelbach observes:—‘‘The threefold division here,— 

where, for the last time, an allusion to the Old Testament falls from the lips of Jesus, 
—combined with the earlier mode of citation, ‘the Law and the Prophets,’ is not 
without deep significance. The Lord has hereby sanctioned all the divisions which 
were current in the Jewish Church, anid attested in the most perfect manner the in- 
tegrity of the whole of the Old Testament.”—Die Lehre von der Inspir., 1841, H. iv. 
8. 38. §. Paul (1 Cor. xiv. 21) quotes Isai. xxviii. 11, with the words, ‘‘In the Law 
it is written ;” and in Rom. iii. 19, he describes his previous citations from both Isaiah 
and the Psalms as “ what the Law saith.” Cf. too, the words recorded by Josephus: 
6¢ édidackev Hude, Ett Ov odv Hiv, TOV vomor Kai Tod Tpodytac.—De Maccabeis, 18, t. 
ii. p.519; under which description the speaker expressly includes Daniel, the Psalms, 
and the Proverbs ;—each of these instances clearly proving how completely unsup- 
ported, by ancient Jewish usage, is that theory of the modern Rabbins as to the dif- 
ferent degrees of Inspiration under which the Old Testament was written (see Lecture 
ii. p. 62, note‘), The quotations here adduced show, beyond any doubt, that in the 
days of Christ the Jews included the whole body of the Old Testament writings under 
the name of the Law, which portion of the Bible their modern representatives would 
exalt so highly above all the other books. 

® Karahioa, tAnpdoa. The phrase ckataAverv véuov,in Hellenistic as in classic 
Greek, is equivalent to dxvpodv: see S. Matt. xv. 6 (“ Ye have made the command- 
ment of God of none effect;” or rather, ‘‘ Ye have cancelled, abrogated the word 
of God”); or Gal. iii. 17 (“The law cannot disannul” the covenant.) In this latter 
instance follows S. Paul’s customary phrase katapyjoat, expressing the resalt which 
must have attended the dxipwore vouov ;—the “ disannulling of the covenant” must, 
of itself, ‘make of none effect,” “leave idle, or useless,” ‘‘the promises.” (Cf S. 
Luke, xiii. 7, the barren fig-tree ‘“cumbereth,” “makes barren,” kxatapyei, “the 
ground.”) On the other hand, wAypotdv véuov signifies, in Hellenistic as in classic 
Greek, explere legem, peragere que sunt officit. (Cf. S. Matt. iii. 15, “Thus it becometh 
us to fulfil—rAnpdcac—all righteousness.” Acts, xiv. 26, ‘The work which they 
fulfilled” —6 éAnpwoar). Its use is sometimes founded on the trope of filling a meas- 
ure: “ Fill ye up then (7Anpdoare) the measure of your fathers.” S. Matt. xxiii. 32. 
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abrogation of a Law we should rather look forits confirmation, or 
its re-institution ; and 8. Paul, in his Epistle to the Galatians, 
supplies the complete idea, when he places in opposition, the 
phrases ‘‘ to destroy,” and “to build again.” It was not, how- 
ever, the Divine will to perpetuate the former scheme, but to 
extend and to develop it ;* and hence the absence of complete 
antithesis in the expressions which we are considering. By them 
our Lord would seem to suggest the significant figure of a build- 
ing, to the foundations of which additional strength has been 
given, and which has been in part remodelled, but which, at the 
same time, has been renovated and brought to completion on its 
former foundations ;——the Architect now bringing to light certain 
features of His original design which had previously been con- 
cealed from view, hereby exhibiting their relation to the stability 
of the entire structure.’ Hence the Old Testament is the basis, 
on which the New was to be erected. It presents the outlines 
of the picture, which were afterwards to be filled up. It affords 
the shadow of good things, while the body was of Christ.t No 
stronger confirmation, indeed, can be given of the fact that 
Christ was, in His own Person, the fulfilment of the Old Testa- 
ment, than His statement that He could not withdraw Himself 

For its signification, “to fulfil” a prophecy, see Lecture iv. Cf. Tholuck, “ Die Berg- 
predigt,” s. 133. 

*“Tf I build again the things which I destroyed" —Ei yap @ katéAveoa, Taira 
midw oikodou6.—Gal. ii, 18. See Olshausen on S. Matt. y. 17. B. i. s. 212. 

* It has been already pointed out (Lecture i. p. 28), that this principle of develop- 
ment has been, from the first, the characteristic of Revelation. 

* Twesten forcibly observes of the words of Christ and His Apostles, which refer 
to the Old Testament, that “Atca is ever a rAnpdsac; that xatapyjoat is, at the 
same time, a o7joa.” Thus 8. Paul writes, “Do we then make void (karapyoiuev) 
the Law through faith? God forbid: yea, we establish (iordvouev) the Law.” (Rom. 
iii. 31.)— Vorles. iiber die Dogm. ler Band, s. 333. Compare, too, the Apostle’s lan- 

, guage at the close of this Epistle (ch. xiii, 8-10), “ Love is the fulfilling (tAjpwya) of 
the Law.” 

* Col. ii. 17. Olshausen has remarked in his second Tract on “The deeper sense 
of Scripture” that—“The Law, with all its ordinances, is like a grain of seed which 
includes in itself the whole law of formation of the plant. Should the plant spring 
up, the grain of seed must die; a power, which would cause it to continue in its iso- 
lated subsistence, would be just as destructive as the Judaizing teachers, with whom 
Paul was forced to contend. But notwithstanding such a fact, the law of the germ 
which lives no longer, invisibly penetrates the entire plant; so that in the plant’s 
concentrated formations, the law, renewing its youth, repeatedly presents itself again 
in the fruit. Thus the Law.was apparently dissolved by Christ, but only in order to 
be fulfilled, in its spirit, in every iota.”—Noch ein Wort, &c., 8.23. Jehovah, Himself, 
announced this same truth by the last of the Prophets: “ From the rising of the sun, 
even unto the going down of the same, My name shall be great among the Gen- 
tiles; and ‘in every place incense shall be offered unto My name, and a pure offer- 
ing.”—Mal. i. 11. 

‘ 
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from that death, the mere prospect of which overpowered His 
soul, because He would thereby contravene the language of 
Prophecy,—‘‘ How then shall the Scriptures be fulfilled that it 
must be 2” 

It has been attempted by some writers to take a sort of mid- 
dle course in this question; and to make a distinction between 
the contents of the Old Testament. Divine authority they allow 
to those parts only which bear directly upon the office of Christ ; 
while they deny Inspiration to those other portions which, they 
conceive, must be opposed to the Christian scheme: and in this 
latter class, the writers in question place the Law, as being that” 
one of “ the two covenants” contrasted by 8, Paul,’ ‘ which gen- 
dereth to bondage,” and the ministration of which he elsewhere 
terms that “‘ of the letter.”’* Such writers are, however, forced 

of themselves to admit, that the exact line of distinction cannot 
be drawn ; that the Law, too, has its prophetical side ; and that 
we have it upon the authority of Christ himself, that Moses 
“wrote” of Him.’ In truth, this notion, which would represent 
the doctrines of Scripture as distinct from its history, and which 
assumes that portions of the Old Testament, which it regards 
merely as the annals of a particular nation,’ do not treat of Christ, 

1S. Matt. xxvi. 54. Compare also, the striking passage: “After this Jesus,— 
knowing that all things were now accomplished,—that the Scripture might be fulfilled, 
saith, I thirst."—S. John, xix. 28. A short time previously he had rejected the prof- 
fered ‘‘ wine mingled with myrrh” (S. Mark, xv. 23); but at this moment, in the ex- 
tremity of bodily exhaustion (Ps. xxii. 15), he accepts the “vinegar to drink” (Ps, 
Ixix. 21);—the Evangelist expressly pointing out the fulfilment of the prediction: 
Jesus said “It is finished (reteAcorac); and He bowed His head, and gave up the 
ghost.”—S. John, xix. 30. See the excellent remarks of Rudelbach, “ Die Lehre yon 
der Inspir.” 1841, H. iv. s. 35. 

? Gal. iv. 24. > 2 Cor. iii. 6. 
*S. John, v. 46. Thus Twesten writes:—“ We have distinguished in the Old Tes- 

tament elements of two kinds, those whereby it is related to the New, and those 
whereby it is opposed to it. It lies in the nature of the case, that the former only, 
not the latter, can be referred to the Spirit of Christ: not the Law, but the Promises. 
Moreover, all those passages which prove an inspiration of the Old Testament, relate, 
in point of fact, to prophetic writings, inctuding the Psalms (for David also was a 
prophet, Acts, ii. 30). Henee Paul contrasts the two Testaments, as the son of the 
bondmaid born after the flesh, and the son of the freewoman born after the Spirit 
(Gal. iv. 24, 29): their service, too, he opposes as that of the letter and of the spirit 
(2 Cor. iii, 6, &e). Since, however, even Moses has written of Christ (John, v. 46), 
since even the Law has a typical and also a prophetical side,—one dare not separate 
mechanically what is inspired in the Old Testament from what is not.”— Vorles. iiber 
die Dogm., ler Band, s. 412. Cf. Lecture i. p. 27, note *% 

* The true conception of the historical parts of Scripture, has been laid down by 
the Schoolmen with their customary acuteness. Thus Alexander Alensis—the “ Ir- 
refragable Doctor”—discussing the question, ‘An Theologia sit scientia’? points out 
the essential distinction between sacred and profane history :—“ Aliter est historia in 
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—is of itself untenable. It is forgotten that {he Jewish people 
_ themselves, their history, their ritual, their government, all pre- 
sent one grand prophecy of the future Redeemer ;' that in the 
New Testament, fully to the same extent asin the Old, doctrines 
are based upon history ; and that the Old Testament is as en- 
tirely occupied with the Messiah still future, as the New with 
the Christ who has already come. Thus the Apostles see the 
Christian element in the narrative of Hagar and Ishmael ;? of 
the miracle of the water which flowed from the rock at the word 
of Moses ;* of the vision of the Lord of Hosts by Isaiah.* Does 
not the New Testament explain the saying of the prophet— 
“ Behold I, and the children which God hath given me,”* to have 
been fulfilled in Christ as perfectly as the words of any Messianic 
Psalm ; and in the same deeree as what is specially honored, 

saera Scriptura; aliter in aliis. In aliis enim historia significatione sermonum expri- 
mit singularia gesta hominum; nec est intentio significationis interioris, * * * In 
sacra vero Scriptura ponitur historia non ea ratione seu fine, ut significentur singulares 
actus hominum significatione sermonum; sed ut significentur universales actus: et 
conditiones pertinentes ad informationem hominum, et contemplationis divinorum mys- 
teriorum significatione rerum. * * * Introducitur ergo in historia sacree Scrip- 
ture factum singulare ad significandum universale: et inde est, quod ejus est intel- 
lectus et scientia. * * * In litterali historia Abrahee, et Job, singulare est, quod 
narratur: sed ad hoc in Scriptura narratur, ut exemplar sit vitee et conversationis bo- 
norum: unde Rom. xy. ‘Queecunque -scripta sunt, ad nostram doctrinem scripta 
sunt.’ Et Jacob. ult. ‘Exemplum accipite patientie et longanimitatis prophetas.’ ”— 
Summe Theolog. Pars. 1ma, qu. i. Albertus Magnus, “Summe Theol. Tract. i,” 
argues precisely in the same manner. 

?“Tota divina o/xovouia prioruam temporum hune ipsum Christum ejusque res 
gestas, ut pulcherrimam ac perfectissimam speciem, perpetuo velut ante oculos habens, 
cetera omnia ad illud instar effinxit.”—Grotius ad Matt. i. 22; Opp. Theol. t. ii. p. 11 
(quoted by Rudelbach, 1842, H. ii. s..39). Take as a single illustration, the parallel 
between Israel and Christ: “Thou shalt say unto Pharaoh, Thus saith the Lord, Is- 
rael is My son, even My first born: and I say unto thee, Let My son go,” &c.—Exod. 
iv. 22. The Prophet applies the words: “When Israel was a child, then I loved 
him, and called My son out of Egypt.”—Hosea, xi. 1. The Evangelist, in fine, fills 
up the outlines of the history: Joseph “ took the young child and His mother, and 
departed into Egypt * * * that tt might be fulfilled (iva mAnpwO7) Which was 
spoken of the Lord by the Prophet, saying, Out o. Egypt have I called My Son.”—S. 
Matt. ii. 14, 15. 

? Gal. iv. 24-26. The argument of S. Paul in this passage affords a striking illus- 
tration of that characteristic of Revelation, according to which it is fully developed 
by means of a succession of repeated acts on God’s part. The Law, so far from dis- 
annulling the promise to Abraham, and the covenant of circumcision made with him, 
was, in its day, the fulfilment of that promise, and the ratification of that covenant. 
In its turn the Law. in like manner, received its further completion in the Christian 
scheme :—the son of ‘ the freewoman” has now become the son of “the bondmaid,” 
through the coming of the ‘Jerusalem which is above.” ‘‘ Agar is Mount Sinai in 
Arabia, and is in the same rank with (as the margin of our version renders the original 
-—svartorxer Of) Jerusalem which now is, and is in bondage with her children; but 
Jerusalem which is above is free, which is the mother of us all.” Of Luger, “ Die Redo 
des Stephanus, s. 28. 

31 Cor. x. 4. *S. John, xii. 41. ® Heb. ii. 13; Isai, viii. 18. 
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as the Christian element of the Old Testament ? Nay, 8. Paul 
teaches Timothy,’ that by “the holy Scriptures”—that is, of the 
Old Testament taken in its entire extent—‘‘is the man of God” 
““made wise unto Salvation through faith which is in Christ :” in 
other words, because Christ is their object. 

The manner in which 8. Paul relies upon the Old Testament. 
is peculiarly striking. Men are almost invariably tempted, after 
a changé of opinion, to make little of the system which they have 
left ; nay, even to reject what truth may be in it, rather than 
transfer any of their former views to their new line of thought. 
Had 8. Paul acted as men are wont to do, he must, unquestion- 
ably, have rather avoided attaching importance to, or upholding 

the authority of the Old Testament ;—especially as his chief task 
was, that of opposing the introduction of Jewish practices into 
Christianity. We know, for example, how Marcion and his fol- 
lowers, from their hostility to Jewish opinions, rejected the Old 
Testament altogether.” Now, 8. Paul adopts a course the very 
reverse of this.* He recognises the Old Testament as an essential 
component of the Faith, profitable for all times ; and as contain- 
ing in its doctrines, in its types, in its history, the germs of all 
the leading truths of Christianity. F'orexample: Moses and the 
Prophets had laid down in express terms, that the true end and 
design of the Law was the circumcision of the heart. Need one 
point out how forcibly 8. Paul insists that “that is not cireum- 
cision, which is outward in the flesh ;” and that the true circum- 
cision is that of the heart ?° The very sense, indeed, in which 
he teaches that the Law is annulled, assumes not only a continual 

connexion of it with the New Testament, but also the union of 
1 2 Tim. iii. 15. 
* “Cerdo preceded him in this, as in his tenets generally; having at an earlier pe- 

riod asserted this contrariety between the two Testaments. * * * It would appear 
that Marcion went beyond his master in this matter, since he not only maintained a 
contrariety between the two Testaments, but even assumed a contrariety between 
thé Apostles inthe New * * * Relying upon this contrariety, he charged a 
Jewish bias upon the writings of all the Apostles, with the exception of Paul, who 
has declared the abolition of Judaism without indulgence.” Hug, Hnleitung, ler Th. 
Kap. 1, § 8. (Fosdick’s transl. p. 44.) 

* It is interesting to observe that the Apostle designates the gross immorality of 
Heathenism, when contrasting it with Judaism, by the term dvomia.—2 Cor. vi. 
14; Rom. vi. 19. 

4 “Cireumcise, therefore, the foreskin of your heart, and be no. more stiffnecked.” 
—Deut. x. 16. Cf xxx.6. Again: “Cireumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take 
away the foreskin of your hearts, ye men of. Judah, and the inhabitants of Jerusa- 
lem.”—Jer. iv. 4. 

® Rom, ii. 28, 29. Cf Col. ii. 11; Phil. iii. 3. 
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both in one Divine plan. Look to the fourth chapter of the 
Epistle to the Romans, and the entire treatment of the subject 
of Faith. The Apostle shows that the object of the Divine 
Author of the Pentateuch was neither temporary, nor restricted 
to the immediate subject of its history. It was not written for 
Abraham’s sake only that his faith was imputed to him for 
righteousness, but for us also.” When addressing the Gentile 

church at Corinth—a church for which the Jewish law, as such, 
: - : ‘ . 

could possess neither interest nor importance,—the Apostle en- 
forces the practical lesson which he was inculcating, by assuming 
the Divine nature and standing authority of that Law, as op- 
posed to anything human: ‘Say I these things as a man? or 
saith not the Law the same also ?’” In proof of this position, he 
goes on to quote—as being “ written in the Law of Moses”—the 
apparently trivial command, “‘ Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth 
of the ox, that treadeth out the corn ;” observing, in explanation, 
“ for our sakes no doubt this is written :” and in the tenth chap- 
ter of the same Epistle he adds, that the history of Israel is our 
“example.”* Again, in the second chapter of the Acts of the 
Apostles, 8. Peter, and, in the thirteenth chapter, 8. Paul, de- 
monstrate to the Jews, from the pages of the Old Testament, 
that the ‘‘same Jesus whom they had crucified was both Lord 
and Christ :’* the former Apostle further teaching that the Spirit 
of Christ which was in the Prophets “ testified beforehand the 
sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow ;”° and the 

1 Rom iv. 23, 24. Cf supra, p. 108, n. 5. 
2? 1 Cor. ix. 8; and the Apostle proceeds: “For it is written in the Law of 

Moses ('v ydp 76 Moioéwe vou@ yéypaxrat), Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth of 
the ox that treadeth out the corn. Doth God take care for oxen? Or saith He it 
altogether for our sakes? For our sakes no doubt this is written.”"—ver 9,10; 8. 
Paul clearly intimating by the question, ‘‘Doth God take care for oxen?” that the 
Holy Spirit had from the first intended that the expression should apply to human 
laborers. It is worth noticing, too, in how unconnected a manner, if we take them 
in their bare literal sense, the original words occur in Deut. xxv. 4. This same quo- 
tation is made for a kindred purpose in 1 Tim. v. 18; where in the next verse the 
Apostle goes on to apply the ordinance of the Law (Deut. xvii. 6; xix. 15): “At 
the mouth of two witnesses, or at the mouth of three witnesses shall the matter be 
established ;—an ordinance to which he had already referred,—2 Cor. xiii. 1; and to 
which our Lord Himself had on two occasions appealed, —S. Matt. xviii, 16; 8. 
John, viii. 17. 

* “With many of them [viz., ‘our fathers” ] God was not well pleased: for they 
were overthrown in the wilderness. Now these things were our examples (rvzoz),” 
—1 Cor. x. 5, 6. 

* «Therefore let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God hath made 
that same Jesus, whom ve have crucified, both Lord and Christ.”—Acts, ii. 36. 

* 1 Peter, i. 11. 
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latter reminding the church of Corinth how, from the first, he 

had taught them that Christ had died, was buried, and rose 

again “the third day, according to the Scriptures.”* And this 

same doctrine, expressing as it does the complete harmony of the 

two great divisions of the Bible, 8. Paul again proclaims, if pos- 

sible, more clearly, before King Agrippa: ‘I continue unto this 

day, witnessing both to small and great ; saying none other 

things than those which the Prophets and Moses did say should 

come.” 
In short, the words and the Spirit of Christ alike guided the 

Apostles to combine their teaching and their acts, their faith and 
their hopes, with the substance and language of the Old Testa- 
ment. Hence it is that, in presence of the Christian Church, they 
insist not only upon the preparatory relation of the former Scrip- 
tures to Christ, but also upon their permanent authority as a 
Divine source of life.’ Their type of Truth is declared to preform 
in itself the image of the future destinies of the world to the final 
consummation :—‘‘ The heaven,” said 8. Peter, ‘‘must receive 
Jesus Christ until the times of restitution of all things which 
God hath spoken by the mouth of all His holy prophets since 
the world began.’* The centuries, therefore, which are still fu- 
ture, and the hidden germs of whose development the Old Tes- 
tament bears within it, will successively unfold its exposition and 
fulfilment, just as the Old Testament itself, during the centuries 
which are now past, had beforehand indicated and prepared for 
the arrival of the Lord. In a word, we find Christ Himself ad- 
dressing His disciples in the language of the Theocracy, even 
when He refers to the consummation of the Christian scheme. 
Then, he tells them, they also “shall sit upon twelve thrones, 
judging the twelve tribes of Israel.”* He employs the phrase- 
ology of the Old Testament when He speaks of His own return 
and its signs’ He applies the predictions of Joel and of 
Daniel, and adds nothing to what those prophets had announced 

1 1 Cor. xv. 3, 4. 2 Acts, xxvi. 22. Cf. xxviii. 23. 
* To the popdwote Ti¢ yvdcews Kad Tic dAnOeiac in the Old Testament (Rom. ii. 

20) corresponds in Christianity the wAjpwore. While the vouo¢ tav évtoAdy, so far as 
it was contained év déyuacw was abolished by Christ (Eph. ii. 15; ef: Col. ii. 14); 
the substance of the Law, its d:aiwuza—as the évroAai prove it to be—remains and 
receives its full accomplishment. See Rom. iii, 31; viii. 4. Cf Beck, “ Propid. 
Entwickl.,” s. 247. 

* Acts, iii. 21. 5 S. Matt. xix. 28. 
* S. Matt. xxiv.; 8. Mark, xiii.; S. Luke, xxi. 
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beyond what was disclosed by His personal humiliation.’ The 
Apostles, too, when they describe the features of their Master’s 
life, simply present i as the accomplishment of what had 
“been written aforetime :” so that the whole record of Prophecy 
revives, as it were, in their testimony, standing there in its full 
brilliancy, as Moses and Elias near Christ upon the Mount of 
Transfiguration.’ © Even 8. John, in after times, when he beheld 
the felicity of the Saints in Glory, and was permitted to hear 
the voice of praise and thanksgiving with which the courts of 
heaven resound, records how both Old and New Testament fur- 
nish, even there, the language of adoration. He tells us how 
those ‘‘ who have gotten the victory, and who have the harps of 
God,” still sing “ the song of Moses the servant of God, and the 
song of the Lamb.” In fine, in the historical, the didactic, the 
prophetical portions of the New Testament alike, we discern the 
Old Testament, “the old Law, living again,” as it has been finely 
remarked, ‘‘in a new and spiritual life ; not embalmed and laid 
with reverential care aside in the grave, but arisen from the dead 
and alive for evermore, like its own Divine Founder.’”* 

The passages of Scripture, which have been reviewed in the 
remarks just made, not only enable us to refute those systems 
which reject or disparage one portion of the inspired writings, but 
also supply an argument bearing with great force upon our more 
immediate subject. The summary, which has been given, pre- 

1 See Hofmann, “ Weissagung und Erfiillung,” s. 59. 
* “Inde apparent Moyses et Elias, hoe est, Lex et Prophetia cum Verbo; neque 

enim Lex potest esse sine Verbo: nequo propheta, nisi qui de Dei Filio prophetarit. 
Et illi quidem filii tonitrui corporali gloria Moysen quoque et Eliam speculati sunt: 
sed etiam nos quotidie videmus Moysen cum Dei Filio; videmus enim Legem in 
Evangelio cum legimus: ‘Diliges Dominum Deum tuum.’ Videmus Kliam cum Dei 
Verbo, cum legimus: ‘ Eece Virgo, in utero accipiet.’"—S. Ambros., Zcposit. Evang. 
sec. Luc. lib, Vil. t. i. p. 1413. 

3 Rey. xv. 3. Compare this verse with the allusion in Isai. xii..1, 2, to Exod. xv. + 
1, &c. Olshausen, having observed that Heb. iv. shows how the Jews must have un- 
derstood the spiritual import of the departure from Egypt, and the entrance under 
Joshua into the promised land, proceeds to say :—‘In accordance with this concep- 

-tion, the miraculous passage through the Red Sea, was the miraculous aid whereby 
the Lord perfects the deliverance from the power of the evil one; and the song of 
Moses which was based upon that event becomes the triumphal song of the Elect. 
* * * If the Law has led on the way to the land of rest, as far as Jordan, so the 
heavenly Joshua has guided with strong hand, through its waves, into the fatherland. 
Not otherwise are all of mankind, who have been ordained to life, guided, like Israel, 
through the wilderness, after they have been drawn out of darkness, in order to enter 
once for all into the eternal land of peace, and to sing the song of Moses and of the 
Lamb, when the land of darkness lies behind.”—Zin Wort., &c., s. 52, us. 95. 

* Williams on the Apocalypse, Preface, p. vi. For some further remarks on the 
use of the Old Testament in the New, see ixfra, Lecture vii. 

d 
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sents in a tangible shape, one of the strongest proofs of the con- 
tinuous exercise of the Divine influence, throughout every page 
of the Bible.. It exhibits, as a matter of fact, the unity of de- 
sign which pervades writings of such various forms, and such di- 
versified contents : writings, too, which were not the product of 
a single age, or of one particular Stage of human civilization, but 
whose authors are scattered over more than twenty centuries. 
So intimate, indeed, is the connexion which subsists between the 
Old and New Testament, in language, in thought, and in the 
mutual relation of means and end, that we can regard their sey- 
eral books no otherwise than as the different members of one or- 
ganized whole ; each member fulfiling its own proper function, 
and, by its perfect adaptation to the great purpose, which all the 
parts alike subserve, pointing to One Divine Author, _ 

This same conclusion presents itself no less forcibly if we turn 
our view to the supernatural means employed under both dispen- 
sations, The analogy, which has subsisted from the first between 
the different phases of the Divine operations, is as striking as it 
is perfect, _‘‘ The divers manners” in which God had of old time 
spoken by the prophets, are repeated, in strictly identical forms, 
in the case of those servants of God, of whose acts the New Tes- 

tament gives the history. In both narratives the Divine sugges- 
tions are represented as haying been conveyed by the same chan- 
nels :—Angelic appearances, Dreams, Visions, Hestacy, Voices 
from heaven,’ Symbolic acts, ‘The angel Gabriel informs Daniel 
when ‘ Messiah the Prince” should come; the same celestial 
messenger announces to the blessed Virgin the Incarnation of 
Christ.*_.fhe dreams by which warnings were conveyed, and com- 
mands issued to Joseph, as related in the opening chapters of 
S. Matthew’s Gospel, in no respect differ from the dreams of 

1}. g. we read that, atS. Paul’s conversion, “there shined round about him a light 
from heaven: and he fell to the earth, and heard a voice saying unto him, Saul, Saul, 
why persecutest thou Me ?’—Acts, ix. 3,4; just as we read that when the Prophet 
of God had heard the “still small voice,” “he wrapped his face in his mantle, and 
went out, and stood in the entering in of the cave. And behold there came a voice 
unto him and said, What doest thou here, Elijah ?”—1 Kings, xix. 12, 13. As a 
further example of these analogies between the Old and New Testaments, we may 
add the election of Matthias by lot (Acts, i), as being parallel to the singling out of 
Achan (Josh. vii.); of Jonathan (1 Sam, xiv. 41); of Jonah (ch. i. 7): the priuciple 
of such acts being stated in the words: “The lot is cast into the lap, but the whole 
disposing thereof is of the Lord.”—Proy. xvi. 33. 

2 Dan. ix. 21-25; S. Luke, i. 26. 
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the Patriarchs." The visions recorded by 8. Luke in the Acts of 
the Apostles, are but a repetition of those seen by men of God 
in other days.*. The trance of 8. Peter, mentioned in the tenth 
chapter of the Acts, and that of S. Paul, of which he speaks in 
the twelfth chapter of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, re- 
semble in every particular the states of prophetic rapture. We 
read, moreover, that revelations were constantly conveyed to men, 
under the Old Testament, by means of symbolical actions ;—the 
writings of Jeremiah or Ezekiel will supply abundant illustra- 
tions.” This fact presents itself no less prominently in the New 
Testament. Agabus' makes use of a symbolical act, when pre- 
dicting §. Paul’s approaching captivity: and Christ Himself 
adopted symbolical language when alluding to the manner of 
S. Peter’s death ;°—this latter instance being, in strict conformity 
with similar prophetic intimations, both brief and obscure. 

* Neander, alluding to this portion of the evangelical history, makes the strange 
remark: ‘* We need be the less afraid of a free, unliteral interpretation, when we find 
a difference tn the subjective conception of these events by even the Evangelists them- 
selves, Matthew speaking only of dreams and visions, and Luke of objectiye phenom- 
ena, viz. the appearance of angels.” —The Life of Jesus Christ, § 14. (Bohn’s Transl, 
p. 21.) Mr. Westcott, in reply to this attempt to exhibit the statements of the Gos- 
pels as a result of the “ subjective” influence of each writer’s mind, observes :—“ But 
surely those are right who see in this difference an adaptation to the peculiar state 
of the recipient,”"—(Hlements of the Gospel Harmony, p. 77),—meaning, I presume, 
that an announcement by a dream was the form of Revelation best snited to the ap- 
prehension of Joseph; while the appearance of an angel was adapted to the moro 
spiritual mind of Mary. This may be so,—if we merely regard the manner of the 
Divine communication. But the natural remark, that each Evangelist wrote as he 
has written, simply because he was narrating facts, affords the direct answer: and Mr. 
Westcott completely overturns the notion that S. Matthew, in consequence of his 
“subjective” views, refrains from allusion to angelic appearances—by referring to this 
Evangelist’s description of the angel of the Lord, who appeared at the Sepulchre 
(8S. Matt. xxviii. 2-7); while the visions recorded in the Acts of the Apostles prove 
that no “subjective” prejudice in favor of “ objective phenomena” induced 8. Luke to 
write only of angels. See Acts, xvi. 9; xviii. 9,10. Cf ch. xxvii. 23. 

? See last note. Compare for example, the statement: ‘Then spake the Lord to 
Paul in the night by a vision,” &c. (Acts, xviii. 9) ;—with the language of the Old 
Testament: ‘lt came to pass that night that the word of the Lord came unto Na- 
than * * * and according to all this vision so did Nathan speak unto David.”— 
2 Sam. vii. 4, 17. 

’ i. g. ‘Thus saith the Lord unto me, Make thee bonds and yokes, and put them 
upon thy neck.”—Jer. xxvii. 2. Again: “Thou also, son of man, take thee a tile, 
and lay it before thee, and pourtray upon it the city, even Jerusalem.”—IWzek. iv, 1. 

* “ And when he was come unto us, he took Paul’s girdle, and bound his own 
hands and feet, and said, Thus saith the Holy Ghost, So shall the Jews at Jerusalem 
bind the man,” &e. —aActs, 9 ea 

Sp.A8 Verily, verily, I say unto thee, when thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself, 
» and walkedst whither thou wouldest: but when thou shalt be old thou shalt stretch 

forth thy hands and another shall gird thee,” &¢.—S. John, xxi. 18. Cf Olshausen ia 
loc., who quotes: “Tune Petrus ab altero cingitur, quum cruci adstringitur.”—Ter- 
tullian. Scorpiace, § 15, p. 633. “It is worthy “of notice that Jesus is represented as 
veiling the great mystery of His death under symbolic language, both in 5, John and 
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In the structure, too, of both divisions of the Bible, we notice 
the same resemblance. The history of events occupies a consid- 
erable portion of each. Without such details, their other portions 
would be unintelligible ; and accordingly, both Testaments com- 
bine the history and the doctrines of religion. Asa single instance 
of didactic teaching in the New Testament, we may adduce the 
Epistle of S. James ; who, after the manner of the ancient Proph- 
ets, raises his voice against the rich, and whose words, in their He- 
brew form, bear all the stamp of Old Testament Prophecy.’ Again, 
the hymns of Mary and Zacharias, in the opening of 8. Luke’s 
Gospel, present a perfect sample of the Hebrew type of the 
Psalms.? Many other analogies, similar to those just pointed out, 
will meet us in the course of this inquiry : it must suffice, for the 
present, to allude to one other of much interest ;—I mean the 
echo of the last tones of Old Testament prophecy in the Revela- 

in the Synoptists. Cf John, iii. 14; Matt. xii. 40; John, ii. 22; Luke, xiii. 32. For 
a still earlier revelation of the same truth, cf John,.i. 29; Luke, ii. 35.”—Westcott, 
Elem. of Gosp. Harm., p. 60. 

1“ The Christian Jeremiah.”—Wordsworth, On the Canon, p. 257. 
2 “The hymns of Mary and Zacharias perfectly represent the Old Hebrew type of 

the Psalms, and may be restored word for word, into pure Hebrew.”—Thiersch Ver- 
such zur Herstell. fiir die Krit. der N. T. Schrifien, s. 48. The hymn of the Blessed 
Virgin (S. Luke, i. 46, &c.) may be regarded as the closing Psalm of the Old Testa- 
ment—‘“ Dieser Lobgesang ist ja eigentlich der Schlusspsalm des alten Testamentes.” 
—Ebrard, Kritik der Evang. Gesch., 8. 221. It may not be amiss to observe, that the 
nature of these hymns affords a powerful argument against the mythic theory of 
Strauss. The hope of the coming Messiah is here depicted, colored with all the hues 
of Hebrew nationality. The strain of sentiment is purely Israelitic throughout: e. g. 
the raising up ‘the horn of salvation” in the house of David; the fulfilment of the 
promise to Abraham, &c.—S. Luke, i. 68-79: while the blessing of salvation through 
the remission of sins—‘ which the song of Simeon expands further to a light to 
lighten the Gentiles, as well as the peculiar glory of God’s ancient people, is spoken 
ef as one.yet to be revealed.” These hymns, in short, “differ in no other respect 
from the ordinary tenor of the Psalms, and other ancient predictions of the same mer- 
cies, than in the announcement of their time as now at leneth close at hand; and the 
designation of the instruments of their approaching but yet unreached fulfilment, as now - 
actually present. Could this have been the case, if they were written in the times of 
Christianity? * * * They who sawin the Incarnate Godhead, vanquishing death 
by death * * * a reign more glorious and more secure than any earthly image 
whatever could adequately reach,—could they have failed to exhibit some explicit 
statement of this, bursting Chiou the more sensible imagery with which it is encom- 
passed, as we see continually in the visions of the Apocalypse [e. g. ch. v. 5-14] * *> * 
Such a vision of coming power, and light, and majesty, as these hymns indicate, 
* * * could belong only to the particular position assigned to it in the boundary 
of the old and new covenants. The projection of a vision like this from the point of 
view under the New Testament, is what cannot in sound reason or just criticism be~ 
maintained: with the possession of such explicit knowledge as even Christ’s earthly 
life supplied,—but still more His death, and the events that followed,—such reserve, 
united to such imagined anticipation, were to an earnest mind, unnatural, to a de‘ 
ceitful mind, impossible.”—W. H. Mill, Zhe Christian Advocate’s Publication for 1841, 
p. 44-51. 
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tion of 8. John. It does not arise from accidental coincidence, or 

mere subjective peculiarities, that’ 8. John follows so nearly the 
closing prophets of the Old Testament,—Kzekiel, Daniel, Zecha- 
riah ;’ it rather springs from the serial character of Scripture in 
general, and of the prophets in particular. As the Bible is no 
fortuitous assemblage of writings, but one organic whole, 8. John 
had the double end in view of connecting what he wrote with the 
preceding books of the New Testament, and with the last predic- 
tions of the Old, whose authors he, in a certainsense, immediately 
follows, as the writer of the only prophetical book of the New 
Testament.* One feature of this analogy may be mentioned. 
The Apocalypse opens with the words : “‘ The revelation of Jesus 
Christ, which God gave Him, and He signified it by His angel to 
His servant John ;” and again, in its closing chapter,’ Christ re- 
veals the knowledge of the future by the mediation of His angel. 
Here then we find that, together with the Divine Revealer— 
the Eternal Word—an angel is placed in a subordinate relation to 
Him, as His ministering attendant. So also, in those prophetical 
books with which the Apocalypse has the closest affinity, a par- 
ticular angel is brought into notice, who in like manner stands 
beside the Eternal Son as the mediating agent of His revela- 
tions." Thus Daniel writes :—“‘ And I heard a man’s voice be- 
tween the banks of Ulai, which called and said, Gabriel, make 
this man to understand the vision.”*  — y 

1 To take a few out of many examples: ‘‘ Behold He cometh with clouds; and 
every eye shall see Him, and they also which pierced Him, and all kindreds of the 
earth shall wail because of Him.”’—Rev.i. 7. This passage, while it is a reflexion of 
Christ’s words, 8. Matt. xxiv. 30, literally repeats the language of the prophets :—of 
Daniel, who speaks of the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven (ch. vii. 13); 
and of Zechariah, who writes: “They shall look upon Me whom they have pierced, 
and they shall mourn for Him.”—xii. 10. Again, S. John, in his Gospel, had merely 
pointed to his own name by implication, but here he states it: at ver. 9, we read “I 
John ;’—a phrase which follows the style ®f Daniel, who alone of the prophets says 
“I Daniel” (vii. 28: viii. 1; ix. 2; x. 2): “We find the same difference in the Old 
Testament also, between the historical and the prophetical writings of the prophets. 
The history had its seeurity in the joint knowledge of contemporaries; but in Prophecy 
personality is of the greatest moment, and the anonymous is excluded. Nameless 
prophecies have no place in Old Testament Scripture.”—Henstenberg, 7'he Revelation 
of S. John, (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib., i. p. 52.) The doubts which have been insinu- 
ated against this portion of the New Testament add great importance to this remark. 
Compare, also, Zech. iv. 2, with Rev. i. 12; and Ezek. ii. 9; iii. 1-3, with the lan- 
guage of Rev. x. 

* Hengstenberg on Rev. i. 9, ibid. p. 85. 
“The angel which showed me these things.”—Rey. xxii. 8. 
* Cf Hengstenberg, ibid. p. 50. 
® Dan. viii. 16. Again: * The man Gabriel whom I had seen in the vision at the 

beginning, being caused to fly swiftly, touched me * * * and said, O Daniel, I 
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This latter remark leads directly to the chief bond of union 
between the two parts of the inspired record. It has been shown 
in the first of these Discourses, that one of the two conditions 
which must be satisfied by any solution of the problem now under 
consideration, is imposed by the essential distinction which sub- 
sists between Revelation and Inspiration.’ According to that 
distinction, while Scripture is, throughout all its parts, inspired, 
it cannot be said that all its contents are revelations. This prin- 
ciple, which is suggested by the mere inspection of the contents 
of the sacred volume, is connected with a fact already adverted 
to, and of which some proof must now be given ; namely, that 
while Inspiration (as the signification of the term denotes) 1s 
the peculiar function of the Holy Ghost,—so, in like manner, to 
reveal is the office appropriated to the Eternal Word.’ € In the 
New Testament this fact is obvious. In its pages we see the 
Divine Logos,—the Eternal Word Himself Incarnate—no longer 
by His mediating angel, but in His own Person leading to their 
completion, the disclosures of the Divine will which had been 
given through “all His holy prophets since the world be- 
gan.” \In the Gospel history, we see the Son of God combining 
in His own Person the two great phases of all immediate Reve- 
lation ; unfolding, that is, the mystery of the Divine counsels by 
His words ; displaying the wonders of Divine power by His acts.’ 
In days of old the Creator of the physical world—for God has 
“created all things by Jesus Christ,’”*—He is here manifested as 
the restorer of the moral world, as the author of ‘‘a New Crea- 

tion.”® The scheme of Revelation was not, indeed, completed 
by Himself while on earth. “I have yet many things to say 
unto you,” was His statement to His disciples on the eve of His 

am now come forth to give thee skill and tinderstanding.”—ix. 21,22. So also Zech- 
ariah writes: “‘ And the Lord answered the angel that tallted with me with good 
words. * * * So the angel that communed with me said unto me, Cry thou say- 
ing, Thus saith the Lord of Hosts, I am jealous,” &¢e.—Zech. i. 13, 14. 

? Lecture i. p. 40. 
? “Non enim aliter nos discere poteramus qu sunt Dei, nisi Magister noster, 

Verbum existens, homo factus fuisset. Neque enim alius poterat enarrare nobis que 
sunt Patris, nisi proprium ipsius Verbum. Quis enim alius cognovit sensum Domini ? 
aut quis alius ejus consiliarius factus est?”—S. Irenzeus, Cont. Her., lib. v. i. 1, p. 292. 

3 See Lecture i. p. 24. 4 Eph. iii. 9. 
®"Qore ef Tic év XpioTo, KaLYy KTiotg—2 Cor. v.17. ‘For in Christ Jesus 

neither circumcision availeth anything, nor uncireumcision, but a@ new creation (k atv?) 
kTtovc)—Gal. vi. 15. Cf the remarkable words—‘ And He that sat upon the 
throne said—Behold, I make all things new (kata word mavra).”—Rev. xxi. 5. 

6 §. John, xvi. 12. 
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departure from them ; and although He may have disclosed many 
of such things during the “ forty days” of His appearance “ after 
His Passion,” when He spake to them “ of the things pertaining 
to the kingdom of God,” yet we know that, even after Pente- 
cost, new revelations were needed by them, and that new revela- 
tions were given. 

But whence did these proceed, and by what channels were 
they conveyed ? He Himself has told us how this was to be. 
“When He, the Spirit of truth is come, He will guide you 
into all truth : for He shall not speak of Himself ; but whatsoever 
He shall hear, that shall He speak ; and He will show you things 
to come. He shall glorify Me ; for He shall receive of Mine, and 
shall show it unto you.’”” These words place it beyond question, 
that the entire scheme of the new dispensation (not only that por- 
tion of it unfolded by Himself while on earth, but also what 
was revealed to the Apostles after His Ascension), proceeded 
directly from the Eternal Son ; while the Divine Being under 
whose influence the Apostles were enabled to apprehend such 
mysteries, and who shielded them from all error,—who taught 
them “all things,” and who brought “all things to their remem- 
brance,”—who gave them, in fine, ‘‘a mouth and wisdom which 
all their adversaries could neither gainsay nor resist’* —-was the 
Spirit of Truth, the Holy Ghost, the source of Inspiration. “This 
very principle, indeed, that from the revelations of the Eternal 

Son alone, can man attain to any knowledge of God, His nature, 
or His counsels, is expressly defined in the passage which I have 
chosen as the text of this Discourse: ‘‘ No man knoweth who 
the Son is, but the Father ; and who the Father is, but the Son, 
and he to whom the Son wills to reveal Him.” Thus it is, that 

8. Paul, when referring to the source of his knowledge of Chris- 
tian truth, writes so explicitly—“ I neither received it of man, 

1 Acts, i. 3. 2S. John, xvi. 13, 14. 
*S. John, xiv. 26. 8. Luke, xxi. 15. 
* © dv BovaAnrat 6 Yidc droxadinpar. Baumgarten Crusius attempts to maintain, 

without adducing a particle of proof, that in the preceding verso, and in the parallel 
passage, 8. Matt. xi. 25, the word dexwAvipac, in the sentenco, “ Thou hast hid these 
things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto babes (vy7iorc),” 
merely signifies, ‘ hast made it possible for them to understand ;’—thus losing the 
entire force of the idea ‘to reveal.” Ina note, however, this writer qualifies his as- 
sertion, and considers that the sense which he assigns to. dwexuAvipa¢g may lie in the 
word vyiotg (‘ad intelligentiam eorum”), and droxaAvrrevy still retain its proper 
signification: ‘Cause it to be known through Me,” i. e. Christ.—Grundziige der Bibl. 
Theologie, s. 223. 
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neither was I taught it, but by the revelation of Jé8us Christ ;”” 
while he further informs us of the channel of conveyance,—‘‘ God 
hath revealed them unto us by His Spirit.”” In fine, the first 
words of the Apocalypse announce that the Book is “ the revela- 
tion of Jesus Christ :” and 8. Peter teaches, generally, respecting 
the Prophets of the Old Testament, that it was “‘the Spirit of 
Christ, which was in them,” 

But do the statements of the Old Testament itself correspond 
to these intimations of the New? While proceeding to seek for 
the evidence which is there supplied, let us reflect for a moment 
on the idea of the Divine Word, as Creator of all things. The 
original act of Creation is the foundation of all exhibitions of 
supernatural power, whether by word or by act :—whether they 
be, in short, Revelations, properly so called, or Miracles.‘ . Could 
we conceive this world of ours to have existed from eternity, the 
subject of fixed determinate laws, then, indeed, the introduction 
among the phenomena whica surround us, of any power which 
does not follow the course of nature, must positively disturb and 
disorganize the adjustments of the universe. But seeing that all 

2 AV droKxahiipewc "Incod Xpiotod.—Gal. i. 12. 
2 “Huiy d& dwexdAvwev 6 Oed¢ dta Tod Wvetpuatoc.—l Cor. ii. 10. 
$ “Of which salvation the prophets have inquired * * * who prophesied of 

the grace that should come unto you: searching what or what manner of time the 
Spirit of Christ which was in them (rd év abroig Ivetua Xprorod) did signify, when 
it testified beforehand,” &c.—1 Pet. i. 10,11. These intimations of Scripture have 
been accurately interpreted by the Fathers. See the passages quoted, Lecture ii. p. 
83. To which may be added the express language of two disciples of the Apostles, 
—S. Clement of Rome, and 8. Ignatius. §S. Clement, referring to Psalm. xxxiv. 11- 
17, writes as follows: raidra dé mavra BeBarot 7 tv XpioT@ TioTlg? Kal ydpAdbrog 
Sia Tod Lvevuatog tod ‘Ayiov obtwc mpookadcira quay Aedre, Téxva, x. tT. A—Ad 
Corinth. xxii. And 8S. Ignatius observes: mic yuete duvgodueba Croat ywpic Adtod 
[sedl. "Ijcod Xpicrodl, ob Kai ol mpodjrat pabyta dvtec¢ TH Ivevwate we diddoxarov 
AvTov mpocedoxovv.—Ad Magnes. ix. 

* In the case of the physical world, as Twesten justly observes, there have been 
certain epochs in which plants, and animals, and man, have for the first time ap- 
peared; and it is capable of demonstration that, up to a certain point of time, none 
of these existences had as yet made their appearance. If we cannot avoid acknowl- 
edging here, that certain forces were exercised at such epochs, why not acknowledge 
the same in the realm of history? Jean Paul writes: ‘“‘Wenigstens zwei Wunder 
oder Offenbarungen bleiben euch unbestritten, nimlich die Geburt der Hndlichkeit, 
und die Geburt des Lebens, mitten ins diirre Holz der Materie hinein.”—Levana, Th. 
1, s. 126. Religion, continues Twesten, “represents itself to our inward experience 
as a power to make happy, as a principle of new operations,—nay, of a transforma- 
tion of the whole thought and will; as a new power of life, elevated above that to 
which we formerly belonged, as high as human life is raised above the animal, or the 
physical power of life above the merely mechanical and chemical processes of inani- 
mate nature, Therefore we can regard the origin of Christianity [qu. Revelation] in 
no other light than the origin of vegetable or animal life,—of the instincts of brutes, 
or the consciousness of man; in short, as a New Creation.” — Vorlesungen, ler Band, 
8. 352, ff. ; 
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around us has been called into being at the fiat of Omnipotence, 
each manifestation of supernatural agency, is but a re-appearance 
of the original Creative Power’ penetrating the veil of nature, de- 
termining anew, and giving a new direction to the course of this 
world’s history. The immediate intervention of God in such 
cases, is not to be referred merely to His general activity in Na- 
ture, but must rather be regarded as a concentration, as it were, 
of that activity in certain definite acts, or in certain definite 
organs which represent the spirit and power of the universal 
Revelation. This concentration, again, can come to pass only 
through the creative and revealing Presence of that Divine Being, 
who, having ordained the laws of Nature, and provided for their 
permanence by His unceasing energy, nevertheless at times fur- 
ther unveils His character and His will in new and special reve- 
lations? ‘The Old Testament, in remarkable language, intimates 
that the special miracles of Revelation have ever proceeded from 
such renewed activity of the Creative’ Power ; while it describes 
those miracles as being themselves new centres, as it were, of 
Creation, from which new epochs date, and which manifest, once 
more, as on the first day, the glory of Jehovah.“ The sacred 

? “When mankind,” writes Bishop Butler, “was first placed in this state, there 
was a power exerted, totally different from the present course of nature. Now 
whether this power stopped immediately after it had made man, or went on and ex- 
erted itself farther in giving him a revelation, is a question,” &¢., &¢e.—Analogy, 
part ii. ch. 2. 

? “ Miracles and Prophecy are, properly speaking, nothing more than particularly 
energetic displays of the ‘ demonstration of the Spirit ‘and of power’ (dodeiSewe Ttvev- 
patoc Kal duvduewc 1 Cor. ii. 4); and accordingly only different modes of operation of 
one and the same Cause. What the Miracle is in the department of action, Prophecy 
is in the department of knowledge (miraculwm potenti, scientie)—Beck, Propdd. En- 
twicklung,s.178. Hence the scriptural titles of such exhibitions of the Divine energy, 
duvapecc, Téepata, onueia. Cf. Acts, ii. 22; 2 Cor. xii 12. “Advapic expresses rather 
the objective idea of miracle; Tépac, the subjective; oneztov the visible sign of the 
spiritual fact of God’s kingdom.’ ’—Nitzsch, Syst. der Christl Lehre, § 34. (Mont- 
gomery’s transl., p. 84.) Sack truly observes: “ Die Offenbarung ist nicht Natur im 
empirisch-kosmischen Sinne, sie tritt zwar in die Natur hinein, aber sie ist wesentlich 
tiber der Natur, oder tibernatiirlich, da sie die Selbstdarstellung des Schépfers und 
Herrn der Natur ist. "—Apologetik, 8.121. And he quotes the apposite remark of 
Dr. Julius Miller: “ Ut miraculum non possit non obscurum esse a parte legis natu- 
ralis, tamen apertum est a parte superioris ordinis.’—Jbid. s, 138. 

* Mr. Rogers, in his Essay, “ Reason and Faith,” observes that the time “is com- 
ing when even those who shall object to the evidence which sustains the Christian 
miracles will acknowledge that philosophy requires them to admit that men have no 
eo whatever to dogmatise on the antecedent impossibility of miracles in general 

* * not only because the geologist will have familiarized the world with the 
idea of successive interventions, and, in fact, distinct creative acts, having all the nature 
of miracles,” &e.—p. 43. 

* For example: “Because all those men which have seen My glory, and My mir- 
acles which I did in Egypt and in the wilderness,” &c—Numb. xiv. 22. Again: 
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writers represent God as concentrating His “ great and unsearch- 
able” doings,’ in single, visible acts of Creation, whereby elements 
absolutely new are introduced into the usual series of events. For 
example, Moses thus announces the Divine punishment inflicted 
for the rebellion of Korah : ‘‘ But if the Lord make a new thing 
(the margin of our version renders the original literally, ‘ create 
a creature,”)’? and the earth open her mouth, and they go down 
quick (or still living) into the pit, then ye shall understand that 
these men have provoked the Lord.” In the same manner Jere- 
miah announces the grand miracle of the Incarnation: ‘“ The 
Lord hath created a new thing’ in the earth.” And—to quote a 
passage which expands the idea implied by the texts just ad- 
duced—the Lord of Hosts is described by Isaiah as upbraiding 
the house of Jacob for its “ obstinacy :” ‘‘I have even from the 
beginning declared it to thee, before it came to pass I showed it 
thee. * * * T have showed thee new things from this time, 
even hidden things, and thou didst not know them. They are 
created now, and not from the beginning * * * lest thou 
shouldest say, Behold I knew them,” 

But the Old Testament does not confine itself to this repre- 
sentation of the fact, that the revelations which it contains are 
but new instances of Creative Power, thereby leading us back to 

“This beginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth His 
glory."—S. John, ii. 11. Cf. ix. 3-5; xi. 40. 

? “ Which doeth great things, and unsearchable; marvellous things without num- 
ber.”—Job, v. 9. For this conception of the question I am largely indebted to the 
profound remarks of Beck, loc cit. s. 186 ff. 

? wna oNn2.—Numb. xvi. 30. To take another example from the Pentateuch:— ~ 
“Behold I make a covenant: before all thy : eople will I do marvels, such as have 
not been done [i. e. created, \N7232"ND WN] in all the earth.”"—Exod. xxxiv. 10. Ge 
senius thus explains the term rendered “‘ marvels,” mindD2: “ Ahrabiliter facta, mtra- 
cula Dei, tum in mundo creando et sustentando (Ps. ix. 2; xxvi. 7; xl. 6), tum in 

_ populo suo juvando patrata (Hx. xxxiv. 10; Jos. iii. 5).” 
3 TwIN mM NK 2.—Jer. xxxi. 22. 
* Tsai. xlviii. 5-7. ‘New things,” miwin; ‘they are created,” N72). 
Cf. also the following texts: ‘‘Behold the former things are. come to pass, and 

new things (mryim) do I declare,” Isai. xlii. 9); “ Remember ye not the former things, 
neither consider the things of old. Behold I will do a new thing * * * I will 
even make a way in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert” (xliii. 18,19). Cf 
Isai. iv. 5; xli. 20; xlv. 8. That the ideas expressed by the terms N72 and DIN 
are considered by the sacred writers strictly cognate, will appear from the following 
passages: “So is this great and wide sea wherein are things creeping innumerable, 
both small and great beasts. * * * Thou sendest forth Thy Spirit, they are cre- 
ated (j1N7>>): and thou renewest (v1) the face of the earth.”—Ps. civ. 30. “ Create 
(x72) in me a clean heart, O God; and renew (w1m) a right spirit within me.”—Ps. 
li. 10. “Behold I create new heavens (o°w1m PYaw NN], and a new earth.”—Isai. 
Ixv. 17; cf. Ixvi. 22. 

’ 
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the Author of all creation—the Eternal Son ;' it presents Him 
directly to our view, as unfolding in Person the Divine counsels, 
under the mysterious character of the ANGEL or Jenova. ‘To 
this title—employed for the first time to describe His appearance 
in the age of Abraham, laying the foundation, as it were, of all 
future revelations to the chosen race,—some attention must be 
devoted. 

The passages of the Old Testament which refer to this aspect 
of Revelation may be reduced to three heads.’ In the first 
place, the Angel of Jehovah, by the use of the first person sin- 
gular, identifies Himself with the Divine Nature. Thus, “ The 
Angel of the Lord’ said unto Hagar, I will multiply thy seed 
exceedingly ;” and in a subsequent verse we read, that ‘ She 
called the name of JEHovAn that spake unto her, Thou God 
seest me.” Secondly, reference is made to the Angel, so as to 
prevent our understanding any other than a Being essentially 
Divine. For example, Jacob says, “God, before whom my 
fathers Abraham and Isaac did walk, the God which fed me all 
my life long unto this day, the ANGrL which redeemed me from 

' Bishop Bull writes: ‘“ Esto igitur, inquies, fuerit Deus, qui in veteri Testamento, 
sive per Angelum, sive sub Angelica repreesentatione sanctis viris apparuit, et locutus 
est; at qua demum ratione adducti crediderunt Doctores, fuisse Dei Filium ? Respon- 
deo: Ratione, ni fallor, optima, quam ex traditione Apostolica edidicerant. Scilicet 
Deus Pater, quemadmodum per Filium Suum mundum primitus condidit creavitque; 
ita per eundem Filium Se deinceps mundo patefecit.”—Defensio Fid. Nicene, sect. 1. 
ch. 1. § 12, p. 11. ed, 1721. 

® This classification of the passages in question, I borrow from Sack, “ Apologetik,” 
s. 170 ff 

* mim yb2.—Gen. xvi. 9-11. Again we read: “And the Angel of the Lord 
(> 5x57) called unto him out of heaven and said, Abraham, Abraham; and he said, 
Here am J. And He said, Lay not thine hand upon the lad * * * for now I 
know that thou fearest God (o°75x), seeing thou hast not withheld thy son, thine only 
son from Mz” (137272 NIM NF).—Gen. xxii. 11,12. So also Exod. iii, 2: “The Angel 
of the Lord (> 4x572) appeared unto” Moses “in a flame of fire out of the midst of a 
bush;” * * #* ‘And when the Lord (mm) saw that he turned aside to see, God 
(ond) called unto him out of the midst of the bush” (ver. 4) * * * “Moreover 
He said, I am the God of thy father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the 
God of Jacob. And Moses hid his face; for he was afraid to look upon God (e°75xNn- 
>x). And the Lord (m7) said” &c. (ver. 6,7). Bishop Bull observes: “Cum Patres 
communiter asserunt, Angelum, qui Abrahamo et Mosi apparuit, cuique nomen Jeho- 
ve, et divini honores tribuuntur, fuisse Dei Filium, duplicem id sensum admittit: 
nempe, vel fuisse Deum, i. e. Filium Dei, nomine Angeli significatum, quia Ipse cor- 
pus assurnserit, sive speciem visibilem, qualem Angeli usurpare solent; vel Filium 
Dei fuisse in Angelo, hoe est, Angelum fuisse, qui corpus assumsit, et Filium Dei 
fuisse in Angelo, per assistentiam nempe et preesentiam singularem.”—Def. Fid. Nic., 
Sect. 1. ch. i. § 11, p. 10. Bishop Bull considers the latter of these senses to be that 
which the Ancients approved. I. g. he quotes the words of S. Athanasius on Exod. 
iii. 2-6 (Cont Arian. Orat. iii, § 14, t. i. p. 563): “ What was seen was an Angel; but 
God spoke in him;” and he refers, in confirmation’ of this view, to Exod. xxiii. 20, 
“My Name is in Him,”—words which will be considered under the third head. 
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all evil, bless the lads ;'\—where the identification of the Angel 
with Him from whom alone all blessing flows, and who redeems 
from evil, cannot be doubted. Thirdly, a certain distinction is 
made between the Angel of Jehovah and Jehovah Himself ; but 
in such a manner as to represent that the essence of Deity had 
become manifest and operative in the former. Thus Jehovah 
says: “ Behold I send an AnceEt before thee to keep thee in the 
way. * * * Beware of Him, and obey His voice ; provoke 
Him not ; for He will not nade your transgressions : for My 
Name is in Him ;”*—where, even without dwelling upon the sig- 
nification of the phrase “the Name of Jehovah,” we can only 
understand such words as describing a distinct, Divine Person- 
ality.” 

An expression in the Epistle to the Hebrews, casts further 
light on the class of texts which have been just considered. The 
sacred writer observes : “‘ Wherefore, holy brethren, partakers of 

* Gen. xlviii. 15,16. S. Athanasius writes: “ None of created and natural angels 
did he join to God their Creator, nor rejecting God that fed him did he from angel ask 
the blessing on his grandsons; but in saying ‘Who delivered me from all evil’ 
press Syn ban] he showed that it was no created angel, but the WorD oF 
Gop, whom he joined to the Father in his prayer, through Whom, whomsoever He 
will, God doth deliver. For knowing that He is also called the Father’s ‘Angel of 
great counsel’ [Isai. ix. 6, ueyuAne Bovate “A yy eXoc, LXX.], he said that none » other 
than He was the Giver of blessing, and Deliverer from evil. Nor was it that he de- 
sired a blessing for himself from God, but for his grandchildren from the Angel, but 
be. hom he himself had besought saying, ‘I will not let Thee go except Thou bless 

e, (for that was God, as he says himself, ‘I have seen God face to face,’ [Gen. xxxii. 
26, 30] )—Him he prayed to bless also the sons of Joseph.”— Cont. Arian. Orat. ili. 
§ 12. t. 1. p. 561. (Oxf Transl. p. 418.) 

* Exod. xxiii, 20, 21. Hence Sack concludes “that > abn is to be translated 
not “an Angel of Jehovah,” but ‘the Angel of Jehovah,’—or the appearing, the 
revelation of Jehovah; the idea being ‘Jehovah in His visibility.’”—Apologetik, s. 
171. Cf. the promise vouchsated on the withdrawal (see infra, p. 127, note *) of the . 
Uncreated Angel (‘ My Presence (722) shall go with thee, and I will give thee rest”— 
Ex. xxxiii. 14), with the statement: ‘In all their afflictions he was afflicted, and the 
Angel of His Presence (725 JN572) saved them.”—Isai. lxiii. 9. On the phrase here 
employed Olshansen observes: “In Exod. xxxiii. 20, 23, 5°25 is used for the myste- 
rious, invisible God; while His becoming revealed, and therefore the Son [das Offen- 
barwerdende (also der Sohn, !] is called ‘His back’ w>nx. In Isaiah, lxiii. 9, how- 
ever, the Revealer of God Himself i is called m{25 yd. ”— Comm. itber Johann, [he Vis 
B. ii. s. 34. 

* The manner in which Jewish writers have understood the texts just quoted will 
be seen from the following extracts:—Philo writes: “Ew¢ wey ydp ob TeAeiwraL, HyF- 
peove Tig dd00 ypzTat A6yw Gein: Xongwoe yap éorw, *Idod imooTéAAw Tov dyyedov 
flov mpd Tpocdrouv cov k. T. A. [Exod. xxiii. 20].—De Migr. Abr. t. i. p. 463. In the 
remarkable personification of the Divine Wisdom to be found in the Apocrypha, we 
find this same truth developed. We are told that wisdom guided them in a maryel- 
ous way, and was unto them for a cover by day and a light of stars in the night sea- 
s0n; brought them through the Red Sea * * * drowned their enemies,” &c.— 
Wisdom, x. 17-19. Compare the words of S. Paul,—‘‘ Neither let us tempt Christ as 
some of them also tempted, and were destroyed of serpents.”—1 Cor. x. 9. 
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the heavenly calling, consider the Apostte and High Priest of 
our profession, Christ Jesus.” The true force of these words 
will at once appear, if we compare the etymology of the expres- 
sion “‘ Apostle,” with that of the title applied in the Old Testa- 
ment, as we have seen, to the Person of the Eternal Word, in 
His character of Revealer... Christ is here called ‘‘ Apostle,” or 
“‘ Messenger,” with plain reference to His office, under the former 
dispensation, as ‘ Angel of Jehovah.” The term ‘“ Angel,” in- 
deed, could not have been employed without confusing the mean- 
ing; for, in the two preceding chapters, it had been used to de- 
note the species of Angels as distinguished from the human 
race ; and hence, it could not fitly describe, in the passage be- 
fore us, the peculiar office of Christ as “tke Angel.” The inspired 
writer, accordingly, selects for this purpose the term ‘‘ Apostle ;” 
which equally denotes the same idea, and which is borrowed from 
a verb continually employed by 8. John, in a strictly technical 
sense, to signify the ‘ mission’ of the Eternal Son into the world, 
—this Evangelist repeatedly describing Christ as “ the Apostle,” 
or as He “whom God hath sent’” SS. Paul, therefore, in the 

* Heb. iii. 1. It is to be observed that in the previous portion of this Epistle (ch. 
i. 4; ii. 9), a contrast is drawn between Christ and angels (dyyeAor in the plural). 
At first sight it might appear that this contrast would have been heightened, had 
the opposition been drawn between the Son of God and * The Angel of Jehovah” 
(** JNd%2), so often referred to in the Old Testament. The remarks already made 
explain why this has not been done:—*‘ the Angel of Jehovah” was no definite an- 
gelic being. The ¥* 7x57 was not a person in subordination to God,—was no individual 
of the number of created angels, of whose instrumentality God might have availed 
Himself,—but He was Himself God, as he appeared in the form of an Angel. See 
Ebrard, “ Der Brief an die Hebraer,” s. 33. 

2 "Ov yao dwéotrechev 6 Ocdc.—sS, John, iii. 34. 6 Marjo wedwéotadakcer. 
—v. 36. Of vi. 29; x. 36; and in fine: “As my Father hath sent (déréoraArev) 
Me, even so send (zéu7w) I you"—xx. 21, where the difference of the two verbs, 
clearly denotes the technical application of the former. This same technical signifi- 
cation of the verb, by which 8. John denotes the ‘ mission’ of the Son into the world, 
we find elsewhere in the language of 8. Paul: ‘‘ When the fulness of time was come, 
God sent forth (éfawéorevAcv) His Son.”—Gal. iv. 4. See Ebrard, tbid. s. 126. 

C. A. Keil (‘‘Opuscula Academica” Lipsixe, 1821.) gives some important refer- 
ences, which illustrate that view of the text in the Kpistle to the Hebrews which I 
have taken from Ebrard, and also the general notion of the Logos as the Revealer. 
KE. g. Ocd¢ obv Ov 6 Adyog, Ka) ix Ocod wepuKac, dro7’ dv BovAntar 6 ILatAp Tay dAwr, 
mépTer abTov ele Twa TOTOY, O¢ Tapaywomevos Kai dKoveTat Kai dpdétat.—Theophilus, 
Ad Autolyc. ii. § 22. p. 365. “ Atque hac ipsa de causa [observes Keil] Ocod etiam 
dyyeAog el dwootodog iis [scil. Patribus] dicitur, quod diserte docent Justini 
Mart. et Originis loca, quorum ille quidem itu habet: xa dyyedoc d® Kadeitat, Kad 
dnooToAo:. a’to¢g yap dmayyéAAe boa ei yvuoiivar, ka dmw@OoocTEALET aL pnvicur 
boa dyyéAAerat.—Apol. i. § 63, p. 81; hic autem sie: duvarae d3 Kad 6 Adyog Yidg 
elvat Tapa TH drayyéd\Aew Td Kpvdia Tod ILatpd¢g éxeivou * * * Kai xabd Adyor 
éorl ueyuAnc Tuyydvet Bova “Ayyedoc Ov. K. T. A—Tom, i. in Joan. t. iv. p. 46 [ef 
the use of this quotation from the LXX. of Isaiah, ix. 6, by 5S. Athanasius, supra, p. 
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Epistle to the Hebrews alludes to the Angel of Jehovah, who, 
under the Law, had revealed God to the people ; referring at the 
same time to the High Priest who was the representative of the 
people before God." With these features of the Theocratic dis- 
pensation he compares the Christian scheme. “Consider,” he 
writes, “the Apostle and High Priest of our (i. e. the Christian) 
profession > and he then goes on to develop at some length the 
comparison thus instituted. 

These statements of Scripture having been premised, let us 
look to the circumstances under which the immediate interven- 
tion of the Uncreated Angel was withdrawn.’ As in after times 
the Jewish people “‘ denied the Holy One and the Just,” so in the 
days of Moses they rebelled against their Divine Gunes they 
despised the stern warning of Jehovah, and worshipped the calf 
in Horeb. On that occasion the solemn promise, that the Un- 
created Angel should continue to precede the armies of Israel, 
was as solemnly revoked, and a created angel assigned as their 
leader. “I will send an angel before thee,” said the Lord, 
«  % & % for I will not go up in the midst of thee, for thou 
art a stifi-necked people: lest I consume thee in the way.” 

ol 

124, note*]. ‘Hine vero jam illud etiam repetendum est, quod hune Adyov Vet. 
quidem Test. temperibus non modo sub variis formis hominibus docuerunt adparuisse, 
sed prophetis etiam, que tradi ab iis vellet, suppeditasse. Nov. autem Test. tem- 
poribus in Mariam eum dicebat se demisisse, hominemque factum esse.”—-p. 503. 
To which I may add the words of Clemens Alex.: 7) yépy ody mpdtepov TO xpeaBuTépw 
Aaa, mpecBuTépa Stabykn Hv, Kal vouog éxaidayoyer TOV Aady peTd GOBov, Kai Adyog ' 
dyyedoc "Kaw d8 Kai véw Aad, Karvy Kal véa StaOjKn SedOpyTat, Kat 6 Adyog yeyév4 
rar * * * Kal b pvotikd¢ éxeivog “Ayyedog ’Inoot¢ tixktetar—Pedagogus. lib. i. 
e 7. p. 133. 

? Ebrard writes as follows: “ Betrachten wir nun das Attribut Tov dméoToAov kat 
apytepéa Tic duodoyiac fyudv niiher. ’AméaroAoc heisst Jesus nach seiner Analogie 
mit dem ¥ 4x57, als Bote Gottes an die Menschen, dpyrepev¢ nach seiner Analogie 
mit dem 51737 77> als Vertreter der Menschen vor Gott.”—Jvid. s. 125. 

? The view which I take of this question is, I am aware, attended with some diffi- - 
culty. So profound a theologian as Bishop Bull has observed: ‘‘ Ad éxupavetac sub 
Veteri Testamento quod attinet, hactenus cum Augustino consentimus, non semper 
in Angelo prasentia singulari adfuisse Deum; sed multa per solos angelos adminis- 
trasse: quin et modum excessisse in hae questione Veteres nonnullos, haud negamus. 
Preeterea quando merus angelus, quando autem Deus in Angelo apparucrit, siepe dif- 
ficilem esse conjecturam, ultro fatemur. "Def. Fid. Nic. Sect. iv. cap. ili. § 15, p. 245. 
The difficulty has been also noticed by S. Athanasius: “Nor on seeing an angel 
would a man say he had seen the Father; for angels, as it is written, are ‘minister- 
ing spirits sent forth to minister’ | Ifeb. ie 14], and are heralds of gifts g given by Him 
through the Word to those who receive them. * * * And he who “‘beholds a vis- 
ion of angels knows that he has seen the angel, and not God. For Zacharias saw an 
angel: and Hsaias saw the Lord. Manoe, the father of Samson, saw an angel; but 
Moses beheld God. Gideon saw an angel, but to Abraham appeared God.”— Cont» 
Arian. Orat. iii. § 14. t. i. p. 563 ics Transl. p. 420.) 4 

* Exod. xxxili. 2, 3. , 

‘ 

- 
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Here, then, as in the age of the Incarnation, the Personal Pres- 
ence of the Eternal Son is withdrawn ; and here, too, although 
in a veiled and mysterious manner, that Presence was supplied. 
God promises the people that they should not be forsaken : 
“My Presence shall go with thee, and I will give thee rest.”’! 
Henceforward, as in the Gospel times,’ God’s dispensation was 
no longer administered by the Personal Presence of the Eternal 
Son ; but in both cases certain glimpses of His appearance were, 
from time to time, vouchsafed, Not to dwell upon other in- 
stances, Daniel’ saw “one like the Son of Man, who came to the 
Ancient of Days ;” just as 8. Stephen‘ beheld “the Son of Man, 
standing on the right hand of God.” So, too, the object of 
Zechariah’s vision seems to have been identical with the Divine 
‘ 

1 Ibid. ver. 14. Dr. Mill writes as follows:—‘ That the Angel of the Lord who 
preceded the children of Israel from Egypt in the cloud and in the fire was (agreeably 
to. Exod. xiii. 20, 21; coll. xiv. 19, 20; Numb, xx. 6, &.), the Lord Himself, pos- 
sessor of the incommunicable name 717"; and that this Angel of the Covenant, as he 
is termed in Mal. iii. 1 coll. Gen. xlviii. 15, 16, &c., is the Uncreated Word, who ap- 
peared in visible form to Jacob and Moses, and who was in the fulness of time incar 
nate in the Person of Jesus Christ, is the known undoubted faith of the Chureh of 
God, and needs not to be enlarged on here. This same Uncreated Angel, in whom 
was the Name of the Lord, is promised by the mouth of Moses in Exod. xxiii. 20-23, 
to continue to precede the armies of Israel, and cut off the Canaanites before them: 
but with an awful caution annexed, that they should be careful not to provoke that 
august Preseucé, intolerant of any contact with sin. But after the transgression of the 
calf in Horeb, it is as solemnly propounded in Exod. xxxiii. 2, 3, that another angel, 
expressly distinguished from the Divinity, and therefore a created being, should exe- 
cute that part of the former's province which consisted in preceding their host and 
exterminating their enemies; the Divine Presence which would otherwise consume 
them being withdrawn. And though the worst part of this sentence was removed, 
as we find in the subsequent part of the chapter, by the intercession of Moses,—and 
the cloudy pillar that indicated the Divine Shekinah or inhabitation was restored to 
the tabernacle, and continued there,—there is no proof that the function assigned in 
ver. 2 to the created angel should be superseded; while in the later Prophets, and in 
the testimony of the New Testament respecting the elder Sinaitic dispensation as 
subjected to created angels (Acts, vii.53; Gal. iii. 19; Heb. i; ii. 2-5), we have a 
strong argument for its continuance. "_The Christian Advocate's Publication for 1841, 
Note A, p. 92. 

Dr. Mill then proceeds to consider the passage, where one who describes himself 
as Captain or Prince of the hdsi of the Lord (17"-N2=-7D), appears to Joshua.—Josh. 
v. 13-15. “In expressing the belief that this leader of the heavenly host, who con- 
ducted the people of Israel into Canaan, and vanquished their enemies before them, 
was a created angel, i. e. the Michael of Daniel, to whom the same functions with 
respect to Israel are ascribed,—and not, as many have supposed, the Divine Word or 
Angel of the Presence, who appeared i in various manners to Jacob in Peniel, to Moses 
in the flaming bush, and elsewhere, I follow the general consent of ancient jnterpret- 
ers, and what appears to me the obvious sense of tlie Scripture.”—ZJbid. p. 54. For 
Dr.-Mill’s remarks on this question see Appendix I, 

*“ When the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, 
* * # He shall testify of me. 1S, John, xy. 26. “Itis expedient for you that 
I go away.”—xvi. 7. 

* Dan. vii. 13. ; * Acts, vii. 56. 
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Being whom 8. John describes: “And I saw heaven opened, 
and behold a white horse ; and He that sat upon him was called 
Faithful and True: * ee and He was clothed with a vest- 
ure dipped in blood, and His name is called THe Worp oF 
Gop.” At all events, we know that, subsequently to the age 
of. Moses, the Domaiivte communications of Jehovah, as a gen- 
eral rule, ceased ; and that certain means were made use of for 
conveying His gore Gnate : “There arose not”—such is the defi- 

nite information given in the last words of the Pentateuch—~ 
“‘ There arose not a prophet since in Israel like unto Moses, whom 
Jehovah knew face to face.” For the Prophets who followed, 
God appointed certain channels, through which His revelations 
were to flow. “If there be a prophet among you, I the Lord 
will make myself known unto him in a vision, and will speak unto . 
him in a dream.” . 

But although the Personal Presence of the Logos was thus 
withdrawn, the language in which the sacred writers who followed 
Moses speak of the Divine influence under which they acted, 
while it distinctly points to an intermediate agency, intimates, at 
the same time, the indissoluble connexion with, and relation to 
the Eternal Word, of the means by which His Presence was 
supplied, and His revelations were communicated, Let us briefly 
consider how the agency now introduced is spoken of. It is 
described, generically, as ‘the Spirit of God.” Thus “the Spint 
of God” comes equally upon Balaam and Saul, as upon the pro- 
phets Azariah and Ezekiel. The exercise of the Divine influ- 

1 Rey. xix. 11-13. Cf “Tsaw by night, and behold a man riding upon a red 
horse, and he stood among the myrtle trees that were in the bottom; and behind 
him were there red horses speckled and white,” &¢c.—Zech. i. 8. 

* Numb. xii. 6, Besides those passages in which mention is made of the Personal 
appearance of the Divine Being, the Old Testament refers to a twofold manifestation 
of God in the world: (1.) He dwells in the midst of Israel:—‘‘ Let them make me a 
sanctuary that I may dwell ((m2>v) among them”—Ex. xxv. 8; cf. Deut. xxxiii. 12, 
16. (2.) The Lord continually speaks with Patriarchs and Prophets. ‘‘ For both 
exhibitions of the divine agency, the Jewish Mystics have formed peculiar expres- 
sions—the Shekinah and the Memra (N-y2v2 and M2DD). * * * The term Sheki- 
nah is found as well in the purely Pharisaical books (e. g. the Talmud) as in the Mys- 
tical. The Memra, on the other hand, belongs merely to the Targums.” * * * 
“Tn fact, the Memra is a Hebrew coloring of the Alexandrine Logos.”—Gfrérer, Das 
Jahrhundert des Heils, i. s. 300 ff. The term éaoxnrdécn in the New Testament 
(“that the power of Christ might rest upon me,” 2 Cor. xii. 9), has been thought to 
contain an allusion to the Shekinah. 

* In such cases we find the ‘Spirit of Jehovah,” and the “ Spirit of Hlohim” used 
ora iol Thus, “ The Spirit of God (a TDx i) came upon” Bal: 1am—Numb. 
xxiv. 2; Samuel teils Saul that “the Spirit of the Lord (Am m4) will come upon” 
him.—1 Sam. x. 6; and at ver. 10 we read that “the Spirit of God (av75x m7) came 
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ence, however, is more frequently represented by certain meta- 
phorical expressions. Of Ezekiel, for example, we read: ‘The 
Spirit of the Lord fell upon me, and said unto me,”’—words 
which are immediately preceded by the statement : “ The Spirit 
lifted me up, and brought me unto the east gate of the Lord’s 
house’;” which passages, taken together, denote that by the 
power of the Spirit he was raised to the state of prophetic ec- 
stacy, analogous to that described in the New Testament, where 
it is said of 8. Peter, that “a trance or ecstacy fell upon” him.’ 
Again, it is said of Zechariah the son of Jehoiada, of Amasai, 
and of Gideon, that they were “ clothed” (as the margin of our 
version correctly renders the Hebrew term) with the Spirit ;° a 
phrase identical with that employed by our Lord Himself: 
“Tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem, until ye be exdued with 
power from on high.’ 

The Divine influence is also frequently denoted by the expres- 
sion, ‘the hand of the Lord.” Thus we read that “the hand 
of the Lord was on Elijah.”* Ezekiel writes : “The hand of the 
Lord God fell there upon me”’—meaning that he there became 
conscious of the mental excitement produced by the Spirif.\ And 
to the same effect, Jeremiah says: “I sat alone, because of Thy 
hand ;” or, in the language of Isaiah, “‘ The Lord spake thus to 
me with a strong hand.” ‘This latter phrase is repeated by 
Eizekiel,—“ The hand of the Lord was strong upon me,” and de- 
notes : “I was impelled by Divine Spirit :” or, as the Chaldee 
paraphrase renders, “I was under the influence of prophecy.” 

upon him.” Again, “The Spirit of God (o">dx mm) came upon Azariah tho son of 
Oded,”—2 Chron. xv. 1; while Ezekiel writes: “The Spirit of the Lord (717 mn) 
fell upon me.”—xi. 5. In Isaiah, we meet with a slight variation of the phrase, ‘ The 
Spirit of the Lord God (M17. 72"x mM) is upon me.”—lxi. 1. Hence the New Testa- 
ment phrase to denote the state in which revelations were received, év mvetuate = 
mms. E. g. our Lord says: “ How then doth David in spirit (¢v Iveijuare) call Him 
Lord ?”—S. Matt. xxii. 43; and S. John,—“ TI was in the Spirit (¢v Uvevuarz) on the 
Lord’s day.”—Rev. i. 10; iv. 2; xvii. 3: cf. év éxordoer.—aActs, xi. 5. 

? Ezek. xi. 5. Ym by dpm. =At ver. 1, we read simply mn. 
*? Acts, x. 10, Griesbach reads, érézecev ; Lachmann and Tischendorf, ¢yévero. 

In either case, however, the parallel holds; for while we find 5=) in the case before 
us, we read M7 in several others, e. g. Numb. xxiv. 2; 2 Chron. xv. 1, &. &e. In 
support of éérecev, cf. Gen. xv. 12 (LXX.) éxaraaic érémece (MDD2) TH "ABpap. 

* Of Zechariah (2 Chron. xxiv. 20), it is said, Mw25 OMbN my. Of Amasai (1 
Chron. xii. 18), simply Mv3d min. Of Gideon (Judges, vi. 34), Mead maT Mh. 

*S. Luke, xxiv. 49. évdtionobe. *1 Kings, xviii. 46. Ann YT. 
® Ezek. viii. 1. MT NT OD D> dom. 
™ Jer. xv. 17; Isai. viii. 11; Ezek. iii. 14. Gesenius translates the original of 

Isai. viii. 11, by the words: “ Denn also sprach Jehovah zn mir in der Entziickung ;” 
on which he observes:—‘Of the spiritual influence (Begeisterung) which comeg 

9 
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That this is the true signification of the metaphor, ‘“ the hand 
of the Lord,” will appear more distinctly from a statement of 
Ezekiel : “‘ The hand of the Lord was upon me, and carried me 
out in the Spirit of the Lord,’—a condition analogous to that 
described more concisely by 8. John in the Apocalypse, as being 
“in the Spirit.”” With reference to this subject the New Testa- 
ment, indeed, but repeats the language of the Old. For example: 
S. Luke writes of 8. John the Baptist: ‘ The hand of the Lord 
was with him ;’” and the same Evangelist records the expression 
of Christ: “If I by the finger of God”—that is, as 8. Matthew 
in the parallel passage explains the words, “If I by the Spirit 
of God”—“ cast out devils.”* This phrase, “the hand of the 

upon the Prophet, when the Deity appears to him, and urges him to speak, to act, 
and to work in Its name, the Hebrew says not merely: ‘the Spirit of God came 
upon him’ (Ezek. xi. 5), but still more frequently : 5» Ann" 7~—‘the hand of Je- 
hovah came upon’ (Hzek. i.3; iii. 14, 22; xxxiii. 22; xxxvii. 1, and with 559 ‘ fell 
upon me,’ viii. 1), and once: ‘the hand of the Lord was strong upon me,’ Mpim_ 75D 
v1 —Ezek. iii. 14 [Gesenius translates ‘die Hand Jehova’s trieb mich an”], ef. on 
pin Exod. xii 33. [The Egyptians were urgent”]. Hence mim directly implies 
the spiritual influences which constitute a Prophet, and the revelations which he re- 
ceived. Thus Jer. xv. 17: ‘Isat not in the assembly of the mockers, nor rejoiced; 
Tsat alone because of Thy hand :’—*naw" 772 77 "2572 (“ wegen deiner Offenbarungen 
sass ich einsam”). To the latter passages, and especially Hzek. iii. 14 (a comparison 
which Jarchi has already with great aptness pointed out), the passage before us 
(Isai. viii. 11) is to be joined: ‘77 mpi, properly ‘in the impulse of the hand of 
God’ (im Antrieb der Hand Gottes), i. e. when I was urged by the Divine Spirit, 
when God revealed Himself to me. Excellently the Chaldee': xn 22 Dpnaa, in im- 
petu prophetic. * * * The Syriac, Luther, Lowth, &c. explained, from an unac- 
quaintance with this usage of language, ‘while,’ or ‘as if He caught me by the hand’ 
(indem, od. als ob er mich bey der Hand fasste); cf 2 pumn to catch by the hand.”— 
Der Prophet Jesaia, i. 8. 338, 

1 Ezek. xxxvii. 1; Rey. i. 10. This conclusion is fully confirmed by the follow- 
ing striking passage: “ All this, said David, the Lord made me understand in writing 
by his hand upon me,” (*2wh *>» Ya aND3 D5), 1 Chron. xxviii. 19; as well as 
by the statement of the New Testament, that the men of God spake i706 Hvetvjarog 
‘Ayiov gepomevou—2S8. Pet. i. 21. 

2 8. Luke, i. 66 yelp Kupiov=rim 7. This sense of 7 denoting power, influence, 
is quite in accordance with Hebrew usage. E. g. “Their inhabitants were of small 
power.” 2 Kings, xix. 26; where the marginal reading “short of hand” gives a’ 
literal rendering of the original, 7-7. We may also compare the use, by the New 
Testament writers, of dvvaycc and dévayuc tnpiorov, parallel with a reference to the 
Holy Ghost—S. Luke, i. 35; Acts, x. 38; 1 Thess. i. 5. 

3S. Luke, xi. 20, ei 02 év daxTvAw Ocod &kBaAdw. S. Matt. xii. 28, ei d? év IIved- 
pare Oe0d éyd éxBuAdw. Cf. Exod. viii. 19 [15], “ This is the finger of God,” Nin DIEN 
pbx :-—LXX. AdkrvAoc Ocod éotitodro. This parallelism has been noticed from a 
very early period. Thus Didymus of Alexandria (flor. A. D. 370, “ Magna, apud om- 
nes, admiratione habitus.”—Cave, ist. Lit.) writes :—“ Salvator ait: ‘Si autem ego 
in digito Dei ejicio damonia, ergo supervenit in vos regnum Dei.’ Hune eundem 
locum alius Hvangelista describens, loquentem intulit Filium: ‘Si autem ego in 
Spiritu Dei ejicie dsemonia.’ Ex quibus ostenditur, digitum Dei esse Spiritum 
Sanctum. Si ergo conjunctus est digitus manui, et manus ei cujus manus est: et 
digitus sine dubio ad ejus substantiam refertur cujus digitus est."—De Spiritu Sancio, 
c, xx. (ap. Galland. t. vi. p. 271.) 
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Lord,” we meet in combination with another as frequently em- 
ployed, and no less important : “‘ The word of the Lord came ex- 
pressly unto Ezekiel, * *™ * and the hand of the Lord was 
there upon him.” It is needless to adduce examples of the re- 
currence of the expression—‘‘ The word of the Lord” came to 
such or such a prophet : Moses thus denotes revelations in the 
time of Abraham ; it is used by David,’ as well as by those who 
were officially prophets. In the Gospels, too, the phrase is ap- 
plied to 8. John the Baptist in the very language and tone of 
the Old Testament : ‘The word of. God came unto John the son 
of Zacharias in the wilderness ;’”*—the identity of expression in- 

? Ezek. i. 3. While considering such phrases, the following unique form of quo- 
tation cannot be passed over. Our Lord Himself says: ‘Therefore alsa said the 
Wisdom of God (dud todro Kal 7 Lo Gia Tod Oeod eizev), I will send them prophets,” 
&e.—S. Luke, xi. 49. The parallel passage in 8. Matthew (xxiii. 34) simply gives— 
“Wherefore behold J send unto you prophets,” &c.—without any indication of the 
words being a quotation. One can hardly doubt, however, that our Lord expressly 
refers to 2 Chron. xxiv. 19: “Yet He sent prophets to them, to bring them again 
unto the Lord; and they testified against them: but they wauld not give ear;?— 
especially as this statement of the sacred writer is at once followed by the account of 

‘the putting Zechariah to death, to which event Christ has alluded, in immediate con- 
nexion with the words just adduced from 8. Luke and 8, Matthew. The difficulty 
arising from the want of exact agreement of this quotation with any passage of the 
Old Testament is somewhat exaggerated by Olshausen; nevertheless, assuming that 
there is a reference, he acutely observes: “If this be so, then the Redeemer in Mat- 
thew speaks not merely as a Person bounded by the limits of a temporal life, but as 
the Son of God, as the essential Wisdom (Prov, viii.; Ecclus. xxiv.), which S. Luke 
introduces as speaking, and by whose intervention from the beginning all prophets 
and holy men of God have entered on their office (Wisd. vii27). [‘ In all ages en- 
tering into holy souls, she (Wisdom) maketh them friends of God, and prophets” ]. 
In this case there would be no essential difference between Matthew and Luke.” 
Olshausen adds, “if Jesus calls Himself, in John, the Truth, the Resurrection, and 
the Life, why shall He not also descrihe Himself as Wisdom ?”—Comment. B. i. 8. 
850. That an absence of literal agreement is no proof that the Old Testament has 
not been directly referred to, will be shown in Lecture vii. infra. 

? “he word of the Lord came unto Abram.”—Gen, xv. 1. ‘And David said to 
Solomon * * * the word of the Lord came to me.”—1 Chron. xxii. 8. In both 
cases we read MINw~727: the LXX., however, have translated the original in the 
former of these passages by fia Kupiov, in the latter by Adyor Kuvpiov,—employing 
pijua and Adyoc indifferently. See infra, p. 132, &e. With such phrases we may 
compare the words of Simeon (S. Luke, ii. 29): “according to Thy word”—«ard 7d 
Piya Lov (scil. mpd¢ éu® épyouevov); in which expression he, of course, refers to the 
fact stated by the Evangelist: xai 7v aire Keypnuatiouévov bird Tov Mvevuatog Tob 
‘Ayiov (ver. 26), on the form of which ypnuaricuoc S. Luke is silent. As to the term 
by which the Divine communication is here expressed, it is to be noted that ‘“ ypy- 
variferv, in profane Greek, denotes ‘to transact public business,’ ‘to communicate 
answers and decrees ;’—so#a, ‘to receive such decrees, &c.’ In Hellenistic Greek, 
the expression appears in the same sense, with a reference, however, to the province 
of Divine things: ypyuarifer, ‘to give Divine commands’ (cf. Heb. xii. 25);—ec8a, 
‘to receive the same.’ [So Jer. xxvi. 2; xxix. 23.] Cf S. Matth. ii. 12,22. For 
the signification, ‘to take and bear a title or name,’ quite usual among profane 
writers, see Acts, xi. 26; Rom. vii. 3.’—Olshausen, Comment., i. s. 69. 

* 8. Luke, iii. 2. On this passage Olghausen observes:—*‘ Peculiar to Luke, iii. 2, 
is the addition, éyévero Pia Ocod im ‘lwavvyy, which corresponds to the phrase so 
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dicating, doubtless, the continuity of the Baptist’s position with 
that of the servants of God, under the old dispensation whose 
ranks he closed: “‘ For the Law and the Prophets were until 
John.” 

The New Testament usage of the expression, ‘‘ The word of 
God” (pia Oeod, in the singular, as employed by 8. Luke in the 
passage just quoted,) may help to discover its true force. It re- 
sults from an examination of the texts in which the phrase occurs, 
that it invariably implies the Divine spiritual influence. To 

usual among the prophets, 5» Y" 42 77. This remark represents, in the first place, 
the public appearance of John as an act not proceeding from his own reflexion, but 
as conditioned by a higher impulse. Secondly, the mode of operation of the higher 
world upon the mind of John appears hence not to differ from that which took place 
in the prophets of the Old Testament.”—-B. i. s. 157. Olshausen subsequently resumes 
the subject when commenting on S. John, i. 1:—“ The writers of the Old Testament 
are, no doubt, acquainted with the idea of the Divine Utterance (des géttlichen Sprech- 
ens), and in like manner with the plurality of Persons in God; but the Worp Itself 
nowhere appears_as a Personality, but only as an Activity of God. Even in the re- 
markable passage, Ps, xxxiii. 6, where the Word is placed in conjunction with the 
Spirit, we can, no doubt, looking backwards from the stand-point of the New Testa- 
ment, recognise the Eternal Word; but the idea of Personality is not as yet distinctly 
expressed, even in this passage. * * * Nay, even in the New Testament, the 
Divine Utterance (Aja toi Ocod) appears still to predominate merely as Divine Ac- 
tivity,—whether it be a single operation which is to be described by the phrase, or 
the collective Activity of the Divine Nature (cf. Heb. iv. 12; xi. 3). Only in the lan- 
guage of John is the idea of the Personality of the Word distinctly expressed (cf. 
1 John, i. 1; Rev, xix. 13). The other writers use for this exalted Personality a dif- 
ferent name. It is called 6 Yid¢ rod Geod, as born from God’s Nature; 6 Yid¢ Tod dv- 
Opexov = v2N 72 (Dan, vii, 13) as the original type of Humanity [cf Gen. i. 26, 27]. 
Only in the profound language of the Book of Proverbs (viii. 22, ff; cf. with xxx. 4), 
does the idea of the Logos appear, which is there introduced under the name of Wis- 
dom, as if in the transition, from the more universal impersonal conception, to the 
personal. However, the name ‘ Word of God’ is wanting for the idea, in Proy. xxx. 
et it appears, on the contrary, in the New Testament name ‘Son of God.’”—Comm. 

- B. ii, 8. 33, 
* Viz., (1) S. Luke, iii. 2; (2) Rom. x, 17, ‘‘ Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing 

by the word of God.” (Lachmann reads pjatoc Xpiarod.) (3) Eph. vi. 17 (see next 
note). (4) Heb. vi. 5, ‘ Were made partakers of the Holy Ghost, and have tasted 
the good word of God.’ (KaAov should, perhaps, be rather taken as the predicate.) 
(5) Heb. xi, 3, “Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the 
word of God.” (Cf. Heb. i. 3—76 pjuate tij¢ Ouvduewc AiTod.) The texts, S. Luke iv. 
4, and 1 8, Pet. i. 25, are quotations. On Rom. x, 17, Olshausen observes :—“pjua 
Ocov is, no doubt, to be referred to the doctrine of the revelation which forms the 
foundation of preaching, but yet so that this doctrine is conceived as being wholly 
animated (beseelte und belebte) by the Spirit of God, so that it might even have been 
written: 7 02 doy bcd Uvetuatoc Ocod.”—B. iii. s. 388. . 

To these texts may be added Eph. v. 26, “That he might sanctify and cleanse it 
with the washing of water by the word, that He might,” &c. ‘There is some uncer- 
tainty as to the explanation of év Ajuatt. Most interpretations are seen, at the first 

. Blance, to be false, as, e. g,, that of Koppe, according to which év pyjyare ive forms 
one phrase, which stands, as he believed, for the Hebrew “Dx 7237 52, words which 
the LXX. never translate in this manner. Against the connexion with dy:déoy there 
is the position of the words; otherwise the junction of the expressions would not be 
unsuitable, according to the analogy of the dy:afew év dAnOeia of John, xvii. 17 and 
19, The words can only be united with Aouvtpdv tod bdatoc. In this connexion 
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take a single instance, 8. Paul writes : “‘ The sword of the Spirit, 
which [Spirit] is the word of God.” In fact, when the term 
pia is employed in the New Testament in the singular number, 
and as distinct from that which usually implies the same idea 
(Adyoc), it points to some Divine agency which always accom- 
panies, or proceeds from, the Hternal Word ;—an operation 

_ which He produces, but not the Divine Logos Himself. It 
is only in the language of 8. John that the idea of the Per- 
sonality of the Worp is expressed ; and it is deserving of re- 
mark that this term (7a) which denotes the Divine utterance 

does not occur in the singular in his Gospel.* In the Old 
Testament, with the exceptions already noted, Christ appears 
to act rather through the medium of this operative power, 
than after the manner of a Person ; and thus, in the passage, 
“Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed 
by the word of God,” not the Personal Word (Aéyoc), but this 
Divine operative energy (pjja Ocod) is represented as the im- 
mediate source of all created things. In conformity with this 

writers usually recur either to the ordinance of Christ in the institution of Baptism, 
whereby ‘the washing of water’(das Wasserbad) receives its purifying power; or to 
the word of reconciliation and forgiveness of sins. But in neither allusion do we see 
how the article before fare could be omitted; for in either case the Apostle would 
have had a definite word in view. Here év pjare rather stands as equivalent in 
signification to év vevyare (Eph. ii. 22): and this with the design of pointing out 
that Baptism is no mere ‘ washing of water,’ but a ‘washing of water in the word;’ 
i. e. by means of which man is born again of water, and of the Spirit (John, iii. 5). 
* * * ‘Pjjua is therefore, here, as in Heb. i. 3, xi. 3, a description of the Divine 
power and agency in general, which according to their nature must be a spiritual in- 
fluence.”—Olshausen, én loc. B. iv. s. 279. 

? Eph. vi. 17. (rv pay. rod IIvetparoc, 6 éotiv bjua Oeot.) “How Paul 
can add as an explanation of the Spirit, 6 éorvv pjua Oeod, presents some obscurity. 
That this expression describes some one particular of the word of God,—His threats 
against the wicked, or the commands of Christianity,—is, considering the universality 
of the phrase, highly improbable. * * * But how can this ‘ word of God’ be de- 
scribed as the Spirit Himself’? The Holy Spirit, it appears, exerts an influence which 
accompanies the word of God,—an agency which the word of God calls forth, but 
which is distinct from the word of God itself * * * Whether it be conceived as 
word of God the Father, or as word of Christ (Col. iii. 16), or as influence of the Holy 
Spirit, depends solely on the manner in which the writer regards it: as Revelation 
of the Triune God, it also reconciles the different relations to the Trinity.”—Olshau- 
sen, Comm. B. iv. s. 298. 

? Mr. Westcott, although his attention has been directed to this subject, has not 
noticed the distinct signification of these phrases. He merely observes: “It is im- 
portant to notice the difference between 7d pjua Toi Ocod and 6 Adyo¢g Tod Ocod, 
which afte both translated in EK. V. ‘the word of God’”"—Elem. of Gosp. Harm., p. 
12. He then contents himself with referring to the passages in which these ex- 
pressions occur; and among others to S. John, iii. 34; viii. 47, in which texts we 
find the plural form—ra pryyara Tod Oeod. 

* Heb. xi. 3. 
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idea S. Peter tells us that it was “ the Spirit of Christ” which 
spake in the prophets.’ 

In bringing to a close this branch of our inquiry, I would 
briefly draw attention to the powerful evidence for the essential 
Divinity of Christ, which is afforded by a comparison of the lan- 
guage employed when referring to His inspired servants, with 
that in which Scripture alludes to Himself? “The words “ to re- 
veal,” “to manifest,” or kindred expressions, are never applied 
to Christ, although often used of Him.’ 8. Paul writes: “ It 
pleased God to reveal His Son inme ;” and 8. John: “ ‘The Son 
of God was manifested that He might destroy the works of the 
Devil’ Christ was the Revealer, but received no revelation: 
He was the source of all Divine communications, not the channel 
merely through which they were to be derived. To Him belongs 
the necessary and essential possession of knowledge ; the highest 
perfection of mere human nature consists in its acquisition. ‘The 
knowledge of Him is as essential to the life of the soul as that 
of the Father—“ This is hfe eternal, that they might know 
Thee, the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast 

119. Pet. i. 11. This discussion will suitably terminate with the following quota- 
tions. S. Athanasius writes: duéAe. obtwr éo7l Td Iveidua dduaiperov mpd¢ Tov Tidy, 
Oc py dupisarrew éx Tod Aeyouévov. bte ydp 6 Adyog éytyveto mpd¢ Tov TpodHTHY, Ta 
mapa Tov Adyou év 7H Ivevuate éAader 6 mpodntnc.—Ad Serapion. Kp. iii. 5. t. 1. p. 
694. This great writer goes on to quote S. Peter’s saying, that “the Holy Ghost 
spake by the mouth of David” (Acts, i. 16); and the words of S. Paul: ‘Since ye 
seek a proof of Christ speaking in me” (2 Cor. xiii. 3); which he compares with the 
Apostle’s remark, ‘The Holy Ghost witnesseth in every city,” &c.—Acis, xx. 23. 
Cf. also the reference to S. Athanasius, Lecture il. p. 84, note. 

Didymus of Alexandria observes :—‘‘ Porro jam frequenter ostendimus ejusdem 
operationis esse Spiritum Sanctum, cujus est Pater et Filius, et in eadem operatione 
unam esse substantiam; et reciproce eorum qué duoovcra sunt, operationem quoque 
non esse diversam.”—De Spiritu Sancto, c. xxxii, (ap. Galland. t. vi. p. 275.) 

2 “Ubi scientis religionis, que in Jesu fuerit, divina origo describitur, non usur- 
pari solent verba droxaAvarecbar aut davepovafa; id quod nos jam admonere potest, 
Eum revelationis, que vulgo laudetur, non fuisse participem. In unico tantum loco 
Apoe. i. 1, vox drokdAviic ita adhibetur * * * ad indicandam Hjus veritatem 
et divinam auctoritatem verba addebantur: 7v tdwKxev Ait 6 Ilatip. Atque hee 
verba etiam verti possunt: quam demandayit Ei Pater. Hic igitur locus ne conti- 
nere quidem videtur exemplum contrarium. * * * Spiritum illum, qui Apostolos 
edocturus et adjuturus erat, non minus sibi ipsi vindicat Jesus, quam Patri. ‘De 
Meo Ile sumet,’ inquit, (Joan. xvi. 14) ‘quae vos edoceat;’ causam interserens Se 
omnia cum Patre communia habere. * * * Dicitur Ipse de ccelo venisse, et in 
ceelo versari (Joan. iii. 13); dicitur Patri proximus assidere (i. 18), cernere quee Pater 
agat (v. 19 sq.), solus vidisse Patrem (vi. 46), solus, qualis sit Pater, scire, aliisque 
pro benignitate Sua patefacere (Luc. x. 22). Sic describitur non tam acquisitio quam 
necessaria possessio scientize.”—C. L. Nitzsch, De Revel. externa eademque publica, 
pp. 10-12. 

° Gal. i. 15, 16—droxaadipar. 
* 158. John, iii. 8—é¢avepin. 
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sent.” And that it is the office of the Eternal Son alone to 
convey such knowledge to mankind, and that at His good 
pleasure alone it can be imparted, we learn from the words of 
our text : “No man knoweth who the Son is, but the Father ; 
and who the Father is, but the Son, and he to whom the Son 
wills to reveal Him.” 

1 §. John, xvii. 3. 
The argument for the Divinity of Christ, to which I have here drawn attention, 

has not been unnoticed by the Fathers. S. Gregory Naz., describing the nature of 
Inspiration as possessed by the sacred writers of both Testaments, observes to this 
effect: Totro [scil. 7d IIvetua] tvgpyee * * * bv toig ratpaot, Kai év Toi¢ Ipopn- 
Talc, Ov of piv épavTdobnoav Oedr, 7 tyvwcay, of 62 Kat TO péAdov Hpoéyvwoay TuTov- 
pevot TO Ivetpate 7d Hyeuovixdv, Kad O¢ Tapodat ovvdvTec ToI¢ éoouévorc. ToLabTn yap 
% TOU IIvevparog ddbvauic. ereita tv Toig Xpiotov pabytaigy EG ydp Xptotrov 
elmeiv, © mapyyv, ovx Oo eévepyodtrv, GAA’ O¢ bpoTipw ovprapo- 
faptoidv* kal rovrorc Tpicodc, Kal’ boop olot Te Hoav YwpEiv, Kal KATA KaLpovde TpeEtc. 
— Orat. xii. c. 11. t. i. p. 739. 

These three stages are to be dated, as 8. Gregory explains,—(1) from before 
Christ’s glorification by His Passion; (2) from His Resurrection; (3) from His As- 
cension. 
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LECTURE IV. 

REVELATION AND INSPIRATION. 



“Eece apertis eisdem oculis fidei, David, Amos, Danielem, Petrum, Paulum, Mat- 

theeum intueor, et Sanctus iste Spiritus qualis sit Artifex, considerare volo, sed in ipsa 

mea consideratione deficio. Implet namque citharcedum puerum, et Psalmistam facit. 

Implet pastorem armentarium sycomoros vellicantem, et Prophetam facit. * * * 

Implet piscatorem, et Preedicatorem facit. Implet persecutorem, et Doctorem gentium 

facit, * * * QO qualis est Artifex iste Spiritus! Null4 ad discendum mora, agitur 

in omne quod yoluerit. Mox ut tetigerit mentem docet ; solumque tetigisse docuisse 

est.” : 
8. Gregor. M., Homil. xxx. c. 8. 

Ladde éserke tov Acorxdtov Xpiorod Kad Tév Ipodntaév tb dcddopov * * * Td 

pévToL ToAUUEpaC, Tac TavTOdaTd¢ oiKovouiag onuaiver* TO O& TOAUTPOTOC, TOV BEiwD 

orTaciav 76 SLagopov. dAAwe yap OO0n TH ‘ABpadu, Kal GAAwe 7@ Movopw * * * 

kai ‘Hoaiag 02, kat Aavina, kai’ lecexuA diddopa theacavto oxjpata. TovTO OLedoKwv 

6 TOV bdwv ébn Oedc* ’ Eyo dpdcetc éxAjOvva, Kat év yepot Ipodntav GuordOnv. od yap 

ToAvmophoc H O&ia dvatc, dAAG dvaeidebg TE Kal doynudticTog * * * ob adbtyY 

Toivuy édpwv THY dvEdLKTOV dbo, GAAG TIWa oYHMaTA, Gd TPd¢e THY YpElav 6 dépaTo¢ 

édeixvue Oedc. 
THEODORETUS, In Epist. ad Heb. i. 1. 

“Qui a nobis Prophet, in Vetere Testamento Videntes appellabantur: quia vide- 

bant ea que cxteri non videbant, et prospiciebant ea, que in mysterio abscondita 

erant.” 
’ §. Ismporus, Hispal. Htymolog. lib. vii. 8. 



LECTURE IV. 

REVELATION AND INSPIRATION. 

1 HAVE ALSO SPOKEN BY THE PROPHETS, AND I HAVE MULTIPLIED VISIONS, AND USED 

SIMILITUDES BY THE MINISTRY OF THE PROPHETS.—Hosea, xii. 10. 

WHEN entering in the last Discourse upon an examination 
of the Scriptures themselves, it was necessary, in the first in- 
stance, to define the field over which that examination must ex- 
tend. It was accordingly shown, from a comparison of both 
portions of the inspired record, and from a consideration of the 
specific analogies which present themselves at every step of our 
progress, that the same organic relation subsists between the Old 
and the New Testament, as between the germ and the flower ;' 
and that no just or satisfactory theory of Inspiration can be 
proposed, which does not exhibit the inseparable connexion of 
the different books which the Bible combines ; or which does 
not recognise the claim of their respective authors to an equal 
share in the controlling influence and active co-operation of the 
Holy Ghost. 

The facts by which we must be guided, when attempting to 
form any definite idea of Inspiration, may be reduced to two 
classes. Of these classes, one consists of those indications, which 
enable us to infer, with absolute certainty, that the subject mat- 
ter of many portions of Scripture must have been supernaturally 
revealed, while they, with equal clearness, denote that other de- 

1 This relation is very clearly illustrated by a remark of Dr. Mill in “The Chris- 
tian Advocate’s Publication” for 1844, p. 413, note: ‘The Catholic interpretation of 
the citation of Hosea [xi. 1.] by S. Matthew [ii. 15] makes Israel and the promised 
Seed to stand in the place of type and antitype, the latter the full development of 
what the other was in germ; jyTdc—as Eusebius says, when Joseph in this in- 
stance brought the infant Jesus from literal Egypt, —Katad didvorav 03, érnvixa ék 
THG vontic AiyvnTov Kal Tév THJe TOrwY Emi Tode obpavode dua AauBavov adroy 6 
Ilarip adnynoev. —Eclog. Prophet. p. 48, ed. Gaisford.” Of Leet. iii p. 109, note *, and 
infra, p. 153, note *. 
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tails of the sacred history have been derived from natural sources. 
Such indications are presented by the contents of both the Old 
and the New Testament. The other class of facts—presented 
by its whole manner, and language, and style—comprises, not 
only the direct evidence which the Bible itself bears to the con- 
stant presence of the Divine element involved in its composition, 
but also certain phenomena which no less plainly attest the co- 
existence of a human element. ‘To show how these elements, 
apparently so heterogeneous, may be combined ; to exhibit them 
as not merely concurrent, but as absolutely amalgamated in one 
distinct energy ;—to prove, moreover, that under the controlling 
influence of the Divine principle, ioe has hence resulted the 
perfect inspiration of all the parts of Scripture, whatever be their 
subject matter,—such is the task to which I must now address 
myself. 

In adopting this course, the direct evidence which the Bible 
supplies is necessarily postponed. That evidence is made up of 
those statements in which the sacred penmen tell us that promises 
of spiritual guidance were given them ;—of the intimations which 
they convey that such promises were fulfilled ;—and of the claims 
to infallible authority which they consequently advance on behalf 
of their own writings, or which they ascribe to the writings of 
their fellows. This portion of the subject will be considered ona 
future occasion." Our attention must, for the present, be re- 
stricted to the facts which attest the coexistence of the Divine 
and human elements in the composition of the Scriptures, and 
‘which supply us with one of the conditions to be satisfied by 
any theory of Inspiration that can claim respect, or challenge im- 
partial consideration. 

Two such conditions I have already pointed out,’ as being ne- 
cessary and sufficient for the satisfactory solution of the problem 
before us. In the first place, we know, as a matter of fact, that 
the authorship of the different books of both the Old and the | 
New Testament must be referred to certain human agents ; and 
we further perceive, on every page of those books, traces of the 
distinct individuality and personal characteristics of their respec- 
tive authors.’ This co-existence of human agency with the im- 

? See infra, Lecture vi. 2 Lecture i. pp. 35-40. 
* Bishop Lowth, referring to the qualities called by Longinius Grandeur of Con- 
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pelling influence of the Holy Spirit, constitutes the first Con-. 
dition to be satisfied by our theory. The facts which impose 
this Condition are not to be questioned. The language, the 
imagery, the forms of expression made use of by the writers of 
Scripture, all correspond, in their most minute details, with what 
we might of ourselves expect from men whose education, and 
social position, and native temperament, were such as theirs are 
known to have been. This feature of the inspired record will 
appear more clearly as we proceed. The style, too, in which 
the different books are written is adapted with the strict- 
est propriety to their subject. The grave and unimaginative 

' language which befits historical narrative ; the solemn tone ap- 
propriate to didactic composition ; the poetic coloring naturally 
suited, as we shall see, to Prophecy—all such characteristics meet 
our view in the several divisions of the Bible. In a word, the 
agents upon whom the Divine influence was exerted, were men 
whose whole lives exemplified, and whose writings, now before 
us, exhibit, all the peculiarities of genius, character, thought, 
and feeling, belonging to their nature as human beings, and re- 
sulting from the several social positions which they respectively 
occupied, as represented in the sacred history. 

In the combination of the two elements thus co-operating, 
—namely, the actuation by the Spirit of God, and the distinct, 
but subordinate, agency of man,—consists what has been usually 
termed the ‘dynamical’ theory of Inspiration. According to 
this theory the Holy Ghost employs man’s faculties in conformity 
with their natural laws ;' at the same time, animating, guiding, 

3) 

moulding them so as to accomplish the Divine purpose :* just as 

ception, and Vehemence or Enthusiasm of Passion, observes:— To each of these we 
must have recourse in the present disquisition, and in applying them to the sacred 
Poets, I shall endeavor to detract nothing from the dignity of that Inspiration which 
proceeds from higher causes, while I allow to the genius of each writer his, own pecu- 
liar excellence and accomplishments. I am indeed of opinion, that the Divine Spirit 
by no means takes such an entire possession of the mind of the Prophet as to subdue 
or extinguish the character and genius of the man: the natural powers of the mind 
are in general elevated and refined, they are neither eradicated nor totally obscured ; 
and though the writings of Moses, of David, and of Isaiah, always bear the marks of 
a Divine and celestial impulse, we may nevertheless plainly discover in them the 
particular characters of their respective authors.”"—On the Sacred Poetry of the He- 
brews, Lect. xvi. (Gregory’s transl., vol i. p. 346). 

. 1? See Westcott’s ‘‘ Elements of the Gospel Harmony,” p. 8, note ?. 
? For some remarks respecting the design and structure of the Bible, see Lecture 

i. p. 28, &c. How admirably even the structure of the inspired writings has been 
adapted to the wants and imperfections of mankind, has been noticed in very striking 

a 
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in nature, the principle of life, when annexed to certain por- 
tions of matter, exhibits its vital energy in accordance with 
conditions which that matter imposes ; while it governs and di- 
rects, at the same time, the organism with which it is combined.* 
We must, therefore, look upon Inspiration as a Divine power 
acting not only on, but through, man. We must not regard the 
sacred penmen, on the one hand, as passive machines, yielding 
to an external mechanical force’—such a view takes in merely the 

language by S. Basil when explaining the nature of the Psalms (Homil. in Ps. i., Opp. 
t. i. p. 90), This passage is quoted by Hooker, where he observes that the Church’s 
use of psalmody is (as Rabanus Maurus had expressed it) ‘to the end that unto 
grosser and heavier minds, whom bare words do not easily move, the sweetness of 
melody might make some entrance for good things.” ‘S. Basil,” continues Hooker, * 
“himself acknowledging as much, did not think that from such inventions the least 
jot of estimation and credit thereby should be derogated,—‘ For’ (saith he) ‘ whereas 
the Holy Spirit saw that mankind is unto virtue hardly drawn, and that righteousness 
is the less accounted of by reason of the proneness of our affections to that which de- 
lighteth ; it pleased the wisdom of the same Spirit to borrow from melody that pleas- 
ure, which mingleth with heavenly mysteries, causeth the smoothness and softness 
of that which toucheth the ear, to convey as it were by stealth the treasure of good 
things unto man’s mind, To this purpose were those harmonius tunes of psalms de- 
vised for us, that they which are either in years but young, or touching perfection of 
virtue as not yet grown to ripeness, might, when they think they sing, learn. O the 
wise conceit of that Heavenly Teacher, which hath by His skill found out a way, that 
doing those things wherein we delight, we may also learn that whereby we profit !’ "— 
Eccl. Pol. B. v. 38. Keble’s ed. vol. ii. p. 162. 

1 T have already (Lect. i. p. 39) adduced this illustration, as well as that supplied 
by the received doctrine of the Church, respecting the co-operation of Divine Grace. 
That in the ordinary exercise of the Holy Spirit’s influence, man’s distinct working 
must ever be combined with God’s continual aiding, is expressly taught by 8. Paul: 
“Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling, For it is God which worketh 
in you both to will and to do.” (Tv éavtdv curnpiav Katepydlecte Oed¢ yap éotiw 
6 évepyov év buiv.)—Phil. ii. 12,13. On this statement of Scripture is founded 8. 
Augustine’s great proposition, incorporated by the Anglican Church in her Tenth 
Article: ‘Sine Illo vel operante ut velimus, vel co-operaute cum volumus, ad bona 
pietatis opera nihil valemus.”—De Gra. et Lib. Arbit. § 33. t. x. p. 735. See also 
supra, p. 44. It must be borne in mind, however, that no more than an analogy ex- 
ists, between this ordinary influence of the Holy Ghost upon Christians in general, 
and that Inspiration which prompted and guided the sacred writers. These two 
agencies of the same Spirit, although analogous, are specifically distinct. This ques- 
tion will be discussed in Lecture v. 

2 The objections, to which such a view of Inspiration is obnoxious, have been 
briefly noticed in Lecture i. p. 36; to which remarks I may here add the observations 
of a celebrated writer to the same effect. Bishop Warburton, arguing against what 
he calls the ‘‘idea of organic [or as it is now usually termed ‘mechanical’} Inspira- 
tion,” objects, among other matters: ‘“(1.) It would be putting the Holy Spirit on an 
unnecessary employment; for much of these sacred volumes being historical, and of 
facts and discourses which had fallen under the observations of the writers, they did 
not need His immediate assistance to do this part of their business for them. (2.) Had 
the Scriptures been written under this organic Inspiration, there must have been the 
most perfect agreement amongst the four Evangelists, in every circumstance of the 
smallest fact. But we see there is not this perfect agreement. * * * (3.) Were 
this the true idea of Scripture-inspiration, that each writer was but the mere organ 
of the Spirit, the phraseology or turn of expression had been one and the same, 

_throughout all the sacred books written in the same language.”—A Discourse on the 
Office of the Holy Spirit, ed. 1788, vol. iv. p. 566. In avoiding one extreme, however, 
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objective side of Inspiration: on the other hand, if we dwell 
solely upon the subjective phase of this influence, we lose sight 
of the living connexion of the writer with God. > Were this latter 
conception correct, the authors of Scripture, following the impulse 
of their own genius, and in accordance with their own judgment, 
proceeded, in the natural course of things, to develop new in- 
ferences from the germ of Truth implanted within them ;* and 
hence, as some have argued, we cannot accept all the con- 
clusions at which they have arrived as either infallible or au- 
thoritative. The true theory, as it recoils from any such negation 
of the Divine majesty of the Bible, so it equally ignores the de- 
fective estimate of the opposite extreme.’ The human element, 

Bishop Warburton has fallen into another. His definition of Inspiration opens with 
the statement: “That the Holy Spirit so directed the pens of these writers that no 
considerable error should fall from them * * * by preserving them by the more 
ordinary means of Providence, from any mistakes of consequence,” &c.—p. 568: to 
which remarks he appends the curious conclusion: “This seems to be the true idea 
of the Inspiration in question. This only doth agree with all appearances; and will 
fully answer the purpose of an inspired writing, which is to afford an INFALLIBLE RULE 
[the emphasis is the Bishop’s own] for the direction of the Catholic Church,” 

1 “A gift,’ observes Mr. Morell, speaking of the Pentateuch, which its author 
“was left to make use of as necessity or propriety might suggest.” See the passage 
already quoted, p. 27, note *. “I know,” continues Mr. Morell, “that I am speaking 
the conviction of many learned men and devout Christians, when I say, that the 
blind determination to represent every portion of the Old Testament as being alike 
written entirely under the guidance of God, and-by the special direction of the Spirit, 
has been one of the most fearful hinderances which ever stood in the-way of an 
honest, firm, and rational belief in the reality of a Divine Inspiration at all.”—Phi- 
losophy of Religion, p: 178. 

? “The earliest apologists of modern times confined themselves to the literal as- 
sertion of a mechanical power. They regarded the Divine agency as operating ex- 
ternally and not internally ;—as acting on man and not trough man; they lost the 
idea of an active energy in that of a passive state. At present the case seems re- 
versed, and the reason is evident. Our predecessors had to assert the reality of 
Inspiration against those who ridiculed its very name, and denied the possibility of a 
revelation; while we have to show that it isa peculiar influence, against those who see 
in the Apostles only the ordinary working of God, They had to contend with those 
who denied the spirit through the outward form; while we have to resist those who 
deny the outward form to secure the spirit,—who claim as the primal attributes of 
man what we hold to be the after-gifts of heaven.” —Westcott, Hlements of the Gospel 
Harmony, p. 5. Mr. Morell again supplies us with an illustration which will exhibit 
the justice of Mr. Westcott’s remark: ‘If it be said that the Providence of God must 
have watched over the composition and construction of a canonical book, which was 
to have so vast an influence on the destiny of the world,—we are quite ready to ad- 
mit, and even ourselves to assert it. But in the same sense Providence watches over 
every other event which bears upon the welfare of man, although the execution of it 
be left to the freedom of human endeavor. And what, after, all, need we in the 
Scriptures more than this? Why should we be perpetually craving after a stiff, 
literal, verbal infallibility? Christianity consists not in propositions—it is a life in 
the soul ; its laws and precepts are not engraven on stone; they can only be en- 
graven on the fleshy tables of the heart.’ — Ibid. _p- 183. Few, indeed, will be found 
to deny that “ Christianity consists not in propositic ns:”—as few, pe rhaps, as would 

‘allege that an electric current consists iz the formule by which Gauss or Faraday 
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instead of being suppressed, becomes an integral part of the 
agency employed ;—moulded, it is true, and guided, and brought 
into action by the co-operation of the Spirit, but not the less 
really, on that account, participating in the result produced. 
Nay more, the peculiar type of each writer’s nature was even es- 
sential to the due reception of that particular phase of truth 
presented by his statements :*his share in the great work was 
apportioned to the order of his intellect and the class of his emo- 
tions ; while his characteristic form of expression was absolutely 
requisite, for the adequate and complete conveyance of his Divine 
message. © Without the moving power, man could not have 
grasped the Divine communications ; without the living instru- 
ment those communications could not have received fitting ex- 
pression. The Bible, it has been well observed, “is authorita- 
tive, for it is the voice of God ; it is intelligible, for it is in the 
language of men.”* 

It appears to me, however, that/the ‘dynamical’ theory, 
taken alone, is not sufficient\to account for all the phenomena 
which the Bible presents to our view. By it, the first Condition, 
only, of our problem is satisfied... We must, therefore, seek for 
a further principle, according to which the remaining Condition, 
which the nature of the case equally imposes, may be complied 
with. This Condition arises from that class of facts which indi- 
cate, as I have observed above, that a considerable portion of 
what the Bible contains consists of matters already known to 
the sacred writers, or the knowledge of which might be—nay, 
which we actually know often was—derived from the ordinary 
sources of information that were at their command.’ Other por- 
tions, again, are such as they could not have become acquainted 
with, except by an immediate communication from heaven.* The 

have expressed its laws. The knowledge, however, of what Christianity is, as well as 
of the laws of electricity, must be communicated by propositions; and it is not more 
unnatural that the Christian should “crave” for an assurance that God’s Revelation 
has came to him unclouded by human error, than that the student in the exact: 
sciences should “crave” for perfect accuracy in the structure of the formule, by which 
the philosopher from whom he-derives his information, has expressed the secrets of 
Nature. For some remarks on the meaning of the phrase ‘Christian knowledge,’ 
see infra, Lecture vi. ~ 

' Westcott —Jbid. p. 8. > 
2 See, for example, the statement of S. Luke in the introduction to his Gospel,— 

the opening of 8. John’s First Epistle, &e. Compare also the remarks on this sub- 
ject in Lecture i. pp. 39, 40, &e. Si tas ! 

* E.g. The announcements of the future; the account of the Creation, &c. I 
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principle which satisfies this Condition is that of the distinction 
between Revelation and Inspiration. I have shown, on a former 
occasion,’ that this distinction is specific, and not merely one of 
degree ; and we perceived, in the last Discourse, that the sources, 
too, from which Revelation and Inspiration respectively proceed, 
are also different :—the former having as its author the Second, 
the latter the Third, Person, in the Holy Trinity. 

It may be well, moreover, again to observe, that the gift of 
Inspiration was equally required by those among the authors of 
Scripture who had received revelations, as by those to whom 
Divine knowledge was never thus imparted. In the former case 
Inspiration was necessary, not only in order to enable the sacred 
writer correctly to apprehend, and faithfully to express, the sub- 
stance of the Divine communication ;* but also for a further reason. 
It is to be remembered, that when a revelation had been once 
conveyed to any individual and publicly announced by hin, it 
became as much a matter of history as any natural event of which 
the Bible takes notice. We have reason to believe that, in the 
great majority of cases, the Divine communications were not 
committed to writing, for some time after they were received :* 
there are even instances of several years having elapsed before 
they were thus placed on record.* Now, in all such cases the co- 

do not, of course, mean to deny that some of the sacred writers received immediate 
revelations even of matters of fact which they might have learned from human tes- 
timony. I have already adduced one instance of this kind, recorded in the passage 
‘quoted (p. 40, note *) from 1 Kings, xiv. 5. The case of S. Paul is still more to the 
point. He tells us of “the Go&pel which was preached of him,” that he ‘neither 
received it of man, neither was he taught it, but by the revelation of Jesus Christ”— 
Gal. i. 11, 12; and we know from 1 Cor. xi. 23; xv. 3, that such revelations con- 
veyed the knowledge of matters of fact which he might have learned from the other 
Apostles, as well as of matters of doctrine. It is plain, however, that such cases 
were exceptions to the usual course of the Divine Economy—see e. ¢. the last note. 

? Lecture i. p. 42, &e. 
? See Lecture i. p. 43, and infra, p. 175, note *. 
* This obviously took place whenever God’s will was unfolded by means of 

dreams ; whether we regard the dreams of men who were never inspired,—as Pha- 
raoh, Nebuchadnezzar, &c.,—or those of prophets, who were also to the fullest extent 
guided by Inspiration. Thus Daniel writes: “In the first year of Belshazzar king 
of Babylon, Daniel had a dream and vision of his head upon his bed: then he wrote 
the dream, and told the sum of the matters. Daniel spake and said, I saw in my 
vision by night,” &c.—vii. 1, 2. The same is to be said of the communications ffom 
heaven which the Patriarchs received, and which Moses has recorded in the Book of 
Genesis. We cannot doubt that the promises to Abraham, for example, were handed 
down and preserved by his descendants; and that Moses was familiar, from his child- 
hood, with those revelations which unfolded the future glories of his nation. Thus, 
too, in the New Testament, S. Luke has given an account of the Annunciation (ch. i. 
26-38), of the communication of the Angel to Cornelius (Acts, x.), &e. &e. 

* Thus we read: “ And it came to passin the fourth year of Jehoiakim, the son. of 

10 
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operation of the Holy Spirit was indispensable, in order both to 
bring the original revelation before the mind of the sacred writer, 
in its primitive perfection, and to enable him to record it with 
infallible accuracy.’ 

By attending to these principles, which satisfy the second 
Condition of our problem, we are able at once to perceive the 
weakness of the great mass of those arguments, which are com- 
monly brought forward in order to prove the existence of error or 
imperfection in the Bible.” In such objections it is tacitly as- 
sumed that the matters, to which exception is taken, are recorded 
as being actually revelations from God ; while in truth they are 
often nothing more than historical details, which have been in- 
serted, as simple matters of fact, in the Scripture narrative, under 
the guidance of its Divine Author.’ 

Josiah king of Judah, that this word came unto Jeremiah from the Lord, saying, Take 
thee a roll of a book, and write therein all the words that I have spoken unto thee 
against Israel, and against Judah, and against all the nations, from the day I spake 
unto thee, from the days of Josiah, even unto this day."—Jer. xxxvi. 1, 2. But we 
also know that such revelations were given during a period of twenty-three years: 
‘«The word that came to Jeremiah concerning all the people of Judah in'the fourth 
year of Jehojakim * * * saying, from the thirteenth year of Josiah * * * 
even unto this day, that is, the three and twentieth year, the word of the Lord hath 
come unto me, and I have spoken unto you rising early and speaking.”—Jer. xxv. 1-3. 

! i, g. in the ease to which the last note refers, “ after that the king had burned 
the roll” on which the prophet had written all that God had commanded him—“ the 
word of the Lord came to Jeremiah * * * gaying, Take thee again another roll 
and write in it all the former words that were in the first roll.”—Jer. xxxvi. 27, 28. 
Indeed, if a record of Prophecy was to be preserved at all, this Divine guidance was 
obviously indispensable. Eichhorn observes that Greek antiquity seems to have at- 
tached no importance to such preservation of the words of an oracular announcement, 
Hence, when one writer has not copied another, such oracles have been handed down 
in different forms, which often convey meanings altogether dissimilar. E. ¢—When 
the Thasians, in obedience to the laws of Draco, cast into the sea the statue of the 
athlete Theagenes (by the fall of which a man had been accidentally killed), the 
Pythia, consulted on the subject of a famine which occurred shortly afterwards, re- 
plied: Ocayévnv 8 duvyotov dgijKate Tov péyav juswy—according to the version given 
by Pausanias (Lib. vi. 11); while the form in which it is reported by Eusebius 
(‘‘Prepar, Evang.” v. 34), is altogether different: Eic mutpyv gvyadac.xataywv 
Anuntpav duyoecc. See his “ Kinleitung in das A..T.”  B. iv. s. xxiii. 

? As exemplifying the neglect of the distinction here insisted upon, and its results, 
J may adduce the words of M. Athanase Coquerel: “ God’s share in Revelation is 
called Inspiration. Inspiration is a transmission of ideas from God to man.”—Chris- 
tianity, p. 202. ‘ Religious and moral truth exist in Revelation in a relative degree 
only; scientific truth, therefore, could not be found there in an absolute degree. 
These considerations end in leading to the discovery that Revelation must contain 
errors in what regards scientific truth. This was a condition strieiJy necessary to the 
gift of Revelation.”—Jbid, p, 211, ; 

3 See, for example, the quotation from Mr, Coleridge, supra, Lecture i, p. 41, note *. 
Or, still more to the point, take the class of objections founded, as in the case of M. 
Coquerel, upon the (alleged) mistakes committed by the writers of Scripture, when 
touching upon matters of science. As illustrating the bearing of the distinction be- 
tween Revelation and Inspiration in answering such objections, I would refer the 
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Having made these preliminary remarks, I now proceed to 
state the (arguments by which the ‘dynamical’ theory of Inspi- 
ration may be supported. Inspiration, /-must..again~repeat, is 
to be understood as denoting that Divine influence, under which 
all the parts of the Bible have been committed to writing— 
whether they contain an account of ordinary historical facts, or 
the narrative of supernatural revelations. In the reception and 
utterance of such revelations, it is admitted by all who allow that 
any communication has taken place between earth and heaven, 
that the human agent can be regarded in no other light than as 
an instrument in the hand of God, by whose intervention His 
counsels have been made known to man. If in any case here 
assuredly, the strict ‘mechanical’ theory of Inspiration (if true) 
must hold good ;—a theory according to which each phrase and 
expression in the Bible has been set down by the sacred penmen 
at the dictation of the Holy Ghost. But if the facts which we 

_ are about to consider warrant our asserting that, even in the re- 
ception of what are, in the most literal sense, revelations, human 
agency has had its full scope ; and that each prophetic an- 
nouncement, as recorded in the pages of Scripture, bears the un- 

doubted stamp of the genius, and mental culture, and circum- 
stances of the prophet who has given it utterance ;—we are surely 
justified in concluding that, when relating matters of history or 
drawing inferences from previous revelations, the same scope, at 
least, was allowed to the individual characteristics of the inspired 
writers. 

The general method according to which the Divine Scheme 
has been developed, might, indeed, of itself, justify such a con- 
clusion. We are expressly taught by the whole tenor of Scrip- 
ture, that the course which(God has pursued in conveying His 
revelations to man has been always singularly marked by the 
employment of natwral means: and further, that at each step 
in the progress of His providential dispensations, and in the ac- 
complishment of prophetic announcements, the expenditure (if 
one may reverentially use the term) of miraculous agency has 

reader to the remarks on “ Joshua’s Miracle,” Lecture viii. infra, where other topics 
of this nature will be considered. With great truth Jahn observes: Diese Bestim- 
mung des Begriffs der Inspiration, und der Unterschied von Offenbarung muss sorg- 
faltig beobachtet werden, indem beyde sehr hiiufig verwechselt werden, woraus dann 
grosse Schwierigkeiten erwachsen.”—Hinleit. ler Th. s. 92. 
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ever been strikingly sparing. This principle may be briefly illus- 
trated. Take, for example, a fact pointed out by a distinguished 
writer on Prophecy. David was anointed, and therefore pre- 
dicted, as king long before he ascended the throne. “ By a series 
of events, following in the ordinary course of Providence, without 
any miracle interposed, this prediction was brought to pass. 
% * * No other single narrative of Scripture is so prolix and 
circuitous as that which describes the accomplishment of this par- 
ticular prediction. The sequel of things described is protracted, 
often retrograde in the expectation, and apparently receding from 
the event ; and it fills many chapters’ before it is brought to a 
close. Upon which I would observe,” continues Mr. Davison, 
“that it offers, and seems to be designed to offer, an example, in 
the actual development, of the progress of Prophecy to its com- 
pletion, whatever may be the mazes and flexures through which 
it has to work its way ; and suggests to us, in other cases not 
so particularly narrated, how the Divine prescience penetrates 
through the perplexity of human affairs, and its predictions, 
without a sensible miracle, pass to their near or their remote ful- 
filment.”” To this acute observation another illustration may be 

added. In considering the single predictions of Scripture apart 
from the complete structure of Prophecy, we may observe, that 
a certain method has been almost uniformly pursued, which con- 
stitutes, as it were<the Law according to which the different 
portions of God’s Revelation have been communicated :‘—namely, 

* From 1 Sam. xvi. to 2 Sam. v. 
* “T)iscourses on Prophecy,” pp. 183, 4. ; 
* I am anxious to speak here with the utmost caution; as my object is merely to 

illustrate the ordinary course of Revelation, not to take any part in the controversy 
which has arisen on a subject with which the preseut work is concerned but indi- 
rectly. Some valuable remarks on this controversy are to be found in the opening 
chapter of Hofmann’s treatise—‘‘ Weissagung und Erfiillung.” Many writers of re- 
cent times, it is there pointed out, have laid down such ‘ Laws’ of the relation of 
Prophecy to its fulfilment, as only embrace certain cases; and consequently they ex- 
clude from the rank of Prophecy all those parts of Scripture to which their arbitrary 
‘Law’ does not apply. Others, again, fearing the excesses to which such views have 
led, have gone into the opposite extreme; and by looking merely to the single phe- 
nomena, have given up, from the first, all idea of the existence of any relation or or- 
der in the scheme of Prophecy:—of this latter class Hengstenberg may be adduced 
as an example (see infra , p. 150, note). Among writers of the former class may be 
reckoned Dr. Arnold. ‘ Prophecy,” he observes, “fixes our attention on principles, 
on good and evil, on truth and falsehood, on God and on His enemy. * oe 
Prophecy then is God's voice, speaking to us respecting the issue, in all time, of that 
great struggle which is the real interest of human life, the struggle between good and 
evil. * * * The Seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent’s head, but the ser- 
pent notwithstanding shall first bruise His heel. So completely is the earliest 

aN) 
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that each prediction, with scarcely an exception, proceeds from 
and attaches itself to some definite fact in the historical pres- 
ent.’ In other words, when the future is to be foreshadowed, 
certain events of the time, historical or incidental, are selected 
as occasions on which may be founded the several disclos- 
wes of the Divine will” The Almighty—~who can question 

prophecy recorded in Scripture, the sum and substance, so to speak, of the whole 
language of Prophecy, how diversified soever in its particular forms.”— Sermons, 5th 
ed. vol. i. p. 377. And again: “Other events, lesser mercies, earthly deliverances, 
are in part the subject of Prophecy, and in part its fulfilment. But its language, the 
language of hope in God, naturally goes beyond these. * * * And therefore it 
seeks elsewhere its real fulfilments; it tarries not on those lower heights which 
would receive it on its first ascent from the valley, but ascends and mounts con- 
tinually to the mountain of God.”—Jbid. p. 400, note. Almost to the same effect Ols- 
hausen remarks, that the Bible represents the contest between Good and Evil as 
foreshadowed by the relation between Israel and other nations. “Israel has con- 
tinually its opponents among the other nations, who contravene its efforts towards 
Good, but who serve, at the same time, in the season of its disobedience, as a scourge 
in the hand of God. First, the Egyptians with their Pharaoh; then, the Canaanites 
with their kings; again, Babylon with its despots; Rome, in fine,—the eagles who 
devour the carcass. These references, the Bible again understands in a higher sense 
of humanity, of the spiritual Israel, which struggles towards its lofty aim: it, too, has 
its Egyptians, its Babylon, as well as ‘Israel after the flesh’ (Rev. xi. 8; xiv. 8)."— 
Ein Wort iib. tief. Schriftsinn, s. 96. 

This mode of regarding Prophecy involves much that is just as well as profound; 
and the principle of the pregnant signification of Scripture which it implies will be 
adverted to in Lecture vii. The objection, however, to which Dr. Arnold’s view is 
obnoxious, refers to the exclusive manner in which hé has applied this principle, and 
to the consequences which he has inferred from it. In the year 1825 he wrote as 
follows:—“I think that, with the exception of those prophecies which relate to our 
Lord, the object of Prophecy is rather to delineate principles and states of opinion 
which shall come, than external events. I grant that Daniel seems to furnish an ex- 
ception.” —Life and Correspondence, 6th ed. p. 59. In 1840, however, the full result 
is stated: ‘I am very glad, indeed, that you like my Prophecy Sermons: the points 
in particular on which I did not wish to enter, if I could help it, but which very 
likely I shall be forced to touch on, relate to the latter chapters of Daniel, which, if 
genuine,would be a clear exception to my canon of interpretation, as there can be no 
reasonable spiritual meaning made out of the Kings of the North and South. But 
I have long thought that the greater part of the book of Daniel is most certainly a 
very late work, of the time of the Maccabees; and the pretended prophecy, about the 
kings of Grecia and Persia, and of the North and South, is mere history, like the 
poetical prophecies in Virgil and elsewhere * * * that there may be genuine 
fragments in it, is very likely.”—Jbid. p. 505. : 

! “Die ichte Prophetie wurzelt zuniichst auf dem historischen Grunde der Gegen- 
wart.”—Hiivernick, Hinlet. Th. 1. Abth. ii. s. 52. 8, Augustine clearly recognises 
this principle, when, speaking of the prediction of Nathan, 2 Sam. vii. 12-14 (see infra, 
p. 152, note 4); he observes: —“ Facta est quidem nonnulla imago rei future etiam in 
Salomone, in eo quod Templum :edificavit, et pacem habuit secundum nomen suum 
* * * sed edidem sud persond per umbram futuri preenunciabat etiam ipse Chris- 
tum Dominum nostrum, non exhibebat. Unde queedam de illo ita scripta sunt, quasi 
de ipso ista preedicta sint, dum Scriptura Sancta etiam rebus gestis prophetans, quo- 
dam modo in eo figuram delineat futurorum.”—De Civ. Dei, xvii. 8, t. vii. p. 471. 

? Otto Strauss, in his *‘ Exposition of the Prophecy of Nahum, illustrated from the 
Monuments of Assyria” (Berlin, 1853) has pointed out the important bearing of this 
principle upon the interpretation of Prophecy: ‘Sacros Israelitarum prophetas con- 
stat non temere nee nulla provocatos occasione et necessitate fuisse vaticinutos, 
* * * Cujusvis igitur vaticinii causa et ratio e temporis sui conditione eruenda 
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it ?'—could in all cases have unveiled His purpose, without 
observing any such method, or acting in accordance with any 
such Law: but, He has not only thought fit to disclose His 
will gradually—as the Scripture narrative clearly implies,— 

est.”—c. II. p. xix. As an example of this, we may adduce the connexion of the 
sins of Manasseh with the predictions respecting the Exile in Babylon (cf. 2 Kings, 
xxiv. 3; Jer. xv. 4). Observe, too, that the duration of that exile exactly corre- 
sponded with the space of time which elapsed between the first year of the reign of 
Manasseh, and the carrying out of the reformation by Josiah. Manasseh reigned 
fifty-five years (2 Chron. xxxiii. 1); Amon, two years (ver. 21); and in the twelfth 
year of his reign Josiah ‘‘ began to purge Judah and Jerusalem from the high places” 
(2 Chron. xxxiv. 3), Now 55+ 2-13 =70. See O. Strauss, ibid. p. xxx. 

? This the objection of Dr. Hengstenberg, who is quoted by Hofmann (loc. cit. s. 
3) as a type of the second class of writers to whom I have referred, p. 149, note; and 
who contend that a prediction is to be prized the more, the more isolated it appears, 
—its superhuman origin being thus rendered, it is thought, of easier proof, Hengs- 
tenberg’s words are: ‘‘ Wer will Gott die Regel vorschreiben, welche er bei seinen 
Offenbarungen befolgen soll? Wer will sagen, dass er das was er in der Regel nicht 
thut, nie thun diirfe ?”— Christologie des A. T., 1. ii. s. 193. And he elsewhere alleges, 
as a reason for his rejection of the ‘Law’ of Prophecy now before us, that what is 
thus connected with an actual event might easily be regarded, not as a Divine reve- 
lation, but as a mere subjective foreboding—“ blosse subjective Vorahnung.”— 
Beitrage zur Hinleit. ips A. T, i. 8. 188. This latter remark, I should observe, is 
directed immedietely, and with justice, against the theory of Nitzsch, that Prophecy 
is ‘‘the represented future of the kingdom of God, grounded on an internal perception 
of the Divine decree, which, ever proceeding from a defirlite point of the historical 
present, points out with more or less dictinctness of detail the completion of the Di- 
vine economy; and whilst it is conversant with the Divine in history, but not with 
the outward matter, characterizes reality only in those leading points wherein it es- 
pecially accords with truth.—S ystem der christl. Lehre, s. 67. (Montgomery’s transl. 
§ 35, p. 88.) On such a theory (as Hengstenberg truly obser ves), all that is Divine 
in Prophecy would disappear, and ‘ the prophecy « of Redemption in general could be 
derived from man’s need of Redemption, combined with the knowledge of Divine 
love.” —Beitrdige, 1. c. 

But still the perversion of a principle must not induce us to overlook its truth, or 
tempt us to pass over the facts which Scripture offers to our view. No doubt the 
Lord Almighty can convey the knowledge of His will when and how He pleases ; and 
they who venture to argue, @ priori, that such or such a ‘ Law’ expresses the relation 
of all Prophecy to its fulfilment, enter upon depths which human reason cannot pre- 
tend to fathom: but we may reverentially approach this inquiry, following the course 
allowed to be just and reasonable in all sound philosophy. In other words, we may 
investigate the occasions on which, as the Bible tells us, God’s revelations have been 
given; and we may inquire,—not assuredly what has determined the course of the 
Divine conduct,—but what, in point of fact, has constituted it. In short, we may seek 
in the pages of Scripture whether the revelations of God have come to man without 
order, or connexion, or method ;—or whether they have been communicated (to bor- 
row the language of philosophy) according to some ‘Law.’ Now the Bible, by no 
means obscurely, points out the existence of a remarkable relation between the Di- 
vine announcements and certain historical events; nay more (in opposition to the 
doctrine laid down by Nitzsch), we can continually point out the mutual connexion 
which subsists between the Divine element in history, and és external matter. Thus 
Israel, in all its institutions, as well as in its external history, is one grand prophecy 
of the future. Take, e. g. the 78th Psalm, in which the entire history of the chosen 
people is specially particularized, and expounded in a spiritual manner. The New 
Testament (1 Cor. x.) informs us how S. Paul understood this Psalm, and applied it 
to Christ: nay more, an Evangelist places its Messianic reference beyond any doubt, 
by his adoption of its opening words to describe the Saviour’s mode of instruction: 
“Without a parable spake He not unto them: that i might be fulfilled which was 

n 
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He has also, as a general rule, availed Himself (if we may 
use the phrase) of certain occasions which were presented 
from time to time, and which formed a species of natural 
channel for the conveyance of His wevelations.’ Instances of’ 

spoken by the prophet, saying, I will open my mouth in parables; I will utter things 
which have been kept secret from the foundation of the world.”—S. Matt. xiii. 35. 

In oppositign to the view here stated, Hengstenberg considers it a needless task 
to seek for the relation of Prophecy to the time and occasion of its delivery. His 
error will be seen at once, if we bear in mind ‘his mode of treating the Psalms, in 
which it is especially important to trace those occasions in David's history, which were 
selected as points to which predictions respecting Christ might be, as it were, at- 
tached. Neglecting this principle, Hengstenberg regards theefulfilment in our Lord's 
history of some of the Psalms to be merely casual; and excludes from his “ Christ- 
ology” others which the New Testament unquestionably represents as Messianic. 
In that work (B. 1. i. s. 94, uw. s. 154), he divides those Psalms which alone he allows 
to be Messianic, into two classes: (1) those which describe the Messiah in Glory; 
viz., Psalths ii.,. xlv., lxxii., ex.; (2) those in which a suffering Messiah is depicted ; 
viz., Psalms xvi., xxii, xl. Hofmann with reason observes: ‘‘ Why is the 45th Psalm 
to be preferred to the 8th, when both are referred in the same manner to Jesus in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews, and nowhere else? Jesus Himself quotes a passage 
from Ps. xli. with the words, “ that the Scripture may be fulfilled,” and refers it to 
Himself [viz. Ps. xli. 9, ‘He that eateth bread with Me hath lifted up his heel 
against Me”—S. John, xiii. 18]; is this Psalm to be regarded as less Messianic than 
the 22nd? We clearly see why Hengstenberg has omitted the 8th and 41st Psalms; 
he found it impossible to refer them throughout to Jesus.”—loc. cit. s. 4. 

? We can trace this ‘Law’ of Prophecy even in cases which may appear to pre- 
sent an exception: I mean the announcement by name, so many years before their 
appearance, of Josiah (1 Kings, xiii. 2), and Cyrus (Isai. xliv. 28; xlv. 1),—the soli- 
tary instances of this kind of prediction to be found in the Old Testament. In each 

' of these cases there is the closest connexion with the immediate occasion of the pro- 
phetic communication. fn 1 Kings, xiii. 2, the name Josiah (17"~N) expresses the 
fundamental thought of the prediction of which it is a part. The prediction directly 
refers to the signification of this name [Gesenius explains it to mean: “quem Jeho- 
vah sanat: a rad. MDN sanavil, et 1N"’], which is as expressive here, as is that of 
Immanuel, when employed by Isaiah (ch. vii. 14). The announcement of “the man 
of God” that “Jehovah founds, or supports’—which is implied by the name Josiah 
—is obviously opposed to the erection of that altar by Jeroboam, the destruction 
of which it was the prophet’s immediate design to proclaim: ‘‘O altar, altar, thus 
saith the Lord; Behold a child shall be born unto the house of David, Josiah by 
name. * * * And he.gave a sign the same day, saying * * * Behold the 
altar shall be rent,” &c.,—in other*words, Jehovah, not Jeroboam, is the true founder 
of the altar. In the next place, as to Isaiah’s prediction of Cyrus:—(1.) We are to 
notice how completely ideal is the prophet’s description of this king. By him, for the 
first time among the rulers of the heathen, will homage be puid to the God of Israel. 
He is to be the counterpart to Egyptian Pharaoh: ‘‘ He shall build My city, and he 
shall let go My captives, not for price nor reward, saith the Lord of Hosts.”—Isai. 
xlv. 13. He is God's “ shepherd,” His “anointed.” Jehovah declares of him: ‘TI 
have raised up one from the north, and he shall come: from the rising of the sun 
(mw-N717272) shall he call upon My Name.”—vxli. 25, (2) The passage just quoted, 
combined with the statements that “the righteous man” (xli. 2), and “a ravenous 
bird” (xlvi. 11) were to come “ from the east,” supplies the occasion on which is founded 
the prophet’s allusion to the primary signification of the name Coresch (75), or 
Cyrus, which corresponds to the old Persian—‘ huaré ksaéta,” i. e. Sol rex (the final 

belonging to the nominative). The name, therefore, is to be regarded as a regal 
appellative; as a ‘nomen dignitatis.’ It is, moreover, certain, that Cyrus before he 
ascended the throne was called Agradates, the title Cyrus being a species of apothe- 
osis. Bournouf observes: ‘Le titre de soleil s’est naturellement attaché au nom du 
monarque, surtout dans un pays comme la Perse, ol cet astre recevait sous son propre 
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this mode of acting will present themselves to every mind. 
Suffice it here to mention the memorable example afforded 
by the narrative contained in the seventh chapter of the sec- 

ond Book of Samuel, where God employs the occasion of cor- 
recting the error into which Nathan’s precipitancy had led him, 
for the purpose of conveying the fundamental prediction, which 
represents Christ as the Son of David, and on which are founded 
all the Messianic Psalms.’ By this fact of the connexion of single 

nom de ‘ huar®’ les adorations des hommes.” The employment by Isaiah of the for- 
eien word Coresch, is not more strange than the use by Nahum (ch iii. 17) of the 
Persian "020, which our version renders ‘ captains,” and Gesenius “ Satraps.” There 
is, besides, a strong resemblance in sound between »71>, and the Hebrew o-nm which 
occurs in Isaiah, xix. 18, and where it is rendered in the margin of our Bibles, ‘‘ He- 
res or the Sun.” That Isaiah himself employs Coresch merely as a “nomen digni- 
tatis,” and that he is unconscious (see zvfra, Lecture vy.) of its personal application, is 
further confirmed by the absence, in his use of the word, of the predicate “ King of 
Persia,” by which Cyrus is invariably designated when named elsewhere in the Old 
Testament,—in Chronicles, in Ezra, and in Daniel. See Hiivernick’s “ Hinleitung,” 
Th. u. Abth. ii. s. 163 ff. Gesenius’ remark on w72 is ‘‘ Greeci hoc nomen Persis solem 
notasse observant (v. Ctesias ap. Plut. Artax. Opp., t. 1. p. 1012. Etym. M. Kipoc 
Kobpoc HAtoc), et recte quidem.” 

? © And when thy days be fulfilled, and thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will 
set up thy seed after thee * * * and I will establish his kingdom. He shall 
build an house for My Name, and I will establish the throne of his kingdom for 
ever. I will be his Father, and he shall be My son.”—vers. 12-14.“ Almost all the 
more ancient Christian expositors, and several of the Jewish, refer this prediction to 
Christ: * * * the majority of the earlier Christian writers discern in it a ‘double 
sense,’ either by referring part of it to Solomon, and part to Christ; or by regarding 
Solomon as its proper object, and representing him and his*kingdom as types of the 
Kingdom of Christ.”—Sack, Apologetik, s. 274. 

Ebrard, in his comment on Heb. i. 5, points out how the inspired writer exhibits, 
in that passage, the connexion of the Messianic Psalms with this grand announce- 
ment of Nathan, by combining it with the unquestionable prediction of the Second 
Psalm: ‘ For,” argues the Apostle, “unto which of the angels said He at any time, 
Thou art My Son, this day have I begotten Thee? And again, I will be to Him a 
Father, and He shall be to Me a Son.” The language of Gen. iii, 15, and Deut. xviii. 
15, denoted, it is true, the Messiah in general terms: in the words of Nathan, how- 
ever, was it for the first time revealed, that He should spring from the line of David ; 
and also that His Sonship should be such as could not properly be derived from Da- 
vid, but only from God. 8. Augustine has acutely remarked, that the fact of Solomon 
having been anointed king, during David’s lifetime (1 Kings, i. 32~53), of itself proves 
that this prediction of Nathan could not have been fulfilled literally in his person: 
‘Nec ob aliud, vivente adhue patre suo David, regnare Salomon coepit, quod nulli 
illorum regum contigit, nisi ut hine quoque satis eluceat, non esse ipsum, quem pro- 
phetia ista preesignat, quee ad ejus patrem loquitur, dicens ‘ Ht erit cum repleti fuerint 
dies tui,’” &e.—De Civ. Dei, xvii. 8. t. vii. p. 471. Indeed, Sslomon himself implies 
as much, 1 Kings, viii. 27. “ Not less clearly,” writes Ebrard, ‘‘ was David conscious 
of the fact that Nathan’s words were to find their full accomplishment, for the first 
time, ‘in the distant future (pi7725) in a Man, who is Himself the Lord Jehovah.’ 
—2 Sam. vii. 19 [‘* Thou hast spoken also of Thy servant’s house for a great while to 
come. And is this the manner of man, O Lord God?” E.V.:—the latter words mean- 
ing, according to Ebrard: “ And this is the manner of the Man, The Lord Jehovah” ; 
or as it is explained 1 Chron. xvii. 17, ‘in a Man who is exalted to the rank of Jeho- 
vah.’ [The English version reads here: ‘Thou hast regarded me according to the 
estate of a man of high degree, O Lord God.”] On this promise, so well understood, 
David builds the hope which he expresses in the Second Psalm.”—s, 42. (Cf Acts, ii 
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predictions with the historical present, may be explained, I con- 
ceive, that characteristic of Prophecy which consists in its ‘ double 
sense ;”' according towhich the particular is brought forward as a 
pledge of what lies far beyond, without representing the former 
as the true or highest end. Thus the prediction which foresha- 
dowed the restoration of Judah from captivity in Babylon,* had a 
further end. ‘It is a subject,” observes Mr. Davison, ‘“ akin to 
the Evangelical Restoration, LKvery Christian understands the 
resemblance.’” 

30, 31). Of the manner in which the English Version renders these passages Ebrard 
remarks: “If Y°27N were not in apposition to OUN-"n7Tin, but a vocative, the latter 
words would be altogether without meaning.”—Jbid. For an analogous, but different, 
interpretation, see Kennicott’s ‘‘ Remarks on select passages in the Old Testament,” 
Pp. Ho, 

1 “This age of Prophecy [viz. that of David and Solomon], in particular, brings 
the doctrine of the ‘double sense,’ as it has been called, before us. For Scripture 
Prophecy is so framed in some of its predictions, as to bear a sense directed to two 
objects, of which structure the predictions concerning the kingdom of David furnish 
a conspicuous example; and I should say, an unquestionable one, if the whole prin- 
ciple of that kind of interpretation had not been by some disputed and denied. 
* #* * The double sense of Prophecy, however, is of all things the most remote 
from fraud or equivocation, and has its ground of reason perfectly clear. For what is 
it? Not the convenient latitude of two unconnected senses, wide of each other, and 
giving room to a fallacious ambiguity ; but the combination of two related, analogous, 
and harmonizing, though disparate subjects, each clear and definite in itself; implying 
a two-fold truth in the prescience, and creating an aggravated difficulty, and thereby 
an accumulated proof in the completion.”—Davison, Discourses on Prophecy, p. 195. 
In his application of this important principle, Mr. Davison appears to me to exhibit 
too great caution when he observes: ‘‘I would understand the double sense to ob- 
tain only in some of the more distinguished monuments of Prophecy.”—p. 198. Ols- 
hausen seems to have had a more just apprehension of its applicability. Equally 
cautious With Mr. Davison, he guards against the abuse of this principle of the 
‘double sense,’ by refusing to accept any interpretation of Scripture which the words 
of Scripture do not justify :—“ This is to be laid down, in the first instance, as the rule, 
of every system of exposition, that Scripture has no other meaning in addition to 
the simple meaning of its own words; but yet under this it again has the same, only 
lying somewhat more deeply. * * * A firm, necessary connexion must always 
be maintained between the literal sense of the words, and the more profound import 
of this verbal sense.”—Hin Wort, &c. s. 90. This pregnant sense of the language of 
Prophecy has been clearly pointed out by Bacon: “Secunda pars [ Historize Ecclesias- 
ticee] que est historia ad prophetias, ex duobis relativis constat; prophetia ipsa, et 
ejus adimpletione * * * atque licet plenitudo et fastigium complementi eorum 
[vaticiniorum] plerumque alicui certze stati vel etiam certo momento destinetur ; at- 
tamen habent interim gradus nonnullos et scalas complementi, per diversas mundi 
wtates..—De Augm. Scient. lib. 11..c. xi. The importance of giving due weight to the 
comprehensive signification of the language of Scripture will be shown more fully in 
Lecture vii. Meanwhile I may refer to a remarkable illustration already given, Lec- 
ture iii. p. 109, note’. 

? Tsai. lii.; Jer. xxxi. ‘In like manner the prophecy of the judicial destruction 
of Jerusalem with the dissolution of the Jewish Economy, symbolizes with that which 
relates to tho final judgment, which will shut yp the whole temporal Economy of God 
at the end of the world., In the New Testament they are united.”—Davison, Dis- 
courses, p. 199. 

* Ibid. p. 198. It may be well to observe here, that the whole system ot Types, 
to which the Bible attaches so much importance, affords an obvious illustration of 
the ‘double sense’ of prophecy. See on this subject Lecture v. infra. 
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What we know respecting the occasional composition of the 
several books of the New Testament, supplies a striking analogy 
to that ‘ Law’ of Prophecy to which I have now drawn attention. 
The external occasions which have called forth the successive com- 
ponents of the New Testament, are precisely parallel to the histo- 
rical events to which particular predictions have been annexed ; 
and may, in this light, be regarded as the providential element, 
by which the free agency of the sacred writers was brought under 
the guidance of Inspiration... The Epistles of 8. Paul to the Co- 
rinthians, for example, were called forth by certain events in one 
of the churches which he had planted. This was confessedly 
their primary intent. And yet such was the occasion made use 
of by the Holy Ghost for the purpose of conveying Divine in- 
struction to the remotest futurity.’ 

Before entering upon an examination of the particular facts 
by which, as I have said, the ‘dynamical’ theory of Inspiration 
may be proved, it is necessary to consider the nature of the Pro- 
phetic Office. 

The great doctrine of Monotheism formed the essence of the 
Patriarchal Creed ; and presented, as taught by Moses, the lead- 
ing idea of the Jewish nation. On Sinai was announced from 
heaven the complete polity of Israel, according to which the peo- 
ple were to acknowledge Jehovah as their invisible Lord and King. 
The duty of the Hebrew as a citizen thus became equivalent to 
his religious duty ;—each particular of his life being referred to 
his duty to God. In the words of the Prophet—“ Jehoveh was 7 

? We learn from a passage in Tertullian’s controversy with Marcion, that the 
Church has, from the first, recognised the principle that the external occasion of each 
inspired document is altogether subordinate to its destination for the future: ‘“ Ec- 
clesize quidem veritate epistolam istam ad Ephesios habemus emissam, non ad Lao- 
dicenos; sed Marcion ei titulum aliquando interpolare gestiit, quasi et in isto diligen- 
tissimus explorator. Nihil avtem de titulis interest, cwm ad omnes Apostolus scripserit, 
dum ad quosdam.”—Adv. Marcion, v. 17, p. 607. So also in the Fragment preserved 
by Muratori (see swpra, Lecture ii. p. 57, note *),,we read: “ Cum ipse beatus Aposto- 
lus Paulus sequens preedecessoris sui Johannis ordinem, nonnisi nominatim septem 
Ecclesiis scribat. * * * Kt Johannes enim in Apocalypsi licet septem Kcclesiis 
scribat, TAMEN OMNIBUS DrcIT.”—ap. Routh, Relig Sacre. t. i. p. 395. Of this pass- 
age Credner, having remarked that S. John is called the “ praedecessor” of 8. Paul 
with reference to Gal. i. 17 (of mpd éuov ’AmdoToA01)—gives the following paraphrase : 
“ Although Paul has directed Epistles to seven churches defined by name, still these 
writings possess a value not merely local, but rather universal; just as the Revela- 
tion of John addressed, in the first instance, to seven churches has a universal value. 
This comparison is rendered a demonstration by the fact that in the Revelation itself 
(ch. ii. 23), what is said to the Seven Churches is extended to all, by the words: kai 
yvécovra mdoat al éxxdAeciar."—Zur Geschichte des Canons, s. 86. 

- 
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their Judge, Jehovah was their Lawgiver, Jehovah was their 
King.” This conception received from Josephus the appropriate 
appellation of the “'Theocracy.”* In it consisted the germ of - 
that future Kingdom of God, the erection of which was the great 
end of the former Covenant. In the different features of the 
Theocracy can be traced the outline of that agency which has 
been ordained by the Divine decree for the Redemption of man- 
kind. Here were displayed the preparations for, and the types 
of, that Church of Christ to be founded in “ the latter days,” and 
unto which all nations are yet to flow ;—‘“‘ which stretches out 

her boughs unto the sea, and her branches unto the river ;”—of 

* 

which “ kings shall be the nursing fathers, and queens the nurs- 
ing mothers ;”—‘‘ She that looketh forth as the morning, fair as 
the moon, clear as the son, terrible as an army with banners !’* \ 

The Theocracy presents two great periods : the one starting 
from Moses, the other taking its rise from Samuel. During the 
former, its chief ministers were the Priests, who, to the end, rep- 
resented one of the most essential elements of the Law. To 
them was intrusted the sacred symbolism of Divine worship, to 
which even the oral teaching of the Law yielded in importance ;‘ 
the sacerdotal instruction, throughout the entire course of the 
Theocracy, being a system of teaching by acts. Together with 
the institution of the Sacerdotal Order, the germ of a new min- 
istry—that of the Prophets—was placed by Moses in the Law,’ 

' Tsai. xxiii. 22, Cf. 1 Sam. viii. 7; Micah, iv. 7. Cf on this subject the re- 
marks of Baumgarten Crusius, “ Grundziige der bibl. Theol.,” s. 35. 

* Alluding to the various forms of earthly governments, Josephus observes: 6 0’ 
muétepoc vouobérne eic piv tobtwv obdorioby areidev" Oc S dv Tic eltor Braoduevoc Tov 
Adyov, Deokpatiav unédetke 7H ToAiTeEvma, O&G THY apyiy Kad Td KpaToc dvaberc, 
kai Teioag el¢ éxeivov Gmavtag dbopav O¢ aitiov piv dmdvTwv dvta Tov dyabGv.—Cont 
Apion, Ul. xvi. t. ii. p. 482. 

abs. Gams 0 Isat, xlix,23' Cant. vi. 10; 
* Hivernick justly rejects the opinion that the Priests represent merely the for- 

mal and external side of the Theocracy, while the Prophets exhibit its spiritual ten- 
dency and internal character. The symbolical ordinances and the oral teaching of 
the Law are placed side by side, in the following command of the Lord to Aaron: 
“Tt shall be a statute for ever throughout your generations: and that ye may put 
difference between holy and unholy, and between unclean and clean; and that ye 
may teach the children of Israel all the statutes which the Lord hath spoken unto 
them by the hand of Moses.”—Ley. x. 9-11. “ Hinleit.” Th. 1 Abth. ii. s. 4. 

® “Prophecy belongs rather to the promissory side of the Law, than to its com- 
mands. The Prophets are a free gift of Divine Grace, designed to bless the Theocracy 
as instruments of Jehovah, and in whom His love for His people finds expression.” 
—Hiavernick, loc, cit. 3. 5. This writer further points out how fully the freedom of the 
Spirit’s influence was exhibited, even under the Old Covenant, by the fact,—so re- 
markable when Oriental manners are taken into account,—that the exercise of the 
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although its full development was reserved for a later period. 
That the Spirit of Prophecy was poured out in his days, appears 
not only from the account of the seventy Elders who “ prophesied” 
(as we read in the eleventh chapter of the book of Numbers),* 
but also from the tests which the Law had already defined for 
distinguishing between true and false prophets.” The age of the 
Judges, towards its close, presents an instance in which the gift 
of Prophecy was conferred even to the fullest extent, in the case 
of the ‘“‘ man of God” who came “ unto Eh, and said unto him, 
Thus saith the Lord ;’* and whose announcements are conceived 

in a form, and expressed in a manner, identical with those of 
subsequent prophets. As time went on, together with the total 
degeneracy of the Priesthood, this dawning light of Prophecy 
was almost quenched in Israel.“ Under such circumstances, 
Somuel was called by God, not only to reform the Sacerdotal 
Order, but also to restore Prophecy to its true legal basis, by 

prophetic agency was independent of sex. This is proved by the examples of Miriam 
(Exod. xv. 20), Deborah (Judg. iv. 4)—whose genuinely prophetical song is a sub- 
lime echo of the age of Moses,—and Huldah (2 Kings, xxii. 14); to each of whom 
the official title (sce infra, p. 158, note *), of Prophetess—nx7=3, is applied. Mention 
is also made of the existence of Prophetesses in the age of the New Testament: e. 
g. Anua (S. Luke, ii. 36), and the daughters of Philip the Evangelist (Acts, xxi. 9). 

1 Moses, filled with a growing sense of his powerlessness to keep the people true to 
their allegiance to God, had said unto the Lord: “I am not able to bear all this peo- 
ple alone, because it is too heavy forme. * * * And the Lord came down in a 
cloud, and spake unto him, and took of the Spirit that was upon him,and gave it 
unto the seventy Elders: and it came to pass that when the Spirit rested upon them 
they prophesied (1N22m),and did not cease. * * * And there ran a young man, 
and told Moses and said, Eldad and Medad do prophesy in the camp. * * * And 
Moses said unto [Joshua], Enviest thou for my sake? would God that all the Lord’s 
people were prophets (@°N723), and that the Lord would put his Spirit upon them !”— 
vss. 14, 25, 27, 29; which latter words, observes Hivernick, ‘‘ express as well an 
earnest longing for the perfection of the Theocracy, as a profound insight into the es- 
sence of the Kingdom of God,—nay more, which contain a prophetic announcement 
of Its glorious future.”—loc. cif. s. 17. 

2 “Tf there arise among you a prophet (x72) * * * and the sign or the won- 
der come to pass whereof he spake unto thee, saying, Let us go after other gods 
* * * thou shalt not hearken unto the words of that prophet.’—Deut. xiii, 1-3. 
“The prophet (x°327), which shall presume to speak a word in My Name, which I 
have not commanded him to speak, or that shall speak in the name of other gods, 

* even that prophet shall die.”—Deut. xviii. 20. These preparatory ordinances point- 
ing to the institution of a Prophetic Order, although the office itself was not as yet 
fully developed, are perfectly analogous to ‘the direotions which related to the future 
introduction of kingly rule: e. g. ‘“ And it shall be, when he sitteth upon the throne 
of his kingdom, that he shall write him a copy of this Law in a book,” &¢.—Deut. 
xvii. 18. 

$ Sam. ii. 27-36. a 
* The influence of the Spirit of God was, however, still exerted, although in a 

lower and far different manner, in the, persons ‘of the Judges, by whom, during this 
interval, the Theocracy was administered. E. g. “The Spirit of the Lord came upon 
Gideon.”—Judges, vi. 34 ; “upon Jephthah,”—xi. 29; upon Samson, xv. 14, &. &, 
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proving that the guidance of the people must rest upon an in- 
ward religious a His function was not, as has been erroneously 
maintained, to create anew, but simply to re-organize ;’ and the 
sacred history informs us of his suecess. The child Samuel saw 
a time ‘‘ when the word of the Lord was precious,” when there 
was “no open vision :”’—the man Samuel beheld around him a 
host of prophets, who, together with him, served Jehovah, sang 
His praises, received His revelations, and proclaimed His Name.’ 
In the interval between Moses and Samuel, the official title of 
the Prophetic Order, (Nabi),* together with the office itself, had 

1 “As the whole tendency of Samuel’s labors,” observes Hiivernick, ‘ can only 
be understood by looking constantly to the Law,—as he is to be accounted merely 
the Theocratic Reformer, not the founder of Theocracy—such is also his relation to 
Prophecy.”—loc. cif. s. 18. Indeed Samuel's entire life was, as it were, a reflection 
of that of Moses ; and hence he is referred to in Scripture as a second Law-giver: 
“Then said the Lord unto me, Though Moses and Samuel stood before Me.”—Jer. 
xy. 1. And again: “ Moses and Aaron among His Priests, and Samuel among them 
that call upon His name.”—Ps. xcix. 6. Althongh no information on the subject is 
given in 1 Sam. i., we learn from 1 Chron. vi. 22-28, that Samuel was of the tribe of 
Levi, and the family of Kohath; while we can infer that he performed the functions 
of a Priest from 1 Sam. vii. 9. (See Winer, “Real Worterb.” Art. ‘Samuel.’) He 
was not High Priest, Eli having been the. last individual who filled at once the 
highest ecclesiastical and civil offices. 

* 1 Sam. iii. 1. , 
* The system of Revelation is most plainly exhibited by a review of the periods 

which start from Moses and Samuel respectively. I have already alluded (Lecture i. pp. 
23, 24.) to the distinction which exists between God’s revelations by Act, and by Word; 
i. e. between the manifestation of His power over the material universe, and the proofs 
of His omniscience by the mouth of His prophets. The former is chiefly attested in 
that series of sublime acts of Omnipotence, displayed during the space of time which 
elapsed from the Exodus to the conquest of Canaan :—for, although in the Patriarchal 
age also, there were exhibited proofs of miraculous power, they were comparatively 
few and far between. “This relative withdrawal of miracles in the history of the 
Patriarchs,” observes Sack, “is an incomparable proof of the historic truth and the 
Divine nature of the Patriarchal Revelation. What opportunities has a mythico- 
poetical narrative here let slip!”—Apologetik, s. 174. After the possession of Canaan 
was secured, displays of miraculous power appear to have been gradually withdrawn ; 
and the course of Revelation was now marked by the series of prophetic announce- 

* ments which signalized the period from Samuel to Malachi. We must, however, bear 
in mind that, as in the Divine economy in general there are no abrupt transitions, so 
here, too, each of these phases of Revelation fades away into the other. In the age 
of Moses there were displays of omniscience; in the Prophetic period there were ex- ° 
hibitions of mvraculous power. After Malachi there was indeed, for a considerable 
time, a cessation from such supernatural revelations ; but this was.merely the prelude 
to the advent of the Divine Revealer Himself, in whom both phases were united. Cf. 
K6ppen, “ Die Bibel cin Werk der gittl. Weisheit.” B. ii. s. 100. eae 

* The earliest occasion on which the word Nabi is used in Scripture, is when God 
commands Abimelech to restore Sarah to Abraham, adding: “He is a Prophet’ 
(X17 N7DI7>) and he shall pray for thee, and thou shalt live.’"—Gen. xx. 7. “Here 
Abraham is so called, for the Patriarch combined in his person the kingly, the sacer- 
dotal, and the prophetical office.”-—Hiivernick, Hinleit. Th. 1. Abth. i. s. 54. Cf Ps. 
cy. 15. During the age of Moses mention is made, as we have seen (p. 156, notes ! 
and *), of both Prophets and Prophetesses: e. g. “If there be a Prophet (x32) among 
you, I the Lord will make Myself known unto him in a vision,” &&—Num. xii. 6. 
It is to be observed that Moses himself is styled Nabi in Hos. xii. 13 [14]. 
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fallen into oblivion ; and hence it was said in the days of Samuel : 
“He that is now called a Prophet (Nabi) was beforetime called 
a Seer (Roeh).”* A regular line of prophets having been formed 
by Samuel, the title, defined by the Law, was restored ; and the 
appellation “ Prophet” (Nabi) henceforward denotes the oficial 
character of chosen ministers of the Theocracy, who are distin-: 
guished by this title from those other men of God, who possessed, 
indeed, the prophetic gi/¢, but not the prophetic office. The sig- 
nification of the term Nabi may be inferred, not only from its 
admitted etymology,—according to which it implies ‘a speaker,” 
“one who announces the sayings and revelations of God,’*—but 
also from the explanation given by Jehovah Himself: ‘‘ The 
Lord said unto Moses, See, I have made thee a god (Elohim) to 

1] Sam. ix. 9. There are three distinct Hebrew terms, for which our English 
version gives but these two equivalents: viz. x°23 (Nabi, i. e. the official title of the 
chief agent of the Theocracy)—which is translated @ Prophet; Ax> (Roeh), and min 
(Chozeh), which are rendered by the single term a Seer. The question whether any 
or what distinction exists between these three terms has been much discussed. It 
seems plain, however, notwithstanding some apparent exceptions, that they are not 
employed indiscriminately by the sacred writers. HH. g.in 1 Chron. xxix. 29, Sarnuel 
is styled “ Roeh;” Nathan. “ Nabi;” and Gad, ‘‘Chozeh ;”—the English version, here 
as elsewhere, making no distinction between Roeh and Chozeh. The conclusion at 
which I have arrived, and which in some respects differs, so faras I am aware, 
from any which has been hitherto suggested, is that Nabi and Roeh are equivalent 
in their meaning—as, indeed, the text 1 Sam. ix. 9, of itself intimates; each denoting 
the official minister of the Theocracy, and Roeh being merely the archaic form of 
expression. Chozeh, on the other hand, is the general title applied to any agent of 
God to whom revelations were occasionally made; and to whom, on certain exigen- 
cies, Divine communications were vouchsafed. According to this view every ‘“‘ Nabi” 
could receive the title ‘‘Chozeh,” but not conversely. But on this question see 
Appendix J. 

I may add, that the LXX. invariably render x°33 by zpogzjrn¢ (or pevdorpodytne, 
e. g. Jer. vi. 13); and that they make no distinction between Mx > and Mn (see 1 
Chron. xxix. 29, where both terms are rendered Aé7vwv), translating in numerous 
places by épav, GAérwv, and rpodijrne indifferently: see 2 Sam. xxiv. 11; 1 Chron. 
xxvi. 28. This general use of zpopyrn¢ to denote all classes of God’s messengers, 
is further exhibited by the writings of Philo and Josephus. See Lecture ii. p. 65, 
&e. The term mxpod~ytny, Eusebius observes, is derived tapi TO Tpogaivety KN 
rpodwrifecv tv adroic 70 Ociov Nveiua, pi) ovov ta mapdvta, dAAG Kai TAY 
peAhovtwy uAnd) Kar dKpt3i yrdouw.—Demons. Evang., lib. v. p. 209, ed. Paris. On 
the other hand, $. Isidore of Seville observes: ‘‘Quos gentilitas vates appellat, hos 
nostri prophetas vocant, quasi preefantores, quia porro fantur, et de futuris vera prae- 
dicunt.”—Fiymolog., lib. Vu. ¢. vill. p. 60. 

- # Both Knobel (“Der Prophetismus der Hebrier,” Th. i. s. 137) and Havernick 
explain x23 (which is found only in Niphal and Hithp.) to mean “ to stream forth,” 
“to gush forth from a source,” after the analogy of >22, scaturivit. Cf. y22 dra, “a 
stream gushing out,” or “flowing brook.”—Prov. xviii. 4. Hence, by a transition not 
unusual, it is transferred to the flow of words; see Ps. lxxviii. 2. Compare the 
manner in which pom (which literally signifies stid/avit), is used to express the idea 
of prophesying ;—see Micah, ii. 6, and ef. Ezek. xxi. 2. The trope cannot be better 
expressed than by the words: ‘ My doctrine shall drop as the rain, My speech shall 
distil as the dew.”-—Deut. xxxii. 2. 
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Pharaoh : and Aaron thy brother shall be thy prophet (Nabi ;)” 

the Lord having previously announced to Moses,—Aaron “ shall 
be thy spokesman to the people : and he shall be to thee instead 
of a mouth: and thou shalt be to him instead of God.” And 
thus the official Prophet was, above all others, God’s spokesman 

to the people ; the mouth, as it were, by which Jehovah uttered 

His commands. 
Closely connected with the organization of the Prophetic Or- 

der, was the institution of those Societies or Schools established 

by Samuel at Ramah, Bethel, Gibea, Jericho, and Gilgal ; the 
members of which were called ‘“ prophets,” or ‘sons of the proph- 
ets,” indifferently.” Over these Societies the leading prophets of 

1 Exod. vii. 1; Exod. iv. 16 (‘and he shall be thy spokesman”—7> Nin~727)). 
Knobel observes that Onkelos has rendered n723 (“prophet”) in the former of these 
passages, as well as M5 (‘‘ mouth”) in the latter, by the word waa71n2 interpres.—Ibid. 
Th. i. s. 104. In this sense Jehovah promises Jeremiah: ‘If thou take forth the 
precious from the vile, thou shalt be as My mouth”—Jer. xv. 19; and also declares 
respecting “the Prophet like unto Moses”—“ I will put My words in his mouth.”— 
Deut. xviii. 18. 

2 1 Sam. x. 5, 10; xix. 20; 2 Kings, ii. 3, 5; iv. 38. Cf. too, 2 Kings, xxii. 14, 
and 2 Chron. xxxiv. 22, where it is said of ‘“ Huldah the Prophetess” that “she dwelt 
in Jerusalem, in the College,” (n2v72, which the Chaldee paraphrast renders domus 
doctrine, and Kimchi a school—see “Select Discourses” by John Smith, of Cambridge, 
“On Prophecy,” ch. ix.) Hivernick thinks that Samuel did not appoint any fixed 
constitution of these assemblies, merely because we do not meet the phrase “Sons 
of the Prophets” until after his death: during his lifetime they were called “the com- 
pany (52m, p75) of the Prophets.” That their number was considerable, may be in- 
ferred from the fact that Ahab on one occasion “ gathered the prophets together about 
four hundred men”—1 Kings, xxii. 6; and that in Jezebel’s persecution “ Obadiah 
took an hundred prophets and hid them by fifty in a cave.”"—1 Kings, xviii. 4. See 
Knobel, “Der Proph. der Hebrier,” Th. ii. s. 39 ff. Over these Schools, as I have 
said, one of the leading prophets of the age usually presided. Thus Saul’s messen- 
gers “saw the company of the prophets prophesying, and Samuel standing as ap- 
pointed over them”—1 Sam. xix. 20: so also, when Elisha came again to Gilgal 
* * * the sons of the prophets were sitting before him”’—2 Kings, iv. 38. Hence 
the title “Sons or pupils of the Prophets.” That such was the origin of the phrase is 
evident from the question asked, on one occasion, respecting them: “ But who is 
their father?”—1 Sam. x. 12. In this sense, too, Elisha addressed Elijah when taken 
from him to heaven: “ My father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the horsemen 
thereof.”—2 Kings, ii. 12. See J. Smith, loc. cit. They were also sometimes called 
simply prophets :—as we learn from 1 Kings, xx., where the person who, at ver. 39, 
is described as “a certain man of the sons of the prophets,” is named at ver. 38° ‘‘ the 
prophet ;” see also 2 Kings, ix. 1, 4:—in both of which cases we observe that the in- 
dividual named executed a Divine commission. Indeed we can infer that Divine 
revelations were at times made to these assemblies collectively: e. g. ‘The sons 
of the prophets that were at Bethel came forth to Elisha and said unto him, Knowest 
thou that the Lord will take away thy master from thy head to-day ?”—2 Kings, ii. 
3, 5. That “the Master” or chief Prophet was always regularly instituted in his 
functions, we may, perhaps, conclude from the command of God to Elijah: “ Elisha, 
the son of Shaphat of Abelmeholah, shalt thou anoint to be Prophet in thy room.”— 
1 Kings, xix. 16. From these Societies the selection of the leading prophets was or- 
dinarily made. “ Elisha himself was trained up by Elijah as his disciple [see e. g. 1 
Kings, xix. 21, ‘Then Elisha arose, and went after Ehjah, and ministered unto him :’ 
and also 2 Kings, ix. 1]; and therefore in 2 Kings, iii, 11, it was thought a reason 
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the age presided ; and the course of instruction imparted in them 
appears to have embraced the following subjects : music,’—which 
so far back as the time of Moses formed an important feature of 
Divine worship; the composition of lyrical poetry,—the connex- 
ion of which with Prophecy is shown by the predictions of Ba- 
laam, and the songs interwoven in the writings of Isaiah (both 
instances exhibiting how closely Prophecy bordered upon sacred 
lyrics ;)* and above all, as we may safely conclude from the char- 

good enough to prove that he was a prophet, for that he had been Elijah’s disciple, 
and ‘poured water upon his hands,’ as all the Jewish scholastics observe. * * * 
And hence it was that Amos urgeth the extraordinariness of his commission from 
God: ‘I was no prophet, nor was I a prophet’s son’ (Amos, vii. 14)—‘ He was not 
prepared for Prophecy, or trained up so as to be fitted for a prophetical function by 
his discipleship,’ as Abarbanel glosseth upon the place. And therefore Divine Inspi- 
ration found him out of the ordinary road of Prophets, among his herds of cattle.” 
—J. Smith, loc. cit. 

? Carpzovius observes:—‘ Notamus eam [musicam] partim ad prophetarum exer- 
citia, et munia, partim ad dispositiones pertinere eorum qui huic se muneri destina- 
bant.”—Jntrod., § ix. p. 21. The most obvious proof of the latter fact here adverted 
to, is afforded by the case of Elisha when solicited to declare the Lord’s will to King 
Jehoram: ‘And Elisha said, As the Lord of Hosts liveth * * * surely were it 
not that I regard the presence of Jehoshaphat the King of Judah, I would not look to- 
ward thee, nor see thee. But now bring me a minstrel. And it came to pass, when 
the minstrel played, that the hand of the Lord came upon him. And he said, Thus 
saith the Lord” &ce.—2 Kings, iii. 14-16. The relation of music to the functions of 
a prophet, may be noticed so early as the age of Moses:—‘‘ Then sang Moses and 
the children of Israel this song unto the Lord. * * * And Miriam the proph- 
etess * * * tooka timbrel in her hand,” &e.—Exod. xy. 1, 20. Cf. Judges, iv. 
4; vy. 1. The intimate connexion of music with the prophetical office, and of both 
with the service of the Temple, we learn from 1 Chron. xxv. 1, where David “ separ- 
ated to the service of the sons of Asaph, &e. who should prophesy (0787227) with 
harps, with psalteries, and with cymbals.” The word mmz2725, too,—which must be 
rendered “to the chief musician,” and which stands at the head of fifty-three Psalms, 
affords a proof that the Psalms, in the superscription of which it occurs, were intended 
for public use in the Temple. Compare Hab. iii. 19, where the prophet manifestly 
imitates the superscription of the Psalms: “ the words (0n129322 M3725), with which the 
song of the Church is there closed, can be no otherwise explained than as meaning, ‘to 
the chief musician upon my (Israel’s, for it is the Church that speaks through the 
whole chapter) stringed instrument,’ assigned to the chief musician, that he might 
publicly sing it with the accompaniment of sacred music in the Temple.”—Hengsten- 
berg, Comm. on Ps. iv. (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib., i. p. 57.) While considering the Di- 
vine institution of the musical element of the Temple worship, we must not forget 
the external qualifications which Moses possessed, in consequence of his Egyptian 
education. C. F. Keil, in his continuation of Hiivernick’s “ Hinleitung,” (s. 6) calls 
attention to the words of Philo, in which he enumerates the human acquir ements of 
Moses: * * * Typ Te proxy kal apwoverny kal weTpLXTY Gewpiar, Kal ovorKiy 
Tiv oburacar, Oud Te ypjoews dpydvav * * * Aiyurriwv ol Adytoe rapedocav— 
De Vita Mosis, i. t. ii. p. 84,—a statement which is quoted by Clemens Alex., Strom. 
i. p. 413. It is to be observed, moreover, that not the sacred music alone, but every- 
thing relating to the worship of J ehovah, was the result of Divine command: “ And 
the Lord spake unto Moses saying, See I have called by name Bezaleel * * * 
and I have filled him with the Spirit of God * * * to devise cunning works, to 
work in gold,” &e.—Exod. xxxi. 1-4. 

? By sacred lyrical poetry is meant songs of praise and thanksgiving to Jehovah, 
as distinguished from those poetical compositions which are stamped with the strictly 
prophetical character. The song of the children of Israel, after the passage of the 
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acter of the founder, Samuel,—the Divine ordinances of the Law, 
and the spirit of the Theocracy, This necessity of systematic 
education, in order to qualify men to become spokesmen of God, 
is in every respect analogous to that course of instruction and 
experience, and personal companionship with their Master, which 
was required under the New Testament by the Apostles, before 

Red Sea (Ex. xyv.), is an example of the former; the Messianic Psalms, of the latter. 
That the lyrical poetry of Israel, like all the other features of the Theocracy, must 
be traced to a Divine source, is proved by ‘<eil in the work referred to in the last 
note. The attempt to trace its origin in .1e warlike spirit of the people, is utterly 
without support. Of such songs as mus, if this theory were correct, have been pro- 
duced in the earlier times, we know absolutely nothing. Neither the ‘ Book of the 
wars of Jehovah” (Numb. xxi. 14), nor the war song of Deborah (Judges, v.) form 
exceptions,—for the genuine Theocratic character is stamped upon both. In the 
history of the Hebrews there occurs no such“ Heroic Age,” to which the origin of 
the poetic art can be ascribed. The poetry of Israel was most copious in those times 
when religion had the greatest power over the popular mind; not in those periods 
when war was the leading tendency, as during the rule of the Judges. In short, 
there is no historical foundation for such an opinion: it rests upon a perfectly de- 
fective view of the true characteristics of Hebrew poetry. “If, with the Hebrews, 
Religion is related to Poetry as cause to effect, it is clear that even the historical for- 
mation of their poetry must be connected, in the most intimate manner, with the 
entire course of development of the Theocracy. The sacred lyrics, consequently, re- 
ceived their condition wholly from the revelations of God in word and act, so that 
they are to be regarded as the corresponding echo of the faithful community.”—Keil, 
loc. cit. s. 5. The song of Moses (Exod. xv.) is a poetic piece in a highly cultivated 
form, and Ps. xc. is also ascribed to him in its superscription. That in his age the 
arrangements of public worship required a liturgical use of such songs, is placed be- 
yond any doubt by Numb. x. 35, 36 (cf: Ps. xviii. 1;) nor was this species of in- 
spired poetry ever discontinued (see Judges, v; 1 Sam. ii. 1-10, which pieces have 
the greatest community with Ex. xv.) We have also to notice another species of 
versification of a less formal nature, and more akin to the original character of poetry. 
It is characterized by the name of the poets—a5wu7an, “they that speak in proverbs” 
—Numb. xxi. 27, of which class of sayings that chapter affords a remarkable ex- 
ample (ver. 27-30 :) such are also the adages or “ parables” of Balaam,(Numb. xxiv. 
3). (In proof of Balaam’s inspiration see Lecture v.) : 

We must remember, however, that all Hebrew poetry was not inspired. Although 
it is said of Solomon that “his songs were a thousand and five” (1 Kings, iv. 32), yet 
only two of his poetical compositions stand in the Canon (Ps. lxxii, and exxvii.) 
From the age of Solomon, to the opening of the Chaldean catastrophe, we possess 
(in addition to some Psalms of Asaph and the sons of'Korah, from the times of Je- 
hoshaphat and the Assyrian invasion,)—the song of Jonah (ch. ii.), of Hezekiah (Isai. 
XXXviii. 10, &c.), and some hymns interwoven in the prophecies of Isaiah (cb. xii. 
and xxvi.) To thes® prophetical songs belongs the hymn of Habakkuk (ch. iii.), 
which in part relates to Ps. Ixxvii.; and which repeats in lyrical form the impression 
produced by the revelation which the prophe@had received. Bishop Lowth observes: 
—“ It is sufficiently evident that the Prophetic Office had a most strict connexion 
with the poetic art. They had one common name, one common origin, one com- 
mon author,—the Holy Spirit. Those, in particular, were called to the exercise 
of the Prophetic Office who were previously conversant with the sacred poetry. 
It was equally a part of their duty to compose verses for the service of the Church, 
and to declare the oracles of God: it cannot, therefore, be doubted that a great por- 
tion of the sacred hymns may properly be termed prophecies, or that many of the 
prophecies are in reality hymns.- * * * Of this we have an illustrious proof in 
that prophetic ode of Moses (Deut. xxxii.) which he composed by the especial com- 
mand of God, to be learned by the Israelites.".—Zhe Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews 
Lect. xviii. (Gregory's transl., vol. ii. p. 18). 

ll 
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they could enter upon their peculiar functions. That such pre- 
paratory discipline was necessary, is proved by. the statement of 
S. Peter, that the successor to the Apostleship of Judas should 
be one “who had companied” with the disciples, “ beginning 
from the baptism of John :” for to those who were qualified by 
knowledge thus acquired 8. Peter restricts the choice ; declaring 
that from such persons only ‘‘ must one be ordained to be a wit- 
ness’ of Christ’s Resurrection." The case of 8. Paul, it is true, 
proves, that while this was the ordinary rule of God’s selection, 
certain other agents of the Divine will could be raised up, who 
were not thus qualified by personal experience ;—just as the pre- 
paratory training of a Prophet under the Old Testament might 
be dispensed with. Amos, for example, replied to the cavils of 
Amaziah—“ I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet’s son ; 
but I was an herdman, and a gatherer of sycamore fruit: and 
the Lord took me as I followed the flock, and the Lord said unto 
me, Go, prophesy unto My people Israel.” Such cases, however, 
were exceptions : and the ordinary method by which the scheme 
of Revelation was carried on, was the employment of men whose 
education, experience, and natural capacity qualified them to be- 
come ministers of God’s will. = 

This remark brings immediately before us the facts to which 
I have adverted above ; or, in other words, the process by which 
the revelations of God have been introduced into the sphere of 
human knowledge, And here, at the outset, I would observe,— 
although after what has been said the caution may appear un- 
necessary,—that we must ever keep in mind, that the internal 
suggestion which prompts his utterance neither proceeds from, 
nor is produced by, the prophet’s natural powers or personal con- 
dition :* it is a new principle which is infused into his soul, with 

1 Acts, i. 21, 22. See on this point Lecture vi. 
2 Amos, vii. 14. Cf ver. 12, where Amaziah calls him “seer” (71m); see supra, 

p. 159, note *. Hiivernick, (Th. 11. Abth. ii. s. 303 ff.) observes that, in consequence 
of the circumstances which thus marked the call of Amos, we have more minute in- 
formation concerning his history than is usual in the case of the minor prophets. 
He was “among the herdmen of Tekoa * * * inthe days of Uzziah King of 
Judah, and in the days of Jeroboam, the son of Joash, King of Israel, two years be- 
fore the earthquake.”—Amos, i. 1. 

3 “God reveals Himself externally in the history of the people; internally in the 
spirit of man by His Spirit: while neither the world nor humanity are brought into 
any false identity with the. Divine Being. Thus Hebrew Prophecy, according to its 
subjective starting-point. stands in contrast to all heathen notions, according to which 
the Divine life comes forth in the multiplicity of the powers of Nature. Prophecy is 
not, like the heathen JMantik, tied to the concealed, mysterious, gloomy energies and 
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an energy transcending all that is human. This fact is completely 
established by the uniformity with which the prophets themselves 
point out one characteristic of every species of Divine revelation. 
They invariably represent their knowledge as proceeding from an 
immediate intuition.’ Such is the obvious sense of the constant 
expressions, “Seer,” “ Vision.”? All revelations were ‘ seen,” 
or “gazed upon ;” and were, therefore, apprehended by the in- 
ward intelligence instantaneously, and in a manner analogous to 
the reception of impressions by the outward senses. Thus the 
revelations which the prophets received, could be neither the 
mere result of their own power of reflection, nor fictions suggested 

powers of Nature. Hence there is found in genuine Hebraism no divination of many 
different kinds; no uncertain, fluctuating struggle and effort to place one’s self in 
community with the Deity. * * * The essence and subjective peculiarity of 
prophetic inspiration lies in this, that it finds its origin, not in the natural conscious- 
ness of man, nor yet in any eminent natural parts and abilities, but proves itself to 
be the higher supernatural operation of the Spirit of God.”—Hiiverniek, Hinleitung, loc. 
cit. s. 29 ff. The Bible notion of Revelation, says Baumgarten Crusius, proceeds from 
the idea of the guardian God of Israel, and of the union with the people of Him who is 
also Deity of the Universe. With the Greeks and Romans the notion was connected 
with that of Deity in the Universe (in a Pantheistic or Polytheistic sense); or it was re 
lated (as in the case of Socrates), to a mystic conception of a union with God; or, in 
fine, as denoting something exalted and excellent.— Grundzige der bibl. Theol., s. 215. 

+ “The perception of the ‘word’ which God communicated to the prephets, was 
made by means of the spiritual sense, the apprehension of which is named, in refer- 
ence to the noblest of the natural senses, a seeing. * * * As the Divine idea 
presents itself not mediately through the natural sense, but directly to the spirit of 
the prophet, the notion of seeing is in its proper place.” —Delitzsch, Der Proph. Habak. 
s. 3. (Fairbairn’s “ Ezekiel,” p. 96.) Hence the comprehensive, and significantly 
descriptive terms F1n, 7M, TN, MN, &c. Thus Isaiah “saw the vision concern- 
ing Judah.”—i. 1. Ezekiel “ beheld” the vision of “dry bones,”—xxxvii. 8. Micah 
“saw the word of the Lord concerning Samaria,”—i. 1; and, in like manner, we read 
of “the burden which Habakuk the Prophet did see.,—i. 1. On the word Non, 
translated “burden” in the passage last quoted, S. Jerome observes: ‘‘ Massa nun- 
quam prifertur in titulo, nisi qaum grave, et ponderis laborisque plenum est quod 
videtur.”"— Comment in Abuc. Prol. t. vi. p. 587. And to the sameteffect, in his Pro- 
logue to Nahum: *! Asswmptio, quam LXX. interpretantur Ajjua [they also render by 
dpaua, pace, pijua,| et Aquila dpua interpretatus est, apud Hebraos Massa ponitur, 
id est, grave onus: eo quod eam adversus quam videtur premat, nee sinat elevare 
cervicem.”—Jbid. p. 535. On Isai. xiii. 1, see t. iv. p. 169. Hengstenberg ably de- 
fends this interpretation against those moderus (viz., Vitringa, Michaelis, Gesenius, 
&c.) who have revived the notion of the LXX. See his “ Christologie,” ii. s. 102; and 
s. 272, where he proves that the only passage urged in opposition to S. Jerome’s view 
(viz. Zech. xii. 1) does not really militate against it. 

? When S. John says that he “ bare record of the word of God, and of the testi- 
mony of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw,’—Rev. i. 2,—the latter words 
clearly signify the Apostle’s prophetic visions. On the passage, “The book of the vision 
(jw 7Pc)-of Nahum the Elkoshite,” &c., Nah. i. 1, Otto Strauss observes: “ Adjectus 
genitivus 7M omnino propheticum esse librum ostendit; monemur, describendum hos- 
tium interitum nec conspectum oculis esse, nee post eventum enarratum, neque Tar 
tione antea et conjectura nuntiatum, sed animo extrimsecus rapto oblatum per speciem 
et visionem, et sic perceptum literis exinde exaratum.”—Nahumi de Nino Vaticin., p. 
7. The words, ‘the book of the vision,” point to the Divine Author; while the ad- 
dition of the prophet’s name directs attention to the human agent. 
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by their own imagination.’ Of this there can be no clearer proof, 
than the plain and unaffected manner in which they intimate, 
that their cift of prophesying was neither permanent, nor the re- 
sult of their own volition, but depending wholly on the Divine 
pleasure. For example, when the Shunamite fell at the feet of 
Elisha, and his servant “ came near to thrust her away, the man 
of God said, Let her alone ; for her soul is vexed in her, and the 
Lord hath hid it from me, and hath not told me.” In like man- 
ner §. Paul does not scruple to declare—‘‘ I go bound in spirit 
unto Jerusalem, not knowing the things that shall befall me 
there.”? In short, the men of God were as fully assured of the 
objective reality of the Divine communications, conveyed thus 
immediately to their souls, as we are of the objective reality of 
the world which surrounds us.* 

The revelations conveyed to God’s servants may, speaking 
generally, be reduced to two classes.’ They were either com- 

. “The prophets feel themselves elevated to a new and higher sphere,—a world liv- 
ing beyond common reality ; in the midst of which they hear the Truth—the voice of 
God. God is Himself the author of such a state: He qualifies the soul of the prophet 
for those intuitions, causes him to ‘see visions,’ ‘opens his ear,’ &c.; and also endows 
the inward organs of his spirit, so that they are capable of attaining to those intui- 
tions (Anschauungen). By means of this Divine starting-point, as the principle oper- 
ating in the prophets, the prophetic intuitions do not fall intp the category of mere 
subjectivity ; but lay just claim to be entitled actual states which have an objective 
reality.”—Hiavernick, loc. cit., s. 34. 

2 2 Kings, iv. 27; Acts, xx. 22. Cf. also what we read of Jeremiah haying ad- 
dressed prayers to God, at the request of his countrymen; promising them that 
“ whatsoever thing the Lord shall answer you, I will declare it unto you.”—xlii. 4. 
Although his prayer was offered at a season of urgent emergency (ef. ch. xli. 17, 
with xlii. 15-19), severai days elapse before the prophet receives his answer. ‘“‘ And 
it came to pass after ten days, that the word of the Lord came unto Jeremiah.”— 
ver. 7. 

* For some further remarks on this question, see Lecture v. 
‘ T have not attempted any formal classification of the various means by which 

revelations have been conveyed to man. Attempts of this nature must to a great 
extent be arbitrary, and inexact; nor is such a classification at all essential to the 
present subject. I may, however, adduce that which has been given by &. Isidore 
of Seville (circ. A.D. 595)—‘ Prophetize autem genera sunt septem. Primum genus, 
Ecstasis, quod est mentis excessus: sicut vidit Petrus vas illud submissum de ccelo, 
in stupore mentis, cum varits animalibus. Secundum genus, Visto: sicut apud Hsaiam 
dicentem, ‘ Vidi Dominum sedentem,’ &c. (cap. vi.). Tertium genus, Somniwm: sicut 
Jacob subnixam in coelum scalam dormiens vidit. Quartum genus, per Nubem : sicut ad 
Moysem et ad Job post plagam loquitur Deus. Quintum genus, Vox de celo: sicut . 
ad Abraham sonuit dicens: ‘Ne injicias manum tuam super puerum ;’ et ad Saulum 
in via: ‘Saule, Saule, quid Me persequeris ?’ Sextum genus, Accepta parabola: sicut 
apud Salomonem in Proverbiis, et apud Balaam cum evocaretur a Balac. Septimus 
genus, Repletio Sancti Spiritus : sicut pene omnes Prophetas.”—Ltymolog. lib. v1. ec. 
viii. p. 61. S. Isidore adds: “ Alii tria genera visionum esse dixerunt.” I. “ Secun- 
dum oculos corporis,”"—(as Abraham saw the three men under the oak at Mamre). 
Il. “Secundum spiritum, quo imaginamur ea, que per corpus sentimus,’—(as S. 
Peter’s vision, Acts, x.) III. ‘Quod neque corporeis sensibus, neque ulla parte ani- 
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munications made when the action of the external senses was 
suspended, and there was no consciousness of passing events ; 

or they were communications made in the natural waking state, 
when the prophet was conscious of all that took place around 
him,’ This division, to some extent, corresponds with that in- 
timated in the words of 8. Paul——‘‘ I will come to visions and 
revelations of the Lord :’* where the term Visions implies that 
certain ideas had been imparted by means of an image, while by 
Revelations is denoted an unfigurative communication from the 
Divine to the human spirit.* Of these classes both may be, and 
often are, united, but always so that one or other predominates : 
here, however, we are chiefly concerned with the former, in which 
the action of the outward senses was suspended, and in which 
state the human soul, like a pure mirror undimmed by any cloud 
of earth, received and reflected the beams of Divine Truth which 
were presented to it." This class comprises but two species of 
revelations,—revelations by Dreams, and revelations by Ecstatic . 
Visions ; which channels of the Divine communications seem to 
differ principally in this, that in Ecstasy the activity of the men- 

mee qua corporalium rerum imagines capiuntur: sed per intuitum mentis, quo intel- 
lecta conspicitur veritas: sicut Daniel, hoc preditus, mente vidit, quod Balthasar 
viderat corpore.” For the distinctions of the medizval Jews, see Appendix C. 

1 §. Thomas Aquinas discusses this subject with his usual acuteness. Consider- 
ing the question “ De modo propheticz cognitionis,"—he observes: ‘‘ Prophetica Re- 
velatio fit secundum quatuor, scil. secundum influxum intelligibilis luminis ; secundum 
immissionem intelligibilium specierum; secundum impressionem, vel ordinationem 
imaginabilium formarum; et secundum expressionem formarum sensibilium. Mani- 
festum est autem quod non fit abstractio a sensibus, quando aliquid repreesentatur 
menti prophets per species sensibiles, sive ad hoc specialiter formatas divinitus, sicut 
rubus ostensus Moysi (Ex. iii.) * * * Similiter etiam non est necesse ut fiat 
alienatio a sensibus exterioribus per hoe quod mens Prophetee illustratur intelligibili 
lumine, aut formatur intelligibilibus speciebus. * * * Sed quando fit revelatio 
prophetica secundum formas imaginarias, necesse est fieri abstractionem a sensibus, 
ut talis apparitio phantasmatum non referatur ad ea que exterius sentiuntur.”— 
Summ. Theol. 2da 2dee, qu. elxxiii. art. 3. t. xxiii. p. 307. 

22 Cor. xii. 1, ¢Aevcouar ydp sic bataciac Kat droKxadiwerc Kupiov. The verb 
dpravecbat (‘caught up,” ver. 2) points out the ecstatic condition, in which the 
vision,was accompanied by impressions upon the sense of hearing—xovcev appnra 
pyyara (ver. 4). 

* Thus Hivernick distinguishes between ‘Prophecy,’ and ‘ Vision’ understood in 
the strict sense of the word. In the former, Divine truth is represented to the 
Prophet’s mind in a more simple, spiritual, and unveiled manner; in the latter, in a 
more concrete manner, under the veil of symbols. Modern writers, overlookiag the 
fact, already adverted to (p. 164, note '),—viz. that the notion of Intuition (Anschau- 
ung) is essential to all kinds of Prophecy, have applied it solely to Visions, which 
are but a particular species of Intuition. See his ‘ Kinleitung,” Th. u. Abth. ii. s. 39. 

* [lg mpoedytevoy al xafapad xa dtavyeic wuyae; olovel KatomTpa ywépeve THE 
Geiac tvepyeiac, Thy Eudaow paviv Kai dovyxuTov, Kad obdiv iriBoAovuévny kK Tov 
nabdv tig aapKdc tredaixvuvto, maar miv yap mapecte TO “Aycov Uvetua—sS. Basil. 
Comm. in Esai. Procem. § 3, t. i, p. 379. 
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tal faculties was called into exercise. We meet with Dreams in 
the case of Jacob, Solomon, Daniel, and others in the Old Testa- 
ment; in the case of Joseph in the New.’ In all such instances 
we see how one of the most ordinary of natural facts was made 
use of, as the means of conveying a revelation ; and how the 
action of the senses was suspended by purely natural causes, « In 
the state of Hestasy,—itself also to be met with, although more 
rarely, in the department of natural facts,—the suspension of 
certain faculties was produced, either by the sublime and over- 
powering character of the conceptions infused into the mind, or 
by the direct operation of the Divine energy, or by both causes 
conjoined.” A striking example of the ecstatic condition is sup- 
plied by the trance of 8. Peter, recorded in the Acts of the 
Apostles ; which at the same time affords a complete proof of 
how the natural condition and circumstances of the person who 

Gen. xxviii.; 1 Kings, iii. 5; Dan. vii. 1; S. Matt. i 20; ii. 19:—see supra, 
Lecture iii. p.114. 8. Thomas Aquinas excellently observes, with reference to Divine 
communications of this class:—“ Si cui fiat divinitus repreesentatio aliquarum rerum 
per similitudines imaginarias (ut Pharaoni, et Nabuchodonosor), aut etiam per simili- 
tudines corporales (ut Balthassar), non est talis censendus Propheta, nisi illuminetur 
ejus mens ad judicandum.”—loc. cit. art. 2. Cf. what has been already said, p. 145, 
and Lecture i. p. 42, as to the necessity of Inspiration even in cases where a revela- 
tion had been received. For further instances in which men, who were not Divine 
agents, in the sense in which Prophets are to be considered as such, have received 
intimations from God in dreams, cf. Gen. xx. 6 (Abimelech); xxxi. 24 (Laban); xl. 5 
(Pharaoh’s Butler and Baker); Judges, vii. 13 (the Jewish soldier). 

® Scripture affords some information as to the personal state of the prophet while 
in the ecstatic condition, and which may be exemplified by the case of Daniel. (1.) He 
is overpowered by the Divine influence: ‘“Now as he was speaking with me, I was 
in a deep sleep ("772773) on my face toward the ground”—Dan. viii. 18. (2.) He is 
next raised to the state of spiritual intuition: “He touched me, and set me up- 
right.”—ibid. (3.) The revelation is now communicated: ‘And he said, Behold I 
will make thee know what shall be in the ‘last end,” &c.—ver. 19, &c. (4.) To this 
condition of spiritual excitement succeeds a state of bodily exhaustion: “And I 
Daniel fainted, and was sick certain days.”—ver. 27. See also Dan. x. 7-21: “I re- 
tained no strength, yet heard I the voice of his words * * * then was I in a deep 
sleep (0773) on my face * * * and behold an hand touched me, which set me 
upon my knees,” ete. The account of the Transfiguration presents a remarkable 
analogy: ‘‘ While he [S. Peter] yet spake, behold a bright cloud overshadowed thet : 
and behold a voice out of the cloud * * * and when the disciples heard it they 
fell on their face * * * and Jesus came and touched them,” etc.—S. Matt. xvii. 
5-7: cf. Rev. i. 17, In all such instances the touch of the hand acted restoratively in 
the case of those who had been overpowered by the sight of the Divine glory (cf. Ezek. 
iii. 23, &c.: see also Lecture iii. p. 129, &c). The suppression of the external senses 
is referred to more.expressly in Gen. xv. 12: “And when the sun was going down, 
a deep sleep fell upon Abraham.” On the term here employed (and also, as we have 
seen, in Dan. viii. 18; x. 9), Feurstius in his Concordance (p. 1043) observes: 
“r277n—Somnus gravior et profundior, sive naturalis sive supernaturalis, e quo non 
facile homo expergefieri potest, a v. O7>=077, vi dormiendi, non obturandi s. obstru- 
endi, uti nonnulli finxere. LXX. @uuBor, Exoraoic, Katavusic, POB0¢. A. KaTadopa, 
S. kapoc. Th. éxoraove. Gen. ii. 21. Job, iv. 13; xxxiii. 16. Prov. xix. 15. Isai. 
xxix. 10. Gen. xv. 12. 1 Sam. xxvi. 12.” 
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received this species of revelation, were employed by the Al- 
mighty to furnish the form under which His communications 
were conveyed. 8. Peter, we are told, “‘ went up upon the house- 
top to pray, about the sixth hour: and he became very hungry, 
and would have eaten; but while they made ready, he fell into 
a trance.”’ We all know the nature of the vision then presented 
to his mind’s view ; and how the momentous revelation which the 

Apostle received, was embodied in a symbolical representation, 
of which his natural condition at the time supplied the form. 

And here the course of our inquiry brings before us the pe- 
culiar character of the ecstatic condition, Our ignorance of the 
manner according to which God acted directly upon the mind of 
the prophet will, no doubt, always continue: but this no more 
affects the reality of such operations, than our ignorance of the 
modus operandi in the world of nature affects the reality of the 
operations of God in it. Assuming, therefore, that certain im- 
mediate suggestions have been conveyed to the soul of the 
prophet, we have to consider in what manner they were received 
and appropriated by him, in his state of trance or ecstasy. 

In this condition the entire vital energy is concentrated on 
the world within, the activity of the outward senses passing into 
repose :'—for example, 8. Paul “ cannot tell” whether what took 
place in his ecstasy, happened while he was “in the body,” 

I Acts, x. 9-16. Cf. Olshausen, in loc. The following words—‘‘ Now while Peter 
doubted in himself what this vision which he had seen should mean” (v. 17)—exem- 
plify i in the clearest manner how the prophets were, throughout their ecstasy, con- 
scious of their state; and accurately remembered both the oe of their condition, and 
what had taken place in it, Havernick (“ Einl.,” u. ii. s. 36), alluding to this feature 
of the case, draws attention to a remark of Tholuck ( Varantectite Schriften,” i. s. 87), 
to the effect that this continued consciousness completely severs the connexion, 
alleged to exist, between the prophetic ecstasy and (the so-called) facts of somnam- 
bulism. Nothing exhibits more fully the prejudices and prepossessions with which 
some modern writers approach the whole subject, than the remark of Knobel, that 
prophetic visions cannot have taken place as they are represented, “ because (!) most 
of them are described so circumstantially and diffusely, and withal 80 clearly, accu- 
rately, and perfectly, that they cannot possibly have been so seen.”—loc. cit. Th. 
i.s, 170. But see infra, Lecture v. 

2 On this subject I avail myself partially of the remarks of Knobel (‘‘ Der Proph. 
der Hebrier,” Th. i. s. 155 ff.), from whose general principles, however, I totally dis- 
sent. He quotes the following apposite passages from 8. Augustine: “Quando 
penitus avertitur atque abripitur animi intentio a sensibus corporis, tune magis Ecstasis 
dici solet. Tune omnino quecunque sint preesentia corpora, etiam patentibus oculis 
non videntur, nec ull voces prorsus audiuntur: totus animi contuitus aut in cor- 
porum imaginibus est per spiritalem, aut in rebus incorporeis nulla corporis imagine 
figuratis per intellectualem visionem. "—De Genesi, lib. xii. 25, t. ili. p. 305. And 
again: ‘“Kestasis mentis excessus est.”—Znar'r. in Ps. xxxiv. '-Ixvii. t. iv. p. 242, 
683, 
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‘out of the body.” The infusion of the spiritual influence sus- 
pends, at the same time, the usual succession of ideas and ordi- 
nary current of thought ; the power of imagination alone remain- 
ing active, and the sense of spiritual vision being excited to the 
highest degree of intensity. As the bodily senses exert their 
agency impelled by the vital principle which pervades man’s ani- 
mal organization, so the sense of spiritual intuition is called into 
action by means of the new life poured into the soul. Hence 
Visions are the result of Ecstasy. Now, as it is only by the crea- 
tion of new ideas and conceptions in the mind, that the mysteries 
of God, and revelations of things unseen can, in most instances, 
be conveyed to the soul still fettered by its bodily organization, 
such ideas and conceptions must receive a certain clothing,—as- 
sume certain forms,—be embodied, as it were, in certain shapes, 
—hefore they can be apprehended by an understanding, limited 
to the experience of this life of ours. If this be not effected, 
such revelation, at the utmost, must be confined to the individual 
who received it : for, were he even enabled, under the guidance 
of the Holy Spirit, to comprehend disclosures thus transcending 
the powers of human thought, and the range of human experience, 
—human language would obviously be incapable of conveying any 
representation of those ideas to others.’ Of this nature, would 
seem to have been the revelations vouchsafed to 8. Paul, when 
‘““he was caught up into Paradise, and heard unspeakable words 
which it is not lawful” (or rather “ possible”) “for a man to ut- 
ter.”* But, if it were designed that the revelation should be 
communicated to others, the ideas, by which it was conveyed to 
the prophet’s mind, must be there invested with certain forms 
supplied by such intellectual powers as now possess activity. In 
dreams and ecstasy, imagination alone is active ;* and the forms 

? 2 Cor. xii. 2. Kite év oGpare ovk olda, size éxTd¢ TOD GHmaTog obK olda. 
? “Per donum prophetize confertur aliud humane menti supra id quod pertinet ad 

naturalem facultatem, quantum ad utrumque, scilicet et quantum ad judicium per in- 
fluxum luminis intellectualis, et quantum ad acceptionem, seu repreesentationem rerum, 
que fit per aliquas species. Et quantum ad hoe secundum potest assimilari doctrina 
humana revelationi prophetic, non autem quantum ad primum. Homo enim suo | 
discipulo repreesentat aliquas res per signa locutionum; non autem potest interius 
illuminare, sicut facit Deus.” —S. Th. Aquinas, Swmm. Theol. 2da 2dee, qu. clxxiii. art. 
2, t. xxiii, p. 305. 

32 Cor. xii. 4. & obk &£dv dvOpdrw Aadrjoat. 
4 The modern Jewish writers (e. g. Maimonides, R. Joseph Albo, etc.), seem to 

have had a just apprehension of the manner in which human agency was thus em- 
ployed. The learned J. Smith of Cambridge thus sums up their views: ‘They sup- 
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er symbols created by this faculty, acting according to its natural 
laws, are presented to the spiritual vision of the prophet, to be 
gazed at as an object of thought ; although, previously, the 
origina] of such symbols had been but the subject of thought— 
or, in other words, mere ideas or conceptions. 

The nature of the case, of necessity, imposes the several steps 
of the process which has here been described ; and in it we can 

trace-the source of that human coloring, by means of which the 
prophets have been enabled to render intelligible to their fellow- 
men the mysteries of the Kingdom of God,—so far, at least, as 
God has been pleased to reveal them. 

To this origin, therefore, we are to ascribe symbolic actions 
and symbolic visions." The peculiarity of the former consists in 
this, that the prophet’s own personality is so mingled with the 
objects which are presented to his spiritual ¢aze, that he takes an 
active part in the drama, represeiting one or other of the parties 
engaged in all such intuitions,—Jehovah, or the people. The 
symbolic action, however, was no more intended to facilitate the 
understanding of the revelation, than were the Parables of the 
New Testament to elucidate the sense of the doctrines which 
they convey.” Symbolic visions differ from symbolic actions 

posed the imaginative power to be set forth as a stage, upon which certain visa and 
simulacra were represented to their understandings, just indeed as they are to us in 
our common dreams; only that the understandings of the prophets were always kept 
awake and strongly acted upon by God in the midst of these apparitions, to see the 
intelligible mysteries in them; and so in these types and shadows, which were sym- 
bols of some spiritual things, to behold the antitypes themselves; which is the mean- 
ing of that old maxim of the Jews which we formerly cited out of Maimonides, 
‘Magna est virtus seu fortitudo prophetarum, qui assimilant formam cum formante 
eam,” [i. e. “Great is the power of the prophets, who, while they looked down upon 
these sensible and conspicable things, were able to furnish out the notion of intelli- 
gent and inconspicable beings thereby, to the rude senses of illiterate people.” ] 
Smith proceeds to observe: “Now these ecstatical impressions, whereby the im- 
agination and mind of the prophet was thus ravished from itself, and was made sub- 
ject wholly to some agent intellect, informing it and shining upon it, I suppose 8, 
Paul had respect to. ‘Now we see Wi éooxtpovu év aiviyuart, by a glass, in riddles or 
parables’ (1 Cor. xiii. 12); for so he seems to compare the highest illuminations which 
we have here with that constant irradiation of the Divinity upon the souls of men in 
the life to come: and this glassing of Divine things by hieroglyphics and emblems in 
the faney, which he speaks of, was the proper way of prophetical inspiration.”— Of 
Prophecy, ch. ii. 

"See Hiivernick, “ Einleit.” m. ii. s. 41 ff. 
2 “Jeberhaupt aber darf die symbolische Handlung nicht so zu einem verstindig 

berechneten Mittel herab gedriickt werden, da sie vielmehr die héchste innerlichste 
Erregung im Gemiithsleben des Propheten voraussetzt. Sie ist also vielmehr der 
nachstliegende unmittelbare Ausdruck des innerlich Erlebten, ihre Anwendung daher 
jedesmal von der Individualitait des Propheten und seinem Verhaltnisse zur Zeit 
abhangig.”—Havernick, ibid. s, 42. 
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merely in this, that the prophet is no longer an actor in the 
scenes which he describes: he now regards them simply as a 
spectator. And here the general question of the symbolism of 

Scripture suggests itself. 
When the ideas, Divinely infused into the prophet’s mind, 

related to things which surpass the bounds of human experience, 
it is plain, as I have observed, that ordinary language must fail 
to convey to others what was thus revealed. It was necessary, 
therefore, that such representations or symbols should be moulded, 
as it were, for the occasion, which would best conform to those 
ideas. In this case we may regard the imagination as productive. 
Of this nature, for example, was the symbolism employed by 
Ezekiel, ‘“‘as he was among the captives by the river of Chebar, 
and the heavens were opened, and he saw visions of God.’” But 
there were occasions, on which the ideas supplied to the prophet’s 
mind were in some measure related to the world of sense ; and 
here the symbol corresponds to the form which such ideas had 
actually represented. In this case the imagination may be re- 
garded as reproductive :-—for example, when “ the rod of an al- 
mond tree” is the object of Jeremiah’s vision.* In such an 
instance there is not, necessarily, any essential connexion between 
the image, and the idea represented ; there is merely what we 

? Tt is not material to the present inquiry to examine whether the symbolic act was, 
in any case, performed externally, or was (as some maintain) at all times merely ex- 
hibited on the scene of the prophet’s imagination—as we know to have been the 
case in many instances: e. g. “Thus saith the Lord God of Israel unto me: Take the 
wine-cup of this fury at My hand, and cause all the nations, to whom I send thee, to 
drink it. * * * Then took I the cup at the Lord’s hand, and made all the na- 
tions to dtink.”—Jer, xxv. 15, &. An analogy to such inward acts is afforded by 
what took place in prophetic vision. Thus God, we are told, “brought forth Abra- 
ham, abroad, and said, Look now toward heaven, and tell the stars, if thou be able 
to number them.”—Gen. xv. 5; while we know from ver. 12, that the stars were 
then invisible to the eye of sense, for the sun had not as yet gone down. ‘See J. 
Smith’s discussion of this question (loc. cit. ch. vi.) Hengstenberg (“‘Christol,” I. i. 
cap. v. s. 331, and 11. s. 14 ff.) maintains that, with a few exceptions, the symbolical 
act was never performed externally. The obscurity, however (as Havernick remarks), 
in which the sacred writers have left this subject, proves of how little real moment 
the question is: and it is only material to observe, that the prophets have, in either 
case, equally placed on record a perfect description of their inward intuitions. 

2“ And I looked and behold a whirlwind came out of the north, a great cloud, 
and a fire unfolding itself, and a brightness was about it, and out of the midst thereof 
as the color of amber out of the midst of the fire. Also out of the midst thereof 
came the likeness of four living creatures,” &c., &e.—Hzek. i. 4, &e. 

3 See Knobel, ‘‘ Der Proph. der Hebraer,” i. s.. 158. 
4 “The word of the Lord came unto me, saying, Jeremiah, what seest thou? And 

I said, I see a rod of an almond-tree. Then said the Lord unto me, Thou hast well 
seen; for I will hasten my word to perform it.”—Jer. i. 11, 12. 

‘ 
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should term a poetical allusion. Thus, in the passage before us, 
the prophet sees “ the rod of an almond tree”’—a tree which has 
received its Hebrew name from its being the first of plants to 
awake from the sleep of winter. The conclusion to be drawn is, 
that Jehovah will soon awaken, and hasten to perform His word.” 

The process by which the imagination was thus called into 
activity, and the laws according to which it acted, seem here also 
to have followed the course of nature ; and to have been: as 

strictly in-conformity with ordinary laws, as in the case of pro- 
phetic dreams. This assertion is fully borne out by the striking 
analogy which a remarkable class of intellectual phenomena af- 
fords. To the mental vision of the painter or the poet, certain 
ideas and conceptions offer themselves spontaneously. In this 
consists his creative genius. The ideas and conceptions thus 
brought before his mind, the artist then invests with certain forms 
of beauty, or sublimity, suggested by his imagination,—of which 
it is the peculiar function to enlist in its service “‘ those myste- 
rious relations, by which visible external things are assimilated 
with inward thoughts and emotions, and become the images and 

? spe— Amygdalus, ita dicta, quia. omnium arborum prima e somno hiberno 
evigilat et expergiscitur, Jer. i. 11 (ubi alluditur ad vim festinationis et studii, quae in 
hae rad. inest).”—Gesenii Lex. in voc.“ Somewhat more suggestive of the import of 
the vision was the symbol of the “linen girdle” which Jeremiah “ put on his loins,” 
which he afterwards hid “in a hole of the rock by Euphrates,” and which when taken 
thence ‘after many days,” “was marred and profitable for nothing :’—for God de- 
clared, “ After this manner will I mar the pride of Judah * * * for as this girdle 
cleaveth to the loins of a man, so have I caused to cleave unto me the whole house 
of-Israel,” &e.—Jer. xiii. 1-11. In this case we perceive how an additional revela- 
tion was required in order to explain to the prophet the meaning of the symbol which 
he employed. Cf. also the symbol of the potter’s vessel, ch. xviii. 1-6. 

2 The following ingenious summary of the different elements of which the Divine 
communications consisted includes the principle which I am anxious to establish; 
“Reprzsentantur autem divinitus menti Prophet, quandoque quidem mediante sensu 
exterius, quedam Forme Sensibiles ; sicut Daniel vidit scripturam parietis, ut legitur 
Dan. yv.: quandoque autem per Formas Imaginarias, sive omnino divinitus impressas, 
non per sensum acceptas (puta si alicut caco nato imprimerentur in imaginatione 
colorum similitudines), vel etiam divinitus ordinatas ex iis que a sensibus sunt ac- 
cepte; sicut Hieremias ‘vidit ollam succensam a facie Aquilonis,’ ut habetur Hier. i.: 
sive etiam imprimendo Species Intelligibiles ipsi menti; sicut patet de his qui acci- 
piunt scientiam, vel sapientiam infusam, sicut Salomon, et Apostoli. Zwmen autem 
intelligibile quandoque quidem imprimitur menti humane divinitus ad dijudicandum 
ea que ab aliis visa sunt; sicut dictum. est de Joseph [qui exposuit somnium 
Pharaonis], et sicut patet de Apostolis, quibus ‘Dominus aperuit sensum, ut intelli- 
gerent Scripturas,’ et dicitur Luce xxiv. 45; et ad hoe pertinet interpretatio ser- 
monum: sive etiam ad dijudicanduin secundum divinam veritatem ea que cursu 
naturali homo apprehendit; sive etiam ad dijudicandum veraciter et efficaciter ea 
quz agenda sunt. * * * Sic jigitur patet quod prophetica revelatio quandoque 
quidem fit per solam luminis influentiam, quandoque autem per Species de novo im- 
pressas, vel aliter ordinatas.”—S. Th. Aquinas, Summ. Theol. 2da 2dz, qu. clxxiii. art. 
2. t. xxiii. p. 306. 
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exponents of all passions and affections.”’ It is true that in the 
case which we are considering the conceptions no longer arise 
spontaneously, but spring from a Divine revelation ;—the Divine 
Spirit, moreover, guiding the imagination while clothing them 
with the appropriate symbols :’ nevertheless, the means em- 
ployed for this purpose were strictly natural ;—a fact which will 
appear more clearly when we consider the phenomena which re- 
sult. 

In the first place, we have to notice the peculiar style in 
which all Visions are described.\ Compare, for example, the 
character of those historical pieces which occur in the writings 
of Isaiah and Jeremiah, with the language of the prophetical 
portions in which their Visions are related. We have already 
seen that, in the case of Visions, the imaginative faculty of the 
prophets was called into play ; and we consequently find here 
too, as in the purely natural exercise of this faculty to which I 
have referred, that poetic diction and poetic imagery color all 
their writings. Thus it is that the treasures of the unseen are 
poured forth in all the riches of the visible. The jewels of earth, 
the stars of heaven, sea, fountains and rivers, mountains and 

hills,—every object of creation, visible and invisible,—all are 
blended in the sublime poetry of the prophets. In it is inter- 
woven all that can stir the imagination of man ; armies and their 
array, the battle and the siege :—all that is terrible or imposing 
in nature ; the dragon and the beast, the lion and the eagle :— 
the brightest and the fairest of the objects we behold ; the rain- 
bow and the morning star. In the prophetic language, in fine 
(to borrow a beautiful thought applied to the Revelation of 8. 
John), ‘‘ we recognise the rapidity of the eagle’s wing over earth, 
heaven, and sea, with plumage catching the varied light without 
end:’” 

In the next place, the language and style of the prophets 
vary, not only according to the genius, and character, and edu- 

See Jeffrey's Essays, vol. iii. p. 105. 
* The favorite idea of Philo (see supra, Lecture ii. p. 65), that prophets are ‘In- 

terpreters’ of the inward suggestions which they receive from God, not inaptly ex- 
presses this mode of recording their Visions;—whereby the prophets translate, as it 
were, the Divine communication into symbolical language. 

3 “The Apocalypse,” by the Rev. Isaac Williams, Preface, p. vii. In the passage 
above, which precedes this quotation, I have availed myself, with some slight ver- 
bal alterations, of the eloquent language with which Mr. Williams goes on to de- 
scribe the characteristics of the Revelation of 8. John. 
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cation of each, but also according to the manner in which they | 
received the Divine revelation. In Hosea imagination seems in- 
exhaustible, and picture follows picture without pause or stay. 
Habakkuk rejects ordinary rules, and is hurried away into varied 
and lofty imagery ; observing, at the same time, purity of taste 
and unity of design. When the prophet has been of sacerdotal 
race, the various features of the Theocracy,—the Temple and 
the Altar, the Ark and the Cherubim—float before his view, as 
in the writings of Jeremiah and Ezcekiel.’-* The shepherd Amos 
still wanders in his pastures ; his imagination lingers with his 
flocks, and dwells on the culture of his fields ; his similitudes are 
taken from the mildew which blights the vineyard, or the lion 
which invades the fold.*.* When the revelation, on the other 
hand, has been given directly, and without the intervention of 
Visions, all this is changed ; and we observe a serene and unim- 
passioned course of thought, as in the books of Haggai and Mal- 
achi.* 

! Jeremiah was “son of Hilkiah of the Priests that were in Anathoth.”—Jer. i. 
1. Ezekiel is expressly called “the Priest, the son of Buzi.’—Ezek.i.3. Of Jer. 
iii, 16; xi. 15; xii. 7; xxiii. 11; J. 28; li. 11, and Ezekiel passim. 

2 Cf Amos, iii. 4; iv. 9... See supra, p. 162, note*. The permanence of the 
stamp of individual character is particularly remarkable in the case of this prophet. 
While the writings of Amos present a striking contrast to his humble origin, distinct 
traces of a harsh and rustic dialect are continually to be met with. E. g. a peculiar 
orthography; such as aNn72 for 327, ch. vi. 8: a softening of guttural sounds ; 
No for Hv, vi. 10: the contraction “N2, viii. 8, for “ND, ix. 5, &e., &e. (see Hiiver- 
nick, Einleit. 1. i. s. 218). His imagery, as I have observed, denotes his occupation 
as shepherd. ‘‘ Notwithstanding all this, he closely approaches his contemporaries 
Isaiah, Hosea, Joel, and is not inferior to them in power, beauty, and richness of 
style. Eichhorn even remarks: ‘ His language is in many places very learned, and 
full of allusions to history, geography and antiquities (cf ch. v. 26, vi. 2, 14; viii. 
8; ix. 7).’ "— Hiivernick, Hinleit, Th. m. Abth. ii. s. 306. Indeed, it may be said of 
Amos, as of §. Paul, to whom, as I have already observed, he bears a remarkable 
analogy (see supra, p. 162), that “though he was rude in speech, yet not in knowl- 
edge.” 

I may observe that the idea, embodied by S. Gregory the Great in the words pre- 
fixed to this Lecture, may be clearly traced to the following passage from 8. Gregory 
of Nazianzum: toidro rd Ilveiua, cob@tatov yap Kal dtAavipwroratov, dv moméva 
AGBy, paarny moet * * * dv aixddov cuKduwa Kvifovta, mpodytyy épydlerat. 
Tov AaBid Kad rév "Ando EvOvunfyre * * * bay ddtéac ebpy, caynvedter XpiotH, 
Kéojov GAov Ty TOD N6you TAOKA ov2.AauBavovtag * * * éadv didxtac Gepuovc, Tov 
GhdAov pwetatiOnat, Kai xovet IlavAove dvti LavAwy, kat Tooodtov ei¢ evoeferav, dcov 
ele Kakiav KatéAaBev.—Orat. xli. c. 14. t. i. p. 742. 

8 These same facts have been noticed by Spinoza, who, as usual, has distorted and 
misapplied them: “Sic etiam ipsa revelatio variabat, ut jam diximus, in unoquoque 
Propheta pro dispositione temperamenti corporis, imaginationis, et pro ratione opinio- 
num, quas antea amplexus fuerat. Pro ratione enim temperamenti variabat hoc mo- 
do, nempe; si Propheta grat hilaris, ei revelabantur victorize, pax, et que porre 
homines ad lztitiam movent: tales enim similia szepius imaginari solent. Si contra 
tristis erat, bella, supplicia, et omnia mala ei revelabantur. * * * Pro disposi- 
tione imaginationis autem sic etiam variabat, nempe; si Propheta erat elegans, stylo 
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It remains for us to notice another class of facts which supply, 
perhaps, the most forcible illustration of the aspect of Prophecy 
now under consideration : I mean the source of the symbols made 
use of by the prophets,and the influence which not only the 
spirit of the Theocracy, but also the scenes among which their 
lot was cast, exercised upon the imagery which they employ.’ 
Thus the imagery of the prophets who shared the exile of their 
countrymen continually reminds us of the land of their cap- 
tivity ; and the gorgeous and attractive symbolism of Chaldea 
is reflected from every page of the books of Daniel and Ezekiel.’ 
The influence of Chaldean art in giving a colour to the predic- 
tions of Danicl will be at once apparent, when his own visions 
are compared with the form assumed by the dreams of Nebuchad- 
nezzar, which the prophet has recorded in his second and fourth 
chapters ;° while the language of both Daniel and Hzekiel is 
abundantly illustrated by the results of those recent investiga- 
tions which have brought to light the long-buried memorials of 
Oriental symbolism. Mr. Layard, in his work on Nineveh, thus 
speaks of the imagery of Ezekiel :—‘‘ The resemblance between 
the symbolical figures I have described, and those seen by Ezekiel 
in his vision, can scarcely fail to strike the reader. As the 

etiam eleganti Dei mentem percipiebat. * * * Si Propheta erat rusticus, boves, 
et vacer, dc. * * * reprasentabantur.”—Tractat. Theol. Polit. cap. ii. 

' Hengstenberg has justly observed that the imagery of the prophets must, from 
the nature of the case, have been borrowed from objects and relations with which 
they were familiar. Prophecies conveyed in unknown imagery could not have an- 
swered any purpose, and would have been unintelligible. Thus, in the Messianic pre- 
dictions, it seems to be founded in the very essence of Prophecy, that the Messiah's 
Kingdom should be described in language taken from the earlier Theocracy. And so, 
speaking of the three Offices of Christ as foreshadowed by the Priests, Kings, and 
Prophets of Israel, Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. i. 3, p. 12) says: &¢ rottovg dmavrac tiv 
emi Tov dAnf) Xptordv, tov Evdeov cal obpdviov Adyov, dvadopav Eyerv.—Christol. I. i. 
cap. Vv. 8. 313. 

This same fact has been long since noticed by S. Th. Aquinas :—‘‘ Species pree- 
existentes in imaginatione Prophet sunt quasi elemerita illius visionis imaginaria, 
quee divinitus ostenduntur, cum ex iis quodammodo componatur: et exinde contingit 
quod Propheta utitur sitnilitudinibus rerum in quibus conversatur.”—De Veritate, qu. 
Sil art. 7. t. xvi. p. 419. 

? Having alluded to the nature of Ezekiel’s prophecy, Hiivernick observes : 
“Dazu trat nun ein fiusserer Umstand, die Berithrung mit heidnischer Weise und 
Sitte, insbesondere mit der reichen, iippigen und anziehenden Symbolik Chaldiias, 
* * * Wie sollten wir es bei Daniel auch anders erwarten, dessen Stellung am chal- 
diischen Hofe ihm, dem in die Weisheit der Magier eingeweiheten, seiner Ausdrucks- 
weise ein Colorit durchaus verleihen musste, welches yon dem der tbrigen prophet- 
ischen Gesichte bedeutend verschieden ist.”.—Comm. iib. das B. Daniel, Hinleit, s. 
xxxiii. And Hiivernick quotes a remark of Hichhorn to the effect that the book of 
Daniel opens to us an entirely new world, the reflection not of Palestine, but of scenes 
altogether different from those in which the life of the other prophets was cast. 

* See Hiivernick, ibid. s, xxxiv. 
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prophet had beheld the Assyrian palaces, with their mysterious 
images and gorgeous decorations, it is highly probable that, when 
seeking to typify certain Divine attributes, and to describe the 
Divine glory, he chose forms that were not only familiar to him, 
but to the people whom he addressed—captives like himself in 
the land of Assyria. * * * It will be observed,” continues 
this writer, “that the four forms chosen by Ezckiel to illustrate ,- 
his description,—the man, the lion, the bull, and the eagle,— 
are precisely those which are constantly found on Assyrian monu- 
ments as religious types.” 

But even here we are reminded, notwithstanding all such 
traces of the prophet’s own personality, how a higher principle 
moulds and directs their words. There was one topic which was 
not submitted to their own style of representation. CAmid the 
copious and varied symbolism of Scripture, we can observe how 
the pictures of those visions in which Jehovah Himself is re- 
vealed always preserve a character quite peculiar ; although when 
describing certain attributes of Deity,—whichimno case canbe 

“described otherwise than by metaphors,—each prophet still em- 
ploys his wonted imagery. When Jehovah Himself appears, the 
sacred writers borrow no coloring from external sources ;—were 
they to do so, indeed, they would manifestly abandon the whole 
genius and spirit of the Theocracy.; and this uniformity in de- 
scribing their visions of God characterizes the compositions of 
all the prophets, notwithstanding the prominence, in other parts 
of their writings, of their own individuality.” To satisfy our- 
selves of this fact, it will be sufficient to compare the accounts 
of the visions of Jehovah vouchsafed to Isaiah, Daniel, and 
Ezekiel.’ 

1 “Nineveh and its Remains,” vol. ii. p. 464. 
? See Hiivernick, zbid. s. xxxv. 
* “T saw the Lord sitting upon a throne, high and lifted up, and His train filled 

the Temple. Above it stood the Seraphims. * * * And the posts of the door 
moved at the voice of him that cried, and the house was filled with smoke.”—Isai. 
vi. 1-4. 

_ ‘I beheld till the throne was cast di own, and the Ancient of Days did ‘sit. 
*~* %* His throne. was like the fiery flame, and His wheels as burning fire. A 
fiery stream issued and came forth from before Him ; thousand thousands minis- 
tered unto Him,” &e.—Dan. vii 9, 10. 

“ Above the firmament was the likeness of a throne, as the appearance of a sap- 
phire stone: and upon the likeness of the throne was the likeness as the appearance 
of a man above upon it. * * ¥* [saw as it were the appearance of fire, and it 
had brightness round about. * * * This was the appearance of the likeness 
of the glory of Jehovah.”—Wzek. i. 26-28. (Cf ‘‘ And they saw the God of Israol: 
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The manner in which the prophets have described those. por- 
tions of their spiritual intuitions which relate to future events. 
comes next under our notice. This peculiarity of the sacred 
narrative affords a further example, no less striking than the cases 
hitherto considered, of the preservation of the natural character- 
istics of humanity even while the Divine influence was most 
directly exerted. In no department of the prophetic statements’ 
is the supernatural element confessedly so conspicuous as in’ the 

predictions of the future. To such Jehovah Himself appeals, as 
proof of an intervention undoubtedly Divine. “ Produce your 
cause, saith the Lord ; bring forth your strong reasons, saith the 
King of Jacob. Let them bring them forth and show us what 
shall happen. * * * Show ‘the things that are to come here- 
after, that we may know that ye are gods.”’ If, therefore, in 
such portions also of the record of Revelation, we can ae 
traces of the employment, by the Holy Spirit, of the natural ca- 
pacity of man; nay more, if it shall appear that the very limit- 
ations of the human understanding have been moulded into an 
agency which most fitly carries out the Divine purpose,—then 
may this fact too be adduced, as still further attesting the jus- 
tice of those principles, on which alone, as I submit, can the in- 
spiration of Scripture be explained and defended. 

The leading phenomena in all predictions of the future’ may 
be reduced to two classes.° The first class includes those cases 

in which the zdea intended to be conveyed by the revelation is 
represented under a particular form :—for example, the per- 
fection of the Theocracy is described as a return from the Dis- 
persion to Canaan, a judgment of the nations in fhe valley of 
Jehoshaphat, and so forth. This phase of Prophecy appertains 
to that department of Theology, whose function it is to disen- 

and there was under His feet as it were a paved work of a sapphire stone, ” Sa— 
Exod. xxiy. 10). 

See also Micaiah’s vision: ‘I saw Jehovah sitting on His throne, and all the host 
of heaven standing by Him on His right hand and on His left.”—1 Kings, xxii. 19. 
It is unnecessary to quote from the Apocalypse :—cf. e. g. Rev. iv. 

1 It may not be superfluous to observe, that the idea of Prophecy or prophetic 
revelation is by no means to be restricted to the announcement of future events, 
Moses recorded the past history of the creation, and Daniel (ch. ii.) recalled to Neb- 
uchadnezzar the dream which he had forgotten, The present was revealed to Elisha, - 
as he himself informed his guilty servant, who had received the Syrian’s gifts: 
“ Went not mine heart with thee, when the man turned again from his chariot to © 
meet thee.”—2 Kings, v. 26. 

? Tsai. xli. 21-23. 
3 Havernick, “ Einleitung,” Th. m. Abth. ii. s. 44, ff 
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tangle the spiritual idea from the form in which it is presented, 
and the ¢magery in which it is clothed. With this branch of the 
subject we have no immediate concern : it belongs to the inter- 
pretation of Prophecy. The second class embraces the phenom- 
ena exhibited by the manner in which prophets, in consequence 
of their vivid intuition of the future, bring remote events before 
us. <The title of “Seer,” as well as that of ‘“ Watchman,” so 
often applied to the men of God, suggests of itself a comparison 
with the literal watchmen to whom they are thus likened, who, 
placed upon some lofty tower, gaze upon the far off distance. 
From this analogy has been borrowed the appropriate phrase of 
the ‘ perspective’ character of Prophecy.’ As to the eye of the 
watchman upon his eminence nearer objects appear more dis- 
tinct, while those more remote are wrapped in the haze of dis- 
tance, and in all cases each point of the landscape is projected 
on some other,—so, in a similar manner, the prophet’s mental 
vision takes in the varied-events of future times to which his 
spiritual gaze is directed.” . Thus it is that he describes events 
yet to come, as if they were present :—‘‘ Unto us,” said Isaiah 
of the far remote birth of the Messiah, ‘‘a Child 7s born ; unto 
‘us a Son 7s given.” » Thus it is that the order of sevents is often 

1 Havernick loc. cit. s. 45, gives a list of writers who have advocated this view. 
See especially Hengstenberg, “ Christologie,” 1. i. s. 305 ff; Jahn, “ Hinleitung,” Th. 
um. Abschn. ii. s. 368 ff. 

? Hengstenberg (loc. cit. s. 306 and s. 308) quotes the following ingenious illustra- 
tions of this fact: “Prophets, divina luce qua illuminantur, ad futura plerumque 
prospexerunt, quemadmodum fit, quando coelum stelliférum intuemur. Videmus 
enim supra nos sidera; quanto a nobis intervallo absint, neenon que propius, que 
remotius distent, non item animadvertimus.”—Crusius, Theol. Proph. i. p. 622. 
“Quemadmodum, simili fallacia optiea, longissime distans turris domus propinque 
tecto incumbere, aut lunz discus montibus nemoribusque contiguus videtur.”—Vel- 
thusen, p. 89. 

° Tsai. ix. 6. So also the future is represented as if already past; and hence the 
use of what has been termed the “prieter. propheticum,” which Ewald (‘‘Grammat.” 
§ 262, quoted by Hiavernick), defines: ‘“‘die Phantasie des Dichters und Propheten 
schauet oft die Zukunft schon als ihr klar vorliegend und erlebt.” Even Vitringa (on 
Tsai. vii. 14), observes Hengstenberg (loc. cit.), seems to have adopted the vulgar no- 
tion that the use of the preeterite by the prophet was to indicate the certainty of the 
event. As an example of this principle, Otto Strauss alleges the words, “ Art thou 
better than populous No? * * * yet was she carried away, she went into cap- 
tivity,” &¢—Nahum, iii. 8, 10; observing: ‘ Paucos illos sequimur interpretes, qui 
futuram Thebarum fortunam prenunciatam viderunt, .Hieron., Theodoretum, Cyril- 
lum, Cocceium; verborum igitur forme pro propheticis, quae aiunt, preteritis habends 
erunt.”—Nahumi de Nino Vaticin., p. 101. 

This “characteristic of Prophecy has not been overlooked by the Fathers: e. g. 
“Mos iste sit Scripturarum, ut interdum futura tempore prieterito declinentur: Verbi 
causa, de cruce Domini: Foderunt manus meas et pedes.”—S. Hieron. Comm. in Ep. 
ad Eph. lib. i. ce. ii. t. vii. p. 575. Some of them, moreover, suggest explanations: 

9 
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neglected ; and facts, widely separate, are intermingled in ap- 
parent confusion. or example, in the ninth chapter of Zecha- 
riah, from the first to the ninth verse, the prophet sees the 
triumphant march of Alexander through Syria ; in the ninth and 
tenth verses he gazes upon the Person of Christ in the distant 
future ; and then, from the eleventh verse to the end of the 
chapter, he suddenly’reverts to the age of the Maccabees.’ Thus 
also it is that events, parted by long intervals of time, are rep- 
resented as continuous ; the prophet beholding the occurrences 
of future history in juxtaposition,, not in succession. For ex- 
ample, in his fiftieth and fifty-first chapters, Jeremiah represents 
the capture of Babylon by the Persians, and its final overthrow, 

as a single event ; and yet these two occurrences were separated 
by several centuries. 

Such is the ‘ perspective’ character of the predictions of Scrip- 
ture. In those inspired pictures of the future there is, however, 
no confused intermingling of foreground and background : and 
whenever the observer can take his stand at the proper point of 
view, and at the requisite distance, he may discern how accurately 
order and proportion have been preserved, amid all the seeming 
confusion.” To an ancient Jew the predictions concerning the 

“Tn Scripturis Sanctis seepe ea, que futura sunt, quasi facta narrantur, sicut est illud: 
“Dederunt in escam meam fel, et in siti mea potaverunt me aceto.’ Sed cur futura 
quasi preterita scribuntur, nisi quia ea, que adhuc facienda sunt in opere, jam facta 
sunt in divina preedestinatione ?”—S. Isidor. Hispal. Sendent. lib. i. c. 18, p. 421. 

1 This is the ordinary and received interpretation (see W. Lowth on Zech. ix. 1). 
Jahn, in his “ Hinleitung” (.loc. cit. s. 370), adds some further examples. In the 
prophecy to Abraham the foreground is quite clear,—the promise of a son, and that 
son by Sarah; a multitude of descendants countless as the stars of heaven, or the 
sands of the sea: somewhat more obscurely appears the sojourn of those descendants 
in a foreign Jand for four hundred years; their oppression, their deliverance, the pun- 
ishment of the oppressors, and the possession of Canaan: still more darkly in the 
background, and without any allusion to the far greater distance of time, the blessing 
to accrue to all nations by the seed of Abraham. (Cf Gen. xii. 1-4; xv. 1-21; 
xvii. 18-21; xviii, 10-14; xxii. 16-18). Again, ef. the prediction of Nathan, 2 
Sam. vii.; 1 Chron, xvii,the background being more obscurely supplied by Ps. 
Ixxxix. 20-38, 

2 In the most important of predictions—the Messianic—this want of distinctness 
is often avoided by the standing formula, ova M™-nMw2 (“in the last days,” Isai. ii. 2); 
a phrase which, while it removes the period predicted to the distant future, yet con- 
tents itself with describing it as the close of one epoch, and as the prelude to a new. 
See Hivernick, loc. cit. s. 45. Cf, J>->mx, Joel, ii. 28. Hengstenberg observes that, 
in general, the various parts of a prediction may be arranged in due chronological 
order. (1.) There are cases in which the revelation itself gives clear intimation as to 
the time. FE. ¢. the seventy years of the Babylonian Exile, Jer. xxix. 10. (2.) In 
cases where events are blended together in the prophet’s description (e. g. the deliv- 
erance by Cyrus, and the Redemption by Christ, Isai. xliv.; xlv.), we can appeal to 
other passages in which the same events are separated. (3.) We obtain an insight 
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liberation from exile were blended with those which related to 
the Messianic age, so as to present a mass, as it were, of undis- 
tinguishable tracery: but when the due distance in point of 
time had been attained, the several outlines of the picture were 
brought out in true perspective. Seen by the light which the 
fulfilment of Prophecy affords, the two events exhibit their mu- 
tual relations: the return from captivity contains the germ and 
presents the pledge of the Messianic deliverance ; the one being 
the beginning, the other the completion. Hence, too, we can at 
once discern how it came to pass that Jeremiah connects in one 
picture the first conversion of the Jews in the days of Christ, 
with their general conversion in the ages yet to come, passing 
over their intervening rejection ;—a fact which is referred to by 
Daniel and Malachi.’ 

into the true sense by considering the point from which the glance of the prophet is 
directed. Thus Isaiah (ch. liii.) appears to take his stand between the past sufferings 
and the future glories of the Messiah; because the former were to be described as the 
condition of the latter. (4.) We receive aid from knowing that certain parts of the 
prediction have been fulfilled. Thus, when the deliverance from Exile, and the Re- 
demption by Christ are blended together; the former event having taken place, we 
can distinguish which relates to each respectively.—loc. cit. s. 310 ff 

? Jer. xxiii. 5-8. Our Lord’s discourse in S. Matt. xxiv. supplies an important 
illustration of this phase of Prophecy. After He had announced the future triumphs 
of the Cross, and the consummation of all things (‘‘ This Gospel of the Kingdom shall 
be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end 
come.”—ver. 14), there immediately follows a minute account of the destruction of 
Jerusalem, without any intimation that what related to events close at hand was to 
be separated from His previous reference to tne remote future. Nay, after dwelling 
upon the horrors of the siege, our Lord, giving up all determination of time, goes on 
to observe: “Immediately (¢ 7 4 é wc) after the tribulation of those days shail the sun be 
darkened * * * and then shall appear the sign of the Son of Man in heaven: 
and then shall all the tribes of the earth mourn. * * * And He shall send His 
angels * * * and they shall gather together His elect,” &e—ver. 29-31. In 
verses 34 and 36, however, He takes care to separate the two epochs which His fore- 
going prophetic announcement had seemed to place in juxtaposition; fixing the limits 
of one of them (‘‘ Verily, I say unto you, this generation shall not pass, till aU these 
things be fulfilled”), while He projects the other to the remoteness of the future (‘* Of 
that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven”). Nor is this the 
only instance in the New Testament of this characteristic of Prophecy. 8S. Matthew, 
in his narrative of our Lord’s words, supplies two farther examples, viz. ch. x. 23, and 
xvi. 27, 28. And, not to adduce the various parables relating to the “ Kingdom of 
God,” we can refer to 1 Cor. x. 11; 1S. John, ii. 18; S. James, v. 8; all expressing 
the same sentiment—" The end of all things is at hand.”—1 S. Peter, iv. 7. 

? These latter texts suggest a few remarks on a common misconception which, from 
its bearing on the question of Inspiration, demands some notice. I may take Dr. 
Arnold as a suitable exponent of this misconception. Having alluded to the pre- 
eminent inspiration of S. Paul, he goes on to say: “ Yet this great Apostle expected 
that the world would come to an end in the generation then existing * * * Shall 
we say then that S. Paul entertained and expressed a belief which the event did not 
verify? We may say so, safely and reverently, in this instance; for here he was most 
certainly speaking asa man, and not by revelation; as it has been providentially 
ordered that our Lord’s express words on this point have been recorded [S. Matt. 
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From the consideration of such phenomena, it is not difficult 
to infer several important results. Without presumption we may 
fairly assume, that certain portions only of the Divine counsels 
were unveiled before the view of the individual prophets. “ They 
knew in part, and they prophesied in part :’’—their respective 
predictions being but fragments of one vast whole ; the single 
lines, as it were, which each prophet has contributed to the 
sketch of the great picture of the future. In this point of view, 
therefore, the prophetic descriptions suggest to the mind the 
comparison of some elaborate picture of which the outlines, in- 
deed, are traced, but of which the details have not as yet been 
xxiv. 36].”—Sermons on the Christian Life, its Course, &c., p. 489. In the first place, 
then, it may be urged in reply that it is, of itself, inconceivable that 8. Paul should 
have been ignorant of our Lord’s words here quoted by Dr. Arnold; or that, know- 
ing his determination of the matter, he should have hazarded a mere conjecture of 
his own. Secondly, we are to remember that S. Paul himself has warned the Church 
against such a misinterpretation of his words, when he writes: “We beseech you, 
brethren, by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ * * * that ye be not soon 
shaken in mind, or be troubled, neither by spirit, nor by word, nor by letter as from 
us, as that the day of Christ is at hand.”—2 Thess. ii. 1, 2. The following criticism, 
too, on Dr. Arnold’s statement deserves all attention. Mr. Greg, whom I have already 
adduced (Lecture ii. p. 72) as denying the possibility of a Revelation from God to 
man, having quoted the remark of Dr. Arnold—‘ Most truly do I believe the Scrip- 
tures to be inspired; the proofs of their inspiration grow with the study of them,” 
&e. (loc. cit. p. 486),—proceeds to comment on it as follows: “ Yet he [Dr. Arnold] 
immediately afterwards says in reference to one of S. Paul’s most certain and often 
repeated statements (regarding the approaching end of the world), ‘we may safely 
and reverently say that S. Paul in this instance entertained and expressed a belief 
which the event did not justify.’” Again: “It is particularly worthy of remark 
(and seems to have been most unaccountably and entirely overlooked by Dr. Arnold 
throughout his argument), that in the assertion of this erroneous belief, S. Paul ex- 
pressly declares himself to be speaking ‘by the word of the Lord’ [‘‘ This we say unto 
you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive and remain unto the coming 
of the Lord, &c.”—1 Thess. iv. 15].”"—The Creed of Christendom, p. 25. From the fur- 
ther observation of Dr. Arnold—‘‘Can any reasonable mind doubt that in what he 
[S. Paul] has told us * * * of that Great Day when we shall arise incorruptible, 
and meet our Lord in the air, he spoke what he had heard from God?”—Mr. Greg 
draws the irresistible conclusion: “ What is this but to say, not only that portions of 
the Scripture are from God, and other portions are from man—that some parts are 
inspired, and others are not—but that, of the very same letter by the very same 
Apostle, some portions are inspired, and others are not—and that Dr, Arnold ahd 
every man must judge for himself which are which,—must separate by his own skill 
the Divine from the human assertions in the Bible ?”—Jbid. 

The misconception which we are considering is, however, altogether removed by 
bearing in mind the characteristic of Prophecy which has been already explained. 
In fact, the New Testament writers, who have made the statements in question, but 
reiterate the invariable language of the Old Testament prophets when referring to 
this same subject: “ The day of the Lord is at hand”—71™ oO” 217); seo Isa. xiii. 
6; Ezek. xxx. 3; Joel, iii 1; Obad. 15. And yet the prophets expressly state that 
the ¢ime when their predictions shall be accomplished is not known except to God: 
“Tt shall be one day which shall be known to the Lord.”—Zech. xiv. 7. They were 
conscious that this was a portion of the revelation not unveiled for their understand- 
ing, and, accordingly, they searched “what or what manner of time, the Spirit which 
was in them did signify."—1 S. Pet. i. 11. On this text see Lecture v. 

t 'K« uépouc, 1 Cor. xiii. 9. Cf Hengstegberg, ‘‘ Christologie,” 1. i. s. 303. 
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completed. In its first stage all appears indistinct and obscure ; 
objects seem crowded together without order or proportion ; no 
correct judgment can be formed as to either magnitude or dis- 
tance ; and the spectator must pause, until the progress of the 
work gradually unfolds the artist’s design. But according as that 
design is unfolded, each former difficulty insensibly fades away. 
The introduction of light aud shadow determines the relative 
distances which were before undefined. A few strokes of the 

pencil add form and meaning to certain outlines previously un- 
intelligible, And, at last, the artist affords the highest exhi- 
bition and most conclusive evidence of his skill, by adding those 
touches which give unity to his composition, and spread over his 
canvass the tokens of a matured and connected plan. 

The comparison here instituted is no mere figment of the ima- 
gination. A moment’s thought will show how completely this 
similitude is borne out by the expression employed in the New 
Testament to denote the accomplishment of Prophecy : rA7jjpwore 
—the filling up, as it were, by the events of history, and the pro- 
gress of Revelation, of the outlines of that sketch of the future 
which the prophets had traced upon the pages of their inspired 
compositions. Accordingly 8. Paul observes, that the Law con- 

tained but the form or outline of Knowledge and of Truth? 
while 8. John declares that both have been introduced really, 
and no longer by shadows, in the Christian scheme.’ 

* Rom. ii. 20. “Eyovra tiv popdwoty tig yvdoews Kad tic dAnbetac ev TO 
vou. Cf. 2 Tim. iii. 5, “ Having a form (udpdworv) of godliness, but denying the 
power (Svvautv) thereof.” Although (as 8. Paul here teaches) the Law conveyed 
Knowledge and Truth but typically, both are really imparted in the Gospel; for S. 
John, ch. xvii. 3, explains how we thence learn fo know “the only true God ;” while 
he further tells us that “the Law was given by Moses, but Grace and Zruth came 
by Jesus Christ.”—ch. i. 17. See Olshausen on S. Matt. v., B. i. s. 212. 

* Tholuck (‘ Die Berg-predigt,” s. 134) calls attention to the fact that two pass- 
ages in the New Testament suggest the analogy of a painting as elucidating the trope 
of fulfilling a prophecy. The ordinances of the Law were but “a shadow (cxud) of 
things to come, but the body (aiua) is of Christ.”—Col ii. 17. Again, we read of 
‘the Law having a shadow of good things to come, and not the very image of the 
things’—Heb. x. 1; where coxa is contrasted with ait) 7 eikdv. Now this meta- 
phor is plainly borrowed from the technical terms of art employed by Greek writers, 
amepyacia (“urepydfouat, to finish off, esp. of a painter, to fill up with color, opp. to 
troypaypat to sketch,” Liddell and Scott); or Cwypagia (‘ Gwypadew to paint, esp. from 
life,” L. and S.), in contrast to ioypa@y (“ a first sketch, design, outline, Lat. adumbratio, 
opp. to tedewrarn amepyacia,”—L. and 8.) or cxiaypadia (‘a sketching, rough paint- 
tng, such as to produce an effect at a distance,” L. and S.) This remark Tholuck 
illustrates by the following passages. Synesius (flor. A. D. 410), commenting on the 
words “In the hand of the Lord there is a cup, and the wine is red, it is full mixed,” 
&c., explains that this mixture denotes the union of both Old and New Testament : 
&y yap 70 &§ dudoty ovvictupevor, TeAciwote yrosews, 1 piv madad Thy brocxeow 
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This view of the subject renders it manifest in what sense 
only the prophet can be said to have anticipated history. Time 
and the relations of time are matters quite subordinate in his 
descriptions : and while the distinct tracery of events yet to 
come can be discerned in his predictions when illumined by the 
light of their fulfilment, still his words had previously been in- 
eed with a degree of obscurity amply sufficient to allow the 
free course of history to proceed,—an obscurity, too, which was 
indispensably necessary in order to secure that object, This, no 
doubt, was the end which God designed wherever Scripture 
shrouds prophetic announcements in dark words and mysterious 
symbols ; and, above all, when it leaves the distinctions of time 
undefined. Now the method adopted by the Holy Spirit, in order 
to attain this end, consisted, I venture to submit, in the applica- 
tion of natural agencies ; and in the employment of even the 
limitation of the human intellect, so as to subserve His will. 
For Him, to whom “a thousand years are but as yesterday,”— 
before Whose eye the past, the present, and the future, alike are 
ever spread clear and well defined,—the relations of time can 
have no existence. The vision of the Almighty embraces, with- 
éxyer’ f Od véa TOY d5oTOAOV iSyveyke Pose ek KOLO TOT? pLov ép. ép yep ENVEVCE 
Tea Kal ei¢ Tpogyryr, Kal ei¢ dpderanas Ka, KaTad TOVG dyadod ¢ Cwypa- 
pove, mada pivéicktaypadgonoen, Exeita mévtot denkpiBwoe Ta pmédn Ti¢ 
yvooewc.—Homil. in Ps. Ixxiv. (ed. Petav., p. 295);—the closing words of which 
passage Petavius translates as follows: “ Et quod boni pictores faciunt, olim quidem 
adumbrate delineavit ; postea vero singulas cognitionis partes elaboravit.” 

The second illustration is from Theophylact : Toe Oc ETAnpwoe ; TPITOV ev STL, 
boa eimov mep) abrod of mpodyta, moos. 010 Kad O Edayyemorng OVYVUKLE Aéyev 

iva wAnpot if Td pyGiv did TO’ TpogyTov. GAAG Kal Tac Tod VO"OD évroAde Tuoae 
eTAjpucer. captiav yap obi éroinaey, ote ebpébn dodoc &v To or omar abrod. Kai 
dAhuoc Od é us An pwoe Tov _vopon, ToutéoTlv, d ven Ajnpwaev’ boa yap éxkeivoc 
éoKxta Ra aOnoe, TATA odro¢ TEAEiw¢ eg oypa onoer. éxeivoc, TO, 1) bovevons. 
obroc, TH unde Ovuwhijg Eiki. Gorep Ka 6 ay paoocg od Katadvee THY OKLA- 
ypagviarv, dana udddov avarAnpot —Comm. in S. Matt. v. 18, t. i. p. 25. 

' Any difficulty, connected with the relation of Prophecy to History, is no other 
than the old question as to how the freewill of the creature can be reconciled with 
the foreknowledge of the Creator. The obscurity with which prophetical announce-_ 
ments are invested (the existence of which Scripture itself points out), has been 
clearly designed in order to leave the freedom of human actions undisturbed. “If 
thou hadst known” (said our Lord, when “He beheld the city, and wept over it”) 
“even thou, at least in this thy day, the things which belong unto thy peace! but 
now they are hid from thine eyes. ng, Luke, xix. 42. Dr. Arnold has truly ob- 
served: “It is a very misleading notion of Prophecy, if we regard it as an anticipa- 
tion of History. History, in our common sense of the term, is busy with particular 
nations, times, places, actions, and even persons. If in this sense, Prophecy were a 
history written beforehand, it would alter the very condition of humanity, by remov- 
ing from us our uncertainty as to the future; it would make us acquainted with 
those times and seasons which the Father hath put in His own power. It is an- 
ticipated History, not in our common sense of the word, but in another, and far 
higher sense.”—On the Interpret. of Prophecy, Sermon i. vol. i. p. 35. 
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out separation, events which the intellect of man can only con- 
template in succession ; and which, if presented to his mind 
simultaneously, must, from his very nature, become undistin- 
guishable the one from the other. Before the gaze of the 
Omniscient is unfolded the entire course of future history,—its 
various agencies defined, its epochs distinguished, its relations 
fixed. From before certain portions of such a scene the veil is 
withdrawn at God’s pleasure, when He discloses the future in 
prophetic Vision, and opens to the eye of man the vista of events 
yet to come. The human understanding, however, fettered by 
its natural laws, can no more discriminate, when thus presented 
simultaneously, events separated by time, than the eye could 
originally form any judgment, before experience, respecting the 
distance or relative position of objects separated by space. In 
both cases the mind must necessarily regard the objects presented 
to it as projected the one upon the other: and thus it came to 
pass, that the prophet beheld future events in his Visions, uncon- 
nected by the relations of time.’ 

From this result of the laws of the human mind it follows, 
that all disclosures which God has vouchsafed of occurrences yet 
to come must have been expressed (wherever no overruling power 
had otherwise directed the pen of the sacred writers), with that 
degree and kind of obscurity, which ensures that the free course 
of history shall be preserved, notwithstanding such predictions 
of the future. Hence the very limitations of man’s intellectual 
capacity have become the means—it may, perhaps, without pre- 
sumption be alleged—whereby His ends have been attained by 
the Almighty : and thus we are supplied with another striking 
example of how the peculiar characteristics of humanity have 
been incorporated in the organism of Inspiration. 

! Hengstenberg observes, with reference to this ‘perspective’ character of Prophecy, 
that its consideration is particularly important in removing objections against the 
Divine origin of the prophetic statements, founded on their not being fulfilled at the 
time when the objector fancies that they ought: no period having been in reality 
marked by the prophet. When, in accordance with the nature of prophetic intuition, 
the prophet refrains from all determination of time, and makes no claim to fix its 
limits, we can as little take exception, on such grounds, to the Divine source of what 
he has announced, as object that every prophet has not foreseen every event of 
futurity. This mode of regarding the nature of Prophecy obviates, moreover, the 
necessity of the forced interpretations, to which those who maintain its Divine origin 
have sometimes recourse, when they set out from the principle that each prophetic 
description must relate to one and the same time, as well as object.— Christologie, 
L 1, 8.308. 
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LECTURE V. 

REVELATION AND INSPIRATION. 



AdAd Kai 7d ei¢ Exotaow Kat pavikiy dyew Katdotacw THv O7nfev podynTedbovoar, 

O¢ undauadc abtiy Eav7H Tapaxodovbeiv, ob Ociov Uvevpatoc tpyov éotiv * * * El 

62 tiorarat, Kad ob év Lavtq gorev 7 MvOia, ére pavTevetat, rodaTdv voutotéov Tretia, 

TOV OKOTOV KaTEXEVAY TOD VOd Kat TOV AoyLOLAY, 7) TOLOdTOY OTotby éoTL Kal Td THY Datpud= 

VOV YEVOE ; 
ORIGENES, Contra Celswm, lib. vii. 3, 4. 

“ Aut igitur, juxta Montanum, Patriarchas et Prophetas in ecstasi locutos accipien- 

dum, et nescisse que dixerint: aut si hoc impium est (spiritus quippe Prophetarum Pro- 

phetis subjectus est), intellexerunt utique que locuti sunt. Et si intellexerunt, quzeritur 

quomodo nune Paulus dicat, quod aliis generationibus non fuit notum, fuisse Christi 

Apostolis revelatum. * * * Aut ille igitur, de quo jam supra disseruimus, tenendus 

est sensus, ita Patriarchas et Prophetas, ut nunceA postolis revelatum est, Christi igno- 

rasse mystcrium, quia aliud sit tenere quid manibus, aliud futurum in Spiritu 

preevidere.” 
S. Himron. Comm. in Epist. ad Eph. lib. ii. cap. 3. 

Znrjcews aktov éote TO wept TOD ‘Aytov Ivevparog ei dvvata elvar Kai tv dwapTwA@ 

puri. 
ORIGENES, Comm. in Joann. tom. xxviii. 13. 

"Exeivo 0? mpootibepev TH Adyw, 6Tt obte wae 6 TpodnTEdwv dotoc* obTE Tae 6 Satuo- 

vac éAabvev dytoc. kat yap Kat Badadu 6 tot Bedp 6 wavtic rpoedirevoer, dvoeBig Or. 

kat Kaiddac 6 pevddvupoc ’Apycepeve. 
S. Hrppotytus, De Charismatibus. 



LECTURE V. 

REVELATION AND INSPIRATION. 

“OF WHICH SALVATION THE PROPHETS HAVE ENQUIRED AND SEARCHED DILIGENTLY, 

WHO PROPHESIED OF THE GRACE THAT SHOULD COME UNTO YOU: SEARCHING WHAT; 

OR WHAT MANNER OF TIME THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST WHICH WAS IN THEM DID SIG- 

niry.”—1 S. Peter, i. 10, 11. 

THE last Discourse was mainly occupied with one only of 
the two elements which co-exist in the composition of the Holy 
Scriptures. In it attention was chiefly directed to the phenom- 
ena which exhibit the active co-operation of the human agents 
who have been chosen to convey to us the history of God’s Provi- 
dence, and God’s Revelation. It was there shown how the in- 
tellectual emancipation of the state of sleep, and the intellectual 
intensity of the state of ecstasy, have been made use of as the 
natural means by which was effected the concourse of the spirit 

of man with the Spirit of God." And although what was 
said upon this branch of the subject was, I trust, sufficiently 
guarded, so as to preclude any misconception of the reasons ad- 
vanced, and to avoid even the semblance of lending support to 
the error against which these Discourses are principally addressed, 
—an error of which the source consists in giving undue promi- 
nence to the human element of the Bible,—still this department 
of our inquiry is too important, and too vitally connected with 
the whole question of Inspiration, to be dismissed by a simple 
reference to those illustrations of the constant exercise of the 

? See M. Athanase Coquerel’s “ Christianity,” p. 205; who observes—‘ The more 
the means of Inspiration [meaning Revelation—see supra, Lecture iv. p. 146, note *} 
are independent of time, space, matter, and death, the more conformable they are to 
the nature of God. But there are to be met with i in our present human existence, 
our actual phase of progress, momentary conditions of being, which disengage our 
minds from the bondage of time, space, matter, and death. These accidents of our 
present state of being are especially sleep and ecstasy.” 
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Divine agency with which the argument was interspersed. It is 
a duty obligatory above all on the defender of the theory of In- 
spiration here maintained, to establish the reality not only of 
that influence which conveyed to man the Revelation of God, or 
which enabled the Prophet to express what was thus ciepeeue 
to his mind in human language ; but also of that further agency 
of the Holy Spirit whereby the sacred writers have been moved 
to embody Divine communications, history, and doctrine, in one 
organic whole, of which each member transmits its own heavenly 
message to every age. 

This aspect of our inquiry, moreover, follows, in natural order, 
the subjects with which the last Discourse was occupied. Cer- 
tain questions were then considered relating to the form under 
which revelations of the future were conveyed to the prophets of 
God, as well as to the manner in which chronological arrange- 
ment has been disregarded in their pictures of events yet to 
come. Attention was also drawn to that obscurity of expression 
which, as a consequence of such facts, meets us in the prophetic 
writings ;'—an obscurity by means of which the free course of 
history is maintained,’ which restrains the rashness of unreflect- 

? The fact of this obscurity is clearly referred to in the New Testament. The de- 
struction of Jerusalem had been foretold by Daniel (ix. 26; cf. S. Matt. xxiv. 15), 
and yet the Jewish nation would not see the application of his words. ‘Thou 
knewest not the time of thy visitation” was Christ’s remark, when he wept over 
Jerusalem, saying, “If thou hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the 
things which belong unto thy peace! but now they are hid from thine eyes.”—S. 
Luke, xix. 41-44. So S. Paul tells the ‘men of Israel”—‘ They that dwell at Jeru- 
salem, and their rulers, because they knew him not, nor yet the voices of the prophets 
which are read every Sabbath day, they have fulfilled them in condemning Him.”— 
Acts, xiii. 27. Cf ch. iii. 17. 

* A fact related by Josephus supplies an apposite illustration. With the most 
minute particularity Hzekfel (ch. xii.; cf. 2 Kings, xxv.; Jer. lii.) had foretold the 
captivity of Zedekiah: “TI will bring him to Babylon to the land of the Chaldeans: 
yet shall he not see it, though he shall die there.”"—ver. 13. Josephus informs us 
that Ezekiel, who resided in Mesopotamia “among the captives by the river of 
.Chebar,” sent a copy of this prediction to Zedekiah, who set about comparing it 
with the language of Jeremiah (xxxii. 4; xxxviii. 23). Finding, however, that 
Jeremiah had merely foretold that he should be carried to Babylon, while Ezekiel 
had affirmed that he should be brought to Babylon, indeed, but should not see it, the 
king drew the inference that the st atement of Ezekiel contradicted that of Jeremiah, 
and. consequently rejected both as false.—See Fairbairn’s ‘‘ Ezekiel,” p. 87. The words 
of Josephus are as follows: Taic¢ 0& xpodyteiare abtav Yedexiac 7 nriornoey , &k TovavTne 
aitiac. Ta wiv GAAa ravTa ovupwvodvTa TOG Tpoontac GAAnjiow eireiv ovvéBn, Gore 
j h rod dAdcerat kat Ledexiac abtoe aiyudAwtoc éorat’ dtepavnge O8 "leCexinaoc eizav, 
ok OWecbar BaBvAdva Tov Yedexiav, Tov ‘lepeniou pdakovrog ait@, drt dedeuévov adrov 
6 BaBvady tog dmaket Paorieve. Kal oud Td, My TAVTOY avToOvG Exarépouc Aéyew, Kai Tepe 
ov oupduveiv &ddxovv, we obs” éxeiva dAnOn Aéyecbat KaTayvodc, nriornse. —Antiq. lie.” 
x. vil. 2, p. 523—“‘although,” adds Josephus, “ everything did fall out in accordance - 
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ing zeal, leaves full room for the seeds of faith to germinate, and 
withholds from human presumption the temptatian to oppose the 
will of heaven, From none of the phenomena presented by the 
contents of the Bible can we infer more plainly the distinct rec- 
ognition, by its authors, of the predominating influence of its 
Divine Element, than from the manner in which such dark al- 
lusions to the future became subjects of speculation to the . 
prophets themselves. This is a circumstance which at once sug- 
gests several important considerations ; and, above all others, it 
leads naturally to the inquiry—Did the men of God themselves 
fully comprehend the sense of the revelations to which they gave 
utterance ?\ That this question must be answered in the nega- 
tive is so obvious that the fact has furnished sceptics with an ar- 
eument—superficial, it is true, but still an argument—against the 
evidence which Prophecy supplies. <A late writer, for example, 
of the modern school of disbelievers, observes, with respect to 
the proof of Christianity founded upon the fulfilment in Christ’s 
Person of predictions uttered long previously to His coming,— 
“This is true, and the argument would have all the force 
which is attributed to'it, were the objectors able to lay their fin- 
ger on a single Old Testament prediction clearly referring to 

with these prophecies, as we shall in a fitting place make clear.” This explanation 
he appends, as a sort of moral, to the sequel of this narrative: ka? radra per ‘lepeuiac 
elme TugAwbede O> Kai dyPere cic BaBvAdva, ratrnv otk elde Kabdc leCexinhog mpoeire. 
—Ibid. viii. 2, p. 527. It is interesting to notice how the Jewish historian insists 
upon this illustration of the harmony which exists among the sacred writers. We 
have already seen (Lecture ii. p. 68, note 3) how he has adduced the absence of con- 
tradictions as a proof of the Divine origin of the Old Testament: and here he observes 
how the fulfillment of Prophecy confounds “the ignorance and the faithlessness of 
men:” Taira piv ovr, ixavdcg éudavioa: dvvaueva thy 704 Ocod dtaw Toi¢ dyvootow, 
eipnkauev, bt TotKiAn'T Eoti Kad roXAbTpoTOS, Ka TavTa Ka Hpav dravTée TeTaypLEVuC, 
a te dei yiwéobar rpodréyer tiv Te TOV dvOpdxwv cyvorav Kad azcoTtiay K. T. A.—Tbid. 
viii. 3, p. 527. We have, on the other hand, striking proofs that this half light of 
Prophecy, which thus leaves the freedom of the human will unfettered, has never- 
theless been made an instrument for guiding the course of history. There is no room 
to doubt that Daniel brought before Cyrus the different predictions which foreshad- 
owed his instrumentality as agent of God's will, viz., the capture of Babylon in the 
height of a festival (Jer. li. 57; cf. ver. 39); how the Assyrian power should be ut- 
terly overthrown by the Medes (Isai. xiii. 17-19; ef. ch. xiv.); in fine, how Cyrus 
should rebuild Jerusalem and the Temple of Jehovah (Isai. xliv. 28; xlv. 13)—and 
it is to be observed that the edict of Cyrus is drawn up in the language of this latter 
announcement, see 2 Chron. xxxvi. 23; Hzra, i. 2. Josephus tells us that Cyrus 
issued a proclamation “throughout all Asia,” to the effect that the Supreme God (6 
Oed¢ 6 weytotoc) had, by His prophet, foretold his name, and that he should restore 
the Temple at Jerusalem. This, adds Josephus, Cyrus knew from reading the pre- 

, diction of Isaiah written 210 years before,—a fact which he acknowledged as an un- 
doubted proof of its Divine origin: rair’ ody dvayvivta tiv Kipor, kad Oavudoavra Td 
Oeiov, k, T. A—Antig. lib. xi. i. 2. p. 547. See infra, p. 212, note * 
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Jesus Christ, intended by the utterers of it to relate to Him, pre- 
figuring His character and career, and manifestly fulfilled in His 
appearance on earth. Zhis they cannot do.” The fallacious 
character of such reasoning has been long since exposed by 
Bishop Butler :—‘‘ To say that the Scriptures, and the things 
contained in them, can have no other or farther meaning than 
those persons thought or had, who first recited or wrote them, is 
evidently saying that those persons were the original, proper, and 

- sole authors of those books ; that is, that they are not inspired : 

which is absurd, whilst the authority of these books is under ex- 
amination ; that is, till you have determined they are of no 
Divine authority at all.”2) Holy Scripture, in short, presents 
the prophets to our view as human instruments through whom 
the Spirit of God speaks, and by whose lips He announces the 
Divine Oracles,—the sense of which, however, the Prophet him- 
self does not always understand, but after which he “ diligently 
seeks” like other men. 

Before entering fully upon this topic, it must be disconnected 

? “The Creed of Christendom,” by W. Rathbone Greg, p. 61. 
? “ Analogy,” Part ii. chap. 7. The passage to which I here refer is preceded by 

the remark: “A long series of prophecy being applicable to such and such events 
is itself a proof that it was intended of them: as the rules by which we naturally 
judge and determine, in common cases parallel to this, will show. * * * Now, 
there are two kinds of writing which bear a great resemblance to Prophecy, with 
respect to the matter before us: the mythological, and the satirical where the satire 
is, to a certain degree, concealed. And aman might be assured that he understood 
what an author intended by a fable or parable, related without any application or 
moral, merely from seeing it to be easily capable of such application, and that such a 
moral might naturally be deduced from it. And he might be fully assured that such 
persons and events were intended in a satirical writing, merely from its being appli- 
cable to them. And, agreeably to this last observation, he might be in a good 
measure satisfied of it, though he were not enough informed in affairs, or in the story 
of such persons, to wnderstund half the satire. * * * And from these things it 
may be made appear that the showing even to a high probability, if that could be, 
that the prophets thought of some other events, in such and such predictions, and not 
those at all which Christians allege to be completions of those predictions; or that 
such and s@€ch prophecies are capatle of being applied to other events than those to 
which Christians apply them,—that this would not confute or destroy the force of the 
argument from Prophecy, even with regard to those very instances.” To the same 
effect Hengstenberg observes that, when we speak of the fulfilment of Prophecy, two 
quest ons must be kept apart,—What meaning did the Prophets attach to their own 
words? and, What sense has God designed to convey by them? For reasons which 
will be presently considered, Hengstenberg decides that the answer to the former 
question is wholly immaterial; while he enters upon the second by observing that 
the proper author of all Prophecy is God: on which he further remarks: “ The her- 
meneutic rule, that we must always seek for the sense designed and perceived by the 
author, is not violated thereby. The difference between us and our opponents lies 
rather in the different answer to the question, Who is to be regarded as the proper 
author of the prophecies ?”— Christologie, 1. i. s. 317. 
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from an opinion, condemned by the primitive Church, but re- 
vived in recent times by Dr. Hengstenberg, which, from an er- 
roneous conception of the nature of the Divine influence, and an 
undue depreciation of the human agency employed by the Holy 
Spirit, goes into another extreme, This opinion has been already 
touched upon in the second of these Discourses, where it has 
been shown how the Fathers,—in opposition alike to heathen 
divination, and the fanaticism of the followers of Montanus,— 
strenuously insisted upon the fact that the prophets retained 
perfect consciousness of all that passed within them, although 
their senses were closed against the impressions of the external 
world.’ In that Discourse it has been also pointed out, how the 
first Christian A pologists employed this same fact as the criterion 
whereby to distinguish the condition of the prophets of God from 
the phrensy of the heathen diviners on the one hand, and the 
hallucinations of the Montanists on the other,’ in each of which 
cases the intelligent consciousness of the speaker was suppressed 
to such an extent, that he was totally ignorant of all that he 
himself had uttered. The opinion that this was also the con- 
dition of the prophets of God is advocated, as I have observed, 
by Dr. Hengstenberg ; who has asserted. that the distinction 
which the primitive Church laid down between true and false 

. Prophecy is unfounded ; and who indentifies the ecstatic con- 
dition of the prophets with the state of the Pythoness or the 
Montanist,—so far as relates to the suppression, in both cases, 
of intelligent consciousness.” 
t 

s oh 
' See Lecture ii. p. 84, &e. 
2 Cf Hivernick, “ Kinleitung,” Th. 1. Abth. ii. s. 35. The accuracy with which 

the Fathers, in this case, eliminated truth from error, as well as the difficulty of doing 
80, is: illustrated in an interesting manner by the extreme views put forward by the 
author of the ‘‘ Clementine Homilies.” There can be little doubt that this apocryphal 
work (the composition of which the learned place at different periods, from the second 
to the fourth century,) was one of the many writings elicited by the reaction against 
Montanism. (See A. Schliemann, ‘‘ Die Clementinen,” s. 185, wu. 548.) The “ Homi- 
lies” lay down two criterions of true Prophecy: (1.) The prophet of God has per- 
manent possession of the gifts of the Holy Spirit (Nvetua fu durov cai dévvaor). 
To suppose hinl for any interval abandoned by the Divine influence, is to reduce hi 
to the character of a heathen diviner (7d yap Towodtov pavinde évdovatovvTav éativ bad 
mvevparoc dtagiac, Tov Tapa Bwpoic peOvivtor, Kal Kricong éudopovpévov.—Hom. iii. 
13, ap. Coteler. t. i. p. 643). (2.) The consciousness of the true prophet must be so 
perfectly retained, that his conditign admits neither dreams, nor visions (ivev oxta- 
Giac, Kai dveipwv padeiv, dzoKxddvypic éotu.—Hom. xvii. 18. ibid. p. 743). Cf. Schlie- 
mann, s. 186, ff.; Neander, “ Kirchengeschichte,” i. s. 610. ff 

3 Hengstenberg, appealing to the facts to which attention has been already drawn 
(Lecture iv. pp. 165, 166, &c.), concludes that the state of ecstasy (which he represents 
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This learned writer has misapprehended as well the line of 
argument pursued by the early Christian writers, as the true na- 
ture of the prophetic condition.’ In the two extreme cases with 
which the Church had to contend, the individual, for whom the 

as involving an entire suppression of consciousness and intellectual activity) is not 
merely a frequent concomitant, but the necessary and essential condition of Prophecy. 
His adoption, as we shall see, of the statements of Plato and Tertullian, further 
shows how stramgely this learned writer has failed to appreciate the nature of the 
difficulties, on either side, with which the early Church had to contend. Hengsten- 
berg’s view, as laid down in his “ Christologie” (i. 1, s. 294 ff), is as follows:—In dis- 
tinguishing between true and false Prophecy, the Fathers have misapprehended the 
facts as stated in Scripture. From those statements “it appears that true prophets 
also found themselves in an extraordinary and unusual condition,—in an é«oraowc,— 
in which their intelligent consciousness retired, and their entire self-life (Selbstleben) 
was suppressed by a powerful operation of the Divine Spirit, and rendered passive to 
such a degree that, as Philo says, they became ‘Interpreters,’ of whose organs God 
made use, in order to impart His revelations.”—s. 294. “It admits of no doubt,” he 
continues, “that the Hebrew prophets, just as the heathen seers (ebenso wie die heid- 
nischen Seher), found themselves in an ecstasy. * * * Hvyen to the true prophets 
may be applied what Plato alleges in the Ion and Phedrus, that with the prophetic gift 
was joined, of necessity, the suppression of human activity, and of intellectual con- 
sciousness.” He then proceeds to quote, with approval, a passage from Philo to which 
I have already adverted (Lecture ii. p. 65, note —éfocxiferae yap év hiv 6 voi¢c Kata 
THVv Tov Oeiov rvevuaToc adiEtv),—adding : ‘ Since, therefore, we have found the distine- 
tion laid down by the Fathers between true and false Prophecy to be without founda- 
tion, the question arises, in the next place, In what does the distinction consist? 
Already has Tertullian placed a difference between the écoraovc, and the pavia, or 
furor ; and ascribed the latter to the false prophets. And this, with justice. * * * 
In the heathen seers the écoraove, it is true, also consisted in the suppression of in- 
telligent consciousness, but this was effected by the lower portion of the soul having 
been excited to a contest against the higher.” And he goes on to say: ‘The state 
of the prophets was supernatural, the state of the heathen seers wnnatural—a mo- 
mentary phrensy.”—s. 296 ff. In these remarks it is clear that Hengstenberg ac- 
cepts Tertullian’s statement, and identifies the condition of a prophet of God with 
that claimed by the fanatical followers of Montanus. This view is but a poor substi- 
tute for the sound and rational course pursued by the Church. ‘ Wir halten (observes 
Havernick of Hengstenberg’s theory) dieselbe fiir keineswegs.berechtigt, an die 
Stelle der alten kirchlichen Ansicht gesetzt zu werden.”—loc. cit.s. 36. Hengstenberg 
draws the following distinction (without alleging any reason for it) between the 
prophets and the Apostles—‘‘ All Divine revelations were known by the prophets 
through an immediate perception (ein unmittelbares Vernehmen). While in the case ~ 
of the Apostles, the illumination of the Holy Ghost penetrated all the faculties of tho 
soul in an equal manner, and did not exclude the activity of the understanding ;—all 
impressions were made in their case upon the inward sense, which (while reflection 
and the outward senses were in repose) was impregnated (befruchtet) by the Divine 
Spirit."—Jbid. s. 299. By the absence of intelligent consciousness in the case of the 
prophets, he accounts for the want of perfect connexion and clearness in Prophecey— 
8. 302; see supra, p 177, &e. 

* Compare with the view of this question which I have suggested in Lecture ii. p. 
86, note ', the following remark of S. Jerome: “Simul et hoe attendendum quod hee 
ipsa vel ‘assumptio,’ vel ‘onus,’ vel ‘pondus,’ prophetee visio sit. Non enim loquitur 
in éxordoet, ut Montanus et Prisca Maximillaque delirant; sed quod prophetat, liber 
est visionis intelligentis wniversa que loquitur, et pondus hostium facientis in suo pop- 
ulo visionem.”—J/n Nawm Prophet. Preefat. t. vi. p. 535. Rudelbach, having quoted 
this passage, justly observes that the Fathers, by such statements, neither denied the 
relative obscurity of Propheey—which had its ground in the Divine economy; nor did 
they question that the ecstatic condition was a frequent accompaniment of the Divine 
communications. But they steadily maintained “ that it was altogether inadmissible 
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possession of a Divine afflatus was claimed, communicated his 
pretended revelations while totally unconscious of what passed 
around him ; and the intervention of another party was required 
for the purpose of interpreting what was uttered in his state of 
phrensied enthusiasm.’ It was this absence of reason or intel- 
ligence, when giving utterance to oracular sayings, which the 
primitive Christians justly regarded as a token of estrangement 
from the Divine Spirit. The Fathers rever questioned, or thought 
of questioning, the fact that, in many instances, the prophets re- 
ceived revelations from God while in the state of ecstasy : they 
did deny, and in strict accordance with the intimations of Scrip- 
ture,’—firstly, that the prophets were at any time bereft of in- 
telligent consciousness ; and, secondly, that they gave utterance 
to the Divine communications while in the ecstatic condition, or 
while the exercise of their faculties was thereby affected. Tuse- 
bius, who enters at considerable length upon the literature of this 
controversy,’ refers to a treatise, composed expressly against the 

to represent ecstasy as the psychical foundation of Prophecy,—as Hengstenberg has 
represented it in his Christology of the Old Testament.”—Die Lehre von der Inspir., 
1840. H. i. s. 30. 

1 As to heathen divination, we are indebted to Plato for our knowledge of the 
distinction between the wdvtec and the zpogj7as. He says, in a well-known passage :: 
obdeic yap Evvove pantera pavtucic EvOéou Kai dAnbote, GAM 7 Kal imvov Thy THE 
gporijcewc redyGele Suvapuv, 7) Sid véaov, 7 Tiva évOovotagpdv TapahAdcag * * * 7d 
TOV TpodnTav yévog én taic evOéote pavreiaic KpiTa¢ Exixabcoravar vopoc” od¢ 
udvretc abtoig éxovoudfovot twee * * * Kal ob Te pdvTec, TpodHTaL 68 par 
Tevopévuy dikaorata bvoudfow?’ dv.—Timeus, ed. Bekker. vol. vii. p. 337. Cf Lecture 
ii. p. 84, noté. Tertullian similarly describes the pretended revelations of the Mon- 
tanists: ‘‘Edat [Marcion] aliquem psalmum, aliquam visionem, aliquam orationem, 
dumtaxat spiritalem, in ecstasi, id est, amentia, si qua lingue tnterpretatio accessit.”— 
Adv. Marcion. v. § 8, p. 591. On this passage Neander observes: ‘“ ‘The interpreta- 
tion of the tongue,’ in Tertullian’s sense, can only mean that when a person in such 
an ecstatic state had spoken in a manner unintelligible to others, he, or another per- 
son—a point which we must here leave undetermined—repeated what had been 
uttered, in language that would be generally understood.” —Antignosticus, Th. ili. § 2. 
(Bohn’s ed., p. 509). 

2 It has been already pointed out (see Lecture iv. p. 145), how Scripture intimates 
that the prophets did not commit to writing, or announce the subjects of their visions 
until some time after they had received the revelations thus imparted: and conse- 
quently not until all ecstatic excitement had passed away. LE. g. ‘Then was the 
secret revealed unto Daniel in a night vision.” On this he blessed God, who “reveal- 
eth the deep and secret things,” and went to Arioch, “and said thus unto him, * * * 
bring me ia before the king, and I will show unto the king the interpretation.”—Dan. 
ii, 19-24. Again: “Daniel, whose namo was Belteshazzar, was astonied for one 
hour, and his thoughts troubled him. The king spake and said, Let not the dream 
or the interpretation thereof trouble thee. Belteshazzar answered and said, My 
Lord, the dream be to them that hate thee,” &c.—Dan. iv. 19. So, in the New Tes- 
tament, some time had elapsed before S. Peter, restored to his ordinary condition, 
ree and acted upon the Divine communication made to him in his ecstasy. 
Acts, x.) 

3 The writers, to whom Eusebius refers as having composed special treatises 

13 
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Montanists by a very early writer named Miltiades, entitled 
“The Prophet may not speak in ecstasy ;” and the historian 
further quotes, as the leading authority upon this whole subject, 
an anonymous author, who wrote at the opening of the third cen- 
tury, by whom a marked distinction was drawn between the true 

prophetic ecstasy, and the false ecstasy of the Montanists, which 
he discriminated by a special name.” ‘The pseudo-prophet,” 

against the Montanists, are—Apollinaris, Bishop of Hierapolis, 4. D. 170 (Eccl. Hist., 
iv. 27; v. 16); Miltiddes (v. 17); Apollonius, who states that he wrote his work forty 
years after the appearance of Montanus (v. 18); 8. Serapion, Bishop of Antioch, A. D. 
182 (v. 19); and especially an author whose name he does not give, but whom he 
quotes at considerable length, and to whose opinions he evidently attaches much im- 
portance. There has been great diversity of opinion as to who this writer was. S. 
Jerome identifies him with Rhodon, who, as he states, composed “adversum Phrygas . 
insigne opus: temporibusque Commodi, et Severi floruit.”—Lib. de Vir. Iilustr., cap. 
XxXvii. t. ii. p. 863; cf. cap. xxxix. p. 865. See also Routh, “ Reliquize Sacre,” t. ii. 
p. 195, and t. 1. p. 437. 

? The anonymous author, from whom Eusebius derived his information, describes 
the work of his “ brother Miltiades” as one—év 4) drodeixvuce mep) TOD uy) Oeiv TpOdT- 
tTyv év ékotdoet AaAciv.—tEcel. Hist. v. xvii. p. 232. Cf. Lecture ii. p. 86, 
note *. M. Gaussen (‘‘ Theopneustia,” p. 409) having observed that the ancient Church 
regarded as of great importance the principle “that it is not necessary to attribute to 
the prophets a state of excitement and enthusiasm which prevented due control of 
their faculties,” refers to this work of Miltiades; adding, ‘‘ See the same principles in 
Tertullianus (against Marcion, iv. ch. 22); in Epiphanius, Jerome, Basilius the Great, ' 
&e.” <A reference on this head to Tertullian is unfortunate: the passage, too, quoted 
by M. Gaussen, is perhaps the strongest proof of his Montanist opinions. In it, al- 
Inding to §. Peter’s words at the Transfiguration, which the Apostle uttered, “ not ° 
knowing what he said” (S. Luke, ix. 33),—Tertullian asks: ‘“ Quomodo nesciens? 
Utrumne simplici errore, an ratione quam defendimus in causa nove prophetiv, gratize 
ecstasin, id est, amentiam convenire? In Spiritu enim homo constitutus, preesertim 
quum gloriam Dei conspicit, vel guum per ipsum Deus loquitur, necesse est excidat sensu, 
obumbratus scilicet virtute Divina; de quo inter nos et Psychicos [sc#l. Catholicos] 
queestio est. Interim, facile est amentiam Petri probare. Quomodo enim Moysem et 
Heliam cognovisset” nisi in Spiritu?”—Adv. Marcion., iv. 22, p. 537. Speaking of 
Apollonius, to whose work I have referred in the last note, S. Jerome tells us: 
* Apollonius vir disertissimus, scripsit adversus Montanum. * * * ‘Tertullianus 
sex yoluminibus adversus ecclesiam editis, que scripsit wep? éxordcewc, septimum 
proprie adversus Apollonium elaborayit.”’—De Vir. Illustr., cap. xl. t. ii. p. 867. 

* + Parecstasis.’ His words are: ’AAA’ dye Wevdompodytyc Ev TapekKoTadcel’@ 
éreraz eta Kal ddoBia’ dpyopevoc piv && Exovaiov duabiac, KaTaaTpéduy OP sic iKovaLOV 
uaviav Wuyic, O¢ MpoeipyTat. TOUTOY O& TOY TpdToOV, Od TE TVA TOV KaTa THY TAaAaay, 
obre TOV KaTd Ty Kalviv Tvevuatopopnbévta mpodyTyv SeiSat SuvycovTat obTe “Aya- 
Bov x, T, A.—Kusebius, Lecl. Hist., v., xvii. p. 233; on which words Valesius re- 
marks: ‘' Notandum est hunc anonymum scriptorem nunguam ECSTASES appellare vanos 
illos mentis excessus Montanistarum, sed semper PARECSTACES, * *. * Quippe ec- 
stases fere in bonam partem sumuntur. * * * At ‘ Parecstasis’ semper in malam 
partem accipitur.” This writer constantiy employs the term ‘ parecstasis.’ Thus he 
describes Montanus as aidvidiwg tv katoyy TWL Kal TAPEKOTAOEL yeEvojevov. 
—Ibid. v. xvi. p. 229; and he mentions, respecting 9, certain Theodotus, that he 
TAPEKOTHV aL TE Kal KaTaTLOTEdoM EaUTOY TO THe dxdTno Tveipati—T bid. p. 231; 
on which Valesius again notes; ‘“ Male interpretes omnes hunc locum cepere. Ilap- 
exoti;vat est falso mentis excessu abripi, Sie wapéxaracic supra sumitur, id est falsa 
ecstasis. Sunt enim vere ecstaces in Ecclesia, cujusmodi fuit Petri Apostoli, in Acti- 
bus cap. x. et xi. ubi Petrus vidisse dicitur in ecstasi visionem. Talis item fuit ec- 
stasis Pauli Apostoli, cum ad tertium usque ccelum abreptus est. * * * Sunt 

, 
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observed this writer, “ is sunk in his ‘ false ecstasy.’ Beginning 
by a voluntary ignorance, he ends: by involuntary phrensy : but 
they will never be able to prove that any prophet in either the 
Old or the New Testament was hurried away by the Spirit after 
this manner ;” and, as exemplifying the true prophetic state, 
the case of Agabus is adduced, of whom mention is made on two 
occasions in the Acts of the Apostles.’ 

Turning, in the second place, to the other misapprehension 
into which Dr, Hengstenberg has fallen,—namely, as to the true 
nature of the prophetic condition itself,—it is to be observed that 
any theory which represents the state of those who have received 
revelations from God, as offering any real analogy to that of the 
heathen diviners, or fanatical Montanists, rests upon principles 
wholly unsupported by facts. Such a theory must confound what 
is supernatural, with what is altogether wnnatural;’ or with 
what, on the most favorable supposition (as will be shown else- 
where), is but a perversion’ of the Divine influence. The simple 
fact, that the prophets of God subsequently describe the scenes 
enacted before the eye of the soul,—even entering with the ut- 
most minuteness upon all the details connected with their vis- 
ions,‘—affords the clearest proofs that their powers of memory 
were retained throughout unimpaired, and of itself precludes the 
possibility of their having been unconscious. It would be equally 
inconsistent, indeed, with the character of the Divine influence, 
and the nature of the human spirit, were we to regard the former 
as a crushing and disturbing power, instead of one which elevates 
and calms the soul of man; or, on the other hand, were we to 
consider the human spirit as so estranged from and unrelated to 
God, that, in order to become capable of transmitting the reve- 

lation from heaven, it must lose its vital power, and remain sunk 
in its former darkness and inability to comprehend the Divine 

item false ecstaces apud heereticos, quae mapexordcerc eleganter dicuntur ab hoc 
scriptore. Eodem modo quo rapadiopfacer¢ falsee emendationes dicuntur a Por- 
phyrio in questionibus Homericis.” 

1 Acts, xi. 28; xxi. 10. 
* Hiivernick truly remarks that the manner in which Hengstenberg has attempted 

to distinguish the supernatural state of the true prophet from the wnnatural state of 
heathen diviners (see supra, note, p. 192), altogether fails: “ A forcible suppression of 
the self-life (Selbstlebens) is, and ever remains, an unnatural state.”—Hinleit. m1. 
fish ols 

* I refer to S. Paul’s remarks on “spiritual gifts,” 1 Cor. xii. and xiv. See infra, 
p. 223, note 2. 

* See Lecture iv. p. 167, note '. 
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mysteries, rather than be reanimated, and enlightened, and raised 
above the limits of earthly experience. 

The prophets tell us, it is true, how the energy of the Spirit 
of God mastered their natural strength ; but they also tell us 
how their souls were supported, and enabled to endure the sub- 
lime visions upon which they gazed.’ This is a fact which, while 
it proves that the object of their intuitions was no mere creation 
of their own imagination,—no mere subjective phantasm,—ex- 
hibits, at the same time, how their understanding was qualified 
to apprehend the Divine communication, and enabled to repro- 
duce it for the benefit of others. Strange, above all,” would the 
phenomenon be, to which I have so repeatedly alluded, of the 
preservation of each writer’s peculiar individuality,—an individ- 
uality so plainly stamped upon the form of his representations, 
—had he been deprived of the use of those natural faculties, by 
means of which he has embodied in suitable language the ideas 
which were supernaturally infused into his soul, and placed on 
record the details of the revelation which they conveyed. So far, 
indeed, are the facts of the case from suggesting a suppression 
of the Prophet’s intelligent consciousness as being essential or 
even congruous, that we can at once discern how an elevation, 
rather, of all the powers whereby ideas are apprehended was, of 
necessity, required for the purpose of enabling him to receive, or 
to transmit to others, the mysterious truths which were disclosed 
to him. None felt more sensibly than the men of God them- 
selves how incompetent, without such spiritual support, are the 
ordinary faculties of man to grasp conceptions so widely tran- 
scending the natural limits of the human soul. The prophet 
Isaiah, in that most sublime of visions recorded in his sixth chap- 
ter, thus felt his innate incapacity : ‘‘ Woe is me !” he exclaims, 
“for I am undone, because Iam a man of unclean lips * * * 
for mine eyes have seen the King, the Lord of Hosts.” But, on 
a sudden we find his whole being transformed, and his fears dis- 
pelled ; he comes boldly forward with the words, ‘‘ Here am I; 
send me :” for his weakness became strength, and his iniquity 
was taken away, as soon as the seraph had touched his lips with 
fire from the Altar of God.* 

* See Lecture iv. p. 166, note %. ? Of. Hiivernick, loc. cit. 
* “Then flew one of the Seraphims unto me, haying a live coal in his hand which 
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From the remarks just made it follows, that the continued 
preservation of the human agent’s intelligent consciousness, and 
the elevation of his natural faculties for the reception of the Di- 
vine suggestions, are the characteristics of true Prophecy. Nor 
does the opinion, already referred to, which denies the force of 
the Christian argument from Prophecy derive the least support 
from such a conclusion. It is-no legitimate inference from the 
facts which have been adduced, that the wnderstanding also of 
the Prophet’ must have been so far enlightened as to enable him 
to comprehend the full signification, and to perceive all the 
bearings of the Oracle which he uttered. \The passage which I 
have quoted from Bishop Butler points out where the fallacy of 
such a notion lies. But the subject demands some further con- 
sideration, inasmuch as there is no feature of our inquiry which, 
when justly apprehended, exhibits more clearly the Divine ele- 
ment of Scripture. 

It was well remarked by §. Irenzeus,* that ‘every prophecy 
is an enigma before its accomplishment.” Let us examine on 
what foundation this principle rests. In the supernatural and 
natural worlds, Revelation and Prophecy are, in some obvious 
respects, parallel to knowledge and teaching.’ In giving utter- 

he had taken from off the Altar, and he laid it upon my mouth, and said, Lo, this 
hath touched thy lips,” &c.—Isai. vi. 6. 

* The following judicious remarks supply an “apt illustration: Isaac gave a pro- 
phetic blessing to his son, and was therein inspired, and yet mistook as to the person 
to whom he applied it; wherein the matter was overruled without his privity. 
* * “* Tnspiration, therefore, is confined to the purposes which God has to serve 
by it. On which account we need not wonder that some prophets, though inspired, yet 
did not understand distinctly their own predictions. Indeed, it was not for God’s pur- 
pose in those cases that they should understand distinctly. He revealed Himself to 
them, not so much for themselves, as for others. Much less have we any reason to 
wonder that some inspired persons should not understand the predictions of other 
inspired persons, but search diligently into their meaning (Dan. ix. 2: 1 Peter, i. 10, 
11)."—Edm. Calamy, The Inspiration of the Old and New Testament, p. 127. 

? He had just observed, that “Christ is the treasure hid in the field, which is the 
world [S. Matt. xiii, 38, 44]: He was pointed out by types and parables which 
could not be understood mpd toi tiv FkBacw Tov mpodntevouévwv éAMeiv, which is 
the coming of the Lord.” S. Irenzus then quotes in proof the words of Daniel: 
“But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the bodk, even to the time of the 
end,” &e. (xii. 4, 7;) and of Jeremiah; “In the latter days ye shall consider it per- 
fectly” (xxiii. 20),—on which follow the words which I have referred to: taéoa 
yap tpodnteta mpd THe ExPacewc, aiviypd bare kai dvrioyia Toi¢ 
dvOpirac 6tav d® EAAy 6 Katpdc, Kai droBp TH mpodyTevOty, TOTE THe dKpLBeaTtaTye 
émétuyenv bEnynoewc.—Cont. Heres. V. xxvi. p. 262. 

3 “When Paul asks, ‘What shall I profit you, except I shall speak to you either 
by revelation or by knowledge, or by prophesying, or by doctrine?’ (7) év dmoxa- 
Ainper 7) ev yvdcer 7 bv xpodnreia 7 év didayg—1 Cor. xiv. 6)—‘ revelation’ and 
‘prophecy’ unquestionably correspond to each other, just as ‘knowledge’ and teach- 
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ance, however, to miraculous communications from God, it would 
seem, even @ priori, to be the more reasonable supposition that 
the Prophet should not comprehend the mysteries which have 
been divinely imparted to him, to the like extent, or in the same 
degree as an ordinary teacher understands the various branches 
of information which he has acquired by study and meditation, 
—hby the exercise of human intellect and the employment of 
human industry. The full meaning of the language which he 
utters must, from the very nature of the case, extend beyond the 
Prophet’s own mental vision. That supernatural intuition in 
which the present and the future are intermingled,’ and which 
has arisen independently of the human agent’s own reflection, 
transcends the power of his understanding, and cannot be ana- 
lyzed by the discursive faculty of the mind. This analysis, we 
are told in the words of our text, the prophets attempted to per- 
form. When their spiritual intuitions had ceased, their ordinary 
powers of reflection came into play; and the subject of their 
prophetic communications, when presented to the judgment of 
their understandings, naturally prompted effort and research. 
‘“‘ The prophets,” writes 8. Peter, ‘‘ have inquired, and searched 
diligently * * * searching what, or what manner of time 
the Spirit of Christ, which was in them, did signify.” The 
foundation of this inquiry lay in the pre-forming character of 
Revelation ; according to which it ever veiled, in its intimate 
reference to the present, a constant reference to the future. This 
peculiar feature of the Divine communications was implied by 
Christ Himself, when He taught that “‘ the seed is the word of 
God :’” and, according to this principle, the future development 
of the sense of Prophecy is to be regarded as the product of the 
germinating power of the “seed,” which les still dormant until 
the “fulness of time.’ 

That the predictions of Scripture are not to be thoroughly un- 

ing ;’ and are therefore evidently to be distinguished as supernatural information and 
as natural acquirements.”—Ritschl, Die Entstehung der altkath. Kirche, s.489. To the 
same effect Hengstenberg, having observed, that ‘‘ What viewed in respect to the 
manner of receiving it, is ‘revelation ;’ the same, when viewed in respect to the 
manner of its delivery, is ‘prophecy’”’—goes on to remark on 1 Cor. xiy. 6: ‘“ Here 
we have a double pair of corresponding parts: revelation and prophecy constitute 
the one, knowledge and doctrine the other.” —The Rev. of S. John, Prologue. (Clarke’s 
For. Theol., Lib. i. p. 40). 

* See Lecture iv. p. 176, &e. 2 §. Luke, viii. 11. 
* Of Beck, “Propid. Entwicklung,” s. 252; and Lecture iv. pp. 149-154. 
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derstood before their fulfilment is clearly indicated by our Lord’s 
language when He points out their nature and their object :’ “And 
now I have told you before it come to pass, that when it is come to 
pass ye might believe.” Thus it is that Prophecy is likened 
unto the rays of a taper, which glimmers by night, and faintly 
illumines the darkness, until the appearance of the morning star.’ 
The progress of history, meanwhile, enables us to ascertain 
what prophetical announcements have already received their ful- 

1S. John, xiv. 29. Cf “And when this cometh to pass (lo it will come), then 
shall they know that a prophet hath been among them.”—Hzek. xxxiii. 33. 

2? 2%. Pet. i. 16-21. The sense of this much disputed passage which I have here 
adopted may be thus stated somewhat more fully. 8S. Peter had summed up for the 
“brethren,” from whom he was about to be parted for ever (ver. 15), the grounds 
of the Faith: viz., the testimony of the Apostles, and the language of Prophecy. 
“We have not,” he argues, “followed cunningly devised fables, when we made 
known the power and coming of Christ, but were eye-witnesses of His Majesty 
* * * when we were with Him in the holy mount.” We have also, continues 
8. Peter, a further reason for our belief—vyiz., “the word of Prophecy,” which has 
now been rendered “more sure” and stedfast (3¢Gasdrepov)eby those proofs of its ful- 
filment with which you are acquainted. (Cf ‘“Verily I say unto you, that many 
prophets have desired to see those things which ye see, and have not seen them.”— 
8. Matt. xiii. 17). To this ‘ye do well that ye take heed;” for before its accom- 
plishment—“ until the day dawn’—the language of Prophecy is ever obscure, and 
casts but a feeble light upon the future, as a taper dimly shining where its rays can- 
not be reflected (¢ Atyrm gaivov7s év abypnpd TimW :—abypunpo¢—drudpoc). Nor 
need this cause you surprise. Even the prophets could not expound the revelations 
which were committed to them ;—the meaning which the event fixes upon their 
language was not a meaning infused into it by their own design ;—the sense of 
their predictions, as it did not proceed from themselves, could not be unravelled by 
their own powers of interpretation (idiec émiAvcewe ob yiverar:—for which sense of 
éxidvorc, ef. 8. Mark, iv. 34; Acts, xix. 39):—and the reason is obvious: ‘‘ Prophecy 
came not in old time by the will of man [i. e. so that the prophet gave utterance 
to his own thoughts and feelings—rd idca]: but holy men of God spake as they 
were moved (@epduevor) by the Holy Ghost.” (Cf. the favorite expression of the 
Fathers—zvevuarogopor; see Lecture ii. p. 83, and supra, p. 194, note 2.) Rudel- 
bach (“ Die Lehre von der Inspir.” 1842. IH. ii. s. 15) justly observes, that this gopi, 
or impulse of the Holy Spirit, is by no means to be confounded with the é«oraotc, or 
personal condition of the prophet. In confounding these distinct notions consists the 
error of Hengstenberg on this question; see supra, p. 191, note *. This explanation 
of the passage plainly includes that to which I have alluded in Lecture ii. p. 71, 
note +.) 

Here we see Prophecy illustrated under that aspect according to which the Divine 
agents appear passive: the words of the text (1 8. Pet. i. 10-12) exhibit them, on 
the other hand, as active and conscious. We thence learn—(1) that the prophets dili- 
gently applied their understandings to ascertain the sense of their predictions (éSe¢7- 
tTyoav Kai &npevvycav). (2) The chief object of their search was, ‘‘ What, or what 
manner of time (ei¢ tiva 7) roiov Katpov) the Spirit of Christ which was in them did 
signify.” (‘ Quod innuit tempus per se, quasi dicas zeram, suis numeris notatam: 
quale dicit tempus ex eventibus variis noscendum.”—Bengel.) (3) The reason is 
added of the obscurity in which their words were shrouded ;—they were not person- 
ally concerned in the event: “it was revealed to them that not unto themselves did 
they minister” such things. (4) The Apostle intimates that all this was no accidental 
mystery, no undesigned form of ambiguous words. Not to prophets alone was this 
knowledge denied; even the highest of created beings were not admitted to these 
secret counsels of the Almighty: ‘“‘ which things the angels desire to look into.” 
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filment ; and to recognise the bearing upon the future of certain 
statements of Scripture which we might otherwise regard as un- 
connected with the Christian scheme, or as merely figurative 
allusions.‘ For example :—in the twenty-second Psalm, “the 

? This subject is further elucidated by the nature of Types (Tizoc—a blow, that 
which is produced by a blow, or its mark (S. John, xx. 25); the impress of a seal; also 
a model or mold (e. g. tixog oxnvijc,—Hebr. viii. 5); used also of the resemblance be- 
tween two opposite things (e. g. Adam by whom came death is the rizo¢ of Christ by 
Whom came Life,—Rom. y. 14.) That a type differs in no essential particular from 
a prediction, is proved by the application to both of the New Testament formula, 
iva 7 ypady TAnpwhh (e. g. the ordinances which regulated the type of the Paschal 
Lamb are quoted as constituting, in the most literal sense, a prediction: ‘ These 
things were done that the Scripture should be fulfilled, A bone of Him should not be 
broken.”—S. John, xix.-36.) The only distinction which can be maintained is this, 
that in Types, whether consisting of words, things, or persons, the concealment, not 
only of their ultimate design, but even of any further reference beyond the mere rep- 
resentation of each particular type,—was carried to a greater extent than in Proph- 
ecy ; in which, as we have seen, the prophets were conscious that their language had 
a more extensive application than they could themselves perceive, For example: 
—the type of the Paschal Lamb was repeated yearly for many centuries, its reference 
to the future being neither understood nor suspected. Referring to this fact, Mr. Da- 
vison defines “the genuine Type of the Old Testament” to be ‘a concealed pro- 
phecy, which the completion explains.”— On Prophecy, p. 275. ‘‘ The Sense of the 
[ritual] Types,” he observes, ‘‘was a latent one. It was a Sense not disclosed to 
the Hebrew worshipper. * * * When those types are instituted, there is no 
discovery of their principle, nor hint of their interior signification joined with them. 
* + %* Whatever access the Israelite had to the great significations of his sacri- 
ficial and ritual worship, he obtained it by the insinuation of Prophecy, by imperfect 
and partial arguments, which could not go so far as to reveal the truth.”—Jbzd. p. 
135. But to take a more extended view of this matter:—Types are usually divided 
into those which are represented by persons (viz., Melchizedek, David, Jonah, &c.); 
or by things (viz., the Tabernacle, the Sacrifices, the Brazen Serpent, &c.). To this 
division Rudelbach (‘‘Zeitschrift,” 1842. H. ii. s. 38 ff) adds what he terms (“on 
account of their prevailing typical character,” s. 46) ‘verbal types,” or typical 
prophecies; of which he gives as examples, Hos. xi. 1 [see supra, Lecture iii. p. 109, 
note ']; “Rachel weeping for her children,” Jer. xxxi. 15, quoted 8. Matt. ii. 18, 
and the words of Ps. lxix. 25, ‘‘ Let their habitation be desolate,” &c., quoted Acts, 
i. 20, as predicting the fall of Judas. Considering the question thus generally, we 
shall perceive a further analogy between Types and’ Prophecy properly so called. 8. 
Peter (1 Ep. i. 12) expressly tells us, that “it was revealed” (d7exaAvgi) to the 
prophets that their words had a significance extending to the future. Now, similar 
revelations” were made as to the allusions embodied in Types: e. g. Psalm ex. 
disclosed the spiritual nature of Melchizedek’s Priesthood; while the manner in 
which the history of David is made use of in the language of Prophecy gave the 
people clear intimations how closely the Psalmist’s person was connected with the 
development of the Divine Scheme. (Cf Jer. xxxiii. 26; Ezek. xxxiv. 23, 24; 
Amos, ix. 11; Zech. xli. 7, 8, &c. &e.) Even where we have not express informa- 
tion of such disclosures, we may safely infer that the pious Jew was not left in ig- 
norance of the true bearing of the system of Types in which his religion was 
shrouded. Take the single case of the Brazen Serpent. In the Book of Wisdom it 
is expressly called “a sign of salvation;’—‘ for he that turned himself toward it 
was not saved by the thing that he saw; but by Thee, that art the Saviour of all.” 
—Wisd. xvi. 6, 7. 

Olshausen does not, perhaps, go too far when he lays down in his first Tract, “On 
the more profound Sense of Scripture,” that ‘Types, Symlols, Allegory [ef. Gal. iv. 24; 
Rev. xi. 8], Prophecy, are not to be regarded as differing in essence, but merely with 
reference to what is externally visible” (s. 70): to which he adds, in his second Tract 
on the same subject, “ What regarded as an act is a Type, when expressed in words 
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piereing of the hands and the feet ;” Zechariah’s description of 
the Messiah entering Jerusalem riding “ upon an ass ;” or this 
same prophet’s mention of the “ thirty pieces of silver.” 

Such considerations clearly show how essential it was that 
the historian of a revelation should have been inspired ;—or, in 
other words, that his writings should have been Divinely guarded 
from all possibility of omission or misstatement. The meaning 
of the predictions which he has recorded frequently depends upon 
the turn of a sentence, upon a metaphor, or an expression, which 
if writing without the guidance of the Holy Spirit, he might have 
deemed trivial or unnecessary; especially when we know that 
even the Prophet himself did not, in general, understand how far 
such features of his announcements were, or might be, of import- 
ance.” This remark will appear more obvious from .an example. 
In the last chapter of Daniel, the date of a future event is darkly 
foreshadowed : “It shall be for a time, times, and an half.” \On 

is called an Allegory: but because every word is a spiritual act, and every act an 
embodied word, they are to be distinguished only after a human manner, for in their 
inward nature both are but one. And inasmuch as no prophecy is arbitrary or mag- 
ical, but the spiritual foreshadowing of that which is to be—so far all Prophecy is 
typical, and every Type a prophecy. And so of the whole: for the entire Old Testa- 
ment is a great prophecy, because its history is an eternal Type.”—s, 19. 

? Zech. ix. 9; xi. 13. To these examples we may add the prediction of Haggai: 
“Speak to Zerubbabel saying, I will shake the heavens and the earth, * * * In 
that day, saith the Lord of Hosts, will I take thee, O Zerubbabel, * * * and 
will make thee as a signet: for I have chosen thee.’—Hagg. ii. 21, 23.‘ Why” 
(writes Mr. Davison) “is Zerubbabel so distinguished in the prophecy, when it looks 
so far beyond him? Why is he characterized as the signet of God? He is so dis- 
tinguished as being the Lepresentative of Christ; and his fitness to be that Represen- 
tative is most evident. Of his line and seed was Christ born into the world. When 
God, therefore, restored His people, and reinstated them in their covenant and their 
land again, by this prophecy He designated Zerubbabel, and set His choice upon him, 
as the signet of His hand and purpose, in whom some work of His providence and 
mercy should be accomplished. * * * In Zerubbabel the genealogy of the Mes- 
siah, after the restoration from Babylon, begins. Zerubbabel is the head of that 
genealogy: in him it has its double concourse (8S. Matt. i. 12; 8, Luke, iii. 27): both 
lines of the descent of the Messiah meeting in his person. »* * * Such prediction 
was the more opportune when we consider the state of doubt and ambiguity which 
might now seem to attach to the former promises of God, given to the family of David, 
when that family had been set aside from the throne. * * * To Zerubbabel no 
throne is promised, and none was given. Yet he is chosen. * * * Whence I infer 
that that adoption or acknowledgment of him, in relation to ‘the sure’ and yet remain- 

‘ing ‘mercies of David,’ the promises of the Christian Covenant, is the specific point 
of the prophecy of Haggai. It is not to be maintained that all this force and con- 
nexion of the. prophecy could be understood from the first utterance of it, but they 
may be understood now.”—Discourses on Prophecy, p. 340-342. 

? Jahn has forcibly urged this fact, as exhibiting the distinct functions of Revela- 
tion and Inspiration; the latter being always necessary—* weil die Propheten selbst, 
oft diese gittliche Offenbarungen nicht, oder doch nicht ganz verstanden, und folglich 
ohne gottliche Verwahrung leicht hitten Irrthiimer einmengen, und so die Offenbarung 
selbst wesentlich entstellen konnen.”—Linleitung, Th. i. s. 95. 
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this the prophet takes occasion to observe: ‘‘ And I heard, but I 
understood not: then said I, O my Lord, what shall be the end 
of these things? And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the 
words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end.”* Such 
passages not only illustrate the assertion of 8. Peter, in the text, 
that the prophets ‘“ searched diligently” for the meaning of their 
own words ;—they also afford conclusive evidence that as each 
prediction was uttered, reason continued its habitual efforts to 
penetrate the unknown ; and exhibit the important fact, that, 
while he was subject to the Divine influence, there was carried on, 
simultaneously, a parallel exercise of the natural faculties of the 
human agent, who was thus employed to express the revelations 
of God in the language of men.” é 

? Dan. xii. 7-9. Cf “It shall be one day which shall be known to the Lord, not 
day, nor night: but it shall come to pass that at evening time it shall be light.” —Zech. 
xiv. 7. The New Testament affords some striking illustrations of the fact that the 
full sense of a Divine revelation was frequently unperceived by the person who re- 
ceived it. After the effusion of the Holy Ghost at Pentecost, 5 Peter announces to 
the Jews—“ The promise is unto you and to your children, and” to all that are afar off, 
even as many as the Lord our God shall call.” —Acts, ii. 39, Looking from our point 
of view, no one can doubt that by those words fhe admission of the Gentiles to Gos- 
pel privileges was plainly intimated: and yet it was not for some time afterwards— 
and that, too, by aid of a new revelation (Acts, x.; ef. xi. 15-17)—that 8. Peter, still 
fettered by his Jewish creed, fully understood the force of what he himself had ut- 
tered. The case of Caiaphas ‘ prophesying,” unconsciously, that “‘one man should 
die for the people,” is still more remarkable, “This spake he not of himself (d@’ éavtot 
ov« eizev); but, being High Priest that year, he prophesied (éxpogntevoer).”—S. John, 
xi. 51. Here the Evangelist leaves no room for supposing his own interpretation to 
be a mere “subjective exposition.” The express denial that Caiaphas “ spake of him- | 
self” is introduced in such a manner as to place it beyond any doubt that “he prophe- 
sied,” that is, ‘spake under the influence of God.” The reference to the office of 
Caiaphas does not imply that 8. John considered that every High Priest necessarily 
prophesied; but merely points out that the High Priest was the natural medium 
through which God might at times reveal Himself. ‘““Fuit, inquam, sacerdos; 6 d? 
mpoc GAnOecav iepedc ebOic éore Tpogyryc, ut Philo ait Pr. F. Fritzsche, De Revel. 
notione Bibl. p. 62. Cf. also Olshausen, 77 loc. 

In considering the question, “ Utrum prophetze semper cognoscant ea que pro- 
phetait,” S. Thomas Aquinas decides in the negative, by a reference to this case of 
Caiaphas; laying down the principle: “In revelatione prophetica, movetur mens 
prophetee a Spiritu Sancto, sicut instrumentum deficiens respectu principalis agentis:” 
—from which he infers, ‘Etiam veri prophet non omnia cognoscunt quee in eorum 
visis, aut verbis, aut etiam factis, Spiritus Sanctus intendit.”"—Swmm. Theol. 2da 2de., 
qu. clxxiii. art. iv. t. xxiii. p. 308. 

* Before leaving this branch of our subject, a word may be said as to the ‘numerical 
statements of Prophecy. Numbers are sometimes employed, as natural facts or his- 
torical events, in their ordinary signification: e. g. Jer. XXViii, 16, 17; Isai. vii. 8. 
In the great majority of cases, however, they are symbolically significant: e. g. the 
mystic number severn—as in the days of Creation, and throughout the ordinances of 
the Law; cf. also Dan. ix. 24-27; Rev.gxili. 18. “The nwmbers of Prophecy,” ob- 
serves Beck, “are to it means of repredenehilen as essential as its natural and his- 
torical characteristics ;—only most difficult to be deciphered, because our computa- 
tions are chiefly dependent on the proportions of the outward world: Die prophetischen 
Zahlen dagegen sind zusammengesetzt theils aus deu innersten Urbestimmungen der 
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The history of Balaam illustrates still further the principles 
which I have endeavored to establish. Balaam was, in the 
strictest sense (although not officially’), a prophet, or agent 
through whom God revealed His will. This may be inferred, 
partly from the language made use of by the sacred historian 
when narrating the personal history of Balaam, and recording his 
predictions ; partly from the nature of the predictions themselves, 
In the first place, Balaam expressly calls Jehovah his God ;’ and 
he nowhere disclaims the justice of the reputation which had at- 
tracted the notice of the King of Moab: “I wot,” said Balak, 
“that he whom thou blessest is blessed, and he whom thou 
cursest is cursed ;”°—on the contrary, the phraseology employed 
throughout denotes his intimate relation to the Supreme God. 
Thus it is plainly stated that he “heard the words of God ;” 
that he saw “the vision of the Almighty ;’* that ‘ the Spirit of 
God’ came upon him ;” that Jehovah “met him,” and “ put a 

aussenweltlichen Maassverhiltnisse, heilige Urzahlen, die elementare Welt-Organisa- 
tion bemessend, zu deren Entrathselung nur die biblischen Aufschliisse tber Schopfung 
und Urzeit dienen ; theils aus den Grundbestimmungen der theocratischen Chronologie 
und Arithmetik (namentlich Festrechnung), heilige Ziffern, geschopft aus der Zeit-und 
Maass-Ordnung der Theocratie.”—Propad. Entwickl., s. 201. 

' See Lecture iv. p. 175, note”. That Balaam must be distigguished from the 
ordinary ministers of the Theocracy, whether officially Prophets, or Seers, may be in- 
ferred from the title given to him in Josh. xiii. 22, “the Soothsayer” (GD1pm):—a 
term which the LXX. render by pwvric, and which is usually employed in a bad sense ; 
e. g. “There shall not be found among you any one * * * that useth divination” 
(oy2Dp DOP).—Deut. xviii. 10. Balaam himself, too (Numb. xxiii. 23), places “divina- 
tion” (cop), together with “enchantment” (m2), in contrast to true prophecy, as 
found only in Israel. Compare, however, Prov. xvi. 10—‘‘ A Divine sentence (DD/P) 
is in the lips of the king.” 

* “Tf Balak would give me his house full of silver and gold, I cannot go beyond 
the word of Jehovah my God (*75x mm) to do less or more.” —Num. xxii. 18. Ba- 
laam no less plainly asserts the great truth that Jehovah was the God of Israel: “* He 
hath not beheld iniquity in Jacob, neither hath he seen perverseness in Israel: Je- 
hovah his God (75x M7) is with him.”—xxiii. 21. This use of the term Jehovah 
is peculiar to those who stood within the sphere of Revelation. See Hengstenberg’s 
“ Beitrage,” ii. s. 300 uw. 407; as well as his Dissertation on Balaam. 

8 Num. xxii. 6: see also Balaam’s reply: “Lodge here this night, and I will bring 
you word again, as JEHOVAH shall speak unto me.” —ver. 8. 

*~v. Num. xxiv. 4. 
S ombdx mn. bid. ver. 2. Cf. Lecture iii. p. 128, &e. Deylingius (‘‘Observ. Sa- 

ere,” vol. iii. p. 105, &c.) points out some analogies between the expressions em- 
ployed in this narrative and those which occur in the prophetical writings. E. g. 
Balaam deseribes his predictions by the term oN? (ch. xxiv. 4, 16), which is usually 
employed in the exordiums of prophetic announcements to denote a revelation from 
God. “Thus, David the son of Jesse said” (oN2)—2 Sam. xxiii. 1; “ Saith the Lord 
God of Hosts”—TIsai. iii. 15; ‘‘I am against the prophets, saith the Lord, that use 
their tongues, and say, He saith.’—Jer. xxiii. 31. So also the term used to signify 
the ecstatic condition: “He hath said * * * which saw the vision. of the Al- 
mighty, falling” [552>—the words “into a trance” do not occur in the original], dc. 
Num. xxiv. 4, 16. Compare Ezek. i. 28; iii. 23; Dan, viii. 17, &. 
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word in his mouth.”* His sacrifice, too, of seven bullocks and 
seven rams, was of a form identical with that which Jehovah 
Himself prescribed in the book of Job ;? a form, moreover, which, 
we are told, was employed on one of the most solemn occasions 
of Jewish history,—the bringing ‘ up the Ark of the Covenant 
of the Lord out of the house of Obed-Edom :” ‘“‘ And it came to 
pass, when God helped the Levites that bare the Ark of the 
Covenant of the Lord, that they offered seven bullocks and seven 
rams.”* In the second place, if we look to his predictions,‘ we 
shall find that they comprise the entire range of Prophecy: 
Jewish,--namely, the condition, safety, and conquests of the He- 
brews ; Christian,—the dominion of the “Star and Sceptre ;” 
Pagan,—the visitation of the heathen enemies of Israel.° Of 
one of his predictions, indeed, we ourselves can judge: even in 
that early stage of their history, Balaam foretold the wonderful 
isolation of the Israelites among the inhabitants of the earth : 
“Tio! the people shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned 
among the nations.”* In fine, the manner in which Jeremiah 

? Num. xxiii. 16. “And Jehovah met Balaam” (717 “p%). Alluding to this ex- 
pression, Tholuck (‘‘ Vermischte Schriften,” i. s. 409) observes that commentators have 
seldom noticed a feature in this narrative by which Balaam is distinguished from other 
prophets. It is always said that he went apart when he desired to prophesy, and that 
God met him. Thus: “ Balaam said unto Balak, Stand by thy burnt-offering, and I 
will go: peradventure Jehovah will come to meet me. * * * And God met Ba- 
laam.”—xxiii. 3, 4. Compare ch. xxii. 19, 20. It may be noticed, that Tholuck is 
inclined to regard the fact of Balaam’s exhibiting no surprise at the miracle of the ass 
speaking to him (Num. xxii. 29) as a proof that this entire transaction was purely 
subjective; and that there was no external reality corresponding to the details nar- 
rated. On the other hand, 8S. Augustine more profoundly observes: ‘ Nihil hie sané 
mirabilius videtur, quam quod loquente asind territus non est, sed insuper ei, velut 
talibus monstris assuetus, ira perseverante respondit.”— Quest, in Num., xlviii. lib. iv. 
t. iii. p. 549. 

* “Jehovah said to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled against thee 
* * * therefore take unto you now seven bullocks and seven rams, and go to my 
servant Job, and offer up for yourselves a burnt-offering."—Job, xlii. 7, 8. See Dey- 
lingius, doc. cit. p. 112. 

3 1 Chron, xv. 26. Cf. also the solemn sacrifice of Hezekiah: “Then Hezekiah 
the king rose early, and gathered the rulers of the city, and went up to the house of 
the Lord. And they brought seven bullocks and seven rams. * * * And he 
commanded the priests the sons of Aaron to offer them on the altar of the Lord.”—2 
Chron. xxix. 20, 21. 

* Gesenius prefaces his comments on Isai. xv. and xvi. by a dissertation on the 
history of Moab: ‘“ Among the oracles, that of Balaam (Num. xxii. xxiv.) is spe- 
cially remarkable, in which that early, although not Israelitic, prophet—urged by 
Moab to curse Israel—is moved by the Divine Spirit to bless it, and to announce to 
Moab its future destruction by a mighty hero in Israel (David), (Num. xxiv. 17, 18; 
cf. 2 Sam. viii. 2):—a genuinely epic piece, worthy of the greatest poets of all times.” 
—Der Prophet Jesaia, i. s. 504. 

® Davison, “ Discourses on Prophecy,” p. 290. 
6 Num. xxiii. 9. 
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makes use of Balaam’s oracle against Moab’ affords the fullest 
sanction to his prophetic authority ;—an authority which com- 
mands the repeated recognition of the sacred writers ; as we learn 
from the books of Moses, Joshua, Nehemiah, and Micah.’ 

The Divine source of his predictions having been thus pointed 
out, it is to be remarked, in the next place, how the very defects 
of Balaam’s character were bent to serve the purpose of Jehovah. 
We see, as subsequently in the history of Jonah,* how vain was 
his opposition to the will of heaven: both cases affording, per- 
haps, the most striking examples in the sacred narrative, of that 
‘Law’ of Prophecy already dwelt upon at some length,* accord- 
ing to which each single prediction attaches itself to certain 
events or occasions presented at the period of its delivery. The 
disobedience of Balaam became the occasion of that prediction 
which filled the Gentile world, at the eve of Christ’s Nativity, 
with the expectation of a Universal Monarch. The flight of 
Jonah from the presence of the Lord was made the occasion of 
that marvellous type which symbolically foretold Christ’s sojourn 
in the tomb.* : 

_We have further to notice how Balaam (whose visions are so 
plainly described as the result of genuine prophetic ecstasy), in 
the midst of his announcements retains his consciousness unim- 
paired, and exhibits the unclouded exercise of his natural under- 
standing. When about to be dismissed by the King of Moab, he 

? Of Jer. xlviii. 45, with Num. xxiv. 17. See infra, Lecture vii. 
? Deut. xxiii. 4,5; Josh. xxiv. 9; Neh. xiii. 2; Micah, vi. 5. 
3 “The word of the Lord came unto Jonah, saying, Arise, go to Nineveh, and 

cry against it. But Jonas rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the presence of the 
_ Lord; and he found a ship going to Tarshish. But the Lord sent out a great wind 

into the sea,” &¢e.—Jonah, i. 
“4 Lecture iv. p. 147, &c. 
5 “ Ags Jonas was three days and three nights in the whale’s belly; so shall the 

Son of Man be three days and three nights in the heart of the earth.” —S. Matt. xii. 40. 
The manner in which German writers, even of the school considered pre-eminently 
“ Evangelical,” venture, without any external evidence whatsoever, to tamper with 
the text of Scripture, is painfully illustrated by the following remark of Neander on 
the Type of Jonah: “In Matt. xii. 40, the reference is made to bear upon the Resur- 
rection of Christ, which is quite foreign to the original sense and connexion of the 
passage. * * * A special application of the type in this way would have drawn 
the attention of the hearers away from the main point of comparison. or these 
reasons we think the verse in question is a commentary by a later hand.”—The Life 
of Jesus Christ, § 165. (Bohn’s transl., p. 266.) It is well to compare the languago 
of Mr. Davison: “Jonah is in his own person a Type, a prophetic Sign of Christ. 
* * * Our Saviour has fixed the truth and certainty of this Type; the corre- 
spondence of the miracle has fixed it. * * * Jonah, as I may say, compensates for 
the absence of any diréct Christian prediction in what he delivers, by the typical 
prophecy embodied in his personal history.”—On Prophecy, p. 275. 
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again reminds him of his powerlessness in the hands of God : “If 
Balak would give me his house full of silver and gold, I cannot 
go beyond the commandment of the Lord to do either good or . 
bad of mine own mind; but what the Lord saith, that will I 
speak. And now (he continues) behold I go unto my people ; 
come therefore and I will advertise thee what this people shall do 
to thy people in the latter days ;”’—words which are followed, in 
continuation, as it were, of his personal observations, by that 
grand series of predictions with which his ministry as God’s 
prophet closes.’ 

To the examples already adduced in illustration of the prin- 
ciple which we are considering must be added an incident re- 
corded by Ezekiel. According to that principle, the continued 
exercise of each prophet’s consciousness was preserved unimpaired, 
and his understanding still reflected upon the visions which his 
spiritual sense had contemplated, even while his imagination was 
engaged in embodying them in certain forms or symbols, ‘The 
word of the Lord,” writes Ezekiel, ‘“‘came unto me, saying, Son 
of man, set thy face toward the south * * * and prophesy 
against the forest of the south field :’—a command which is fol- 
lowed by a representation of the vision, composed in a style so 

? Numb. xxiv. 12-14. The continued struggle between Balaam’s covetousness 
and the Divine impulse which prompted his words is forcibly described by the in- 
spired historian. At first, having sacrificed, he goes to meet Jehovah (ch, xxiii. 1-3), 
This he does a second time, at Balak’s request: ‘‘Come, I pray thee, with me unto 
another place, and curse me them from thence” (ver. 13). Having again “ received 
commandment to bless,” and having said, ‘‘He hath blessed; and I cannot reverse 
it” (ver. 20), he is led ‘‘unto the top of Peor,” a hill dedicated to the idol of Moab 
(Deut. iii. 29; iv. 46). Here Balaam ‘“‘ went not as at other times to seek for enchant- 
ments” (o%m2—of the nature of which nothing is known)—but, urged by an irresist- 
ible impulse, he proclaims again his blessing; and even after the indignant remon- 
strance of Balak (xxiv. 10), he feels himself compelled once more to bless the people 
of God. 

® Le Clere observes, on Numb. xxiv. 2—The Spirit of God came upon him,”— 
“Vault Philo hoe et reliqua vota emissa esse a Balaamo invito, et contra animi sen- 
tentiam loquente, sed Deum non multo aliter organa ejus movisse ac asine (lib. i. De 
Vita Mosis). Verum affectio animi vatis hujus verius describetur, si dicatur, phrasi 
Homerica, dv déxovti ye Guu@ heee prolocutus esse; nam voluisset quidem gratifi- 
cari Balako, ut praemium ab eo auferret, sed subjecta sibi a Deo non audebat subti- 
cere, aut iis contraria proferre. Hrat plane compos sui, nec alienati mente vaticina- 
batur, ut ex tota historia liquet.” This narrative is employed by Phild“to illustrate 
his theory of Inspiration already described, Lecture ii. pp. 64-7. He represents the 
angel who met Balaam on the way as indignant at his dissimulation, and com- 
manding him to proceed; for, the angel assures him, his resistance to God’s will 
would be of no avail: dvycew yap obdév, 8u0d Te AexTéa bTHYOVVTOS dvev 
TIHG Gig SOLavoiac, Kal Ta dura dpyava TpéxoVTOC, HvLioyiow yap éyO Tov Adyov, 
Oeorifov Exacta bid THE Ce yAdTTHS Ob GUvievTos.—De Vita Mosis, ii. 
p. 124. 
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-abrupt, and conveyed in language so obscurely metaphorical, as 

to be justly regarded one of the darkest portions of even Ezekiel’s 
writings.’ Of this the prophet himself was thoroughly conscious. 
Having received the mysterious communication, he is evidently 
struck by its enigmatical character ; and he at once proceeds to 
remonstrate, as it were, with the Lord on account of its obscur- 
ity: “Then said I, Ah, Lord God, they say of me, Doth he not 
speak parables ?” 

In all the cases which we have just considered, it is obvious 
~ if any confidence is to be placed in, or value ascribed to, their. 
assertions—that the different sacred writers aver, as a simple mat- 
ter of fact, that they received certain communications from with- 
out which they pointedly distinguish from the suggestions of their 
own minds, and the results of their own reflection.* The two 
questions, then, arise, by what. means were they assured them- 
selves,’ and how did they convince others, that such communica- 

? Ezek. xx. 45-49. [xxi. 1-5] “ It is written throughout in a style so singularly 
abrupt, and in some parts so utterly enigmatical, that it may certainly be considered, 
as a whole, one of the darkest portions of Ezekiel’s writings.” —“ Ezekiel,” p. 185, by 
Mr. Fairbairn; who observes that Bishop Horsley [‘ Bibl. Crit.,” vol. ii, 2nd ed. p. 
97] “has here simply left « record of his, inability to proceed, in the brief note, ‘ The 
difficulties of this chapter are to me insuperable.’ ” ; 

? This fact appears most clearly in the contrast which the prophets of God draw 
between their own words and the predictions of the false prophets. Ezekiel repre- 
sents that distinction as being threefold: “Son of man, prophesy against the prophets 
of Israel, and say thou unto them (1) that prophesy out of their own hearts, Hear ye 
the word of the Lord; Woe unto the foolish prophets (2) that follow their own spirit, 
and (3) have seen nothing.”—Ezek. xiii. 2, 3. On this description of false prophecy 
Mr. Fairbairn well observes: ‘‘ Expressed in philosophical language, the whole was 
subjective merely, without any objective reality. The true prophet differed*in each 
particular from the false one: He prophesied not from his own heart, but from the 
heart of God; in conceiving and uttering his message, he followed not his own spirit, 
but the Spirit of God; and consequently the word he spake contained a true and 
Divine reality. * * * Hence the peculiar expression which is frequently em- 
ployed of seeing the word of the Lord—(Isai. ii, 1; xiii. 1; Amos, i. 1; Mic. i. 1).” 
Ezekiel, p. 96. i 

* With respect to the absolute assurance which the prophets had of the ‘ objective’ 
reality of the Divine communications, 8. Thomas Aquinas argues with great acute- 
ness. (1) He alludes to the conviction of the truth of his message which Jeremiah 
must have felt when he braved the death to which the Law (Deut. xviii. 20) had 
condemned the false prophet: “Know ye for certain,” said Jeremiah, “that if ye 
put me to death ye shall surely bring innocent blood upon yourselves: for of a truth 
the Lord hath se e unto you.”—Jer. xxvi. 15. (2) He points out the readiness 
of Abraham ay his son: “ Signum propheticee certitudinis accipere possumus ex 
hoe quod Abraham, admonitus in prophetica visione, se preeparavit ad filium unigen- 
itum immolandum: quod nullatenus fecisset, nisi de divina revelatione fuisset certis- 
simus.”— Summ. Theol. 2da 2de, qu. clxxi. art. 5. t. xxiii. p. 295. We may add the 
case of 8. Paul. Can we feel any doubt as to the force of those proofs which con- 
vinced that profound intellect of the truth of the revelations which he received; and 
which effected a revolution in his nature that impelled him, without “conferring with 
flesh and blood,” to come forward as the most zealous and enlightened promulgator 
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tions were undoubtedly Divine ? As to the manner, indeed, by 
which the external suggestions were conveyed to the mind, we 
know nothing. They only who received those revelations from 
God could have imparted this information,—for they only had 
experience of the feelings which accompanied the illapse of the 
Divine energy: and they are silent. Or, if a casual hint be 
dropped with reference to this action of the Divine influence on 
the soul, it is simply by employing a material image to express 
the inward experience. Thus Jeremiah says: “ The Lord put 
forth His hand, and touched my mouth :” and Kzekiel records 
how “fan hand was sent unto me; and lo, a roll of a book was 
therein; and * * * He said unto me, Son of man, eat this 
roll, and go speak unto the house of Israel” Respecting this 
want of information, the defender of Revealed Religion need feel 
neither concern nor surprise.” It is but another example of that 
ignorance which is the natural condition of humanity. In our 
intercourse with our fellow-men, we cannot tell how spirit acts 
upon spirit. In our every-day life, we cannot tell how matter acts 
upon mind.* Persons who are without the sense of sight cannot 
represent to themselves the perceptions which accompany the 

of doctrines which he had hitherto mistaken, and persecuted to the death ?—Gal. 1. 
16-23. 

1 Jer. i. 9; Ezek. ii. 9, iii, 1. Cf Rev. x. 8-10; and supra, p. 196, note 2. 
2 « As our sensations carry the notions of material things to our understandings 

which before were unacquainted with them; so there is some analogical way whereby 
the knowledge of Divine Truth may also be revealed to us. For so we may call as 
well that historical truth of corporeal and material things, which we are informed of 
by our senses, truth of revelation, as that Divine Truth which we now speak of; and 
therefore we may have as certain and infallible a way of being acquainted with the 
one, as with the other. And God having so contrived the nature of our souls, that 
we may converse one with another, and inform one another of things we knew not 
before, would not make us so deaf to His Divine voice that breaks the rocks, and 
rends the mountains asunder; He would not make us so undisciplinable in Divine 
things as that we should not be capable of receiving any impressions from Himself 
of those things which we were before unacquainted with,”—J. Smith (of Cambridge.) 
Of Prophecy, ch. i. 

3 « What are the facts which are the objects of intuition or consciousness, and 
what are those which we merely infer? But this inquiry has never been considered 
a portion of logic. Its place is in another and a perfectly distinct department of 
science, to which the name metaphysics more particularly belongs. * * * To 
this science appertain the great and much debated questions of the existence of mat- 
ter; the existence of spirit, and of a distinction between it and matter; the reality 
of time and space, as things without the mind, and distinguishable from the objects 
which are said to exist in them. For in the present state of the discussion on these 
topics, it is universally allowed that the existence of matter or of spirit, of space or 
of time is, in its nature, unsusceptible of being proved; and that if anything is known 
of them, it must be by immediate intuition.”—J. 8. Mill, A system of Logic, vol. i. 
3rd ed. p. 7. 
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ideas of light and color.; and yet they do not question the ex- 
istence of those qualities of the material world, convinced by the 
evidence which the experience of others supply. Shall we, then, 
ungifted with the power of spiritual vision, deny the reality of 
that knowledge which God has conveyed by it, while moral evi- 
dence equally powerful is at our command? Or to state the 
same thing more generally, and with reference to speculative 
difficulties respecting both the questions above proposed :—we 
know how the Idealist triumphs in his supposed refutation of 
the existence of the external world ; and yet men of ordinary un- 
derstanding still listen to his arguments with wondering disdain, 
or regard it, at the most, as a clever exhibition of dialectical skill. 
We live, and act, and think, perfectly indifferent to the argu- 
ments which should convince us that the world without is a non- 
entity. The original reception of Christianity by the Gentile 
world enables us, here also, to appeal to the common sense of 
mankind, in reply to an analogous exhibition of mere intellectual 
ingenuity. Not to dwell upon Hume’s notorious argument to 
show that no evidence can prove a miracle,' or upon the practical 
answer to it which such a fact supplies, the speculations of a 
writer, to whom allusion has been made more than once in these 
Discourses, afford an immediate illustration. Schleiermacher ar- 
gues against the efficacy of miracles, and chiefly against the 

' efficacy of Prophecy, as proofs of Christianity ;* and with his de- 

1 The only consistent view is that which denies the possibility of a revelation : 
“Tf we may be well enough assured of the author of any book, and also of his hon- 
esty, yet it was further objected that this author, whoever he was, could not be sure 
that he himself was not deceived in his opinion of his own inspiration, or of a revela- 
tion made to himself * * * But, First, if he could not be sure of his own in- 
spiration, or of a revelation made to himself, how then could any man now-a-days 
be sure of the same, if God should vouchsafe to speak to us now, as ’tis said He 
did in former times to the prophets and other inspired men, by Himself, or an 
Angel? So that this objection, if it be well grounded, cuts off not only all reason- 
able belief of former revelations, but likewise all reasonable belief of any revelation 
that can now be made to ourselves, or others. And 'tis to no purpose to offer at 
anything to convince those of the truth of any revelation who are of opinion that 
even the infinite power and wisdom of God cannot make such a revelation of His 
will to them as would be credible, such as they should reasonably judge sufficient 
for their conviction.”—Fourteen Sermons by Bishop O, Blackall, p. 21. 

2 Schleiermacher sets out from the following proposition: “There is no other 
means of obtaining a share in the Christian Community, than through Faith in Jesus 
as the Redeemer.” By the expression, “ Faith in Christ,” Schleiermacher under- 
stands “ The certainty accompanying a state of the higher selfconscionsness ; which 
consequently is different from, but not therefore inferior to, that which accompanies 
the objective consciousness. In the same sense Faith in God is used to denote 
nothing else than the certainty conceruing the absolute feeling of dependence as 
such, i. e. as conditioned (bedingt) hy a Being placed without us, and expressing our. 

14 oN 
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nial of the latter is closely connected his'rejection of the authority 
of the Old Testament.’ But the Christian Apologist will turn 
from the subtlety of the mere dialectician to the facts of history, 

relation to Him. * * * Theexpression, Faith in Christ (as that of Faith in God) 
is the reference of the state, as effect, to Christ as cause. * * * Although in 

_ Scripture itself argumerits, of which the witnesses to the Gospel have availed them- 
selves, are fr equently mentioned (Acts, vi. 9, 10; ix. 20-22; xviii. 27, 28), still, it is 
never maintained that Faith has arisen from the adducing of proofs, but from the 
announcement.” Such proofs, he adds, were solely designed to point out the appli- 
cability of the prophecies to this Jesus as Redeemer—otherwise the Gentiles must 
have first become Jews in order to be brought to Christianity by the authority of the 
prophets. Here, therefore, all demonstration must be excluded:—but “Men would 
fain bring about the acknowledgment of Christ, by means of the Miracles which He 
has wrovght, or the Prophecies which have announced His coming, or the peculiar 
nature of the evidence originally given concerning Him, that it is a work of Divine 
Inspiration. The fallacy here (speaking generally) is, that the efficacy of these cir- 
cumstances always presupposes Faith as already existing, and therefore cannot pro- 
duce it. As to Miracles, in the strict sense of the word (i. e. excluding Prophecy, 
Inspiration, &c.), if we confine ourselves to those which Jesus Himself has wrought, 
or even take in those wrought with reference to Him—these can by no means effect 
such an acknowledgment. * * * For Scripture itself attests, partly that Faith 
has been produced without Miracles, partly, that Miracles have not produced it; from 
which it can be concluded that where Faith has been produced even in connexion 
with Miracles, it has not been produced by them, but in that original manner.” As 
to Prophecy, we can easily conceive that a Jew might admit its reference to Jesus, 
and, nevertheless, that he neither had true Faith, nor was a member of the Church, 
—because he did not yet feel the need of Redemption. And were a Gentile even 
to be convinced that the Prophecies were connected with each other; and that all 
of them have in view one and the same subject; and, further, that they have been 
all strictly fulfilied in Christ,—still it must be assumed that Jesus is the Redeemer, 
because the Redeemer has been predicted by such intimations as the Gentile finds 
applicable to Jesus. Nay, more—we cannot see how a Gentile could have confidence 
in the men who uttered the Prophecies, unless we further assume that their inspira- 
tion has been proved to him. But further:—since it can never be proved that the 
prophets have foreseen Christ as He has actually existed, and still less the. Kingdom 
of the Messiah, as it has been actually developed in Christianity, “it must be con- 
ceded that a proof of Christ as the Redeemer is impossible by means of Prophecy. 
* * * We must therefore clearly distinguish between the apologetic use of the 
Prophecies made by the Apostles in their relation to the J. ews, and a general use of 
them as means of proof."—Der Chrisil. Glaube, B.i. s. 87 ff. (Cf also Lecture iii. p. 
100, note *.) Schleiermacher next proceeds to the question of Inspiration, for his re- 
marks on which see supra, Lecture i. p. 35. 

* Quinet says of Schleiermacher, that no man has made greater efforts to reconcile 
ancient faith with modern science. The concessions into which he has been drawn 
are incredible: —‘ Comme un homme battu par un violent orage, il a sacrifié les mats 
et la voilure pour sauver le corps du vaisseau.” At first he gives up the Old Testa- 
ment; ‘c'est ce qu'il appelait rompre avec l’ancienne alliance.” At a later period, 
having made an Old Testament without prophecies, he makes a Gospel without mir- 
acles: ‘Encore arrivait-il 4 ce débris de révélation, non plus par les Ecritures, mais 
par une espéce de ravissement de conscience, ou plutot par un miracle de la parole 
intérieure.’—Revue des deux Mondes, 1838, t. iv. p.473. In a series of papers pub- 
lished in the “Studien und Kritiken, ” for 1829, entitled, ‘‘ Ueber seine Glaubenslehre 
an Dr. Liicke,” Schleiermacher avers that he neither can nor will maintain against 
external investigation a dominant ecclesiastical doctrine, which, to all who are with- 
out, appears an unsubstantial spectre ; but that he will avail himsélf of history as it 
develops itself, and then will resign much which many are still disposed to consider 
jnseparably connected with the essence of Christianity. “I will not speak,” he ob 
serves, “of the Six Days’ Work; but the very idea of Creation, as it is usually con 
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in whose pages he will read’ that no evidence has appeared more 
overpowering to the mind of enlightened Heathenism, than the 
fulfilment of the predictions of ancient times in the Person of 
Jesus of Nazareth." 

strued—even abstracting from all return to the Mosaic Chronology—how long will 
it be able still to maintain itself against the power of a cultivated view of the world 
resulting from scientific combinations which no one can escape?” How long, he 
asks, will the New Testament miracles,—he will not waste time upon those of the 
Old,—maintain their place against far weightier objections than those advanced by 
the French Encyclopedists? ‘‘ Kither the whole history to which they belong must 
be regarded as a fable, from which what is historical in its foundation can no longer 
be extricated,—and then Christianity appears no longer to proceed from the Being 
of God, but from nothing: or if they be really regarded as matters of fact, we must 
grant that so far as they have been produced im nature, analogies to them must be 
also found in nature—and thus the old idea of a miracle must be given up.”—s. 
489.) On these remarks Quinet observes: “Je ne crois pas que l’on ait jamais con- 
sidéré l’abime avec un plus tranquille désespoir.” 

' In every age of the world the prescience of future contingents has appeared to 
human reason the most incomprehensible of the attributes ascribed to Deity. Cicero, 
ridiculing the pretensions of the heathen oracles (he describes the oracles of Apollo 
as being “ partim falsa, partim casu vera, partim flexiloqua et obscura, ut interpres 
egeat interprete,” c. 56), represents the philosophy of his age when he denied the ex- 
istence of any such power: ‘Nihil est tam contrarium rationi et constantize quam 
fortuna; ut mihi ne in Deum quidem cadere videatur, ut sciat, quid casu et fortuito 
futurum sit. Sienim scit, certe illud eveniet: sin certe eveniet, nulla fortuna est. 
Est autem fortuna. Rerum igitur fortuitarum nulla est prasensio.”—De Divinat. lib. 
ii. e. 7. From this we can at once see how forcibly, in those days, the plain fulfil- 
meut of an ancient prediction must have told upon an honest mind Hence the ob- 
ject of the early Apologists, when they insist so repeatedly on the antiquity of the 
prophetic writings (Cf 8. Justin M. Apol. i. § 31. p. 62; Tatian, Adv. Grecos, § 
xxxi; p. 268; Clemens Alex. (who quotes Tatian) Strom. I. xxi p. 378, &c,); while 
they further tell us that the proof of the fulfilment of Prophecy was the chief agent 
in their own conversion. Such was the statement of S. Justin M. to Trypho. The 
aged Christian who had instructed him, brought before him the words of the prophets, 
men—9eiy Ivevyare Aahijoarrec, Kal Td wéAAovta Oearicavtec, d 5) viv yiveTai.—s 
vii. p. 109. Theophilus of Antioch similarly describes the arguments by which he 
had been convinced: M? obv driaret, dAAd mioTeve Kai yap tyO HrioTovv ToiTO écecbat 
[scil. eitérécch GAG viv Katavojoag adtad TioTEvu, dua Kai éxiTVYXOV lepaic ypagaic 
Tov dyiwv TpogyTav, ol Kui Tpoeirov did veviuaroc Oeod Ta mpoyeyovdra w TpOTw yéyoveE, 
kal Td éveoTaTa Tive TPOTW yiveTal, Kad Ta brepyoueva Toia Taser UTapTiCOyceETAL. 
amddersiv obv AaBOv Trav ywomevav Kai TpoavarepuryLéVvor, OVK UTLOTO' GALA TLOTEbw - 
reapyov Oep.—Ad Autolyc, lib. i. § 14. p. 346. The manner in which Tatian states 
this same fact is peculiarly forcible: wepsvootivre dé por ta arovdcia, cuvé3n ypadaic 
Tio évtvyeiv BapBapiKaic, mpecBurépace piv, Oc Tpd¢ Ta ‘EAAjvw doyuara, Oevorépate 
d2 Oo mpog Tiv éxeivuv wAdvyY. Kai joe TWeLGOjVvaL TavTaLe GUvEBH did TE TOV Aé~EEwD TA 
azvgov, kal TOV elmovTwY TO dvemLTAOEVvTOY, Kal THE TOD TaVTO¢ TOLHOEWC TO EbKATGANnT- 
Tov, Kal TOV meAhOvTwY TO TPOyVWGTLKOV.—Adv Grecos, § 29. p. 267. 
Paley (‘“‘ Evidences,” part iii. ch. 5) gives another reason why the argument from 
Prophecy was so much dwelt upon. He quotes S. Irenzeus, Tertullian, Origen, Lac- 
tantius, who agree in stating that the miracles of Christ were ascribed bv the heathen 
to magit; observing that while these Apologists insist upon the force of the proof of 
Christianity from Miracles, they were compelled, in consequence of this objection, to 
rely rather upon the evidence of Prophecy. Strange to say, Paley is inclined to con- 
demn “the judgment of the defenders” of Christianity for taking this course. I may 
remark that Arnobius (A. D..298) forms an exception to this exclusive reliance upon 
the evidence of Prophecy: he lays much stress on Miracles in his work ‘‘ Ady. Gen- 
tes,” observing: “Nulla major est comprobatio quam gestarum ab Eo [Christo] fides 
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This last allusion at once brings before us those proofs by 
which God’s servants, however silent as to their own inward feel- 
ings, have convinced the world of their Divine Commission. 
There must, clearly, be external, sensible proof given that any 
human being has been selected as a messenger of God. Without 
such proof we should have no evidence of the fact beyond the as- 
sertion of the individual himself who claims our belief.’ Reve- 
lation, therefore, has always been accompanied by certain indi- 
cations which evince that its source must be attributed to other 
faculties, and a higher power, than could have naturally charac- 
terized ihe agent 3 whom it has been conveyed. 

Two proofs, only, of this sensible nature are conceivable— 
Prophecy and Miracles. Prophecy, from its embracing at once 
events of which living men might judge,’ and the history of the 
far distant future, performs the function of a witness to every 

age. Miracles, by virtue of the Creative and Revealing Presence, 
apparent in them, offer to all conscientious minds the clearest of 
proofs. The language of unprejudiced reason must ever be— 
“We know that thou art a teacher come from God : for no man 
can do these miracles that thou doest except God be with him.’” 

rerum, quam virtutum novitas,” &c.—Lib. i. c. 42, ap. Routh, “Script. Eccl. Opuse.” 
tii ps 27 ( 

? Scripture itself acknowledges the justice of this principle: ‘‘ Long time therefore 
abode they speaking boldly in the Lord, Which gave testimony (ro papTvpodvrt) unto 
the word of His grace, and granted signs and wonders (onueia kal tépara) to be done 
by their hands.’—Acts, xiv. 3. So also of Prophecy: “ When the word of the pro- 
phet shall come to pass, then shall the prophet be known that the Lord hath truly sent 
him.’—Jer, xxviii, 9. And thus Jeroboam acknowledges the Divine mission of Ahi- 
jah: “ Behold there is Ahijah the prophet, which told me that [should be king over 
this people.” —1 Kings, xiv. 2, 

* Thus the prediction of “the man of God” that the altar at Bethel should be rent 
(1 Kings, xiii. 3; cf ver. 5), was addressed to the generation then living; the an- 
nouncement of the reign of Josiah (ver. 2) ‘was addressed to generations yet to come. 
To the same effect were the prediction of the death of Jeroboam’s child (1 Kings, xiv. 
12; ef. ver. 17), and the announcement of the. future destruction of his race (ver. 10). 
Cf. ‘too, Jer. xxviii. 16, 17. In this sense Origen argued that before the coming of 
the Messiah the inspiration of the Old Testament could not have been clearly proved ; 
but now the appearance of Christ has dispelled all doubts: évapy7 zapadeiyyata mepl 
Tov Georvevor ouc elval Td¢ Tahaic ypaduc po TIS éxtdnuiac TOU Xpiorov. mapaoTijoat ob 

mavu duvarov 7 Hv" aan 7 Inood éxcdnuta, duvapuévouc ironrevectar Tov vo“ov Kat Tod¢ 
mpooytac wc ot Oeia, ic Tobudavic Hyayev, O¢ obpaviw yapiTe dvayeypaupéva.—De 
Princip. lib. iv. t. i. p. 161. 

° §. John, iii. 2: ef. 1 Kings, xvii. 22-24: “And the’ Lord heard the voice of 
Elijah, and the soul of the child came unto him, and he revived. * * * And the 
woman said to Elijah, Now by this I know that thou art a man of God, and that the 
word of the Lord in thy mouth is truth.” Bishop Hinds ingeniously observes: “In 
the case of a person claiming to be commissioned with a message from God, the only 
proof which ought to be admitted is miraculous attestation of some sort. * * * 
The miracle, in these cases, is, in fact, a specimen of that violation of the ordinary 
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Miracles both accredit those who work with them, as organs of 
God ; and seal as truth what such organs utter. This demon- 
strative power abides even in the record of the miraclés, the 
truth of that record being assumed". That our minds can im- 
agine no other species of proof is shown by this circumstance, 
that these are invariably offered to us as tests, wherever claims, 
well or ill-founded, are made to Divine Inspiration. 8. Paul con- 
siders such tokens to be as indispensable a requisite of an Apostle 
as they had been of the Old Testament prophets. “Truly,” he 
argues, “ the signs of an Apostle were wrought among you in all 
patience, in signs, and wonders, and mighty deeds,”* And so far 
is the claim of false prophets to the possession of such gifts from 
-being any objection to their foree as proofs, that it rather ex- 
hibits more clearly their validity. They are the only proofs 
given, because they are the only proofs admissible.’ It is true, 
that in the case of the authors of Scripture, there are many in- 
stances, in which, to our knowledge at least, such sensible proofs 
were not given. But that proofs were at all times given of a suf- 
ficiently overpowering kind to silence every reasonable doubt, and 
to remove every natural scruple, we have abundant reason to con- 
clude.* Should any difficulty arise (on the part either of the 

course of nature, which the person inspired is asserting to have taken place in his ap- 
pointment and ministry; and corresponds to the exhibition of specimens and experi- 
ments, which we should require of a geologist, mineralogist, or chemist, if he asserted 
his discovery of any natural phenomena—especially of any at variance with received 
theories.” —Jnspiration, p. 9. 3 

1 “ Single miracles are often said to have convinced eye-witnesses on the first 
publication of the Gospel.—John, vi. 14. ‘Then those men, when they had seen the 
miracle which Jesus did, said, This is of a truth that Prophet which should come 
into the world.’—So ch. ii. 11. The same Evangelist puts the miracles collectively 
for the written evidence to the future faith of the world: ‘Many other sigus truly did 
Jesus in the presence of His disciples which are not written in this book; but these 
are written, that ye might believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God.’—xx. 30, 
31.”—Davison, On Prophecy, p. 406. 

2 2 Cor. xii. 12, ; 
3 See M. Athanase Coquerel, ‘ Christianity,” p. 219. 
* Take, e. g. the important event of the separation of Israel and Judab. Ahijah 

the Shilonite announced to Jeroboam, “Thus saith the Lord, Behold I wil rend the 
kingdom out of the hand of Solomon, and will give Ten Tribes to thee.”—1 Kings, 
xi. 31. That this prediction became notorious, and obtained general belief, we learn 
from the statement: ‘Solomon sought therefore to kill Jeroboam. And Jeroboam 
arose aml fled into Egypt.”—ver. 40. After Rehoboam’s accession to the throne, 
“Tsrael rebelled against the house of David;” and Rehoboam “assembled all the 
house of Judah, with the Tribe of Benjamin, an hundred and fourscore thousand 
chosen men which were warriors, to fight against the house of Israel, to bring the 
kingdom again to Rehoboam.” ‘“ But the word of the Lord came to Shemaiah the 
man of God, saying, Thus saith the Lord, Ye shall not go up, nor fight against your 
brethren: return every man to his house; for this thing is done of Me. And they 
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agent himself when receiving his powers from God, or of those 
to whom his commission was addressed), as to whether the an- 
nouncement were really Divine, we are often informed of the 
means by which such difficulty was dispelled. To this effect 
were the signs given to Moses, to Gideon, to Hezekiah.’ On the 
other hand, when the sacred writers do not refer to Divine Reve- 
lation, or to the means by which it was imparted, we observe how 
carefully they indicate their clear appreciation of the fact, that 
ordinary dreams or visions are altogether valueless. The Psalmist, 
for example, writes: ‘‘As a dream when one awaketh ; so, O 
Lord, when Thou awakest, Thou shalt despise their image :’”” 
while in the case of visions a broad line of distinction is drawn 
between the real communications which God thus conveyed to 
the mind, and the hallucinations of false prophecy, the worth- 
lessness of which is pointed out by Ezekiel: ‘Thus saith the 
Lord God, Woe unto the foolish prophets that follow their own 
spirit, and have seen nothing.” 

Intimations no less clear are also conveyed to us, from time 
to time, by the sacred writers, that the Divine Author of Scrip- 
ture exercised a constant supervision over their acts and words. 
Such intimations relate either to those cases in which the human 
agent, trusting to his previous participation in the Divine in- 
fluence, and relying upon his own judgment, presumes to decide 

obeyed the words of the Lord, and returned from going against Jeroboam.”—1 Kings, 
xii. 21; 2 Chron. xi. 4. Speaking of these two predictions Mr. Davison observes : 
“The agency of man had been prophetically foreshown in the one instance; it was 
authoritatively suspended in the other. A ferocious and self-willed king, who would 
take no counsel before the revolt, acquiesced, and all Judah with him, in the dictate 
of a prophet, after it. Why did he and his people so act except upon a convigtion, 
which they could not resist, of that prophet’s authority? * * * TI infer that they 
had reason to know Whose word it was which they obeyed.”—On Prophecy, p. 236. 

' Exod. iv. 1-9; Judges, vi. 36-40; 2 Kings, xx. 8-11. Of this nature was the 
confirmation which 8. Peter received as to the source and reality of his trance: 
“While Peter thought on the vision, the Spirit said unto him, Behold three men seek 
thee,” &c.—Acts, x. 19: ef. xii, 7-11. A striking example is afforded by.an incident re- 
corded of Jeremiah. He had predicted, at God’s command, the subjection of his 
country by the Chaldeans. Immediately afterwards he is directed to act in a manner 
which seems to have excited not unreasonable doubts in his mind. The existence 
of such doubts he clearly intimates, and he relates, with the most perfect simplicity, 
the means by which they were dispelled: ‘And Jeremiah said, The word of the Lord 
came unto me, saying, Behold, Hanameel the son of Shallum, thine uncle shall come 
unto thee, saying, Buy thee my field that is in Anathoth, for the right of redemption 
is thine to buy it. So Hanameel, mine uncle’s son,.came to me in the court of the 
prison, according to the word of the Lord, and said unto me, Buy my field, I pray 
thee, &e. * * * Then I knew that this was the word of the Lord. And I bought 
the field, &c.”—Jer. xxxii. 6-9. Of, Zech. xi. 11. : 2 

* Ps, Ixxiii. 20. CE Eccl. v. 7. 3 Ezek. xiii. 3. Cf supra, p. 207, note 2. 
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without the immediate suggestion of the Holy Spirit ; or to those 
in which a line of action that we should otherwise have looked 
upon as purely natural, or as dictated by the circumstances of the 
time, is referred to the direct intervention of God. In such 
instances the veil is, as it were, withdrawn ; and we are per- 
mitted to see how the Spirit of God acts upon, and guides the 
spirit of man. For example, in the Old Testament, when Sam- 
uel, in pursuance of the Divine command, was about to select 
the future king from amoug the sons of Jesse, following his own 
judgment, his choice-was about to fall upon Eliab. But “ the 
Lord said unto him,” ‘I have refused him.” When, at length, 
David is introduced, “ the Lord said, Arise, anoint him, for this 
is he.” Again, we read that David, when the Lord had given 
him peace from his enemies, called for Nathan the prophet, and 
said, ‘‘ Lo, I dwell in an house of cedars, but the Ark of the cov- 
enant of the Lord remaineth under curtains. Then Nathan said 
unto David, Do all that is thine heart ; for God is with thee.” 
In this, his natural approval of the pious design of the king, 
Nathan acted on his-own human judgment, and erred ; for “it 
came to pass the same night, that the word of God came to 
Nathan, saying, Go and tell David my servant, Thus saith the 
Lord, Thou shalt not build me an house to dwell in.” | Similar 
instances, in which the human judgment of men, who acted as* 
agents of the Divine commands, was thus controlled, are recorded 
in the New Testament. .We read how §. Paul had laid out for 
himself a practical field of labor.” He would have preached in 
Galatia, but “‘ was forbidden of the Holy Ghost.” He “ assayed 

7 1 Sam. xvi, 6-12. 
? 2 Sam. vii. 1 Chron. xvii. On this case S. Gregory the Great observes: ‘ Ali- 

quando prophetz sancti dum consuluntur, ex magno usu prophetandi queedam ex suo 
spiritu proferunt, et se heee ex prophetize Spiritu dicere suspicantur. Sed quia sancti 
sunt, per Sanctum Spiritum citius correcti, et ab Ko que vera sunt audiunt, et 
semetipsos, quia falsa dixerint, reprehendunt.”"—Ja Ezekiel, lib. i. Hom. i. t. i. p. 
1180. 

3 Acts, xvi. 6-10. “The manner in which Luke describes this hindrance is well 
calculated to bring to view the operation of the higher Iveta in the souls of the 
Apostles. The yvy7 of him, who had received the Holy Ghost, was in.no way so 
identified with the Spirit as to take away a full consciousness of the distinction whieh 
existed; he could, on the contrary, very clearly distinguish the impulses of his own 
soul from the suggestion of the Spirit. The former often prompted (if not to what 
was sinful) to what was erroneous or unsuitable [see infra, p. 222, &c.]; the latter in 
such cases checked the soul in its activify, and guided it to what was right * * * 
Tn this passage évefpafov describes the natural impulse of the wv y7 ; ob« elacev abrtotc 
the restraining agency of the far-seeing Spirit.’—Olshausen, Comment in loc. B. ii. 
8. 829. 
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to go into Bithynia, but the Spirit suffered him not.” And when 
he paused, doubting where God’s will would lead him, “ a vision 
appeared to Paul in the night : There stood a man of Macedonia, 
and prayed him, saying, Come over into Macedonia, and help us. 
And after he had seen the vision,” continues the sacred historian, 
“immediately we endeavored to go into Macedonia, assuredly 
gathering that the Lord had called us for to preach the Gospel 
unto them.” ‘The history of 8, Paul affords another instance of 
the constancy of this Divine supervision ;—an instance which, 
taken in connexion with those already adduced, warrants our con- 
cluding, as a just and natural inference, that, in other cases also 
where such information may not be expressly given, the servants 
of God were in like manner specially guided and directed by Him. 
In the account of the controversy respecting circumcision we are 
told that the Church of Antioch ‘determined that Paul and 
Barnabas, and certain other of them, should go up to Jerusalem 
unto the Apostles and elders about this question.” Here every- 
thing appears natural, and what might have been expected. 
There was a division in a certain branch of the Church upon an 
important question ; and it was resolved to refer the matter to 
the Apostles. Had this entire discussion been conducted by mere 
human wisdom,*this was precisely the course which we should 
have anticipated. Without some express intimation, therefore, 
from Scripture itself, we could not, perhaps, have safely ventured 
to maintain, that each step in this matter was regulated by the 
immediate guidance of the Holy Spirit. But of this fact we have 
special information. §. Paul himself tells us, that his journey to 
Jerusalem was not the mere result of his or the Church’s human 
judgment. He writes expressly, that he “‘ went up” to Jerusalem 
“by Levelation.” 

But another topic of the utmost moment must be referred to 
before we close this branch of our inquiry. In order to preserve 
the due subordination of the human to the Divine element of the 
Bible, it is. altogether essential that we should bear in mind the 
distinction between that extraordinary influence under which the 

2 Acts, Ky. 2: 
* Gal. ii, 2. ’AvéBnv 83 kata droKxdAvuw. Cf. S. Luke, ii 26, 27, where Simeon’s 

presence in the Temple, which from his character (ver. 25) might have appeared a 
purely natural circumstance, is ascribed to the special guidance of the Holy Ghost 
‘He came by the Spirit (¢v [vetuore) into the Temple.” 
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sacred writers have composed their respective works, and that 
ordinary actuation by the Holy Spirit, to which in like manner 
the term Inspiration’ has been assigned. From neglecting or re- 
fusing to discriminate between these two aspects of the Divine 
agency, a greater number, perhaps, of erroneous views with re- 
spect to our present subject have taken their rise, than from any 
other source. In illustration of the importance of attending to 
the distinction which exists between the two classes of spiritual 
gifts, I would adduce an observation of a well-known writer, 
whose statements have been considerably embarrassed by his 
having continued to regard as identical these specifically differ- 
ent phases of the operations of the Holy Ghost. Dr. Arnold, 
when enumerating certain inferences relating to Inspiration 
which he considers “‘ unwarranted,” goes on to say: “It is no 
less an unwarranted interpretation of the term ‘ Inspiration’ to 
suppose that it is equivalent to a communication of the Divine 
perfections. Surely, many of our words and many of our actions 
are spoken and done by the inspiration of God’s Spirit, without 
Whom we can do nothing acceptable to God. Yet does the 
Holy Spirit so inspire us as to communicate to us His own per- 
fections ? Are our best words or works utterly free from error or 
from sin ? All inspiration does not, then, destroy the human 
and fallible part in the nature which it inspires; it does not, 
change man into God.” The result, which legitimately follows 
from this confusion of the two significations conveyed by the 

1 My object here is to prove that these two significations of the word ‘ Inspira- 
tion’ are specifically distinct; denoting operations of the same Divine Spirit which 
differ in kind, as well as in degree. On the other hand, their identity in kind is con- 
tinually laid down as a great principle in treatises on this subject. Thus, in an essay 
often quoted, entitled “ De revelatione Religionis externa, eademque publica,” by C. 
L. Nitzsch (Lipsise, 1808), one of the theses maintained is—“ Quod inspiratio Apos- 
tolorum ejusdem plane generis fuit cum revelatione inteFna, que reliquis omnibus veri 
nominis Christianis contigisse dicitur:” where, for “generis,” “speciei”’ should, strictly 
speaking, be substituted; as appears from the further remark: “ Minime negamus 
gradu diversam, sive modo et mensura potiorem fuisse Apostolorum inspirationem.”— 
p. 67. See infra, p. 226, note *. 

2 “Tf a single error can be discovered [in Scripture], it is supposed to be fatal to 
the credibility of the whole. This has arisen from an unwarranted interpretation of 
the word ‘Inspiration,’ and by a still more unwarranted inference. An inspired work 
is supposed to mean a work to which God has communicated His own perfections ; so 
that the slightest error or defect of any kind in it is inconceivable, and that which is 
other than perfect in all points cannot be inspired. This is the unwarranted inter- 
pretation of the word ‘Inspiration.’ "—Sermons on the Christian Life, ed. 1841, 
p. 486. 

% Sermons on the Christian Life, p. 487. 
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word ‘Inspiration,’ is exemplified by Dr..Arnold himself when 
speaking of the pre-eminent inspiration of §. Paul. He observes 
—‘ Yet this great Apostle expected that the world would come 
to an end in the generation then existing. * * * Shall we 
then say that 8. Paul entertained and expressed a belief which 
the event did aes verify ? We may say so, safely and reverently, 
in this instance.” 

Another aspect—attended with consequences if possible more 
important—under which this same misconception presents itself, 
is that of regarding the degree of authority due to the several 
parts of Scripture as depending upon the personal qualities of 
their respective authors, or the opportunities of acquiring infor- 
mation which they possessedOne modern theory of Inspiration, 
for example, makes the possession of religious Truth by the 
Apostles to depend on the measure of their sinlessness ; while 
another estimates the Divine character of Scripture by the rela- 
tion in which its authors stood to Christ. From this latter view 

it results, we are further told, that a distinction is to be drawn 
between the different parts of the New Testament ; and that 
higher authority must be ascribed to the writings of the Apostles, 
than to those portions of it which have been composed by their 
disciples and assistants :—hence it follows that the Gospels of 8. 

x Ibid. p. 488. See Lecture iv. p. 180, note. A still greater degree of confusion 
is to be traced in the language of Mr. Coleridge. “The main error,” according to 
him, of the principle maintained by the assertors of ‘“ Bibliolatry”—“ consists in “the 
confounding of two distinct conceptions, revelation by the Eternal Word, and actua- 
tion of the Holy Spirit. The former, indeed, is not always or necessarily united with 
the latter,—the prophecy of Balaam is an instance of the contrary—but yet being 
ordinarily, and only not always, so united, the term, Inspiration, has acquired a double 
sense. First, the term is used in the sense of Information miraculously communicated 
by voice or vision [here Mr. Coleridge confounds Revelation and Inspiration]; and 
secondly, where, without any sensible addition or infusion, the writer or speaker uses 
and applies his existing gifts of power and knowledge under the predisposing, aiding, 
and directing actuation of God’s Holy Spirit. Now, between the first sense, that is, 
inspired revelation, and the highest degree of that grace and communion with the 
Spirit which the Church under all circumstances, and ev ery regenerate member of 
the Church of Christ, is permitted to hope, and instructed to pray for—there is a 
positive difference of kind,—a chasm, the pretended overleaping of which constitutes 
imposture, or betrays insanity. Of the first kind are the Law and the Prophets. 
* * * But with regard to the second, neither the holy writers—the so-called 
Hagiographi [i. e. Job, David, Solomon, Jeremiah in the Lamentations, Daniel, &c.]— 
themselves, nor any fair interpretations of Scripture, assert any such absolute diversity, 
or enjoin the belief of any greater difference of degree, than the experience of }he 
Christian World grounded on, and growing with the comparison of these Scriptures 
with other works holden in honor by the Churches, has established.”— Confessions 
of an Inquiring Spirit, Letter vii. p. 94. 
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Mark and 8. Luke possess less authority than those of 8. Mat- 
thew or 8. John.’ 

With reference to the principle on which such theories are 
founded, there is, it is true, a certain sense in which we may 

1 The writer who first suggested this view in modern times was, I believe, Dr. 
George Benson, in an “ Essay concerning Inspiration,” to be found in Bishop Watson’s 
collection of Theological Tracts (vol iv. p. 469), and which was received with much 
applause in Gemany. Cf Tollner, ‘Die gottliche Eingebung,” s. 69, us 127. Dr. 
Benson considers the degree of Inspiration possessed by the Apostles to have been 
the highest under the New Testament: it may be called Gradus Apostolicus, as the 
Jews called that which Moses had under the Old Testament Gradus Mosaieus. (See 
supra, Lecture ii. p. 61) Hence he infers that the Gospels of 8. Mark and 8. Luke 
are inferior in authority to the writings of the Apostles, Schleiermacher and his 
school have derived the same result from their peculiar principles. Schleiermacher,. 
in his “Critical Essay on the Gospel of S. Luke,” objecting to the notion that “the 
agency of the Holy Spirit in the composition of the Scriptures is of a specific kind, 
distinct from its working in the universal Church, and from its general agency in the 
disciples of Christ,” draws the following distinction: ‘‘ There is first the agency of the 
Divine Spirit in those who were witnesses of the events, and heard and seported the 
speeches of Christ. * * * In the second place, there is the agency ef the Spirit 
in the persons who collected and digested. * * * Now, if the compiler of our 
Gospel [S. Luke’s] was one of whom it may seem doubtful whether, as he does not 
belong.to the number of the Twelve, an extraordinary influence of the Sprit can, with 
propriety, be attributed to him, it is, at all events, safer that he should appear as the 
compiler and arranger only, not as the author, and that we should have to look for the 
first and largest portion of the extraordinary agency, not in him, but only im those who 
stood in immediate connexion with the Redeemer.”—Preface, (Thirlwall’s transl., 
p. iv.) Tholuck describes some other modifications of this view. “If a less degree 
of authority belong to the writings of the Apostles’ disciples than to those of the 
Apostles themselves, the question arises, what degree of difference exists between 
the illumination of both? and consequently between their normative authority? 
* + * A fundamental inquiry concerning this topic must proceed from the de- 
termination of the manner in which the consciousness of truth has existed in Christ 
Himself. The dogmatic system (die Dogmatik) of Schleiermacher has placed this 
question, in a peculiar manner, in connexion with the doctrine of the simlessness of 
Christ. * * * Proceeding from Schleiermacher’s stand-point, Elwert makes the 
possession of religious truth in the Apostles, too, to depend on the measure of their 
sinlessness ; while Twesten (in whom the views of Schleiermacher retire before the 
interest of supernaturalism), proves the Inspiration of the Apostles to be free from 
error, in consequence of its destination for the Church.”—Comm. zum Br. an die 
Hebr., Hinleit. kap. vi. s. 87. The natural remark suggests itself, that if Inspiration, 
in its only true sense, be confined to the- Apostles, why do we not receive many other 
writings, in addition to those of S. Luke, or 8. Mark, or the Epistle of S. James, &c, 
as in like manner canonical? (Cf. Lecture ii. p. 56, note 7.) Twesten notices this 
point as follows: “If all Christians have the Holy Ghost (as Scripture teaches), can 
then every religious statement of a Christian be called inspired? But we make a 
distinction between Apostolic writings and others,—between Inspiration and Chris- 
tian illumination; although this, too, must be looked upon rather as gradual thar 
specific. For of a specific contrast between the Apostles and other Christians, Scrip- 
ture says nothing, but only of the distinction between them and the world (John, 
xiv. 17): so that we shall not go astray if we suppose Inspiration to be some- 
thing analogous to illumination.— Vorlesungen, i. s, 407. Although, he continues, 
the disciples of the Apostles ‘stand a degree lower than the Apostles, still we 
must place them higher, speaking generally, than other enlightened Christians” 
(ce. g. “Clemens, Ignatius, Polycarp, who had seen, no doubt, individuals of the 
Apostles, but had scareely associated long with them. »\— Ibid. p. 412. “The nearer 
or more remote connexion with Christ, as the centre of our Faith, presents a mea-. ~ 
sure according to which we can distinguish what is to be deemed more or less 
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say that an analogy subsists between the manner in which the 
Holy Spirit has actuated the sacred writers, and: His influence 
on believers in general: for in neither case are certain attri- 
butes, with which man has been gifted, suppressed, or obliter- 
ated. Thus, in the case of each inspired penman, as I have 
repeatedly argued, that type of thought, and those personal cha- 
racteristics which he inherited from nature, are still retained, 
and may be traced in every page of his writings. Even when 
acting officially as organs of the Holy Spirit, the agents chosen 
exhibit styles quite dissimilar,—they pursue different paths of 
teaching,—they grasp the Truth from different sides : such indi- 
vidual peculiarities being, in fact, the means which God has em- 
ployed for the purpose of exhibiting and developing the different 
phases of Divine Truth. Again, in their ordinary life, and when 
not acting officially, there does not appear to have been any dis- 
tinction (at least in kind) between the Divine guidance which 
the authors of Scripture enjoyed, and that in which all Christians 
share. We see 8. Peter, for example, still ardent and impetuous, 
still sensitive to the breath of human disapproval ; we see 8. 
John still exhibiting the same union of deep love and burning 
zeal. Here therefore, a certain analogy exists ; but here, also, 
all analogy ceases."| When acting directly Bea the impulse 
of the Holy Spirit as oficial ministers of the Kingdom of God, 
we cannot admit that either imperfection in conduct, or fallibility 

essential for Christian consciousness, and, therefore, more mediately, or immediately, 
under the influevee of the Holy Ghost.” Hence, argues Twesten, is to be derived 
the distinction between the Old and New Testaments, and also between the writings 
of the Apostles and their disciples,—‘ between that which has been spoken or 
written in the name of Christ, in the consciousness of the call received from Him,— 
and what has been produced, to a certain degree, in the writer’s own name, and oc- 
casioned by more personal relations and objects.” —Tbid. s. 421. 

It is interesting to observe (as illustrating the fact that Christianity has had to 
encounter, from the very first, the same difficulties which modern criticism prides 
itself on having originated), that this objection against the authority of the Gospels 
of 8. Luke and 8. Mark was urged by the earliest of heretics—the Marcionites: M. 
Mupxov kai Aovkdv ovd& taye pabytdc 6 Xptoréc évteibev tdéyyeche dudca 
movobvrec. Old TL yap of pabyTar, wr yéyparntar Ta dvopata iv TO EdvayyeAi@, odK 
éypawav, dan of py vtec pabyrai.—Dial. de recta in Deum fide, Sect. i. ap. 
Origenis Opp. t. i. p. 806.) The voice of the Church, in opposition to all such views, 
may be expressed in the words of S. Augustine: “Divina Providentia procuratum 
est per Spiritam Sanctum, ut quibusdam etiam ex illis qui primos Apostolos seque- 
bantur, non solum annuntiandi, verum etiam scribendi Evangelium tribuereter auc- 
torilas. Hi sunt Marcus et Lucas.” —De Consens. Hvang., lib. i, 1. t. lil. pars ii. p. 3.- 

? T have here adopted some remarks of Mr. Alford in the Prolegomena to-his edi- 
tion of the Greek Testament (vol. i. ch. i. sect. vi). I cannot, however, accept many 
of the observations with which they are accompanied. 
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in teaching, has adhered to the authors of Scripture. It is true, 
that to Christ alone was “the Spirit given without measure ;” 
to the sacred writers His influence was communicated but par- 
tially :—it was only in their character of official teachers’ that the 
Lord promised His Disciples that perfection which the immediate 
guidance of the Holy Ghost implies. Nor do they themselves 
ever base their claim to Inspiration upon the degree of sinless- 
ness which they possessed.*? 8. Paul, who, when he speaks as a 
teacher to the Thessalonians, thanks God “that they received 
the word of God which they heard of him, not as the word of 
men, but as it is in truth, the word of God,” speaks to the Phi- 
lippians of his personal attainments with great humility. “ He 
had not already attained, nor was he already perfect.”* Nay, his 
remark in this latter epistle as to those who preach Christ of 
envy and strife—“ that whether in pretence or in truth, Christ 
is preached, and I therein do rejoice ; yea, and will rejoice,”°— 
of itself proves that certain truths can come home with convin- 
cing and life-imparting power to the souls of men, independently 
of the personal excellence of him who communicates them, 

Hence it was that 8. Peter, who, in his vocation as a witness 

? We are clearly told that, in the discharge of such duties, the influence of the 
Spirit was felt in a peculiar manner. LE. g. when brought before the Jewish Council 
“Peter filled with the Holy Ghost (x Ana0etc¢ Ivetuatog ‘Ayiov), said unto them,” 
&e.— Acts, iv. 8; cf ver. 31. Again: when rebuking Elymas, & Paul, “filled with the 
Holy Ghost, set his eyes on him, and said,” &c.—xiii. 9; and thus he exhorts the 
Ephesians to pray for him “that utterance may be given unto him.”—Eph. vi. 19. 
“One may find a difficulty in the fact that Paul had certainly received, once for all, 
the Holy Ghost, and with it also the full power of utterance, so that he needed for 
this no request of the Church. . But the agency of the Holy Ghost in the Apostles 
is not to be conceived as a permanently operating power, but as a power which re- 
vealed itself, at different times, in different degrees and forms of activity.”—Olshausen, 
Comment. in loc, B. iy. s. 300. Cf. Acts, xvi. 6, and supra, p. 215, note *. So, too, 
in the case of the Apostles’ power of working miracles, the manifestation of their 
supernatural gifts was not left to their own discretion. S. Paul could strike Elymas 
blind, because, as we have just seen, he was so directed by the Spirit; but he could 
not miraculously restore to health Epaphroditus, his “ brother and companion in 
labor” (Phil. ii. 25-27); he had the spirit of prophecy as to Antichrist (2 Thess. ii. 3), 
and he was enabled to predict the safety and fate of his fellow-travellers (Acts, 
XXvil. 24-26); but he could not foresee what was to befall himself, when about to 
encounter persecution, or when suffering imprisonment (Acts, xx. 22, 23; Phil. i. 
1-25; ii. 17). But see infra, Lecture vi. 

? On this whole question see the very remarkable treatise of Dr. J. C. F. Steudel, 
entitled ‘Ueber Inspiration der Apostel,” published in the second and third parts 
of the “ Tiibinger Zeitschrift fiir Theologie,” for the year 1832; and directed prin- 
cipally against the theory of Elwert already referred to, p. 219, note. 

* 1 Theés, ii. 13. 4 Phil. iii. 12, 13. 
® Phil. i, 15, 18. Cf Steudel, loc. cit, H. iii. s. 18. 
* “When Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him to the face, becduse he was 

to be blamed. For before that certain came from James (observe rivd¢ d 7d ‘lak. 

, 
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to Christ, was furnished by successive revelations with unclouded | 
knowledge respecting the relation of Jews and Gentiles, in his» 
vocation as a Christian man could become untrue to his own 
knowledge and: testimony. In that testimony is to be found the 
condemnation of his acts ; although his acts could not overthrow 
his testimony.’ Indeed 8. Paul, in his whole address on this sub- 
ject, appeals to the previous conduct of his brother Apostle in 
opposition to that Apostle’s present conduct : “If I build again 
the things which I destroyed, I make myself a transgressor,” It 
is strange, no doubt, how the Judaizing Christians were able to 
exercise so great an influence over 8. Peter and 8. Barnabas : but 

°e . . . 

the fact that the proceedings of all parties are expressly ascribed 
to “ dissimulation,”* taken in connexion with the principle laid 
down on another occasion by 8. Paul, “ We also are men of 
like passions with you,’*—denotes clearly that the Apostles did 
not cease, after receiving their spiritual impulse from above, to 
be frail human beings. Like the ‘‘ men of God” under the Old 
Testament, they also carried their treasure ‘‘ in earthen vessels :’”* 
whether Prophets or Apostles, the authority of the doctrines of- 
ficially declared was independent of the measure of their personal 
holiness, and rested on the purely objective communication to 
them of the Truth from on high. The only supposition on which 
the authority of Scripture could be affected by such facts as the 

. . * 

error of 8. Peter would be if that error had been inserted as truth. 
Its exposure, on the other hand, proves the purity of the record ; 
while it also shows how God has ever provided* that His inspired 
Word should not suffer through the error of an individual > but 

i. e. from the Church at Jerusalem over which S. James presided,—not persons com- 
missioned by him, which would require v 7 6, or wapa] he did ‘eat with the Gentiles ; 
but when they were come he withdrew and separated himself, fearing them which 
were of the circumcision.”—Gal. ii. 11, 12. 

* See Beck, “ Propiid. Entwicklung,” s. 231, 2 Gal. ii. 18. 
3 “The other Jews dissembled likewise with him (ovvurexpiOjcav adbr@); inso- 

much that Barnabas also was carried away with their dissimulation (abzav TH b7o- 
Kpicet).”—ver. 13. On this ‘‘dissimulation” see supra, Lecture ii. p. 76. Olshausen 
remarks: “ Peter taught quitecorrectly, and had not at all misapprehended the decree 
of the Council [Acts, xv.]; he merely acted weakly, because he allowed himself to be 
intimidated. His error was, therefore, a purely personal one, and one by which his 
official character as an Apostle was not in the least compromised. With reference 
to his personal character, it is meanwhile remarkable that he, the Rock (der Fel- 
senmann), could here too be overcome by fear, as formerly when he, denied the 
Lord.”— Comment. ib. Gal. ii. 11-13, B. iv. s. 46. 

* '‘Ouotorabeig—Acts, xiv. 15. 
° For example, Jonah; “The man of God,” in 1 Kings, xiii. 1, &e. 
° Cf. supra, p. 215, the cases of Samuel and Nathan. 
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that, if the occasion required, a corrective should be supplied by 
the instrumentality of others. In a word, the promised impar- 
tation of the Holy Ghost to the Apostles had not the object of 
making them morally perfect, but simply that of raising them in 
their teaching to be infallible organs of the Truth. <A single re- 
mark of 8. Augustine, when discussing this very question, con- 
tains the pith of the whole matter. In reply to the objection 
that §. Paul, by circumcising Timothy, had himself committed 
the error which he censured in 8. Peter, 8S. Augustine observes : 
*“T do not now inquire how he acted ; I seek what he has writ- 
ten.” 

It seems difficult to understand how the opinion could ever 
have been entertained that the deference due to the different com- 
ponents of the Bible is to be measured by the personal qualities 
of their respective authors. That opinion, surely, has no warrant 
in the language of Scripture. §. Paul interrupts his discourse 
on the subject of miraculous gifts, contained in the twelfth and 
fourteenth chapters of the first Epistle to the Corinthians, in 
order to lay down, in the most express manner, that such gifts 
could exist without “love :’—“ Though I have the gift of pro- 
phecy, and understand all mysteries, and all knowledge ; and 
though I have all faith, so that I could remove mountains, and 
have not charity, I am nothing.’ Christ Himself declares : 

1 §. Paul “took and circumcised Timothy because of the Jews which were in 
those quarters: for they knew all that his father was a Greek” (Acts. xvi. 3). S. 
Augustine’s remark is: “Non est, inquis, credibile hoe in Petro Paulum, quod ipse 
Paulus fecerat, arguisse. Non nunc inquiro quid fecerit ; quid scripserit quero. * * * 
Si autem verum scripsit Paulus, verum est, quod Petrus non recte tune ingrediebatur 
ad veritatem Evangelii Id ergo faciebat, quod facere non debebat: et si tale aliquid 
Paulus ipse jam fecerat, correctum potius etiam ipsum eredam co-apostoli sui correc- 
tionem non potuisse negligere, quam mendaciter aliquid in-sua Epistola posnisse ; e¢ 
in Epistola qualibet: quanto magis in illa, in qua prelocutus ait, ‘Que autem scribo 
vobis, ecce coram Deo quia non mentior’? [sez Gal. i. 20]..—Ad S. Hieron. Ep. 
Ixxxii. t. ii. p. 191. 

Equally strong is the judicious remark of Tertullian: ‘‘Ceterum si reprehensus 
est Petrus, quod cum convixisset ethnicis, postea se a convi¢tu eorum separabat per- 
sonarum respectu: utique conversationis fuit vitium non predicationis._—De Presor. 
Her. § 23, p. 239. 

? 1 Cor. xiii. 2, This is but a single instance of the fact that, although there is 
but “the same Spirit,” there are, at the same time, those “diversities of gifts” 
(Statpécete yapiouatwv), which S. Paul had just explained in ch. xii. 4—6,—a passage 
which Mr. Alford thus excellently paraphrases: “ But (as contrasted to this absolute 
unity, in ground and principle, of all spiritual influence), there are varieties of gifts 
(Xapiovata = eminent endowments of individuals, in aud by which the Spirit in- 
dwelling in them manifested Himself—the @avépware tod Uvetiuaroc in each man), 
but the same Spirit (as their Bestower). And there are varieties of ministries (ap- 
pointed services in the Church in which as their channels of manifestation the 
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“Many will say to Me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not 
prophesied in Thy name, and in Thy name done many wonder- 
ful works ? And then will I profess unto them, I never knew 
you |” 

From what has been just said it will appear that the char- 
acter of that Divine influence, under which the Bible has been 
composed, was absolutely unique, and specifically different from 
those preventing and assisting graces of the Holy Ghost which 
have been the gift of Christ to His Church, I have not, for ob- 
vious reasons, fhouels it advisable to lay aside the established 
theological term, or to substitute for ‘ Inspiration’ the word ‘ The- 

yapiouara would work), but the same Lord (Christ, the Lord of the Church, Whose 
it isto appoint all ministrations in it); and varieties of operations (effects of .Divine 
évépyevat), and the same God, Who works all of them in all persons (all the yapiovara 
in all who are gifted). Thus we have God the Father, the first source and operator 
of all spiritual influence in all: God the Son, the Ordainer in His Church of all min- 
istries by which this influence may be legitimately brought out for edification: God 
the Holy Ghost, dwelling and working in the Church, and effectuating in each man 
such measure of His gifts as He sees fit.” 

The distribution of those gifts is thus described by the Apostle: ‘To one is given 
by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the word of knowledge; to another 
faith; to another the gifts of healing; to another the working of miracles; to an- 
other prophecy; to another discerning of spirits; to another divers kinds of tongues ; 
to another the interpretation of tongues. But all these worketh (évepyei) that one 
and the self-same Spirit, dividing to every man severally as He will.”—ver. 8-11. The 
case of the Tyrian prophets, already quoted (Lecture i. p. 43), affords a striking illus- 
tration of this division of “spiritual gifts.” On the other hand, in the persons of the 
different authors of Scripture, as such, those various gifts were combined and co- 
operated. _ Cf their union in the persons of the Apostles after Pentecost, when they 
spoke with tongues, performed miracles, expounded, taught, &e., &e. In this fact 
consisted the pre-eminence of such men over all others:—irav otpy dKovone (writes 
8. Chrysostom), Tparov umoaToAouc, OevTEpoV Tpogyrac, TpiTov Towuévac Kal diacKa- 
Aove, Xapiopara lapdtwv, avTLAmrpere, KuBepry Noele, yévn YAwooun, babe 674 Taoa 7 

HOON Y ta@ TOV AoLTOY YuplopaTwrv, WoTeEep Ev KEGAaAH, TH 'ATOG- 

TOAG éEvaToKettat.—Homil. de util. lect. Script. t. i. p. 77. For some additional 
remarks on this subject, see Appendix K. 

1 S. Matt. vii. 22, 23. The remarks of S. Thomas Aquinas on this subject are as 
profound as they are philosophical. He is discussing the question: ‘“ Utrum bonitas 
morum requiratur ad Prophetiam.” After stating the arguments urged in support 
of the affirmative, he adds: “Sed contra est, quod Matt. vii. 22, his qui dixerant: 
‘Domine, nonne in nomine tuo prophetavimus?’ respondetur: ‘Nunquam novi vos.’ 
‘Novit’ autem ‘Dominus eos qui sunt Hjus,’ ut dicitur 2 ad Timoth, ii 19. Ergo 
prophetia potest esse in his qui non sunt Dei per gratiam. * * * Prophetia 
potest esse sine charitate: quod apparet ex duobus. Primo, quidem, ex actu utriusque. 
Nam Prophetia pertinet ad intellectum, cujus actus preecedit actum voluntatis, quam 
perficit caritas: unde et Apostolus, 1. ad Cor. xiii., Prophetiam connumerat aliis ad 
intellectum pertinentibus, quee possunt sine caritate haberi. Secundo, ex fine utrius- 
que: datur enim Prophetia ad utilitatem ecclesia, sicut et alize gratize gratis data, se- 
cundum iliud Apostoli 1 ad Corinth. xii.7: ‘Unicuique datur manifestatio Spiritus ad 
utilitatem.’ Non autem ordinatur directe ad hoc quod affectus ipsius Prophet con- 
jungatur Deo, ad quod ordinatur caritas. Et ideo Prophetia potest esse sine bonitate 
morum, quantum ad propriam radicem hujus bonitatis."—Suwmm. Theol., 2da 2dee, qu. 
clxxil. art. 4, t. xxiii, p. 301. 
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opneustia,’ which many writers seem inclined to prefer... The 
distinction, however, to which I have adverted must be carefully 
borne in mind. The inspiration of the authors of the Bible was 
an energy altogether objective, and directed to supply the wants 
of the Church. The inspiration of the Christian is altogether 
subjective, and directed to the moral improvement of the indi-_ 
vidual.’ The sacred narrative decides this question. The his- 
tories of David’ and Solomon, of Balaam‘ and Jonah,’ of the 

1 The word ‘Theopneustia’ has been formed from the adjective Oe67veveroc, which 
§. Paul applies to the Old Testament Scriptures—see infra, Lecture vi. The term 
‘Tnspiratio’ seems to have been used from the earliest times as expressive of the 
Holy Ghost’s agency in the composition of Scripture. Thus the Vulgate translates 
2 Tim. iii. 16—‘‘Omnis Scriptura divinitus inspirata” (@edmvevatoc): and again 2 
S. Pet. i, 21—“Spiritu Sancto énspirati (¢epouevor), locuti sunt sancti Dei homines.” 
The substantive occurs in its version of Job, xxxii. 8, “ Spiritus est in hominibus, et 
inspiratio Omnipotentis (1H maw?) dat intelligentiam ;” where the LXX. has rvo7 62 
Ilavtoxpdtopoc. The Vulgate, however, translates the same phrase in Job, xxxiii. 4, 
by “ sptraculum Omnipotentis;” by which it also renders m2v2—“ the breath of life” 
(Gen. ii. 7). See Tollner, “Die gottl. Kingebung,” s. 85 ff. 

2 As further exemplifying this principle, it may not be amiss to observe that the 
influence of the Holy Spirit, in this sense, is represented in Scripture as the distinctive’ 
gift of the Christian dispensation. Our Lord has, indeed, expressly declared that the 
Holy Ghost co-operated in the composition of the Old Testament (** How then doth — 
David in Spirit—év Tvetpati—call Him Lord,” &e.—S. Matt. xxii. 43); but we also’ 
read again: ‘“ This spake He of the Spirit (wep? rod IIveduaroc), which they that be- 
lieve on Him should receive (6 *eAAov AayBuvew): for the Holy Ghost WAS NOT YET 
(otro yap nv Uvetpa) because that Jesus was not yet glorified.” —S..John, vii. 39. 
Cf. the saying of Christ: “Verily I say unto you, among them that are born of 
women there hath not risen a greater than John the Baptist [‘‘ A prophet? yea, I say 
unto you and more than a prophet”—ver. 9]: notwithstanding, he that is least in the 
Kingdom of Heaven is greater than he.”—S. Matt. xi. 11. 

3 Referring to the occasion on which 8. Paul had rebuked S. Peter, the question is 
put hypothetically by S. Augustine: ‘“ At enim satius est credere, apostolum Paulum 
aliquid non vere scripsisse, quam apostolum Petrum non recté aliquid egisse.” To 
which he replies: ‘‘ Hoe si ita est; dicamus (quod absit) satius esse credere mentiri 
Evangelium, quam negatum esse a Petro Christum; et mentiri Regnorum librum 
quam tantum Prophetam, a Domino Deo tam excellenter electum, et in concupiscenda 
atque abducenda uxore aliena commisisse adulterium.” * * * Immo vero Sanctam 
Seripturam, in summo et ccelesti auctoritatis culmine collocatam, de veritate ejus certus 
ét securus legam * * * potius quam, facta humana dum in quibusdam I[audabilis 
excellentize personis aliquando credere timeo. reprehendenda, ipsa divina eloquia mihi - 
sint ubique suspecta.—Ad Mieron. Ep. \xxxii, tii. p. 191. 

* §, Augustine observes as to Balaam’s character: “ Postea illi et angelus loquitur, 
arguens et improbans ejus viam: quo viso tamen exterritus adoravit. Deinde ire 
permissus est, ut jam per ipsum prophetia clarissima proferretur. Nam omnino per- 
missus non est dicere quod volebat, sed quod virtute Spiritus cogebatur. Et ipse 
quidem reprobus mansit.”— Quest. in Num. xviii. lib, iv. t. iii. p. 549. S. Ambrose 
writes as follows: “Sed non mireris infusum auguri a Domino quod loqueretur, 
quando infusum legis in Evangelio etiam principi Synagogze [scil. Caiaphee] uni ex 
persequentibus Christum, quia oportet unum hominem mori pro populo, In quo non 
prophetiz meritum, sed adsertio veritatis est; ut adversariorum testimonio mani- 
festaretur, quo perfidia non credentium vocibus suorum augurum redargueretur.”— 
Epist. 1. t. ii. p. 994. 

® The case of Jonah illustrates, in a striking manner, the distinction which our 
Lord has drawn between “a prophet” and “a righteous man”—the chief forms of 

15 
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disobedient Prophet’ and 8. Peter himself, all prove that personal 
excellence is not essential to the due reception, and perfect trans- - 
mission of God’s Revelation. Whatever may have been our an- 
ticipations on this subject, such facts cannot be disputed ; and 
a moment’s consideration will show that the fullest recognition 
of them not only does not derogate from, but, 6n the contrary, 
establishes the supreme authority of the Bible. On any other 
view, however we may exalt the personal excellence of the sa- 
cred writers, in that same degree must we diminish the obliga- 
tion to regard what they have written as infallible. Infallibility 
does not admit of degrees. Now there was but ONE Who “ was 
in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin.” When- 

, ever, therefore, we attempt to estimate the amount of deference 
due to Holy Scripture by the amount of moral perfection to 
which its various authors have attained, we can no longer refuse 

' to admit that impertect views of doctrine, and partial, if not 
erroneous, representations of facts may—nay, must—exist in 
its pages ; for we are at once encountered by the argument, the 
truth of which experience proves, and Scripture itself teaches, 
that the brightest purity, if enshrined in merely human form, 
will yet be clouded by the shadow which still rests upon the gates 
of Paradise.° 

Old Testament piety: ‘‘He that receiveth a prophet in the name of a prophet shall 
receive a prophet’s reward; and he that receiveth a righteous man, in the name of a 
righteous man, shall receive a righteous man’s reward.”—S. Matt. x. 41. Cf. Olshausen, 
in loc. 

1 1 Kings, xiii. - 9 Hebr., iv. 15. 
3, Mr. Maurice, in his volume of ‘‘ Theological Essays,” has devoted the thirteenth 

essay to the question of Inspiration. The chief topic there discussed is that distinction 
between the significations of the word ‘ Inspiration’ which has been now considered ; 
and on this subject Mr. Maurice’s opinion is adverse to that which I have advocated. I 
venture to think that this difference of opinion has arisen from one of those ambiguities 
of language which have tended to obscure the question of Inspiration to a greater ex- 
tent, perhaps, than any other within the range of Theology. Mr. Maurice approaches this 
topic as follows: ‘‘ Religious men, the most earnestly religious men, speak of themselves 
as taught, actuated, inhabited by a Divine Spirit. They declare that they could know 
nothing of the Scriptures except they were under this guidance. Is this the Inspiration 
which we attribute to the writers of the Old and New Testament, or is that different 
from it in kind ?”—p. 321. Mr. Maurice then proceeds to observe that “ the Church of 
England has used this very word ‘ Inspiration,’”—viz., in the Collect for the Fifth 
Sunday after Easter, and in the Communion Service, on which he asks: “ Are we 
paltering with words in a double sense? When we speak of Inspiration, do we mean 
Inspiration? When we refer to the Inspiration of the Scriptures in our sermons, 
ought we to say, ‘ Brethren, we beseech you not to suppose that this Inspiration at 
all resembles that for which we have been praying. They are generically, essentially 
unlike.’ ”—p. 323. The use here of the word ‘ generically’ indicates, I apprehend, the 
source of Mr. Maurice’s opinion on this subject. He appears to have thought that if 
the word ‘Inspiration’ implies two distinct kinds of influence, the reference of either 
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The very manner in which Scripture notices this inherent 
frailty of even the organs of Revelation, forcibly illustrates how 
the Divine element engaged in its composition has neutralized 
every tendency which is merely human, Take the case of 8. Pe- 
ter’s denial of his Master. We can find in the Gospel narrative 
no stern denunciation of the act ; no indignant allusion to its 
cowardice or its ingratitude: lightly as the glance of the Lord 
Himself fell upon the Apostle while he disowned Him, the pen 
of the sacred writers but touches on the occurrence, and passes 
on.’ Such failings are, in general, noticed, as we should say, in 

to the Holy Ghost must exclude His agency in exercising the other. ‘Can we con- 
ceive,” he asks, “any view of the Holy Scriptures which would have seemed to him 
[S. Paul] more dreadful, than one which, under color of exalting them, should set 
aside their own express testimony concerning the unspeakable gift which God had con- 
ferred on His creatures?” * * * “Tn solitary chambers, among bedridden suf- 
ferers, the words of these good men [‘‘our Venns and Newtons”] have still a living 
foree. The Bible is read there truly as an inspired book; as a book which does not 
stand aloof from human life, but meets it; which proves itself not to be the work of a 
DIFFERENT Spirit from that which is reproving and comforting the sinner, but of the 
same.” —p. 333. Here the writer seems to have overlooked the bearing upon this 
question of 8. Paul’s express statement: “There are diversities of gifts, but THE SAME 
Spirit” (1 Cor. xii. 4). These words assuredly imply a specific difference in the mani- 
festations of spiritual agency ; and hence the following alternative does not convey an 
accurate statement of the opinion on which Mr, Maurice pronounces judgment: 
“ Hither we must set at nought the faith of those who have clung to the Bible, and 
found a meaning in it when the doctors could not interpret it; or we must forego the 
demand which we make on the consciences of young men, when we compel them to 
say that they regard the Inspiration of the Bible as GENERICALLY unlike that which 
God bestows on His children in this day.”—p. 334. 

Mr. Maurice’s motive for dwelling on this question, of itself; accounts for the view 
which he has propounded: ‘‘I have appeared to protest against current theories of 
Inspiration because they fail to assert the actual presence of that Spirit whom it has 
been one of the standing articles of his [the Unitarian’s] creed not to confess, I can- 
not deny this charge. I do think that our theories of Inspiration, however little 
they may accord with Unitarian notions, have a semi-Unitarian character; that they 
are derived from that unbelief in the Holy Ghost which is latent in us all, but which 
was developed and embodied in the Unitarianism of the last century.”—p. 346. Mr. 
Maurice, in fact, conceives that the theories “about Inspiration current among our 
Kvangelical and High Church teachers,” and according to which the agency of the 
Holy Ghost in the composition of Scripture differs from the influences which He sheds 
upon Christians in every age,—have tended to prevent ‘a full assertion of that por- 
tion of our creed which refers to the Person of the Comforter.” . Without considering 
whether this notion is well or ill founded, I would merely observe that ‘the theory’ 
advanced ‘in these Discourses is certainly not obnoxious to the charge of casting a 
cloud over the Personal agency of the Holy Spirit. 

’ “And the Lord turned, and looked upon Peter. And Peter remembered the 
word of the Lord, how He had said unto him, Before the cock crow, thou shalt deny 
me thrice. And Peter went out, and wept bitterly. And the men that held Jesus 
mocked him,” &e.—S. Luke, xxii. 61-63. Compare the single remark which the 
Evangelists make use of when referring historically to the name of Judas Iscariot— 
“who also betrayed Him,” (§ Matt. x. 4.); or, again, the narrative of the murder of 
S. John the Baptist (8. Matt. xiv. 3-12) which closes with the simple statement» 
‘“* His disciples came, and took up the body and buried it, and went and told Jesus.” 
So, too, in the Old Testament, the sin of Lot (Gen. xix, 30-38) is recorded without 
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the most cursory manner. The sinful act is dwelt upon, and the 
violation of the command of God by His ambassador is held up 
as an object of reprobation, in such cases only where there might 
be danger of misapprehension, or where the moral sense of itself 
might not at once reconcile the difficulty. Thus, in the thirteenth 
chapter of the first Book of Kings, we read how the “ old prophet 
who dwelt in Bethel” seduced “the man of God” by whom, in 
the strength of the Spirit, the King of Israel had been ees 
beside the altar, At first, indeed, “the man of God” refused to 
disobey the express cjeteennl of the Lord ; but he is answered 
by the assertion, ‘“‘ I am a prophet also as thou art, and an angel 
spake unto me by the word of the Lord.” Here there is plainly 
room for the utmost offence and misapprehension, which, the in- 
spired historian, without any comment, at once dispels by the 
single phrase, “ But he lied unto him.” 

There are many other characteristics of the sacred volume 
which cannot fail, in like manner, to impress the mind with the 
deepest conviction of the unceasing presence and controlling in- 
fluence of its Divine Author. Consider, for example, the super- 
human wisdom with which the language of Scripture touches 
upon the institutions of the old Gentile world in their relation 
to Christianity. Need I mention here the often quoted instance 
of how the New Testament writers abstain from all direct repro- 
bation of the great social crime of slavery ? They confine them- 
selves to pointing out the source, and inculcating the great prin- 

any comment. The incest of Reuben (Gen. xxxv. 22) is noticed with the single re- 
mark: ‘“ And Israel heard it.” In 2 Kings, xvi. 10-16, an act of peculiar impiety is - 
recorded as having been committed by King Ahaz and the High Priest Urijah: we 
are, no doubt, informed in the beginning of the chapter of the character of Ahaz; but 
were we unacquainted with the ordinances of the Mosaic Law, we assuredly could 
not have formed any adequate notion of the nature of his crime, from what the nar- 
rative itself unfolds. 

1 Ver. 18. The importance of these facts will be at once seen, if we remember 
that the manner in which Scripture touches upon the morality of many actions related 
in its pages has been urged as an objection against a strict view of its inspiration. 
Thus, alluding to “the progressive character of the Scripture morality,” and having 
asserted that an “imperfect morality is plainly discernible throughout the period of 
the Old Testament dispensation, and frequently embodied, too, in the Old Testament 
Scriptures,” Mr. Morell observes: ‘These things, it is said, may be explained as 
being permitted by God for a time on account of the weakness of human nature, or, 
as our Saviour expressed it on one oceasion, ‘on account of the hardness of their 
hearts.’ But surely it is one thing to suppose that God would tolerate these things, 
just as he tolerates sin in ilis creatures, while the struggle against evil is going on, 
and quite another thing to have them either justified (?) or spoken of as matters of 
moral indifference, in words dictated immediately by the Holy Spirit.”—Philos. of 
Religion, p. 168. 
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ciple of Christian brotherhood :' the result they leave to the 
fructifying influence of the Holy Spirit, and to time. Again, 
observe the marked distinction which exists between the Bible’ 
and all other writings which relate to the history of man indi- 
vidually or collectively. To take a single illustration :—we may 
remark throughout the Scripture narrative the absence of per- 
sonal feeling, and the suppression of personal emotion.” Josephus, 
observes Pascal, conceals the dishonor of his nation : Moses does 
not conceal his own.’ What reader has failed to notice how the 
cold sententiousness of Tacitus expands into tenderness, and 
warms with passion, when he turns aside to weep over the last. 
moments of Agricola ?* But compare with this natural out- 
pouring of feeling the record of the Evangelists. There no ex- 
pression of human sympathy accompanies the story of the Agony 
in the Garden,—the awful scene before Pilate,—the horrors of — 
the Cross! No burst of emotion attends their Master’s body 
to the grave, or welcomes His Resurrection :—and yet who has 
not felt how this treatment of their theme but adds to its pathos 
and its grandeur ?° 

1 “ By one Spirit are we all baptized into one body, whether we be Jews or Gen- 
tiles, whether we be bond or free.”—1 Cor. xii. 13. Cf. ch. vii. 20, 21; 1 Tim. vi. 1, 2; 
1§. Pet. ii. 18, &e., &c. 

? Speaking of the predictions contained in Ley. xxvi. and Deut. xxviii., Mr. Da- 
vison observes: ‘It is a striking fact in the delivery of this prophecy, that it comes 
from the mouth of Moses, the legislator of the commonwealth whose dissolution he 
is directed to foreshow. * * * How unlike is it to the ordinary course of man’s 
own spirit or wisdom to dwell upon the downfall of his own works, just at the mo- 
ment when they come fresh from his hands. * * * ‘The approaching settlement 
of this chosen people, their first advance to Canaan, is the season when their ruin, 
and their expulsion from that land, are introduced to view. The prophetic tidings 
of their distant overthrow are made to sound in our ears as loud as the song of their 
present victory. A combination of things rarely made, and not conformable to the 
human feeling left to itself; but which is not without example in other conspicuous 
parts of Prophecy. For as Moses foretells the desolation of his people at the moment 
wheu he reared them into a community, so to Solomon were foreshown the ruins of 
his Temple at the like season, when he beheld it completed in its magnificence, and 
bearing upon it the omens of hope and joy in the blessing of its first Inauguration.” — 
On Prophecy, p. 164. 

* “Joséphe cache la honte de sa nation; Moise ne cache pas sa honte propre.”— 
ed. Faugere, t. ii. p. 193. 

* Cf“ Julii Agricole Vita,” cap. xliii—xlvi. E. g. ‘‘Tu vero felix, Agricola, non 
vite tantuni claritate, sed etiam opportunitate mortis: ut perhibent, qui interfuerunt 
novissimis sermonibus tuis, cotistans et libens fatum excepisti, tamquam pro virili 
portione innocentiam Principi donares. Sed mihi filizeque, praeter acerbitatem pa- 
rentis erepti, auget mcestitiam, quod adsidere valetudini, fovere deficientem, satiari 
vultu, complexu, non contigit. Hxcepissemus certe mandata vocesque, quas penitus 
animo figeremus. Noster hie dolor, nostrum vulnus:” &¢e.—cap. xlv. 

® “On the subject of miracles, the means to this great end, they speak in calm, 
unimpassioned language; on man’s sins, change of heart, on hope, faith, aud charity ; 
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And thus it is that human instrumentality, according to the 
various aspects under which we have considered it, has béen 
moulded by the Holy Spirit into the organism of Baveltine 
Each ray of the Divine Light has been borne to mankind through 
the medium best suited for its transmission : and yet, while bor- 
rowing, on its course, that particular hue which the medium lends 
through which it passes, it retains, no less sensibly, the purity 
of the source from which it streams. In past ages God had 
spoken unto the fathers by means of sundry partitions of the - 
Truth, and in divers manners.’ The constituent elements of 
Revelation were thus conveyed gradually, and under aspects best 
suited to the time : and this partial communication of His de- 
crees was, no doubt, one consequence of the Fall ;—rendered 

necessary by man’s incapacity to receive, and so ordained by 
God’s wise counsel to withhold. But in these “last days” He 
has spoken to us by His Son.’ In the language of Christ we can 
discern no features tinged by human genius, no hues borrowed 
from human thought. In His words the severed rays of Reve- 
lation have been re-combined in one uncolored beam of Truth. 

on the objects in short to be effected, they exhaust all their feelings and eloquence. 
Their history, from the narrative of our Lord’s persecutions to those of Paul, the 
abomination of the Jews, embraces scenes and personages which claim from the or- 
dinary reader a continual effusion of sorrow, or wonder, or indignation. In writers 
who were friends of the parties, and adherents of the cause for which they did and . 
suffered so great things, the absence of it is, on ordinary grounds, incomprehensible. 
* * * Had these authors no feeling? Had their mode of life bereaved them 
of the common sympathies and sensibilities of human nature? Read such passages 
as Paul’s parting address to the elders of Miletus; the same Apostle’s recommenda- 
tion of the offending member of the Corinthian Chureh to pardon ; and, more than 
all, the occasional bursts of conflicting feeling, in which anxious apprehension for 
the faith and good behavior of his converts is mixed with the pleasing recollection 
of their conversion, and the minister and the man are alike strongly displayed—and 
it will be plain that Christianity exercised no benumbing influence on the heart. 
* * %* Still, is it possible that the natural man should have sustained, without 
one relapse, one single deviation, a tone of feeling so much beyond man? Could 
the circumstances of these writers, overpoweringly impressive though they were, 
have secured them against even an occasional betrayal of wonder, of pity, of indig- 
nation, or of sorrow? The more we reflect on the nature of the scenes they de- 
scribe, the more forcibly will the question be suggested. Must not such emotions 
have arisen, on some occasions at least, in the breast eyen of men so circumstanced— 
men who were still of like passions with ourselves? That the expression of such 
feelings should nowhere appear, throughout the narratives of each and of all, does 
certainly seem inexplicable ; unless we admit a miraculous control of their author- 
ship,—unless we suppose them, in short, to have been, not merely workers and wit- 
nesses of miracles, but miraculously guided in their ‘writings. ”—Bishop Hinds, On 
Inspiration, p. 83, &e. 

1 TloAvuuepoe Kad moduTporwe maa 6 Oed¢ Aadjoac.—Heb. i. 1. 
2 -EAdAnoev jyuiv év Yio.—ITbid. 
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The clouds have now parted which once veiled from the eye of 
fallen man the gracious purpose of his heavenly Father. “ God 
who commanded the light to shine out of darkness hath shined 
in our hearts, to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of 
God, in the face of Jesus Christ.”" The Sun of Righteousness 
has arisen with healing in His wings :—the Eternal Word has 
become incarnate, to regenerate, and to redeem. 

1 9 Cor. iv. 6. 
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LECTURE Vi. 

SCRIPTURAL PROOF. 
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avrtoic. 
S. Cyritt. Alex. Comm. in S. Joan. Evang., lib, i: Procem. 

“Cedamus igitur et consentiamus auctoritati Sanctee Scripturee, quee nescit falli nee 

fallere.”’ 
S. August. De peccator. merit., lib. i. ¢. 22. 
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dAnbd¢ Kata Tov AtéaTOAOY GedmvEevoTog TOU Ivevuaroc n ypaon. 

THEODORETUS, In Epist. ii. ad Tim. 
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LECTURE VI. 

SCRIPTURAL PROOF. 

WHICH THINGS ALSO WE SPEAK, NOT IN THE WORDS WHICH MAN’S WISDOM TEACH- 

ETH, BUT WHICH THE HOLY GHOST TEACHETH.—1 Cor, ii. 13. 

Tue topics which have hitherto chiefly engaged our atten- 
tion have been the reality of a Divine Revelation, and the nature 
of the Holy Spirit’s agency by means of which that Revelation 
has been imparted to mankind. ‘The co-operation of the Holy 
Spirit for such a purpose has been termed ‘ Inspiration ;’ and 
the evidence already adduced, in order to exhibit the character 
of this peculiar influence, has consisted principally of inferences 
from certain phenomena presented by the Bible, as well as from 
the structure of its various parts. An important subject, there- 
fore, still remains untouched, the consideration of which, as stated 
on a previous occasion, has been necessarily postponed :'-—I mean 
the direct evidence which the sacred writers themselves supply. 
The connexion of this branch of our inquiry with what has pre- 
ceded is too obvious to require comment : a few preliminary re- 
marks, however, may serve to strengthen the combined force of 
the two lines of proof, and to illustrate the general tendency of 
the course of reasoning here pursued. 

I would observe, therefore, that if the fact of a Revelation 
having been given be not questioned ; and if the Bible be, con- 
fessedly, the repository of such a communication from God,’— 

~ 2 See Lecture iv. p. 140. 
? Even those systems which profess to be founded on a new revelation unite with 

the Christian in admitting the Divine authority of the Bible. Thus Mohammed was 
content to appeal to the facts of Scripture as precedents: “ Verily we have revealed 
our wlll unto thee, as we have revealed it unto Noah, and the prophets who suc- 
ceeded him, and as we revealed it unto Abraham and Ismael, and Isaac and Jacob, 
and the tribes, and unto Jesus, and Job, and Jonas, and Aaron, and Solomon; and 
we have given thee the Koran as we gave the Psalms unto David,” &c. &c.—Sale’s 
Koran, ch. iy. &e. &e. See Dr. Henderson’s work entitled “ Divine Inspiration,” p. 11. 
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there is the highest possible presumption, @ priori, that a certain 
degree of Divine assistance has been superadded, for the purpose 
of enabling the authors of this record to compose their narratives 
with perfect accuracy, and to transmit the Revelation to others 
in. its original purity. If this Revelation was intended for men 
in every age,—-and so much, at least, the nature of the case en- 
titles us to assume,—on what grounds can any doubt be cast on 
the credibility of God’s having specially commissioned certain 
agents to hand down the history of it to future times, or of His 
having bestowed upon them such aid as would ensure that the 
knowledge which He had disclosed should be preserved free from 
all alloy of human imperfection ? Such precautions, in fact, are 
no more than what any man, who has made a great discovery in 
some department of science, is sure to take, if he only desire that 
the knowledge of his discovery should not be lost. Nay, when 
we bear in mind that so many astonishing miracles have been 
performed in order to convey this Revelation: to man, and to 
bring to pass the system of things which it announces, we feel 
instinctively inclined to presuppose that God cannot have with- 
held the far less striking miracle of providing against error in 
the documents which preserve it... When we remember, too, 
how vast a space of human history is included in the narratives 
of which the sacred volume is composed, this presumption be- 
comes still stronger. Without such superhuman guidance, it is 

We are told, moreover, that the Mohammedan Doctors teach that both the Gospel 
. and the Koran were predicted in the Old Testament. In the “Specimen Hist. 
Arabum,” by Abul-Faragius, we read: ‘Porro asserunt Islamitarum docti, factam 
fuisse mentionem Mohammedis in libris a Deo demissis, sc. in Lege, isto textu; 
‘Venit Deus a Sina, et ortus est. a Sair, et manifestatus est a monte Paranis’ (Deut. 
XXxiii. 2): quibus verbis indicari dicunt descensum Legis ad Mosem, Evangelii ad 
Jesum, et Alcorani ad Mohammedem.”—(Pococke’s transl., pp. 14 and 183.) It is, 
in like manner, one of the articles of the Mormon “ Creed:’—‘ We believe in the 
word of God recorded in the Bible.” - 

* To this effect Bishop Warburton observes: “They [the Apostles] worked mir- 
acles, they spake with tongues, they explained mysteries, they interpreted prophe- 
cies, they d:scerned the true from the false pretences to the Spirit: and all this for 
the temporary and occasional discharge of their ministry. Is it possible, then, to 
suppose them to be deserted by their Divine Inlightener when they sat down to the - 
other part of their work; to frame a rule for the lasting service of the Church ? 
Can we believe that that Spirit, which so bountifully assisted them in their assem- 
blies, had withdrawn Himself when they retired to their private oratories; or that, 
when their speech was with all power, their writings should convey no more than the 
created fallible dictates of human knowledge? ‘To suppose the endowments of the 
Spirit to be so capriciously bestowed, would make it look more like a mockery than 
a gift. And to believe all this would be a harder task than what (the Deist tells us) 
religious credulity imposes on us.”—On the Office of the Holy Spirit: Works, vol. iv. 
p- 561. 
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inexplicable, considering the contents of the Bible, that just so 
much should have been placed on record, and no more.'< Were 
we to admit that any portion of Scripture has resulted from the 
unaided exercise of human judgment or of human faculties, it 
would always be possible to argue that the historian has omitted 
much information which it concerns us to know, or that he has 
preserved many facts which are trivial or unnecessary ; that he 
hag but partially or imperfectly handed down the communica- 
tion from heaven ; that such or such a fact has not been reported 
with accuracy ; or, in fine, that some particular expression or 
doctrine has not been conveyed to us as God intended :—espe- 
cially in cases where the subject matter of the narrative appears 
strange, or opposed to human preconceptions. If we had never 
heard of the difficulties which have been urged against Inspira- 
tion—if we had never opened the Scriptures themselves—could 
the suspicion have ever occurred to any fair mind, that God may 
have thus left to all the chances of human fallibility the history 
of that Revelation which (it is assumed) He has given to His 
creatures, instructing them in their duties, and unfolding to them 
His decrees ?*—above all, when we know, as a matter of fact, 

that in every age an unhesitating conviction has been expressed 
by the Jewish, and subsequently by the Christian Church, that 
the different portions of the Bible have been composed under the 
immediate direction and impulse of the Holy Ghost. Now if all 
this must appear highly credible to any unprejudiced inquirer, 
who had never opened the pages of Scripture, it remains for us 
to see whether, having opened its several Books, and studied 

their contents, such credibility either diminishes or disappears. 
The value of the inspired writers’ own statements is naturally 

of the highest order.* Those statements fully confirm the here- 

! Take, for example, the Gospel narrative. §S. John’s account embraces but few 
of the particulars recorded by the Synoptists ; while they, in turn, omit all mention 
of such facts as the raising of Lazarus, the prophecy of Caiaphas, &c. Indeed we 
are expressly told that no record has been preserved of “ many other things which 
Jesus did.”—8. John, xxi. 25. 

? Of. Tollner, “Die gottl Kingebung der heil. Schrift.” s. 148 ffi—‘ Fiir Leute, 
welche nicht nur die Eingebung sondern auch die Wahrheit und Glaubwiirdigkeit der 
heiligen Schrift bestreiten, schreibe ich nicht.”—s. 149. 

3 In considering the evidence supplied by the statements of Scripture itself, I 
would observe that the full bearing of the different texts can only be appreciated 
when we regard them as combined in one argument—an argument, moreover, which 
must not be separated from the other proofs adduced. The opponent cannot be per- 
mitted to pass judgment upon the several statements of the sacred writers in detail, 

. 
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ditary doctrines of the Church upon the subject of Inspiration, 
as well as complete that testimony where it is, of necessity, de- 
fective ;—for the authors of Scripture alone could bear direct 
evidence to the fact, that they had received revelations from God, 
or that they had been inspired to compose the sacred narrative. 
Every other species of evidence must either be traced back to 
that of the writers themselves, or have been founded partly on 
the tokens of miraculous power which they displayed, partly on 
the information supplied by other agents of God, who were sim- 
ilarly endowed. We naturally expect, as I have said, to find in- 
formation on this matter in the pages of Scripture. When we 
read this account, so minute and circumstantial, of the various 
disclosures which God has made to man, we cannot believe’ that 
no information has been imparted as to the amount of care taken 
to ensure the purity of the documents in which they are pre- 
served.. Were the Bible altogether silent upon this subject, we 
can easily picture to ourselves the use which would be made of 
such a fact ; but when the very reverse is the case, as I now pro- 
ceed to show, the force of the argument which thence results, in 
proof of the perfect inspiration of all the parts of Scripture, 

and to argue that such or such a passage of Scripture does not, taken separately, sup- 
port the whole weiglit ui the conclusion which it is sought to establish on the basis 
of all combined. Nor, indeed, can justice be done to the reasoning by which the in- 
spiration of the Bible is proved, were either the force of the direct evidence to be 
estimated merely by the foree which will still be retained, after all evasion, by its 
constituent parts taken singly; or were such evidence to be considered apart from 
the many collateral proofs which have been adduced in confirmation, To borrow the 
admirable illustration of Bishop Butler when speaking of the “evidence of Chris- 
tianity,’—The evidence for Inspiration combines many things ‘‘of great variety and 
compass * * * making up, all of them together, one argument; the conviction 
arising from which kind of proof may be compared to what they call the effect in 
architecture or other works of art; a result from a great number of things so and so 
disposed, and taken into one view.”—Analogy, Part 11. ch. vii. 

‘ In saying this, I take for granted, as a matter of fact, that we possess in the 
Bible a written narrative of God’s Revelation to man;—a narrative, too, which can 
be shown to have been composed in accordance with a Divine command (see supra, 
Lecture ii. p. 53, &c.; and znmfra, Lecture vii). I do not, therefore, in any way 
contravene the following important principles laid down by Bishop Butler: ‘We 
are in no sort judges by what methods, and in what proportion, i were to be 
expected that this supernatural light and instruction would be afforded us. * * * 
Nay, we are not in any sort able to judge whether i were to have been expected, 
that the revelation should have been committed to writing; or left to be handed 
down, and consequently corrupted by verbal tradition. * * * It may be said, 
‘that arevelation * * * which was not committed to writing * * * would 
not have answered its purpose.’ I ask, what purpose? It would not have an- 
swered all the purposes, which it has now answered, and in the same degree; 
but it would have answered others, or the same in different degrees.”—Analogy, 
Part U. ch. iii. 
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will best’ be estimated by reflecting upon the desperate efforts 
which have been made to evade it.’ 

And, first of all, as to the titles which have been appropriated 
to the sacred writings. This collection of documents is styled, 
either absolutely and simply “‘ Scripture,” in the singular ; or 
‘the Scriptures,” in the plural :*—the term “ Scripture,” more- 
over, being on more than one occasion* used as if it were synony- 
mous with its Author, where, from the references to the Old Tes- 

?T cannot avoid alluding to the manner in which Perrone copies, as one may say, 
the words of the most extreme Rationalists, in his desire to prove that the authority 
of the Church is the sole ground for our belief in the inspiration of Scripture. He 
argues thus: “Seclusa Ecclesie auctoritate nulla alia nobis superest via ad divinam 
sacrorum librorum inspirationem internoscendam nisi aut Scriptura ipsa, aut antiqua 
documenta, aut intrinsica queedam librorum illorum proprietas. * * * Porro nihil 
horum ad rem conficiendam valet.” In reply to the second and third members of this 
alternative, see Lecture ii., and Lecture i. p. 46, &c, As to the first, Perrone writes: 
“Non Scriptura ipsa; nuspiam enim Scriptura declarat quinam singillatim libri 
Spiritu S. afflante conseripti sint, quinam vero nequaquam. Et quamvis nonnulla 
hue illue afferantur dicta tanquam oracula a Spiritu 8. dictata, hee precise non 
afficiunt integrum librum ex quo peculiaria illa testimonia promuntur, ita ut presse 
inferri possit ac debeat, librum integrum cum omnibus suis partibus fuisse Spiritu 8S. 
afflante conscriptum. Si interdum legitur ‘omnem Scripturam esse divinitus in- 
spiratam’ ejusmodi effata nonnisi de libris Vet. Test. accipi possunt, idque sane gen- 
eratim, sic ut semper incertum maneat quinam libri singillatim Spiritu .S. afflante, 
fuerint exarati, seu quinam illam ‘omnem Scripturam’ Spiritu 8. inspiratam revera 
constituant.”—Prelect. Theol., vol. ii. par. ii. cap. 2. p. 89. The resemblance of this pas- 
sage to the following statement of Bretschneider is very remarkable: ‘“ Dasselbe gilt 
von den Stellen, wo sich die Apostel den Geist zuschreiben, und in seiner Kraft zu 
lebren versichern, wie 1 Kor. ii. 4 ff. Denn daraus folgt, dass sie den Geist hatten, 
dass also der Inhalt ihrer Lehre, Lehre des Geistes sei, keineswegs aber, dass ihnen 
der Geist ihre Schreiben dictire. Noch weniger mag 2 Tim. iii. 16, beweisen, da dort 
Paulus vom alten Test. spricht, und nicht von seinen eignen oder andern neutesta- 
mentlichen Schriften.”—Handb. der Dogmat., B. i. 8.393. Indeed the Roman Catholic 
theologian goes further than the Rationalist; especially when he replies as follows to 
the argument in support of the inspiration of the Old Testament, derived from the 
manner in which Christ and His Apostles refer to it: “ Formule quas Christus et 
Apostoli adhibuere vage ac generales sunt. * * * Multo vero minus ex generalibus 
illis formulis constare nobis poterit singulas uniuscujusque libri partes fuisse inspi- 
ratas.”—Perrone, loc. cit. p. 97. 

2 "H ypag7. 8. John, ii. 22; Acts, viii. 32; Rom. iv. 3, &., &e.; ai ypadai, S. Matt. 
xxii. 29; S. Mark, xiv. 49; S. Luke, xxiv. 27; 8. John, v. 39, and passim. 

* “The Scripture (7 ypad)), foreseeing that God would justify the heathen through 
faith, preached before the Gospel unto Abraham, saying, In thee shall all nations be 
blessed.” —Gal. iii. 8; while in Gen. xii. 1-3, we read: *‘ Now the Lord had said unto 
Abram, Get thee out of thy country * * * unto a land that 1 will show thee 
* * * and in thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed.” Again, 8. Paul 
writes: “The Scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised 
thee up,” &ec—Rom. ix. 17; words which Mr. Alford paraphrases as follows: ‘“ The 
Scripture (identified with God, its Author: the case, as Tholuck remarks, is different 
when merely something contained in Scripture is introduced by # ypao7) Aéyec: there 

yp. is merely personified. The justice of Tholuck’s remark will be apparent, if we 
reflect that this expression could not be used of the mere ordinary words of any man 
in the historical Seriptures, Ahab or Hezekiah,—but only where the fext itself speaks, 
or where God spoke, or, as here, some man under inspiration of God) saith to Pharaoh.” 
Cf. also the gzeneral mode of quoting the Old Testament in the Epistle to the 
Ilebrews. 
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tament, the Author can be no other than God Himself. As might 
be expected, the term is generally applied to the Old Testament ; 
the New Testament Canon not haying been as yet completed... 
In one instance, however, 8. Paul’s Epistles are implicitly referred 
to by 8. Peter under this name,’ and are, consequently, declared 
by him to be inspired ; since in all the fifty places where the term 
“Scripture” occurs elsewhere in the New Testament, it is em- 
ployed solely with reference to that collection of writings which 
the Jews regarded as the “oracles of God ;’”’—-or, to speak more 
accurately, perhaps, it is applied only to the Old Testament, and 
to those portions: of the New which had been composed at the 
time ; for no argument which has hitherto been advanced ex- 
plains away the fact that our Lord’s words in the Gospel, ‘ the 
laborer is worthy of his hire,” are quoted verbatim as “ Scripture” 
by 8. Paul, in the same sense as the passage from the Pentateuch 

which is coupled with them.’ We also find distinctive epithets 
added :—“ The Prophetic Scriptures ;’”* or “ Prophecy of Serip- 

1 “yen as our beloved brother Paul also * * * hath written (éypawev) unto 
you; as also in all his Epistles * * * in which are some things hard to be un- 
derstood, which they that are unlearned and unstable wrest, as they do also the other 
Scriptures (6¢ kai 7 d¢ Louxdce ypagdc).”—2 8. Pet. iii. 15, 16. \“‘ Peter reckons Paul’s 
Epistles, while the author was still alive, among the ypa@ac, Holy Scriptures.”—Hug, 
Hinleitung. Th. i. § 17. 4te Aufl. s. 101. 

2 See Wordsworth, ‘On the Canon,” p. 185. Hence, in the language of the 
New Testament, the term ypag7 must be understood, in the strictest sense, as @ proper 
name. 

3 §. Paul, referring to the provision which the Church is bound to set apart for its 
ministers,—a duty to which he has elsewhere (1 Cor. ix. 14) adverted as being what 
“the Lord hath ordained”—writes: ‘‘For the Scripture saith (Aéyec ydp 7 ypady), 
‘Thou shalt not muzzle the ox that treadeth out the corn’ [Deut. xxv. 4]. And, 
‘The laborer is worthy of his reward’ ("Agzo¢ 6 épyary¢ Tot probod aitod).”—1 Tim. 
v.18. The words of the second quotation are nowhere to be found in the Old Testa- 
ment: but our Lord, prescribing to the Church the same duty to which the Aposile has 
here adverted, on one occasion observes (to the “ Twelve”), a&to¢ yap 6 épy. Tij¢ Tpod7jC 
airoo—S. Matt. x.10; and on another (to the “ Seventy”), a&:u¢ ydp 6 épy. rod probod 
airot—S, Luke, x. 7. It surely will not do to say, with Wiesinger, im loc.: “If he 
[S. Paul] desired to support this dictum by an authority, he would have appealed, as in 
Acts, xx. 35 [where, be it observed, S. Paui adduces an wnwritten saying of Christ], 
or 1 Cor. ix. 14, to the Kipvoc, and not to the Gospel of his helper Luke [whose words, 
however, S. Paul literally copies], including this along with the Old Testament under 
i) ypaoyj. * * * The words, ‘the Scripture saith,’ are therefore not to be con- 
nected with this citation, and Calvin is right when he says, ‘citat * * * quasi 
dictum proverbiale, quod omnibus dictat communis sensus. Quemadmodum et 
Christus quum idem dicebat nihil aliud quam sententiam proferebat omnium consensu 
approbatam.,’ ”—s. 524. 

It may be observed, that the Apostle here combines the Old and the New Testa- 
ment under the title ypa@7, when addressing the same person to whom he subse- 
quently writes, tdoa ypad) Oedrvevoroc—2 Tim. ili. 16. 

4 “ Made known by the Scriptures of the Prophets (did te ypagav TpOgrTeK@V),) —— 
Rom. xvi. 26. ; 
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ture ;”' or the significant phrase “ Scripture given by Inspiration 
of God.” In fine, there are the two emphatic expressions “‘ the 
Holy Scriptures,” and “the Hallowed Writings,”*—the latter 
being the technical phrase by which the Jews were wont to des- 
ignate the Books of the Old Testament.‘ There exists, however, 
an important distinction between the ideas which these two ex- 
pressions convey, although our English Version represents them 
as being equivalent. The epithet “Holy” Scripture intimates 
the special relation of the Bible to God the Holy Ghost ;° and in 
this sense it is that the Apostle defines “‘all Scripture” as , 

1 Tlpogyreia ypadijc.—2 S, Pet. i. 20. 
2 Tpagn Georvevotoc.—2 Tim. iii. 16,—an expression which may be illustrated by ‘ 

the New Testament phrase, év IIveduate [Oeod], as denoting the state in which the 
Divine influence was felt: see supra, Lecture iii. p. 129, note. Thus, having quoted 
our Lord’s words: “ How then doth David in Spir it call Him Lord,” &c. (S. Matt. 
xxii. 43),—S. Gregory of Nyssa observes: obxody rH duvapet Tod [veiparor oi Beogo- 
povpevor TOV aylov éurvéovrat. Kal Ota TodTO Taoa ypag? Gesrvevoroc AéyeTat, Ola TO 
Tig Oeiac éurvetcewc eivat diWacxadiay.— Cont. Eunom, Orat. vi. t. ii. p. 605. We 
may also compare the words of the text prefixed to the present Lecture (1 Cor. ii. 13) 
with the statement of David himself: ‘The Spirit of the Lord spake by me, and His 
word was in my tongue.”—2 Sam. xxiii. 2. Cf too, imd Ivetparoc ‘Ayiov 
@epopevor EAGAHGAaY dd Ved dvpwror.—2?2 S. Pet.i. 21. To which illustra- , 
tions of the force of Gedmvevaroc may be added the analogy of a similar term likewise 
employed by S. Paul alone: ‘‘Ye yourselves are taught of God (Geodidaxror) to love | 
one another.”—1 Thess. iv. 9. (Cf. didax7o) Ocoi—S. John, vi. 45) As further illus- 
trating the signification which such a compound term as deorvevotoc must have con- 
veyed to the mind of a Jew, we may compare the following form of expression: ‘‘ The 
holy Law made and given by God (rij¢ dyiag nai Oeoxriotov vouofectac)”— 
2 Mace. vi. 23; and also that of Philo—e 6 XNpnoru Adyra—already quoted, Lec- 
ture ii. p. 67, ‘note 1, According to some, who follow the analogy of the word 
amvevoTog which lias an active sense (‘without breath, breathless, Od. v. 456: hence 
lifeless’—L. and §.), Gedrvevarocg = spirans Deum, or, as we may say, “plenus Deo,” 
without much affecting the signification. Baumgarten Crusius considers analogy to 
be decisive in favor of this active sense: ‘Die active giebt noch-den angemessenen 
Zusammenhang: was den gottlichen Geist in sich hat, wiirkt auch durch diesen 
auf das Leben ein.”—Grundziige der bibl. Theol., s. 235; and he considers that the 
Apostle in order to express this idea employs Georvevorov, uot mpogyrixov (Rom. 
Xvi. 26). 

3 Tpadat dytat—Rom.i.2; and 7d lepd ypduuara—2 Tim. iii. 15. The 
English Version translates i in both places, “the Holy Scriptures.” 

4 See Hiaivernick, “ Kinleitung,” Th. 1. Abth. i. s. 79; who compares “the distine- 
tion between iepo¢ and dyioc ; sacer and sanctus ;” (e. g. “*Ayioc, Sanctus, ut dylo- 
TdT vyodwy, Callim. H. in Del. (275) Plut. in Probl.. T7 62 ry29 wovodaww adbrov iepdv, 
Kai dytov, kad dovidov, ubi lepdv Kai dytov, pro Sacrum et Sanctum ponit, quod yocabulo 
composito Latini Sacrosanctum appell: ant.” —H. Stephanus, Thesaur. Gr. Ling., ed. 
Valpy, vol. iii. p. 1331.) Havernick also calls attention to the following illustrations 
of the sense in which ‘Iepa yodupara must have been undetstood (ef. supra, Lecture 
ii. p. 70, note ’): Josephus, having quoted Daniel’s exposition of Nebuchadnezzar’s 
dream, adds, that if any of his readers desires to know more on the subject : orovda- 
oaTw Td BiBAtiov dvayvevat Tob Aavujiov" etpyjoet 02 TodTo év Toi¢g Lepoig ypdp- 
aoe —Antiq., lib, x. x. 4 t. i. p. 535. Speaking of the Therapeutse Philo writes : 
‘Evrvyxdvovrec yap totic lepoi¢c ypadupact, daAocapovat Thy TaTpLay dLAocodiar, 
ddAnyopoivtec.—De Vita Contempl., t. ii. p. 475. 

® See supra, Lecture i. p. 24, &e. 

16 
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‘given by Inspiration of God.” The designation ‘ Hallowed 
Writings” refers to the human recognition of these sacred com- 
positions ; which are, accordingly, elsewhere described by the 
same Apostle as containing ‘‘the ancient covenant” between 
God and man.’ Weare also to note how 8. Paul, when about to 
be withdrawn from the scene of his labors,’ unites these two senses 
in his final instructions to his disciple and successor ; and how 
he combines an assertion of the practical value of “ the Hallowed 
Writings,” with the statement of the source whence their vitality 
is derived. ‘‘ The Hallowed Writings,” he argues, “have power 
to make thee wise unto salvation, because Scripture, in all its 
parts, is given by Inspiration of God.” 

Ido not pause to consider the objections which have been 
urged against the rendering of this passage.* Without entering 

1 “Until this day, remaineth the same vail untaken away in the reading of the Old 
Testament (ti¢ maAatde dvabijKyc)”—2 Cor. iii. 14. See Havernick, loc. cit. ; who points 
out the reference to certain written documents which is contained in the expression 
TH dvayvecet ; to which is added in explanation, yvixa dv dvayivooxyntat Moiojc.— 
ver. 15. Of. ‘And he [Moses] took the Book of the Covenant”—Exod. xxiv. 7; 
“ And the Lord said unto Moses, Write thou these words: for after the tenor of these 
words I have made a covenant with thee, and with Israel” —xxxiy. 27; together with 
the phrase 3iBAiov rig duabyxnc, 2 Kings, xxiii, 2 (LXX.): see also Ecclus. xxiv. 23 ; 
1 Mace. i. 54. : 

? The idea that this passage forms the parting admonition and rule of action be- 
queathed by S. Paul to Timothy has been beautifully expressed by 8. Chrysostom, 
who explains the connexion of the words as follows :—The Apostle naturally consoles 
his disciple, since he was about to impart a great sorrow. If Elisha, who to the last 
had accompanied his master, rent his garments when he beheld him departing, and 
thé glory of his departure,—what must one so beloved, so loving, have suffered, upon 

_ hearing that the life of his instructor was drawing to a close,—a life, too, the last mo- 
ments of which it was not to be his lot to soothe? Therefore, before he announces 
his approaching death (2 Tim, iv. 6, 7), S. Paul proceeds to administer consolation: 
‘and this in no ordinary way, but in words adapted to comfort him, and fill him with 
joy. * * * ‘For I am now ready to be offered up,’ he says. For this reason he 
writes: ‘All Scripture is given by Inspiration of God, and is profitable,’ &e. All what 
Seripture? All that sacred writing, he means, of which I was speaking. This is said 
of what he was discoursing of ; about which he said, ‘ From a child thou hast known 
the Holy Scriptures.’ All such, then, ‘is given by Inspiration of God;’ therefore, he 
means, do not doubt. * * * Thou hast the Scriptures, he says, in place of me. 
If thou wouldest learn anything, thou mayest learn it from them. (Avr é“o70, 
onal, Tag ypagag Exerc’ ek Te BodAa pabeiv, éxeiHev dvvion.) * * * 
And if he thus wrote to Timothy, who was filled with the Spirit, how much more 
unto us !—Homil. ix. in 2 Tim., t. xi. p. 715..(Oxf. transl., p. 249.) 

3 Td lepd ypaupara oldac Ta Ovvauevd Ge cudica ei¢ owTypiav Od TioTEwc Tie ev 
X. I. Ikdca ypady Oedrvevatog Kai odédtpoc mpdg didackadiay, x, tT. A.—2 Tim. iii. 
15, 16. ‘ 

* Thus Bishop Middleton observes :—‘“‘ This is one of the texts usually adduced 
in support of the inspiration of the Jewish Scriptures; but it has been doubted whether 
the rendering of the English Version be the true one. * * * Mr. Wakefield re- 
marks, that the ‘ Authiopic alone of the old Versions does not omit xa/, and that the 
Ethiopic is with him equivalent to all the rest in a difficult or disputed passage.’ - 
Notwithstanding this declaration, Mr. W., without assigning any reason, renders in 
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upon the grammatical or other difficulties,’ it is manifestly im- 
possible, however we translate the words, that S. Paul could have 
meant by them anything else than the whole body of the Old 
Testament writings ; since no Jew,—and he was addressing a man 
of Jewish descent, to whom he had just appealed as being versed 
in the sacred literature of the nation,—could have attached any 
other meaning to his language, or could have supposed that, in 
the expressions here employed, some particular writings only, or 

- certam portions of them, were referred to as the work of the 
Spirit of God.* This passage, indeed, does no more than apply 
the general principle laid down by 8. Peter in each of his 

- Epistles, namely, that tne Spirit of Christ ‘* was in the prophets ;” 
and that “holy men of God spake as they were moved by the 
Holy Ghost.’” 

defiance of the Aithiopic, ‘every writing inspired by God is useful,’ &. I agree, how- 
ever, with him in his translation of tdésa ypaoyn * * * and I take the assertion 
to be, ‘every writing (viz., of the jepd ypauuara just mentioned) is Divinely inspired, 
and is useful,’ &e. Ido not recollect any passage in the New Testament in which 
two Adjectives, apparently connected by the Copulative, were intended by the Writer 
to be so unnaturally disjoined.”—Doctrine of the Greek Article, Rose’s ed., p. 391. On 
the other hand, Dr. Pye Smith translates: “ Every writing Divinely inspired [is] also 
profitable for instruction,” &e.—on which one may ask how is the absence of éari to 
be accounted for? “It is evident (continues Dr. Smith) that the Apostle, in ver. 16, 
resumes distributively what he had before advanced collectively : so that ‘every writ- 
ing Divinely inspired’ is a description, by which the Apostle designates each and every 
one of the writings comprised under the well-understood collective denomination 72, 
iepa ypuupara, the holy writings."—The Scripture Testimony to the Messiah, vol i. note, 
p- 32. 3rd ed. 

' Winer (“Grammatik,” Abschn. iii. § 17, s. 104), lays down the following general 
Canon respecting the use of the article. “The article stands before a substantive con- 
hected with md¢ in the singular, when this adjective describes the totality of the ob- 
ject, and is to be translated ‘the whole ’—e. g. ‘the whole city—rdoa 7 mo6Auc—S. 
Matt. viii. 34; xxi. 10.” Cf S. Matt. vi. 29; S. Luke, ii: 1. When. on the other 
hand wd¢ denotes some object out of a multitude, and is to be rendered ‘every,’ the 
article is wanting”’—cf. dv dévdpov—S. Matt. iii. 10; tdoa gdpayS—S Luke, iii. 5. 
This Canon does not, however, apply to the case of proper names: e. g. Herod “ was 
troubled and all Jerusalem (xaca ‘lepoc.) with him”—S. Matt. ii, 3; ‘‘ Let the whole 
house of Israel (rac olxog "lopazj7.) know, &e.”—Acts, ii. 36 (cf ereBAewe mae oiKog 
‘lopayz—1 Sam. vii. 2, 3; dricw ravtd¢ oixov 'lovda—Neh. iv. 16) :—where oik. 'Iap., 
according to the Old Testament usage, and the practice of the LXX. (ef. yapyoovver 
vixov "lopay7—Judith, viii. 6): takes the nature of a proper name. So also, in the 
New Testament, in the words rd mp03aTa Td dxodwddra oixov lopajAzA—S. Matt. x. 6, 
and xv. 24. Now if any term can strictly claim the title of a proper name, from its’ 
exclusive application to a single object, assuredly ypa@7 is such.—See supra, p. 240, 
note *. 

? Tollner (“ Die géttl. Eingebung,” s. 228) well observes, that S. Paul must have 
expected that Timothy would understand the terms which he employed in the same 
sense which the Jews of his time were accustomed to affix to them. If, on the other 
hand, dissenting from the well-known doctrine of the Jews as to the inspiration of 
their sacred books, the Apostle-nevertheless made use of expressions which they 
could only understand in a sense different from that which he desired that his words 
should convey, he has written so as to confirm an error, 

8 The prophets searched ‘‘ what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in 
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The point of view from which the Apostles thus regarded the 
Old Testament suggests an immediate answer to the questions, 
How did they judge of their own writings ? and, By what prepos- 
sessions on the subject of Inspiration were they influenced ? 
While they plainly announced their belief that the Old. Testa- 
ment is the work of the Holy Ghost, they, with equal distinct-_ 
ness, proclaimed, as a leading doctrine of the Gospel, that in their 
days spiritual gifts were diffused in a greater measure than in any 
former age. If, therefore, they regarded the Old Testament as 
authoritative and infallible, because it was ‘ given by Inspiration 
of God,” no less authority and infallibility must they have as- 
‘cribed to the writings composed by themselves —bountifully en- 
dowed, as they were, by the same Divine Spirit. _ This inference 
would be legitimate, even if we could not point to any express 
statement respecting that supernatural assistance which they re- 
ceived as authors of the New Testament. Let us merely conceive 
that they did not depart from the whole frame of thought which 
prevailed around them, and we can at once confidently pronounce 
as to their estimate of those portions which they themselves con- 
tributed to the Canon of Scripture. But if their express state- 
ments on this subject be taken into account, it is of itself manifest 
that they who, as Jews, well knew what was the signification of 
the words “the Spirit of the Lord fell upon me,” must have ap- 
prehended, in a similar manner, the meaning of the promises of 
Christ which we are about to consider: and we may safely infer 
that in every exigency they counted upon, and failed not to re- 
ceive, a degree of aid and guidance corresponding to that by 
which the prophets had been directed, and of which the prophets 
also had had previous assurance. Thus, when Moses had pleaded 
—‘“‘O my Lord, I am not eloquent * * * but I am slow of 
speech, and of a slow tongue ;” ‘‘ the Lord said unto him, Who 
hath made man’s mouth? * * * have not I, the Lord ? 
Now, therefore, go, and I will be with thy mouth, and teach thee 
what thou shalt say.”” And that this promise was not to rest 

them did signify ;” and again, “ The things which are now reported unto you by them 
that have preached the Gospel unto you with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven.” 
—1§. Pet. i. 11, 12: see also 28. Pet. i. 21. 

1 Exod. iv. 10-12. Cf “My Spirit that is upon thee, and My words which I 
have put in thy mouth”—TIsai. lix. 21; “The Lord said unto me, Say not I am a 
child * * * whatsoever I command thee, thou shalt speak. * * * Then the 
Lord put forth His hand, and touched my mouth. And the Lord said unto me, Be- 
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here, but that it was to apply to the succession also of prophets 
after Moses, was again expressly declared by Jehovah Himself : 

_ “TJ will raise them up a Prophet from among their brethren like 
»unto thee, and will put My words in his mouth; and he shall 
speak unto them all that I shall command him :”’—words which, 
as the context proves, must have related in their primary sense 
to the Prophetic Office in general, although ‘they were fully real- 
ized only in the Person of Christ. rR 

To the New Testament writers similar assurances were given. 
We are told that Christ, on four distinct occasions’ previously to 
His passion, promised His Disciples the assistance of the Holy 
Ghost ;—the promises of. Divine aid which He gave them after 
His Resurrection being altogether subsidiary to His former state- 
ments.’ The first occasion on which such an assurance was given 

hold I have put My words in thy mouth.”—Jer. i. 7-9. “I am full of power by the 
Spirit of the Lord * * * to declare unto Jacob his transgression and to Israel - 
his sin.”—Micah, iii. 8. 

’ Deut. xviii. 18. It has often been argued that these words refer exclusively to 
a single individual, and consequently to the Messiah alone. But the context seems 
decisive against this view. The contrast with the false prophets, which is there in- 
stituted, requires us to understand a plurality of individuals opposed to them; while, 
as nothing in the passage points to a single person endowed with special prophetic 
gifts,—so everything suggests the application to the collective body of the true pro- 
phets of Jehovah. The use of the singular number,—n*>) “a Prophet,”—has, indeed, 
been strongly pressed in opposition to the admissibility of this interpretation: but we 
have an exact parallel in the use of the singular 757, “a King”—Deut. xvii. 14-20. 
The occasion, too, on which Moses employed this form of speech at once accounts for 
it. His design, in the book of Deuteronomy, is to announce each crisis in the future 
history of his nation: for it is bis duty, as Legislator, to provide for each exigency 
which is to come. He accordingly declares that, whenever need may require, a true 
prophet shall appear in Israel. The greater the need, therefore, and the longer the 
interval during which this promise might remain suspended, the more distinguished 
must “be the fulfilment of the prediction; and in this consideration we see the force 

_of the allusions in the New Testament.—Acts, iii. 22; vii. 37. Even without such 
allusions, indeed, we might of ourselves discern how Christ alone has fully realized 
this Theocratic ideal of Prophecy,—He who has accomplished for the human race, 
what the prophets attempted for a single nation: but still the fact of the primary 
reference of the words remains unaffected. The following conclusions result: (1.) 
All prophecy, which is not of Hebrew origin, is excluded by the Law (ef. ver. 15— 
“from the midst of thee, of thy brethren’—7-nN2 727p72). (2.) Every true prophet 

~ must resemble Moses (“like unto me”—*272>): i. e. there can. be no opposition be- 
tween the earlier and later revelation of God: the one being a necessary continuation, 
and development of the other. (3.) The prophet must receive a special call from Je- 
hovah (“The Lord thy God will raisetup'\—o7>") ;—herein consists the distinction 
between the Prophet and the Priest. (4.) By virtue of this special appointment, such 
a Prophet represents Jehovah to the people:—Jehovah “puts His words in his 
mouth” (ver. 18); and the prophet speaks “in His name,” (ver. 20). And thus, as 
has been already observed (Lecture iv. p. 156), the Law, without calling forth the full 
activity of Prophecy, recognised its existence, and announced its privileges. See 
Hiivernick, “ Einleit,” Th. 1. Abth, ii. s. 9 ff. 

? See C. F. Fritzsche, “De Revelat. notione Biblica,” p. 54. 
3 E. g.+'‘‘Behold I send the promise of My Father upon you,” &¢c.—S. Luke, 

xxiv. 49. Cf Acts i. 8. 

— 
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was when He instructed and sent forth the Twelve, as we read 
in the tenth chapter of 8. Matthew’s Gospel ;* the second was 
during that discourse to His disciples which has been preserved 
in the twelfth chapter of 8. Luke ;’ the third was on the third 
day of the week in which He suffered, “as He sat upon the Mount 
of Olives ;’* and the fourth promise is contained in the discourse 
which §. John has recorded in the fourteenth and following 
chapters of his Gospel. These passages are at once reducible to 
two classes ; the three former being so similar in their import 
that they may be considered together, and apart from the fourth. 

I. Each of the passages of which the first class consists ex- 
presses the same idea :—‘‘ When they deliver you up, take no 
thought how or what ye shall speak ; for it shall be given you in 
that same hour what ye shall speak: for it is not ye that speak, 
but the Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you.”* In such 

1 Ver. 19, 20. See, infra, note *. 
2 “ When they bring you unto the synagogues, and unto magistrates, and powers, 

take ye no thought (1) jeepyvyonte): for the Holy Ghost shall teach you in the same 
hour what ye ought to say.”—S. Luke, xii. 11, 12. 

* 8. Mark, xiii. 3; see Wieseler, “ Chronol. Synopse der vier Evang.,” s. 393. 
The forms of this promise are as follows: “When they shall lead you, and deliver 
you up, take no thought beforehand (7) mpoepiuvdte) what ye shall speak, neither 
do ye premeditate: but whatsoever shall be given you (6 édv doOj dutv) in that 
hour, that speak ye: for it is not ye that speak, but the Holy Ghost. rg, Mark, xiii. 
1l. ‘Settle it therefore in your hearts, not to meditate before (7) mpouederav) what 
ye shall answer: for I will give you (Ey ydp déow *uiv) a mouth and wisdom, 
which all your adversaries shall not be able to gainsay or resist.”—S. Luke, xxi. 14, 
15. Cf. “They were not able to resist the wisdom and the Spirit by which he [S. 
Stephen] spake.”—Acts, vi. 10. 

4 "Orav 0? rapadidGatv v bude, 7) pEpyuvnonre mach Tt AaAnonte Sofpaerat » yap buiv 
év Exeivy TH Wpa Th Aahjoere ob yap tpeic gate ol Aadodvtec, dAAG TH Tvedua tov Ila- 
Tpd¢ buav TO Aadhodiy év duiv.—s. Matt. x. 19, 20. Perrone attempts to evade, as fol- 
lows, the force of these texts; arguing against the method adopted by Michaelis, of 
infer ring the epee of the Books of the New Testament from the inspiration of 
the Apostles: “Sic, e. g. Matt. x. 19, 20, loquitur Christus de fortitudine quam, pre- 
sidibus coram positi, discipuli Sui essent patefacturi, atque de Sapientia qua sua es- 
sent daturi responsa: idem dic de Lue. xii. 11, 12; Mare. xiii. 11; et iterum Lue. 
xxi. 14, 15.”—loc. cit. p. 98. It is to be noticed, in addition to what I have already 
said, p. 239, note |, that this is precisely the argument by which Le Clere (next to 
Spinoza, the chief assailant of Inspiration during the 17th century), has attempted to 
evade these same‘texts. Having quoted S John, xvi. 13, and S. Luke, xii. 11,—of 
which he observes, ‘‘ Ce sont les ‘deux passages les plus formels, que l’on puisse citer 
sur cette maticre,”—Le Clere proceeds: ‘‘ Pour commencer par le dernier, je remarque 
premi¢rement, qu'il ne promet point une inspiration perpétuelle, mais seulement en 
certaines occasions, savoir quand les Apétres seroient conduits devant les tribunaux 
des juges.”—p. 240. In such situations, he adds: “on reconnoit sans peine qu’ils par- 
lent avec beaucoup de pieté et de cowrage, mais il semble quw’ ils ne disent rien qu’ on 
ne puisse bien dire sans inspiration. * * * Au reste, on ne peut pas trouver 
étrange que par le S. Esprit, ou Esprit de Dieu, on entende Esprit de sainteté et de 
constance que I’ Evangile inspire,” &e. —Sentimens de quelques Theolog. de Hollande, 
Lettre xi., p. 243, &e. 
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words Christ plainly declared that they should be guided by a 
real positive influence from without. A marked distinction is 
drawn between the result of their own judgment and what the 
Spirit of God was to effect ;—the expression “it is not ye that 
speak” being placed in strong contrast to the assurance that ‘ the 
Spirit of their Father should speak in them.” The three prom- 
ises' which we are now considering embrace, moreover, all the 
public occasions on which the Apostles could be called upon to 
defend themselves, whether before councils or synagogues, before 
governors or kings. In every such case the assurance is to the 
same effect—‘ Take no thought beforehand what ye shall speak, 
neither do ye premeditate ; but whatsoever shall be given to you 
in that hour, that speak ye: for it is not ye that speak, but the 
Holy Ghost :” where the objective nature of the Divine influence 
is denoted by the words ‘ it shall be given you,” which are con- 
tinually employed by the New Testament writers to express this 
fact. Thus, 8. Peter subsequently speaks of “‘ the wisdom given” 
to “our beloved brother Paul ;”’ and 8. Paul himself writes : 
“When James, Cephas, and John perceived the grace that was 
given unto me.”? The practical signification, indeed, of all such 
assurances may be briefly illustrated by the words with which a 
New Testament prophet, Agabus, introduced his prediction : 
“Thus saith the Holy Ghost.’” 

In connexion with this class of promises, and as the fittest ex- 
planation of their design, we must bear in mind the language of 
Christ to the Eleven shortly before His Ascension—‘ Go ye, 
therefore, and make disciples of all nations * * * teaching 
them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you : 
and lo! Iam with you alway, even unto the end of the world.’* 
The inference from such words, regarded as the sequel of the 
former passages, is plain. If any confidence is to be placed in 
the Gospel narratives, repeated pledges were given from the lips 
of the Son of God Himself, that xo occasion should arise during 
the course of their ministerial labors in which*the Holy Ghost 
should not instruct them “how and what they should say :’—in 
other words, that in every exercise of their Apostolic office, both 

1 Kara tiv So0eicar airs codiay.—2 8. Pet. iii. 15. 
2 Tvévrec rv yaoi tiv dobeiody jot.—Gal. ii. 9. 
3 Tdde Aéyer TO Uvetua 70"Ayiov.—Acts, xxi. 11. 
4 8. Matt. xxviii. 19, 20. 
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the. form and the substance of their statements" should be given 
them “in that same hour.”? We know that this was the inter- 
pretation which the Apostles themselves placed upon their Lord’s 
words ; and hence 8. Paul entreats the Ephesians to pray on his 
behalf ‘that utterance might be given unto him, that he may 
open his mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the Gos- 
pel” Such assurances of Christ’s continued presence with them 

iu their teaching are most conclusive ; for it cannot, surely, be 
regarded as either just or reasonable to maintain that the Divine 
influence guarded the Apostles from error when orally conveying 
the Truth to their hearers ; but that they were left to all the 

hazard of human fallibility when instructing by letter their con- 
verts in Corinth or Colosse,—when writing to the Twelve Tribes 
‘“‘which are scattered abroad,” or to “the strangers scattered 
throughout Pontus and Bithynia.’”* 

As to the actual fulfilment of their Master’s promises, the 
sacred narrative enables us ourselves to form an opinion. It has 
been observed, by one of the chiefs of modern Rationalism, that, 
‘if we embrace in historic glance the record of the origin of 
‘Christianity, from the last evening of the life of: Jesus, to the 

_ close of the fifty days next following, it is undeniable that, in that 
short interval, something of a nature encouraging beyond what 
was ordinary must have taken place, to transform the trembling 
and irresolute Apostles of that evening into men exalted above 
all fear of death, who could exclaim before the most embittered 
judges of the murdered Jesus,—‘ We must obey God, rather 
than man,’ ”*® This remark is as just as it is.confirmatory of our « 

\ 

1 See supra, p. 246, note +: mic 7 ti—éc indicating the form, and ti the sub- 
stance of the statements which they were to make. 

2 It is to be remarked that this phrase occurs in each of the three promises :— 
év éxeivy TH Gpa—S. Matt. x. 19, and S. Mark, xiii. 11; év adrq 77 pg—S. Luke, xii. 
12: see also next note. 

8 "Iva wor JobH Adyog Ev dvoiEer Tod GTOuaTSc mov, tv Tappyoig yvepical, kK. T. A.— 
Eph. vi. 19. Cf. Col. iz. 3; 2 Thess. iii, 1; and “Open Thou my lips,” &c.—Ps. li. 
15. In opposition to a common error,—viz., that the Apostles were distinguished 
from the Old Testament prophets, by the fact of being permanently endowed with the 
highest gifts of the Spirit—it appears both from the tenor of Christ’s promises, and 
from S. Paul's practice, as here, of soliciting the prayers of the Church on his behalf, 
that Inspiration, in its highest sense, and as it related to the promulgation of the Gos- 
pel, was not conferred except on special occasions, and for special purposes. Cf. 
supra, Lecture y. p. 221, note *. ; 

4 See supra, p. 236, note, the remarks of Bishop Warburton on this subject. 
6 Dr. Paulus, “ Kommentar,” Th. iii, s. 867—quoted by Tholuck “ Glaubwird- 

igkeit der evang. Geschichte,” s. 371. Tholuck adds that even Strauss admits this 
transformation in the character and conduct of the Apostles to be inexplicable, unless 
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present argument. A transformation of the whole nature of the 
Apostles seems to have followed Christ’$ Ascension, analogous to 
that described in the words of Samuel to Saul: “The Spirit of 
the Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt be turned into 
another man.”* We find these poor fishermen of Galilee, whose 
whole tone of thought and line of conduct before their Lord’s de- 
parture had remained so true to the character of “ unlearned and 
ignorant men,” changed, on a sudden, into the courageous rivals 
of the philosophers and rhetoricians of their age. We see them, 
at first restless from doubts and fettered by prejudice, now im- 
movable in their convictions and alive to each new aspect of the 
Truth. Formerly timid and wavering, they now are fearless and 
resolved. Their delusive dream of temporal deliverance becomes 
a real assurance of eternal Redemption. Their narrow estimate 
of the Divine covenant with their nation expands, under the 
guidance of the Holy Ghost, into the sublime conception of “ the 
Israel of God.” 

That this subjection to the Divine influence was no result of 
their spontaneous efforts, no effect of their own volition, we can 
collect from the language of those who were the subjects of that 
influence, under both the Old and the New Testament. Jere- 
miah tells us that, because the word of the Lord was daily made 
a reproach unto him, he had said, “‘I will not make mention of 
Him, nor speak any more in His name. But His word was in 
mine heart as a burning fire shut up in my bones, and I was 
weary with forbearing, and I could not stay.”* Such, too, is 8. 

SOMETHING extraordinary be supposed to have oceurred during this interval. The 
Apologists, he observes, with justice insist upon the fact that—“‘der ungeheure Um- 
schwung * * * sich nicht erkldren liesse, wenn nicht in der Zwischenzeit ETWAS 
ganz ausserordentlich Ermuthigendes vorgefallen wire.” —Jbid. 

11 Sam. x: 6, ; 
2 This idea has been finely expressed by 8S. Gregory the Great: “Tune Petrus 

negavit in terra, cum latro confiteretur in Cruce. * * * Ecce gaudet Petrus in 
verberibus, qui ante in verbis timebat. Et qui prius ancillie voce requisitus timuit, 
post adventum Sancti Spiritus vires principum eczsus premit.”—Jn Evang. Hom. 
xxx. lib. ii, t. i. p. 1580. 

3 Jer, xx. 8,9. See also the seventh verse, the force of which is lost’ in the Eng- 
lish Version: the marginal reading, howeVer, approaches the true meaning—‘O 
Lord, thou hast deceived me, (marg. “ enticed”) and J was deceived (marg. “ enticed” :) 
thou art stronger than I, and hast prevailed: I am in derision daily,” &c.—where the _ 
original conveys a sense still stronger than “enticed ;” denoting—“ Thou hast put 
forth Thy powers of persuasion ("277n=2), and I have suffered myself to be persuaded 
‘(mbx),” ds Gesenius renders:—“‘mnD, Niph.—sibi persuaderi passus est ; Pi.—per- 
suasit alicui (reiw) Jer. xx. 7.” Cf. ‘Is not My Word like a fire, saith the Lord 
and like a hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces ?”’—Jer. xxiii. 29. See also Ps, 
XExKIx. 2; 3. 
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Paul’s express assertion with respect to the urgency of the Di- 
vine impulse :—‘ Though I preach the Gospel, I have nothing 
to glory of : for necessity is laid upon me ; yea, woe is unto me, if 
I preach not the Gospel !’” 

II. Those sayings of our Lord recorded by 8, John, which 
conveyed to the Disciples the second class of promises above re- 
ferred to, come next under consideration. Here too, as in the 
other passages which have been already dwelt upon, the gift of 
the Holy Ghost forms the subject of the assurance : “I will pray 
the Father, and He shall give you another Comforter, that He 
may abide with you for ever,—even the Spirit of Truth ;’” to 
which it is subsequently added that their Master’s presence was 
to be supplied in such a sense that His departure would prove a 
real good: “ It is expedient for you that I go away ; for, if I go 
not away, the Comforter will not come unto you.”’ ‘The Apostles 
who had followed their Divine Teacher during His sojourn on 
earth were, no doubt, acquainted with the facts of His life: but 
there was, as yet, no object of Christian’Faith, in the true sense 
of the term, until the Lord had been received into glory, and had 
triumphed over death and the grave. When He was removed 
from them, and His words no longer served as their guide, it be- 
came indispensable that His Presence should be supplied. The 
suggestions of the Holy Ghost were then required in order to 
qualify them for their future labors :—to develop the full signifi- 
cation of the great events of which they had been spectators, and 
which now lay before them as matters of history ; to give them a 
just insight into the Divine counsels ; to enable them to insert 
in their teaching, without interweaving any heterogeneous ele- 
ment, each particular circumstance as it contributed to the eluci- 
dation of the general scheme ; to remind them of what had 
passed, without any distortion of the whole series of facts ; and, 
in fine, to disclose the future so that they might be able to de- 
cide, without error, in all the exigencies which should befall the 
Church. And this, in point of fact, is what the language of Christ 

1 1 Cor. ix. 16. Compare the language of Amos, the analogy of whose history 
to that of S. Paul has been pointed out supra, Lecture iv. p. 162: ‘*Surely the Lord 
God will do nothing, but He revealeth His secret unto His servants the prophets. 
Tne lion hath roared ; who will not fear? The Lord God hath spoken ; who can but 
prophesy ?”—-A mos, iii. 7, 8; see also ch. vii. 15. 

2 TO Iveiua rie ’AAnVeiac.—S. John, xiv. 16, 17. 
*§ John, xvi. 7. 

, 
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here amounts to, The Holy Spirit; Who was thenceforward to 
supply His. Personal Presence, is emphatically described as ‘“ the 
Spirit of Truth,’ by Whose agency the most essential features 
of the Gospel were to be gradually unveiled : ‘ At that day ye 
shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in Me, and I in you.”* 
The influence of their Divine Guide shall be directed, they are 
told, to the attainment of two separate ends ;—the additional 
information to be imparted by the Comforter being contrasted 
with what the Disciples had already learned from their Lord, 
while “‘He spake unto them, being yet present with them.” 
“The Holy Ghost,” shall not only ‘ bring all things to their re- 
membrance, whatsoever Christ had said unto them ;” He shall 
also ‘‘teach them all things :”—thus not only reproducing the 
doctrines which they had already heard, but imparting fresh 
knowledge from the treasures of Divine Truth.? For the recep- 
tion of such spiritual gifts, and for the due performance of their 
future duties, the Disciples had been qualified by having been 
companions of their Master during His earthly pilgrimage. 
“When the Comforter is come, Whom I will send unto you from 
the Father, even the Spirit of Truth which proceedeth from the 
Father, He shall testify of Me, and ye also shall bear witness, 
because ye have been with Me from the beginning.” Here it is 
manifestly implied that the Holy Ghost was further to testify of 
Christ ; and, therefore, that the future knowledge of His follow- 
ers was not to be confined to what they had heard from Himself ; 

an inference which is fully established by the additional state- 
ment: ‘‘ I have yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot 
bear them now : howbeit, when He, the Spirit of Truth, is come, 
He will guide you into all truth * * *™ He will show you 
things to come. * * * He shall take of Mine, and shall 
show it unto you.”* In these words the Lord plainly intimated 
that the guidance of the Spirit was designed to supply the need 
which the Apostles had of still further instruction, he influence 

1 §. John, xiv. 20. 
2 “These things have I spoken unto you, being yet present with you. But the 

Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in My name, He 
shall teach you all things, and bring all things to your remembrance whatsoever I 
have said unto you.”—ZJbid. xiv. 25, 26. 

* §. John, xv: 26, 2. 
4 Tbid. xvi. 12-15. Cf. the remarks of Steudel, “ Ueber Inspiration der Apostel 

und damit Verwandtes,” published in the Tubingen Journal for 1832 (Heft ii. s. 
128 ff). 
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of the Holy Ghost was to be exerted, not merely in reproducing 
with infallible accuracy what they had heard from Christ, or in 
guarding them from all error in their inferences from the facts of 
His life, but also in suggesting the knowledge of “ the many 
things” which i a still to say to them, but which they could 
not then “ bear.”~ In fact, our Lord here distinguishes the two 7 
elements of the Divine agency to which I have so repeatedly 
called attention, under the names of Revelation and Inspiration, g 
He separates that exercise of supernatural power which is truly 
creative and derived from the Eternal Word, through the Spirit, > 
and which consists in disclosing new truths,—from that distinct 
agency of the Spirit Himself whereby “ all things are brought to 
remembrance.” (It is not said, ‘the Spirit shall teach you alla 
things which I have told you ;’—such matters He was to recall tov 
their recollection ; but He was to unfold those new features of > 

the Gospel scheme which had not, as yet, been communicated toz 
mankind. \ Of this fact we shall presently examine some striking 
instances : meanwhile, it may be noticed here, that the extent 
of this latter Assurance completely removes the idea that the 
spiritual aid which it announced was to be confined to such 
contingencies as might appear to have been more specially im- 
pled in the ‘former group of promises ; namely, when they should 
be brought “unto the synagogues, and unto magistrates, and 
powers.”"& We can also infer from the language of 8. John that 
the additional instructions of the Holy Ghost were to bear the 7 
same stamp of infallibility as those which had been imparted by + 
Christ Himself. On no just or reasonable interpretation does this 
promise lend the slightest color to the notion that the guidance 
into truth, and preservation from forgetfulness to which it refers, 
related merély to the ‘leading truths’ of the Gospekx The plain 7 

inference from such expressions as “all the truth,” and “shall 9 

. * See supra, p. 246, note ?. 
-  ? T have adopted this rendering of rdoav r)v dAyferav in S. John, xvi. 13 (where 
Tischendorf and Lachmann, after Codices A and B, read tiv dAnfevay wacar), instead 
of that given in our English Version “all truth,” chiefly for the purpose of noting that 
the argument which I have founded on the passage is unaffected by the adoption of 
cither translation. Bishop Middleton, who translates ‘all the truth,” does not speak 
with perfect certainty, observing: ‘It is frequently difficult, and even impossible, to 
ascertain where the Article should be used before abstract Nouns; yet there is not 
the same difficulty when such Nouns are preceded by wdc¢.”—loc. cit. p. 258. In what- 
ever manner the words are to be translated, it is manifest, on the one hand, that our 
Lord assured His Disciples that they should be divinely guided in every particular 
which related to the preaching of the Gospel; and, on the other hand, that He did 

‘ 
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< teach you all things,” is simply this, that when the Apostles acted 
< in any way as the official teachers of Christianity, not only was 
every species of error to be excluded, but new truths also were 
eto be unfolded, as need required > 

The character and extent of our Lord’s assurance in this pas- 
sage of itself supplies a complete answer to a modern theory of 
Inspiration which is founded: upon a misconception opposed in 
the last Discourse." According to this theory, there was no 
peculiar spiritual gift conferred upon the sacred writers :—their 
pre-eminence over others consisting merely in their greater op- 
portunities of becoming acquainted with the facts of their great 

. Teacher’s life ; and in their having received the truths of Chris- 
tianity as they were enunciated by Himself. The: spiritual 
guidance bestowed upon them was, it is maintained, identical 
with that in which all Christians, less favorably circumstanced, 
equally share : its effect, in the case of the Apostles, being nothing 
more than an opening out, and a developing of certain results 
from their previous experience, and awakened spiritual life.* The 

not promise to impart to them supernatural information in every department of human 
knowledge: To draw such an inference from His words would be to violate the most 
elementary principles of reasoning; and to take in a universal sense a term which, 
as the whole tenor of the discourse in which it occurs proves, must be understood in 
a limited sense, and as denoting solely Hvangelical Truth. Archdeacon Hare has de- 
voted several pages, as I venture to think very unnecessarily, to a refutation of this 
exaggerated view of the passage; and I advert to his remark merely for the purpose 
of drawing attention to the following statement: “ Assuredly the misprision of this 
passage has aided in fostering the delusive notion that the Bible is a kind of encyclo- 
pedia of universal knowledge, and that every expression in it bearing however allu- 
sively upon astronomy, or geology, or history, has the same Divine attestation of its 
infallibility as what it reveals concerning God, and concerning man in his relation to 
God. * * * This notion has ever been still more/injurious to Religion than to 
Science: for Science soon overleaps and treads down the fences which are thus 
erected to check it; but as Religion cannot possibly maintain the positions, which she 
is thus engaged to defend, her failure in this field shakes the confidence in her power 
even within her own province.”—The Mission of the Comforter, note B. p. 395. 

In this passage the writer appears to me to have fallen into another extreme. I 
must, however, refer the reader to Lecture viii. infra, for some remarks in reply to the 
general idea thus put forward respecting the fallibility of Scripture when alluding to 
“astronomy, or geology, or history.” 

? See the remarks on the nature of that Scriptural influence which presided over 
the composition of the Bible, as distinguished. from the ordinary graces of the Holy 
Ghost to which the name Inspiration has also been assigned,—p. 230, &e. ; 

? Such is the theory of Elwert, a follower of Schleiermacher, to whose views I 
have already referred, Lecture v. p. 221, note ?; and from whose works Steudel, in 
thé treatise quoted above, p. 251, note 4, adduces the following propositions: “ The 
influence of the Holy Spirit, in the case of the Apostles, was not a suggestion of 
elaborated ideas, and knowledge; still less a dictation of words: but the Spirit wrought 
in them Faith, by virtue of which they appropriated the revelation of Christ; and 
from this revelation, by means of Faith, they developed, in the natural way of re- 
flection, their religious ideas and conceptions. * * * Infullibility is not to be 
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foregoing remarks, of themselves, afford, as I have just observed, 
a sufficient refutation of this theory ; but it is completely sub- 
verted by what the New Testament tells us of the two great 
preachers of Christianity, 8. Peter and 8. Paul.’ 

The most superficial glance at the history of 8. Peter must 
render it impossible to maintain that his statement of Christian 
doctrine on the Day of Pentecost was the mere deduction of his 
own judgment from his previous knowledge of Christ’s lite and 
acts. Should it, however, be regarded as a matter of doubt 
whether his development of the Christian scheme on that occa- 

attributed to them in historical matters of a collateral nature, in unessential points of 
deduction from their ideas, and of statement of doctrine ;—and generally, in anything 
which when compared with the foundation of Faith (regarded as the spirit of Holy 
Scripture), appears to be formal.”—loc. cit. s. 109. In the following number of his 
Journal (s. 3 ff.), Steudel proceeds to examine the statement here made, viz., that in 
the representation of religious truth by the Apostles error could not find room; ad- 
ducing Elwert’s principle, that ‘‘ Christian knowledge is based upon a Christian frame 
of mind.” Referring to this principle, Steudel shows how the source of this writer’s 
error consists in his confounding the two significations of which the expression 
“Christian knowledge” is susceptible. This phrase denotes, (1.) the knowledge, ob- 
tained by revelation or by personal experience or historically, of what Christianity 
imports to be; or (2.) it denotes the manner in which Christian Truth (when the his- 
torical knowledge of it has been already conveyed to us), has been appropriated by 
us, and made our own. In this latter sense our Lord observes: “If any man is 
willing (éayv tue 6247) to do His will he shall know (yvdécerat) of the doctrine whether 
it be of God.”—S. John, vii. 17. Now when Christ again tells the Apostles, “ Z have 
yet many things to say unto you, but ye cannot bear them now. Howbeit when He, 
the Spirit of Truth, is come, He shall guide you into all truth,”—He, assuredly, cannot 
have meant that the knowledge to be thus acquired was of the same nature as that re- 
sulting from the mode of appropriating Divine Truth of which He had formerly_ 
spoken: He must clearly have intended to intimate those new disclosures by the 
Holy Ghost, which, like His own teaching, could subsequently be brought home to - 
the hearts of believers. S. Paul points out the distinction between these two senses— 
“ Knowledge (yvéore [i. e. a mere acquaintance with the facts of Christianity] puffeth 
up, but charity edifieth.”—1 Cor. viii. 1: in other words, the link that unites both 
kinds of knowledge, and stamps the former as genuinely Christian, is “love;” or, as 
S. John declares, “he that loveth not, knoweth not (ov« éyvw) God.”—1 S. John, iv. 8. 
Cf, the language of Eph. i. 17, 18, with the grounds of “ignorance” assigned in ch. 
iv. 18. From the necessity of the Spirit’s influence to evoke in the souls of all Chris- 
tians,—whether writers of Scripture, or members of the Chureh at large—the state 
of feeling here described, the school of Schleiermacher has strangely inferred that no 
other species of Spiritual influence was required in order originally to communicate 
* historical Christianity” to the Apostles. Who, for example, can imagine that when 
S. Paul speaks of “the knowledge of Jesus Christ,” and “ counts all things but loss” 
in comparison with “ knowing Him, and the power of His resurrection ;’—Phil. iii. 
8-10—who, I say, can imagine that the Apostle was not already in possession of the 
whole Gospel scheme? It surely cannot be inferred from the Apostle’s fervent prayer 
for a more personal appropriation of the great truths which he had preached, that he 
had hitherto been but imperfectly acquainted with those truths themselves; or that his 
knowledge of them could have been intermingled with error. See swpra, Lecture iv. 
p. 143, note 

1 Thus passages such as Acts, iv. 8; xiii. 9; clearly imply a special illapse of 
Spiritual influence, distinct from any sense in which Inspiration, as bestowed upon 
Christians in general, can be understood. Cf. supra, Lecture y. p. 221, note %. 
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sion were really a direct result from the inward suggestions of 
the Holy Ghost, such doubt must disappear when the subsequent 
narrative is considered. Were we ignorant, indeed, of the events 
which followed, it might have appeared inconceivable that the 
principle laid down by the Apostle in this his first address after 
the descent of the Holy Ghost,—‘‘ The promise is unto you, and 
to your children, and to all that are afar off, even as many as the 
Lord our God shall call,” could have left behind any scruple as 
to the reception of the Gentiles into the Church of Christ. .The 
account, nevertheless, of the ecstatic Vision in the tanner’s house 
at Joppa proves that S. Peter quite misapprehended the bearing 
of these words. No one can assert for a moment that the knowl- 
edge which he derived from that Vision was the result of his pre- 
vious Christian experience. He expressly states that it was a 
completely new disclosure, which he could not have elicited of 
himself, but which God unfolded to his view, in opposition to his 
former prejudices ;’—a fact which clearly indicates that, when 
need required, the Holy Ghost poured new light upon certain of 
the Apostles’ own statements which had not previously been 
illuminated, even for themselves.’ »We further learn from the 
sacred historian. that even this revelation did not remove all oc- 
casion of doubt.* It settled, it is true, the controversy as to the 
reception of the Gentiles into the Church: but the question of 
discipline still remained open ; and this difficulty was only solved 
after protracted discussion,’ and by the renewed guidance of the 

1 Ka rdow toi¢ cig waxpdv.—Acts, ii. 39. 

* §. Peter said to the company at the house of Cornelius: “Ye know that it is 
an unlawful thing for a man that is a Jew to keep company, or come unto one of an- 
other nation; but God hath showed me that I should not call any man common or un- 
clean. "Acts, x. 28; cf. ver. 14, 15. See Steudel, loc. cit. s. 7. It may be well to 
observe, that S. Peter in this memorable discourse conveys in six verses (ver. 36-41) 
an epitome of the Gospel of S. Mark. In ver. 36, 37, is defined the point of time 
from which the Synoptical Gospels date the opening of Christ’s ministry: ver. 38 
details His Unction by the Holy Spirit from which that ministry and its miraculous 
course proceeded: ver. 39 indicates the events in which the Evangelists were called 
to bear witness: ver. 40, 41, comprise the Lord’s Crucifixion, Resurrection, and how 
He appeared to the disciples, together with His eating and drinking with them “after 
He rose from the dead.” Of. Thiersch, “ Versuch zur Herstell,” s. 111. 

3 See supra, Lecture v. p. 202, note ? 
4 “And certain men which came down from Judea taught the brethren, and said, 

_ Except ye be circumcised after the manner of Moses, ye cannot be saved.” —Acts, 
xv. 1, &. 

5 “And the Apostles and elders came together for to consider of this matter. 
And when there had been much disputing (cvfy77cew¢), Peter rose up and said,” &e.— 
ver. 6, Us 
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Holy Ghost.’ Thus we see how very gradually the whole truth 
burst upon the Apostles. Not even 8. Peteér’s Vision displayed 
it on all its sides; and hence, even of ourselves, we can discern 
how truly Christ could say of the revelations to be subsequently 
given, ‘‘ Ye cannot bear them now.” 

Fresh light is cast upon the nature of the Spirit’s agency in 
the case of the Apostles by the statements of 8. Paul, in his 
Epistle to the Galatians. In that Epistle he pointedly and re- 
peatedly declares, and, as one might almost say, goes out of his 
way to insist upon the fact, that never, durig many years of 
his labors as a preacher of the Gospel, had his intimacy with 
the other Apostles been such as that from it his knowledge of 
Christian doctrine could, m anywise, be explained.* As he 
dwells, with emphasis, on the additional circumstance that, in 
his final interview with the chief pillars of the Church, he had 
proved his perfect agreement with them in doctrine, and that 
those great Apostles had made no new disclosures to him,’ it 
must have been his own peculiar acquirements which caused them 
to acknowledge him as a person qualified above others for la- 
boring among the Gentiles, and to entrust to him “ the Gospel 
of the uncircumcision.” Without a special revelation, the knowl- 
edge which 8. Paul thus claims for himself could only have been 
obtained from the most intimate converse with the other Dis- 
ciples of Christ ; we are compelled, therefore, to admit, in the 
absence of any such converse, that the effect of the Divine influ- 
ence was far different from that of merely casting new light 
upon particulars of which he had been previously aware. Had 
the promised aid of the Holy Ghost been merely designed to 
unfold the sense of what Christ had taught while on earth ;— 
did the Inspiration of the Apostles, in short, merely consist in 

1 “Tt seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and to us (Edofe ydp 76 Hvetuare td ‘Ayiw 
Kal quiv).”—ver. 28. See infra, p. 268, note 7. 

* “T certify you, brethren, that the Gospel which was preached of me is not after 
man; for I neither received it of man, neither was I taught it, but by the revelation 
of Jesus Christ. * * * When it pleased God * * * toreveal His Son in 
me * * * immediately I conferred not with flesh and blood: neither went I up 
to Jerusalem to them which were Apostles before me: but I went into Arabia. 
* * “ Then after three years I went up to Jerusalem to see Peter, and abode with 
him fifteen days. But other of the Apostles saw I none, save James the Lord’s 
brother. * * * Then, fourteen years after, I went up again to Jerusalem. * * * 
And when James, Cephas, and John, who seemed to be pillars, perceived the 
grace that was given unto me (riv ydpw tv dobeiody por),” &e—Gal. i 
and ii. 

8 'Euol yap of doxotvtec oder kpocavébevto.—Gal. ii. 6. 
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the fact of the Divine Spirit kindling a new 7ife in their souls 
by which a greater degree of clearness was diffused over their 
former ideas ;—how can we account for 8. Paul’s disclaimer of 
all the human means which alone could have enabled him to 
acquire any accurate knowledge of our Lord’s teaching ? We 
can only explain this passage in his Epistle, therefore, by admit- 
ting that the Apostle had received a direct revelation from Christ, 
imparting to him new truths, and giving him a more comprehen- 
sive insight into the doctrines of Christianity. 

8. Paul’s express statement to this effect is illustrated, in an 
interesting manner, by the fact that although he was the bearer of 
the inspired decree of the Council of Jerusalem to the Churches,’ 
—which decree, be it observed, related to the very question dis- 
cussed in his Epistle to the Galatians,—he never alludes to this 
decision of the Council ; nor does he, in any part of his writings, 
appeal to its authority.” Of the historical facts made known to 
8. Paul by immediate revelation, and which enabled him to dis- 
pense with the ordinary sources of information, I need only men- 
tion the Institution of the Eucharist ; the knowledge of which 
he expressly tells us he had “ received of the Lord.”* 

The facts, to which attention has been drawn in these latter 
remarks, afford examples of how the promise was accomplished 
that the “ Comforter” was to teach the Apostles all things. 
Christ’s additional assurance, that all things were to be brought 
to their remembrance, was no less accurately fulfilled. This cir- 
cumstance the sacred writers expressly take notice of, and inti- 
mate by the established formula—nrjo0noav, Thus 8, John, hav- 

ing related the question of the Jews, ‘“‘ What sign showest Thou 
unto us ?” and our Lord’s reply, ‘‘ Destroy this Temple, and in 
three days I will raise it up,’—goes on to explain, “ But He 
spake of the Temple of His Body: when, therefore, He was 

1 Acts, xv. 25. 
? Thiersch (‘‘ Versuch zur Herstell.,” s. 81), on the other hand, considers this fact 

to be merely a proof that the Epistle of the ‘Council of Jerusalem” was not regarded 
as conveying permanent commands, or as a sacred document. To which I would 
answer, that the opposite conclusion seems established by the manner in which 
“James and all the elders” subsequently appealed to this same Epistle: “ As touch- 
ing the Gentiles which believe, we have written (or rather “ enjoined ‘by letter,” 
éreoreiAcuev), and conelnded,” &e.—Acts, xxi. 25. Cf. infra, p. 268, note 2. 

* “T have received of the Lord, that which also I delivered unto you; that the 
Lord Jesus, the same night in which He was betrayed,” &e.—1 Cor. xi. 23. Cf£ ch. . 
xv. 3, &e. 

17 
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risen from the dead, His Disciples remembered that He had said 
this unto them.” om ain, as the same Evangelist observes more 
fully :—‘‘ These things hapa not His Disitelve at the first : 
but when Jesus was glorified, then remembered they that these 

things were written of Him, an that they had done these things 
unto Him,.’” Or, to quote a still more apposite example : in the 
account of another inspired historian we read that 8. Peter, when 
describing to those “‘ that were of the circumcision” the descent 
of the Holy Ghost in the house of Cornelius, takes occasion to 
observe,— Then remembered I the word of the Lord, how that 
He said, John indeed baptized with water, but ye shall be bap- 
tized w ith the Holy Ghost.” 

It has been already noted, when referring to the accounts 
transmitted to us in the Sonal Gospels of the promises of 
Divine guidance which Christ gave to His disciples, that we are 
ourselves able to form an opinion as tothe manner in which those 
promises have been fulfilled. The same remark may also be made 
as to the accomplishment of the assurance recorded by 8. John. 
How aptly each speech or saying, recorded by the different sacred 
writers, corresponds to the speaker’s exact position ; how the 
language of Christ soars above the range of human expfession, 
and is, in all the Gospels, stamped with a unity and a sublimity 
peculiarly its own ;—how, on the other hand, the various traits 
of individual character are preserved in the case of each person- 
age whose history or words are introduced by the Evangelists, or 
in the Acts of the Apostles ;‘—all such topics have been often 
and forcibly dwelt upon. To take a single instance ; how com- 
pletely does that precious fragment of one of our Lord’s dis- 

1S. John, ii. 18-22. Cf ver. 17, where Ps. lxix. 9 is quoted, with the remark— 
“Fis Disciples remembered (év jobnoar) that it was Se &e. 

2S. John, xii. 16. Cf 8, Luke, xxiv. 8. 
5 Acts, xi. 16. See the ‘remark of Tholuck on ‘s. John, ii. 17: ‘Wie sie bei 

solchen Anfuhrangen durch die iiberraschende Ueberstimmung der Sache geleitet 
wurden, zeigt die Formel éuvnobnoav.’—Comm. zum Ev. Johan., s. 87. 

4 A competent judge has observed of the Acts of the Apostles : “Tt deserves par- 
ticularly to be remarked that 8. Luke has well supported the character of each person, 
whom he has introduced as delivering a public harangue, and has very faithfully and 
happily preservéd the manner of speaking which was ‘peculiar to each of his orators.” 
J. D. Michatlis, Introduction to the New Testament (Marsh’s transl., vol. iii. part 1. 
p- 332). Take, as a single example, the often quoted fact by which the Epistle of 
the Church, Acts, xv. 2 3-29, is shown have been the-composition of 8. James; 
viz. the occurrence in its superscription of the term yaipew which is found in the 
superscription of the Epistle of S. James, but in none other of the New Testament 
Epistles. 
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courses, commencing with the words “‘Come unto Me all ye that 
labor and are heavy laden,’ and which 8. Matthew alone of the 
Evangelists has preserved,'—bring before us the whole genius and 
spirit of those sayings of Christ which are recorded in the narra- 
tive of ‘the Apostle of Love !’ » For those, indeed, who question 
the inspiration of the sacred writers it becomes a duty to explain 
how men uneducated and unrefined, writing, too, without mu- 
tual concert, and harassed as well by internal controversy as by 
external persecution, could ever have painted such a Character’ 
as that of Christ, or how could they have preserved its — 
features inatinidd by any colors reflected from their own.” > Or 

 S. Matt. xi. 28-30. Cf also the statement of ver. 27, and of S. Luke, x. 99, with 
the doctrine which is developed in the opening verses of S. John’s Gospel. Nume- 
rous instances of this same unity of character may be adduced. Compare, for ex- 
ample, as follows: S. John, xii. 25, 26, with S. Matt. x. 38, 39; S. John, iv. 44, with 
8. Matt. xiii. 57; S. John, xiii. 20, with S. Matt. x. 40; S. John, xv. 20, with S. Matt. 
x. 24, &e., &e. Not less remarkable is the agreement of the Evangelists in their nar- 
ratives of events. EE. g. The betrayal of 8. Peter; the anointing of Christ’s feet (ef: 
especially 8. John, xii. 7, 8, with 8. Matt. xxvi. 11, 12); the conduct of Pilate, dc. 
See Tholuck’s ‘“Glaubwiird. der evang. Gesch.,” s. 324 ff; and Gieseler “ Die En- 
steh. der schriftl. Evang.,” s. 137. Hug points out that any apparent difference in 
the features of our Lord’s character, as drawn by 8. John and by the other Evange- 
lists, has arisen solely from the different nature of the subjects of their respective 
Gospels: S. John chiefly referring to Christ’s ministry and discourses in Judea among 
the learned of His nation, to whom it was necessary to expound His high origin, and 
His future destiny; the Synoptists, on the other hand, confining themselves, in great 
measure, to a narrative of the events, in ec and of our Lord’s addresses to the 
people at large. See his ‘‘ Hinleit.” Th. 11. § 57, s. 184. 

* Tt has. been well remarked that no ete expression of a trivial character, or 
which does not convey the most profound truth, has been ascribed to our Lord in the 
Gospels. Compare, on the other hand, the fow sayings attributed to him and pre- 
served by Tradition, which Mr. Jones has collected in his work on the Canon, vol. i. 
p. 408, &e. The Character of oyr Lord, as it stands forth in the New Testament nar- 
rative, in its unity and its. sublimity, is unique in history. Are we to believe, asks 
Quinet (“Revue des deux Mondes,” 1838, p. 495), that the strange mixture of races, 
Hebrews, Greeks, Syrians, Egyptians, Romans, the Grammarians of Alexandria, and , 
the Scribes of Jerusalem,—the worshippers of Jehovah, of Mithras, and of Serapis,— 
have all combined, notwithstandiig their diverse origin, creeds, institutions, and man- 
ners, in inventing, with one spirit, the same ideal? So far, indeed, were the peasants 
of Palestine from having the capacity to develop this ideal, that we find the great 
majority of Christ’s Parables end with the allegation that His doctrine was too sub- 
lime for the people to comprehend. 

4 The truth of this assertion has been denied by Strauss, who alleges that S. John 
not only makes our Lord speak (e. g. ch. iii. 16-21) in ‘that metaphysical strain” pe- 
culiar to the Evangelist himself; but also 8. John the Baptist “that unmystical Old 
Testament Prophet” (i. 15-18: iii. 27-36): on which facts Strauss especially insists, 
terming them, ‘“‘das Hauptmoment in dieser Sache.” In ‘reply Tholuck (loc. cit. s. 330 
ff.) justly asks, on what ground does Strauss assuine that theepassage S. John, iii. 16, 
&e., is anything else than the Kvyangelist’s own inspired comment on his Master’s 
words? It is true that S. John does not mark the transition from ver. 15 to ver. 16; 
but this is an ordinary feature of his style. Thus, in ch. 4. 16-18, the words are as- 
suredly not those of the Baptist ;—ver. 16 (“Of His fulness have all we received, and 
grace for grace”), being obviously a continuation of the words tAjpne ydpeTroc 
kai dAnGeiag in ver. 14, ‘and yer. 15 being inserted parenthetically in order to strengthen 
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when, in the New Testament history, we find details of events, 

of discourses, of parables—the significance of which often de- 

pends upon the force of a single term—all repeated, after the 

lapse of so many years, with every internal mark of truthfulness 

and accuracy,—for example, the discourses preserved in the Gos- 

pel of S. John,—our opponents may again be fairly asked, what 

unassisted human memory could have achieved such a task as 
this ? But here, also, as in the case of the accomplishment of 
the other promises already referred to, we can summon to our aid 
a witness whose testimony is unexceptionable ; whose testimony, 
moreover, shows how weighty an argument the fact now before us 

supplies. ; 
One of the services whicl¢ Strauss has unconsciously rendered 7 

to the Christian cause is the clear light in which he has exhibited 7 
the alternatives between which we have to choose,_$This writer 

has devoted a considerable portion of his elaborate treatise to a 
discussion of two classes of opinions which are logical ‘ opposites ;’ 
and between which he considers the opposition to be that tech- 
nically termed ‘ contrariety :-—in other words, he considers both 
opinions to be false... The one class of opinions is that of the 
Rationalists ; the other, that of the Supernaturalists—as Strauss 

the Evangelist’s statement; for we are to remember that S. John had been the Bap- 
tist’s disciple. Of this mode of writing, ver. 7 affords another example. As to ch. 
iii. 27-36: (1.) The form of the passage ver. 31-36, is in obvious contrast with the 
Baptist’s usual mode of expression; and at once leads to the conclusion that the 
Evangelist himself is the speaker. (2.) This conclusion is supported by the analogy 
of 8. John’s style, of which some instances have been just exhibited. (3.) In ver. 26 
the Baptist states of Christ—‘‘all men come to Him;” while at ver. 32, the Evange- 
list, speaking of a different period, alleges that ‘no man receiveth his testimony :” 
ef. ch. xii. 37. (4.) If we examine the words which 8. John actually does ascribe to 
the Baptist,—viz. ch. i. 19-36, and ch. iii. 27-30—we shall perceive that they either 
are identical with his language as given in the other Gospels, or contain no more than 
what is perfectly explicable as proceeding from one who filled the character of an 
Old Testament Prophet. Mr. Westcott observes: “Though no one will deny that 
S. John was led by his natural peculiarities to dwell chiefly on a certain form of our 
Lord’s teaching, and tc employ a singular phraseology in setting forth its import, yet 
he nowhere attributes the key-words of his system to others: our Saviour still speaks 
in his Gospel as. the ‘Son of God,’ or the ‘Son of Man,’ and not as the ‘ Word,’ or 
‘God.’ "—Elements of Gosp. Harm., p. 68. As to S. John, iii. 10-21, Mr. Westcott, 
like Tholuck, points out that ver. 16 is a parenthesis suggested by the last words of 
ver. 15, and ver. 18-21, a similar commentary on ver. 17.—Jbid. note. ‘ 

1 In the Preface to the first German edition of the “ Life of Jesus,” Strauss writes : 
“The exegesis of the ancient Church set out from the double presupposition ; first, 
that: the Gospels contained a history, and secondly, that this history was a super- 
natural one. Rationalism rejected the latter of these presuppositions, but only to 
cling the more tenaciously to the former, maintaining that these books present un- 
adulterated, though only natural, history. Science cannot rest satisfied with this half 
measure: the other presupposition also must be relinquished.”—Chapman’s transl, » 
vol. i. p. x. London, 1846. 
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terms those who maintain the possibility and the fact of a Divine 
Revelation. Parallel with his series of assaults upon each par- 
ticular of the Gospel narrative, Strauss combats separately each 
of these opinions. {The Rationalist—to borrow Strauss’s own de- 

€ scription—“ firmly maintains the historical truth of the Gospel 
«narratives, and he aims to weave them into one consecutive, 

ue chronologically arranged, detail of facts ; but he explains away 
& every trace of immediate Divine agency, and denies all super- 

fs natural intervention.”- \Accepting as perfectly conclusive this 
writer’s refutation of Rationalism,’ there remain but two systems 

? Ibid. p. 19. Eichhorn and the other Rationalists, continues Strauss, considered 
“the miraculous in the sacred history as a drapery which needs only to be drawn 
aside, in order to disclose the pure historic form.”—p. 21. Of Rationalism in gen- 
eral, and its source, Quinet pointedly observes: ‘Ce syst¢me conservait fidélement, 
comme on le voit, le corps entier de la tradition; il n’ en supprimait que I’ dme. 
C’était I’ application de la théologie de Spinosa dans le sens le plus borné, a la ma- 
niére de ceux qui ne voient dans sa métaphysique que 1!’ apothéose de la matiére 
brute.”’—loc. cit. p. 469. 

* Referring to the efforts of the rationalistic school, and especially of Paulus, 
Strauss observes: “ With regard to this account of the angelic apparition [S. Luke, i. 
26] given by Paulus —and the other explanations are either of essentially similar 
character, or are so manifestly untenable as not to need refutation,—it may be ob- 
served that the object so laboriously striven after is not attained. Paulus fails to free 
the narrative of the marvellous. * * * Paulus has in fact substituted a miracle 
of chance for a miracle of God. Should it be said, that to God nothing is impossible, 
or to chance nothing is impossible, both explanations are equally precarious and un- 
scientific. * * * The natural explanation makes too light of the incredibly ac- 
curate fulfilment of a prediction originating, as it supposes, in an unnatural. overe 
excited state of mind. In no other province of inquiry would the realization of a 
prediction which owed its birth to a vision be found credible, even by the Rationalist. 
* #* * Ts biblical history to be judged by one set of laws, and profane history by 
another ?—an assumption which the Rationalist is compelled to make, if he admits as 
credible in the Gospels that which he rejects as unworthy of credit in every other 
history :—which is, in fact, to fall back on the supranaturalistic point of view; since 
the assumption, that the natural laws which govern in every other province are not 
applicable to sacred history, is the very essential of supranaturalism.” Part 1. ch. i. 
§ 18 (loc. cit. vol.i. p. 110, &c.) Again: “The narrative of the cure of the blind man 
at Bethsaida, and that of the cure of ‘a man that was deaf and had an impediment in 
his speech,’ which are both peculiar to Mark (viii. 22, &c.; vii. 32, &c.), are the es- 
pecial favorites of all rationalistic commentators. If, they exclaiin, in the other evan- 
gelical narratives of cures, the accessory circumstances by which the facts might be 
explained were but preserved as they are here, we could prove historically that Jesus 
did not heal by His mere word, and profound investigators might discover the natural 
means by which His cures were effected. [Strauss adds in a note, “ These are nearly 
the words of Paulus, ‘Exeg. Hand-buch,’ ii. s. 312, 391."] * * * -The com- 
placency of the rationalistic commentators in these narratives of Mark, is liable to be 
disturbed by the frigid observation, that, here also, the cireumstances which are re- 
quisite to render the natural explanation possible are not given by the evangelists 
themselves, but are interpolated by the said commentators. For in both cases Mark 
furnishes the saliva only; the efficacious powder is infused by Paulus and Venturini: 
it is they alone who make the introduction of the fingers into the ears first a medical 
examination, and then an operation; and it is they alone who, contrary to the sig- 
nification of language, explain the words, éritiévat tac yeipac xi trode ddMarAuove, 
‘to lay the hands upon the eyes,’ as implying a surgical operation on those organs” — 
Part u. ch. ix, § 95. (loc. cit. vol. ii. p. 293, &e.) 
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which are, logically speaking, ‘contradictory’ one to the other ; 
that is, one of which must be false, and the other true: namely, 
the system of Strauss himself—according to which the Gospel 
history is a fable,—and that which he justly describes as ‘ the 
doctrine of the Church.” In this point of view, therefore, I ad- 
duce Strauss as a witness In support of that argument for Inspi- 
ration from which this digression has started. When laying 
down ‘‘¢riteria by which to distinguish the wnhdstorical' in the 
Gospel narrative,” Strauss gives as his negative criterion—‘‘ That 
the matter related by an Evangelist could. not have taken place 
in the manner described, when the narration is irreconcilable 
with the known and universal laws which govern the course of 
events,” Of this dogma he gives the following illustration : “ By 
the same rule it is contrary to all the laws belonging to the hu- 
man faculty of memory that long discourses, such as those of 
Jesus given in the fourth Gospel, could have been faithfully rec- 
ollected and reproduced.’” All must admit that evidence more 
unexceptionable as to the fact here stated cannot be adduced ; 
and I build upon it a conclusion which is, as I have observed, the 
logical ‘ contradictory’ of that of Strauss. 

We come next to consider the manner in which the sacred 

writers express themselves as to the result of the Divine influence 
by which, as we have seen, they had been so distinctly assured 
that their words and acts were to be guided. The passages of 
Scripture which bear upon this branch of the subject may be re- 
duced to two classes. The first class illustrates the harmony 
which is assumed to subsist between the Divine and the human 
intelligence ; and affords a striking confirmation of the views re- 
specting Inspiration which have been advocated in these Dis- 
courses. The second class of passages exhibits the manner in 

? This is the usual euphemism employed in modern times as a substitute for the 
more honest adjective—fulse. EK. g. Neander writes: “‘ Matthew (iii. 7) states expressly 
that ‘many Pharisces and Sadducees came to John’s baptism ;’ and the form of the 
statement distinguishes these from the ordinary throng. It seems somewhat wnhis- 
torical that tnese sects, so opposite to each other, should be named together here.. 
* * + Tt does not follow, however, that the mention of the Pharisees is in the 
same predicament: on the contrary, the historical citation of the latter, may have given 
rise to the wnhistorical mention of the Sadducees.”—Life of Christ, § 36. (Bohn’s 
transl., p. 51.) Having noticed Neander’s assertion, Mr. Westcott acutely points out 
that in 8. Matthew’s Gospel alone is the Baptist “ particularly described as address- 
ing the several bodies of the Jewish Churech;” and observes: ‘““S Matthew gives the, 
relation of each religious party of the Jews to Christianity, as S. Luke of each social 
class.” —loc. cil. p. 97. 

? Loc. cit. § 16, vol. i. p. 89. 
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which inspired men claim infallible authority for their own words 
and writings. 

To,in the first place, the texts already anata and especi idly 
those from 8. John’s Gospel, imply that a Presence of the Lord, 
by His Spirit, was to abide with his chosen witnesses. In such 
statements, it is also implied, that there was to be no contrast 
between the Divine and human principles of life ;—no such con- 
trast, I mean, as subsists (to borrow the language of philosophy) 
‘between olject and subject : nor was there to be, on the other hand, 
a merely ‘mechanical,’ or a merely ideal intermixture of the two 
principles ; but a vital ‘dynamical’ combination, or interpenetra- 
tion of the human spirit and the Divine. It is to be inferred, 
therefore, that the effect produced in every such case by the 
Holy Spirit’s influence was a completely harmonious blending of 
the human and the Divine intelligence ; and that the result of 
this combination—whether we speak of the Old or of the New 
Testament—was that distinct energy which has received the 
name of Inspiration. This fact is clearly exemplified by the man- 
ner in which the words of the Old Testament are quoted, and 
are, at times, attributed to their Divine and their human author, 
indifferently.’ For example: Christ, having prefaced His quo- 
tation from one of the Psalms’ with the words, ‘“ David himself 
said by the Holy Ghost,’ immediately adds : ‘‘ David, therefore, 
himself calleth Him Lord, and whence is He then his son ?” 
Again: §. Matthew writes that Christ on one occasion quoted 
the Fourth Commandment with the remark, “‘ For God com- 
manded, saying ;”* while in the parallel narrative of 8. Mark we 
read: “For Moses said, Honor thy father and thy mother.” 

? See supra, p. 239, note *. A striking example is supplied by Christ’s quotation; 
“Have ye not read that He, which made them (0 vowjoac) at the beginning, made 
them male and female; and said (kai eizev), For this cause,” &e.—S. Matt. xix. 4, 5, 
—where kai elxev must be referred to 6 toiyoac: while we know from Gen. ii. 24 
that Adam was the speaker. The inference is obvious: God, by His Spirit, was the 
source from which the sentiment proceeded. 

? Ps. ex., quoted in 8. Mark, xii. 36—Adrd¢ Aavid eitev év rH Iv. tO ‘Ay. In 
proof of the assertion that ‘‘ the Spirit of God and of His Logos spoke in the authors 
of the Psalms,” Sack, observes, that “ David’s own testimony respecting his call to 
speak through the Spirit of the Lord [‘ The Spirit of the Lord spake by me, and His 
Word was in my tongue], 2 Sam. xxiii. 1, 2, is as clear as it is important ; with which 
agrees Christ’s recognition of David having spoken ‘in Spirit’ (S. Matt. xxii. 43): and 

_ the Apostle Peter's recognition of his being a Prophet in the fullest sense of the word 
(Acts, ii. 30)."—Apologetik, s. 280. 

35. Matt. xv. 4; or as Tischendorf and Lachmann read, 'O ydp Ocd¢ eizev. 
* S. Mark, vii. 1O—Mwioje ydp elwev. So also, in S. Luke's account, (xx. 37), 
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Once more ; 8. Paul applied to the Jews at Rome the language 
of Prophecy—‘ Well spake the Holy Ghost by Hsaias the pro- 
phet :” the same passage being cited by 8. John under the sim- 
ple form, ‘‘ These things said Hsaias.”* And this class of illus- 
trations, founded on the manner of quoting the Old Testament, 
may be summed up by the usage, so striking in the Epistle to 
the Hebrews,’ according to which each of the three divisions of 
the former Scriptures—‘ the Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms” 
—is, In express terms, adduced as the language of the Holy 
Ghost. The Old Testament writings, therefore, with reference 
to their inward principle, are described as ‘‘ given by Inspiration 
of God ;” their language being regarded as the language of the 
Holy Ghost: and thus the Evangelist can say, ‘‘ All this was 
done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by 
the Prophet.’” 

From all such passages it is clear, that no artificial line of 
distinction is to be drawn between the human and the Divine 

our Lord quotes Exod. iii. 6, with the words ‘* Moses showed at the bush, when he 
calleth the Lord the God of Abraham,” &c.; while in S. Matthew (xxii. 31) the form 
of citation, “‘ Have ye not read that which was spoken unto you by God,” is given as 
being equivalent. 

‘TO Ilvetua 7d “Aylov éAdaAnoev did ‘Hcaiov—Acts, Xxviii. 25. Taira eimev 
‘Hoaiac—S. John, xii. 41; ef: ver. 38. Origen, commenting on the quotation from the 
Psalms by 8S. Peter, Acts, i. 16 (t7v ypagry iv mpoeizev TO Iv. 7d “Aytov did ctrouatog 
Aavid), profoundly observes: tpocwrorovet TO Lveidua TO “Aytov év Toi¢g mpodyrate, Kal 
édv TpoowTaqnoijay Tov Oedv ovk ~aTW 6 Oedg 6 AdAdv, dAAd Tb Iv. 7d “Ay. ék Tpoad- 
Tov TOU Ocod Aahei Kai idv TpoowroToljon TOV Xprotov, obK EoTiv 6 Xploto¢ 6 AadAdv, 
AAG 7d Iv. 7d “Ay. Ek Tpocirov Tod Xpiorod Aadei. ovTwW Kav TpocwroTOOH TEV 
TpodyTyv, 7) TOV Aadv éxetvov, 7 TOV Aady TodTOV, 7) STL OnTOTE TpOowTOTOLEL, TO “AYLOV 
IIvevua éori 7) wavra Tpoowrxorowodv. Homil. in Act. Apost. t. iv. p. 457. 

* (1.) The references to the description given by Moses of the Holy of Holies, and 
of the rites connected with the Temple-ceremonial, are followed by an exposition in- 
troduced with the words, “The Holy Ghost this signifying.”—Heb. ix. 8. (2.) The 
words of Jeremiah are applied with the remark, “The Holy Ghost also is a witness 
to us."—ch. x. 15, (8.) The elaborate argument founded on Ps. xev. comniences 
thus: ‘Wherefore (as the Holy Ghost saith), To-day if ye will hear His voice.”—ch. 
ili. 7. “In this remarkable Epistle, God or the Holy Ghost is constantly named as 
the speaker in the passages which are adduced from the Old Testament ; and this not 
only in regard to those which are accompanied in the Old Testament by the expres- 
sion, ‘God said,’ but also to those in which some man speaks,—for instance, David, as 
author of a Psalm. Herein is clearly exhibited the view of the author in relation to 
the Old Testament and the writers of it. He considered that God was, by His Holy 
Spirit, the living agent and speaker in them all: so that, consequently, the Holy 
Scriptures were to him purely a work of God, although brought forward by men.”— 
Olshausen, The Genuineness of the N. T: Writings. (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib, p. 
CXXyv.) 

Td pyfty bard Kupiov dua tod mpopjrov—sS. Matt. i. 22; ii. 15; where dz de- 
notes that the Lord Himself was the source of what had been foretold; and dca, in 
contrast with v6, points out the Prophet as the instrument, merely, by which the 
Divine will had been announced. 
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elements of Scripture ; while the Old Testament itself presents 
Revelation to our view as it is incorporated with the realities of 
human life by means of Divine instruction and Divine acts. The 
language and the conduct of men, therefore, become the channels 
whereby God communicates His will; presenting, in some cases, 
a certain opposition to that will: while in others we find perfect 
submission to the training and the guidance of Heaven. @'This 

“ relation of mankind to the Divine Revelation the Old Testament 
“exhibits, not only under the form of external events, but also by 
aheans of dramatic pictures of the inward life of the soul pas in 

«the book of Job, and in the Psalms, where we look, as it were, 
into the very hearts of our fellow-men: where the Omnipotence 
_oof Deity is displayed, not in mastering the phenomena of nature, 
~or controlling the course of history ; but where the strife takes 
place in the world within, and presents to the gaze of all time 
the different aspects of human life in conflict with the Spivit of 
God.A. Hence the profound remark of S/ Athanasius, that the 

Psalms present to each of us a mirror wherein we can see re- 
<Hlected the emotions of our souls.2>>These inspired pictures of the 
inward life of man are to be distinguished from what is more 
properly styled Revelation, partly by the express statements of 
the sacred writers themselves, partly by the manner in which, on 

1 “The more closely we connect ourselves with them [the Psalms], the more will 
God cease to be to us a shadowy form, which can neither hear, nor help, nor judge 
us, and to which we can present no supplication.”—Hengstenberg, Comm. on the 
Psalms, App. vii. (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib., vol. iii. :p. liv.) “What is there necessary 
for man to know,” writes Hooker, “‘ which the Psalms are not able to teach? * * * 
Heroical magnanimity, exquisite justice, grave moderation, exact wisdom, repentance 
unfeigned, unwearied patience, the mysteries of God, the sufferings of Christ, the ter- 
rors of wrath, the comforts of grace, the works of Providence over this world, and 
the promised joys of that world which is to come; all good necessary to be either 
known, or done, or had, this one celestial fountain yieldeth.”—ecl. Polity, B. v. ¢. 37, 
vol. ii. p. 159. Keble’s ed. Nor is this the language of “mere theologians” alone:— 
“David's life and history, as written for us in those Psalms of his, I consider to be the 
truest emblem ever given of a man’s moral progress and warfare here below. AIL 
earnest souls will ever discern in it the faithful struggle of an earnest human soul 
toward what is good and best. Struggle often baffled, sore baffled, down as into en- 
tire wreck; yet a struggle never ended; ever, with tears, repentance, true uncon- 
querable purpose, begun anew. Poor human nature! Is not a man’s walking, in 
truth, always that: ‘a succession of falls?’ Man can do no other. In this wild ele- 
ment of a Life, he has to struggle onwards; now fallen, deep abased; and ever with 
tears, repentauce, with bleeding heart, he has to rise again, struggle again still on- 
wards.” —Hero Worship, by Thomas Carlyle, p. 75. 

2? Kai pot doxet TH WaddAovte yevécbac TovtTove, Gorep koonTpov ele TO KaTavoeiv Kat 
abrov év abroic Ta The puyjc abtod Kujpata * * * Kal bAwe obTwe FxaaTog Warpodg 
mapa Tov Ivevtmarog eipyrat Kal cvuvrétaktat, O¢ ev adbroic, KaIad mpoTEpov eipyTat, TA , 
xuwjara Tie WuxTe Huav Karavoeiobat.—Epist. ad Marcellin., t. i. p. 988. 
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the one hand, the beams of Divine truth penetrate the physiog- 
_nhomy, as it were, of human life ; while, on the other hand (as in 
the book of Job, eet God’s eres has recognised the great 
enigma of eee ) the outlines of that hirodh physiognomy 
are ratill retained: the master-hand of the Spirit preserving for 
our instruction all the features of the portrait; supplying the 
Jover of truth with an infallible key to human knowledge and 
experience ; ; and the most experienced with new pictures of hu- 
man life, in exhaustless variety.’ 

Beirne in the next place, to the New Testament, this same 
fact of the harmony of the Divine and the human intelligence is 
equally clear, although deducible from premises somewhat dif- 
ferent. “ Ye are witnesses of these things,” said Christ ; “ and 
behold I send the promise of My Father upon you.” \ Such was 
the pledge given to the Apostles ; and 8. Peter subsequently as- 
serts its: fulfilment, in words which supply the strongest proof, 
perhaps, which the New Testament affords of the point now un- 
der consideration :—‘‘ We are His witnesses of these things, and 
so is also the Holy Ghost.”* \By thus conjoining the Holy Ghost 
as a Witness with themselves, they claim and assert the accom- 
plishment of the promise already quoted ;—‘‘ The Comforter 
whom I will send unto you from the Father * * * shall 
testify of Me, and ye also shall bear witness ;’ 
which 8. Petes again alludes where he speaks oe finelt and the 
other Apostles as men who “ preached the Gospel with the Holy 

1 To quote again the language of Mr. Carlyle: “‘ Biblical critics seem agreed that 
our own Book of Job was written 2 that region of the world. I call that, apart ° 

. from all theories about it, one of the grandest things ever written with pen. One 
feels, indeed, as if it were not Hebrew; such a noble universality, different from noble 
patriotism or sectarianism, reigns in it. A noble Book; all men’s Book! It is our 
first, oldest statement of the never-ending Problem,—man’s destiny, and God’s ways 

- with him here in this earth. And all in such free flowing outlines; grand in its sin- 
-cerity, in its simplicity; in its epie melody, and repose of reconcilement. There is 
the seeing eye, the mildly understanding heart. -So true, every way; true eyesight 
and vision for all things; material things no less than spiritual: the Horse,—‘hast thou - 
clothed his neck with thunder ?’—he ‘laughs at the shaking of the spear!’ Such living 
likenesses were never since drawn. Sublime sorrow, sublime reconciliation; oldest 
choral melody as of the heart of mankind ;—so soft and great ;—as the summer. mid- 
night, as the world with its seas and stars! There is nothing written, I think, in the 
Bible, or out of it, of equal literary merit.”"—Jbid. p- 78. 

. " Cf Beck, “ Propiid. Entwicklung,” s. 250, 
SPN LeLG ape prupec tovTav. Kai idod,’Eya éar ooréA hea Tv émayyediav Tod 

Tlatpo¢ ov éy bude. —S. Luke, xxiv. 48, 49. 
‘Ka queig éouev poupTvpes TOV bnudtov Tobrev kal 70 Ilveiua 7d “Aycov.—Acts, 

Vv. 32. 
5 ’"Exeivoc paptupyoet mept ’Eyod' cat bueic 0d paptupette.—s. John, xv. 26, 27. 
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Ghost sent down from heaven.”* The New Testament writers, 
in short, express themselves so as to convey the notion that the 
Holy Ghost anp the Disciples—in other words, the Holy Ghost 
by their agency—bore testimony to the Gospel, and made pro- 
vision for the future fortunes of the Church.’ The fact moreover, 
which all such expressions imply, affords a further illustration of 
an important characteristic of the theory which I advocate: forsuch 
statements disclose to us the principle, that God, when bestow- 
ing the guidance of the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles, still em-_ 
ployed those natural’ means whereby their testimony should 
acquire the utmost credibility which wainspired human testi- 
mony could claim: Hence it is that the preaching of the Apostles 
is invariably represented, throughout the entire New Testament, 
as a testimony, and that,peculiar importance is attached to the 
fact of their having been eye-witnesses of the events of Christ’s 
life. This is a point equally insisted upon in the first discourse 
after Pentecost,‘ and in the last revelation of the New Testa- 
ment.’ Such was the qualification required on the part of the 
successor to Judas ;° and such was the proof of his Apostleship | 
to which §. Paul himself appealed.’ Now, bearing this cireum- 

11S. Peter, i. 12. Cf. also 2 Cor. iii. 8, where their ministry is termed 7 dcaxovia 
Tov IIvevpartoc. 

* “Now the Spirit speaketh expressly (To dé Iveta pyroic Aéyer) that in the 
latter times some shall depart from the faith,” &e—I Tim. iv. 1. On these words 
Wiesinger observes: ‘‘The expression /ytT&ec, as also the whole tenor of. the passage, 
teaches us that the Apostle appeals to predictions of the Spirit lying before him ;” 
and these Wiesinger considers to have been our Lord’s prophecy in 8. Matt. xxiv. 11, 
24, or 8. Paul’s own words in 2 Thess. ii. 3, &e., in allusion to Dan. vii. 25; viii. 23; 
xi. 30. Cf 1 8. John, if. 18; 2 8. Pet. iii. 3; 8. Jude, 18. Olshausen, on the other 
hand, considers that S. Paul appeals to a prediction uttered by the prophets of that 
period,—referring in support of this view to Acts, xi. 28 (Agabus); xiii. 1, 2 (“‘ Now 
there were in the Church that was at Antioch certain prophets. * * * And as 
they ministered to the Lord and fasted, the Holy Ghost said,” &¢.); xx. 23 (“The 
Holy Ghost witnesseth in every city, saying (A¢yov) that bonds,” &¢.); xxi. 11 (Agabus 
again prophesies: ‘‘ Thus saith the Holy Ghost,” &c).— Comm. B. v.s. 469. But why 
not adopt the simple explanation that S. Paul refers to a revelation which he had 
himself received ? 

3 See supra, Lecture iv. p. 147. + : 
4 Ob ravte¢ qucic éopev naprvpes.—Acts, fi. 32. Cf. cb. iii, 15; x. 39; 1S. John, 

i. 1-3; 2S. Pet. i. 16-18 
° “Who bare record (!uaptipycev) of the Word of God, and of the testimony (riv 

feaptupiav) of Jesus Christ, and of all things that he saw (6a eidev).”—Rev. i. 2; see 
Lecture iv, p. 163, note %. 

& Acts, i. 21, 22. ‘ 
7 “Am I not an Apostle, am I not free, have I not scen (é6puxa) Jesus Christ our 

Lord.”—1 Cor. ix. 1. Sack appears to me to transgress the limits of warrantable 
speculation in his application of this principle. Having truly observed, ‘dass der 
Mangel unmittelbarer Augen. und-Ohrenzeugenschatt an sich ‘nicht von der Inspira- 

~ 

_ tion ausschliesst”’—he goes on to say: “Auf der anderen Seite ist.es auch klar, 
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stance in mind, if we combine the words of S. Peter, “ We are 
His witnesses, and so is also the Holy Ghost,” with the suggest- 
ive statement of 8S. James, by which he4prefaced the decision of 
the Council of Jerusalem, ‘It seemed good to the Holy Ghost 
AND to USs”’—our Sie non is still further strengthened. ~The 
words “and to us,” can never be taken to represent the Apostles 
as separated from the influence of the Spirit : and whether we 
understand the passage to mean “it seemed good to the Holy 
Ghost working in us ;” or, rather, as signifying the employment, 
by the Spirit, of the personal agency of the Apostles, and that 
His Divine Testimony was conjoined with their human testimony, 
—we equally see the fact expressed of the harmonious combina- 
tion of the Divine and the human intelligence. The language, 
in a word, is that of men who are moved by the Divine impulse ; 
but who do not lay aside their own intellectual individuality, 
which is made use of by the Supreme Intelligence, in order to 
shed a human coloring over the truths which He imparts.” 

dass Mangel an Befihigung, das Thatsichliche zu wissen und zu Area entschieden 
ausschliesst. > —Apologetik, s. 421. 

1 "Edosev yap 7) Uvetware tO ‘Ayiy Kai 7 piv—Acts, xv. ob; “which style,” 
observes Hooker, “they did not use as matching themselves in power with the Holy 
Ghost, but as testifying the Holy Ghost to be the Author, and themselves but only 
utterers of that decree.”—Zicel. Pol, B iii. c. x., vol. i. p. 385. 

? The unhesitating submission of the whole Christian community to thig decree of 
the Council of Jerusalem—which in fact abrogated the literal signification of the 
Law,—was the clearest proof that the Church could have given of its belief in the 
inspired authority of the Apostles, and in the justice of the claim, here advanced by 
them, of combining in their decision their own conclusion with that suggested by the 
Holy Ghost. <A very different interpretation has been given by Bishop Burnet, when 
arguing that this passage affords no support to the authority claimed for General 
Councils: “The Apostles here, receiving no inspiration to direct them in this case, but 
observing well what 8. Peter put them in mind of, concerning God's sending him by 
a speci: I vision to preach to the Gentiles, * * * they upon this did by their 
judgment conclude from thence, that what God had done in the particular instance of 
Cornelius was now to be extended to all the Gentiles. So by this we see that those 
words ‘seemed good to the Holy Ghost’ relate to the case of Cornelius; and those 
words ‘seemed good to us’ import that they [i. e. by their own uninspired judgment] 
resolved to extend that to be a genera] rule to all the Gentiles.” — On the XX XLX. 
Arlicles, Art. xxi. The acute writer seems, however, not to have observed that such 
an interpretation of the passage overturns the conclusion which he sought to build 
upon it. IPf the Apostles, assembled. in Council at Jerusalem, had “ rec eived no in- 
spiration to direct them,”—an assertign which the mere nature of the question they 
were discussing proves to be wholly gratuitous; if, indeed, this were not a case per se, 
and the Apostles differed in no respect from. the members of any future Council in the 

* matter of immediate supernatural aid, then, assuredly, such future Councils must have 
a perfect right to claim authority equal ‘to that of any other which was similarly 
without “inspiration to direct” it. Any Council at the present day may, therefore, 
according to Bishop Burnet’s hypothesis, similarly preface its decrees by the formula, 
“Tt seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us’—in whatever sense these words are 
to be taken, and may fairly demand the same deference for its Canons, as Scripture 

. 
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II. The second class of passages above referred to, in which) 
inspired men claim infallible authority for their own words and 
writings, may now be briefly examined. We have just seen how the 
human testimony of the Apostles was exalted into Divine Tes- 
timony by the co-operation of the Spirit of God. The effect of 
this influence upon their minds cannot be more forcibly illustrated 
than by the confident tone in which all their statements are ad- 
vanced. No honest and merely human historian has ever dared 
to write thus. When recording the minute facts of his history, 
the greater his honesty the less willing is he to express himself 
with too great assurance. The writers of Scripture, on the other 
hand, never admit the possibility of their assertions being erro- 
neous. ‘-need only mention the Preface to 8, Luke’s Gospel. 
Although “many had taken in hand” to record the facts of the 
Life of Christ, this Evangelist takes up his pen to represent them 
with “ unerring accuracy.”’ Modestly though the sacred penmen 
judged of themselves on other occasions, they never drop the 
slightest hint that aught which could be regarded as the effect 
of their former prejudices adheres to their teaching.*? Nay, if the 
doctrine imparted by them is assailed in any of its aspects, they 
reject such opposition with the utmost energy as something per- 
verse, and wholly untenable. This feature of their writings we 
can trace in the language of 8. Paul and §. Peter, of 8. James 
and 8. John*—§, Paul even pronounces the most fearful male- 
diction upon all who advance doctrines contrary to his own: 
“Though an angel from heaven preach any other Gospel unto 
you than that which we have preached unto you, let him be ac- 
cursed,”* “They neither intimate, as I have already shown, that 
this infallible doctrine had been derived from previous principles 
by their own reasoning powers, nor do. they ever pride themselves 

implies that the Church was bound to pay to the decision of the “ uninspired” mem- 
bers of the Council of Jerusalem. 

 ’AoguAecra.—S. Luke, i. 4. Cf. supra, Lecture ii. p. 56, note 1. 
2 The argument, derived from the silence of the sacred writers on this head, be- 

comes much stronger when we remember that, as has been proved in the last Dis- 
course (see supra, p. 221, &c.), they were perfectly conscious that infallibility did not 
attach itself to their conduct on those occasions when they did not act under the imme- 
diate influence of Inspiration. 

3 Of. Col. ii.; 2S. Pet. ii; S. James, ii.; 2 S. John, 9, &. See Steudel’s “ Zeit- 
schrift,” for 1832. H. iii. s. 13. ; 

4 flap’ 6 ebnyyedtoaueba tiv, dvabeua éoro.—Gal. i. 8. Cf. too, the tone of com- 
mand so constantly assumed: e. g. “Thern that are such we command and exhort 
by our Lord Jesus Christ,” &e.—2 Thess. iii. 12. 
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upon their disinterested devotion to the service of the Gospel. 
They refer all to the illuminating influence of God. ‘Unto 
me,” writes §. Paul, “‘ who am less than the least of all saints, 
is this grace given, that I should preach among the Gentiles the 
unsearchable riches of Christ.”* The obligation under which 
all men are placed of accepting with entire submission the doc- 
trines thus preached, the sacred writers infer from the fact that 
their labors had been accompanied by such miracles as attest the 
authority of an Apostle.*- This authority, moreover, the New 
Testament defines as being equal to that of the Prophets: “ You 
are built,” declares 8. Paul, ‘upon the foundation of the Apos- 
tles and Prophets ;”° and 8. Peter admonishes the Church to be 
“mindful of the words which were spoken before by the holy 
Prophets, and of the commandment of us the Apostles of the 
Lord and Saviour”’* And when we bear in mind the manner in 
which the different authors of the New Testament refer to the 
Prophets, and how they declare the old Testament to have been 
“given by Inspiration of God ;” we cannot escape fromthe con- 
clusion that they claim for their own teaching the same Divine 
guidance which they, on all occasions, attribute to those “men 
of God, who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost.” 

It has been objected, indeed, that the promises of'Christ had 
relation merely to the oral teaching of the Apostles, not to their 
written compositions.’ \Not to insist again upon the obvious re- 
mark already made, that if the guidance of the Holy Spirit was 
needed to direct them when teaching their contemporaries or 
pleading their cause before rulers, @ fortiori was similar guidance 
necessary when they were about to bequeath instruction to every 
future age ;—not to repeat, I say, such an observation, the sacred 
penmen themselves expressly claim the same authority whether 

1 Eph. iii 8.” 2 Rom. xv. 19; 2 Cor. xii. 12; Heb. ii. 4, 
3 Eph. ii. 20. The Apostles, observes 8. Chry sostom on this passage, are placed 

first in order, although last in point of time: S. Paul hereby declaring—dre OeuéArog 
elow kai obrou Kad £xeivou, kat pa gikodouy Td mav, Kal fifa Lia. —Homil. vi. in — ad 
Eph., t. xi. p. 3 

19S, Pet. iii, 2. CLS 5. Jude, 17, 18. 
5 Mr. Morell seems to consider—no doubt consistently with his general views— 

that neither the oral nor the written teaching of the Apostles can be regarded as in- 
spired: “ We cannot infer that they [the Books of the New Testament] are verbally 
inspired, any more than were the oral teachings of the Apostles. We cannot infer 
that they had any greater authority attached to them than the general authority 
which was attached to the apostolic « offi ce. wes ante of Feligion, p. 182. See 
supra, Lecture iv. p. 148, note 2. 
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they refer to their written or to their oral teaching.« 8. John de- 
--elares of his Gospel, “‘ These ave written, that ye might believe 

that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and that, believing, 
_ye might have life through His name.”* §. Paul admonishes the, 
Thessalonians to ‘stand fast, and hold the traditions which they 
had been taught, whether by word, or-owr Epistle.’ . Nor are we 
to imagine that the influence of the Holy Spirit extended merely 
to the contents of the Apostles’ writings, suggesting the doctrines 
which they were to teach, and the facts which they were to re- 
cord :—we find the same Divine guidance claimed for the lan- 
guage also which they employ.’ The passage selected as the text 
of this Discourse of itself establishes this fact : “‘ Which things 
we speak, not in the words which man’s wisdom teacheth, but - 
which the Holy Ghost teacheth.”* And to the same effect, 8. 
Paul again thanks God that the Thessalonians received the word 
of God which they had heard from him, ‘not as the word of 
men, but as it is in truth, the word of God.’”* 

' Tatra dd yéyparrat.—sS, John, xx. 31. 
2 Ele did Aoyov etre de ixuoronijc nuov.—2 Thess. ii. 15. 
’ Dr. Henderson urges the following curious objection against views of this na- 

ture: “A fourth argument against the notion of an entirely literal inspiration of the 
sacred Scriptures, is its tendency to sink the authority of faithful translations, by de- 
priving them of all claim to that quality."—Divine Inspiration, p. 433. 

* 1 Cor. ii. 13. “A Ka) Aadoiuev ode tv didakroic dvOpuTivng codiag-A6yolg aAW év 
ddaxroi¢ Uvevuatoc. If any objective truth is to be ascribed to these words, we can 
entertain but one opinion as to the Source and character of the language of Scripture. 

° 1 Thess. ii. 13. In the neglect of this great truth—viz., that the genuine idea 
of “the word of God” is not only to be found in the Bible, but that it is the very 
condition of its existence as Holy Scripture,—consists the grand defect of many mod- 
ern theories on the subject of Inspiration. That Scripture is “the word of God” to 
man, conveyed, it is true, at different periods, and with different degrees of clear- 
ness—but ever acomplishing the end for which it was designed-—was the foundation 
of the creed of the early Church. Hence the language of the inspired writers has 
been profoundly termed by Origen, épyarucy fjua. To this effect he observes: ré 
xpv voeiv mep TOV TpognTar, 7 6te wav pra Aadnbev Oa ar parog abrov _Epyatunoy 
qv; Kal ob Vavsacroy ei wav pijua T) Aaddovuevov bd TOY Tpopyt av elpydero Epyov 
TO mpérrov PyyaTl. dAAd yap oluat bre Kal wav Yavpdsvov yeuuua TO ye) pajtpevov év 
TOIG Aoyiouc Tov Oeod épyulera.. Kai od tot idta ev, 7) pia Kepaia Yeypaupevn év Ty 
ypao7, hrc Tol¢ Exuorapévore Xpijobae Ti] Ovvaper TOY ypaynaTwv, odk épyacetae 7d 

éavtij¢ tpyov. —Homil. Xxxix. in Jerem., t. iii. p. 286. Cf Rudelbach, ‘Die Lehre 
von der Insp.” 1840.‘H.is. 7. “ ‘The only-begotten Son, which is in the bosom 
of the Father, He hath revealed Him.’ It isasa Personal Being, therefore, commu- 
nicating with us through those functions of soul and body, which He has vouchsafed 
to share with ourselves, that the Eternal Word discovers Himself. But so far as the 
knowledge which He communicates is clothed in earthly words, it is as capable of 
being conveyed to those to whoin it comes in books, as it was to those to whom it 
addressed itself through their hearing. Therefore were men who ‘had perfect under- 
standing of all things from the very first’ moved ‘to write in order,’ that subsequent 
generations might ‘know the- certainty of those things wherefn’ they had ‘ been in- 
structed.’ Thus did it please Him, who made Himself visible only to the men of 

- 
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I cannot close this branch of the subject without adverting 
to the objection usually urged against all arguments such as I 
have just advanced, If, indeed, the nature of those arguments 

_be kept in view—founded as they are upon the whole tenor of 
Scripture, and the express statements of the sacred writers—it 
must surely appear antecedently improbable in the highest de- 
gree, that any difficulty, suggested by the language of the inspired 
penmen themselves, can be either real or valid. The objection, 
however, to which I allude is founded upon a passage in the New 
Testamant ; and it furnishes the ordinary burden of all popular 
reasoning against any strict view of Inspiration.’ In the seventh 
chapter of the first Epistle to the Corinthians, 8. Paul writes at 
the tenth verse : “ Unto the married I command, yet not I, but 
the Lord’”*—words in which he obviously places his own injunc- 
tion on a perfect equality with that “of the Lord,” and which, 
therefore, merely supply another proof of his inspired authority 
in addition to the kindred passages already considered. So far, 
it is plain, no objection arises. But the Apostle, continuing his 
subject, shortly afterwards adds, “ To the rest- speak I, not the 
Lord ;” observing further, with reference to a third class, “I have 
no commandment of the Lord, yet I give my judgment :”*—by 
which language he is supposed to intimate that, in certain parts 

one generation, to ‘ pour out doctrine as prophecy, and leave it to all ages for ever.’” 
—Wilberforce, On the Incarnation, p. 476. 

1 Thus Perrone writes, in continuation of the passage already cited (p. 239, 

note '): “ Quamvis porro videantur apostoli privilegium de quo est sermo sibi tribuere, 

alibi tamen, si insistas literee, videntur sibi denegare, ut 1 Cor. vii. 12, 40; xiv. 37, 

38 (2), quee reipsa loca, una cum pluribus aliis, nobis objiciuntur a rationalistis ad ex- 

cludendam divinorum Bibliorum inspirationem.” See also Spinoza, “ Tract. Theol. 

Polit., cap. Xi. 
2 Tt must be carefully noted here, that the difficulty which this chapter has sug- 

gested to many, does not commence at ver. 6 (“I speak this by permission, and not 

of commandment—ropro 02 Aéyw Kata ovyyveunv, od Kar’ émitayyy.”), as the am- 

biguity of the English word “permission” by which ovyyveun is rendered, might 

lead us at first to suppose :—but where ovyyveuy, which does not occur elsewhere 

in the New Testament, can only mean, (1) forgiveness ; (2) indulgence. As Olshausen 

observes, cvyyveuy differs from yveun (ver. 25) only so far as the “judgment” of 

the Apostle comprises the additional notion of a concession; ef. Vulg., “ Secundum 

indulgentiam.” The meaning, then, of ver. 6 is, ‘ But this I say by way of allow- 

ance (for you), not by way of command,”—“ this” (rodro) referring to the whole re- 

commendation giveu in ver. 5; or, perhaps, as Olshausen thinks, to the preceding 

verses also. This is proved beyond a question by ver. 7—“ For I would that all 

men were even as I myself,” &c. The recommendation, therefore, of ver. 5 is given 

not “as acommand in all cases, but as an allowance to those to whom he [S. Paul] 

was writing, whom he knew and assumes to be thus tempted.”—Alford, in loc. The 
difficulty first arises at the passage commencing with ver. 10. 

> Verses 12 and 25 
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of Scripture, the author may write according to his own unin- 
spired human judgment, although guided in other portions of 
nis work by the Holy Ghost.*| Such an inference, however, is al- 
together at variance with 8. Paul’s design, whose words in this 
place can only be distorted into the form of an argument against 
Inspiration by utterly overlooking his object and his meaning. 
The first of the three expressions which have been quoted, “ I 
command, yet not I, but the Lord,”’ obviously refers to the re- 
institution by Christ (as 8. Mark has recorded the circumstance) 
of the original Law of Marriage, and relates to an ordinance re- 
vealed from the very first, and obligatory on every occasion, and 
in every age ; while by the two latter passages’—on which the 

! This ozinion is sometimes held by persons who love and reverence the Bible, 
but who conceive that they are required, by the Apostle’s language here, to relax 
their views as to Inspiration. Such persons are surely not aware of the extent of 
their admission; and in order to show what this opinion really amounts to, I would 
refer to the unanswerable remark of a writer who denies altogether the authority 
and truth of Scripture, and which I have already quoted in connexion with a sim- 
ilar admission as to the falhibility df the Apostles:—see the words of Mr. Greg, 
quoted in Lecture iv. at the close of the note, p. 180. 

2 In this place (ver. 10) S. Paul “is about togive them a command, resting, not 
merely on inspired Apostolic authority, great and undoubted as that was, but on that 
of THE Lorp Hise xr, so that all supposed distinction between the Apostle’s own 
writing of himself, and of the Lord, is quite irrelevant.”—Alford, in loc. The Lord’s 
command, to which the Apostle refers, had been already given (“ And if a woman 
shall put away her husband, and be married to another, she committeth adultery,” 

_S. Mark, x. 12—in which place only is the woman’s part brought out). 
3 In ver. 12 (“But to the rest speak I, not the Lord”—Toi¢ 08 Aoiroic Aéyw eyo, 

oby 6 Képzoc) S. Paul for the first time states the result of his own inspired judgment : 
“T” i. e. “I, Paul, in my own apostolic office, under the authority of the Holy 
Spirit—‘ not the Lord,’ i. e. not Christ, by any direct command spoken by Him; it 
was a question with which Christ did not deal, in His recorded discourses.” Again, 
in ver. 25, (“ Now concerning virgins I have no commandment of the Lord—érurayijv 
Kupiov obk kyo—yet I give my judgment (yveu7v),.as one that,hath obtained merey 
of the Lord to be faithful—i7d Kupiov zto7d¢ elvac.”) there is no contrast between 6 
Kupoc and éyo ; the emphasis is on éretayyv— ‘command of the Lord have I none,’ 
i. e. no expressed precept.” See Mr. Alford’s judicious summary. In ver. 25, mord¢ 
elvae can Only mean, says Olshausen: “be worthy of belief, i. e. of confidence. To 
this there is a reference altogether peculiar, in the mention of his yrauy. He was, 
however, worthy of confidence because he had the Spirit of God, which determines 
all relations correctly, a fact referred to in ver. 40.”—in loc. B. iv. s. 615. In a word, 
S. Paul does not distinguish between his own commands, and those received by an 
immediate revelation from Christ, but between his own commands, and those which 
Christ had given when on earth, and which were now historical. To such injunctions 
of the Lord, S. Paul more than once refers in this Epistle. Alluding to the provision 
of Christ for the ministers of the Gospel (S. Matt. x. 10), he writes: “Even so hath 
the Lord ordained (‘véraSev)’—ix. 14; and again: “TIT praise you brethren, that you 
keep the ordinances (tapadSscewc—traditions, as the margin renders) as I delivered 
(wapedwxa) them to you”—xi. 2: ef. ver. 23. 
“> Even rationalistic commentators have been compelled to arrive at this conclusion. 

‘Thus De Wette observes: ‘‘ Hitherto the Apostle has spoken from his own judgment 
illuminated by the Holy Ghost (v. 40); so also in what follows (vv. 12, 25, 40); but 
here (v. 10) he appeals to an expression of the Lord (Mark, x. 12), The distinction 
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argument against Inspiration rests—S. Paul, as the context 
clearly proves, merely intends to convey, that Christ had not 
directly provided for those particular cases in which His Apostle 
now pronounces his aspired and authoritative opinion. 

In the former of these passages, the very nature of the ques- 
tion respecting which the Apostle issues his directions, namely, 
“Tf any brother hath a wife that believeth not,”—an exceptional 
case which arose from the state of socicty then existing, and 
which could not be of frequent recurrence in after times,—of it-’ 
self explains why our Lord had not Himself promulgated an ex- 
press law respecting it. Here, as in other matters of discipline, 
the Holy Ghost was to guide the Apostles into “all the truth ;” 
and the decisions at which they arrived are therefore equally 
binding with those of Christ Himself, in every case to which 
those decisions can apply. This, indeed, is clear from 8. Paul’s 
own words when summing up the question: ‘So ordain I in all 
churches.” And accordingly he is so far from representing his 
“judgment,” delivered in the various aspects of the temporary 
exigency which he discusses in this chapter, as a mere human 
and fallible opinion, that he closes his remarks by the apparently 
uncalled-for assertion, ‘I think also that I have the Spirit of 
God.” 

is not that which subsists between human and Divine Truth, but between immediate 
revelation and that which has been appropriated and recalled to mind by the assist- 
ance of the Spirit—since the Spirit takes from Christ that which He teaches (John, 
xvi. 14): thus can even the commands of the Apostle be regarded as the commands 
of Christ (xiv. 37)” And Meyer writes with reference to the contrast between éyé 
and 6 Kvpiog (ver. 10): “ As to his ¢ye, the Apostle was conscious that his individu- 
ality was under the influence of the Holy Ghost.—ver. 40. He therefore distinguishes 
here and vy. 12, 25 not between his own and inspired commands, but between those 
which proceeded from his own inspired (theopneusten) subjectivity, and those which 
Christ Himself maintained by His objective word.” 

* Ver. 1i—ei py éExdotw we éuépicev 6 Kiptoc, éxactov de KéKkAnkev 6 Ovdc, obTwE 
Tepirareitw Ka) obTw¢ év Taic éxkAnoiate Tacatc OLaTdaooja :—where diatdooouat in 
the middle has the force of ‘to make a decree.” Mr. Alford thus accurately points 

_out the connexion with the previous verses: “ei ju takes an exception, by way of 
caution, to the foregoing motive for not remaining together (ver. 16). The Christian 
partner might carry that motive tvo far, and be tempted by it to break the connexion 
on his own part: a course already prohibited (vv. 12-14). Therefore the Apostle adds, 
‘But (i. e. only be careful not to make this a ground for yourselves causing the separa- 
tion) as to each (*kdoTw &¢=we éxdor.) the Lord has distributed his lot, as (i.e. 7 KAjoet, 
ver. 20) God has called each, so (in that state, without change) let him walk.’ And 
so ordain I,” &e. i 

* Ver. 40—soxd 0% «iyo Tvetua Ocod éyew. Observe, too, that in ch. ii. 16, S. Paul 
similarly declares: “‘ But we have the mind of Christ.”., As might be expected, ob- 
jectors urge the use of doxd, in this verse, as a proof that the Apostle felt no cer- 
tainty as to his having spoken under the guidance of the Spirit: in which sense, also, 
Baur considers the words, ““ When James, Cephas, and John, who seemed to be pillars 
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If we turn, in the next place, to the other passage on which 
the objector relies,—‘‘ Now concerning virgins I have no com- 
mandment of the Lord: yet I give my judgment, as one that 
hath obtained mercy of the Lord to be faithful”—we again per- 
ceive an allusion to the fact that Christ, when laying down His 
commands, had made no provision for this special exigency. Un- 
der such circumstances, therefore, an exercise of apostolic author- 
ity was again required : and consequently 8. Paul proceeds here 
also to pronounce his ‘‘ judgment,” introducing his decision with 
the words: “ I suppose (or rather consider), therefore, that this 
is good for the present distress.” 

On the whole, then, we observe that three questions are here 
discussed by the Apostle. The first relates to the Law of Mar- 
riage, where both husband and wife were believers: and in this 
instance, having pointed out that it had been decided once for all 
by Christ, 8. Paul contents himself with simply repeating that 
decision. The second question has also reference to the marriage 
state, in cases where one of the parties had not as yet embraced 
the Christian faith ; the third, on the other hand, being “con- 
cerning virgins :” and in these latter questions it is expressly 
pointed out, although the rules laid down did not directly pro- 

(oi doxodvter otiAoe elvar)”—Gal. ii. 9, to import “ zweideutige ironische Seitenblicke” 
of S. Paul against the Twelve. Ebrard (‘ Krit. der evang. Gesch.,” s. 702) justly ob- 
serves that any Lexicon might have taught him that of doxoivrec means ‘those who 
are held in repute (by others),’ not ‘those who would fain be so esteemed.’ For the 
classical usage, ef. ‘Soi doxodvteg eirai tT, men who are held to be something, men of 
repute, Plat. Gorg. 472. A; so of doxodvtec alone, Eur. Hee. 295.”—Lidd. and Scott. 
As to the usage of doxéw by the Greek Fathers, one of the greatest of patristic scho- 
lars observes: “ Alia vox est, in qua item Latine transferenda non pauci interpretes 
labuntur, scil. doxeiv, vider ; doxei. videtur: quod verbum vulgo usurpatur ad minu- 
endam adfirmationem ; ita ut si, verbi causa, de quopiam dicatur doxei eivar coddc, 
videtur esse sapiens, id ut asseveranter dictum non babeatur, sed dubitationem quam- 
dam preeferat. Verum frequentissime apud scriptores bene multos doxez nihil minut 
adjirmationem; ut e. g. in his Commentariis, ad Ps. exviii. p. 729, de Deo dicitur 
dixacoratoc eivat doxei, ubi vertendum sine dubio, justissimus est. Innumera proferri 
possunt cum ex Eusebio, tum ex aliis Scriptoribus exempla. Sic apud Athanasium, 
wa Toivuv Kai wv éexiupeig TervynKéevat SoKvine, ut-igitur optata consequaris.”— 
Montfaucon, Preelim. in Huseb. Comm. in Psal., c. x. 2. Such a sense is frequent in 
the New Testament. E. g. “I think (do«) that God hath set forth us the Apostles,” 
&e.—1 Cor. iv. 9. Cf “From him that hath not, even that he hath (6 &yet) shall be 
taken away from him”—S. Luke, xix. 26 (see. S. Matt. xiii. 12), with the parallel 
words, in the same Gospel, ‘‘even that which he seemeth to have” (5 doxei éyew)— 
viii. 18. So, also, 1 Gor. xi. 16; Heb. iv. i. 

In considering the passage befure us we are also to remember that the Apostle 
was writing to men who would gladly have shaken off his authority, and who con- 
tinually sought “a proof of Christ speaking in him” (2 Cor. xiii. 3); to whom, more- 
over, in ch. xii, he adduced the two great proofs of his being God’s agent—viz., the 
working of miracles, and the receiving of revelations. 
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ceed from Christ, yet that they are prescribed by one who “ had 
the Spirit of God.” And not only do we thus see how untenable 
is this objection which has been founded upon the Apostle’s 
language, but we can also point out the fallacy on which it de- 
pends. The objection, in fact, is based upon the assumption— 
equally opposed to the context, and to the whole tenor of those 
numerous passages of Scripture considered .in this Discourse— 
that the phrase “the commandment of the Lord’’ signifies the 
inward suggestion of the Holy Ghost by which the Apostles were 
guided and prompted in the discharge of their labors. By point- 
ing out the injunction of Christ to which alone that phrase makes 
allusion, commentators have proved, that such cannot be the 
meaning of 8. Paul’s words; and in doing so they have also 
proved that nothing could have been further from the Apostle’s 
design than to institute any contrast unfavorable to his own in- 
spired authority. So far, indeed, was he from intending to con- 
vey by them the idea that any of his inspired directions to the 
Church was to be looked upon as of less authority than even 
those of Christ Himself —that in this same Epistle,’ having re- 

1 Mr. Westcott is certainly in error when he says: “The reality of an objective In- 
spiration * * * seems to be implied in the Pauline formula «a7 értayyv (Rom. 
xvi. 26; 1 Tim. i. 1; Titus, i.3; 1 Cor. vii. 6, 25; 2 Cor. viii. 8)..—Hlem. of Gosp. 
Harm., p. 11. The import of ézuray7 in 1 Cor, vii. 6, has been pointed out p. 272, 
note *; and in 2 Cor. viii. 8,, its meaning is clearly the same. In neither case is there 
the slightest allusion to a Divine command. The other texts referred to by Mr 
Westeott have clearly nothing to do with the inspiration of Scripture. In the same 
general sense éweTayyH is used in Titus, ii, 15, and it is not found again in the New 
Testament. 

2 1 Cor. xiv. 37. Olshausen sums up the question as follows: ‘We find (ch, 
vil. 10, 12, 25, 40) that the Apostle distinguishes between what he says, and what 
the Lord says; between a definite command of Christ (¢a77ay7/), and his own subjective 
judgment (yvouy). * * * Suppose, therefore, that Paul had no traditional com- 
mand of Christ upon a certain subject, yet we must esteem his inspired conviction 
equivalent to such a command, for Christ wrought it in him by His Holy Spirit! In > 
ch. xiv. 37, he openly lays claim to this privilege. It is there said: et tv¢ doxet 
moognTy¢ eivarh TrEevuarteKne, emrywwodKéTo & ypdbw duiv, OTL Kupiov eiorv évrodai | or, 
adopting the reading which criticism has established, “the things which I write unto 
you proceed from tie Lord (Kvpiov éatev)”]. Here no traditional commands of Christ 
can be intended,—for in order to know such commands one need not be a prophet; 
but the expressions of Paul are so far called Christ’s commands, inasmuch as He 
wrought them in him by His Spirit.”"—loc. cit., s, 600. 

There are two other passages in the writings of S. Paul which have been some- 
times considered to imply that the great Apostle did not always write under the 
guidance of Inspiration. (1.) “ Being then made free from sin, ye became the servants 
(édovAdtyre) of righteousness. I speak after the manner of men (dvbporwwov A€yw) 
because of the intirmity of your flesh.”—Rom. vi. 18, 19. This passage is well ex- 
plained by Mr. Alford: ‘“ For the expression éduvAwlyre the Apostle apologises: ‘it 
is not literally so; the servant of righteousness is no slave, uuder no yoke of bondage ; 
but in order to set the contrast between the former and the new state better before 
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ferred at considerable length to the existence of special miraculous 
gifts in the Church (of which a prominent gift was the faculty 
of “discerning of spirits’), he appeals to persons thus endowed 
in the remarkable words: “If any man think himself to be a 
prophet, or spiritual, let him acknowledge that the things that I 
write unto you are the commandments of the Lord.” 

you, I have used this word: ‘I speak as a man (according to the requirements of 
rhetorical antithesis) on account, of the (intellectual) weakness of your flesh,’ * * * 
and want such figures to set the truth before you.” On such words, therefore, no 
argument against Inspiration can be founded. 

(2.) The next passage is as follows: “T say again, let no man think me a fool 
(idpova): te wise (#7 62 17 ye) yet as a fool receive me, that I may boast myself a 
little. That which I speak, I speak it not after the Lord (5 206, ob Kata Kiptov Aaa), 
but as it were foolishly, in this confidence of boasting.”—2 Cor. xi. 16, 17. Here, 
however, Mr. Alford says: “ Proceeding on the o¢ cdépova he disclaims for this self- 
boasting the character of inspiration—or of being said in pursuance of his mission 
from the Lord.” Bus there is no question here of the Apostle’s ‘“ mission.” The 
“false Apostles? (ver. 33) had compelled him to enter upon the subject of his privi- 
leges; S. Paul, therefore, considers it prudent, in order to guard against a possible 
perversion of his words, to point out that the apparent boasting or self. “glory to which 
he is thus compelled is not én étself to be approved, or, as a general rule, in accordance 
with the Lord’s will. He accordingly uses the words, “not after the Lord” (ver. 17), 
in strong contrast to the expression ‘‘after the flesh («ard r)v capa)” in ver. 18. His 
meaning, tlrerefore, is—‘t Since many glory after the flesh, I will glory also:—but, in 
so duing, I am compelled to adopt a course of which, as a general rule, I cannot ap- 
prove; self-boasting is not after the Lord; and this I forewarn you of, as I do all 
things, dearly beloved, for your edifying (ch. xii. 19).” “In ver. 16 the Apostle plays 
on the idea implied by dgpov, At first, he requests them not to regard him as such, 

- because he boasts himself (want of understanding is charged against those who really 
do so out of self-coneeit); but if they would not obey him in this instance (¢/ d2 27 y ©), 
yet they might, if they pleased, look upon him even as dpwr—as those vaunting in- 
dividuals—provided he may pride himself even in a small degree. In these last 
words, together with a refined irony, is contained a censure of the Corinthians, that 
they permitted those false prophets so to exalt themselves. In ver. 17 the o¢ é& 
dgdpostvy shows that the Apostle does not mean to say that he really speaks with a 
want of understanding, but that his speech has merely a semblance of it.”—Olshausen, 
Comm. B. iii. s. 867. Indeed S. Paul expressly declares that it is in this sense only 
that the charge of ‘folly’ can be brought against him: ‘ For though I would desire 
to glory, J shall not be a fool; for I will say the truth: but now I forbear.”— 
xii. 6. 

The passages, “By the grace of God Iam what I am: I labored more abundantly 
than they all: yet not I, but the grace of God whch was in me’”—1 Cor. xv. 10; and 
again, ‘‘God forbid that I should glory, save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ” 
(Gal. vi. 14), convey the principle against any violation of which S. Paul desires to 
guard ; and hence we can explain ‘his reiteration of the charge of * folly” against 
himself in that assertion of his privileges to which he next proceeds, viz., ver. 21, 
23; and especially, ch. xii. 11, “I am become a fool in glorying; ye have compelled 
me:” cf. also xi. 30; xii. 1-5. 
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LECTURE VII. 

THE COMMISSION TO WRITE—THE FORM OF 

WHAT WAS WRITTEN. 



Avorep role reWopévorc u)) dvOpdrov elvat ovyygaupara Tac iepdg PiBAevc, GAM & 

éxixvolac tod ‘Ayiov Uvetuotoc BovAnjware tod Uatpde¢ Tov brwy dia’ Inood Xprorod 

ravrac dvayeypudbat Ka ei¢ tude eAnrvbévat, Tac pawopévag ddod¢ VrodELKTEor. 

ORIGENES, De Princip., lib. Iv. ix. 

“Duo vero Cherubim pennis suis obumbrant Propitiatorium, id est honorant ve- 

lando; quoniam mysteria ista ibi sunt: et invicem se adtendunt, quia consonant; duo 

quippe ibi Testamenta figurantur: et vultus eorum sunt in Propitiatorium, quia miseri- 

cordiam Dei, in qua una spes est, valde commendant.” 

S. Auagustin., Quest. in Hxodum, lib. 1. qu. ev. 

“Vox in excelso audita est lamentationis, fletus et luctus, Rachel plorantis filios 

suos.’ Nec juxta Hebraicum, nec juxta Septuaginta, Mattheeus sumsit testimonium 

* + :& Ex quo perspicuum est, Evangelistas et Apostolos nequaquam ex Hebraeo 

interpretationem alicujus sequutos; sed quasi Hebraeos ex Hebriis, quod legebant 

Hebraice, suis sermonibus expressisse.” 
S. Hrron., Comm. in Jerem., lib. V1. 

Thy Oeiav aitidvrac ypadyy, ui) TO TepiTTO Kal KexadAwriopéery Xpwpéevyv Aoyw, 

AAG TO TaTTEWG Kat welp. 
S. Istpor. Pelus., Zpist.. lib. tv. lxvii. 

Ol bcoréotot Kad dc dAnOGe Beorperetc, dnp 52 TOD Xptotod Tove ’AToaTOAOUC, dpETi 

xiéon Tag uyae KEKoopnwévol, THY O& yAGTTaV idLwTEvovTEC, TH ye Liv Tpde TOD LwTij- 

poc abroic Nedwpnucvy Oia kar rapadosorotp Suvauer Oapoodvrec, TO piv év rEpivoia Kar 

réyvn Abywv Ta TOD AdacKdAov pabjuata mpEeoBevewy, odTe WEcav ovTE évEexeipovv. 

Evsesius Pamph., Zccl. Hist., lib. 01. xxiv. 



LECTURE VII. 

THE COMMISSION TO WRITE.—THE FORM OF 

WHAT WAS WRITTEN. 

YEA, THEY MADE THEIR HEARTS AS AN ADAMANT STONE, LEST THEY SHOULD HEAR 

THE LAW, AND THE WORDS WHICH THE LORD OF HOSTS HATH SENT IN HIS SPIRIT 

BY THE FORMER PROPHETS.—Zechariah, vii. 12. 

HavinG examined those statements of the New Testament 
which, in express terms, ascribe Inspiration to our sacred books 
taken collectively, or from which the influence of the Holy Ghost 
upon their authors may be inferred,—it still remains for us to 
inquire whether the Old Testament, either by its own intimations 
confirms, or by the manner in which its language is made use of 
in the New, tends to support, the views hitherto maintained as 
to the co-operation of the Divine Spirit in the composition of 
the Bible. ‘To the consideration of these questions the present 
Discourse must be chiefly devoted. 

The words of the text form a portion of an immediate revela- 
tion from God ; the passage from which they are taken opening 
with the customary formula, ‘‘ The word of the Lord came unto 
Zechariah, saying, Thus speaketh the Lord of Hosts.’ In this 
prophetic announcement two important facts are implied. It is 
implied, in the first place, that a collection of sacred writings was 
already in existence when Zechariah received this communication, 
—for not only “ the Law,” but also “ the words which the Lord 
of Hosts hath sent by the former prophets,” are expressly referred 
to: and secondly, that those writings had been composed under 
Divine guidance,—for, with respect to the words 6f the prophets, 
Jehovah declares that He had sent them by ‘ His Spirit ;’ while 
the Law, strictly so called, is on all occasions represented in 

Scripture as the voice of God Himself. We meet with state- 
ments of a similar character in other portions of the Bible which 
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were written at this same period ;—statements which possess the 
greater importance from the fact that they proceeded from those _ 
men to whom both Jewish tradition, and the most advanced 
criticism of modern times, unite in ascribing the formation of the 
Old Testament Canon: I mean Ezra and Nehemiah.’ 

’ This fact is conclusively established by Hivernick, “ Hinleitung,” Th. 1. Abth. i- 
s. 27 ff ‘All reasons,” he observes, ‘if correctly estimated, lead us to the time of 
Ezra and Nehemiah, as that which ean alone accord with the closing of the Canon :”— 
e. g. the circumstances of Jewish history (see infra, p. 284); the reverential allusions 
for the first time to the Canon, taken collectively as a sacred document, in the pe- 
riod which followed Ezra and Nehemiah (see spra, Lecture ii. p. 61, &c.); the refusal 
to receive as canonical such a work as the book of Eeclesiasticus, of which the claims 
to authority are so prominently advanced (see supra, p 55, note *); the testimony of 
Josephus to the failure of a “succession of prophets” (see supra, p. 68) &c. Hiavernick 
appeals, in the next place, to the Tradition of the Jews, the importance of which he 
justly insists upon. This Tradition expressly refers the collection of the sacred books 
to Ezra, and ‘the Great Synagogue.” (1.) One of the oldest parts of the Talmud, 
the “Capita Patrum,” or ‘tSayings of the Fathers” (minx "pr=—see Mischna, ed. 
Surenhus. iv. p. 409), begins with the words: ‘‘ Moses received the Law from Sinai, 
and transferred it to Joshua: Joshua to the Elders; the Elders to the Prophets; the 
Prophets to the men of the Great Synagogue,” which consisted of one hundred and 
twenty Elders in the time of Ezra; among whom were Zerubbabel, Seraiah, the 
prophets Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, &c.: see Surenhusius, ibid. (2.) The im- 
portant passage in the Gemara of Babylon (Tr. Baba Bathra, fol. xv. col. 1), declares 
that “the Wise Men” “have left to us the Thorah, the Prophets, and the Kethubim, 
collected into one whole (3NND OYP2IT).” “Who,” asks the Talmudists, ‘‘has inserted 
these books in the Canon (jan> 7725)?” in which phrase, as Havernick proves conclu- 
sively—and here he follows Vitringa (“In lib. Isai.” t. i. p. 13) and Gesenius (‘‘ Der 
Proph. Jesaiah,” i. s. 16), in opposition to De Wette (‘Hinleit.” § 14, s. 17) and 
Hengstenberg (‘ Beitriige,” i s. 2),—3m5 can only mean “inserted” (i. e. in the Canon) 
or “edited.” Thus Sn>D is employed in this passage to express that ‘‘ Hezekiah and 
his College wrote out (or formed into one collection) Isaiah, Proverbs, Canticles, and 
Ecclesiastes,”—clearly referring to the statement of Scripture itself: ‘‘ These are the 
Proverbs of Solomon, which the men of Hezekiah King of Juduh copied out.”—Prov. 
xxy. 1. It surely cannot be imagined that the Talmudists regarded ‘“‘ Hezekiah and 
his College” as the authors of the Book of Proverbs! This extract from the Gemara 
ends by ascribing to Ezra the book which bears his name, and the genealogies in the 
books of Chronicles; the completion of the Chronicles it ascribes to Nehemiah, 
“ Jewish Tradition, therefore,” concludes Havernick, “concurs with historical, posi- 
tive testimony in proving that Hzra, in connexion with other famous men of his time, 
completed the collection of the Sacred Writings.”—loc. cit. s. 49. To his labors in 
arranging the Canon is clearly to be referred the origin of Ezra’s title—“ A Seribe of 
the words of the commandments of the Lord and‘of His statutes to Israel;” “A 
Seribe of the Law of the God of Heaven.”—Hzra, vii. 11, 12; on which passages, 
taken in connexion with the Jewish Tradition already considered, was founded the 
opinion of the primitive Church. Thus 8. Irenzeus writes: [Qed¢] évérvevoev “Eodpa 
Tt) ‘lepet * * * Todo Ta&v mpoyeyovéTwy mpodyTav Tavtag dvaTasacbat 
Aoyove, Ka dmoKaracTica TO 2a@ Tv did Muckwe vouobeciav.—Contr. Her, iii. 21, 
p. 216; words which have been erroneously understood to imply that S. Irenaeus 
adopted the modern fiction (2 Esdras, xiv. 21) that Ezra “composed anew” all the 
books of the Old Testament which had perished during the Exile. Thus the old 
Latin version renders dvatugacbar by rememorare; and Vualesius (Euseb. H. E., lib. 
v. ¢. 8, p. 222) by “denuo componeret.” D. Massuet (in loc.) justly observes: “ Ver- 
terem ego, digerere ;” giving to dvaraé. its legitimate meaning. To the same effect 
Feuardentius (im loc.) quotes Tertullian: ‘ Hierosolymis Babylonia expugnatione de- 
letis, omne instrumentum Judaice literature per Hsdram constat restawratum.”—De 
cultu mulier., ¢. iii. p. 171. Cf Clemens AL, “ Strom.,” i. 22, p. 410. 
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When God again committed to Moses upon Sinai the Law 
engraved on the two Tables of stone, it had been expressly com- 
manded that the Israelites should not intermarry with the inhab- 
itants of the land.’ Ezra, when recording how this law had 
been broken, observes: ‘‘ Then were assembled unto me every 
one that trembled at the words of the God of Israel.”’ This, 
however, as I have just remarked, was but the formal creed of 
his nation as to the Beriatsuch, But Ezra proceeds, in his 
prayer, to combine the commands of God by His prophets with 
those which had been enunciated by the Jewish lawgiver : “‘ And 
now, O our God, what shall we say after this ? for we have for- 
saken Thy commandments which Thou hast commanded by Thy 
servants the prophets,’*—this latter phrase, as we Jearn from 
other writers of the Old Testament, embracing the entire body 
of God’s inspired messengers. For example, the Lord declares 
by the mouth of Jeremiah: “ Since the day that your fathers 
came forth out of the land of Egypt unto this day, I have even 
sent unto you all My servants the prophets.” 

The Divine character of the Old Testament is expressed with 
equal distinctness by Nehemiah. He tells us how Ezra complied 
with the desire of the people that he should read before them 
“the Book of the Law of Moses which the Lord had commanded, 

to Israel.”* And again, in the prayer of the Levites (which is 
followed by the covenant which Nehemiah, and the Levites, and 
people, ‘‘ sealed” ‘to walk in God’s Law which was given hy 
Moses the servant of God”), it is said: “ Yet many years didst 
Thou forbear them, and testifiedst against them by Thy Spirit 
in Thy prophets ;”*—expressions which, like those of Ezra, ex- 
actly correspond to the statement of our text. 

' Exod. xxxiv. 16; cf Deut. vii. 3. 2 Ezra, ix. 14. 
3 Tbid. ver. 10, 11. 
* Jer. vii. 25; xxv. 4; ef. 2 Kings, xvii. 6-23; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 14-16. 
® Neh. viii. 1. 
° Neh. ix. 30; see ch. x. 29; in which passages the ‘Law’ and the ‘ Prophets’ 

only are referred to. In ch. xii., however, Nehemiah further alludes to the third di-’ 
vision of the Old Testament as forming, with the other parts, an authoritative code. 
Having spoken of the ordinances of the Law respecting the Priests, he adds that 
“singers and porters kept the ward of’ their God * * * according to the com- 
mandment of David and of Solomon his son. Tor in the days of David and Asaph 
of old, there were chief of the singers, and songs of praise and thanksgiving unto 
God.”—ver. 44-46. 

The relation of Nehemiah to the formation of the Canon is confirmed by the , 
author of the second book of Maccabees. Having stated the zeal of Jeremiah for the 
preservation of the Ark, and of the Law, which the writer tells us that he had 
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Such allusions to the Law and the Prophets, implying, as 
they do, that a collection of sacred documents was already in 
existence, suggest a brief consideration of some circumstances 
connected with the closing of the Old Testament Canon. Here 
also, as in those numerous instances so frequently noticed, we can 
trace the continued use of natural means, and the employment 
of what, to a human eye, might appear merely natural motives, 
in securing this permanent record of Divine Revelation. The 
various incidents of Jewish history, in the age of Ezra and Ne- 
hemiah, had a necessary tendency to turn the attention of their 
countrymen to the books of the prophets. Even so early as the 
Assyrian period of Prophecy,’ the calamities which impended 
over the kingdoms of Israel and Judah had cast their shadows 
before. In the midst of the gloomy present the future became 
eradually invested with greater interest. Through the entrance 
of the penalties which had been foretold, the blessings, of which 
the chosen people had received an equal assurance, acquired a 
new significance ; and hence the promissory side of the Law at- 
tracted the hopes, as its denunciations awoke the fears, of the 
nation. The history of Josiah’ exemplifies the existence of this 
latter state of feeling ; while the former is accounted for by the 
light which passing events cast upon the language of the pro- 

“found in the records (eipicxerar 2 év taic dxoypadaic)”—ch. ii. 1, &e., he adds: 
“The same things also were reported in the writings and commentaries of Neemias ; 
and how he, founding a library (8. BAco8jKynv), gathered together the Acts of the Kings, 
and the Prophets, and of David, and the Epistles of the Kings concerning the holy 
gifts (ra wept TOv BaoiAéwr, Kai mpopyTay, Kai Ta TOD Aavid, Kai éxioTOAde Baotd. Tepi 
dva0euadtwv)’—ver. 13. Thus Nehemiah is compared with Jeremiah ; the latter hay- 
ing preserved the Law, the former the other writings, of which he proceeded to form 
a collection—(Havernick, loc. cit. s. 46, shows that 313Avof/xn is to be understood in 
this sense: cf. Maitland’s “ Dark Ages,” p. 194). It is also to be particularly noted 
that Nehemiah is here said to have “ gathered together” (émcvvyyaye) the different 
elements of Jewish literature, and thenee selected what was tobe reckoned as Canon- 
ical. . As to the principle on which this selection was made see supra Lect. ii. p. 54, &. 

1 The ‘prophetic age’ of Jewish history commences from Samuel (cf. ‘‘ All the 
prophets from Samuel,” &c.—Acts, iii. 24; “David also, and Samuel, and the pro- 
phets’—Heb. xi. 32), and includes about seven hundred years, viz., B. C. 1100-400. ° 
It has been thus divided: (1.) The ‘early period’ (B. C. 1100-800), in which the coé- 
lective activity of the ‘ Prophetic Order’ was conspicuous, and which terminated with 
the contemporaries of Elijah and Elisha. (2.)' The ‘ Assyrian period’ (B. C. 800-760), 
in which, as in the periods which followed, the agency of individual prophets is em- 
ployed. “Here the leading subject is the relation of the Assyrians to the people of 

/ God: under this head are included the predictions of Isaiah. (3.) The ‘Chaldean 
period’ (B. C. 625-536). (4.) The period which followed the Captivity, viz., B. ©. 
536-400. See Knobel, ‘‘ Prophetismus der Hebriier,” ii. s. 18 ff = 

2 9 Kings, xxii.; 2 Chron. xxxiv. The thirteenth year of Josiah’s reign, in which 
year Jeremiah’s functions commenced (Jer. i. 2), was B. C. 629, 
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phets respecting the future,—language which was but a devel- 
opment of the predictions of the Law.’. In proportion to the 
importance thus attached to the prophetic announcements, was 
felt to be the need of preserving the records in which they were 
perpetuated. Such, we cannot doubt, was the external motive 
which occasioned the collection of those sacred writings in which 
the past glories of Israel were still recalled to mind ; and by 
which, in the depth of their present humiliation, the children 
of Abraham were solaced by a series of imperishable Prophecy. 
Acting, therefore, upon this external impulse, the inspired men,” 
who formed the collection of the books of the Old Testament, 
were divinely guided to select from the literature of their nation 
those documents only ‘‘ which had been written for our learning” 
at the express command of God. With reference to this sub- 
ject it has been already shown that in order to give any account 
of the selection of such books, and such books only, as compo- 
nents of the Canon, their Divine inspiration must be assumed :* 
another feature of the case, however, remains to be examined 
here. 

It is not unfrequently urged by the opponents of a definite 
theory of Inspiration that, admitting the authenticity and gen- 
uineness of the sacred books, we have no evidence which shall 
entitle us to assert that their authors claimed for themselves any 
distinct Commission from God to preserve a written record of His 
successive revelations, or to compose a narrative of the events 
which marked the development of the Theocracy. Still less, it 
has been argued, can we maintain that such a Commission was 
actually given. Hence it follows, we are also told, that a pro- 
found sense of the importance of the facts recorded, or of the 
communications which the prophets had received from heaven, 
must be regarded as the only motive which caused the composi- 
tion of the different parts of the Bible.“ It may be well to ex- 
amine such a statement with some particularity. 

? Of. Deut. xxvili—xxx. 
* “The agency of the Holy Spirit has brought into existence the books of the 

Bible; the agency of the Holy Spirit has also brought them together. The former 
agency aloné is not sufficient to account for all that is peculiar to Scripture; under 
that influence, which we are accustomed to name Inspiration, we must comprehend 
both agencies.”—Hofmann, Weissagung und Erfillung, s. 49. 

* See supra, Lecture ii. p. 53, &e. 
4 “A third form, in which the mechanical idea of Inspiration has been upheld,” 

writes Mr. Morell, “is that which asserts a distinct commission in respect to the au- 
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Were it possible to prove that God had issued to chosen indi- 
viduals a special Commission to compose certain narratives, no 
one, it may be presumed, would venture to assert that the sacred 
penmen were left unaided in the performance of that duty, or 
that any imperfection could possibly exist in the work so pro- 
duced. There are, it is true, many cases in which we have no 
specific intimation of such a Divine Commission ; and yet, even 
here, the Old Testament writers often employ language which im- 
plies that they had abundant reason to believe that they were 
moved by an impulse from above. Take, for example, the phrase 
so continually made use of, “‘ Thus saith Jehovah ;” or the words 
of David, ‘‘ The Spirit of the Lord spake by me, and His word 
was in my tongue.” So also the prophets at times inform us 
of the manner in which they received their Commission from 
God. “ Gird up thy loins,” said the Lord to Jeremiah, “and 
speak unto them all that I command thee.”* And to such com- 
mands, we are told, was added an inward spiritual impulse : 
“Truly,” said Micah, “Iam full of power by the Spirit of the 
Lord, and of judgment, and of might, to declare unto Jacob his 
transgressions, and to Israel his sin.”* Frequent intimations of 
this nature, clearly denoting their Divine source and their Divine 

thorship of each one of the sacred books.” * * * “ Admitting them [the Sacred 
Books now constituting the Canon] to be genuine, and admitting them to be inspired, 
—what did the authors themselves in good faith mean to include under the notion 
of Inspiration? Did they claim for themselves any distinct commission to pen the 
works in question? was such a commission at the time awarded to them? or was 
not the whole of the Inspiration attaching to them rather viewed as resulting simply 
from the extraordinary intuitions of Divine truth which they had received, and which 
they were here impelled by a deep sense of their infinite value to depict?? * * * 
“ With regard to the prophetic writings, these certainly occupy a much higher po- 
sition than the historical books, inasmuch as we learn that the authors actually re- 
ceived a prophetic commission to declare the counsels of God to the people, but this 
does not necessarily involve any distinct and separate commission to write the books 
in question ;—nor have we any reason to regard their writings as inspired in any 
other sense than as being the rescript of their inward prophetic consciousness.”— 
Philos. of Religion, pp. 159-162. See also supra, Lecture i. p. 27, note 4. 

* “Though the origin of the words, even as of the miraculous acts, be supernat- 
ural—yet the former once uttered—the latter once having taken their place among 
the phenomena of the senses, the faithful recording of the same does not of itself im- 
ply, or seem to require, any supernatural working, other than as all truth and good- 
ness are such [but see supra, Lecture vi. p. 236]. In the books of Moses, and once 
or twice in the prophecy of* Jeremiah, I find it, indeed, asserted that not only the 
words were given, but the recording of the same enjoined by the special command of 
God, and doubtless executed under the special guidance of the Divine Spirit. As to all 
such passages, therefore, there can be no dispute.” —Coleridge, Confess. of an Inquiring 
Spirit, Letter ii. p. 16. 

7 2 Sam. xxiii. 2. 3 Jer. i. 17. 
* Micah, iii, 8. Cf. Lect. iii, p. 128, &e. 
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authority, present themselves in various books of Scripture: to 
which must be added the ‘many external reasons’ which in like 
manner guided the Jewish Church to recognise their inspiration. 
We are not left, however, to such intimations, conclusive as they 
must appear to every unprejudiced mind : instances of an express 
command from God to commit to writing various portions of the 
Bible are far more numerous and significant than may at first 
sight be supposed. 

_ “The Lord said unto Moses, Write this fora memorial in a 

book, and rehearse it in the ears of Joshua.””’ Here we are to 
observe, that Jehovah commands His servant to place on record, 
not some revelation of His secret counsels,—not any express pre- 
diction of events still future,—not a class of precepts relating to 
spiritual or ritual worship,—but a simple narrative of an histori- 
cal fact ; namely, the defeat of the Amalekites at Rephidim.’ It 
is also to be noticed, that this record was designed to serve for a 
“memorial :” “for,” the Lord further informs Moses, ‘ I will ut- 
terly put out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven :” 
—words which refer to a people of whom it is afterward said 

that they “feared not God.’ Here we see foreshadowed the 
great truth subsequently enunciated by the Apostle when addu- 
cing the facts of Jewish history ; “ All these things happened unto 

' E. g. the miracles performed by individual prophets; the accomplishment of 
their predictions (cf. Lecture v. p. 212, note’); such acts as that performed by Isaiah, 
of which we read in his eighth chapter (see infra, p. 291); &e. &e. 

? Exod. xvii. 14. 
* Mr. Blunt (“Undesigned Coincidences,” § xvi. 3rd ed. p. 69, &c.) has pointed 

out the connexion of this narrative with the sacred history: ‘ All the congregation 
of the children of Israel journeyed * * * and pitched in Rephidim: and there 
was no waler for the people to drink.”—Exod. xvii. 1. On this the people “ murmured 
against Moses” (ver. 3), who entreats the Lord. ‘And the tant said unto Moses 
* * * Behold [ will stand before thee there upon the rock in Horeb, and thou 
shalt smite the rock, and there shall come water out of it. * * * And Moses did 
so * * *- Then came Amalek and fought with Israel in Rephidim” (ver. 4-8). In 
order to perceive the connexion here, it is only necessary to call to mind, on the one 
jiand, the miraculous supply of water in an arid wilderness; and, on the other, the re- 
peated allusions, in the narrative of Moses, to disputes for the possession of a well (e. 
g. Gen. xxi. 25; xxvi. 22; Exod. ii. 17; Numb xx. 17; xxi. 22; Deut. ii. 6; Judges, 
v.11). The sudden gushing of water from the rock conferred upon the Israelites an 
invaluable treasure; and the sin of Amalek consisted, not in their natural desire to 
possess or share this unexpected supply, but in their refusing to recognise the Divine 
intervention; and, by fighting against Israel, fighting against God. “Such,” ob- 
serves Mr, Blunt, ‘I persuade myself, is the true force of an expression in Deut. xxv. 
18, used in reference to this very incident,—for Amalek is there said to ‘ have smitten 
them when they were weary, and to have feared not God ;’ that is, to have done it in 
defiance of a miracle, whicl ought to have impressed them with a fear of God ; indi- 
cating, as of course it did, that God willed not the destruction of this people.”—p, 74. 
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them for ensamples ; and they are written for our admonition.” 
From this statement of 8. Paul, taken by itself, we might have 
inferred that Moses received a Commission from God to compose 
a written narrative of the various historical events which he re- 
cords: but we are able to appeal to his express announcement 
of the fuct. “‘ These are the journeys of the children of Israel, 
which went forth out of the land of Egypt with their armies un- 

der the hand of Moses and Aaron. And Moses wrote their goings 
out according to their journeys, by the commandment of the 
Lord.” It is needless to dwell upon the motives which led to 
the composition of those portions of the books of Moses which were 
not of a strictly historical character ; suffice it to quote the words 
of the Lord by the prophet Hosea: ‘have written to Ephraim the 
ereat things of My Law, but they were counted as a strange thing.” 

vA Gor: ox. 14; ? Numb. xxxiii. 1, 2, 
8 Hosea, viii. 12. With respect to this portion also of the Pentateuch, we read of 

various commands which Moses received. Thus in the case of the “ Song” contained 
in Deut. xxxii. 1-43, it is written: ‘‘ And the Lord said unto Moses * * * Write 
ye this Song for you, and teach it the children of Israel; that this Song may be a wit- 
ness for Me against the children of Israel. * * * Moses therefore wrote this Song 
the same day.”—Deut. xxxi. 16-22. Cf. too, ibid., ver. 9-11: ‘“‘ And Moses wrote 
this Law, and delivered it unto the Priests the sons of Levi,” &c.: on which practice 
see supra, Lect. ii. p. 68, the remarks of Josephus. That Moses from time to time 
committed to writing the words of the Lord as he received them (and we cannot doubt 
that he did so at God’s command, as in the particular case of this “ Song”), we learn 
from Ex. xxiv. 4, where, after Moses had “told the people all the words of the Lord, 
and all the judgments,” we read that he “wrote all the words of the Lord.” Then 
follows the remarkable narrative of the delivery of the Tables of stone: “I will give 
thee,” said Jehovah Himself, “ Tables of stone, and a Law, and Commandments which 
I have written” (ver. 12),—of which we further read that they were “ written with the 
finger of God” (Mx. xxxi. 18; Deut. ix. 10); and which when broken by Moses (Ex. 
xxXxii. 19), were renewed by the Lord (see Ex. xxxiv. 1-28; Deut. x. 1-4) on the 
Mount. On this occasion Moses mentions again that he received a command to write: 
*The Lord said unto Moses, Write thou these words,” &¢.—Ex. xxxiv. 27. 

Such was the commencement of the Old Testament Canon, for the preservation of 
which provision was made as follows: ‘It came to pass when Moses had made an 
end of writing the words of this Law in a Book until they were finished, that Moses 
commanded the Levites, saying, Take the Book of the Law and put it in the side of 
the Ark of the Covenant” (Deut. xxxi. 24-26)—where it was kept with the most holy 
badges of their faith. To this collection of writings, combining a narrative of histor- 
ical fucts, doctrinal precepts, and predictions of the future, Joshua is referred by God 
Himself: “This Book of the Law shall not depart out of thy mouth ; but thou shalt 
meditate therein day and night.”—Josh. i. 8. And here, considering the hallowed 
character of the Law, as well as the express statements which have been just quoted, 
the remark is obvious that, to a collection so made, no Israelite, in future times, could 
have ventured to add any further documents without a command from Jehovah equally 
explicit with those which Moses had received. And yet we know that Joshua him-. 
self; as well as the successive writers of Scripture, did make such additions as if they 
were performing what was their obvious duty, Thus we read, without a word of 
comment on the part of the historian, that Joshua ‘wrote in the Book of the Law of 
God” (ch. xxiy. 26). Samuel, too, when he “ told the people the manner of the king- 
dom,” ‘wrote in the Book (7203); and laid it up before, the Lord.”—1l Sam. x. 25. 
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Precise information, as to the manner in which the prophets 
obeyed the Divine command to place their predictions on record, 
is supplied in the thirty-sixth chapter of the book of Jeremiah. 
The chapter opens with the following injunction: ‘ This word 
came unto Jeremiah from the Lord, saying, Take thee a roll of 
a book, and write therein all the words that I have spoken unto 
thee against Israel, and against Judah, and against all the na- 
tions.” The prophet then proceeds to recount how he dictated 
his work to his amanuensis ;’ and how it came to pass that no 
human opposition, or attempt to destroy the document so drawn 
up, availed to impede the promulgation of the Divine decrees. 
In this instance we perceive that a Commission to write was 
given: we are informed of the manner in which the Commission 
was executed ; and also of the means by which God provided 
that His will thus to transmit to after-times the memorial of His 
revelations should overrule all resistance whether of king or of 
people.’ 

“Here [as well as in Exod. xvii. 14; Deut. xxviii. 58] the expression "5D" shows 
that reference is made to a.definite Book, already in existence, to which Samuel’s 
document was now added, and thus the previous collection increased.”—H ivernick, 
loc. cit., s. 20. This same proceeding was continued in future ages. Isaiah,—in im- 
agination, regarding his denunciations against Idumea as already fulfilled,—invites 
all who doubted to compare with this fulfilment his recorded prediction: “Seek ye 
out of the Book of the Lord (7 “50-572 Wwrt) and read; no one of these shall fail. 
none shall want her mate: for My [i. e. Jehovah’s] mouth it hath commanded, and 
[resumes the prophet] His Spirit it hath gathered them.”—xxxiv. 16. (Observe the 
union here of the Divine and human agencies in uttering this prediction.) Isaiah 
“seems here to refer to the depositing his prophecy in a collection of oracles and 
sacred writings, from which posterity could judge of the justice of his predictions. 
Towards the close of the Exile a beginning had, beyond any doubt, been made of a 
collection, and editing of the national literature,—there was a beginning, in short, of 
the formation of a Sacred Codex. A later trace of this collection occurs in Dan. ix. 2 
[I Daniel understood by Books the number of the years, whereof the word of the 
Lord came to Jeremiah the prophet], where mention is made of nz, “ books,” 
among which was the book of Jeremiah. The employment of v7, which approxi- 
mates to the épevvate td¢ ypaduc (John, v. 39; ef. vii. 52), presupposes even now a 
time when men began to study the Holy Scriptures.”—Gesenius, Der. Proph. Jesaia, 
i. 8. 921 (Cf. Ps. xl. 7; Is. xxix. 18.) See also Jer. xxv. 13: “I will bring upon 
that land all My words which I have pronounced against it, even all that is written 
in this book which Jeremiah hath prophesied against all the nations.” Cf Lecture 
vi. p. 242, note *. 

* “Then Jeremiah called Baruch the son of Neriah: and Baruch wrote from the 
mouth of Jeremiah all the words of the Lord, which He had spoken unto him, upon 
a roll of a book.” —ver. 4. 

? “Then the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah, after that the King had burned 
the roll * * * saying, Take thee again another roll, and write in it all the former 
words,” &¢.—ver. 27, 28. Cf. “The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord, say- 
ing * * * Write thee all the words that I have spoken unto thee in a book.” — 
Jer. xxx. 1, 2. See also ch. xxii. 30; li. 60: ch. xxix. is clearly of the same class; 
compare ver. 1] and 4. Commands of the same nature were given to, Nzekiel: “Tho 

19 
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Nor is this the only information which has been vouchsafed 
to us on this matter. We are also told by Isaiah what measures 
were taken to attest for after-times the Divine character of the 
books thus written. The Law, it is to be remembered, had ex- 
pressly enjoined that false prophets should be put to death: not 
only those who should prophesy in the name of other gods, but 

‘ also those who should presume to speak in Jehovah’s Name with- 
out His command.’ To the latest period of Prophecy this in- 
junction was rigidly enforced. God Himself declared, by the 
mouth of Zechariah, that it was the duty of even parents to in- 
flict this penalty upon the false prophet :—‘ Then his father and 
his mother that begat him shall say unto him, Thou shalt not 
live ; for thou speakest lies in the name of the Lord: and his 
father and his mother shall thrust him through when he pro- 
phesieth.”” The permanent obligation of this precept—a fact 
which the repetition of it by so late a prophet as Zechariah es- 
tablishes—enables us clearly to discern the grounds which guided 
Ezra and Nehemiah in their selection of those books which were 

word of the Lord came to me, saying, Son of man, write thee the name of the day,” 
&c.—xxiv. 1, 2; ‘“‘Thou son of man, show the House to the house of Israel * * * 
and all the Laws thereof: and write it in their sight, that they may keep the whole 
form thereof, and all the ordinances thereof, and do them.”’—xliii. 10, 11. Can we 
suppose, when we read “ Daniel had a dream, and vision of his head upon his bed: 
then he wrote the dream,” &c.—vii. 1, that the prophet placed this revelation on 
record without the Divine sanction, merely because we are not expressly told that the 
command was given? 

? Deut. xiii. 1-3: xviii. 20. ‘And if thou say in thine heart; How shall we 
know the word which the Lord hath not spoken? When a prophet speaketh in the 
name of the Lord, if the thing follow not, nor come to pass, that is the thing which 
the Lord hath not spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it presumptuously.”—ver. 21, 
22. Hence, in the case of predictions, the accomplishment of which was reserved for 
the distant future, some proofs of the nature here promised by Jehovah Himself, or 
some exhibition of miraculous agency were required, and were given. E.g. Hananiah 
of Gibeon, in direct opposition to Jeremiah (cf. xxvii. 2, xxviii. 10), had ventured to 
prophesy: ‘Thus saith the Lord, Even so wi!l I break the yoke of Nebuchadnezzar 
within the space of two full years.” But Jeremiah immediately declared, “The Lord 
hath not sent thee. * * * Therefore thus saith the Lord, Behold this year thou 
shalt die, because thou hast taught rebellion against the Lord. So Hananiah the 
prophet died the same year.” —Jer. xxviii. 11-17. See also Lecture v. p. 214, note 4. 
The opposing claims of false prophets were among the most severe trials which the 
servants of God had to encounter. ‘Mine heart within me,” said Jeremiah, “is 
broken because of the prophets.”—xxiii. 9; and he writes to the captives in Babylon: 
“Let not your prophets and your diviners * * * deceive you * * * for 
they prophesy falsely unto you in My Name: I have not sent them, saith the Lord.” 
—ch. xxix. 8,9. Again: ‘ Because that Shemaiah hath prophesied unto you, and I 
sent him not, and he caused you to trust ina lie: therefore thus saith the Lord, Behold 
I will punish Shemaiah and his seed.”—ver. 31, 32. See also (ver. 21) the reference 
to Ahab and Zedckiah. Compare to the same effect Hzek. xiii. 

? Zech. xiii. 3. 
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inspired : for, independently of their own inspiration when dis- 
charging this function, we at once perceive that no book could 
have been put forward as Divine had there not been a public 
recognition that it had been composed at God’s command,’ How 
this was effected, Isaiah, as I have observed, informs us, when 
giving a narrative of the manner in which he announced to King | 
Ahaz the approaching conquest of Israel by the Assyrians :— 
“The Lord said unto me, Take thee a great roll, and write in it 
with a man’s pen concerning Maher-shalal-hash-baz.’” The brief 
prediction conveyed by this name is then developed ; previously 
to which the prophet had taken two “ faithful witnesses” to at-, 
test his words’ which he commits to a formal legal document ; 
thus ensuring, in opposition to the prevailing incredulity of the 

' See supra, Lecture ii. p. 53, note ', an important remark quoted from Sack. 
2 Tsai. viii. 1: “a great roll’—5113 752. Vitringa (in loc., t. i, p. 203) compares 

the “roll of a book (nbo-n>372)"—Jer. xxxvi. 4; and explains that there were two 
modes employed by the prophets for the purpose of recording the Divine communica, 
tions. (1.) As here, by means of a series of “‘rolls,” or sheets of parchment wrapped 
round a cylindrical roller, which admitted of being preserved with greater care; and 
which method was therefore employed for transmitting the prophecy to future times 
(cf. supra, p. 289, note *). (2.) By means of tablets of some smooth material (mind) 
which were hung up in some public place so that the people might the sooner become 
acquainted with the Divine will. Such were the Tables of stone on which the Ten 
Commandments were first written (Exod. xxxi, 18; Deut. ix. 9); and thus the 
prophet Habakkuk explains the custom, ‘‘The Lord answered me and said, Write the 
Vision and make it plain upon tables, that he may run that readeth v.”—ii. 2. Both 
methods are described where the Lord tells Isaiah: “‘ Now go, write it before them in 
a table (Mi5-5y man), and note it in a book (75e) that it may be for the time to come 
forever and ever.” —xxx. 8:—"Sensus inandati est, ut Propheta suum hune Elenchum 
scriberet in ¢adula quam ipsis hoe tempore committeret legendam; et simul exararet 
in Libro in usum:et memoriam posterorum.”—Vitringa, tn loc. t. ii. p. 171. (Gesenius, 
however, observes that in place of y~5a the Chaldee reads m3 in Isai. viii, 1.—Der 
Proph. Jesaia, i. s. 324). The theory which Calvin has advanced on this subject is, no 
doubt, ingenions; but is, as he himself admits, merely conjectural: ‘ Posteaquam 
prophetz concionem habuerant ad populum, brevem ejus summam colligebant, quam 
valvis templi affigerent, ut omnibus pateret ao melius innotesceret prophetia. Que 
cum per aliquot dies satis patuisset, auferebatur @ ministris templi, atque reponebatur in 
thesaurum, ut perpetuum ejus rei monumentum extaret. Hine confectos esse libros pros 
phetarum verisimile est: idque colligi potest ex secundo capite Habace. ver. 2, siquis 
ipsum rite expendat: atque etiam ex capite octavo hujus prophetz.”— Comm. in 
Isai., Pref. 

® “ And I took unto me faithful witnesses to record, Uriah the priest, and Zech- 
ariah the son of Jeberechiah.”—ver. 2. All admit that Uriah was the person men- 
tioned in 2 Kings, xvi. 10-16: “ King Ahaz sent to Urijah the priest the fashion of 
the altar. * * * Thus did Urijah the priest according to all that King Ahaz 
commanded.” Gesenius (in loc., s. 327) thinks that Zechariah was the Levite men- 
tioned in 2 Chron. xxix. 13. On the other hand, Mr. Blunt with great probability 
conjectures that the futher of the wife of Ahaz was the witness thus chosen by Isaiah ; 
inasmuch as we read of “ Ilezekiah the son of Ahaz,” that “his mother’s name was 
Abi the daughter of Zachariah.”—2 Kings, xviii. 2. ‘‘ We can account for the choice 
of Isaiah, who wished the transaction in which he was engaged to be enforced upon 
the attention of Ahaz with all the advantages he could command, and so selected two 
of the King’s bosom friends to testify concerning it.”—loc, cil., p. 233. 
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age, that what he had written could not, at a future period, be 
looked upon as a mere ‘ prophecy after the event.’ “As long as 
the event did not come to pass, Isaiah was prepared to find his 
announcement disregarded. Before the fulfilment of their pre- 
dictions, the prophets were continually subjected to scorn and 
ridicule :—‘“‘ The word of the Lord came unto me,” writes 
Ezekiel, “saying, Son of man, what is that proverb that ye have 
in the land of Israel saying, The days are prolonged, and every 
vision faileth ?’”” The precaution, therefore, taken by Isaiah in 
the case before us, had reference to the attestation of his words 
for future ages : and accordingly, having secured witnesses to the 
date and performance of his Commission, he received another ex- 
press command from God “to bind up and seal” the document 
to which he had committed the record of this revelation.” The 
prophet obeys, and, suspending his reputation, and perhaps his 
life, upon the issue, calmly awaits the accomplishment of his 
prediction.’ 

From all this we may infer, with a degree of confidence propor- 
tional to our trust in the veracity of Scripture, that its several 
books were designed by their Divine Author to serve as a stand- 

os 

1 Hizek. xii. 21, 22. 
2 “Bind up (m1) the testimony (A719 "—the attested oracle, cf. ver, 2), and the Law 

(m™71n) among My disciples.”—ver. 16. These words, in which the prophet, refers to 
vy. 21, 22, form part of anew revelation supplementary to the former, and introduced 
by the phrase: ‘“‘The Lord spake thus to me with a strong hand.”—ver, 11. (See 
supra, Lect, ili. p. 129, note”.) This prediction, observe Gesenius (loc, cit., s. 341), 
Isaiah was commanded to secure against every suspicion of falsification by binding 
it up (W7%, fo wrap in a cloth), and sealing it till its fulfilment: cf Dan. xii. 4: 
“Thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the 
end,” &e. 

§ The intrepid discharge of their duty by the prophets affords a conclusive proof 
of their conviction that their mission was from God. The danger which they en- 
countered was no imaginary one. The people, writes Nehemiah, ‘cast Thy Law be- 
hind their backs, and slew Thy prophets which testified against them.’”—ix. 26. Cf. 
the case of Zechariah the son of Jehoiada, put to death by King Joash, 2 Chron. 
xxiv. 21; or the statement of Jeremiah: ‘Then spake the priests and the prophets 
unto the princes and to all the people, saying, This man is worthy to die: for he 
hath prophesied against this city. Then spake Jeremiah, The Lord sent me to pro- 
phesy against this House, and against this city all the words that ye have heard. 
Therefore now mend your ways * * * as for me, behold J am in your hand: do 
with me as seemeth good unto you,”—xxvi. 11-24; see also the account of the 
murder of Urijah by Jehoiakim, ib/d., ver. 20-23. Notwithstanding this certainty 
of persecution, the prophets fearlessly performed their duty. Amos disregarded the 
power of Jeroboam (ch. vii. 10, &e.); and Elijah, although he avoided unnecessary 
danger (‘‘When he saw that, he arose, and went for his life,” &¢ —1 Kings, xix. 3), 
did not shrink from denouncing the sins of Ahab (1° Kings, xxi. 17, &c). Even 
Balaam resisted the solicitation of the King of Moab; and the “disobedient prophet” 
braved the King beside the altar (1 Kings, xiii). 
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ing witness and memorial of His Revelation whether declared by 
the mouth of prophets, or manifested in the history of the cov- 
enant-people. Hence it is that Daniel has quoted by name the 
predictions of Jeremiah, as being contained in the books which 
he was enabled to understand ;’ hence, too, the Divine messenger 
who instructs him declares: ‘‘ I will show thee that which is 
noted in the Scripture of Truth.”’ The very phrase gs Scripture, e 
indeed, or written document, as employed in this saying,—as 
made use of also by the various writers of the New Testament, 
and even by Christ Himself,’—of itself proves the justice of the 
inferences already drawn. 8. John, moreover, in the Apocalypse, 
on twelve different occasions, states that he received a command 
to write the narrative of his visions :* and to the narrative thus 
composed were applied by the angel words which equally de- 
scribe each portion of the Bible: “‘ He saith unto me, These are 
the true sayings of God.’” 

That the New Testament, like the Old, was designed as a 
memorial for after times, 8. John has not obscurely intimated 
when he announced the motive which led to the composition of 
his Gospel : ‘‘ These are written that ye might believe that Jesus 
is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing ye might have 
life through His name.’ Of this destination of the sacred 
writings for the use of every future age, a striking proof is af- 
forded by the fact that, while combating the errors and heresies 
of their day, the Apostles never descend into details, neither 
naming the heresiarchs, nor describing the factions with: which 
they had to contend: the only exception to this reserve occurs 

* Dan. ix. 2. 3 max 2nD3—Dan. x. 21. 
§ “Moses “ wrote of Me.”—S. John, v. 46. 
4 “What thou seest, write in a Book (0 BAérece ypayov el¢ Bu3Aiov)”—Rev. i. 11: 

ChiLG s IST 1S sat, 1%, 14s) mvs 1S 5 ie. 9); ox.76. 
5 Rev. xix. 9. 
° S. John, xx. 31. The fact of S. Luke having addressed each of his writings to 

an individual may seem inconsistent with this idea; and may appear to prove that 
they were not intended for general use. The contrary, however, is the case. 58. 
Luke’s writings, as internal evidence shows, were designed for Gentile readers; and 
at this period there was only one channel through which the works of a Christian 
could be published at Rome. By the Roman law literary production, when presented 
to some man of station, could claim, were the gift (‘‘strena,” ‘“munusculum”), ac- 
cepted, his support as patronus libri ;—a relation which imposed duties analogous to 
those of the patronus persone. In the case before us, therefore, 8. Luke’s dedication 
imposed upon Theophilus the duty of multiplying copies of the Gospel and of the 
= and of distributing them to the utmost of his ability:—see Hug, “ Einleit.,” Th. 
i. § 13, 8, 93 

. 
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in the confidential communications of 8. Paul to Timothy.’ It is 
not to be denied, that the New Testament affords no direct in- 
formation on this subject, and that it is equally silent as to the 
collection of its several parts. So far, indeed, are the sacred 
writers from taking notice of matters respecting which we might 
beforehand have anticipated some information that, throughout 
the Acts of the Apostles, which enter with such minuteness into 
§. Paul’s history, we can trace no hint of his ever having written 
an Epistle.” But if we add to the arguments respecting these 
questions which are founded upon external testimony and inter- 
nal presumptions, the fact of the existence of “ spiritual gifts” 
in the early Church, especially that of ‘discerning of spirits” 
which 8. Paul ranks so highly ;* and if we, at the same time, 
bear in mind how 8. John appeals to this test, and alludes to its 
necessity : “ Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits 
whether they are of God, because many false prophets are gone 
out into the world ;”*—if these circumstances, I say, be borne in 
mind, we can feel as little doubt respecting the Divine influence 
which effected the formation of the New Testament Canon, and 
designed the composition of its several parts, as the observations 
already made allow us to entertain with reference to the Old. 

The various parts of the Canon having been successively com- 
mitted to writing at the Divine command, and thus presenting 
to inspired men in after-times certain records which they also 
could consult, the question at once suggests itself—How far, and 
in what sense, have its earlier portions been made use of in those 
books which are of later date ? That the successive authors of 
Scripture have availed themselves of the works of their predeces- 
sors, requires no proof ; and we have already considered* the man- 
ner in which the sacred writers, when referring to previous por- 
tions of the Bible, have quoted its language as proceeding from 
God, or from the Holy Ghost. It only remains for us, therefore, 

71 Tim. i. 20; 2 Tim. ii 17,18. The fault of Diotrephes (3 S. John, 9) was 
plainly one of insubordination merely. Cf. Thiersch, “Versuch zur Herstell.” 

: sudeenrt. “On the Canon,” p. 169. 
® Avakpicewe mvevudtwov—l Cor. xii. 10. ‘Let the prophets speak two or three, 

and let the others judge (of dAdo: dvaxpwvérwoar).”—xiv. 29; cf. ver. 37. See, 
Appendix K. 

4 Aokiyudlere ta mvevuara.—l §S. John, iv. 1. See supra, Lecture ii. p. 53, 
note ?. 

° See supra, Lecture vi. p. 268, &c. 
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now to examine the form of the passages in which such quota- 
tions occur; to inquire how the frequent deviations from the 
words of the authors cited are to be explained ; and to prove 
that no conclusion adverse to the perfect inspiration of Holy 
Scripture can be drawn from any deviations of this nature. ’ 

Before entering upon this feature of the question, I would 
briefly touch upon one of the leading topics of modern criticism, 
—I mean the relation of the Synoptical Gospels, one to the 
other. very reader of the New Testament must have noticed, 
not merely the similarity of certain sections occurring in the 
Gospels of 8. Matthew, 8. Mark, and 8. Luke, but also the repe- 
tition of whole passages, frequently without the least variation 
of language or expression, Thus there are forty-two sections 
common to these three Evangelists : in addition to which there 
are twelve sections common to the Gospels of 8. Matthew and 
S. Mark ; five to those of S. Mark and 8. Luke; and fourteen 
to those of §. Luke and 8. Matthew, which in cach case are 
wanting in the third Gospel." To explain these facts three prin- 
cipal hypotheses have been started : Firstly, that: there was an 
original Gospel, no longer extant, which served as the basis of 
those which have come down to us. Secondly, that among our 

Synoptical Gospels whichever was of earliest date was made use 
of by the writer of that which came next in order of time ; both 
having been, in like manner, employed by the author of the third. 
Thirdly, That a body of oral teaching had been preserved for 
some years by tradition ; and that each [ivangelist made use of 
this tradition as he judged most suitable for the end at which he 
aimed. It is unnecessary here to dwell’ upon the numerous va- 
riations and combinations of these different hypotheses: their 
value cannot be better estimated than by keeping in mind what 
has been justly remarked by the author of the most celebrated 
of the three :—namely, that in consequence of the insufficiency 
of historical information, we can never possess perfect certainty 

1 I quote here the statement of Gieseler, “ Die Entst. der schriftl. Evangelien,” 
§ i. s. 3; who adds that five sections are altogether peculiar to S. Matthew, two to 
S. Mark, and nine to S. Luke. These facts had been already noticed by 8. August- 
ine: ‘‘ Marcus eum [sci/. Matthzeum] subsecutus, tanquam pedissequus, et breviator 
ejus videtur. Cum solo quippe Johanne, nihil dixit; solus ipse, perpauca; cum solo 
Luca, pauciora; cum Matthzeo vero, plurima; et multa pene totidem atque ipsis ver- 
bis, sive cum sola sive cum czxteris consonante.’—De Consensu Evangelist., lib. i. ¢. 2, 
t. 111. pars. ii. p. 3. 

? See Appendix L 
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on the subject ; and that, at most, we can only arrive at that 
degree of probability attainable, in general, by historical con- 
jectures,* 

To which observation I would add, that even were certainty 
attainable in this matter,—were any phase of any of the hypoth- 
eses in question capable of demonstration, and we were, there- 
fore, able to point out the external sources by the aid of which, 
‘as such hypotheses assume, each Evangelist composed his Gospel, 
—such a result could, in no particular, invalidate, or weaken, or 
in any manner affect, the inspired authority of the New Testa- 
ment. It forms a prominent feature, it will be remembered, of 
the theory of Inspiration maintained in. these Discourses, that 
sach writer of Scripture made use, on all occasions, of such ma- 
terials as were in his power, salle supplied by iis own expe- 
rience or by the information of others. This principle, as we 
have seen, forms the foundation of the distinction between Reve- 
Jation and Inspiration, The particulars recorded in the pages of 

2 “ Man muss sich gleich im Anfange bescheiden, dass man, so verschiedene Wege 
man auch zur Erklarung dieser Dunkelheiten einschlagen mag, bei dem Unzureich- 
enden der historischen Nachrichten doch nie zu vollkommener Gewissheit, sondern 
nur zu der Wahrscheinlichkeit gelangen kann, welcher historische Conjecturen iber- 
haupt fahig sind.”—Gieseler, loc. cif. s. 1. Schleiermacher’s remark has been often 
quoted : “ For my part I find it quite enough to prevent me from conceiving the 
origin of our three Gospels according to Eichhorn’s theory, that I am to figure to 
myself our good Evangelists surrounded by five or six open rolls or books, and that, 
too, in different languages, looking by turns from one into another, and writing a 
compilation from them. I faney myself in a German study of the eighteenth or 
nineteenth century, rather than in the primitive age of Christianity ; and if this re- 
semblance diminishes, perhaps, my surprise at the well-known image having suggested 
itself to the critic in the construction of his hypothesis, it renders it the less possible 
for me to believe that such was the actual state of the case."—The Gospel of S. Luke. 
(Thirlwall’s transl., p. 6.) 

? As 8. Luke tells us, in the Preface to his Gospel (ch. i. 1-3); or, to take the 
case of the Old Testament, as we learn from the frequent references, by the authors 
of the Books of Kings and Chronicles, to the public documents from which they de- 
rived their information. Thus we read ‘the rest of the acts of Solomon * * #* 
are they not written in the book of the acts of Solomon ?”—1 Kings, xi. 41 Such 
were the documents entitled “the book of the chronicles of the kings of Israel,” or 
‘of Judah,” which “ are quoted in the Books of Kings thirty-one times up to the his- 
tory of Jehoiakim, inclusive (2 Kings, xxiv. 5).”’—Hiavernick, Hinlett., Th. 11. Abth. 
i. s. 151; while Nehemiah appeals to these same public records in attestation of his 
own accuracy: “The sons of Levi * * * were written in the book of the chron- 
icles, even unto the days of Johanan the son of Eliashib.”—Neh. xii. 23. That Ne- 
hemiah does not refer in these words to our Books of Chronicles, is clear from the 
fact, that while the document quoted by him counts up the High Priests as far as 
the time of ‘‘ Darius the Persian’ (ver. 22), the catalogue in the Chronicles termi- 
nates with Jehozadak, who “ went into captivity, when the Lord carried away Judah 
and. Jerusalem by the hand of Nebuchadnezzar.’-—1 Chron. vi, 15. See Movers, 
“Krit. Untersuch. iib. die bibl. Chronik,” s. 234. For some further remarks as to 
this branch of Hebrew literature, see Appendix D. 
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Scripture were not all matters of Revelation ; the sacred writers 
have touched upon many topics which were not originally com- 
municated to them from heaven :(but this circumstance in no 
respect: invalidates the assertion, that the narrative of each and 
every fact of which the Bible takes notice has been handed down 
to future ages under the influence of Inspiration. In other 
words, the Holy Spirit provided that each portion of the Bible 
should convey such information as best subserved the Divine 
purpose, irrespectively of any consideration as to the character 
of that information,—whether it consisted of plain historical facts, 
or of immediate disclosures of supernatural truths. Hence there- 
fore, any one of the hypotheses proposed in order to explain the 
origin of the Gospels may be accepted as true, without in the 
least affecting the force of a single argument put forward in this 
investigation. Each Evangelist may have borrowed, to the fullest 
extent, from those sources which modern critics have attempted 
to define, and yet his entire composition will remain,in the most 
literal sense, inspired. But however irrelevant to the inspiration 
of Scripture the fate of all or any of the hypotheses alluded to 
has thus been shown to be, it would be ungrateful of the Biblical 
student to deny that the thorough ventilation which this 
question has received, has been productive of the most bene- 
ficial results as regards the elucidation of the New Testa- 

‘ment, The mutual connexion of the different portions of the 
Gospel history has been more fully brought to light; the 
phraseology of the sacred writers has been more accurately 
analyzed ; and the structure of the whole Evangelical record 
more perfectly exhibited, in consequence of this discussion, than 
in any previous stage of Biblical exegesis. Without any exag- 
geration, indeed, we may apply to this subject of modern research 
Bacon’s apposite illustration of the labors of the Alchemists. 
They sought fora phantom of their own imagining, and their 
efforts were not rewarded by the prize for which they struggled ; 
but the results which met them on their progress were neither 
few nor unprofitable for other times. The buried treasure, it is 
true, was not discovered in the vineyard, but the toil expended 

in the search found a rich return,’ 

? “Neque tamen negandum est Alchemistas non pauca invenisse, et inventis util- 
ibus homines donasse. Verum fabula illa non male in illos quadrat de sene qui filiis 
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I. To revert, however, to the facts which have suggested this 
digression,—I mean the use made by the sacred writers of those 
books of Scripture which had been already composed, and which 
lay before them while engaged themselves in drawing up their 
own portion of the Bible,—we have to notice, in the first place, 
the constant references by the Old Testament writers to the la- 
bors of their predecessors. For example: the prophecy of Jere- 
miah against Moab is manifestly founded upon the previous 
prediction contained in the twenty-first chapter of the book of 
Numbers.’ Indeed it appears, even from the English Version, 
how Jeremiah repeats, almost verbatim, the words of the Oracle 
preserved by Moses. We have, in point of fact, but this one 
prophecy against Moab ; and yet in what various forms is it re- 
peated by the prophets! The language of Isaiah, in his fifteenth 
and sixteenth chapters, as well as that of Zephaniah referring in 
like manner to this same subject, are equally based upon the 
original prediction in the Pentateuch.* Again: among the an- 

aurum in vinea defossum (sed locum se nescire simulans) legaverit; unde illi vinese 
fodiendze diligenter incubuerunt, et aurum quidem nullum repertum; sed vindemia ex 
ea cultura facta est uberior.”—Nov. Organ., lib. i. Aphor. 85. 

1 «A fire shall come forth out of Heshbon, and a flame from the midst of Sihon, 
and shall devour the corner of Moab, and the crown of the head of the tumultuous 
ones FIND 3 IPIP) SNva NXD SNM IMO Pra AaNd) Pawn xv wx 7D. Woe be 
unto thee, O Moab! the people of Chemosh perisheth: for thy sons are taken cap- 
tives, and thy daughters captives.’—Jer. xlviii. 45, 46. Of “There is a fire gone 
out of Heshbon, a flame from the city of Sihon (jm7> MPa Nand Pawn AN DD) 
it hath consnmed Ar of Moab, and the lords of the high places of Arnon. Woe to 
thee, Moab! Thou art undone, O people of Chemosh: he hath given his sons that 
escaped, and his daughters into captivity, unto Sihon King of the Amorites.”— 
Numb. xxi. 28, 29; ef. also ver. 30, with Jer. xlviii. 18, 22. We see, too, that Jere- 
miah has also embodied here the prediction of Balaam: ‘‘ There shall come a Star out 
of Jacob, and a Sceptre shall rise out of Israel, and shall smite the corners of Moab 
and destroy all the children of Sheth (NB™23722 “PP ANV2 "OND ‘yrv)).”—Numb. 
xxiv. 17. For some remarks on Jeremiah’s substitution of the noun 7/p7p for the 
verb “p7p, see Tholuck’s “ Vermischte Schriften,” Th. L s. 431; where Tholuck also 
observes: ‘A second example is supplied by the word }Nw, which Jeremiah has 
employed instead of the archaic term mv. Here also our lexicographers acknowledge 
that the term used by Jeremiah is to be regarded as an explanatory translation.” 
Thus: “mp 2, filii twmultus bellici, i. e. Israelis hostes tumultuantes. Ap. Jeremiam 
xlviii. 45 (qui locus ex nostro [Num. xxiv. 17] expressus est), pro eo est: PND ~23."— 
Gesenii Lex. iz voc. As we shall have occasion to revert to the principle which these 
facts embody (see infra, p. 308, and p. 325, note ?), the reader will bear in mind what 
has been just noticed, viz., the combination of two texts (Num. xxi. 28, 29; xxiv. 
17) in one quotation, and the alteration by Jeremiah of an expression in the passage 
which he borrows from an earlier writer. Hivernick observes that it is characteristic 
“of Jeremiah to refer particularly often to earlier writings of the Old Testament, 
and to copy them.”—WHinleit., Th. u. Abth. ii. s. 200. 

2 Zeph. ii. 8-10. Cf. “He is gone up to Bajith, and to Dibon, the high places, 
to weep: Moab shall howl over Nebo, and over Medeba,” &c.—Isai. xv. 2, with 
“Heshbon is perished even unto Dibon, and we have laid them waste even 
unto Nophah which reacheth unto Medeba.”—Numb. xxi. 30. See also Amos, ii. 1-3. 
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nouncements of Jeremiah we find an epitome of the denun- 
ciation of Obadiah against Edom.’ In all these cases, however, 
certain points of difference are observable, which prevent such 
instances of parallelism from degenerating into mere imitation, 
or becoming simple repetitions. ‘Thus, in the case before us, 
the allusions contained in the seventh verse of Obadiah, and in 
the passage from the nineteenth verse to the end of his pre- 

1 Jer. xlix. 7-22: ef. “I have heard a rumor from the Lord, and an ambassador 
is sent unto the heathen, saying, Gather ye together and come against her and rise up 
tothe battle. Forlo! I will make thee small among the heathen, and despised among 
men. ‘Thy terribleness hath deceived thee, and the pride of thine heart, O thou that 
dwellest in the clefts of the rock, that holdest the height of the hill: though thou 
shouldest make thy nest as high as the eagle, I will bring thee down from thence, saith 
the Lord”—ver. 14-16, with—‘ We have heard arumor from the Lord, and an ambas- 
sador is sent among the heathen, Arise ye, and let us rise up against her in battle. 
Behold I have made thee small among the heathen: thou art greatly despised, The 
pride of thine heart hath deceived thee, thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock 
whose habitation is high, * * * Though thou exalt thyself as the eagle, and 
though thou set thy nest among the stars, thence will I bring thee down, saith the 
Lord.”-—Obad. 1-4. Obadiah had “‘already before him the more ancient predictions 
of Balaam (Numb. xxiv. 18), of Joel (iii. 19), of Amos (i. 11, 12; ix. 12), on the 
round of which he makes this [viz., the eventual triumph of the Kingdom of God 

(cf ver. 21) over the powers of this world, as typified by Israel’s conquest of Edom]: 
the object of a more detailed prediction.”—Hiavernick, Hinlett., Th. 1. Abth. ii. s. 317. 
The points of agreement between Isaiah and other writers of Scripture axe particu- 
larly to be noted. Thus we may compare Isai. xii. 2, with Exod. xv. 2; Isai. xiii. 
with Jer. 1. and li. (cf. Isai. xiii. 19-22, with Jer. 1 39, 40); Isai. xiii. 6, with Joel, i. 15. 
Or, more particularly still, the passage, ‘"The earth shall be full of the knowledge of 
the Lord, as the waters cover the sea’—Isai. xi. 9, is repeated with the addition of a 
single term by Habakkuk: ‘‘The earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the 
glory of the Lord, as the waters cover the sea’—Hfab. ii. 14: words which are em-. 
ployed by Isaiah to denote the blessings and the peaceful tenor of the Kingdom of 
Christ; but which are quoted by Habakkuk for the purpose of describing the judg- 
ments and the wrath of God:—see Hengstenberg on Rev. i. 7. (Clarke’s For. Theol, 
Lib. i. p. 81.) The importance of this remark will be seen further on, p. 321, note 4, 
Cf. again, Isai. v. 14, with Hab. ii. 5; Isai. xiv. 4, 18, &c., with Hab. ii. 6,9. “The 
expressions of Habakkuk,” writes Hivernick, “rest so obviously upon the predic- 
tions of Isaiah, that they may be regarded as their further development.”—loc. cit. 
s. 388. O. Strauss observes on the language of Nahum: “ Luculentissima vestigia 
Jesaiz librum indigitant."—Nahumi de Nino Vaticin., p. xv. HE. g. “How. beautiful 
upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth 
peace,” &c.—Isai. lii. 7. ‘‘ Behold upon the mountains the feet of him that bringeth 
good tidings, that publisheth peace!”—Nah. i. 15. Cf also Isai. xlvii. 2, 3, with Nah. 
iii. 5 (see Jer. xiii. 22); Isai. li. 19, with Nah. iii. 7. So, too, Zeph. ii. 15, repeats 
almost word for word the expressions of Isai. xlvii. 8; and the words of Amos, ix. 13, 
are found again in Joel, iii. 18. The well-known relation between Isai. ii. 2-4, and 
Mich. iv. 1-3, cannot be passed over without notice; especially as the remarks of 
commentators upon it afford an interesting illustration of the controversy as to the 
source of the Gospels. Thus Hengstenberg (‘‘Christol.,” Th. 1. Abth. ii. s. 20) and 
Gesenius (“ Der Proph. Jesaias,” i. s. 177) consider that Micah was the first to utter 
this prediction, and that Isaiah made use of Micah’s language when recording his own 
vision in which the same revelation was conveyed. Abarbanel, on the contrary, held 
that Isaiah’s words were copied by Micah. Others again maintain that both prophets 
availed themselves of an earlier prediction, of which their writings now afford the 
only trace: see Gesenius loc. cit. 
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diction, convey sundry particulars which are not touched upon - 
by Jeremiah.’ 

Here, again, as I have observed with respect to the Gospels, 
the distinction between Revelation and Inspiration comes to our 
aid in explaining such phenomena. Historical facts formed the 
basis of the evangelical narrative ; and, under the guidance of the 
Holy Spirit, those facts were worked up by each writer into his 
independent statement, which, accordingly, presents certain fea- 
tures of resemblance to the records of his fellow-laborers. In the 
prophetical books, on the other hand, the basis of the written 
document was the direct revelation presented to the intuitive 
faculty of each prophet.* Such revelations, when once received, 
correspond to the facts in the case of historical narratives ;° and 
they, consequently, became, in like manner, the groundwork of 

; ° : : 
the various prophetic announcements, which (under that same 
guiding influence of the Holy Ghost to which I have restricted 
the term Inspiration), have assumed the form of prediction, de- 
nunciation, didactic statement, or such like phases of Prophecy. 

This feature of the question will be brought out more fully 
by an example. If we compare the opening verses of the seventh 
chapter of the Book of Amos with the first and second chapters 
of the Book of Joel, it will at once appear that at the ground of 
each prophetic warning lies the same Vision of the desolation of 
the land by locusts.* But observe how different is the treatment 

' See Koppen, “ Die Bibel, ein Werk der gottl. Weisheit,” B. ii. s. 115. In order 
to establish the fact in proof of which I have adduced this example,—viz., that the 
one prophecy was a development of the other,—it would be necessary to show that 
Obadiah wrote subsequently to Jeremiah: but this has been denied by other writers 
(e. g. by Hiivernick, ‘‘ Minleit.,” doc. cit. s 319 ff). Zechariah’s prophecy of “ the 
Branch” (Zech. vi. 10-15), however, affords an incontestable illustration. “The title 
of ‘the Branch’ had been already consecrated in Prophecy to the Messiah. It is so 
given once by Isaiah [‘‘Isai. iv. 2. In xi. 1, a diferent, though equivalent word, is 
employed”, twice by Jeremiah (xxiii. 5; xxxiiil. 15). * * * Zechariah’s pro- 
phecy is a revival of Jeremiah’s; he introduces it as of a person, already known: 
‘Behold the Man whose name is the Branch.’ ”’—Davison, On Prophecy, pp. 320-323, 
See also the remarks of Hengstenberg (‘‘ Beitrage,” B. ii. s. 48 ff.) on the manner in 
which Hosea develops the idea, so often repeated in the Pentateuch, according to 
which the relation of Jehovah to Israel is symbolized by the relation of marriage; 
and idolatry denounced under the image of whoredom. HH. g. “I will set my face 
against that man * * * and all that goa whoring after him to commit whoredom 
with Moloch,” &c.—Lev. xx. 5. Cf ch. xix. 29; Numb. xiv. 33, &c., &e. Observe, 
too, how Hosea’s prophecy opens with a literal repetition of the promises contained 
in Gen. xxii. 17; xxxii. 12: “Yet the number of the children of Israel shall be as 
the sand of the sea, which cannot be measured nor numbered”—Hos. i. 10; the spir- 
itual import of which allusion is still further explained by S. Paul, Rom. ix. 26, 

* See supra, Lecture iv. p. 162, &e. % See supra, Lecture iv. p. 146, &e. 
4 “Thus hath the Lord God showed unto me; and behold he formed grass- 
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of this theme in the two cases. While Amos confines himself 
to a simple record of the Vision, Joel has given an elaborate de- 
scription of its details ; employing the imagery and style peculiar 
to his writings, in which his conception of the future and his al- 
lusions to the present are combined with threats and exhorta- 
tions. Each prophet, we can scarcely doubt, had received the 
same revelation ; but see how differently me under the euid- 
ance of the Holy Spirit, has applied the Divine communication,’ 

I]. I turn, in the second place, to the quotations from the 
Old Testament which meet us in the New.’ Certain aspects of this 
subject have been already touched upon, not only when it was ar- 
gued, from the nature of such quotations, that the Old and New 
Testaments are both portions of one organized whole,—every sec- 
tion of each subserving the accomplishment of the Divine Coun- 
sels ;* but also, as in the last Discourse, where it was shown how 
the New Testament writers, as well as our Lord Himself, ascribe 

hoppers in the beginning of the shooting up of the latter growth. * * * And it 
came to pass, that when they had made an end of eating the grass of the land, then 
I said,” &c.—Amos, vii. 1, 2. 

? The assertion that the same Vision was the germ of each prophetic announce- 
ment, does not, of course, imply that the perceptions offered to the spiritual sense of 
Amos were presented under as fully-developed a form as the revelation to Joel. As 
O. Strauss observes, Joel ‘universe Prophetie brevem quodammodo. exhibet con- 
spectum * * * Amos hostium non immensas omnino catervas vidit, sicuti Joél; 
verum certam populi speciem, longe remoti cujusdam et ferocissimi, cujus tamen nomen 
ignorat (cf. Amos, vi. 14; v. 27).”—loc. cit. p. xvii. See also Hiivernick, loc. cit., s. 43, 
u. 295. 

? The following remarks will fitly introduce this subject :—“ In the freedom of the 
Spirit of Truth, the question is not whether Divine sayings already promulgated have 
been quoted with rigid adherence to their mere letter, but whether they have been 
given anew, true to “their spirit: a repetition which, under different circumstances, 
takes a direction, towards their spiritual end, both new, and withal appropriate; in 
which, moreover, the original import is not falsified, and suited to error or prejudice, 
but, in the sense of its Author, the Spirit, is now developed further and more pro- 
foundly—is defined more nearly, and adapted to the new requirements of Truth, to 
the meaning which is spiritual and not carnal, to the requirements of Divine and not 
of worldly progress. * * * Such is the manner in which the Holy Ghost, at 
every higher stage of His communications, acts with respect to what has been already 
given within the limits of a lower or preparatory stage of Revelation. Such things 
as could not, as yet, be there expressed, and were still veiled under figure or symbol, 
are, at a later period, proclaimed without reserve from the house tops. According to 
this principle are to be estimated the quotations and expositions of the Old Testament 
sayings, and narratives in the Apostolic writings :—matters which, when handled by 
men unconsecrated,’and endowed with merely human cultivation, are lost in frivo- 
lous allegory, as in the expositions of Philo. Such expositions, when proceeding from 
the Spirit, the authentic Author and Expounder of His own work, become a higher 
and more profound development of Truth:—that which, were it combined, from a 
purely human stand-point, out of doctrine and history, w ould be fiction or conjecture, 
becomes, in the Divine Author’s own representation, an infusion of life, and the com- 
pletion of His design.”—Beck, Propdd. Entwickl., s. 242. 

* See Lecture i. p. 26, &c.; and Lecture iii. Cf. Appendix B. 
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the Old Testament to the immediate agency of the Holy Ghost. 
On these occasions I confined myself either to an examination of 
the manner in which such passages from the former Scriptures 
are introduced, or to the general points of connexion between the 
sacred writings which they exhibit : it still remains to consider 
the form and substance of the quotations themselves. The im- 
portance of this subject arises from the fact that the two divis-- 
ions of the Bible are composed in different languages ; combined 
with the parallel fact that, at the period when the New Testa- 
ment was written,’ there had already existed, for a considerable 
time, a translation of the Old Testament into Greek, which, al- 
though of great value, is not inspired,’ but of which the writers 
of the New Testament have confessedly availed themselves, This 
fact at once presents a kind of experimentum crucis of every 
theory of Inspiration.’ Not to dwell upon the extravagant opin- 

1 See the valuable discussion of Hug (“ Hinleit.,” Th. m. cap. i. § 10) as to the 
language of Palestine in the Apostolic age. Too great importance, he observes, ‘* is 
attached x tne ae that Jesus is repr esented as Speaking i in Hebrew (Mark, v. ihe 

"E¢¢atu ; and Matt. xxvii. 46; Mark, xv. 34). It might be 
replied that cae ‘Hopi words in these passages are quoted by the Evangelists as 
something remarkable, which would not have been the case had Jesus for the most 
part spoken i in Hebrew ; and what could reasonably be objected to this answer? We 
will not, however, dismiss the matter so hastily. The Lord may have adddressed 
the Jewish multitude in their own language, on account of their predilection for it. 
But how did He address a mixed assembly ¢ collected from different regions and cities ? 
How did He speak to proselytes and pagans, as at Gadaris (Matt. viii. 28, &¢., Mark, 
v. 1; Luke, viii. 26)? How in the district of Tyre and Sidon (Mark, vii. 24, &c.), 
where the Syrophenician Greek woman (yuv7 ‘EAAnvig Lvpogovixtooa) entered into 
conversation with Him? How in Decapolis, which consisted of Greek cities, such 
as Philadelphia, Gerasa, Gadara, Hippos, and Pella?”—s. 46, 

? T do not consider it necessary to discuss the question as to the inspiration of the 
LXX. The fabulous character of the narrative of Aristeas, to a belief in the truth of 
which that notion chiefly owes its currency, has been sufficiently exposed by Hody, 
in his well-known work, “ De Bibliorum Text. Originalibus.” 

3 Tholuck (“Das A. Test. im N. Test,” s. 7) quotes a remark of Billroth on 1 Cor. 
i. 19,—where 8. Paul does not adhere literally to either the Hebrew or the LXX ,— 
which forcibly expresses the alternative in this question: ‘“‘ According to his wont, 
the Apostle quotes, in proof, passages of the Old Testament which certainly do not ~ 
always suit in a strictly historical sense (i. e. so that the respective authors had meant 
what Paul means in the connexion in which he quotes them), but which, however, 
so far as regards the words, imply what they are applied to. In order not to accuse 
Paul (as well as the other writers of the New Testament—nay, Christ Himself) of 
either ignorance, or even perhaps dishonesty in this point, we must firmly maintain 
the prineiple according to which the Old Testament, taken collectively, is a type of 
the New :—so that the predictions of the prophets (e.g e. those relating to the Messiah) 
are not to be understood as if the writers had conscivusly referred to the historical 
Christ, who was born under the reign of Augustus (every child perceives that this 
is not the case, and the fact is one which writers need not make so much of), but so 
that, in the words which they utter, that same Divine Spirit expresses Itself, which 
organically penetrates the entire history, and which, consequently, has also appeared 
in Christianity.” 
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ion that the Apostles have often misunderstood’ or misquoted 
the Hebrew Scriptures, it is held by an extensive class of modern 
commentators that the authors of. the New Testament, when 
making use of the Septuagint Version, continually “quote from 
memory.”* . This assertion can only mean, that(the passages ad- 
duced by the inspired writers are not cited with as much ac- 
curacy, or correctness, as might have been attained had they 
been at the pains to consult the source from which they have 
borrowed the form of their quotations. Nay more, such a prin- 
ciple would undoubtedly lend some color to the statement,— 
which, as we shall presently see, has actually been advanced,— 

' In the “Studien u. Kritiken” for 1835 a writer of considerable repute, Dr. Bleek, 
in an essay on “ The dogmatic use of Old Testament sayings in the New,” proposes 
the following question :—‘“‘If an Old Testament saying is ‘employed in the New Tes- 
tament, in such a manner that we cannot question the fact that the New Testament 
writer has referred it to the Messiah,—and this, too, not by way of mere application ; 
while, at the same time, his use of it docs not throughout belong strictly to the orig- 
inal sense and original reference,—is, ‘then, such a use of the passage binding upon 
us; and arule of itself sufficient to determine us to understand, in the same sense,’ 
the Old Testament saying ?”—s. 443. This question, in all its generality, Dr. Bleek 
answers in the negative,—adding that he has “on his’ side the majority of German 
theologians of the present age,”—on the ground that we cannot imagine the language 
of the Old Testament to have any other meaning than that which the Old Testament 
writer himself perceived in it. Thus ‘in the case of the second Psalm, which is ap- 
plied so frequently to the Messiah in the New Testament (e. g. Acts, iv. 25, 26; xiii. 
33; Heb. i. 2; v.5; Rev. ii. 27; xii. 5; xix. 15), Dr. Bleek considers that there is 
not the slightest intimation that any other time or person was intended than the 
time when the Psalmist wrote, and the king then “anointed on Zion” (s. 456). To 
suppose “that the Holy Spirit so guided the Psalmist in his poetry and his compo- 
sition, that his words present a second more remote and higher reference extending 
beyond this émmediate sense, and of which he himself was unconscious, or at least, 
not clearly conscious,” would be to assume an inspiration by the Holy Ghost of such 
a nature as Dr. Bleek is not disposed to concede (s. 458). (In reply to this principle, 
which assumes that the human agents were the sole and proper authors of the 
Bible, see what has been already said, Lecture v. p. 189, &.) The use of the Old 
Testament in the New (chiefly by 8. Matthew and 8. John), Dr. Bleek describes as 
resulting from an ‘earlier exegetical tradition of the Jewish schools; an exegesis, 
too, which we are not “justified in regarding as founded upon perfeetly just prin- 
ciples, or as treated in a perfectly correct manner.”—s. 447. Such Jewish views, he 
adds, we cannot but expect to have had their influence on the New Testament 
writers; who accordingly have understood sundry texts of the Old Testament “in 
a sense which would not be received as either correct or accurate had they attained 
to a greater perfection of exegetical science and skill.”—s. 448, 

2 E. g. Olshausen (see infra, p. 323, note *); Bleek; Mr. Alford (who writes on 
8. Matt. xxvii. 9: “The citation is not from Jeremiah, and is probably quoted from 
memory, and inaccurately [but see infra, p. 308, notes); we have similar mistakes in 
two places in the apology of Stephen, Acts, vii. 4, 16, and in Mark, ii. 26. * * * 
The quotation here is very different from the LXX., and not much more like the 
Hebrew ;” cf. also his notes on Rom. xi. 34; and 2 Cor. vi. 17); Tholuck (who ob- 
serves: ‘In very many, nay in most cases, in consequence of quoting from memory, 
the passage, so far as the words are concerned, is altered sometimes to such an extent 
that the deviation, as is the case in 1 Cor. ii. 9 (ph. v.-14) [but see infra, p. 307, 
note *], has even caused the supposition that the citation belongs to some apocryphal 
book.” —Das A. Test. im N. Test., 8.39.) , 
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that, in consequence of thus citing the Greek translation from 
memory, the Apostles may, at times, although undesignedly, 
have missed the sense of the original. Such a doctrine, if capa- 
ble of proof, is obviously fatal to that view of the inspiration of 
Scripture which I have endeavored to maintain ; according to 
which each and every portion of the Bible is perfect and Divine. 
On the other hand, if this latter inference be legitimate, any 
opinion which ascribes to the form in which the Old Testament 
is quoted a less degree of perfection than might have been se- 
cured by a somewhat greater amount of diligence or care on the 
part of those New Testament writers who adduce it must be 
radically and essentially unsound ; and to establish this con- 
clusion must now be my task. 

The references to the Old Testament which meet us in the 
New may be arranged under two classes." The jist embraces 
those passages which are strictly prophetical ; and of this class 
the following subdivisions present themselves :—(1.) Those texts 
which refer almost exclusively to the Messiah’s Personal history 
or Character ; and in which the principle of pointing to Him as 
their end is clearly intimated :—such texts being brought for- 

ward, not as mere illustrations, or by way of adaptation to the 
events of His life, but as requiring an actual fulfilment in an 
actual fact. Predictions of this kind are referred to with the 
words, ‘‘ That the Scripture might be fulfilled ;” or, “‘ Now all 
this was done that it might be fulfilled ;” or, ‘‘ Then was ful- 
filled that which was spoken by the prophet :’" the New Testa- 

! Tn the following discussion I avail myself of the excellent remarks of Rudel- 
bach in his “ Zeitschrift” for 1842, H. ii. s. 42 ff 

2 "Iva, or 6mu¢ TAnpwh7.—e. g. “I know whom I have chosen : but that the Scrip- 
ture may be fulfilled (GAA iva 7 ypaby mAnpwb7,) He that eateth bread with Me,” 
&e.—S. John, xiii. 18; or “Now all this was done that it might be fulfilled (iva 
mtAnpwhy) which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying, Behold a Virgin 
shall be with child,” &.—S. Matt. i. 22,23. Again: “ Without a parable spake He 
not unto them; that it might be fulfilled (rue “rAnpiot)) which was spoken by the 
prophet, saying, I will open My mouth in parables,” &c.—S. Matt. xiii. 34, 35. 
“The signification of the oft-recurring phrase, iva wAypwAj, as invplving a real con- 
nexion between Prophecy and its fulfilment, is no longer questioned by the more ju- 
dicious expositors. The fact that Grammar itself, against the will of those who handle 
it, is compelled to give at least formal testimony to the Faith, is not to be overlooked 
as an apologetic element of the Christian Evidences; and indeed it has never, when 
the occasion offered, been overlooked by the Ancients. The sense, however, of that 
formula (cf: e. g. in the first Gospel, S. Matt. ii. 15; viii. 17; xii. 17; xiii. 35 ; xxi. 4; 
xxvi. 56; xxvii. 35) is plainly nothing else than what lies in the expression itself, 
viz., that the fulfilment has taken place tz order to display the truth of Propheey.”— 
Rudelbach, Zeitschr., 1840. H. i. s. 3. 

* “Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet (Tére 
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ment writers thereby declaring that God had pre-ordained that 
the prophet’s announcement should receive its true accomplish- 
ment in the single fact to which it is thus applied. (2.) To this 
subdivision may be added those which are in the strictest sense 
typical predictions :—that is, where the words or symbols of the 
Old Testament are adduced as having conveyed, from the first, 
an allusion to the particular fact or event in which they are 
stated to have been now at length realized ; and respecting the 
true signification of which the fulfilment alone could have given 
certainty.’ Although the reference is made under the form of. 
an involved type, its substance is always prophetical, as we learn 
from the use, here also, of the phrase, “ That it might be ful- 
filled which was spoken by the prophet,” or such like expressions. 
Of this nature was the mention by 8. John of the ceremonies 
connected with the Paschal Lamb, which he represents as being 
at length truly exhibited in the Sacrifice upon the Cross : “* These 
things were done that the Scripture should be fulfilled, A bone 
of Him shall not be broken.’” (8.) There are also those passages 

éxAnpobyn 7d pnbev did ‘lep.), saying, In Rama was: there a voice heard,” &¢.—S. 
Matt. ii. 17. 

? See supra, Lecture v. p. 200, note’, where I have differed from Rudelbach 
(“Zeitschr.,” 1842. H. ii. s. 38) in regarding the relation of Types to Prophecy as 
more intimate than he is disposed to admit. In accordance with his views, instead 
of referring such quotations in the New Testament to the class of strictly prophetical 
passages, Rudelbach regards the ‘‘vaticinia typica,” there adduced by the sacred 
writers, as forming a distinct class. 

? "Eyéveto yap taita va 4 ypadn TAnpwO_7—S. John, xix. 36; and in the same 
sense another Apostle writes: ‘“‘Ye were not redeemed with corruptible things 
* + % but with the precious blood of Christ, as of a Lamb without blemish.”—1 
8. Pet. i. 18, 19 (cf. also ver. 2); S. John, i.29; 1 Cor. v. 7; &e. Quite similar is S. 
Matthew’s allusion, in his account of the rending of the Vail of the Temple (xxvii. 
51); on which feature of the Tabernacle 8. Paul dwells with such particularity (Heb. 
ix. 3, 11, 12; x. 20). The following instances may be added: Joseph arose and 
’“took the Young Child and His Mother by night, and departed into Weypt, that it 
might be fulfilled (iva t27pw07) which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, say- 
ing, Out of Egypt have I called My Son”—S. Matt. ii. 14, 15; for the sense of which 
typical prediction see supra, Lecture iii. p. 109, note. Still more forcibly illustrative 
of this class of typical predictions is the manner in which the New Testament teaches 
that the entire course of Jewish history, and not the Exodus merely, pointed to 
Christ. This we learn from the reference to Ps. Ixxviii., by both 8, Paul and S 
Matthew: the former declaring that ‘these things were our examples,” or rather 
“types” —Taira dé TUT OL huov éyevnfycav—l Cor. x. 6; and the latter quoting its 
words with the formula, “ That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet.” 
—xiii. 35. On the use of this Psalm see also supra; Lecture iv. p, 151, note. Cf., too, 
the well-known difficulty connected with the words, “ He came and dwelt in a city 
called Nazareth; that it might be fulfilled (Omwe mAnp.) which was spoken by the pro- 
phets, He shall be called a Nazarene.’—S. Matt. ii. 23; where, as Olshausen (‘Kin 
Wort wb. tief. Schriftsinn,” s. 64) conjectures, the Evangelist may refer to the saying 
of Jacob that Joseph “was separate from his brethren (77s 712)—Gen. xlix. 26 (ef. 
Num. vi. 1-22); considering Joseph as a type of the Messiah,—=a character already 

20 
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which are quoted so that their direct reference to a particular 
person or event cannot be questioned. Thus Isaiah’s prediction 
that S. John the Baptist should appear in the character of the 
Messiah’s forerunner is introduced by 8. Matthew with the words : 
‘This is he that was spoken of by the prophet Esaias.”” (4.) The 
last subdivision embraces those texts which are cited so that the 
causiutive particle connects the Messianic fact with the prediction, 
—thus assuring us, in the way of inference, that such was the 
end at which the prophet’s language aimed. For example, 8. 
Peter explains how ‘“ it was impossible” that Jesus of Nazareth 
“ should be holden of” death, ‘‘ Jor David speaketh concerning 
him” the prophecy which has been handed down as the sixteenth 
Psalm.’ > 

As forming the second class of quotations are to be counted 
those passages in which the language of the Old Testament is in- 
corporated with the body of Christian doctrine ; and in which the 
prophets are represented in the same light as the men who di- 
rectly announced the New Covenant. In such instances we have 
a practical illustration of Christ’s saying that heaven and earth 
should disappear rather than “one jot or one tittle pass from the 
Law till all be fulfilled.’ In this case the language of the 
former Scriptures is sometimes introduced without an express 
reference :—as in the first Epistle of 8. Peter, where passages 
from Isaiah and Ezekiel are embodied in the Apostle’s argument, 

implied in the name “Saviour of the World” (“Zaphnath Paaneah”) assigned to him 
by Pharaoh (Gen. xli. 45). It is clear that Nafapér (whence Naswpaivc—the despised 
one) cannot, as many writers hold, be derived from ““2—a branch (Isai. xi. 1); sinee 
¢ invariably corresponds to 1, not x. (E. g. in S. Matt. i.; S. Luke, iii. “Ayaf== tmx, 
ZopoBafer = d2271, &e.: while Tudév = pr, Sv = rx.) Cf the employment by 
Christ Himself of the type of Jonah: "Qo7ep yap Hv ’lovde év TH Kovdia * * * 
eiTu¢ éoTat 6 Yide Tod ’Avip. k. tT. .—S. Matt. xii. 40; as well as that of the “ brazen 
serpent,” Kafoc Muisi¢e twocev tiv dow, obtwc bpwbjvar Set Tov Yidv tod ’AvOp. 
—S. John, iii. 14; which latter exposition teaches us how fully our Lord has adopted 
the typical mode interpretation. 

" S. Matt. iii, 3; Isai. xl. 3. The purchase of “the potter's field” with “the price 
of blood,” is described as follows: “Then was fulfilled (réte éxAnpdby) that which 
was spoken,” &e.—S. Matt. xxvii. 9. So also S. Peter explains as the fulfilment of 
the words of Joel, ii. 28, 29, the events on “the Day of Pentecost” (Acts, ii. 16)— 
dAAd TodT6 -oTL Td eipnuévov Sut Tod TpopiToV "lana. 

* Acts, ii. 24, 25—ovn qv duvarov xpateioOa Abrov * * * Aavid yap Aéyet. 
«. 7.4. Or again: “ Therefore they could not believe, because that Esaias said again,” 
&e. (674 madw eimev ‘Ho.).—S. John, xii. 39. Or: “ For t# is written in the Book 
of Psalms (Téypartat yap év Bi3Aw wady.) * * * his bishopric let another take. 
Wherefore (0 e7 0% v) of these men which have companied, &c. * * * must one 
be ordained,” &¢c.—Acts, i. 20-22. Cf Eph. iv. 8—Avd Aéyes. 

3 See supra, Lecture iii. p. 104, &e. ; 
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unaccompanied by any observation denoting the sources from 
which they were taken.’ On the other hand, the reference to the 
Old Testament is sometimes plainly expressed.’ Again: a state- 
ment of some former inspired writer is employed in such a man- 
ner as to connect the prediction which it conveys, with a series of 
historical facts :—those facts indicating, on some occasions, that 
the accomplishment of the prediction had commenced (thus 8. 
Matthew adduces Isaiah’s language, which describes the suffer- 
ings of the Messiah, as beginning to receive its fulfilment in 
Christ’s miracles of healing : “‘ Himself took our infirmities, and 
bare our sicknessess”’) ;* or at other times signifying the continu- 
ous accomplishment of the prophetic declaration (as when §. 
Paul interprets the nineteenth Psalm as having foreshadowed 
the permanent preaching of the Gospel: ‘Their sound went 
into all the earth, and their words unto the ends of the world.”) 

Under this class comes also a series of references by which the 
writers of the New Testament exemplify, in the plainest man- 
ner, their belief in the inspiration of the Old Testament ; and 
from which it obviously results that each portion of Scripture 

1 “Who His own Self bare our sins in his own Body onthe tree * * * by 
Whose stripes ye were healed (Isai. liii. 4, 5). For ye were as sheep going astray 
(Ezek. xxxiv. 11, 12); but are now returned unto the Shepherd and Bishop of your 
souls (Ezek. xxxvii. 24),"—18. Pet. ii, 24, 25. Cf. also ch. i. 24, 25; “ All flesh is as 
grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of grass. The grass withereth * * * 
but the word of the Lord endureth for ever,”—words which are incorporated in the 
Apostle’s exhortation from Isai. xl. 6-8. This mode of employing the Old Testament, 
as Rudelbach observes, “is a surety to us that, in the judgment of the Apostle, there 
lies in its language a /jua Oceod, pévov ei¢ Tov aidva.”—loc. cit. s. 47. Such also is the 
mode of referring to Hab. ii. 4, ‘The just shall live by his faith”—in Gal. iii. 11; and 
Hebr. x. 38. 

? i. g. “ Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves * * ¥* for it is written (yé- 
ypaztat yap), Vengeance is Mine,” &c.—Rom. xii. 19. Again: ‘That, according as 
it is written (ka0d¢ yéyparra.), He that glorieth,” &.—1 Cor. 1. 31. Cf. Acts, xiii. 
40. A still more striking instance is supplied by the passage: ‘‘ Wherefore he saith, 
Awake, thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light” 
—Hph. v. 14—a passage which is not to be found in express words in either the 
Hebrew or the LXX.; while the formula dc) A¢yec (as Olshausen, B. iv. s. 270, truly 
says) points infallibly to a quotation from Scripture. §. Paul here clearly refers to 
Tsai. Ix. 1. 

3 “He cast out the spirits with His word, and healed all that were sick. That 
it might be fulfilled which was spoken by Hsaias the prophet [liii. 4], saying, Himself 
took our infirmities, and bare our sicknesses.”—S. Matt. viii. 16, 17. So also ch. iv. 
14, 15, the first dawn of the Gospel and the future conversion of the Heathen, when 
“the people which sat in darkness saw great light”—is inferred from I[sai. ix. 1, 2, 
with the formula of citation, iva tAnpw67 :—the Evangelist adding, “ From that time 
Jesus began to preach.” —ver. 17. 

“ Rom. x. 18. Compare, too, the reference, in ver. 8, to Deut. xxx. 12-14, 
From Heb. viii. 8-12, we learn that the days of the Gospel afford the never-ceasing 
accomplishment of Jer. xxxi. 31-34. 
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must be regarded as part of one Divine whole :—I mean the sys- 
tem of collective quotations, where a number of passages are 
brought together, in the same connexion, from various books of 
the Bible, in order to establish some one point of Christian doc- 
trine.’ Of this, the Epistle to the Hebrews affords many in- 
stances :* but the most striking example is, perhaps, supplied by 
the passage commencing at the tenth verse of the third chapter 
of the Epistle to the Romans, where five different texts from the 
Psalms are combined in the same quotation with a text from 
Isaiah :—the whole series commencing with the formula “ As it 
is written.”* It is plain that in these collective quotations the 

1 This fact affords a satisfactory reply to the opening observations of Mr. Cole- 
ridge in the passage quoted supra, Lecture ii. p. 53, note 7. Had the Bible not been 
generically different from ‘all other writings,” such a “practice” would be indeed 
“ unexampled.” 

* In Heb. i. 5-13, the exaltation of Christ above all creatures and angels is in- 
ferred from Ps. ii. 7; 2 Sam. vii. 14; Ps. xevii. 7; xlv. 6, 7; cii. 25-27. In ch. ii. 6— 
8, 12, 13, the true human nature of Christ is inferred from Ps, viii. 4-6; xxii. 22; 
xviii. 2. In ch, iv. 4-10, the ‘Rest of the people of God’ is shown to have been pre- 
dicted in Gen. ii. 2; Ps. xev. 7-9. ‘No more instructive codex of prophetical the- 
ology could be presented to us than in these highly fruitful quotations.”—Rudelbach, 
loc. cit., s. 48. 

3 Kalac yéyparrac—Rom. iii. 10-18,—where the following passages are com- 
bined: Ps. lili. 1; v.9; cxl 3; x. 7; Isai. lix. 7,8; Ps. xxxvi.1. So also in Rom. 
x. 19, 20, with reference to the obstinacy of Israel and the call of the Gentiles, we 
find Deut. xxxii. 21, and Isai. lxv. 1, 2, united. Cf in Rom. xi. 8-10, the quotations 
from Isai. xxix. 10; Deut. xxix. 4; Ps. lxix. 22,23: where also (Rom. ix. 33), Isai. 
viii. 14, is combined with Isai. xxviii. 16;—the same combination occurring in 1S. 
Pet. ii. 6-8, with the addition of a further quotation from Ps. exviil. 22 (cf. 5. Matt. 
xxi. 42, &c.). In the same manner 2 Cor. vi. 16, is composed of Lev. xxvi. 12, and 

_ Ezek. xxxvii. 26, 27; while in ver. 17, to the quotation from Isai. lii. 11, there is 
added an expression (eicdéfouar dc) from Ezek. xx. 34, which briefly sums up the 
promise of Isai. li, 12:—ver. 18 being taken from Jer. xxxi. 1-9, 33; xxxii. 38. 
Again, the words of S. Stephen (Acts, vii. 7), ‘‘and serve me in this place,” are not 
found in either the Hebrew or LXX. of Gen. xv. 14. They are taken from God’s 
words, Exod. iii. 12:—the combination of the two passages pointing out the con- 
nexion of the different parts of the Divine Scheme. The following examples.of this 
procedure require some remarks: In 8. Mark, i. 2—where the reading adopted i in the 
English Version, “ As it is written in the prophets” (év Toi¢ mpodyratc), is certainly i in- 
correct ; and where we should read ‘“‘in Isaiah the prophet” (év ‘Hoaia r@ mpodyrn), 
—we find the language of Mal. iii. 1, combined with that of Isai. xl. 3. It is obvious 
that the words of Malachi, “‘he shall prepare the [a] way before Me” are based upon 
the expression of Isaiab— Prepare ye the [a] way of the Lord:” and that this is 
not a mere undesigned coincidence on the part of the later prophet is proved by 
Malachi (iii. 2; iv. 5) having similarly incorporated in his own statements the lan- 
guage of another and earlier servant of God, viz., Joel, ii. 11, and 31. The design of 
Malachi here was to show the Jews who had returned from the Exile, and whose 
temporal condition seemed to present a contradiction to the promised glories of Mes- 
siah’s reign, that Isaiah himself had already foretold that the evangelical promises 
were not as yet at hand; and that ‘the preparation of the way” must precede 
Messiah’s glory. The passage quoted by 8. Mark from Malachi, therefore, is not an 
independent prediction. Malachi is merely the auctor secundarius ; and the Evangelist 
points out that this is the case by ascribing both commentary and text to Isaiah, 
whom he thus represents as the auctor primarius,—the commentary being placed 
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Apostles adduce the several passages as all denoting, and from 
the first pointing to, one great truth ;—although separately, in 
their primary connexion, such statements of the Old Testament 
had often merely a reference to more special relations. 

This review of what are plain matters of fact of itself brings 
to light the principle which guided the sacred writers, under the 
Gospel Dispensation, in the use which they have made of the Old 
Testament. The Holy Spirit, when inspiring God’s servants in 
former times, had infused a deeper significance into their words 
than the men who uttered them, or who committed them to writ- 
ing, perceived." The depth of meaning conveyed could only be 
apprehended, in the fulness of: time, by those who, like the 
authors of the New Testament, “had the mind of Christ ;”* and 
who were thereby enabled to unfold the hidden mystery couched 
under the earlier form.’ Consider how Christ Himself has exem- 

first, as it serves to elucidate the text. §S. Mark’s exordium, ‘The beginning of the 
Gospel,” also shows that he had in view the closing book of the Old Testament. 
That in S. Matt. ili. 1-4, these words of Isaiah are in like manner quoted with refer- 
ence to Malachi is clear from the use of werqvoeite—ver. 2, compared with Mal. iv. 5, 
6, where ‘Elijah the prophet” is described as the preacher of werdvora. See Heng- 
stenberg, ‘‘Christol.,” B. iii. s. 398. On the principle here laid down, Hengstenberg 
(B. ii. s. 259) explains why S. Matthew (xxvii. 9) has ascribed to Jeremiah the words of 
Zechariah (xi. 13):—the Evangelist desiring to explain that Jeremiah was to be re- 
garded as the auctor primarius of a prediction with which his readers were well ac- 
quainted, and to whose words (Jer. xviii. 1-3; xix. 2) the expression of Zechariah, 
“‘And the Lord said unto me, Cast it unto the potter,”refers us; Jeremiah standing to - 
Zechariah in the same relation as Ezekiel and Daniel to the Apocalypse. Nor is the 
reference in such cases to a single prophet unusual. The quotation, “That it might 
be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, Tell ye the daughter of Sion, Behold thy 
king cometh unto thee, meek,” &c., in S, Matt. xxi. 4, 5, is taken from Isai. xii, 11, 
and Zech. ix. 9; on which Bengel observes: ‘ Hic locus exemplo est multos sermo- 
nes apud prophetas accipi debere, non solum ut ab illis dictos sed ut ab Apostolis 
dicendos.” Cf. too, our Lord’s words, 8. Matt. xxiv. 30, with Dan. vii. 13 ; Zech. Xii. 
10-12. This combination of different passages meets us even in the Old Testament. 
Thus Nahum, in the words, ‘For now I will break his yoke from off thee, and will 
burst thy bonds in sunder.”—i. 13, alludes to the expressions of Isai. x. 27 in language 
differing from them in some respects (e. g. "0'72); both statements being combined in 
Jer. xxx. 8. See O. Strauss, loc. cit., p. 40. 

? See supra, Lecture v. p. 189, &e. 
? “Who hath known the mind of the Lord (voiv Kupiov)? * * * But we 

have the mind of Christ” (7juzei¢ 6? vodv Xpictod éyouev).—1 Cor. ii. 16. 
§ Rudelbach (following Olshausen) has truly observed that “a ix6vorca—a deeper 

sense, intended by the Holy Ghost,—must be allowed, in the interpretation of Scrip- 
ture, by all who have a clear apprehension of the objectivity of the Holy Spirit’s in- 
fluence upon the prophets.” —Zeitschrift, 1842, H. ii. s. 34. Olshausen (“ Kin Wort 
ub. tief. Schriftsinn,” s. 70) establishes the justice of this principle by an appeal to the 
plain statements of the sacred writers. In this sense S. Paul expounds the history of 
Hagar and Ishmael (see supra, Lecture iii. p. 109),—‘ which things,” writes the Apos- 
tle, “are an Allegory” (dtwa totw drAn yopotmeva).—Gal. iv. 24. So also 8. 
John writes: “Their dead bodies shall lie in the street of tho great, city, which spir- 
ttually is called (jTt¢ Kadeirae TvEevpaTtiKxdc) Sodom and Egypt.’—Rev. xi. 8. Of. 
Rom. ix. 7, 8; 2 Cor. iii, 13, &e.; Eph. v. 32, &c. The classical phrase tmévora is ad- 
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plified this principle :—His saying, “ Blessed are the meek, for 
they shall inherit the earth,’ exhibits the spiritual sense of that 
inheritance of the promised land which so constantly forms the 
theme of Old Testament Prophecy ; and in which Canaan, the 
terrestrial object of the Divine promises, symbolizes every Divine 
blessing. The argument founded upon these same promises in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews’ clearly shows how this idea pervades 
the entire organism of the Bible, and how it implies the realiza- 
tion of the Kingdom of God even in its earthly form. 

But while the authors of the New Testament, by their full 
appreciation of the deeper meaning conveyed in the words of ear- 
lier sacred writers, show how widely they differ from that class 
of expositors who see no further intent in the language of In- 
spiration than its naked, literal signification ; they are, at the 
same time, as widely opposed to that other class which fixes its 
exclusive attention upon the allegorical or mystical sense of Scrip- 
ture.® From this latter school the inspired penmen are severed 
by broad lines of distinction. In the first place, they assert un- 
conditionally the literal signification and historical reality of every 
narrative in the Bible ; insisting, nevertheless, upon the spiritual 

mirably suited to express the truth which such texts convey: inasmuch as it implies 
that under the obvious signification of the words there lies, ngt indeed a different, but 
the same signification again, more profoundly apprehended. See also supra, Lecture 
iv. p. 153, note *. * 

1S. Matt. v. 5—xAnpovoujcovaw thy yi. Sof “1 will give unto thee, and to thy 
seed * * * all the land of Canaan for an everlasting possession.’—Gen. xvii. 8. 
“Sic ergo et promissio Dei, quam promisit Abrahee, firma perseverat * * * Re- 
promisit autem Deus heereditatem terre Abrahz et semini ejus: et neque Abraham, 
neque semen ejus, hoc est, qui ex fide justificantur, nunc sumunt in ea hereditatem: 
accipient autem eam in resurrectione justorum. Verus enim et firmus Deus: et prop- 
ter hoe ‘beatos’ dicebat ‘mites, quoniam ipsi hereditabunt terram.’ ”—S. Irenzeus, 
Cont. Heer., lib. v. xxii. p. 331. See Olshausen zn loc. e 

2 “Seeing, therefore, it remaineth that some must enter therein, and they to whom 
it was first preached entered not in because of unbelief: again He limiteth a certain - 
day, saying in David, To-day, &c. There remaineth, therefore, a rest to the people of 
God.”—Heb. iv. 6-9. In a similar manner Christ has pointed out the spiritual signi- 
fication of the Mosaic rites, by referring the ordinance that all sacrifices must be 
sprinkled with salt (Lev. ii. 13) to the spiritual sprinkling of the soul with the salt of 
suffering and self-denial: ‘‘ Every one shall be salted with fire, and every sacrifice 
shall be salted with salt. Salt is good; but if the salt have lost his saltness, where- 
with will ye season it? Have salt in yourselves, and have peace one with another.” 
—S. Mark, ix, 49, 50. ‘ 

5 Two celebrated names in the early Church may be taken as representing these 
extreme opinions, Origen, and Theodore of Mopsuestia, the leaders of the schools of 
Alexandria and Antioch. Assuming alike the Divine origin and inspiration of the 
Bible, these teachers founded their systems of exposition on principles diametrically 
opposed; and which, moreover, are equally removed from that line of interpretation 
which Scripture itself has suggested. For some remarks on these two opposing sys- 
tems, see Appendix G. 
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and heavenly import which underlies the earthly record. Sec- 
ondly, their use of the Old Testament unfolds what the passage 
to be interpreted, taken in strict connexion with its context, 
actually does mean ; in no instance exhibiting the capricious and 
arbitrary subtlety of allegorical expositors—their unnatural ap- 
plications, or overstrained ingenuity. And, thirdly, their expo- 
sitions invariably refer to the grand design of promoting the 
moral welfare of man. They do not strive to point out how far 
the sense of scriptural expressions may actually extend; they con- 
tent themselves with indicating what shall profit those whom 
they address." Thus 8. Paul, when expounding the spiritual 
significance of the Legal ceremonial, refuses to dwell upon the 
mysteries of the Cherubim.’ | 

Having thus pointed-out the principle on which the sacred 
writers themselves have treated the language of Scripture ; and 
having shown how, in pursuance of that principle, their system 
of interpretation attaches equal weight to the historical reality, 
and the spiritual import,—we are prepared to enter upon the ques- 
tion of the form under which quotations from the Old Testament 

* See the excellent remarks of Olshausen, “‘ Hin Wort,” &c. s. 71 ff. Compare, 
too, the profound remark of 8. Jerome, referring to Rev. v. 2: ‘‘ Leo autem de Tribu 
Juda, Dominus Jesus Christus est, qui solvit signacula libri, non proprie unius, ut 
multi putant, Psalmorum David, sed omnium Scripturarum, que uno Scripture 
[scriptee] sunt Spiritu Sancto; et propterea unus liber appellantur. De quo Ezekiel 
mystico sermone testatur, quod scriptus fuerit intus et foris; in sensu, et in litera. De 
quo et Salvator loquitur in Psalmis: ‘In capitulo libri scriptum est de Me;’ non 
Jeremiz, non Isai, sed in omni Scriptura Sancta, quee unus liber appellatur.’— 
Comm. in Isaiam, lib. ix., t. iv. p. 393. 

The following remarks of S. Th. Aquinas, discussing the question, “ Utrum Sacra 
Scriptura sub una litera habeat plures sensus,” may serve to connect with the present 
stage of this inquiry what has been said, supra, Lecture iy. p. 153, note *; “ Auctor 
Sacre Scripturee est Deus, in cujus potestate est ut non solum voces ad significandum 
accommodet (quod etiam homo facere potest), sed etiam res ipsas. * * * Ila 
prima significatio qua voces significant res pertinet ad primum sensum, qui est sensus 
historicus, vel literalis. Illa vero significatio qua res significatae per voces iterum res 
alias significant dicitur sensus spiritualis, qui super literalem fundatur, et eum sup- 
ponit * * * Maultiplicitas horum sensuum non facit equivocationem, aut aliam 
speciem multiplicitatis: quia sensus isti non multiplicantur propter hoc quod una vox 
multa significet, sed quia ips res significatee per voces aliarum rerum possunt esse 
signa. Ht ita etiam nulla confusio sequitur in Sacra Scriptura, cum omnes sensus 
FSundentur super unum, scilicet literalem, ex quo solo potest trahi argumentum ; non autem 
ex iis que secundum allegoriam dicuntur. * * * Non tamen ex hoc aliquid de- 
perit Sacre Scriptura: quia nihil sub spirituali sensu continetur fidei necessarium 
quod Scriptura per literalem sensum alicubi manifeste non tradat.”—Summ. Theol. 
Pars 1ma, qu. i. art. x. t. xx. p. 9. Cf. too, Lecture iii, p. 108, note * 

? “ And over it the Cherubims of glory shadowing the merey-seat; of which we 
cannot now speak particularly.”—Heb. ix. 5. Cf. too, the remark as to Melchizedek: 
“Of whom we have many things to say, and hard to be uttered, seeing ye are dull 
of hearing.”—Jbid., v. 11. 
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meet us in the New. On a former occasion I have proved that, 
in no instance can we account for such quotations by our Lord 
and His Disciples on the plea of ‘accommodation’ to the preju- 
dices or errors of the Jews :’ it is therefore unnecessary again to 
enter upon that question. I would now observe further, that we 
must with equal earnestness reject the notion that the facts and 
statements of the Old Testament are introduced merely by way 
of ‘application,’ or as illustrations founded on some features of 
general resemblance.’ Were this view correct, the idea that the 
employment of such passages in the New Testament had been 
originally designed by the Holy Spirit of itself disappears: nay, 

* Lecture ii. p. 71-77. The single fact, indeed, that to a great extent the Gospels, 
as well as the majority of 8. Paul’s Epistles, were not addressed to Jews but to Gen- 
tiles, may of itself suffice to answer those who still maintain that the writers of the 
New Testament employed, in their citations from the Old, the principle of ‘accom- 
modation.’ In addition to the answer of Tertullian to Marcion, which I have quoted 
supra, p. 74, note, I may adduce the reply of S. Irenzeus to the same argument when 
advanced by the Gnostics: “ Quemadmodum dicunt hi, qui sunt vanissimi Sophistie, 
quoniam Apostoli cwm hypocrist fecerunt doctrinam secundum audientium capacitatem, 
et responsiones secundum interrogantium suspiciones [i. e. droAqperc] * * * uti 
[i. e. adeo ut] non quemadmodum habet ipsa veritas, sed in hypocrisi, et qaemadmo- 
dum capiebat unusquisque, Dominum et Apostolos edidisse magisterium * * * 
Quis autem medicus volens curare zgrotum, faciat secundum concupiscentias zegrotan- 
tium, et non secundum quod aptum est medicinze? Quoniam autem Dominus Medicus 
venit [S. Luke, v.31], * * * non igitur jam secundwm pristinam opinionem loque- 
batur eis,” &e.— Cont. Her., lib. 1. v. p.179. Tholuck, therefore, is inaccurate when 
he observes: ‘A peculiarity of modern times is the theory of ‘accommodation,’ ac- 
cording to which all quotations of this class (viz., the entire mode of proof adopted 
in the Epistle to the Hebrews) are disposed of as an ‘argumentatio e concessis’—so 
Semler, Krnesti, Teller, Griesbach, and also, for the most part, Stuart.”—Das A. Test. 
im N. Test., 3. 5. 

* Tholuck, for example, arranges the quotations to be found in the New Testa- 
ment under the following classes: (1.) Direct prophecies. (2.) Typical prophecies. 
(These two classes I have considered already.) (3.) Supports (Anlehnungen), and 
Adaptations or Applications (Anwendungen). The quotations which he terms ‘sup- 
ports’ are the same as those described supra, p. 307, notes' and *. An ‘adaptation,’ 
or ‘application,’ Tholuck defines to be the citation of a parallel, with some formula of 
quotation; of which class he gives the following as examples: 8. Matt. xiii. 35 
(* That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet”); xxvi. 31 (‘For it is 
written”); S. John, ii. 17 (“It was written”); Acts, i. 20 (‘‘ Forit is written”); xiii. 40 
(“Is spoken of in the prophets”); Rom. xi. 8 (‘ According as it is written”); 1 Cor. 
ix. 9 (“ For it is written”); xiv. 21 (“In the Law it is written”); 2 Cor. vi. 2 (“ For 
He saith”); viii. 15 (“As it is written”).—loc. cit, s. 26 ff. On which see infra. 
Stuart appears to reduce such passages to the principle of ‘accommodation’—an 
‘accommodation,’ however, to the writer’s own views. ‘Such cases,” he observes, 
“are frequent in the New Testament. God says by the prophet Hosea, ‘ When Israel 
was a child, then I loved him, and called My Son out of Egypt’—ch. xi. 1. Now this 
is not prediction, but narration. But when Matthew describes the flight of Joseph 
and Mary, with the infant Jesus, to Egypt, he says, ‘This took place, so that this 
passage of Scripture [in Hosea] had an accomplishment, iva wAypwi9, Kk. T. 2.’ Now 
here is, evidently, nothing more than a similarity of events..—A Comm. on the He- 
brews, p. 600. The remarks already made will, I trust, supply the answer to such a 
system of exposition. 
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we could not even reasonably maintain that this alleged ‘ adap- 
tation’ of the language of the earlier writers was made under the 
Holy Spirit’s direction ; and, consequently, the inspiration of 
those parts of Scripture in which such ‘applications’ occur is al- 
together subverted. In addition to what has been already said 
with reference to the grounds on which the authors of the New 
Testament rest their system of interpretation, it is a sufficient 
answer to the allegation which we are considering, that in all the 
instances of this mere ‘application’ of the Old Testament which 
are usually brought forward, we find the quotation introduced by 
the phrases, ‘‘ For it is written ;’—“ That it might be fulfilled 
which was spoken by the prophet ;’—or some other expression 
to the same effect. Thus 8. John, when relating how the soldiers 
cast lots for our Lord’s garments, refers as follows to the words 
of the twenty-second Psalm :—“‘ That the Scripture might be 
fulfilled which saith, They parted My raiment amone them, and 
for My vesture they did cast lots. These things therefore the 
soldiers did.”* In the use of this passage by the Evangelist it is 
impossible to regard the expressions of the Psalmist otherwise 
than as conveying a strictly typical prophecy ; since even the 
plain grammatical sense renders it impossible to deny that the 
passage is represented in the Gospel as a direct prediction, which 
at this point of time, and at no other, found its perfect accom- 
plishment. Or, to take another example which perhaps of all 
others might seem most to resemble a mere ‘adaptation’ of a 
prophetic saying,—I mean where our Lord quotes the language 
of Zechariah : “ Awake, O sword, against My Shepherd, and 
against the Man that is My fellow, saith the Lord of hosts : smite 
the Shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered.” Here it will, 
no doubt, be admitted that Christ Himself is a competent ex- 
positor ; and His allusion to these words is as follows: “ All ye 
shall be offended because of Me this night: for zt 7s written, ‘I 
will smite the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall be scat- 
tered abroad.’”* In short, that freedom with which the writers 
of the New Testament employed the language of the Old,‘ and 

1 "Iva 4 ypag? TAnpwby Acepepicavto ta iudtid pov Eavtoig * * * of pev 
ovVv otpaTiata Tavita éroinoav.—s. John, xix. 24. : 

3 Zech. xiii. 7. * S. Matt. xxvi. 31—yéyparrac yap. 
* Tt is, perhaps, unnecessary to refer specially to such objections as are founded on 

the absence of the most exact and literal translation, even where no object could be 
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which we are about to glance at more nearly, was the natural 
result of the fact that they spoke under the guidance of that same 
Divine Spirit under Whose inspiration the words which they 
quoted had been recorded, and under Whose instruction were at 
length developed the manifold allusions which the sayings of the 
former Scriptures contained.’ 

On this same principle, indeed, the Evangelists adduced the 
sayings of Christ. In His prayer to His Father, before His be- 
trayal, occur the words: ‘‘ Those that Thou gavest Me I have 
kept, and none of them is lost but the son of perdition.”* After 
His betrayal, however, when our Lord gave Himself up to the 
“‘ band of men and officers from the chief priests and Pharisees,” 

attained by such adherence to the original. Such objections, indeed, proceed on tho 
tacit assumption that the writers of the New Testament were bound to act as a trans- 
lator of the Bible must act now; in other words, on the assumption that they were 
not inspired. To such arguments the ingenious illustration of S. Jerome supplies a 
sufficient answer: “ Legimus, in Marco, dicentem Dominum, TatirHa Cui; statim- 
que subjectum est, ‘quod interpretatur, Puella tibi dico, surge.’ Arguatur Evange- 
lista mendacii, quare addiderit, ‘tibi dico,’ quum in Hebrzo tantum est, ‘ puella 
surge.’ "—De opt. gen. interpret., Ad Pammach., Ep. lvii. t.i. p. 308. That the object 
of the New Testament writers was merely to represent with fidelity the idea to be 
conveyed, and not to strive after strict verbal agreement, is clear from another fact 
analogous to that alluded to by S. Jerome. The constant asseveration of Christ, 
Amen, is to be found in Jer. xxviii. 6; where the LXX. render it by d2n@ic. Now 
S. Matt. xvi. 28; xxiv. 47; and S. Mark, xii. 43, give dui Aéyo tiv: while S. Luke, 
recording the same sayings of Christ, renders, as do the LXX., dAnOac 2éyw ipniv— 
(5. yy (ee ai eb Heo she 

? Having alluded to the very accurate citation of Jer. xxxi. 15, in S. Matt. ii. 
18, Dr. W. H. Mill observes: “Shall we then call this an application or accommoda- 
tion of the Old Testament passage to things beyond its immediate visible occasion ? 
There would be no need to scruple the term, if it were not meant to iniply that this 
accommodation was arbitrary on the part of the Evangelist, or that the mind of the 
Spirit that spoke by Jeremiah does not most fully include this application. But thus 
meant, we are concerned to repudiate the proposition; and to appeal to the ample 
range of the prophecy itself as forbidding this restriction of its import.” * * * 
“We think it most reasonable to believe that the distress of the 15th verse is not neces- 
sarily confined to the case of these deported captives of Benjamin, among whom the 
prophet of Anathoth had lived. And as the coming of the Great Deliverer is the 
principal end to which all Prophecy is directed, we hold that the afflictions which 
more immediately preceded Christ’s mediation and iis results, those especially by 
which His first manifestation to mankind was signalized, lay entirely within the 
scope of the Divine Spirit in inditing these consolation. * * * The place 
which these considerations hold in the argument with objectors like Strauss is this 
only; to prove that they are simply begging the question, when they treat the pro- 
phecies as merely human writings, and, applying the rules of criticism not only to the 
language of the document, where they are truly applicable, but to the supposed mind 
of the writer as the sole measure of its import, they denounce every application as 
false and gratuitous, when it lies beyond the primary or immediate occasioa.”— 
Christian Advocate’s Publication for 1844, pp. 405-414. Cf, also, ibid., p. 391, &. 

? '§. John, xvii. 12, where our Lord adds iva 7 ypag7 xAnpwhy—with an obvious 
reference to His previous statement (ch. xiii. 18): “I speak not of you all; I know 
whom I have chosen: but that the Scripture may be fulfilled, He that eateth bread 
with Me hath lifted up his heel against Me.” 
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8. John again tells us : ‘‘ Jesus answered, I have told you that I 
am He; if therefore ye seek Me let these go their way. That 
the saying (observes the Evangelist) might be fulfilled which He 
spake, Of them which Thou gavest Me have I lost none :’”— 
where we perceive that an expression, which the Lord had em- 
ployed with reference to the preservation of His followers from 
spiritual loss, is appealed to by 8. Johnas predicting their escape 
from temporal danger. Hence we clearly see that His Disciples 
regarded their Master’s words as containing manifold allusions : 
and hence we also derive a most important intimation as to the 
light in which they must have similarly regarded the Old Testa- 
ment prophecies, 

In entering upon the subject of the form under which the 
Old Testament is quoted, I shall pass over, as not directly bear- 
ing upon the present inquiry, the many ingenious explanations, 
by Oriental scholars, of how the Hebrew text and the New Tes- 
tament reference may, in several cases, be directly reconciled. 
The writers to whom I refer have endeavored to attain this object 
by pointing out the different senses of which the original terms 
are susceptible ;\—by adopting some of those various readings 
which may be suggested in the Hebrew text in consequence of 
the similarity of several of the Hebrew letters ;*—or, in fine, by 

' §. John, xviii. 9—iva rAnpwhij 6 Adyog bv elzev. CE Olshausen in loc., B. ii. s. 470; 
and Tholuck, “Comm. zum Ev. Johan.,” s. 299. 

* For example: In 8. Matt. iv. 16, “The people which sat in darkness saw great 
light” —oc¢ eidev weya—in accordance with the pointing of our present Hebrew text 
of Isai. ix. 2 [1]—sx4; while the LXX. translate—idere od¢ wéya, and therefore 
must have read—asy~, & Similarly where the E. V. translates “ From the prey my son 

thou art gone up”—Gen. xlix. 9, the LXX. render é« BAacrod, the word FD being 
susceptible of both meanings. In some cases, even the Massora authorizes us to cor- 
rect the Hebrew text according to the New Testament. E. g. S. Peter quotes Ps. 
xvi. 10—“ Neither wilt Thou suffer Thine Holy One (tiv “Ootdv Lov) to see corrup- 
tion”—Acts, ii. 27, which corresponds to the Massoretic reading—71Ton, in place of 
T’ron (“Thy holy ones”) which our present Hebrew text presents. On this whole 
subject see H. Hody, “ De Bibl. Text. Original.” lib. mm. pars i. c. 2, p. 243, &e. 

3 E. g. the quotation, “Behold ye despisers, and wonder,” &c.—Acts, xiii. 41, 
where, in place of the version authorized by our present Hebrew text, “Behold ye 
among the heathen (2™32), and regard and wonder,” &c.—Habak. i. 5, S. Paul adopts 
the translation of the LXX. who render xaradpovyrai; reading (with the change of 
“ for) O12. This explanation is fully confirmed by the fact that in Habak. ii. 5, 
the LXX. render this same word 7312 by katagpovnrijc. See H. Hody, loc. cit., p. 261. 
Similarly (with the change of - for 7) in Ps. xix. 13, the LXX. instead of o‘Ma, 
superbi, read O™W2—d7d dAdotpiwv. See infra, p. 319, note '. Cf De Wette, 
“ Kinleit.” § 83, s.125. An interesting confirmation of the justice of such a method for 
reconciling difficulties has been lately pointed out. Mr, Layard, in his second work on 
“Nineveh and Babylon,” gives the following note of Mr. Thomas Ellis of the British 
Museum: “A discovery relating to the Jews of the captivity in Babylon, and con- 
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showing, from a comparison of certain cognate dialects, that the 
Hebrew terms actually convey the sense ascribed to them in what 
the New Testament represents as their Greek equivalents.’ 
These are topics on which I shall not pause ; because, although 
throwing much light upon the correct rendering of several parts 
of Scripture, they do not in any way affect the principle of that 
free use of the Old Testament on which I am now insisting. In- 
deed, the Old Testament itself points out that we are not to an- 
ticipate in the New that strict, literal subserviency, at estab- 
lishing which, in all cases, the researches to which I have just 

sequently of great interest to Oriental scholars, and especially to Biblical students, 
was made by Mr. Layard during his second expedition to Assyria. Amongst the 
various curious objects found on the banks of the Euphrates, and in the ruins of an- 
cient Babylonia, were several bowls or cups of terra cotta, round the inner surface of 
which were inscriptions in the ancient Chaldean language, written in characters 
wholly unknown, and, I believe, never before seen in Europe. * * * They must 
have been written long prior to any existing MSS. of the ancient Hebrew and Chal- 
dean languages that we know of. * * * But the most remarkable circumstance 
connected with these inscriptions is, that the characters used on the bowl marked 
No. 1 answer precisely to the description given of the most ancient Hebrew letters in 
the Babylonian Talmud, which contains an account of the nature and origin of the 
letters used by the Jews. * * * With respect to the translation, I have only to 
state that in many passages it is mere conjecture * * * but the difficulty is in- 
creased tenfold through there being no distinction between 5, >, and frequently 5; 
nor is there any distinction between 5, 1, and medial}; nor between 7 and n, and 
sometimes n is written like m.”—pp. 509-511. ; 

1 HE. g. S. Paul, Rom. x. 18, quotes, according to LXX., ‘“ Their sound (6 $06yyo¢ 
av7ov) went into all the earth,’—the ordinary rendering of Ps. xix. 5, being “‘ Their 
line (2°p) is gone out through all the earth.” (Gesenius renders: ‘‘(b) Chorda citharee, 
deinde sonus.”) On the principle that the original has both significations, Dr. Pococke 
here observes: “‘Concludunt multi lectum ab illis [sc¢/. LXX.] non pip Kavam, ‘linea 
eorum,’ sed pDip Kolam,‘ vox eorum.” * * * (Quam in sententiam qui descendere 
recusaverit * * * aliam, si libet, viam mecum experiatur, scil. dictioni \p Kaw 
significatum suum (licet minus notum) restituendo. * * * Fiet id (ni fallor) lin- 
guz etiam Arabicze ope, &e.”—Porta Mosis, app. p.47. Again, Isai. xxviii. 16: “He 
that believeth, shall not make haste” (wm x5) is quoted in Rom. ix. 33, after the 
LXX., under the form, ‘“‘ Whosoever believeth on Him shall not be ashamed” (od 
Karatoxvvjcera:); andin 1S. Pet. ii. 6, “shall not be confounded” (od uy Katacoxvv7). 
“ Aliter legisse olim Graecee Versionis authores quos secutus est Apostolus, asserunt 
docti, scil. via. Yebosh vel wa Yabish quod sonat ‘erubescet.’ * * * Quidni 
potius et hos et illos wm Yachish olim, prout nune habetur, legisse? alios tantum 
ejusdem: significatus quam recentiores preetulisse, quos ambitu suo continere verbum 
illud suadent, et loci circumstantiz et interpretum authoritati additus linguze affinis 
Arabiez usus in qua themata Haush, et Hish que Hebr. ein respondent, tres nobis 
istos (cum aliis) significatus exhibent * * *  scil. festinare, timere, pudore suffundt, 
quorum tertium preeferunt LX.X., secundum Chaldeus et Syrus, primum recentiores.” 
—Pococke, loc. cit., pp. 10, 11. Once more, Jer. xxxi. 9: ‘‘ Which My covenant they 
brake, although I was an Husband (*n52) unto them, saith the Lord”—is quoted, ac- 
cording to the LXX., in Heb. viii. 9, “ And J regarded them not (xdyo jucAnea), saith 
the Lord.” Here the probability certainly is that, by an interchange of 2 for 3, the 
LXX. read °7>>2, which means 7juéAnoa; Pococke, however, writes: ‘ Linguee Ara- 
bice ope * * * si quid adhuc restat scrupuli, plane tollitur. In ea enim verbum 
>>2 Baala est, non modo Dominum esse, et maritari, sed et perturbari, separari, fas- 
tidire, nauseare.”—loc, cit., p. 9. 
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alluded sometimes aim. Consider, for example, how Moses him- 
self, in the book of Deuteronomy gives a version of the Fourth 
Commandment differing in many respects from its original an- 
nouncement, as written in the book of Exodus ; and how, at the 
same time, he enforces by the terms of this second version a new 
and special admonition.’ 

The quotations, by the New Testament writers, to which it 
is necessary to call attention, are as follows :— 

I. In the first place there.are those passages which are taken 
strictly and literally from the Septuagint Version where it differs 
from the Hebrew, Thus our Lord Himself adopted and sanc- 
tioned the interpretation which the Seventy Interpreters had 
given of the original institution of marriage by accepting from 
their translation the important words “and they twain,” which 
do not occur in the Hebrew :* and this same rendering is repeated 
by S. Paul.’ §In all such cases the Greek translation is followed, 
as exhibiting a true and clear perception of the meaning intended 
by the language of the Old Testament: the idea which the 
words of the original had veiled being thus brought to light, in 
the New Testament, by that same Divine authority whereby, at 
the first, the form had been suggested under which it was ex- 
pressed by the Old Testament writers.* 

? “Remember the Sabbath Day to keep it holy * * * in it thou shalt not do 
any work, thou, nor thy son, * * * nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is 
within thy gates: for in six days the Lord made heaven and earth, &e. * * * 
wherefore the Lord blessed the Sabbath Day and hallowed it.”—Exod. xx. 8-11. 

“ Keep the Sabbath Day to sanctify it, as the Lord thy God hath commanded thee 
* * * in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son, * * * nor any of 
thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy gates: that thy man-servant and thy 
maid-servant may rest as well as thou. And remember that thou wast a servant in 
the land of Egypt, and that the Lord thy God brought thee out hence through a 
a mighty hand, and by a stretched-out arm: therefore the Lord thy God commanded 
thee to keep the Sabbath Day.”—Deat. v. 12-15. 

2 “For this cause shall a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his 
wife: and they twain shall be one flesh” («ad écovrar of Sto eic odpKxa piav)—S. 
Matt. xix. 5; S. Mark, x. 8, which verbatim agrees with the LXX. rendering of Gen. 
ii. 24, where the Hebrew has merely— nx “wad 7. 

* Eph. v. 31. 
* The most remarkable instance of this class of quotations is unquestionably the 

citation of Ps. xl. 6—‘ Mine ears hast thou opened ("5 n> DrDIN),”—in Heb. x. 5, 
where we read, ‘‘ A body hast Thou prepared Me” (cava karnpticw ow); in exact 
conformity with the LXX. Commentators of the most opposite schools, are singularly 
unanimous in regarding the New Testament form of exhibiting this passage as a 
strictly correct representation of the sense of the original. Bishop Pearson, referring 
to Phil. ii. 8, has pointed out onwline of exposition: “ Being the boring of the ear un- 
der the Law (Exod xxi. 6; Deut. xv. 17) was a note of perpetual servitude; boing 
this was expressed in the words of the Psalmist, and changed by the Apostle into the 
preparing of a body; it followeth that when Christ’s Body first was framed, even then 
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II. On the other hand,—and this constitutes the second class 
of quotations to be considered,—wherever the Septuagint does 
not represent the true sense of the Prophet’s words, the authors 
of the New Testament altogether abandon it, and give their own 
translation of the Hebrew. For example, 8. John quotes the 
predittion, “‘ They shall look on Him whom they pierced,” which 
presents a literal version ‘of the Hebrew of Zechariah, with the 
slight but, as 8. John quotes, necessary change of ‘‘ Him” for 

“Me.” These words the Seventy had translated : ‘‘ They shall 
look upon Me, because they have mocked Me,’’—a translation 

did He assume the form of a servant."—Exposition of ihe Apostle's Creed, Art. ii. 
On a different principle, Rudelbach observes: ‘“ The apparent difficulty here is most 
easily removed by the obvious remark that the ‘perfodere aures,’ according to Exod. 
xxi. 5, 6, was the token of servants who from love for their master desired to remain 
his servants for ever’—Zettschrift, 1841. H. iv. s. 5; the Psalmist contrasting obedi- 
ence, the true sacrifice, with the animal sacrifices of the Law. Thus, as Ebrard in 
loc. (“‘ Der Br. an die Hebr.,” s. 331) observes, the LXX. have not altered the real 
meaning of the original, viz., “Thou desirest not beasts for sacrifice, but Myself” 
Many modern expositors (Hengstenberg, Stier, Hitzig, Tholuck, Bleek, Stuart), on 
the other hand, reject the reference to the Law, and take m9, fodit, in the sense of 
153, retexit. Thus Hengstenberg translates “ Ears hast Thou dug through for me’’— 
‘‘The Psalmist must in these words place the obedience, to which he was internally 
drawn by God, in contrast to sacrifices, i. e. ‘Thou hast made me hearing, obedient.’ ” 
In the epistle to the Hebrews the thought is not altered by the LXX. translation, 
“<Thou hast given me a Body, so that I willingly serve Thee in the execution of 
Thy will.’ ”"—Comm. on Psalms (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib., vol. ii. p. 71). So Tholuck 
(in loc., 8. 350): ‘‘‘Thou hast prepared for me a body, which I am to consecrate as a 
sacrifice to Thee ;’” and he also observes: ‘To the difference in Heb. x, 5, particu- 
larly great importance has been attached; meanwhile, according to what has been 
adduced by us on that passage, we venture to consider it as decided, that the sense 
of the Psalmist has been just as little altered by the Greek translator, as when on 
Hosea, xiv. 3 [The calves of our lips”], he translated [see Heb. xiii. 15, “ The fruit 
of our lips”] according to the reading, *75 [xapzov], where we haye D™=.”—loc. cit. s. 
41. And that this opinion has not arisen from any antecedent prejudice on Tholuck’s 
part in favor of the infallibility of the sacred writers, is clear from his remark as to 
Heb. ii. 7: “In the application which he [the inspired writer] makes of the wap’ uy- 
yéxouc, and Bpayd 71, his translation has led him astray (hat ihn seine Uebersetzung 
irre geleitet)”’—s. 34. And again: ‘In reference to this [the quotation Heb. ii. 7] 
it must be acknowledged that our author has allowed himself to be guided by his 
translation to an application which does not correspond to the Old Testament text. 
According to the principles which we have laid down in general concerning the in- 
gpiration of the Apostles, we feel no hesitation in acknowledging this. In the same 
manner, in Heb. xi. 21, the version of the LXX. which the author follows must bo 
held to be erroneous. In importance, these mistakes (diese Versehen) stand in the 
same category as when Matthew (ch. xxi. 5) quotes, according to the Hebrew, én? 
troliywov Kui TGAov véov [LXX.], and refers this to the two animals in the entry 
of Christ."—s. 41. Tholuck’s reason for charging S. Matthew with error here, ap- 
pears to be merely the fact that S. John (xii, 14, 15) alludes only to the animal on 
which the Lord sat. But cf. Olshausen, B. i. s. 766: and Hengstenberg, “Christol.,” 

Bis 132) ff. 
1 'Wrépa yoap) Aéyev “Opovrar ele dv texévtgoav.—S. John, xix. 37, 
2 sqpi-ws on daw Wwarh.—Zeceh. xii. 10. 
3 Ka émipaspovtar mpog pe dv’ Gv xatwpyjoavto. It is not necessary to con- 

sider whether the LXX. gave this version, because (as Olshausen in loc. suggests) the 
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which not only was unsuited to the Evangelist’s object, but is 
also irreconcilable with our Hebrew text. The principle of this 
class of quotations is accurately described by 8. Jerome when, in 
his exposition of the passage, he observes: ‘The Evangelist 
John, who drank wisdom from the Lord’s bosom, a Hebrew of 
the Hebrews, whom the Saviour dearly loved, has not paid much 
regard to the import of the Greek Version ; but has interpreted 
word for word as he had read in the Hebrew, and has told us 
that it was fulfilled at the period of the Lord’s Passion.”! 

III. The third class consists of quotations which differ from 
both the original text and the Septuagint Version, even where, 
according to our exegesis, the Hebrew and the Greek trans- 
lation correspond with each other. 8, Paul, for example, quotes 
the sixty-cighth Psalm under the following form: ‘ Wherefore 
he saith, When He ascended up on high, He led captivity cap- 
tive, and gave gifts unto men,’”’—which latter words present a 
meaning apparently the reverse of that conveyed by both the 
Hebrew and the Septuagint, according to which the sense of the 
passage is, “ Thou hast received gifts for men.”* In this instance 
commentators have been singularly perplexed. Some have pro- 

original, as applied to God, was to them unintelligible; or whether, as S. Jerome 
thought (see next note), their copies presented a different reading. It is, however, to 
be observed, that the later Jewish versions of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion, 
coincide with 8S. John, and with each other, in employing the verb éxxevréw. Cf. 
Rev. i. 7. 

1 “TTebraice literae Daleth (7) et Res (7), hoe est D et R similes sunt, et parvo 
tantum apice distinguuntur. Wx quo evenit ut idem verbum diverse legentes, aliter 
atque aliter transferant. * * * Si enim legatur Dacaru (9P7) éSexévrycay, id 
est ‘compunxerunt’ sive ‘confixerunt’ accipitur: sin autem contrario ordine literis 
commutatis Racapu (17p>), 4p y7cav7o, id est, ‘ saltaverunt’ intelligitur, et ob similitu- 
dinem literarum error est natus.. Joannes autem Iyangelista, qui de pectore Domini 
hausit sapientiam, Hebreeus ex Hebrveis, quem Salvator amabat plurimum, non mag- 
nopere curavit quid Greecze literze continerent; sed verbum interpretatus e verbo est, 
ut in Hebrveo legerat, et tempore Dominici Passionis dixit esse completum.”—Com- 
ment. in Zach., lib. iii., tom. vi. p. 903. 

2 Awd Aéyer AvaBac eig tog yyua2. aixyp.nal Mwxedouata roig uvOparowe.— 
Eph. iv. 8. 

3 pea moma mmp>—Ps. Ixviii. 18; fAaBec ddpata év dvOpory.—LXX. 
“Thou hast received gifts for men.”—E. V. The manner in which the Apostle, in the 
earlier part of the verse (‘AvaBda¢ ele bipoc yyuaArdrevoev aiyuadwciar), follows, word 
for word, the version of the LXX. (‘Ava3dc¢ eic tpoc nymaA@revoag aiypadwoiar), 
proves to a demonstration that his departure from it, towards the close, was designed. 
Olshausen, speaking of the difficulties connected with this passage, and having ree 
ferred to the 0:6 of ver. 8, and the obvious reference of the ca abroc &daxev, of ver. 
1], to the abréc¢ éorw Kaid dvasds, in ver. 10, as proving that the Apostle designedly 
quoted as he has done,—observes: “The expositor must look for the fault in himself, 
if he cannot point to the connecting links of the argument, rather than in his author.” 
It will be well to bear this remark in mind when we proceed to consider the assertion 
that the New Testament writers quote “ from memory.” 
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posed to alter the Hebrew according to 8. Paul; others have 
suggested that there is here no quotation from the seein but 
a reference to some unknown Christian hymn; while ie 
again, favor what has been styled “the milder expedient” of 
saying that 8. Paul has arbitrarily altered the meaning accord- 
ing to his own views, or, undesignedly, when citing from memory, 
missed the sense. But all such “ expedients” are as unnecessary 
as they are untenable: the context of itself affords the clue to 
the Apostle’s line of argument. In the previous verse he had 
observed, ‘‘ Unto every one of us is given grace according to the 
measure of the gift of Christ :” and this great truth—namely the 
universality of Christ’s gifts, to Jew and Gentile alike,—is what | 
he goes on, in the quotation before us, to prove from the Old 
Testament itself. By means of the Redemption, argues 8, Paul, 
spiritual gifts have been bestowed on all mankind. We know 
too—for 8. John’ has fully disclosed the doctrine,—that our 
Lord’s bestowal of the gifts of the Holy Ghost is inseparably con- 
nected with the fact of His Ascension, In a word, Christ, by His 
Ascension, has redeemed the captive human race, and has thereby 
“taken” to Himself (as the Psalmist had directly stated the mat- 
ter) gifts among men. Now it is implied in the mere statement 
of this fact, that they, whom God thus chooses for Himself must, 
as such, have been furnished with the necessary qualifications : 
and this. is the aspect of the question which §. Paul desires to 
render prominent.’ If is only by attending to the context that 
we can ever discern the drift of the mspired writers : or discover 
how justly the Apostle can here attach to the “ taking” of the 
Hebrew and the Septuagint the sense of “giving.” That God 
should “ take” to Himself, He must first, from the very nature of 
the case, ‘‘ give” certain graces to man.° 

1 §. John, vii. 39; xiv. 16; xvi. 7. 
? Thave here adopte d Olshausen’s excellent remarks on this text (B. iv. s. 226 ff). 
= So also Hengstenberg observes: “It is evident that by the ‘He gave, ‘which oc- 

curs in Eph. iy. 8, instead of ‘Thou takest,’ the sense is not altered, but only brought 
out: the ‘ giving’ presupposes the ‘taking ;’ the ‘taking’ is succeeded by the ‘ giving,’ 
as its consequence. * * * We observe, further, t! hat the quotation of our passage 
in the Epistle to the Ephesians is not a mere accommodation, as the character and 
manner of that quotation evidently show.’— Comm. on Psalms. (Clarke’s For. Theol. 
Lib., vol. ii. p. 354.) I may add that Dr. Pococke, unable to adduce any authority 
from the Arabic, brings forward a number of Arabic words which have opposite sig- 
nifications ; and then. attempts to explain S. Paul’s quotation by the conjecture that 
the same holds good here: —“ Quam significatuum varietatem et olim apud Hebraos 
habuisse verbum mp5 mihi plusquam probabile videtur.”—loc. cit., p. 24. 
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IV: The last class of quotations to be considered is one which 
combines some of those just described ; namely, when the Septu- 
agint having attached a particular meaning to a passage in the 
Hebrew, one New Testament writer builds his argument upon 
the literal sense of the Original, while another adopts for his pur- 
pose the sense given to it in the Greek Version ; thus affording 
an additional illustration of the pregnant significance of the Old 
Testament. For example, 8. Matthew adduces, with close ad- 
herence to the Hebrew, the words of Isaiah, ‘‘ Surely He hath 
borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows ;”' or as the Evangelist 
quotes : “That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias 
the Prophet, saying, Himself took our infirmities, and bare our 
sicknesses.”” Here he quite abandons the Septuagint, which 
translates ‘He bears our sins and is pained for us ;’”*—a sense 
which would plainly not have been appropriate in ies passage of 
the Gospel, but which entirely corresponds to the purpose of S. 
Peter, when dilating upon the internal maladies of humanity, 
and the healing of sin. That Apostle consequently accepts the 
signification ascribed to the original by the Seventy Interpreters, 

when he quotes, as follows, the eer: words : “6 Who His own 
Self bare our sins in His own Body onthe tree * * * by 
Whose stripes ye were healed.’* In this case, the seeming dif- 
ference in the explanation of the same passage, by the two in- 
spired writers, disappears if we remember that physical sufferings 
(and death is to be placed at their head),° present one of the as- 

' Tsai. liii. 4. 
2 Abro¢ Tag aobevetiac Hudv tAaBerv, kad Tac vooove EBactacev.—S. Matt. viii. 17. 
= Odroc Ta¢ duaptiac td dépet, Kal TEepl Huav ddvvarac * * * 7H pdhwTt 

aoe Heetc idOnuev. —ver. 4, 
"Oc ta¢ dmaptiacg judv abtog dvjveycey * * *® 0d TO wOAwTe ladOyTe—1 S 

Pet, ii. 24 (see p. 307, note’). As exhibiting the use of the same passage to illus- 
trate different aspects of Christian doctrine, ef. the references to Ps. xxviii. by both 

’ §. Matthew and 8. Paul; see supra, Lecture iv. p. 151, note. Compare, too (supra, 
p- 299, note), the manner in which Habakkuk (11, 14) employs the words of Isaiah 
(e219), 

®° “The wages of sin is death.”—Rom. vi. 23. To the same effect Vitringa ob- 
serves: “ Apostolus, spirituali oculo videns, Beneficium illud Christi, quo homines a 
morbis et zegritudinibus pravisque affectionibus suis liberabat, aut earum auferendarum 
cura se fatigabat ad seram vesperam (de eo enim proprie agitur:), in se habere typum 
et figuram laboris quem Dominus sumeret in ferendis et anferendis <egritudinibus spir- 
itualibus, h. e. peccatis, et vera peccatorum poena: verba Prophet eo scopo allegavit, 
ut apertis oculis ipsum Beneficium peccatorum latorum et ablatorum in ipso hoe typo 
et figura ‘contemplaremur.” * * * ‘ Apostoli et Evangelistee in explicandis et 
allegandis dictis Prophetarum, hane ubique secuti sunt hypothesin; omnem emphasin 
que in verbis et phrasi latet, per implementum repreesentandam esse. Quandoquidem 
vero videret Evangelista voces o™3m et DoAND72 quoque significare posse morbos et 
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pects under which we are taught in Scripture to regard the con- 
sequences of sin. 

I have dwelt thus minutely on this question for two reasons : 
Firstly, because its discussion adds considerably to the amount of 
proof already advanced in support of the inspiration of Scripture : 
—the manner in which the words of the Old Testament are em- 
ployed exhibiting, in the strongest light, the deep and pregnant 
sense of its most casual expressions ; while, conversely, the free 
use thus made of documents which they firmly believed to be 
Divine no less clearly denotes the influence by which the authors 
of the New Testament were themselves guided. And, secondly, 
because the facts, elicited during its examination, supply a com- 
plete answer to the assertion which, I have observed above, must 
be, in every point of view, repudiated ;—namely, that we are to 
ascribe to errors of memory, on the part of the authors of the 
New Testament, those variations from the Septuagint translation 
which the form of their quotations presents. The principles 
which have been laid down in the precéding remarks, if consist- 
ently carried out, must, I submit, ultimately establish the truth 
of the proposition, that in all cases,—even where the acuteness 
of expositors has hitherto been at fault, and where they have not 
as yet succeeded in accounting for the form of the New Testa- 
ment quotation,——_the sacred writers, however their language is 
to be explained, really unfold for us the true import of those 
words of the Old Testament which they adduce ; an import, 
moreover, which the same Holy Spirit by Whom they too were 
guided had designed, from the first, that its language should con- 
vey. An example will briefly show how weak the reasons are 
which serve as a sufficient inducement for expositors to ascribe 
their own ill success in accounting for the difficulty before them 
to a want of accuracy on the part of the sacred writer. 

In the ninth chapter of his Epistle to the Romans, 8. Paul, 
who required a striking fact to illustrate his meaning, has quoted 
the language which God had addressed to Pharaoh’ when wilfully 

affectiones corporales, quibus tanquam peccati consequentibus homines afficiuntur; et in 
cura qua Dominus se fatigabat * * * praxludium quoddam esse ejus laboris, 
quem in extremis sustineret * * ** locum, oculo Divino inspectum, hue quogve 
transtulit.”— Comm. in Jesai., t. ii. p. 667. 

1 ANéye ydo 7 ypapy TH Papad Gte ele -adTd TodTO éEHnyEeLpad oe, OTHE 
évdeiSwuat fv ool THY Sbvapiv pov, Kal duc StayyeAg Te dvond pov év Tdon TH 
y7-—Rom. ix. 17. 
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and perversely resisting the continued exhibition of His power, 
and the repeated announcement of His commands. Of necessity, 
therefore, the Apostle abandoned the Septuagint Version, which 
had softened down the force of the original by rendering—‘‘ On 
this account hast thou been preserved ;”' and supplies his own 
accurate and literal translation of the Hebrew, ‘‘ For this same 
purpose have I raised thee up.” In the remainder of this quota- 
tion—with one trifling exception, for which, however, commen- 
tators have satisfactorily accounted,’—S. Paul strictly ad beeed to 
the Septuagint. If we now turn to the twenty-fifth and twenty- 
sixth verses of this same chapter, which consist of two quotations 
from the prophet Hosea,’ we are told by the expositor to whom I 
refer, and whose explanation of the former quotation I have just 
adopted, that, as the difference does not at all affect the thought, 
it must only be ranked among those incidental to “ quotations 
from memory :” while in the case of the next three verses, in 

l’Evekev Tovrov SceTnpy nOnGS (pnvan—“have I made thee stand”) iv a 
évdeiSapat év coi THv laoxdyv pov, Kat bdmw¢ dtayyeAq 7d dvoud pov ev Taon TH 
yn-—Exod. ix. 16. 

* The adoption of dvvauec by S. Paul in place of icyt¢ is well explained by Mr, 
Alford in loc. : “tr. icyiv pov LXX.: dvv. is perhaps chosen by the Apostle as more 
general, icyic¢ applying rather to those deeds of miraculous power of which Egypt 
was then witness.” ; 

3 “As He saith also in Osee, I will call them My people,” &e«—Karécw rov od 
Aabv pov Aadv pov, Kal Tv obK HyaTnLEvnY Hyamnuérny’ Kal ~orat év TO TOTW od eAPEON 
abroic’ Ob Aadc,puov byete, éxez KANAyoovTat vio Ocod CSvtoc.—Rom. ix. 25, 26. Which 
passage the LXX. present under the following version: dyar7jow Thr obk jyyatnuévny, 
Ka. éo@ TO od Aa wou Aadc pov ei ov. (Hos. li. 23) cai gota ev TO Tor Od ePAEON 
abtoic: Od ade pov bueic, KANnORoovTat Kai abtor viot Oe0d GGvTo¢ (Hos. i. 10.) Here 
we perceive that the Apostle not only combines two distinct passages; but also in- 
verts the order of one of them, in which, too, he consistently substitutes xaAégw for 
foo :—the Hebrew verb in both places being “72x. Now if it be borne in mind that 
KaAéw, according to the usage of the New Testi iment, is the technical term for express- 
tng the Divine ‘call’ to man, we can discern, I conceive, an obvious motive as well for 
the arrangement of the words as for their selection ; especially if we admit the justice 
of the following remarks of Mr. Alford: ‘It is difficult to ascertain in what sense the 
Apostle cites these two passages from Hosea as applicable to the Gentiles being called 
to be the people of God. That he does'so is manifest from the words themselves, and 
from the transition to the Jews in ver. 27. In the prophet they are spoken of Jsrael ; 
see ch. i. 6-11, and ch. ii. throughout.” Mr. Alford—justly rejecting the notion of a 
mere ‘application’—then explains: ‘‘ He brings them forward to show that it is con- 
sonant with what we know of God's dealings, to receive as His people those who were 
formerly not His people,—thut this may row take place with regard to the Gentiles, as 
it was announced to happen with regard to Israel_—and even more —that Israel in 
this, as in so many other things. was the prophetic mirror in which God foreshowed, on 
a smnall scale His future dealings with mankind.’ 

4“ Aug dem Gedichtniss-citira.”—Olshausen. in loc. B. iii. s. 376. It is strange 
that in all cases where he feels a similar difficulty, Olshausen should have recourse to 
this solution: e. g. “This passage of Mark [ch. i. 2, see supra, p. 308, note] is an un- 
mistakable indication that he had decuments before him of which he made use: he 
borrowed from Matthew and Luke the formula of citation, but inserted from memory 
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which the words of Isaiah are adduced,’ this same writer points 
out how exactly they agree with the Greek Version,—the single 
exception being no longer ascribed to imperfect recollection, but 
being justly explained by the requirements of the Apostle’s ar- 
gument. 

A direct answer, however, to the assertion that the New Tes- 
tament writers have quoted the former Scriptures ‘from mem- 
ory” is supplied by the striking fact to which a distinguished 
scholar has drawn attention ; namely, that “‘the verbal agree- 
ment of the Evangelists with each other is particularly remark- 
able in many citations from the Old Testament, in which they 
follow neither the Hebrew text nor the Septuagint with exact- 
ness,” 

The principle on which I have thus insisted is forcibly illus- 
trated by the only instance where the Greek Version, and not 
the Hebrew text of a passage in the Old Testament, necessarily 
supplied the source of the quotation. In the eighth chapter of 
the Acts of the Apostles, the Ethiopian Eunuch is represented 
as ‘‘reading’”*—of course in the translation of the Seventy—a 

(aus dem Gedachtniss) the words out of Malachi without altering the formula.”— 
Comm., B. i. 8. 163. . ; 

1 Namely, verses 27 and 28 from Isai. x. 22, 23; and ver. 29 from Isai.i.9. “The 
words of the [former of these] quotations follow the LXX. with accuracy up to é7? 
TH¢ yi¢ [viz., ‘““ Because a short work will the Lord make upon the earth.” —ver. 28], 
for which that version reads, év 77 oixovuévy 6Ay. It may be that Paul selected the for- 
mer phrase, because it expresses more definitely the universality of the Judgment.” —loc. cit. 
B. iil. s. 376. Touching the latter quotation (ver. 29), Mr. Alford draws attention to 
the fact of its literal agreement with the LXX., even in the adoption of the word 
orépua as the equivalent for the Hebrew 77, residuwm—“ implying a remnant for a 
Fresh planting.” m ver. 33 the citation is composed of Isai. viii. 14 (quoted from the 
Hebrew, and already applied to Christ in 8. Luke, ii. 34), and Isai. xxviii. 16:—the 
“stone of stumbling” of the former, being substituted for the ‘‘ precious corner-stone” 
of the latter passage. These texts are again conjoined in 1 S. Pet. ii. 6-8 (cf. Alford 
in loc.) 

* Gieseler, “ Die Entstehung der schriftl. Evangelien,”s.4. E. g. S. Matt. xi. 10, 
and 8. Luke, vii. 27 (see also S. Mark, i. 2), agree verbatim as follows: “This is he 
of whoin it is written, "Ido éyO dxoorédAw Tiv dyyesov pov Tpd TpoTHToV Gov, be 
KaTackeudoel Tiv 606v Gov éumpoabév cov.—while the LXX., which in‘all points cor- 
responds with the Hebrew, thus renders the words of Mal. iii. 1: "Idod #amoaréA2.0 
Tov ayyeov jov, Kai éxuzAeWerat dddv Pd Tpoodrov pov. “ Remarkable,” writes 
Olshausen,—unable to have recourse here to the “ quotation from memory” theory,— 
‘is the extremely accurate agreement of the Evangelists in this section, as well in 
single expressions (e. g. Luke, vii. 23), as particularly (Matt. xi. 10) in the Old Testa- 
ment quotation from Mal. iii. 1. The LXX. translate the passage accurately according to 
the Hebrew text,—both Evangelists, however, deviate uniformly from both translations.” — 
B. i. s. 353. Gieseler points out that a similar fact is to be noticed in other parts of 
the New Testament: “There is also found, in quotations in the Epistles of different 
Apostles, an equal relation to cach other and to their sources” (e. g. 1 Pet. ii. 6. 8; 
Rom. is. 33 [see supra, ‘p. 316, note "]).—Jbid., s. 89. 

* Acts, viii. 32, 33—H d2 repioyi) Tie ypadic yy dveyivockev Ww abty, kK. tr 2. 
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passage from the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah. In this case 
(with the exception of the pronouns ‘‘ him” and “ his ;” and 
even here the reading is not absolutely fixed),’ the extract is 
word for word coincident with the Septuagint translation, even 
where it deviates from the Hebrew text. If, indeed, in this quo- 
tation, where no motive for any departure from the original 
could possibly be assigned, we meet with such deviations as oc- 
cur elsewhere, the assertion that the sacred writers quote “ from 
memory” could not, perhaps, be justly questioned : but here a 
literal transcript was to be looked for ; and that literal transcript 
is to be found. The Eunuch had read the passage from the 
Greek Version, and accordingly the inspired historian accurately 
copies that translation.” 

The deviation of the LXX. from the Hebrew text of this passage is notoriously very 
considerable. Vitringa observes on this place (Isai. liii. 8): ‘Qui hie pluribus 
dxpyBovot in Versione Greeca cum Hebreea comparanda, nihil agunt, et, ut quod verum 
est dicam, ineptiunt. Interpres enim Grecus hujus libri fuit imperitus; et Lucas recenset 
verba ab Eunucho ex Greco textu lecta.”— Comm. in Jesai., t. ii. p. 673. 

? Our text reads in Acts, viii. 32—rod Ketpavtog abtTov, and ro ordua abTod, 
But see Lachman’s Apparat. Crit. 

? An interesting parallel to this fact is found in Jer. xxvi. 18: ‘Micah the 
Morasthite prophesied in the days of Hezekiah King of Judah, and spake to all the 
people of Judah, saying, Thus saith the Lord of Hosts: Zion shall be plowed like a 
Jield, and Jerusalem shail become heaps, and the mountain of the house as the high places 
of a forest,’—words which are copied verbatim from Micah, iii. 12. We have seen in 
the instances already examined that, as in the New Testament, where there was not 
a direct transcript of the words, this literal coincidence was not observed :—here there 
is a direct transcript, and we have, therefore, a faithful adherence to the original. See 
supra, p. 298, note. This deviation from the LXX. of our Lord’s reference to Isai. 
Ixi. 1 (in the Synagogue at Nazareth where He “stood up for to read (dvayvévat)"— 
8. Luke, iv. 16-19), may, at first sight, be regarded as an objection to what I have just 
advanced: but a moment’s attention to the natare of the Synagogue worship (see 
Jahn’s “ Archiologie,” Th. iii. s. 438 ff.) will show that it is not so. That service com- 
menced with a doxology ; a section was next read from the Law, which was followed 
by asecond doxology; then came the reading of a passage from the Prophets. These 
portions of Scripture were read from the Hebrew text, and were immediately translated 
into the vernacular tongue. On this the reader or some other person present addressed 
the people. Thus §. Paul went into the Synagogue at Antioch, “and sat down. And 
after the reading of the Law and the Prophets, the rulers of the Synagogue sent unto 
them, saying, Ye men and brethren, if ye have any word of exhortation for the peo- 
ple, say on. Then Paul stood up,” &c.—<Acts, xiii. 15. In the ease before us our Lord, 
who was also the reader, addressed the people; and we cannot doubt that the parallel 
passage from the prophet, which 8. Luke has incorporated in his translation of the 
words which Christ had read, was actually adduced by Him in the course of His ex- 
hortation when “He began to say unto them, This day is this Scripture fulfilled in 
your ears,” and when all “wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out of 
His mouth” (ver. 21, 22). These remarks not only answer the supposed objection 
which we are considering (since our Lord read from the Hebrew text), but also show 
the weakness of Olshausen’s observation: ‘‘The words, droare Aa teIpavopevoug bv 
dgécet, are found neither in the Hebrew text, nor in the LXX. translation of this 
passage, and have therefore been certainly (wohl) inserted, from memory, by the 
Evangelist. * * * These words, which are altogether wanting in Isai. xi. 1, 
have been doubtless taken by Luke from the parallel passage in Isai. lviii. 6, and in- 
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The foregoing examination of the language of the sacred 
writers naturally leads to a topic which, from the earliest times, 
has attracted attention. From the very first, the absence from 
the diction of Scripture of that rhetorical science which was so 
carefully studied by the Greeks and Romans has been made a 
source of cavil against the maintainers of Christianity.’ If “ holy 
men of God spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost,” why, 
it has been demanded, do we not find in their writings that per- 
fection of style, or that ornate eloquence, which distinguishes 
the language of the Orators and Philosophers of ancient times, 
who thereby acquired their personal influence, and have won im- 
perishable fame ?* This objection, which has been renewed in 

terwoven with the other. Here again he followed the LXX. The writers of the 
New Testament, therefore, treat the Old with great freedom. Wavering in their 
memories in a manner altogether human; confounding (verwechselnd) passages, in- 
terchanging (vertauschend) words,—everything was so directed, nevertheless, by the 
higher Spirit of Truth, Who animated and guided them, that nowhere does anything 
untrue or leading to error result ; but even the Truth rather presents itself from a new 
aspect, and accordingly reveals itself, in its nature, so much the more perfectly.”— 
B. i. s. 461 ff 

? Arnobius (flor. A. D. 298) enumerates the ordinary objections of this nature: 
«Sed ab indoctis hominibus, et rudibus, scripta sunt, et idcireo non sunt facili au- 
ditione credenda. * * * Trivialis et sordidus sermo est. * * * Barbarismis, 
soloecismis, obsitee sunt, inquit, res vestre, et vitiorum deformitate pollute. Puerilis 
sane, atque angusti pectoris reprehensio. * * * Cum de rebus agitur ab osten- 
tatione submotis, quid dicatur, spectandum est, non quali cum amoenitate dicatur: 
nee quid aures commulceat, sed quas afferat audientibus utilitates; maxime cum 
sciamus etiam quosdam sapientiz deditos, non tantum abjecisse sermonis cultum, 
verum etiam, cum possent ornatius atque uberius eloqui, trivialem studio humilitatem 
secutos, ne corrumperent scilicet gravitatis rigorem, et sophistica se potius ostenta- 
tione jactarent.”—Adv. Gentes, lib. I. c. lviii, lix. (ap. Routh ‘Script. Eccl. Opusce.,” 
t. ii. p. 291). To the same effect S. Isidore of Pelusium (flor. A. D. 412) defends the 
style of the sacred writers, which had been urged against him as a proof TOD ju) Elvat 
Geiov Kijpvypa, by alleging the authority of Plato, who had asserted: ért PLAoa~uv 
fev dvusiov 7 ebyhwrtia, petpaxioy O& ralovtav 4 dAorysta.—Epist., lib. iv. n. 30, 
p. 429. 

? Dr. Conyers Middleton,—who, in his “ Essuy on the Gift of Tongues,” has ex- 
aggerated to an absurd degree the peculiarities of the Hellenistic dialect,—having 
quoted the words of Cicero, “ Quis uberior in dicendo Platone? Jovem, qnidem, 
aiunt Philosophi, si Greece loquatur, sic loqui,” goes on to represent at some length 
how the Fathers fully recognised the absence of all such rhetorical ornament in the 
New Testament; and how they founded upon the fact a powerful argument in sup- 
port of Christianity. His quotation from 8S. Chrysostom may serve as an illustra- 
tion: “That Father tells us ‘how he once happened to hear a ridiculous dispute be- 
tween a Greek and a Christian on this very subject,—the Greek maintained that 
Paul was utterly illiterate; the Christian, on the other hand, was simple enough to 
affirm that he was more eloquent even than Plato. By which they each of them, 
severally, hurt their own cause. For if Paul was really the more learned of the 
two, the wonder would presently cease how he came to get the better of Plato, and 
to draw all his followers to himself;—since it would appear to be owing to the su- 
periority of his talents, not to the Divine grace: whereas if Paul, illiterate as he was, 
could vanquish the learned Plato, such a victory was glorious, and the hand of God 
manifest in it’ [In Ep. i. ad Cor. Hom. iii., t. x. p. 20.]"—AMiscell. Works, vol. ii. p. 
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our own day,’ is based upon a misconception, as well of the na-~ 
ture of Inspiration, as of the ends designed by God in the com- 
position of the Bible. The Holy Spirit, as we have seen, did 
not employ the human agents whom He had selected to be His 
organs as mere lifeless machines, but as rational beings whose 
genius, and natural temperament, and individual characteristics, 
were penetrated by, and combined with, His guiding influence. 
Nay, it was only by means of these peculiar attributes of each 
sacred writer that Divine Truth could have reached the soul of 
man, as being thus united to a basis which is genuinely human : 
—by such agencies alone could those mysteries ‘ which the an- 
gels desire to look into” have been brought home to the universal 
consciousness of mankind. If it be argued that, on such a 
theory, we should still expect to find in Scripture perfection of 
form and of language as the result of human intelligence thus 
divinely inspired ;’—the answer is plain, that here too, as in God’s 
other works, we can never argue from preconceived expectations. 
The method of @ priori reasoning, long banished from the science 
of Nature cannot be permitted still to linger in the domain of 
Revelation. As the laws, therefore, according to which the Man- 
ifestation of God* by Nature is unfolded, can only be deduced 
from the information which Nature’s phenomena supply to the 
observer ; so our knowledge as to the method by which His 
Revelation in Scripture has been recorded can be derived solely 
from the statements of the sacred writers themselves. If the 
authors of the Bible inform us that the overruling guidance of 
the Holy Spirit extended so far, and no further; or-that it re- 
ferred to such and such matters, and not to others ;—then is it 

99. Cf. also the words of S. Ambrose: ‘ Negant plerique nostros secundum artem 
scripsisse. Nec nos obnitimur; non enim secundum artem scripserunt, sed secundum 
Gratiam, que super omnem artem est; scripserunt enim que Spiritus iis loqui dabat.” 
—Lpist. ad Justum, t. ii. p. 783. 

! K. g. in the treatise of Klwert, to which I have already referred (Lecture vi. p. 
253, note *), published in ‘‘ Klaiber’s Studien der evang. Geistlichkeit,’”’ B. 11. H. ii. 
8. ] ff.—my acquaintance with which is derived from Steudel’s essay in the “ Tibin- 
ger Zeitschrift fiir Theol.” for 1832. In Elwert’s treatise, observes Steudel, “the 
preliminary question is proposed—What expectations are to be formed of a written 
document, and of its structure, the authors of which were supernaturally guided in 
the act of writing by the Divine Spirit? In such a document, according to this 
treatise, we should expect perfection of form (Vollkommenheit der Form).’— Ueber 
Insp. der Apostel, Th. i. s. 116. 

? This is, indeed, in the words of Bacon, still to argue “ Ex analogia hominis, non 
ex analogia universi.” 

3 See supra, Lecture i. p. 20, &e. 
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plain that all anticipations which overlook such statements are, 
in their very nature, without foundation. When §. Paul, in his 
Epistle to the Corinthian cavillers, concedes that he is “ rude in 
speech ;”” and at the same time appeals to the fact that, not- 
withstanding this his want of polished language, his labors had 
been marked by the Divine favor, and exhibited “all the signs 
of an Apostle,”’—it is clear that he presupposes such an aid of 
the Holy Spirit, in support of those labors, which did not consist 
in transforming his speech to suit the demands of grammatical 
criticism, or the subtleties of a refined elocution ; but which, by 
the very absence of such effects, had exhibited more fully the 
Divine source of the power that it conferred ;--since that power 
thus proved its independence of all those resources which are 
essential to the acquiring, by human means, an influence over 
one’s fellow-men. How, then, can we require that a writing 
composed by 8. Paul should not exhibit him as “ rude in speech ?” 
or why should the absence of rhetorical embellishment prevent 

1 Ei 08 kat idtdtng TO Adyw GAN ob TH yvaoet.—2 Cor. xi. 6. 
It may be well to notice here the very unjyst censure by the learned Cave of 8. 

Jerome’s criticisms upon S. Paul’s style. Having alluded in strong terms to 8. Je- 
rome’s well-known velhemence in controversy, Cave proceeds to add: “Et quid 
mirum? cum in ipsum D. Paulum Apostolum duram nimis et plane insolentem (?) 
censuram exercere solet. * * * Mitto plura in hominem Georvevaroyr, et Apos- 
tolorum longe eruditissimum durius dicta, ne viri doctissimi et de Ecclesia optime 
meriti manes nimis sollicitare videar.”—Hist. Literaria, Art. * Hieronymus.’ Among 
the passages which Cave considers deserving of censure are the following. S. Je- 
rome had just quoted 2 Cor. xi. 6; on which he proceeds,—evidently in answer to 
an objection —‘‘ Nos quotiescunque solcecismos, aut tale quid annotavimus, non 
Apostolum pulsamus, ut malevoli criminantur, sed magis Apostoli assertores sumus: 
quod Hebreeus ex Hebreis, absque Rhetorici nitore sermonis, et verborum compo- 
sitione, et eloquii venustate, nunquam ad fidem Christi totum mundum transducere 
valuisset, nisi evangelizasset eum non in sapientia verbi, sed in virtute Dei. Nam 
et ipse ad Corinthios ait: ‘Et ego, quum venissem ad vos, fratres, veni non in emi- 
nentia verbi aut sapientiz, annuncians yobis testimonium Dei [1 Cor. ii,1]’ "— 
Comm. in Ep. ad Eph., e. iii. lib. ii. t. vii. p. 587,—a passage obviously identical in 
spirit with those quoted, p. 326, note*, Again: ‘‘Non juxta humilitatem, ut pleri- 
que zestimant, sed vere [Paulus] dixerat: ‘ Ht si imperitus sermone, non tamen scien- - 
tia.’ "— Comm. in Ep. ad Titum, c. i. ibid., p. 689. 8. Jerome gives an example of 
what he means when explaining Gal. vi. 1 (AdeAgol, buete of mvevuurcKol KaTapricete 
Tov TolovTov * * * GgKoTtaGv oeavToyr, kK. T. A.)—‘*Qui putant Paulum juxta 
humilitatem, et non vere dixisse, ‘et siimperitus sermone non tamen scientia,’ defend- 
ant hujus loci consequentiam. Debuit quippe secundum ordinem dicere: ‘Vos qui 
spirituales instruite hujusmodi * * * considerantes vosmet ipsos,’ &c. et non plu- 
rali inferre numerum singularem. Tebreeus igitur ex Hebreeis, et qui esset in ver- 
naculo sermone doctissimus, profundos sensus aliena lingua exprimere non valebat, 
nec curabat magnopere de verbis, guwm sensum haberet in tuto..— Comm. in Ep. ad 
Gal., ibid., p. 520. 

* “Tn nothing am I behind the very chiefest Apostles, though I be nothing. 
Truly the signs of an Apostle were wrought among you in all patience, in signs, and 
wonders, and mighty deeds,”—xii. 11, 12. 
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our acknowledging the immediate Divine causality under which 
the Epistles of the great Apostle were composed ?' 

It has, however, been further objected that this reflection 
from the pages of Scripture of the peculiar characters and dis- 
tinct individuality of the various writers leaves ample room for 
the admission of human fallibility. Such an objection mani- 
festly assumes that the same truth is incapable of being pre- 
sented under different forms, without contracting thereby a cer- 
tain coloring of error, or losing its invigorating power. But so 
far is this assumption from being valid or just, that we are able 
of ourselves to perceive the obvious fitness and necessity, from 
the very nature of man, of this variety in the mode of convey- 
ing Divine knowledge. We find that Christ Himself communi- 
cated, under various aspects, the one Truth which He came to 
reveal ; and that He imparted to His words that power with 
which they come home to every heart, by diversifying the form 
in which He gave them utterance: just as He disclosed His 
Godhead more fully, by manifesting His Omnipotence in mir- 
acles not always the same. So little support, indeed, does this 
variety of form lend to the notion that there was a corresponding 
variety in the mode of apprehending Divine Truth by the authors 
of Scripture, and a consequent possibility of error,—that the 
contrary inference is the only one admissible. We here perceive 
each inspired writer, without any toilsome effort after some pre- 
determined type of language or of style, at once bringing home 
to each conscience his sacred message: the Divine nature of 
which appears the more plainly from its not being confined to 
one order of expression, or running in one narrow channel ; but 

rather in its mastery over all such externals, whereby it has be- 

1 “Yivine truth hath its humiliation and exinanition, as well as its exaltation. 
Divine truth becomes many times in Scripture incarnate, debasing itself to assume 
our rude conceptions, that so it might converse more freely with us, and infuse its 
own Divinity into us. God haying been pleased herein to manifest Himself not 
more jealous of His own glory than He is (as I may say) zealous of our good. 
‘Nos non habemus aures, sicut Deus habet linguam.’ If He should speak the lan- 
guage of eternity, who could understand Him, or interpret His meaning? .* * * 
Truth is content when it comes into the world, to wear our mantles, to learn our lan- 
guage, to conform itself as it were to our dress and fashions: it affects not that state 
or fastus which the disdainful rhetorician sets out his style withal, ‘Non Tarentinis, 
aut Siculis hee scribimus;’ but it * * * becomes all things to all men, as every 
son of truth should do, for their good. Which was well observed in that old cabal- 
istical axiom among the Jews, ‘Lumen supernum nunquam descendit sine indu- 
mento.’”.—J. Smith (of Cambridge), Of Prophecy, ch. i. 
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come the common property of the human race. No truth can 
be grasped under the same exact form by every intelligence :— 
witness the varied illustrations, borrowed from every walk of hu- 
man life, or every line of human industry, or every branch of 
human science, which a skilful teacher adopts in order to render 
his meaning intelligible to each class of his hearers. * From this 
common fact we learn how necessary it was that in the instru- 
ments selected by the Holy Spirit to convey the Truth to man, 
an analogous variety of character should prevail. Thus only 
could provision be made to meet the widely different require- 
ments of human intellect and human susceptibility : thus only 
could the light of Divine knowledge be brought, in every variety 
of circumstance, to bear upon the ever-changing aspects of man- 
kind.’ 

2 In reply to the preceding objection, I have availed myself of the remarks of 
Steudel, in the second part of the essay already quoted—s. 21 ff. 



LECTURE VIII. 

RECAPITULATION.—OBJECTIONS CONSIDERED. 



“Quam non sibi adversantur iidem Secriptores quatuor ostendendum est. Hoe enim 

solent (illi, scil., imperita temeritate calumniis appetentes, ut eis veracis narrationis 

derogent fidem), quasi palmare suze vanitatis objicere, quod ipsi Nvangelistee inter 

seipsos dissentiant.” 
S. Aucustin., De Consensu Evangelist., lib. 1. vii. 

“Primum te scire volumus, omnem sanctam Scripturam non posse sibi esse con- 

trariam.” 
S. Hieron., Paule et Hust. ad Marcel., Ep. xlvi. 

Qe yap ai Suidopot Tod WaArnpiov 7 Tig KLAipag yopdal. Ov ExdoTH idLov Twa Hfbyyov 

nai doxobvTa fur duovor eivar TH Tig ETépag dwoTeAEi, vouicovTar TH duovow Kal fui) 

imlatauéve AOyov povoikig ovudwriag Ola THY avoumoloTATA TOV dliyywr dovpdwvee 

Toyyaverr’ ObTwg ol py extaTupmevol dKovelv Tic TOU OEod év Taig iepatc ypadaig apyo- 

viac, olovTal dvupyLocTOV Eival TH Kay Tv TaAaldav, h TO vouw TodE TMpOpAT2C, 7h Ta 

Kiayyédia ardnsow, ) Tv’ ATiatoAOY TO-Kbayyedio, 7 éav7O, 3) Toig ’AmoaTOAOLC. 

ORIGENES, Comm. in 8S. Mattheum, t. ii. 

“ Ego enim fateor caritati tuee, SOLIS Eis Scripturarum libris, qui jam Canonici ap- 

pellantur, didici hune timorem honoremque deferre, ut nullum eorum auctorem scri- 

bendo aliquid errasse firmissime eredam. Ac si aliquid in eis offendero literis, quod 

videatur contrarium veritati, nihil aliud, quam vel mendosum esse codicem, vel inter- 

pretem non assecutum esse quod dictum est, vel me minime intellexisse, non am- 

bigam.” : ; 
S. Ataustin., Ad Hieron., Ep. 1xxxii. 
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RECAPITULATION—OBJECTIONS CONSIDERED. 

HEAVEN AND EARTH SHALL PASS AWAY, BUT MY WORDS SHALL NOT PASS AWAY.— 

S. Matt. xxiv. 35. 

In considering the subject of Inspiration in general, a promi- 
nent feature of the theory advocated in the preceding Discourses 
has been the co-existence and combination of the two elements 
engaged in the composition. of the Bible :—the originating in- 
fluence of God, and the subordinate agency of man. The phe- 
nomena which the Universe presents to view have guided the 
Philosopher to a knowledge of that wondrous mechanism, where- 
by “seed-time and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and 
winter, and day and night,” keep the appointed times of their 
coming : while the daily-advancing labors of Science open new 
vistas along which the eye can gaze upon the ever active energies 
of Nature, and discern, more and more clearly, the ends which 
‘they respectively subserve. The phenomena which the Bible 
presents to the Theologian enable him, in like manner, to trace 
in its pages the course of the Divine operations ; and to develop 
more fully those laws according to which the influence of the 
Holy Spirit has been exerted in its production. This topic has 
been discussed at some length, and the results have been stated 
as the inquiry proceeded. 

It has been pointed out how God, from time to time, during 
the successive stages of Revelation, set apart certain individuals 
to be the exponents of His will; and how the agents chosen by 

Him were selected in consequence of such natural characteristics 
as qualified them for their task, and on account of their peculiar 
fitness, in other respects, to perform the several duties thus com- 
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mitted to them.’ We have seen how Scripture, as a document 
intended for all mankind, has been adapted to the complex sus-~- 
ceptibilities of our race, not only by its presenting, under differ- 
ent aspects, the one Great Truth which it unfolds ;? but also by 
that marvellous exclusion of those subjective influences and per- 
sonal feelings which color the language of profane history :*—the 
sacred writers depicting facts as with the pencil of Nature, and 
thus bringing home to the mind, as it were, the reality itself. » 
We have noticed too, how the writings which thus convey the 
Divine Revelation, and perpetuate the history upon which that 
Revelation rests, have been, in every age, distinctly ascribed to 
the influence of Inspiration ; and how it results from both inter- 
nal and external evidence that “ holy men of God spake as they 
were moved by the Holy Ghost.’* Attention has also been di- 
rected to the contents of the Books thus composed ; and the 
question has been considered why such tacts were recorded rather 
than others, and what was the principle of their selection.’ 

The importance of this last feature of the inquiry is so great, 
that it will be useful to glance at it once more. 

S. Paul, when entering upon his grand exposition of Christian 
Faith, introduces the statement of Moses, “‘ Abraham believed 
God, and it was counted unto him for righteousness”*—with the 
explanatory remark, “‘ Now it was not written for his sake alone 
that it was imputed to him ; but for us also.”’ This illustration 
of the great doctrine before him, as well as the Apostle’s re- 
peated use, for the same purpose, of the words of the prophet 
Habakkuk, “The just shall live by faith,”* denotes how thor- 
oughly the writers of the New Testament believed the former 
Scriptures to be impregnated with the influence of the Spirit :— 
a belief which is equally exhibited by their allusions to the Old 
Testament history ; according to which-—to take a single illus- 
tration—we find adduced as an element of Christian instruction 
the events preserved from the circumstances attending the Ex- 
odus of the Israelites.? On this principle it is that we must ever 

? Lecture i. pp. 37, 38; Lecture iv.; Lecture vi. p. 265. 
Lecture vii. p. 329. * Lecture v. p. 228, &e. 
Lecture ii.; Lecture vi. 5 Lecture iil p. 103, &e. 
Gen. xv. 6, as quoted Rom. iv. 3; Gal. iii. 6. 
Rom. iv. 23—9i« éypion d2 Sl abrov povov * * * cddAd wat OC Huds. 
Hab. ii. 4; quoted Rom. i. 17; Gal. iii. 11; Heb. x. 38. 
1 Cor. x. See supra, Lecture iii. p. 109, &e. coe wae wW 
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regard as both unfounded and superficial that view of Inspiration 
which distinguishes, in the sacred narrative, between matters of 
fact and matters of doctrine.’ In the Christian Faith matters of 
fact exhibit and convey doctrines ; while doctrines are presented 
to us as matters of fact. Christ’s Birth, Death, and Resurrection, 
are the most sublime of doctrines. That he is coessential and 
coequal with the Father ; His atonement, and His bestowal of 
spiritual gifts, we receive as matters of fact. Nay, Scripture ex- 
pressly informs us that those features, whether of the Old or the 
New Testament, which at first sight might seem destitute of 
doctrinal significance,’ continually express the highest truths of 
Revelation. We know, for example, that the record of Christ’s 

? Pére R. Simon, speaking of H. Holden’s assertion of this theory (see Appendix 
C), observes: “Il ett été bon qu’ il efit donné quelques exemples de ce qu’ il entend 
par les matieres qui ne sont point purement de doctrine ; ou qui n’ y ont point une en- 
tiere relation."—WHist. Crit. du N. T, ch. xxiv. p. 295. A writer in “The Christian 
Remembrancer” for July, 1849 (p. 231), acutely observes that this view of the inspired 
writings “is precisely that which the Roman Church maintains with regard to the 
authority of the existing Church in successive ages.” * * ¥* If for example, 
“the Church declares ex cathedra that a certain doctrine was maintained by Origen, 
and that it is heretical: the latter of these declarations rests, according to their belief, 
upon a Divine, the former upon a merely human, authority. Whether or not it would 
be consistent with the principles of the Roman Church to extend this distinction to 
the writers of Holy Scripture, and to maintain as de fide that their religion and doc- 
trinal assertions are from God; admitting, meanwhile, that upon other questions they 
were left to the unaided light of fallible human testimony and human intellect,—we . 
do not here inquire. Such at best must be the view maintained by those Protestant 
philosophers who reject any fact really recorded by the inspired writers upon any 
subject whatever, while at the same time they admit their inspiration upon matters 
of religion.” TI have already alluded*(Lecture iii. p. 108) to Twesten’s assertion of this 
distinction. Having referred to the ‘mechanical’ theory of Inspiration (see Lecture 
i, p. 37), the next “excess” which Twesten condemns is that which extends the ex- 
ercise of the Divine influence, in an equal degree, “to all and everything in Holy 
Scripture, without making any distinction between the different components ;—be- 
tween Old and New Testament, Law and Gospel, historical and prophetical ;—be- 
tween the writings of the Apostles and those of their disciples [see supra, Lecture 
v. p. 218] ;—between expressions which belonged to the fulfilling of their Commission 
and which had for their object the promotion of the Kingdom of God, and those which 
occur merely incidentally and in another view; or, further, without distinguishing be- 
tween the different elements of each statement;—between words and thoughts;— 
between doctrine and history ;—between the religious contents and the garb in which 
‘such contents are presented to us.”— Vorlesungen, B. i. s. 419. 

With such a statement may be advantageously contrasted the following remark 
of Sack: “There can be no mention here of a separation between what is historical 
and doctrinal, as if the former could not be written by Inspiration. For since Reve- 
lation is pre-eminently and always an historical fact [see supra, Lecture i, p. 20, note *], 
it could not have been committed to writing at all merely as doctrine, and not in con- 
nexion with the history of the Church.”—A pologetik, s. 420. 

* A profound observation of Bishop Butler, which applies to God’s Revelation in 
Scripture as well as in Nature, seems to go to the root of this matter: “ We are 
greatly ignorant how far things are considered by the Author of Nature under tho 
single notion of means and ends; so as that it may be said, this is merely an end, 
and that merely means, in His regard.”—Analogy, part 1. ch. iv. 
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acts is as important as that of His words. He taught by the 
former, not less than by the latter: and for this reason alone, 
the narrative of His earthly life could not have been excluded 
from the statement of His doctrines ;—even were it conceivable 
(which it is not) that an historically faithful account of His say- 
ings could be imparted without including His acts, His miracles 
are themselves expressions of His dignity and exalted Nature ; 
and, at the same time, typical representations of His invisible 
agency. The doctrine of the Redeemer Himself, and of His 
Kingdom, is involved in them ;.most of them unfolding, together 
with their immediate design of being deeds of beneficence, and 
pledges of his grace and power, the further design of conveying 
instruction under the form of symbolical acts. Thus 8. John ex- 
plains how the change of water into wine was a “ manifestation 
of the glory” of Jesus ;* that the feeding of the “five thousand” 
was not merely an intimation of His beneficence, but also a token 
of the grace to be bestowed ;* that the healing of ‘‘ the man born 
blind” symbolized how “for judgment Christ was come into this 
world, that they which see not might see ; and that they which 
see might be made blind.”* From all this we learn that “the 
voice from the excellent glory,” at the Transfiguration, was not 
the only Manifestation of His essential Godhead. Hach of His 
miraculous acts was but the natural expression of the higher 
reality concealed beneath His human form: and hence, in the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, Miracles in general, whether wrought 
immediately by Christ Himself, or, after His Ascension, by means 

1 See some remarks of H. W. J. Thiersch, ‘ Versuch zur Herstell. des hist. Stand- 
puncts fiir die Kritik der N. T. Schriften,” s. 123; who, having laid down in the first 
place, the principle—‘ that an isolation of Christ’s sayings from the facts which ac- 
companied them was partly unnatural, partly inconceivable and impracticable’—goes 
on to give “a special proof” that it was Divinely appointed, and designed by Christ _ 
Himself, that the minutest facts connected with the close of His life upon earth should 
be included in the Gospel narrative. This proof is supplied by the saying recorded 
in S. Matt. xxvi. 13. When Mary had anointed the Lord in Bethany, and the act 
was censured by His disciples, His reproof was accompanied with the words: “Verily 
I say unto you, Wheresoever this Gospel shall be preached in the whole world, there shall 
also this, that this woman hath done, be told for a memorial of her.” 

2 “This beginning of miracles did Jesus in Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth 
His glory.’—S. John, ii. 11. 

3 “Ve seek Me, not because ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat of the 
loaves, and were filled. Labor not for the meat which perisheth, but for that meat 
which endureth unto everlasting life, which the Son of Man shall give unto you.”— 
8. John, vi. 26, 27. 

4 §. John, ix. 39. \ 
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of His Spirit in His Disciples, are termed “the powers of the 
world to come,”” 

The principle involved in the foregoing remarks,—namely, 
that the narrative portion of the Bible, whether contained in the 
historical books of the Old Testament,’ or in the Gospels and 
Acts of the Apostles, is to be looked upon as stamped with the 
same infallible truth as the account of Christ’s discourses, or of 
what are, strictly speaking, revelations, or of doctrinal teaching 
in general,—this principle is fully borne out by many character- 
istics of the inspired record. That even the form and language 
in which its truths are expressed bear the impress of its Divine 
origin no less plainly than those truths themselves, may be in- 
ferred, with absolute certainty, from the nature of the reasoning 
employed by our Lord and His Apostles ; in which it is invariably 
assumed that the words of Scripture are no less Divine than the 
doctrines which they convey. The following examples will illus- 
trate this assertion. 

Christ proves the great doctrine of the Resurrection of the 
dead from the tense of the substantive verb. Jehovah had de- 
clared to Moses, ‘‘I am the God of Abraham, and the God of 
Isaac, and the God of Jacob ;” from which our Lord at once cdn- 

' Avvdpere péd2dovtog aiGvoc—Heb. vi. 5; “ta description (observes Thiersch) 
which is calculated to serve as a just point of entering upon a genuine Biblical 
theory of Miracles.”—loc. cit., s, 146. In illustration of the use of aidy pédAwr, 
Ritsehl (“Die Entst. der altkath. Kirche,” s. 56) quotes: “ Propalavit Dominus per 
prophetas, quie preeterierunt; et futwrorum nobis dedit initia scire.’—Ep. S. Barnab., 
cap. i. 

? Christ (S. Matt. xii. 3-7) argues from the seemingly unimportant incident of 
David, ‘‘when he was an hungred,” eating “the shewbread, which it was not lawful 
for him to eat * * * but only forthe priests:’—which allusion he combines 
(ver. 5) with an inference drawn from the necessary performance of the Sacerdotal 
functions on the Sabbath-day, “ Have ye not read in the Law, how that on the Sab- 
bith days the Priests in the Temple profane the Sabbath, and are blameless?”—and 
hence proves that the Law and its ordinances possessed a spirtual meaning which the 
Pharisees, notwithstanding their familiarity with its literal sense, had not as’yet ap- 
prehended. This lesson He shows here (as He had already done, ch. ix. 13) was 
contained in the Divine principle enunciated by the prophet of old, ‘I desired mercy, 
and not sacrifice.”—Hos. vi. 6. (Cf. Butler’s Analogy,” Part m1. ch. i.) Again: He 
teaches that the grand doctrine of the passing away of the Kingdom of God from 
the Jews to the Gentiles had been foreshadowed by the exhibition of miraculous 
power on the part of Elijah and Elisha in the cases of the widow of Sarepta, and of 
Naaman the Syrian—s. Luke, iv. 25-27. Cf too, how 8S. Paul at Antioch reasons 
from the Old Testament history i in general (Acts, xiii. 17-23) ; how he points out that 
“God hath not cast away His people whom He foreknew,” by adducing an incident 
in the life of Elijah (Rom. xi. 2-4); and how in Heb. xi. he recapitulates the eventful 
aunals of former days,—even those “of Gedeon and of Barak, of Samson and of 
Jephtha,”—the foundation of all such reasoning being the great truth, “ Whatsoever 
things were written aforetime (60a mpoeypagn) were written for our learning.”"—Rom. 
xv. 4. 

22 
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cludes: “God 1s not the God of the dead, but of the living." 
Again, He reasons with the Jews as follows: “Is it not written 
in your Law, I said ye are gods? If He called them gods unto 
whom the word of God came,—and the Scripture cannot be 
broken,—say ye of Him whom the Father hath sanctified and 
sent into the world, Thou blasphemest ; because I said I am the 
Son of God ?”*—where our Lord founds His whole argument on 

the use by the Psalmist of the single term, ELoum™, “gods.” In 
the Pentateuch also, the representatives of Jehovah had been 
dignified with this name :—Moses was so called, as representing 
God to Aaron ; he was in like manner called “a god to Pha- 
raoh ;”* and in this same sense, the title is, more than once, ap- 
plied to those who filled judicial offices in Israel.*| rom this 

1S. Matt. xxii. 32; cf. Exod. iii. 6,—where ‘‘ the addition of the name, ‘God of 
Tsaae and God of Jacob,’ can only mean that the genuine character of the Abraham- 
itic life has been transmitted solely through Isaac (not through Ishmael), and through 
Jacob (not through Esau).’—Olshausen, Comm., B.i.s. 818. Cf. also Gen, xxviii. 13. 
Even Meyer and De Wette refrain from pressing here their theory of ‘‘ Rabbinical 
exposition” (cf: Dr. Bleek’s remarks quoted, Lecture vii. p. 303, note ?). Meyer ob- 
serves: ‘The view of Strauss and Hase, that this reasoning contains merely Rubbini- 
cal dialectics, is in itself arbitrary; mistakes the justice and the truth of the conse- 
quence drawa by Jesus from the passage, and is derogatory to His character and 
dignity.” On the contrary, he adds: “The quite similar reasoning of Manasse f Isr. 
De Resurr. i. 10, 6, seenis to have been derived from our passage.’—Comm. in lec., 
s. 363, De Wette writes: ‘“\Not by means of Rabbinical dialectics, but from a pro- 
found apprehension of the sense of Scripture, is the continued existence of the 
Patriarchs proveg * * * Jesus does not go beyond the leading idea; since 
elsewhere dvuctacig=Coy—Rom. vi. 8, 10; 1 Cor. xv. 21 ff£."—Cumm., in loc., 
8. 236. 

* §. John, x. 34. See Ps. Ixxxii. 6—‘I have said ye are gods (275); and all 
of you are children of the Most High (7752 722)"—the expression, “T have said,” 
referring to that class of passages ‘in which the magistracy, and in particular the 
judietal office, is designated by the name EHlohim.”—Hengstenberg, én loc. (Clarke’s 
For. Theol. Lib., vel. iii. p. 37) :—see also the following notes. 

See SOC. lvey Gre ayes 
* Thus among the laws relating to the Hebrew servant we read: ‘Then his mas- 

ter shall bring him unto the judges—Klohim (O1DNA7DN YITN VT)” —Exod. xxi. 6. 
In this sense the word Klohim occurs three times in ch. xxii. 8, 9; where at ver. 28 
we again read, “Thou shalt not revile the gods, nor curse the rulers of thy people.” 
Cf. Deut. i. 16, 17 (‘I charged your judges (a="2>v) saying, * * * Ye shall 
not be afraid of the face of man, tor the judg:nent is God's”—a7>N>) ; Deut. xix. 17; 
and especially 2 Chron. xix. 6, 7 (Jehoshap'at “ said to the judges, Take heed what 
ye do, for ye judge not for man, but for the Lord, who is with you in ihe judgment.”) 
Hengstenberg further compares 1 Chron. xxix. 23, “Solomon sat upon the throne of 
Jehounk”—adding: “It was in connexion with the office of judge that the stamp of 
Divinity was most conspicuous: inasmuch as that office led the people, under the 
foreground of an humble earthly tribunal, to contemplate the background of a lofty 
Divine judgment (p. 31). Hence the reproof of the wicked judges contained in this 
Psalm is introduced with the words: “God (a775x) standeth in the congregation of 
the mighty; He judgeth among the gods (a7>x.)”—ver. 1. Olshausen refers to 
Exod. xviii. 15, as giving the clearest information on the subject. ‘In this passage 
it is said: * And Moses said unto his father-in-law, Because the people come unto me 
to inquire of God.’ These words are to be understood of the kingly and judicial 
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derived signification of the word Christ argues by rising to its 
proper force, and higher import ; and He explains the fitness of 
this His more profound use of the passage by the remark, ‘‘ The 
Scripture cannot be broken ;”—that is, each expression of Holy 
Writ must possess a depth of meaning which cannot be reached 
by confining ourselves to its single primary object, or mere al- 
lusive application.’ . 

This Divine character of the language which the writers of 
Scripture have employed is nowhere more clearly denoted than 
by a passage in the Epistle to the Galatians: ‘ To Abraham 
and his seed were the promises made. He saith not, And ¢o seeds, 
as of many; but as of one: and to thy seed, which is Christ.’” 

activity of Moses; and we therefore see that God is Himself properly understood, - 
according to the genuine Theocratic view [cf. supra, Lecture-iv. p. 154], as the true 
King and Judge of Israel, who merely has His organs through whom He reveals 
Himself. [Here Olshausen notes: “ Magistrates are not called ‘gods’ because an office 
has been outwardly entrusted to them by God; but because they are said to be or- 
gans of the Divine will, which they must be, even although their disposition be im- 
pure (cf. the case of Caiaphas, John, xi. 49-52)”]. “That the Redeemer desires the 
passage in Ps. lxxxii. 6, to be thus understood, is clearly shown by the words: zodc¢ 
vi¢ 6 Adyoc Tot Ocod éyéverc—a formula parallel to the well-known phrase, 927 71 
b> mim (cf. supra, Lecture iii. p. 130, &c.], by which phrase, as is well known, the 
point of time is deseribed when communications were received by the prophets from 
above. * * * All such persons [viz., Magistrates, Prophets, Men illuminated by 
God] are called sons of God, because God's power and Kssence wrought in them, and 
were revealed through them. * * * In order to strengthen the argument, aad 
to make it obligatory on His hearers, Jesus adds: xai od dvvatat AvIjvac 4 ypadgy. 
The idea of Avijvac is to be taken here as in Matt. v. 17, and Gal. ii. 18:—the 
Scripture, as the expressed will of the unchangeable God, is itself unchangeable and 
jindissoluble.”——-Comm. in loc., B. ii. s. 278. Rudelbach (‘‘ Zeitschrift,” 1841, H. iv. s, 
27) points out that the conclusion is here drawn from the improper, or allusive, to the 
proper application (not merely a minori ad majus) :, its force resting on the principle, 
that “otherwise a single word of Scripture--the. ODN of the Psalmist—would be 
deprived of its essence and its power.” 

? Analogous to this argument of Christ from the words of Scripture is His mode 
of reasoning from Ps. ex. 1; ‘‘ How then doth David in Spirit cal! Him Lord, saying, 
The Lord [Jehovah] said unto my Lord [*27N>], Sit Thou on My right hand, till I 
make thine enemies Thy footstool? If David then eall Him Lord (Ki od» Aavid 
kahei Abrov kb pcov), how is He his Son ?’—S. Matt. xxii. 43-15. Here He plainly 
argues from the use of the word 71x=lord or master (e. g. Joseph says that He had 
been mage “lord” of Pharaoh’s house, Gen. xlv. 8; and Jacob calls Esiu 77x, Gen. 
xxxiii. 8]. Were it possible that this expression had been, or could have been, em- 
ployetl erroneously or improperly by the Psalmist, any argument such as Christ here 
urged against the Pharisees would be without point or force. “If David,” writes 
Tdllner, “ could have erred in the words which he employed, no certain conclusion 
could be thence inferred; it were possible that he had falsely described magistrates as 
gods, and the Messiah as his lord.” —Die giitl. Kingebung, 3, 419. Cf also supra, Lee- 
ture v. p. 201. 

2 To di AP. &hhe0. al exayy.Ka 7H orépuare abrov. ob Aéyer’ Kai toi¢g on ép- 
pact, dc bri TOALOY, GAN We bb Evig Kal TO onépuati aor, bc éstw Xprorog 
—Gal. iii, 16. (Cf qoub—Gen. xvii. 8; xxviii. 13; LXX.—xai 7 orépuart cov.) 
Olshansen refers to Gen. xxii. 18; xxvi.4; xxviii. 13, 14; making Gen. xxii. 18, 
the special object of the Apostle’s allusion, 
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Here §. Paul, without making an express quotation, confines 
himself to the exposition of a single word,’ founding his argument 
on the force of the singular number. His object is to point out 
the deep sense concealed under the form of this promise to the 
Patriarch. -As there was but one chosen race sprung from Abra- 

ham, one covenant-people of the promise :—in other words, as 
not all the offspring of Abraham’s body were heirs of the bless- 

ing, but the posterity of Isaac alone ; on a similar principle, ar- 
gues the Apostle, “the blessing of Abraham” comes now too, 
not upon his mere bodily descendants, as such, but upon those 
who, whether they be ‘‘ Jews or Greeks,” “are One in Christ ;”. 

and who, “if they be Christ’s are therefore Abraham’s seed, and 
heirs according to the promise.” 

1 yyi=orépua—a collective term, signifying seed, race, posterity ; and which 8. 
Paul does not mean to contrast with the plural, oy71,—in which form the word oc- 
curs but once in the Old Testament, where it has the determinate sense of “‘ grain,” 
“* seeds of corn:” ‘‘ He will take the tenth of your seed ;” (1 Sam. viii. 15—cf. too, Dan. 
j. 12, 16, where in its Chaldee form it denotes “ pulse”),—but, on the contrary, founds 
his argument on thé collective force of the term in the singular; drawing the distinc- 
tion between orépua, posterity, and omépyara, posterities. \That is, he explains how 
God’s promise applied to the line of Abraham’s posterity through Isaac; not to his 
descendants generally, whether derived through Isaac or Ishmael indifferently (cf 
supra, p. 338, note '). In his exposition of this passage, Tholuck (‘‘ Das A. T. im N. 
T.” s, 51 ff.) points out that this use of 71 as a collective term is one familiar to 8. 
Paul, who explains the words of Gen. xxi. 12, “In Isaac shall thy seed be called.” 
as meaning “the children of God”—v 'Ioadk KAnUyjoovtai cot o Epa’ Tout’ Eotey, 
ov Ta TEKVAa THO Gapkog, Tadita Téxva TOD Ocov—Row. ix. 7, 8; ef. Heb. xi. 18. 

2 This explanation (that of Tholuck and Olshausen—Bengel’s is somewhat differ- 
ent) is founded upon the principle laid downin the words: “There is neither Jew 
nor Greek * * * FOR YE ARE ALL ONE IN Cuarist Jesus. And if ye be Christ's, 
then are ye Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise’—Gal. iii. 28, 29. 
Hence Xpearic (ver-16) is put for the community of believers, who are “ His body,” 
and of whom He is the Head (cf. ‘“‘ We are members of His Body, of His Flesh, and 
of His Bones’—Eph. v. 30; see, too, ch. i. 23; iv. 12; and 1 Cor. xii; 12,27.) This 
exposition is further confirmed by the continuation of the argument, “ Now we, breth- 
ren, as Isaac was, are the children of promise,” &c.—Gal. iv. 28, &e, ; see last note. 
The Apostle elsewhere explains the true force of the promises to Abraham. The 
“seed” are they “ who walk inthe steps of the faith of our father Abraham ;” and 
“the promise” is “sure to all the seed; not to that only which is of the Law, but 
to that also which is of the faith of Abraham.’—Rom. iv. 12, 16. This exposition, 
writes Tholuck, “the Jew himself must concede the more willingly, since it would 
prove too much, even in his view, were the prediction to embrace unconditionally 
every descendant of Abraham:—even he would desire to exclude the line through 
Ishmael, and that through Esau.”—loc. cit., s. 58. With reference to the objection 
that the force thus given to the singular of omépua could not have been designedly 
attached to it by the author of Genesis, Olshausen observes: ‘The Apostles, like all 
the other writers of the New Testament, had, in the illumination of the Holy Spirit, 
the fall authority to pass beyond the standpoint of consciousness in the Old Testa- 
ment writer [ef Lecture v. p. 197, &e.], and to unveil the innermost truth of the 
thought according to the sense of Him Who promised and foretold. If, therefore, 
Jewish learning also has made similar applications of Old Testament passages, still 
the distinction of the Apostolic mode of procedure from the Rabbinical always con- 
sisted in this, that the learned Jews acted merely according to the arbitrary manner 
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To the foregoing examples must be added a single illustration 
of that Divine superintendence which guided the authors of 
Scripture in their selection of expressions from which, as we have 
just seen, such important truths could be inferred. Christ’s 
title, “Son of Man,” constantly recurs in each of the four Gos- 
pels. It is never applied to Him, however, by any other than 
Himself, so long as He walked on earth. On one occasion, after 
He was glorified, it is given Him by 8. Stephen ;* but throughout 
the Apostolic Epistles the title is not once to be found. The con- 
clusion is obvious: and the marked agreement of the sacred 
writers, even in this single particular, is a manifest proof that 
they have written under the same Divine influence.’ In two 
passages of the Apocalypse,‘ moreover, the title ‘Son of Man” 
is employed ; there being in both cases an obvious reference, ac- 
cording to 8. John’s practice in that book, to the great prediction 
of Daniel: ‘I saw in the night visions, and behold one like the 
Son of Man came with the clouds of heaven.” (And, in continu- 
ation of what has been just said, it particularly is worthy of re- 
mark, that while a Hebrew phrase, which the English Version 
similarly translates, ‘son of man,” is of frequent occurrence (as 
in the book of Ezekiel), the ein of expression employed by 
Daniel is to be met with in no other portion of the Old Testa- 
ment.’ 

of human beings by which their acuteness often degenerated into mere conceits ;— 
while the Apostles, guided by the Spirit, er unveiled infallibly the true sense of 
the predicting Spirit (2 Pet. i. 20, 21).”—Comm. in loc. B. iv. s. 65. Cf. supra, Leé- 
ture vii. p. 309, &e. on 

Or Fic TOY ’AvOpeérov. Bishop Middleton observes on S. John, v. 27, where 
both articles are omitted: “If it be thought remarkable * * * that vide dvOpi- 
mov, as applied to Christ, now jirs¢ occurs without the articles, it is sufficient to answer 
that now, for the first time, has Christ asserted His claim’to the title: in all other 
places He has assumed it.” Meyer, ta loc., considers that “ vid¢ avOp. ist als Nomen 
propr. behandelt, daher artikellos.” 

2 Acts, vii. 56. 
3 “ Apostolorum vel in hoc uno idiomate convenientia ostendit eos eodem divino 

motu scripsisse.”—Bengelii Gnomon, in S. Matt. xvi. 13. : 
* Rev. i. 135 xiv. 14:—in both cases the articles are wanting. 

Ges 5 Dan. vii. 13, where we read—w2x 72. ‘Fhe phrase in Ezekiel is piINja. (In - 
Psalm exliv. 3, 22x72 occurs, ef. PS viii. B. We also find wx~22—e. g. Psalm xlix. 
2. The verb vwox—=cger male affectus fuit. May we not hence (‘‘ Augritudinis et 
morbi significatu, qui inest in rad. D2x,” &.—Gesenius ix voc.) infer that this phrase, 
thus appropriated to the Messiah, conveys the idea of the “ Man (2x) of sorrows”— 
Isai. liii. 3? and therefore conclude that, until after His period of humiliation, no one 
was permitted to apply to the Lord a title thus indicative of his exinanition: but that 
when He had resumed His own glory, the restriction was removed—as in the cases 

_ of S. Stephen and S. John? 
To the foregoing examples, which so clearly exhibit the superintendence exer- 
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Thus far I have endeavored to lay down principles from which : 
the Divine authority, the infallible certainty, and the entire 
truthfulness, of every part of the Scriptures must necessarily re- 
sult. To this conclusion many exceptions have been taken ; and 
with some general observations on the nature and foundation 
of such exceptions these Discourses shall fitly terminate. From 
the outset I have endeavoured, as far as it was possible, to keep 
the inquiry as to Inspiration distinct from the many kindred 
questions, relating to the Bible, with which it has been so con- 
tinually interwoven in the course of modern criticism ;* and- I 
shall now content myself with stating the grounds on which I 
conceive the weakness of the objections to which I have alluded 
may in all cases be exposed :—to enter with any particularity on 
so vast a field would, it is clear, necessitate a discussion on almost 
every topic connected with the Evidences of Christianity. In il- 
lustration of the grounds on which I thus rely, I purposely select 
those examples which are the most obvious, and the most fa- 

cised over the language of Scripture, the following may be added. In order to prove 
that through the One Son, others, too, should be exalted to be the sons of God, S. 
Paul insists upon the single term ‘‘ brethren” in Ps. xxii. 22: “For both He that 
sanctifieth, and they who are sanctified, are all of one; for which cause (0c’ 7v airiav) 
He is not ashamed [even under the Old Covenant] to call them brethren; saying, I 
will declare Thy name unto My brethren.”—-Hebr. ii. 11, 12. Cf our Lord’s argu- 
ment from Gen. i. 27, and v. 2; in S. Matt. xix. 4, &e. Again, 8. Mark and 8. Luke 
thus give the demoniac’s address to Christ: ‘‘ What have I to do with Thee, Jesus, 
Thou Son of the Most High God?” (S. Mark, v. 7; 8. Luke, viii. 26; cf. S. Matt. viii. 
29). “Inno other part of the Gospels do we find the Most High as an epithet to-God: 
they are used separately as equivalent terms. - Why, then, are they united by S. 
Mark and §. Luke? The man and his friends were Pagans; and he was constrained 
by an overruling power to confess the true God in this explicit manner: just as the 
Pythonissa did afterwards at Philippi, by saying, ‘These men are the servants of the 
Most High God.’—Acts, xvi. 17. And they [who wrote not as S. Matthew for Jews] 
retain the very form of words used by the demoniae, for the sake of those who had 
believed in ‘gods many and lords many;’ and to whom the bare name of God did 
not so surely present the proper and sublime notion of the word.” * * * “ The 
most high God occurs but once more in the New Testament, Heb. vii. 1, and is there 
taken from Gen. xiv. 18, where Melchizedek is called ‘The priest of the most high 
God,’ to show that the God whom he served was the true God, and not one of the 
gods of the nations. * * * And I believe, throughout the Old Testament, The 
Most High is conjoined with the name of God only in the like eases.’—Townson, On 
the Four Gospels, Dise. v. p. 156. For additional examples ef: Tollner “Die gottl. 
Kingebung,” s. 17 ff. and M. Gaussen, ‘‘ Theopneustia,” p. 411, &e. As I have ad- 
duced some passages from S. Matthew in support of this line of argument, it is ob- 
viously necessary (as indeed for other reasons connected with the subject of these 
Discourses) to advert to the question as to the original language of his Gospel. That 
it was originally composed in Hebrew cannot, I apprehend, be denied. On this sub- 
ject some remarks will be found in Appendix M. 

1 “Die Untersuchung iiber die Theopneustie der heiligen Schrift gehort also nicht 
in die Einleitung, wohin sie z. B. Bauer, Jahn, u. a. ziehen.”—Hivernick, Hin/eit., Th. 
i 8.3. Cf supra, Lecture i. p. 32. , 
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miliar. It will manifestly save us the pains of any collateral 
controversy if such instances only are brought forward, the dif- 
ficulties connected with which are generally allowed to have re- 
ceived a satisfactory solution. . 

I. The objections which first demand our notice are those 
founded upon the assertion that the sacred writers contradict 
each other, It is the more necessary to insist upon this topic, 
since, as it has been well observed, ‘much of the criticism at 
‘the present day seems to assume that there is some resting- 
place between the perfect truthfulness of Inspiration, and the 
uncertainty of ordinary writing.”’ Of this class of objections the 
want of harmony alleged to exist among the Evangelists affords 
the most ordinary (as they are the most important) examples. 

That in the Gospel narrative certain statements are to be 
found which, at first*sight, seem at variance, every one is aware. 
It is also well known that many commentators have not been_ 

happy in their efforts to reconcile the seeming discrepancies :_ 
and hence’ it has resulted that some advocates of Christianity 
have been tempted to make admissions which are gratuitous as 
they are unwarranted. It is too often conceded to the adversary, 

1 Westcott, “ Elements of the Gospel Harmony,” p. 131. “A subjective stand- 
ard is erected, which, if once admitted, will be used as much to measure the doctrines 
as the facts of Scripture; and while many speculators boldly avow this, others are 
contented to admit the premises from which the conlusion necessarily follows.”— 
Ibid. The most obvious illustration of the truth of this remark is Schleiermacher’s 
theory of the “ Christian Consciousness.” ‘As the intuitive consciousness of God 
indicates to the human mind the existence * * * of a Personal Deity, so does 
this ‘Christian Consciousness’ testify that Christ lived, and that He continues, by His 
Spirit, to operate upon mankind. * * * It is only he who has a ‘Christian Con- 
sciousness’ that can recognize Christ in the fragments of tradition, and the mani- 
festations of history.”—Neander, The Life of Jesus Christ, Introd. § 2 (Bohn’s transl. 

. 3). 
feet Mr. Coleridge writes: ‘On what other ground [than on the reception “of the 
plenary inspiration of the Old and New Testaments”] can [ account for the whimsical 
subintelligi'urs of our numerous harmonists,—for the curiously inferred facts, the in- 
ventive circumstantial detail, the complemental and supplemental history which, in 
the utter silence of all historians and absence of all historical documents, they bring 
to light by mere force of logic ?—And all to do away with some half score apparent 
discrepancies in the chronicles and memoirs of the Old and New Testaments * * * 
discrepancies so trifling in circumstance and import, that, although in some instances 
it is highly probable, and in all instances, perhaps, possible that they are only ap- 
parent and reconcilable, no wise man would care a straw whether they were real or 

apparent, reconciled or left in harmless and friendly variance.” — Confess. of an Enquir- 

ing Spirit, Letter iv. p. 41. Mankind, unhappily, are not content to regard this sub- 
ject from the heights of such sublime philosophy. A melancholy page in the history 
of the Church informs us that, from the earliest, period to the days of Strauss, the 
enemies of Christianity (in the words of S. Augustine prefixed to this Discourse) “‘hoc 
solent quasi palmare su vanitatis objicere, quod ipsi Evangelista inter seipsos dis- 
sentiant.” 
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that the discrepancies alleged are, in point of fact, real. Truth 
and candor, we are sometimes told, require that this concession 
should be made : and since a leading argument against any strict 
view of Inspiration is based upon this assumed want of harmony, 
these advocates attempt to evade it either by maintaining that 
such contradictions (which, as they are willing to allow, really ex- 
ist) are of a trifling character ; or by alleging that the independ- 
ence of the sacred writers, as well as the absence of concert 
among them, is the only thing which the existence of discrepan- 
cles proves. Nay, we are sometimes told, that nothing but the 
force of prejudice, or attachment to some preconceived and er- 
roneous theory, can possibly induce any defender of Christianity 
to uphold the infallibility of the Evangelists in all the details of 
their Gospels.’ I would further premise, that this objection, 
which we are about to examine more closely, is of no modern 
date. So early as the middle of the second century the Epicur- 
ean philosopher Celsus urged the existence of such apparent con- 
tradictions against the truth of the Gospel history :—he argued, 
for example, that 8. Matthew and 8. Mark made mention of but 
one angel at the Sepulchre, while 8. Luke and 8. John speak of 
two.’ On which I would observe in passing, that we learn from 

* Mr. Alford, in the Prolegomena to his edition of the Greek Testament (vol. i. 
ch. 1, § 4), observes to this effect; ‘Christian commentators have been driven to a 
system of harmonizing which condescends to adopt the weakest compromises, and to 
do the utmost violence to probability and fairness, in its zeal for the veracity of the 
Evangelists. It becomes important, therefore, critically to discriminate between ap- 
parent and real discrepancy ; and while with all fairness we acknowledge the latter 
where it exists, to lay down certain common-sense rules whereby the former may be 
also ascertained. The real discrepancies between our Evangelistic histories are very 
few, and those all of one kind. * * * ‘They consist in different chronological ar- 
rangements, expressed or implied. * * * ‘The fair Christian critic will pursue a 
plan different from both [{*the enemies of the faith,’ and ‘the orthodox Harmonists’]. 
With no desire to create discrepancies, but rather every desire truthfully and justly 
to solve them, if it may be,—he will candidly recognise them where they unquestion- 
ably exist. By this he loses nothing, and the Evangelists lose nothing, * * * 
Christianity never was, and never can be, the gainer by any concealment, warping, or 
avoidance of the plain truth, wherever it is to be found.” The emphasis which Mr, Al- 
ford gives, by his italics, to the truism contained in the closing words of this extract 
would seem to point to a notorious class of writers, whose principle has been a “ con- 
cealment, warping, or avoidance of the plain truth.” In the absence, however, of any 
direct mention of such writers, the remark appears, to say the least of it, superfluous. 
To the same effect Neander writes: “It must be regarded as one of the greatest 
boons which the purifying process of Protestant theology in Germany has conferred 
upon Faith, as well as Science, that the old, ‘mechanical’ view of Inspiration has 
been so generally abandoned. That doctrine, and the forced harmonies to which it 
led, demanded a clerk-like accuracy in the Evangelical accounts, and could not admit 
even the slightest contradictions in them; but we are now no more ccmpelled to have 
recourse to subtleties against which our sense of truth rebels.”—Loc. cit. p. 8. 

* Celsus, writes Origen, objected: dre Kai mpdg Tov abrod Tod ’Inaod Tagov ioTopyvTas 
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the numerous accounts of similar objections that the primitive 
Church did not receive the books of the New Testament as Di- 
vine, without a full appreciation of the difficulties which, from 
the very first, have been so pertinaciously urged against them.’ 
Indeed we have an express intimation to this effect in the cele- 
brated Fragment brought to light by Muratori; which is the 
earliest document extant, with one exception, in which the 
Evangelists are named, and which is the first catalogue of the 
Books of the New Testament.* The author of this Fragment, 
having enumerated the four Evangelists, pauses to observe : 
“ Although sundry articles of belief are announced in the several 

bAnavbévar b76 tTivav piv dyyedot Jvio,b76 Tiav 2 Ele? de oluat, TypROac MatOaiov 
pév [xxviii. 5] xa Mapkov [xvi. 5] éva ioropnxévat, Aovedy d? [xxiv. 4] Kat lwdvyny 
[xx. 12] dio drep ob nv évavria® of piv yap, x. 7. A—Cont. Celsum, lib. 
v. § 56, t. i. p. 621. 

? Take, e. g., the difficulty which Gibbon has specially singled out to form the 
climax of his well-known “fifteenth” chapter: ‘Under the reign of Tiberius, the 
whole earth, or at least a celebrated province of the Roman empire, was involved in 
a preternatural darkness of three hours [S. Matt. xxvii. 45]. Even this miraculous 
event, which ought to have excited the wonder, the curiosity, and the devotion of 
mankind, passed without notice in an age of science and history. It happened during 
the lifetime of Seneca and the elder Pliny, who must have experienced the immediate 
effects, or received the earliest intelligence, of the prodigy,” &c., &e.—The Decline, &e. 
of the Roman Empire, ch. xy. This sarcasm has not even the poor merit of original- 
ity. Origen informs us that, in his day, two objections were urged against this por- 
tion of the Gospel narrative. (1.) *‘Quomodo hoe factum tam mirabile, nemo Gre- 
corum, nemo Barbarorum factum conscripsit in tempore illo, maxime qui Chronica 
conscripserunt, et notaverunt sicubi tale aliquid novum factum est aliquando; sed 
soli hoc scripserunt vestri auctores?”—Comm. Series in Matt. § 134, t. iii. p. 923. 
(2.) It was also objected, that the only natural cause by which such a phenomenon 
could be explained, viz., an eclipse of the sun, is here excluded; because, “in tem- 
pore quo passus est Christus, manifestum est quoniam conventus non erat Lune ad 
Solem quoniam tempus erat Paschale.” To the former objection Origen replies as 
follows: ‘“ Arbitror ergo, sicut ceetera signa que facta sunt in Passionem Ipsius, in 
Jerusalem tantummodo fucta sunt. * * * Nee alia terra tremuit tunc, nisi terra 
Jerusalem * * * ut sentirent (verbi gratia) et qui in A%thiopia erant, et in 
India, et in Scythia: quod si factum fuisset, sine dubio inveniretur in historiis aliqui- 
bus eorum qui in Chronicis scripserunt nova aliqua facta.”—Jbid. And Origen goes 
on to adduce in illustration how “ there was a thick darkness in all the land of Egypt 
three days * * * but all the children of Israel had light in their dwellings.”— 
Exod. x. 22, 23 ;—considering the statement of the Evangelist that there was ‘‘dark- 
ness over all the land,” as parallel to the hyperbole of Obadiah, that there was “ no 
nation or kingdom” in which Ahab had not sought for Elijah.—l Kings, xviii. 10. 
The second objection Origen answers by alleging that another natural cause might be 
assigned, viz.: ‘‘Quasdam tenebrosissimas nubes, et-forte non unam, sed multas et 
majores concurrisse super terram Judzeam et Jerusalem, ad cooperiendos radios solis, 
et ideo profundee factee sunt tenebree a sexta hora usque ad nonam.” For the usual 
cavil as to the Ark of Noah, ef. “In Genes.” Hom. ii., t. ii. p. 61. f 

2 Cf supra, Lecture ii. p. 57, note *. Dr. Routh observes: “‘Quum vero ponendus 
sit auctor ejus [Fragmenti] inter scriptores, qui primi omnium, excepto Papia, de 
Evangelistis ipsis vel commemoraverint, vel ipsorum scripta adjectis nominibus pro- 
tulerint, fieri uon potest quin primus hic librorum Novi Testamenti Catalogus curis 
nostris dignus censeatur.”—Aelig. Sacr., t. i. p. 400. : 
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Gospels, there is no difference in the Faith of believers ; since all 
things relating to the Lord’s history have been declared by One 

; éverruling Spirit.” 
There are four bakit of view from which this cubis of the 

Gospel Harmony has been regarded :—(1.) It was argued by a 
writer who attracted some notice during the last century, that 
“the Resurrection of Christ is not true, because the narratives 
of the Evangelists do not harmonize.” (2.) He was met by the 
reply, ‘ This great doctrine is true because the accounts do coin- 
cide.” (3.) A third opinion was interposed : “ It may, after all, 
be true, although discrepancies actually exist in the statements 
of the Gospels.” (4.) But there remains yet a fourth mode of 
regarding the question: ‘It is, and must be true, even though 
ZI should not succeed in bringing the representations of the 
Evangelists into harmony ; or in solving all the difficulties which 
an ingenious mind may suggest.”? This last proposition is ob- 
eats the only just or piiloseehial conclusion for those to ar- 
rive at, who ascribe, in any true sense of the word, Divine 
authority to the Bible. I repeat that if we fully and entirely 
believe in the Divine origin of Holy Scripture, to assert that its 
statements do not harmonize is a contradiction in terms. Who 
but the veriest sciolist would question the universality of one of 
Nature’s Laws, because the powers of Science have not as yet 

brought into subjection certain phenomena, to which this Law, 
if true, must extend. There are difficulties, no doubt, in ex- 
plaining all the phenomena which the Gospels present, Such 
difficulties, however, arise, not from any real discordance. among 
the oes as bat from our not being, as yet at least, in pos- 
session of the clue which would seommile their statements: just 
as certain difficulties occur in the application of the theory of 
Gravitation ;—not from any want of universality in the Law, but 
from our ignorance of the conditions of the problem.’ 

1 “Ht ideo licet varia singulis Evangeliorum libris principia doceantur, nihil ta- 
men differt credentium fides, cum uno ae principali Spiritu declarata sint in omnibus 
de Nativitate, de Passione, de Resurrectione, de Convyersatione Domini cum Discipu- 
lis Suis.’—ap. Routh., loc. cit. p. 394: where Dr. Routh ‘considers “ voce principia, 
capita seu articulos hic significari, quippe cum in ore omnibus sit, doceri principia sive 
capita fidei.”—Jbid. p. 411. 

2 See Thiersch, ‘‘ Versuch zur Herstell,”s. 30. The three former opinions Lessing 
mentions as being held by the author of the “ Wolfenbittel Fragments” (Reimarus), 
by “the Orthodox,” who opposed that writer, and by himself respectively ; the fourth 
is that which Thiersch maintains. 

§ Cf the remarks of Mr. Westcott, ‘‘ Elements of the Gospel Harmony,” p. 136. 
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' Let us éxamine how, in such a case, all sound philosophy 
proceeds : and let us take for our illustration the late solution of 
a celebrated astronomical problem. ‘‘ No sooner,’ observes one 
of the distinguished men who have afforded Science this triumph, 
—‘‘No sooner had astronomers commenced, some years ago, to 
suspect that the motion of Uranus was modified by some un- 
known cause, than all possible hypotheses were at once hazarded 
as to its nature.”’ The writer then proceeds to discuss the 
merits of these several hypotheses, with the significaut exception 
of that which would explain the phenomenon by asserting that 
the Law of Gravitation is not universal :—‘“‘I will not stop,” 
continues M. Le Verrier, “‘ to consider this idea, that the laws of 
Gravitation may cease to be rigorous at the great distance of 
Uranus from the Sun. It is not the first time that, in order to 
explain inequalities for which they’were unable to account, cer- 
tain persons have betaken themselves to the principle of univer- 
sal Gravitation. But we also know that these hypotheses have 
always disappeared before a more profound examination of facts.” 
Let us then apply to the question of the Gospel Harmony the 
principle which, as we learn from the instance just cited, is rec- 
ognised as legitimate in the exact sciences. In doing so, let us, 
for a moment, lay aside the notion that the Evangelical narra- 
tives are inspired ; and consider them merely as ordinary his- 

tories, of which we have no reason to question the general trust- 
worthiness. 

The contradictions alleged to exist in the Gospels either are 
apparent only, or they are assumed to be absolute.* In the for- 
mer case, there is clearly no difficulty at all; and we need only 
point out that the discrepancy is but apparent. In the latter, 

1 In an essay read by M. Le Verrier before the “ Academie des Sciences,” June 
Ist, 1846, an historical account is given of previous investigations relating to the per- 
turbations observed in the motion of the planet Uranus. “A peine avait-on com- 
mencé, il y a quelques années, 4 soupgonner que le mouvement d’Uranus était modifié 
par quelque cause inconnue, que déja toutes les hypothises possibles étaient hasardées 
sur la nature de cette cause. Chacun, il est vrai, suivit simplement le penchant de 
son imagination, sans apporter aucune consideration a l’appui de son assertion. On 
songea a la résistance de l’éther; on parla d’un gros satellite qui accompagnerait Ura- 
nus; ou bien d’un planéte encore inconnue, dont la foree perturbatrice devrait étre 
prise en considération; on alla méme jusqu’ a supposer qu’ a cette énorme distance 
du Soleil, la loi de la gravitation pourrait perdre quelque chose de sa rigueur. Enfin, 
une cométe n’aurait-elle pas pu troubler brusquement Uranus dans sa marche ?” 

2 For some acute remarks on this aspect of the question, see Mr. Rogers’ Essay, 
“Reason and Faith,” p. 69, &e. 
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where it is objected that an absolute contradiction exists,’ it is 
equally plain that any hypothetical, or even possible solution, 
must, in all fairness, be accepted as a sufficient answer, if we 
only allow the general truthfuiness of the narratives which we 
compare :—indeed to deny this principle is to assume that there 
is no single circumstance omitted by the Evangelists which, if 
known, would harmonize their statements.’ Even were we unable 
to adduce any example in which the application of such a prin- 
ciple has been successful, every impartial mind must admit its 
sufficiency as a reply. Many examples, however, illustrative of 
this position, may be pointed out; and others are being daily 

©! Koppen observes that, in narratives drawn up by men who wrote like the Eyan- 
gelists, independently of each other, ia different places and at different times, the na- 
ture of the case requires that there should be considerable diversity of manner in the 
account which they have given of events. And yet all four perfectly agree as to 
what constitutes the essence of their statements. In no single passage of the Gospel 
is there a contradiction in matters of fact; but there is variety in the form of represen- 
tation, and must be so, if everything was honestly set down. The opponents of the 
Gospels interchange these two features of the case; which are in the nature of things, 
unquestionably different. They seek out passages in which variety in the form of rep- 
resentation is to be found, and these they term mztwal contradictions.—“ Die Bibel ein 
Werk der gottl. Weisheit,” B. iis. 117. . 

? With reference to the narratives by S. Matthew and S. Luke of the death of 
Judas, Mr. Alford (on Acts, i. 18, 19) observes: “The éxr7aaTo ywptov does not ap- 
pear to agree with the account in Matt. xxvii. 6-8; nor, consistently with common 
honesty can they be reconciled, waless we knew more of the facts than we do. * * * 
Whether Judas, as Bengel supposes, ‘initio emtionis facto, occasionem dederit ut 
Sacerdotes eam consummarent,’ we cannot say: such a thing is of course possible. 
* * %& With regard to the purchase of the field, the more circumstantial account in 
Matthew is to be adopted; with regard to the death of Judas, the more circumstantial 
account of Luke. The clue which joins these has been lost to us; and in this, only those 
will find any stumbling-block, whose faith in the veracity of the Evangelists is very 
weak indeed.” Ebrard gives a striking example of an apparent contradiction, arising 
from the manner in which the same fact has impressed itself on different eye-witnesses. 
On the evening of September 5, 1839, a rumor prevailed in Zurich that an attack was 
to be apprehended from an armed force of Bernese. The greatest commotion was ex- 
cited, and a body of men was drawn together in the district of Pfiffikon, to repel the 
attack. The rumor was soon found to be without any foundation, and means were 
taken by the Government to allay the popular tumult. On subsequently inquiring as 
to these events, Ebrard was informed, by one person, that the Government despatched 
N., one of their number, at a late hour, with a letter, to Pfitfikon: on another ocea- 
sion, Ebrard was told, by a second informant, that N., after going a short distance, 
returned with the intelligence that the tocsin was already ringing in Pfaffikon, A 
third related that two persons on horseback had been despatched; while a fourth 
averred that N. had sent two messengers on horseback to the disturbed district. “If 
ever four accounts appear irreconcilable, these are so. And if a harmonist were to 
conjecture that N. had been sent to Pfaffikon; that he had been met on the Zirich- 
berg by two peasants, coming from that place with the intelligence that the people 
were already on the march; that he had returned with them to Zurich, and, entering 
the neighboring house of a magistrate, had caused two horses to be at once saddled, 
and commanded the peasants to ride back in haste, to proclaim peace :—all this would, 
no doubt, be set down as a highly improbable and artificial conjecture. And yet it is 
u0 conjecture, but the simple, true account which N. himself gave me, when I asked 
him about that event.”—Kritik der evang. Geschichte, s. 72. 
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brought to light by the diligence of the learned.’ It is by no 
means uncommon to find in the accounts of two perfectly honest 
historians, referring to the same event from different points of 
view, certain peculiarities in the structure of their compositions 
which, when noticed, at once reconcile the seeming variance 
which such peculiarities may have occasioned : or some fact may 
have been omitted which lends an air of opposition to their state- 
ments,——an opposition which the mention of the omitted fact by 

’ The account given in Dan. v. 30, of the death of ‘‘ Belshazzar the king of the 
Chaldeans” (a name which does not occur except in the Bible), on the night of the 
conquest of Babylon by Cyrus, seems to present an irreconcilable opposition to that 
of the Chaldean historians. 

Josephus (‘‘Cont. Apion.,” lib. i. c. 20, t. ii. p. 452) has preserved a fragment of 
Berosus, in which it is stated that Cyrus invaded Babylonia in the seventeenth year 
of the reign of Nabonnedus; that as soon as Nabonnedus was aware of his ap- 
proach, he assembled his forces to oppose him, but was defeated, and fled with a 
few adherents to the city of Borsippus (ed¢ tv Bopoirmyvar moAtv): and, in fine, that 
Cyrus took that place, treated Nabonnedus with kindness, and provided him with a 
settlement in Carmania, where he died. The name here given by Berosus to the last 
Chaldean king is repeated, with immaterial variations, in the Canon of Ptolemy, by 
Alexander Polyhist. and Abydenus (Euseb. ‘Chron. Armen.,” i. pp. 45, 60), and by 
Megasthenes (useb., “ Preepar. Evang.,” ix. 41, ed. Gaisford, t. ii. p. 442). Herodotus 
alone calls -~him Labynetus (‘‘Clio,” 188), adding (191), that the city was stormed by 
night during a festival ; which fact is also vouched for by Xenophon, who states fur- 
ther (“Cyrop.,” vii. 5. 30), that the King (whom he merely describes as dvdcto¢ BaotAcvc) 
then perished. On these facts Winer (‘‘Real-Worterb.,” art. Belsazzar) observes: 
“ Berosus is, at all events, more trustworthy than a foreign writer who lived long after 
the transaction. * * * Concerning the fate, too, of the Babylonian King, Berosus 
is perhaps. in the right; and deserves more ‘eredit than Xenophon and Daniel.” 
Hengstenberg, however (although he had just adduced the authority of Berosus to 
confirm the statement of Dan. iy. 30, in opposition to Ctesias and the Greek historians), 
“finds no difficulty in rejecting the account” of Berosus in the case before us, and in 
accepting the narrative of Xenophon. (“ Beitrage, i. 8. 316, u. 326.) But another 
-voice is to be heard on this question. 

Colonel Rawlinson (dating from Bagdad, January 25, 1854) has communicated to 
the “ Athenzeum” (No. 1377, p. 341, March 18, 1854), a discovery which he has “re- 
cently made in Babylonian history, and which is of the utmost importance for Scrip- 
tural illustration.” A number of clay cylinders have been lately disinterred in tho 
ruins of Um-Qeer (the ancient Ur of the Chaldees), two of which contain a memorial 
of the works executed by Nabonidus (the last king of Babylon) in southern Chaldeea. 
“The most important fact which they disclose is, that the eldest son of Nabonidus 
was named Bel-shar-ezar, and that he was admitted by his father to a share in the 
government. This name is undoubtedly the Belshazzar (WxNwv>=>) of Daniel, and thus 
furnishes us with a key to the explanation of that great historical problem which has 
hitherto defied solution. We can now understand how Belshazzar, as joint king with 
his father, may have been governor of Babylon, when the city was attacked by the 
combined forces of the Medes and Persians, and may have perished in the assault 
which followed; while Nabonidus, leading a force to the relief of the place, was de- 
feated, and obliged to take refuge in the neighboring town of Borsippa (or Birs-i- 
Nimrud), capitulating, after a short resistance, and being subsequently assigned, ac- 
cording to Berosus, an honorable retirement in Carmania. By the discovery, indeed, 
of the name of Bel-shar-ezar, as appertaining to the son of Nabonidus, we are, for the 
first time, enabled to reconcile authentic history with the inspired record of 
Daniel.” 
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a third writer instantly clears up.’ The following solution of a 
difficulty in ordinary history, together with the application of 
the principle on which it rests to a parallel case in the Evangel- 
ical record, will amply confirm what has been just stated. 

Aristobulus, the friend of Alexander the Great, and who 
watched by his death-bed, relates that he died on the 30th of 
the Macedonian month Desius. On the other hand, Eumenes 
and Diodotus, who kept the journal of Alexander, and who re- 
count the progress of his malady, place his death on the evening 
of the 28th of the same month, Here is an obvious variance in 
statement; and yet no critic has for a moment considered that 
there is any real contradiction ;—although the solutions which 
have been given are very different. Thus it is shown by some, 
how the variance will disappear if we call to mind the manner of 
counting the days of the month by the Greeks ; while the expla- 
nation of another writer is founded upon the difference in the 
point of time from which the beginning of the day was reckoned : 
—whether from sunrise, as at Babylon, or from sunset, according 
to Grecian usage.’ Other explanations are also supplied, and any 

2 To take an instance from the Old Testament: Sennacherib had invaded Judea, 
and Hezekiah endeavored to buy off the approaching attack upon Jerusalem: 
“That which hb puttest on me,” said he, “will I bear.” The sum demanded ex- 
hausted the Jewish resources to such an extent, that Hezekiah was reduced to the 
necessity of cutting off the gold from the doors of the Temple (2 Kings, xviii. 13-16). 
This cowardly sacrifice was in vain; for we know how the Assyrians broke faith 
with the Jews, and we are also iold of God’s miraculous interposition in their favor 
(Isai. xxxvi., xxxvii). Shortly after this event, however, the ambassadors sent to 
congratulate Hezekiah found his treasury full to overflowing (Isai, xxxix). The ap- 

_ parent contradiction is at once cleared up by a few lines incidentally introduced in 
the Second Book of Chronicles: “Thus the Lord saved Hezekiah * * * and 
many brought presents to Hezekiah, so that he was magnified in the sight of all na- 
tions from thenceforth,’—2 Chron. xxxii. 22, 23; see Blunt’s “‘ Undesigned Coinci- 
dences,” p. 236, &e. 

1 St. Croix observes, in his “Examen Critique des Historiens d’Alexandre,” “ Les 
Ephémérides dont l'autorité est ici d’un grand poids, et qu’on ne peut soupgonner ni 
Plutarque, ni Arrien, d’avoir fulsifiges marquent ce jour au vingt-huit du mois Ma- 
cédonien Diesius, et Aristobule fixoit cet Evénement au trente du méme mois. Cette 
difference n’est peut-étre qu’'apparente; car, comme il y avoit dans année Greeque 
six mois de 29 jours, et que le dernier de ces mois porto‘t le nom de 30, quoiqu’il ne 
fat réellement que de 29, il est possible que la diff-rence des deux dates ne fit que 
du vingt-huit finissant au vingt-neuf commengant, et comme chez les Grees Je jour 
commenroit le soir, ainsi que chez presque tous les peuples qui avoient des mois lu- 
naires, ces dates pouvoient ne différer en tout que de quelques heures au plus. Lon- 
guerue (‘De Epoch. et Ann. vet. Orient.,” ¢. 1) et M. Larcher (“ Trad. d’lérodote,” 
t. vii. p. 709) proposent d’autres moyens de conciliation sur lesquels je ne prononce- 
rai pas, mais qui ne tendent pas moins 4 résondre la diffieults” (p. 633). _Lareher’s 
explanation is as follows: “ Mort @’Alexandre le 29 du mois Macédonien Disius, qui 
répond an 30 Thargélion des Athéniens et au 2 Juin.—{Plutarch. in Alexand , p. 706; 
Arrian., lib. Vil. cap. xxviii. p. 309). Tl se presente ici une difficulté que je crois de- © 
voir éclaircir. Aristobule, ami d’Alexandre, et qui ne Davoit pas quitté pendant sa 
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one among them is considered to remove every appearance of 
contradiction. The history of the Gospel Harmony supplies an 
example exactly parallel. The case is one of peculiar interest ; 
and from a very early period it has presented a difficulty to 
Christian Apologists. I allude to the statements of 8. Mark and 
8. John, as to the hour of Christ’s Passion :—‘‘ A question,” 
says §. Augustine, “ which, above all others, is wont to stir up 
the shamelessness of the contentious, and to disturb the unskil- 

fulness of the weak.” §. Augustine himself proposed two 
methods whereby the accounts might be reconciled ; and, while 
admitting the difficulties with which his suggestions were en- 
cumbered, he lays down the principle for which I now contend. 
Referring to a supposed objection to one of his solutions, he asks : 
“Tf we both alike believe the Evangelists, do you point out how 
their accounts can be otherwise reconciled, and I will acquiesce 
most cheerfully ; for I love not my own opinion, but the truth of 
the Gospel. Until some other explanation is discovered, this of 
mine shall suffice ; and when that other is demonstrated, I too 
will adopt it.”’ It has been reserved for modern times to sug- 
gest a solution which has been almost universally accepted, and 
which removes every shade of difficulty from the case. §. Mark 
asserts that our. Lord was crucified at ‘the third hour,” or at 

maladie, dit qu’il mourut Je 30 Deesius Tpzacdd:, tandis que le journal de Ja maladie 
de ce prince porte qu'il mourut Je 28 sur le soir—T¥ 08 tpizy oMi:vovTog mpd¢ deiAnv 
avéVavev. Cette contradiction n’est qu’apparente. 1°. Le mois Deesius avoit 31 
jours; par conséquent le troisisme du mois finissant répondoit au 29 Thargélion. 
2°. Celui qui tenoit le journal de la maladie étant & Babylone, suivoit usage des 
Babyloniens, qui comptoient le jour depuis le lever du soleil jusqu’au lever du jour 
suivant. Alexandre étant mort sur les huit 4 neuf heures du soir, c’étoit encore pour 
eux le 25 Thargélion. Mais Aristobule, qui ¢crivoit pour les Grecs, suit l'usage do 
ces peuples, qui commencoit le jour au coucher du soleil et le finissoient Je lendemain 
au coucher. Alexandre, étant mort aprés le coucher du soleil. étoit mort réellement le 
30, selon leur maniere de calculer les temps, c’gst-a-dire, le 2 juin.” This example is 
referred to by Tholuck, in his “ Glaubwiird. der evang. Geschichte,” s. 447. 

? Queestio de hora Dominic Passionis, que maxime solet et contentiosorum con- 
citare impudentiam, et infirmorum imperitiam perturbare.”—De Consens. Evangelist. 
lib. iii. § 13, t. iii. pars ii. p. 127. 

2 “Unde, inquis, probas horam tertiam fuisse? Respondeo, Quia credo Evange- 
listis: quibus et tu si credis, ostende quemadmodum et hora sexta et hora tertia 
potuerit Dominus crucifigi? De sexta enim, ut fateamur, narratione Johannis urgo- 
mur; tertiam Marcus commemorat: quibus si uterque nostram credit, ostende tu 
aliter qaemadmodum fieri utrumque potuerit, libentissime adquiescam. Non enim 
sententiain meam, sed Lvangelii diligo veritatem. Atque utinam etiam plures ab aliis 
inveniantur hujus exitus quiestionis: quod donee fiat, utere mecum isto si placet. Si 
enim nullus alius exitus potuerit inveniri, solus iste sufficiet: si autem potuerit, cam 
demonstratus fuerit, eligemus. ‘Tantum non putes consequens esse, ut quilsvet om- 

“nium quatuor Evangelistarum mentitus sit, aut in tanto et tam sancto culmine aue- 
toritatis erraverit.”—Jbid. p. 123. 
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nine o’clock in the forenoon ; while according to 8. John, Pilate 
“about the sixth hour” was still sitting in judgment. The ex- 
planation of this apparent discordance in time—an explanation 
which even Strauss, while exaggerating “the difficulty” to the 
utmost, allows to be “ possible’”*—is, that 8. Johu has given the 
hour according to the Roman calculation of time, which counted 
us we do, from midnight ; while 8. Mark adheres to the Jewish 
custom of counting from sunrise.” 

The principle, therefore, pointed out by 8. Augustine is, I 
submit, the only one admissible by those who do not deny the 
Divine origin of the Bible altogether. Any solution, which af- 
fords a possible mode of harmonizing those statements of the 

sacred writers which present a semblance of opposition, is to be 
admitted before we can allow the existence of a contradiction : 
and it is a circumstance deserving of all attention, that for every 
example of such variance in the narratives of the Evangelists, no 
matter how carefully sought out, some solution offers itself as 

1 “ According to Mark, it was the third hour (dpa tpirn) (nine in the morning) when 
Jesus was crucified (xv. 25). On the other hand, John says (xix. 14) that it was 
about the sixth hour [dpa jv dc (or dae) Extn], (When, according to Mark, Jesus had 
already hung three hours on the cross), that Pilate first sat in judgment over him. 
Unless we are to suppose that the sun-dial went backward, as in the time of Heze- 
kiah, this is a contradiction which is not to be removed by a violent alteration of the 
reading, nor by appealing to the de (abowf) in John, or to the inability of the disci- 
ples to take note of the hours under such afflictive circumstances: at the utmost it 
might, perhaps, be cancelled, if it were possible to prove that the fourth Gospel through- 
out proceeds upon another mode of reckoning time than that used by the Synoptists.” 
—The Life of Jesus, part iii. ch. 3, § 132 (Chapman’s transl. vol. iii. p. 276). 

2 For a full discussion of this question see the eighth of Townson’s “ Discourses 
_ on the Four Gospels;” where it is shown that S. John has, on all occasions, “ reck- 
oned the hours as we do, from midnight to noon, and again from noon to midnight:” 
and also that the interval of time between the ‘sixth hour” of 8. John, and the “third 
hour” of 8. Mark (i. e. between six and nine o'clock in the forenoon), must have been 
fully occupied by the’ vacillation of Pilate, in consequence of his wife’s message (S. 
Matt. xxvii. 19),—by the trial and condemnation of the two malefactors,—and by the 
procession to Calvary. Adopting this view, Rettig, in the “Studien und Kritiken” 
for 1830 (s. 103), quotes the words of Pliny: “Ipsum diem alii aliter observavere. 
* = + Sacerdotes, et qui diem definiere civilem, item A%gyptii et Hipparehus a 
media nocte in mediam.”—WHist. Nat., lib. ii. 77; and Le Clere (by whom this solution 
was first suggested), quotes the question of Plutarech—dvd te tiv Tie tucpac dpyiy éx 
néone vuxto¢g AuuBavovor ;—Quest. Rom., Ixxxiii. Tholuck (‘‘Glaubwiird. der ev. 
Gesch.” s. 306) shows that the time of sunrise at the vernal equinox, taken in con- 
nexion with the rules of Roman jurisprudence, fully confirms the explanation thus 
given of 8. John’s expression, “about the sixth hour.” He also quotes Macrobius, 
“ Magistratus post mediam noctem auspicantur; et post exortum solem agunt”—Sat- 
urnal. i. 3; and Aulus Gellius, ‘‘Senatus-consulta ante exortum solem, aut post solis 
occasum facta, rata non esse.’’—Noct. Ald. xiv. 7. 

It is strange that the latest English commentator, Mr. Alford, should have taken 
no notice of this celebrated solution. He writes: ‘There is an insuperable difficulty 
as the text now stands. * * * We must certainly suppose that there has bee 
some very early erratum in our copies.” : 
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being possible—possible I say, since the nature of the case, at 
times, admits of no more than suggesting such an explanation as 
may not be improbable.’ In apparent discrepancies of this kind, 
the difficulty often arises from the simple fact, that we have al- 
together lost the clue which unites the different statements, 
Sometimes, it is true, that difficulty may arise from misconcep- 
tion of what has been written,—a misconception which patient 
study may, and frequently does, clear up :—as, for example, 

* Cf Steudel, “Ueber Inspir. der Apost.,” H. ii.s. 72. For example: “As He 
was come nigh unto Jericho,” our Lord restored sight to “a certain blind man” who 
“sat by the wayside begging,’ and who “cried, saying, Jesus, thou Son of David, 
have merey on me.”—S. Luke, xviii. 35-43. In S. Mark, x. 46-52, we read that “as 
He wert out of Jericho,” He performed the same miracle on “blind Bartimeeus, the 
son of Timzeus,” who also ‘‘sat by the highway side begging,” and who addressed 
the Lord in the very same words as the blind man in 8. Luke’s account. But where 
is the contradiction here? What is there improbable or overstrained in supposing 
that a blind man may have sat “by the wayside begging,” on both occasions ;—on the 
road leading to, as well as that leading from, Jericho? Assuming this, what can be 
thought more probable (as Origen has already suggested— Comm. in 8. Matt.,” t. 
iii, p. 732) than that the news of the former miracle should have reached “ blind Bar- 
timzeus ;” and that he too should have placed himself in the way of the great Prophet, 
and supplicated Him in language which had already arrested His attention, and won 
His pity? Ebrard (loc. cit., s. 469), moreover, points out that the accounts of the 
Evangelists themselves intimate that the. two transactions were different. Barti- 
meus, at the mere sound of Christ’s voice, comes himself without any one to lead 
him; while the other blind man must have been at some distance; for Jesus ‘‘ com- 
manded him to be brought unto Him,”—ver. 40 (cf. also éyyiouvtog dé abrod). 

Again, what real difficulty arises here from the fact of S. Matthew (xx. 29-34), 
when relating Christ’s departure from Jericho, having combined facts so strikingly simi- 
lar in one summary: “ Behold two blind men sitting by the wayside, when they heard 
that Jesus passed by, cried out, saying, Have mercy on us, O Lord, thou Son of 
David?” There can clearly be no exception taken to the general assertion, that events, 
strikingly analogous, may have happened on different occasions :—for (not to mention 
the similarity between the miracles performed by Elijah and Elisha), Christ Himself 
refers to the two instances of His feeding the multitude (see S. Matt. xvi. 9, 10; 8. 

ark, viii. 19, 20); and S. John, (ii. 14, 15) refates that He cast ‘‘ the money-changers” 
out of the Temple at the opening of His ministry; while the other Evangelists tell us 
that He repeated the same act towards its close (S. Matt. xxi. 12; S. Mark, xi. 15; 
S. Luke, xix. 45). Cf. also the repetition of the same command, 8. Matt. v. 32, and 
xix. 9. We learn incidentally, from the manner in which 8. Augustine employs this 
principle, the nature of the arguments with which, even in-his time, this truth of tlie 
Gospel history was assailed. In one of the miracles of feeding the multitude, 8. Mark 
(vi. 40) tells us that “they sat down by hundreds and by fifties.” According to 8, Luke 
(ix. 14), our Lord said, “ Make them sit down by jifties.” Had S. Mark, observes &. 
Augustine, omitted the “ fifties,” it would be called a contradiction. And, as to the 
repetition of the miracle*itself, “Toc sane non ab re fuerit admonere in hoe miracu.o 
de septem panibus, quod duo Evangelists Matthzeus Mareusque posuerunt; quia si 
aliquis corum id dixisset, qui de illis guinque panibus non dixisset, contrarius ceteris 
putaretur. Quis enim non existimaret unum idemque factumesse * * * sed aut 
illum pro quinque panibus septem dum falleretur commemorasse, aut illos pro septem 
quinque, aut utrosque mentitos, vel oblivione deceptos? * * * Hoc ideo diximus 
ut sicubi simile invenitur factum a Domino, quod in aliquo alteri Evangelists za re- 
pugnare videatur ut omnino solvi non possit, nihil aliud intelligatur quam utrumque 
fuctum esse.”"—De Consensu Evang., lib. ii. § 50, loc. cit. p. 77. Schleiermacher calmly 
observes: “I cannot prevail on myself to believe the second feeding.”—Zssay on S. 
Luke, p. 144. 

23 
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where Neander (who does not, in general, scruple to impeach the 
accuracy of the Evangelists) observes, with reference to the return 
of the Holy Family to Nazareth after the flight to Egypt: “It 
was formerly thought that Matthew and Luke contradicted each 
other here. * * * Both accounts may be equally true, and 
harmonize well with each other, although those who put them 
imperfectly together may not perceive the agreement,” But 
there are instances over which it is conceivable, from the nature 
of the case, that some obscurity must for ever rest. Let -any 
single event be described by different eye-witnesses, and their ac- 
counts will present variations, and apparent contradictions, simply 
because each of them‘seizes strongly upon some one salient point, 
which serves to elucidate his purpose, and leaves the rest com- 
paratively in the background. In entering upon the subject of 
the Gospel Harmony, we must ever remember that our four 
Evangelists regarded the facts of the Saviour’s history each un- 
der a different aspect. The essential point of difference between 
S. John and the others’ lies in his having in view the opponents 
of the Gospel within the Church: while the Synoptical writers 
mainly addressed themselves to the wants of those who stood 
without its pale, whether Jews or Gentiles. 8. Matthew’s aim is 
to establish the identity of the New Testament Revelation with 
that of the Old ; and to prove to the people of Israel that in 
Jesus, as the Christ, were fulfilled the promises to Abraham and 
to David. §. Mark desires to exhibit the sublime facts of Chris- 
tianity, in opposition to the degraded supestitions of heathenism. 
The narrative of 8S. Luke, commencing at Jerusalem with the 
Vision of the Priest in the Sanctuary, closes with 8. Paul’s ad- 
dress in his prison at Rome ;—the design of the inspired historian 
being to describe the several stages by which the message of Sal- 
vation advanced, from the Temple of Jehovah, to the metropolis 
of the Gentile world.’ In narratives composed with objects thus 

1 “The Life of Jesus Christ,” Book i. ch iii. § 21 (Bohn’s transl. p. 31). Nean- 
der had immediately before ($ 19) stated: “ We cannot vouch with equal positiveness 
for the accuracy of Matthew’s statement of the means by which the Sages learned, 

after their arrival in Jerusalem, that the chosen Child was to be bornsin Bethlehem.” | 

2 See Ebrard, loc. cit., s. 143. 
2 Cf Hofmann, “ Weissagung u. Erfullung,” s. 48; and Luger, ‘‘ Die Rede des 

Stephanus,” s. 2, who refers to the commission given by Christ at the close of S. 
Luke’s Gospel: “That repentance and remission of sins should be preached in His 

name among all nations, beginning at Jeruswem'—xxiv. 47; observing that the ad- 

dress of the Lord (Acts, i. 8), before His Ascension, supplies an index to the con- 
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distinct, we can feel no surprise at the absence of sundry par- 
ticulars which, if known to us, would at once clear up many of 
those obscurities that afford so great a source of perplexity to 
several minds. Nor should the silence of the Evangelists as to 
such particulars in any wise disconcert us ; unless we impose 
other rules on them than those by which we are content to test 
the fidelity of ordinary writers. The omission of a contemporary 
author to notice a fact which we, from whatever reason, may con- 
sider of the greatest moment, is a case by no means unusual. 
The younger Pliny,—although giving a circumstantial detail of 
so many physical facts, and describing the great eruption of 
Vesuvius, the earthquake, and the showers of ashes that issued 
from the voleano,—makes no allusion whatever to the sudden 
overwhelming of two large and populous cities, Herculaneum and 
Pompeii.’ 

In illustration of the foregoing observations I would further 
add, that what we know of the motives which led to the compo- 
sition of our Gospels renders the existence of contradictions ante- 
cedently improbable in the very highest degree. <Husebius, in | 

vhis chapter “On the order of the Gospels,” ratifies the concur- — 
«. rent voice of earlier history which is to the effect that 8, John’s 
« harrative was the last in point of time ; and that he gave his 
« testimony to the truth of what had been previously written.’ 

tents of the Acts of the Apostles regarded as a continuation of the former narrative : 
—the substance of the first seven chapters being described in the words, ‘‘ Ye shall 
be witnesses unto Me in Jerusalem ;” of the eighth and ninth chapters in the words, 
* And in all Judea and Samuria;” while chapters x.-xxviii. are summed up in the 
words, “ And unto the uttermost parts of the earth.” 

+ See Lyell’s “Principles of Geology,” 8th ed., p. 348. The principle on which 
the omission has been explained, viz., that Pliny’s “ chief object was simply to give 
Tacitus a full account of the particulars of his uncle’s death,’—suggests, in like man- 
ner, the explanation of the Evangelists’ silence respecting subjects not connected 
with their “ chief object.” 

2 Tov xpoavaypagevtwy tpidv elc mdvtac 7dn Kal ei¢ abtdv ['lodvynr] diade- 
Sopévav, amodégacbar wiv dacir, dAjbecav abtoicg éxiaptupjoav7a.—LKeel. Hist., lib. 
Ill. c. xxiv. p. 116. The earlier writers by whom this fact has been stated are, the 
author of Muratori’s Fragment (ap. Routh, “ Relig. Sacr.,” t. i. p. 394); Clemens 
Alex. in his ‘‘ Hypotyposes” (ap. Kuseb., ‘Eccl. Hist.,” lib. vi. ¢. xiv. p. 274—Toév 
pévtot ‘lwavenv écyarov, «. T. 4.); 8. Victorinus (“qui sub finem seeculi tertii flo- 

_Tuit; ita enim ille de Joanne Apostolo in ‘Commentario’ ei adscripto in Apocalyps- 
im, p. 1253, in ‘Biblioth. Parisine PP.,’ t. i.”—Routh. 7¢bid., p. 408); 8. Epiphanius, 
“ Heres.” li. § 12, p. 434. S. Jerome sums up the earlier testimonies with the 
words: ‘‘Joannes Apostolus * * * novissimus omnivum scripsit Evangelium, 
rogatus ab Asiz Episcopis, adversus Cerinthum, aliosque hereticos * * * sed et 
aliam causam hujus scripture ferunt. Quod cum legisset [Joannes] Matthzei, Marci, 
et Luc volumina, probaverit quidem textum historize, et vera eos dixisse firmaverit,” 
&c. De Vir. Illustr., c. ix. t. ii. p. 829. “In ancient times,” writes Gieseler, “ they 
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The great historian of the Church then goes on to point out how 
8. John has supplied details which the other Evangelists had 
omitted ; and he concludes with the remark : ‘ One who attends 
to these circumstances can no longer entertain the opinion that , 
the Gospels are at variance with each other,” It is interesting 
to observe from what a very early period this entire question 
has been discussed. It was impossible, indeed, not to have no- 
ticed the remarkable omission by 8. John of those facts which 
the Synoptical writers had recorded, but which, at the same 
time, his whole line of argument perpetually assumes to be well 
known.’ Ii was equally impossible to have overlooked the so- 
licitude with which he often obviates,—by the introduction of a 
sentence,* or even of a single word, occurring, as one might at 
first sight imagine, without design,—some difficulty likely to 

regarded this Gospel as a supplement to the three former, as is expressed in the tra- 
dition that John tested, and approved, and completed them by his own.”—Die Fnst. 
der schriftl. Evang., s. 133. And Hug concludes, from both internal and external. 
evidence: ‘‘ John, therefore, saw the others; and this was one of the circumstances 
on which the plan and tendency of his own Gospel depended; and the selection of 
the facts to be introduced in it.”-—Hinleit., Th. ii. c. i. § 56. s. 183. I profess myself 
quite unable to understand how Dr. Davidson, who has fairly stated the evidence, 
can consider himself “justified in pronouncing the hypothesis in question | viz., that 
8. John had seen the Synoptical Gospels] unsupported either by external tradition 
or internal grounds.”—An Introd. to the New Test., vol. i. p. 324. 

1 Ole cat éxcoticavrt, obkét’ dv ddfar Otadwveiv dAAjAOLWG 7a ebayyédva.—LTbid. - 
elle 
ie E, g. the Transfiguration ; the fact of the descent of the Holy Ghost at Christ's 
baptism,—the Baptist being introduced as referring to that fact in words which, 
without a previous knowledge of it, would have been, at least, exceedingly obscure 
(S. John, i. 32-34). Especially remarkable is this Evangelist’s silence as to Christ’s 
miracles, on which his argument so constantly depends (e.g. ch. iii. 2; v. 36, and 
passim); but of which he has detailed only five. Who (remarks Hug, “ Einleit.,” 
loc. cit. § 53, s. 176) was better fitted to describe the particulars with which the in- 
stitution of the Eucharist was accompanied than the disciple who, during the Supper, 
lay on Jesus’ bosom? And yet he alludes to it only to show that he designedly 
passed over the narrative because it needed no mention; while he recounts other in- 
cidental circumstances which are not found elsewhere: ‘‘ Now before the feast of the 
Passover, supper being ended (Jeirvov yvouévov), He riseth, and took a towel, and 
girded Himself. After that He poureth water into a basin, and began to wash the 
Disciples’ feet. So after He had washed their feet, and was set down again—dva- 
recov rudy,” &e.—ch. xiii. 1-12. 

® Compare the remark, “ For neither did His brethren believe on Him” (vii. 5), 
with the statement, “And when His friends (oi tap’ Ai’rod) heard of it, they went 
out to lay hold on Him: for they said, He is beside Himself” (S. Mark, iii. 21). So 
also the particularity in 8. John’s account of the raising of Lazarus from the dead— 
a miracle which was performed in the immediate neighborhood of Jerusalem, and in 
presence of a large assembly (ch. xi 18, 19)—was clearly designed to explain the 
Synoptists’ account of the rejoicing with which the people celebrated Christ’s entry 
into Jerusalem (S. Matt. xxi.; S. Mark, xi.; S. Luke, xix.); as well as the sudden 
determination of the Council to put Him to death (ch. xi. 47-53),—a resolution from 
which their fears seem to have frequently deterred them on former occasions: ef. ch. 
vii. 25; see also S. Matt. xxi. 46. 
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arise from a comparison of the narratives of his predecessors. 
To give an example :—According to 8. Matthew it was “ another 
maid ;” according to 8. Mark, “a maid ;” and a man, according 
to 8. Luke, whose questioning led 8. Peter, on the second occa- 
sion, to deny his Master. 8S. John, by means of a single express- 
ion, reconciles at once what might have appeared a contradiction 
in these statements. He tells us,—and we are to remember that 
he was an eye-witness of what passed,—that, at this moment, 
several persons together interrogated the Apostle: his descrip- 
tion of the circumstance is, ‘ They said, therefore, unto him,” 
Thus we see that 8. John has, in certain cases, solved difficulties 
which, without his comment, might have been suggested by the 
narratives of the Synoptists : and surely we cannot believe that 
had any statements fairly open to objection really existed, they 
would have been permitted by him to remain without some sim- 
ilar explanation. We cannot doubt, therefore, that the contem- 
poraries of the Evangelists were altogether unconscious of such 
discordance ; and that they possessed the clue to those difficul- 
ties which to us appear so perplexing. . Indeed the captious spirit 
of the Jews’ must necessarily have compelled the writers of the 

» Eldev airdv @2A4—S. Matt. xxvi. 71; 4 raidioxn Wotica—S. Mark, xiv. 69; 
Erepoc iddv aitov—s. Luke, xxii. 58; while S. John writes eltov obv aito— 
xviii. 25. Hug observes: ‘‘ Matthew (xxvi. 69-75) describes the denial by Peter, 
relating simply the fact, but not dwelling upon the place or persons who occasioned 
it; in his footsteps Mark (xiv. 66-72) and Luke (xxii. 54-63). John, on the other 
hand, states very accurately the place of the transaction. J¢ commenced in the palace 
of the High Priest Annas [xviii. 16]. There, in the court into which John had 
procured him admission, Peter denied our Lord, for the first time, to the woman who 
kept the door (ver. 17). John then changes the’ scene to the presence of Caiaphas, 
where the other three Evangelists first take up the narrative, and begin the story of 
Peter’s denial of his Master [by no means implying, however, even by a casual phrase, 
that the first denial had not taken place previously]; while, according to John, he 
only finished, in this place, what he began in the house of Annas, and for the second 
and third time disowned acquaintance with Jesus (ver. 25-27).”—loc. cit. § 54. 8. 180. 
If we attend to the language of the context in this place, the explanation sug- 
gested by the English Version (viz. translating the dréoreiAev [ody] Aitdv 6 “Avvag, 
k. T A.—ver, 24, by, ‘Now Annas had sent Him bound unto Caiaphas”) seems 
wholly untenable; especially if we observe the impossibility of identifying the ex- 
amination of our Lord which 8. John relates (ver. 19-23), with that before Caiaphas, 
as recorded by the Synoptists; and which S. John has altogether omitted. Comparo 
Ebrard, loc. cit. s. 535 ff. 

* Gieseler, having quoted the testimony of S. Justin M. as to the exhibition of 
this spirit by the Jews (worep yap ai pria eri tad éAnn mpostpéxete Kad éoizradée. kdv 
yap wupia tic eimy KaAce, ev 2 utkpdv drLodv ein ju) ebapéotov sbyiv, 7) 4) vootpevor, 
7 BH Tode TH aKpIBie TOV piv TOAAGY KaAGv ob TedpovTixaTte, Tod JS puKpod pya- 
tiov émcAauBdvecte, k. tT 2.—Dial. cum Tryph. § 115, p. 209), goes on to say: “It 
is clear that, under these circumstances, the strictest agreement alone could secure 
the Apostles from the reproach of contradicting each other; and that an exact selee- 
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Gospels of themselves to avoid even the semblance of any con-~ 
tradiction in records the design of which was to overthrow the 
exclusive claims of the children of Abraham. Nay, the estab- 
lished principles of Judaism must have rendered an avoidance of 
even seeming discrepancies essential to the acceptance of any 
historical narrative as deserving of belief :—for, as a well-known 
argument of Josephus informs us, a Jew considered no proof of 
the Divine origin of the Old Testament more conclusive, in con- 
troversy with a Gentile, than the absence of any contradictions 
in the several books of which it is composed.’ 

II. The question just examined refers to the supposed want 
-. of harmony between one sacred writer and another. The objec- 

. tion which demands our notice in the next place is founded upon 
the alleged collision between the statements of Scripture and 
those of profane history. And here that want of argumentative 
fairness, so often pointed out in the reasoning employed by the 
impugners of Revealed Religion, cannot be passed over. In 
ordinary writings, when one author disagrees with another, the 
‘most captious critic contents himself with comparing the prob- 
abilities on both sides ; and, if he can discern no prospect of 
reconciling the conflicting accounts, he decides without hesita- 
tion in favor of that party whose veracity appears the more un- 
exceptionable. In the case of the Bible, however, the course 
pursued is very different. Should any statement of the Old, or 
of the New Testament, seem to be at variance with that of an 
ordinary historian, it is taken for granted, without further inquiry, 
that the sacred narrative is false. very presumption in favor 
of the accuracy of the uninspired writer is brought prominently 
forward ; nor are his statements, as to matters of fact unnoticed 

by others, thought to require corroboration : while the assertion 
of a Prophet, or of an Evangelist, if similarly. unsupported, is 

tion of language was requisite in order to afford the malicious no opening for attack 
in this respect.”——Die Enist. der schrifil. Evang. s. 101. 

' See Lecture ii. page 68, note *; ef. too, Lecture v. p. 188, note. In addition to 
the “Contradictions” of Scripture, its alleged ‘Immoralities” (e. g. Jael’s putting 
Sisera to death; the command to Abraham to slay his son; the extermination of the 
Canaanites, &c.,) have supplied a fruitful source of objections, not, indeed, so much 
against the Inspiration of the Bible, as against its truth ;—professing, as it does, to 
give an account of God's dealings with man. In addition to Bishop Butler’s con- 
elusive argument on this subject (‘‘ Analogy,” Part 1. ch. iii.), see the excellent re- 
marks of Dr. Arnold in his “Essay on the right Interpretation of the Scriptures’ _ 
(“‘Sermons,” 4th ed., vol. ii. p. 390, &c.); and of Mr. Rogers, in “The Eclipse of 
Faith,” p. 148, &e. ‘ 
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immediately subjected to an unscrupulous or prejudiced criticism. 
This is a species of unfairness to which the Bible, above all other 
books, affords an opportunity: for it is remarkable with what 
uniformity the sacred writers abstain from directly touching 
upon topics of common history, except in cases where their nar- 
rative absolutely requires it. There are, however, such points of 
contact with the ordinary events of the world ; and on these scep- 
tics are never slow to fasten. For example :—S. Luke, in the 
opening verses of the second and third chapters of his Gospel, 
alludes to external history. In the former passage’ the Evan- 
gelist, when enumerating the circumstances connected with the 
birth of Christ, dwells with much particularity on the fact that 
a general census had been decreed by the Emperor Augustus ; 
adding that this census ‘‘ was first made when Cyrenius was gov- 
ernor of Syria.” Against the truth of this statement Strauss 
argues, in the first place, that no author, except 8. Luke, makes 
mention of such a general census having been prescribed by 
the Emperor :* and, secondly, that Tacitus informs us that Cy- 

1 'ESiA0ev doypa rapa Kaisapog Adyotatov, dzoypddecbat macav tiv oikovuévnr. 
Airn 7 axoypady Tpatn éyéveto hyepovetovtog Tie Lupidg Kupnviov.—s. Luke, ii. 2. 
The objections urged against this statement are as follows: (1.) There was no census 
of the ‘Orbis Romanus’ under Augustus. (2.) As mdoa 7 oixovuévyn refers merely to 
Judea (ef. Acts, xi. 28), such a census could not have been held in what was not as 
yet a Roman Province; and which did not become go until Archelaus, Herod’s son, 
had been deposed by Augustus, after a reign of ten years. Herod, therefore, as “ Rex 
Socius,” would have conducted the census by his own authority, without the inter-: 
vention of the Emperor. (3.) According to Tacitus, P. Sulp. Quirinius was first sent 
from Rome eleven or twelve years after the birth of Christ, to form Judea into a 
Roman Province; Sentius Saturninus being the Governor at the time of our Lord’s 
birth. From which premises it follows, that (4.) Joseph and Mary cannot have come 
to Bethlehem for the purpose stated by S. Luke; and, consequently, this portion of 
his narrative is ‘‘unhistorical.” Although many, observes Tholuck, have adopted a 
theory of Inspiration, according to which the credibility of the religious contents of the 
Bible is not weakened by the historical mistakes of its authors; still “ were we to admit 
here such a nest of the rudest blunders, it may well be doubted whether the canon of 
credibility can apply to such an extent. Give up the occasion and the truth of the jour- 
ney. to Bethlehem, and the truth of the Miraculous Birth at Bethlehem become equally 
mythical.”—Glaubwiird., s. 158. As to objections (1.) and (3.), see infra: with refer- 
ence to (2.), it is to be observed that Herod was no *‘ Rex Socius;” but merely a 
Governor, with a kind of regal authority, whom Augustus, notwithstanding Herod’s 
fidelity to M. Antonius, had, in an exceptional manner, and with his usual astute 
policy, continued to entrust with authority in Palestine. See W. Hoffmann’s “ Das 
Leben Jesu,” s. 233. 

4 Hoffmann (s. 231) replies with great force to this objection: “ Passages from 
Livy, Dio Cassius, Tacitus, &e., prove to the celebrated Savigny [“‘ Zeitschrift fur 
geschichtl. Rechtswissenschaften,” vi. s 350], who has collected them, that ‘at the 
very commencement of this Emperor's reign an effort was made to introduce a uni- 
form system of taxation into the Provinces.’” 8, Isidore of Seville, in a treatise 
compiled from historical sources extant in his time, and without any design of sup- 
porting S. Luke's statement, tells us: “Era singulorum annorum constituta est a 
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renius was for the first time sent from Rome, as Proconsul of 
Syria, eleven or twelve years after the birth of Christ.’ In the 
second passage, 8. Luke mentions that when 8. John the Baptist 
entered on his ministry Lysanias was Tetrarch of Abilene. 
Here, again, Strauss objects that Josephus, it is true, speaks of a 
Lysanias as governor of Abilene, but that the Jewish historian 
further states that this Lysanias had been put to death thirty- 
four years before the birth of Christ ; while neither Josephus, 

Cresare Augusto, quando primum censum exegit, ac Romanum orbem descripsit.”— 
Originum, lib. v. c. 36, p. 41. So also Cassiodorus, one of the most learned men of 
his age (born circ. A. D. 469. He filled successively the highest civil and judicial 
offices, aud was appointed Consul by Theodoric, A. D. 514), has preserved an Epistle, 
entitled ‘“Consulari Viro Ilustri, Theodoricus Rex,” appointing an umpire in a dis- 
pute relating to the division of certain lands. In this Epistle the passage occurs: 
“ Aucusti siquidem temporibus Orbis Romanus agris divisus, censuque descriptus est: 
ut possessio sua nulli haberetur incerta, quam pro tributorum susceperat quantitate 
solvenda.”— Variarum, lib. iii. Ep. 52, t. i. p. 57. The very nature of these quota- 
tions refutes the evasion of Strauss and Bauer :—viz., that the information which they 
convey respecting this census was borrowed from 8S. Luke. According to Suetonius 
(“ Augustus,” ¢. 27), “Censum populi ter egit [Augustus] primum ac tertium cum 
collega, medium solus;” and the monument of Ancyra indicates that the census which 
was carried into effect by himself alone fell in the year before the birth of Christ 
(Ideler, B. ii. s. 380, quoted by Hoffmann). These latter references, no doubt, refer in 
the first instance to the city of Rome; but they prove the Emperor's solicitude on 
the subject: and although S. Luke states that the “Decree” related to “all the 
world,” he does not state that it was everywhere carried out at the same time. 
Kbrard (s. 170) appeals to the “Breviarium Imperii” (Tac. “ Ann.” i, 11; Suet. 
“ Octav.” ci.) detailing the “tributa aut vectigalia” “‘ civium sociorwmque” which Au- 
gustus left at his death. 

! Ussher reconciles these statements (‘ Annal. Vet. Test.” Elrington’s ed., vol. x. 
p. 471) by quoting the reference of Tacitus (“ Annal.,” lib. iii. c. 48) to P. Sulpicius 
Quirinius (the Cyrenius of 8. Luke): “Impiger militize et acribus ministeriis Con- 
sulatum sub D. Augusto; mou expugnatis per Ciliciam Homonadensium castellis, in- 
signia triumphi adeptus.” Cyrenius had been Consul A. v. c. 742 (see Hoffmann, 
s. 236); and, therefore, according to the system of Augustus (cf. Dio Cassius, lib. 
lili. 14), could not have gone to his Proconsulate in Cilicia until a. U. c. 747. From 
Cilicia he might readily have been sent to the neighboring district of Syria, either to 
conduct the census with extraordinary powers; or, as the Emperor’s Procurator, with 
ordinary:—Cyrenius himself still retaining the Proconsulate of Cilicia, and Sentius 
Saturninus that of Syria. Josephus more than once, in a similar manner calls both 
Volumnius and Saturninus jy eu6vac of Syria, although Volumnius was merely éxitporoc. 
or Procurator (B. J. lib. 1. xxvii. 2. t. ii, p. 124):—and thus we can at once explain 
Tertullian’s statement (‘‘ Adv. Marcion..” lib. iv. c. 19, p. 532): “Census constat actos 
sub Augusto nunc in Judea per Sentium Saturninum.” S. Luke has preferred to 
bring forward the part taken in this transaction by Cyrenius, since he desired to 
combine it with his subsequent allusion (Acts, v. 37) to the second éoypady carried 
out by Cyrenius ten years later; his object being to point out that, of the two 
dxoypapai conducted by the same magistrate, that connected with the birth of Christ 
was the earlier:—which exactly agrees with the statement of S. Justin M— 
droypagi¢ obong tv TH ’lovdaia Té6Te rpaTHE ent Kupyvior, k. T. A.—Dial. cum 
Tryph. § 78, p.175. In confirmation of this view, Hoffmann (loc. cit.) draws attention 
to the information, given by Suidas (“ Lexicon,” s. v. dtoypagy), that twenty Com- 
missaries had been appointed by Augustus to carry out the census through the whole 
Empire. 'O 0? Kaicap Avyovatoc cixoow dvdpac tovg dpiotoug Tov Biov Kai Tor TpdToy 
éxtAeciuevoc, im mdcav tiv viv tov danKown ééreupe Oi Gv dmoyoapag émoujoaTo 
Tov Te dvOpoTwy Kal obaLOr. 
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nor any author of that time, alludes to the existence of a second 
ruler of Abilene who bore’ this name. As I have already ob- 
served, it does not lie within my province to examine these ob- 
jections in detail ; I must confine myself to suggesting certain 
principles which may enable us to form a just estimate of similar 
exceptions, when urged against the veracity or the accuracy of 
the sacred writers. 

In the cases before us, we may fairly demand for $8. Luke— 
waiving, as before, his claim to Inspiration—the same justice 
which all persons yield to any ancient historian whose facts are 
doubted or denied. When instances of such assumed inaccuracy 
are alleged, two simple questions are proposed. In the first 
place, does what we know of the external relations of the author 
io the events which he records render it probable that he could 
have committed, in a single passage of his narrative, two such 

1 Tholuck (doc. cit. s. 200), admitting the accuracy of Strauss’s historical represen- 
tation, naturally asks, where is the difficulty of supposing the existence of a second 
Lysinias, who was also Tetrarch of Abilene at the time assigned by 8. Luke? And 
he quotes the still stronger case afforded by Tacitus (writing of A. D. 36), where he 
speaks of “Clitarum natio, Cappadoci Archelao subjecta” (“ Annal.” vi. c. 41), while 
he also states (‘‘ Annal.” ii. c. 42; ef. too, Suetonius “ Tiberius,” cap. viii.) that Arche- 
laus had died, A. D. 17; and that Cappadocia had then become a Roman Province, 
See, to the same effect, Winer, “ Real-Worterb.,” art. ‘‘ Abilene.” Strauss, however, 
refuses to accept this reply of Tholuck, alleging that the nature of Tacitus’ statements 
of itself supplies “a clear historical datum that there were two such persons:” but 
that “it is quite otherwise when, as in the case of Lysanias, two writers have each 
one of the same name, but assign him distinct epochs.”—The Life of Jesus, part ii. 
ch. i. § 44 (vol. i p..302). Ebrard, however (‘‘Kritik der ev. Gesch.,” s. 180 ff), 
proves that this entire objection is nothing more than an historical blunder on the 
part of Strauss himself. The statements of Josephus, on which the objection is 
founded, are as follows: Ptolemzeus, son of Mennzeus, ruled over Chalcis (‘‘ Ant.,” 
XLV. vii. 4, t. i. p, 696); and was succeeded by his son Lysanias (“ Bel. Jud.” 1. xiii. 
1, t. ii. p. 83). This Lysanias of Chalcis was put to death (B. C. 34) by Antonius, at 
the instigation of Cleopatra (‘‘ Ant.,” xv. iv. 1, t. i. p. 749). Seventy-five years later 
(viz. A. D. 41) Agrippa I. was restored by Claudius to the kingdom of his ancestors, 
and received in addition an ‘“ Abila of Lysanias’—ABiAav tiv Avoaviov (‘ Ant.,” 
x1x. v. 1, t. i. p. 943; “Bel. Jud.” 1. xi. 5, t. ii. p. 172). This Lysanias is assumed 
by Strauss to have been the same person as the Lysanias of Chalcis, who had been 
put to death by Antonius; and on this assumption, which, however, is utterly sub- 
verted by another statement of Josephus, his objection rests. This additional state- 
ment of Josephus is to the effect that Claudius removed Agrippa II. (A. D. 52) “ from 
Chaleis [the kingdom, be it remembered, of Strauss’s Lysanias] to a greater kingdom, 
giving him, in addition, the kingdom of Lysanias (#« 02 rijg XadKidog ’Aypizrav sic 
peigova Bactdeiay peratibyo. * * * mpooéOnke S2 tiv Te Avoaviov Bactzeiav).”— 
Bel. Jud. 11. xii. 8, t. ii, p. 176,—words which, according to Strauss, must mean 
“ Agrippa was deprived of Chalcis, receiving in exchange a larger kingdom, and also 
Chalcis !’ Hence, therefore, Josephus does make mention of a later Lysanias; and, 
by doing so, fully corroborates the fact of 8. Luke’s intimate acquaintance with the 
tangled details of Jewish history in his day. Even Meyer (zn loc.) fully accepts this 
conclusion of Ebrard: ‘So wird die Notiz des Luk. durch Joseph. nicht als Jrrthwm 
dargestellt, sondern bestiitiget. 
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blunders as are charged against our Evangelist ; especially when 
writing of facts notorious at the time? And, secondly, is his 
historical inaccuracy, elsewhere, so patent that such anachron- 
isms cannot surprise us? If each of these questions must be 
answered in the negative, then the objector’s interpretation of 
the passages on which he insists would at once, in the case of a 
profane historian, be set aside as being utterly improbable @ pri- 
ori: and if we cannot point out the fallacy of the objection by 
translating the historian’s words differently,’ we forthwith enter 
on the path of historical inquiry in order to arrive at the author’s 
real meaning. Now §S. Luke’s ‘ Preface’ supplies a sufficient 
answer to the former of the questions just proposed. There he 
explicitly lays down, not only that the details of his narrative 
“ were delivered” to him by those who “‘from the beginning were 
eye-witnesses ;” but also that he had “ perfect understanding of © 
all things from the very first.” A review of bis allusions, in the 
Acts of the Apostles, to the particulars of the Roman Govern- - 

? The following modes of translating S. Luke, ii. 2, have been suggested: (1.) 
mpoty stands for zporépa ; and jye“qvevovtoc depends on the comparative. Thus we 
should render ‘‘ This census took place before Cyrenius was Preetor of Syria”—words 
which are added in order to obviate the possibility of misconception—just as 8. John 
(xiv. 22) has inserted the parenthesis, “not Iscariot.” For the use of tpwry for mpo- 
répa, ef. 8. John, i. 15, 30; and for the use of the participle (as if S. Luke had written 
Tpo Too hyeuoveverr), Jer. Xxix, 2 (LXX.): obrot of Adyor Tie BiBAov, odg dréoTELAEV 
‘lepeviag * * * Horepov &éFeAPNdvrog ‘leyoviov, x. 7. A—i. e “after Je- 
chonias had departed,” instead of torépov rod t&eAGeiv. 

(2.) por is to be taken in connexion with the verb éyévero ; and stands in place 
of the adverb—‘“ This census took place for the first time under Cyrenius’”—a paren- 
thetical clause, denoting that the Emperor’s decree was first carried out under Cy- 
renius, and that then for the first time was taxation imposed upon the Jews:—the 
droypady, at first imperfect, being at length completed, and rendered an actual d7o- 
TiMgole. 2 

(3.) By changing the accents; if in place of airy we read air7:—rendering, “ In 
the days of Herod the decree went forth, but the taxing itself took place for the first 
time under Cyrenius.” Strauss admits that by this translation the chief*difficulty is 
“ most easily” removed; but he strongly protests against such an arbitrary alteration 
in the text! ‘It is well known,” observes Tholuck, (s. 186) “that, with the excep- 
tion of the single codex p. Claromontanus, our uncial-codices are written without ac- 
cent and spiritus; and even_as to this codex, connoisseurs decide that, in the great 
majority of passages, the accents have been added by a later hand. Griesbach, 
Symb. Crit. ii. s. 82.” So also Hofmann, “ Weissagung:und Erfillung,” ii. s, 54. 

(4.) S. Luke desired to show that the birth of the Messiah coincided with the 
political slavery of his nation which now, for the first time, was practically exhibited 
in consequence of the Emperor’s edict: “ The taxing itself [see (3.)] took place—and 
this, too, the first unheard-of insult of the kind!—when Cyrenius, &c.,”—the census 
at our Lord’s birth being regarded merely as the preliminary stage of the taxing 
(dxoypad7 being susceptible of this double sense) conducted by Cyrenius (Acts, v. 
37):—both events being necessarily known to, and thus distinguished by 8. Luke. 
Cf. Ebrard, loc. cit. s. 175 ff. 
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ment, and to other circumstances of the time, in like manner, 
affords an answer in the negative to the second question.’ 

Of 8. Luke’s minute accuracy I proceed to give a well-known 
instance ; which I would preface by a parallel example illustra- 
tive of the apparent contradictions so constantly to be met with 
in ordinary history.” The medals struck for the coronation of 
Louis XIV. gave a different day from that which all contempo- 
‘rary historians agree in fixing for the date of that event. Of all 
these writers one only has noticed a circumstance which accounts 
for this discrepancy : for he alone mentions that the coronation 
had been appointed to take place on the day given by the medals, 
—which were accordingly prepared,—but that circumstances 
caused a delay till the date assigned by the historians. Nothing 
ean be more simple than this: and yet in a thousand years, had 
no such explanation been given, antiquarians would have been 
sadly perplexed in their efforts to reconcile the contradiction. 
Let us now turn to the parallel case in the Acts of the Apostles : 
—S. Luke in the thirteenth chapter gives the title of Proconsul! 
to the Governor of Cyprus. In the division, however, of the 
Ronan Empire by Augustus, this island had been reserved for 
his own jurisdiction : and consequently its Governor must have 
borne the rank of Procurator ;—that of Proconsul being appro- 
priated to those who ruled the provinces which the Emperor had 
ceded to the Senate. The title here assigned by 8. Luke to Ser- 
gius Paulus had for a long time pgrplexed commentators ; who 
knew not how to reconcile the statement of the sacred historian 
with the assumed facts of the case. Some coins, however, were 
found bearing the effigy of the Emperor Claudius ; and in the 

1 Tn illustration of the perplexity of Jewish history at this period—not to mention 
the frequent redistribution of territory—consider the mistakes likely to occur in the 
case of writers imperfectly informed as to the family of Herod, arising from the iden- 
tity of the name Herod for the father and all his descendants: e. g. S. Epiphanius 
(“‘ Heeres.” xxx. 13, t. i. p. 138) quotes a passage from the Gospel of the Ebionites, 
in which Herod the Great is confounded with Herod Antipas. Cf Tholuck, loc. cit. 
8. 159, uw. 162. 

2 “ Apparent contradictions, indeed, must meet us in every part of history; the 
difficulty is where to lay the blame. The medals struck for the coronation of Louis 
XIV. give a different day from that which all contemporary historians accord in fix- 
ing for the date of that event. Of them all, one only, D. Ruinart, has noticed a cir- 
cumstance which reconciles this discrepancy. For he alone has recorded,” &c. Wise- 
man, Lectures on the Connexion between Science and Revealed Religion, &c., vol. ii. 

. 125. ‘ 
e: ’AvOvrraros, Acts, xiii. 7. See Tholuck, loc. cit. s.172; Paley, “ Evidences,” 
Part 11. ch. vi. 
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centre of the reverse occurs the word KYIIPIQN, while the surs 
rounding legend gives the title in question of Proconsul to an in 
dividual who must have been the immediate successor or prede- 
cessor of Sergius Paulus, In addition to this evidence, ‘a 
passage has been pointed out in the writings of Dio Cassius who 
mentions that Augustus, subsequently to his original settlement, 
had changed Cyprus and Gallia Narbonensis into Senatorial 
Provinces ; the historian adding, as if with the design of estab- 

' lishing 8. Luke’s accuracy, “‘ And so it came to pass, that Pro- 
consuls began to be sent to these nations also.”* Had the 
writings of Dio Cassius perished amid the wreck of ancient liter- 
ature, and the coins alluded to never been found, we should, un- 
questionably, have seen this hypothetical blunder of the inspired 
historian foremost among the array of cases adduced by such 
writers as Strauss. Is not the Christian Apologist therefore fully 
justified in deprecating the precipitancy of criticism ? Has he 
not ample grounds for maintaining that difficulties, such as 

. those which we have considered, arise from our ignorance of the 
whole of the case ; and that we have good reason to expect that 
they eventually will disappear as similar evidence accumulates ?* 

? EI KOMINIOY IIPOKAOY ANOYIIATOY. Hug, “ EHinleit.,” i. § 4. s. 21. 
® Kai obtw¢ dvOirarot Kai é¢ exelva Ta tOvy mwéurecOat 7pEavto.—Dio Cassius, liv. 

4. So also, the title dv@imaroc is assigned with the strictest propriety to Gallio (Acts, 
xviii. 12, &c.). Achaia had been a “ Provincia Senatoria” (Dio Cassius, liii. 12) but 
it had been changed by Tiberius into a “ Provincia Imperatoria” (Tacitus, “ Annal.,” 
i. 76), and was, therefore, governed by Procurators. It had, however, been again 
restored to the Senate by Claudius (Suetonius, ‘‘ Claudius,” xxv.), on which its rulers 
resumed their title of Proconsuls. Again: in Acts, xxviii. 7, the ruler of Melita is 
styled 6 mpatog tc vyoov—an appellation in itself suitable, since Malta was a depend- 
ency on Sicily (Cicero, 4. “ Verr.,” c. xviii.) A coin, however, has been found on 
which a Roman knight Prudens is styled NPQTOS MEAITAIQN: ef. Tholuck, lve. cit, 
s. 172. Again: in Acts, viii. 26, the city Gaza is described as being “desert.” ‘It 
is true,” observes Hug (loc. cit. s. 39), ‘‘ this was often its fate; but it was invariably 
rebuilt, and was so in the days of Herod the Great, not long before the event here re- 
Jated. Uncommon erudition has been employed to solve this difficulty; but there 
are two words in Josephns which have escaped the learned, from which we learn 
how well Luke was acquainted with an event concerning which all history else is 
silent.” During the commotions which preceded the siege of Jerusalem, the Jews 
laid waste many towns in Syria and the vicinity; and among these was Gaza: én 
Tavtae TupToAneicaic ’AvOnddva kai Valav xkaréoxantov.—Bel. Jud., 1. Xviii. 1, t. ii. 
p- 197; and in this state S. Luke describes it. 

* Under the head of “contradictions” or “ real discrepancies,” some writers place 
those seeming variations of statement, which are at once accounted for by errors in 
the transcription of the early Hebrew MSS., in which letters or cyphers have been 
made use of to express numbers. KE. g., in the account of the plagues between 
which God commanded David to choose, we read of ‘ three [3 = 3] years’ famine,”— 
1 Chron. xxi. 12; for which the transcriber of 2 Sam. xxiv. 13, has substituted 
“seven” (7==1): the LXX., in both places, having read 3. Again: according to 2 
Chron. viii. 10, the number of ‘Solomon’s officers that bare rule over the people” was 
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If]. Having thus referred to the arguments against the in- 
spiration of Scripture, founded upon the supposed fact that its 
authors contradict each other, and that they advance statements 
at variance with the accounts of profane bistory,—it remains to 
examine the assertion /that the language of the Bible is opposed 
to many truths which the progress of Philosophy ‘has brought to 
light in unveiling the secrets of Nature. The rapid strides with 
which the material sciences have advanced in our own age ren- 
der an examination of this objection more than ever necessary : 

250==2"; for which we now read 2] =550, in I Kings, ix. 23. In 2 Kings, viii. 
26, it is said that Ahaziah was 22 (23) years old when he began to reign ; in 2 Chron. 
xxii. 2, the present Hebrew text gives his age as 42 (272)—an evident oversight of 
the transcriber ; since from ch. xxi. 20; we know that his father died when only 40 
years old. Here for > (20) has been substituted 72 (40), which was formerly shaped 
= (see Montfaucon’s “ Preelim. in Origenis Hexapla,” p. 22). This same interchange 
of > = 20, for 240, may be noticed again in Neh. vii. 44, where the number of 
the children of Asaph is given as 148, instead of 128. Ezra, i ii. ‘41. 

To take another class of examples: —In 2 Sam. viii. 4, David took from THadade- 
zer 700 horsemen: for which we read 7000 in 1 Chron. xviii. 4. Here there’ is an 
obvious interchange by -the transcriber of 1 (700), for (7000); ef. the same inter- 

change of 700 and 7000 in 2 Sam. x. 18, and 1 Chron. xix. 18. Again :—in 1 Sam. 
vi. 19, we read that the Lord smote 50,070 of the men of Bethshemesh; while in the 
Syriac and Arabie Versions the number is stated to be 5070. In 1 Kings, iv. 26, 
“Solomon had 40,000 stalls of horses;” in 2 Chron. ix. 25, we read of but 4000. 
Let us now consider a case which has supplied Mr. Coleridge with an objection 
(“ Confess. of an Enquir. Spirit,” Letter vi.):—“ Abijah set the battle in array with 
an army of 400,000 chosen men: Jeroboam also set the battle in array against him 
with 800,000 chosen men”—2 Chron. xiii. 3; and-“ there fell down siain of Israel 
500,000 chosen men.”—ver. 17. Does not the analogy of the cases last cited at once 
suggest that here, too, each number has been multiplied by ten? Dr. Kennicott 
(‘ Dissert. on the state of printed Hebrew Text,” p. 533) observes that the smaller 
numbers are given in the old Latin translation of Josephus; and we may fairly pre- 
sume that the Greek text formerly gave the same, from the fact that “ Abarbanel 
{see Meyer's “ Chronicon,” p. 797] accuses Josephus of having made Jeroboam’s loss 
no more than 50,000, contrary to the Hebrew text.” ‘An Arabie cipher,” adds Dr. 
Kennicott, might very easily be added or omitted, because it is nothing more than 
our period (.).” ‘That the Hebrews,” writes Movers, “had certain signs to denote 
numbers is undeniable. * * * The ancient Phoen‘cians and Aramzans had 
also a system of ciphers, in all essentials the same; and since the Hebrews had con- 
stant intercourse especially with the latter, they must have been acquainted with it.” 
—Krit. Untersuch. ib. die bibl. Chronik, s. 54. These remarks are fully confirmed by 
the existence of numeral letters on the coins of the Maceabees.—( Ibid. s, 60.) 

The remark of Mr. Rogers on this subject is open to serious objection:—“ We are 
fully disposed to concede to the objector that there are in the books of Scripture, not 
only apparent but real discrepancies,—a point which many of the advocates of Chris- 
tianity are indeed reluctant to admit, but which, we think, no candid advocate will 
feel to be the less true. * * * The discrepancies to which we refer are just those 
which, in the course of the transmission of aucient books, Divine or human, through 
many ages,—their constant transcription by different hauds,—their translation into 
various languages,—may not only be expected to ocgur, but which must occur, unless 
there be a perpetual series of most minute and ludicrous miracles.’"—Reason and 

ith, p. 72. This sense of the phrase “real discrepancies” is cer tainly not that in 
ms it is generally understood: and the employment of it is unquestionably cal- 
culated to mislead. 
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and I feel particularly called upon to consider what force it may 
possess, because, as I conceive, the answers usually given to it 
concede almost everything for which one need care to contend. 
The objection may be stated as follows :—The language of Scrip- 
ture, when touching upon topics which involve allusions to the 
results of Science, is expressed so as to betray complete ignorance 
of those laws of Nature which modern researches have brought to 
light : and consequently (it is argued) the Book in which such 
ignorance is displayed cannot have been inspired by the Holy 
Ghost. The popular form under which the objection is com- 
monly urged will fairly exhibit the force of this argument against © 
Inspiration. In this form it was, I believe, first suggested by 
Spinoza ;' and it is founded on a principle to which, somewhat 
differently applied, Galileo was the victim. We read in the 
book of Joshua, ‘Then spake Joshua to the Lord * * #* 
and he said in the sight of Israel, Sun, stand thou still upon 
Gibeon ; and thou, Moon, in the valley of Ajalon. And the Sun 
stood still, and the Moon stayed, until the people had avenged 
themselves upon their enemies. * * *™ §o the Sun stood 
still in the midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down, about a 
whole day :’’+—of which passage it is said, that the motion as- 
cribed by its writer to the Sun is in manifest contradiction to an 
established law of Nature. 

The usual reply to this objection is as follows :—‘ Your re- 
mark is, in point of fact, well founded; the contradiction which 
you urge does really exist: but Scripture was not intended to 
teach mankind the conclusions of Natural Philosophy ; and you 
are not entitled to expect that its statements on such topics shall 

be found in accordance with the results of scientific discovery.’ 
To a certain extent, all will admit the force of such an answer : 
for, as it has been justly said, “ to seek for an exposition of the 
phenomena of the natural world among the records of the moral 
destinies of mankind, would be as unwise as to look for rules of 

1 “Multi, quia nolunt concedere in ccelis aliquam posse dari mutationem, illum 
locum ita explicant, ut nihil simile dicere videatur; alii autem qui rectius philosophari 
didicerunt, quoniam intelligunt terram moveri, solem contra quiescere, sive circum 
terram non moveri, summis viribus idem ex Scriptura, guamvis aperte reclamante, ex 
torquere conantur.”"—Tract. Theol. Pol., cap. ii. 

2 Josh. x. 12-14. Cf “It shall come to pass in that day, that I will cause the 
Sun to go down at noon, and I will darken the earth in the clear day’—Amos, 
viii. 9; “The Sun and Moon stood still in their habitation.” —Hab. iii. 11. 
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moral government in a treatise on chemistry.”’ But I altogether 
deny that the concession implied, at the same time, in such an 
answer,—namely, that there does exist a real contradiction be- 
tween this statement of the book of Joshua and the results of 
Science,—is justified by anything in the sacred narrative. Let 
us examine more nearly the bearing of the objection, as well as 
the cause which has produced in the language of Scripture even 
a semblance of opposition to physical facts. 

Now, at the outset, I would observe,—and this no one can 
deny who admits, in any degree, the force of what the objector 
has here urged against the accuracy of the sacred writers,—that 
there are very many passages in the Bible, in addition to the one’ 
before us, which are equally obnoxious to the same exception. 
In the account of Abraham’s sacrifice, for example, we read, “ It 
came to pass that when the Sun went down.’” So also, in the 
Gospels, our Lord Himself has spoken in a similar manner. He 
tells us that our “‘ Father which is in Heaven maketh His Sun to 
rise on the evil and on the good.’ In all such instances the al- 
leged “‘ contradiction” to scientific truth is, to the fullest extent, 
as patent as in the case of ‘‘ Joshua’s miracle :” and it cannot be 
too frequently repeated, that they who press the argument which 
we are considering must not be allowed to pause at the example 

? “ Allusions and facts relating to the material world are, indeed, incidentally in- 
troduced into this Spiritual Revelation, both in the way of historical record, and apt 
moral illustration; and when so introduced, bearing as they do the direct impress of 
Divine Inspiration, they are religiously to be received as undoubted facts; but as facts, 
nevertheless, to be read, and understood by the light of that other more express and 
explicit revelation of Himself in the ways of His natural operations, which God addi- 
tionally, but equally under the sovereign impress of His hand, has opened to us in’ 
the unfolded volume of His Works.”—Gray, Harm. of Scripture and Geology, 2d ed., 

. 23. An interesting example of such allusions’ by the sacred writers to the facts 
of the natural world has been pointed out by one of the most distinguished geolo- 
gists of the day. It has been found that the distribution of gold iy its original vein- 
stone, or parent rock, differs from that of every other metal in the superficial range 
of its particles or threads. Lodes of iron, copper, and argentiferous lead ores, when 
followed downwards, generally become more and more productive—the reverse being 
the case with gold. ‘Such has been the loss attending deep gold mining,” observes 
Sir R. Murchison, “that it has passed into a proverb with the Spaniard. * * * 
In Europe also the same law has been found to prevail, of the deterioration of the 
quality of gold veins in depth * * * showing how modern researches sustain 
the truthfulness of the words of Job—‘Surely there is a vein for the silver,’ and the 
earth ‘lath dust of gold’ (Job, xxviii. 1, 6).”"—Athenewm, March 9, 1850, No. 1167, 

. 266. 
se Gen. xv. 17; cf. ver. 12. See also: “And as he passed over Penuel the Sun 
rose upon him.”—xxxii. 31. “The Sun also ariseth, and the Sun goeth down, and 
hasteth to his place where he arose.”—Leel. i. 5; cf Ps. xix. 5, 6; &e., &e. 

* §. Matt. v. 45. 
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which serves as its popular representative. It would not be dif- 
ficult, indeed, to multiply illustrations : for there are numerous 
instances in which the language of Scripture presents difficulties 
precisely analogous’ The sacred writers describe God as “ sitting 
upon His throne :” they tell us of the pleasures which are at 
‘“‘His right hand ;” and how “ His eyes behold the children of 
men.” But that all such expressions are employed solely through 
condescension’ to human imperfection, will assuredly be hereafter 
perceived as vividly, as all now feel them to be inadequate,—for 
then “‘ we shall know, even as also we are known.” And yet, 
who that believes does not gratefully accept, as the clearest in- 
timation of the Divine benignity, such language of Inspiration ; 
by means of which He, Whom ‘ Heaven, and the Heaven of 

Heavens, cannot contain,’ becomes a possible subject of human 
thought ? while, on the other hand, they who now venture to 
take exceptions against its use must confess that they are in- 
capable of forming an adéquate conception of even a single at- 
tribute of God. 

These considerations being premised, the objection before us 
is, I submit, on two distincts grounds, untenable. In the first 
‘place, it is to be borne in mind, that whatever difficulty the case 
presents arises altogether from the necessity of making human 
language the vehicle of communication to human beings. It is 
conceivable that the writers of Scripture should have made use 
of one or other of two languages :—that of Sense, as objects ap- 
pear to the beholder on this earth ; or that of Science. Now it 
is obvious that the language of Science would have been, in 
every point of view, unsuited for their purpose. “‘ Science is con- 
stantly teaching us to describe known facts in new language ; 
but the language of Scripture is always the same. >And not only 
so, but the language of Scripture is necessarily adapted to the 
common state of man’s intellectual development, in which he is 
supposed not to be possessed of Science. Hence, the phrases 
used by Scripture are precisely those which Science soon teaches 
man to consider as inaccurate. Yet they are not, on that ac- 
count, the less fitted for their proper purpose: for if any terms 
had been used, adapted to a more advanced state of knowledge, 
they must have been unintelligible among those to whom the 

_' Of. supra, Lecture ii. pp. 71-77. 
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Scripture was first addressed.”* The only language which is 
fixed is that of ordinary life ; whereby phenomena are described 
as they appear to Sense. The terms used in Science change as . 

.each new system is proposed :—in Botany the classification of 
Jussieu differs from that of Linneeus ; in Optics the nomencla- 
ture of Newton differs from that of Fresnel. It is plain, there- 
fore,—and the very design of Scripture proves it to be necessary, 
that the language of Inspiration must have been the language of 
all mankind. ‘To press as an objection the original and literal 
sense of particular words and phrases, may, no doubt, exhibit 

the only channel of conveying knowledge, language, as being, 
like all else that is human, alloyed with imperfection :* we must 
remember, however, that the earth is our habitation ; and that 
Scripture was composed as a record for man. The sacred histo- 
rian, consequently, has drawn up his narrative, as a narrative of 
facts can only be drawn up, in the language of those for whom 
he writes. The Judge of Israel addresses his prayer to God ; 

1 Whewell, “Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences,” vol. i. p. 686. Again:— 
“The meaning which any generation puts upon the phrases of Scripture depends, 
more than is at first supposed, upon the received philosophy of the time. Hence, 
while men imagine that they are contending for Revelation, they are, in fact, con- 
tending for their own interpretation of Revelation, unconsciously adapted to what 
they believe to be rationally probable. And the new interpretation, which the new 
philosophy requires, and which appears to the older school to be a fatal violence done 
to the authority of religion, is accepted by their successors without the dangerous re- 
sults which were apprehended. When the language of Scripture, invested with its 
new meaning, has become familiar to men, it is found that the ideas which it calls up 

‘are quite as reeoncilable as the former ones were with the soundest religious views. 
And the world then looks back with surprise at the error of those who thought that 
the essence of Revelation was involved in their own arbitrary version of some col- 
lateral circumstance. At the present day we can hardly conceive how reasonable men 
should have imagined that religious reflections on the stability of the earth, and the 
beauty and use of the luminaries which revolve round it, would be interfered with 
by its being acknowledged that this rest and motion are apparent only.’—History of 
the Inductive Sciences, Book v. vol. i. p. 424. 

2 Bishop Butler, when developing his remark, that “ we are not in any sort com- 
petent judges, what supernatural instruction were to have been expected,” observes in 
illustration: “So likewise the imperfections attending the only method by which na- 
ture enables and directs us to communicate our thoughts to each other, are innumeta- 
ble. Language is, in its very nature, inadequate, ambiguous, liubie to infinite abuse,” 
&e.— Analogy, Part ii. ch. iii, And Dugald Stewart writes: ‘I cannot help pausing 
a little to remark how much more imperfect language is than is commonly supposed, 
when considered as an organ of mental intercourse. * * * Myen in conversing 
on the plainest and most familiar subjects, however full and circumstantial our state- 
ments may be, the words which we employ, if examined with accuracy, will be found 
to do nothing more than to suggest /ints to our hearers, leaving by tar the principal 
part of the process of interpretation to be performed by the mind itself. In this re- 
spect the effect of words bears some resemblance to the stimulus given to the memory 
and imagination by an outline or a shadow, exhibiting the protile of a countenance 
faimiliar to the eye.”"—Philosophical Essays, v. ch. 1. 

. 94 ( . 
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and that prayer is recorded in the form in which it was uttered 
A miracle is wrought for the deliverance of the people ; and that 
miracle is recorded as human Sense discerned it :—and it is 
manifest that no other language than that of the sacred writer 
could have been employed, even by a historian of our own day,’ 
without disclosmg the manner in which the miracle had been 
effected. 

In the second place, this objection, as employed in the case 
before us, is altogether set aside by attending to that distinction 
between R eae and Inspiration to =e I have so often ad- 
verted ; and of which this example of Joshua’s miracle is perhaps 

? Historians of the present age can describe the brilliant rising of “the Sun of 
Austerlitz” without being considered ignorant of the laws of nature: nay, the most 
celebrated astronomers, even when explaining the principles of their own science, 
employ the language of Sense. Sir J. Herschel tells his readers that “the Sun, which 
at a considerable altitude always appears round, assumes, as it approaches the horizon, 
a flattened or oval outline.”— Outlines of Astronomy, p. 34. Again: on crossing the 
equator the stars which at the spectator’s ‘original station described their whole 
diurnal circles above his horizon, and never set, now describe them entirely below it, 
and never rise.” —Zbid., p. 46;—so universal, when touching upon the province of 
phenomena, is the employment by all writers of the language of Sense. Inthe words 
of Kepler (quoted by Mr. Gray, loc. cit., p. 28): “ Astronomy unfolds the causes of 
natural things; it professedly investigates optical illusions. For even we astronomers 
do not pursue this science with the design of ‘altering common language. We say 
with the common people, the planets stand still, or go down ; the Sun rises and sets, 
These forms of speech we use with the common people: meaning only, that so the 
thing appears to us, although it is not truly so, as all astronomers are agreed. How 
much less should we require that the Scriptures of Divine Inspiration, setting aside 
the common modes of speech, should shape their words according to the model of the 
natural sciences; and by employing a dark and inappropriate phraseology about things 
which surpass the comprehension of those whom it designs to instruct, perplex the 
simple people of God, and thus obstruct its own way towards the attainment of the 
far more exalted end at which it aims.’ 

* The reserve (involved in the very nature of a Miracle) with which the Scripture 
narrative has treated the modus operandi here, as in the case of all other exhibitions 
of Divine power, has not been respected by either the assailants or the defenders of 
Inspiration. Thus,‘a very amiable writer, M. Gaussen, undertakes to explain the 
miracle before us: “It is easy to understand that if God, in the day of the battle of 
Beth-horon, had employed two-thirds of a mimute to arrest, by brief and successive 
retardations, the rotation of our globe, ” &e. On which he adds, “Tt will, perhaps 
here be objected that the rotation of the earth at Beth-horon is twenty-sev en times 
more rapid than that of a steam-carriage ‘on arailroad. It is true ;—but since the 
force of retardation necessary to overcome a given impulsion, is in inverse proportion 

to the time it occupies, the miracle would be accomplished in eighteen minutes. Let 
us suppose, then, eighteen minutes, instead of forty seconds, to completely arrest the 
movement of the earth at the voice of Joshua; and then ! the warring armies, in- 
stead of being swept as chaff before the tempest,’ would no more feel what was going 
on than do, at present, thousands of railroad travellers, when stopping at the assighed 
stations.” M. Gaussen enters still more deeply into the successive steps of the } pro- 
cedure: “Let us suppose a double concussion communicated to the earth, above and 
below its centre, in two opposite and parallel directions; and it will be explained how 
rotation on its axis may have been suspended, without its progressive motion being 
at all affected."—Theopneustia, p. 174, &e. 
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the most striking illustration." It is assumed by the objector,— 
and in this assumption lies the whole strength of his argument, 
—that the inspired language of Scripture was directly commu- 
nicated to its writers by the Holy Ghost: that is to say, its sev- _ 
eral statements, whether historical or doctrinal, are assumed to 

be the result of an immediate infusion of both words and thoughts 
into the minds of the human agents who composed the different 
parts of the Bible. In short, the objection before us rests upon 
the supposition that the passage against which it is directed is 
not the inspired narrative of an historical event faithfully related 
as an eye-witness must have related it ; but that it was designed 
to be an express impartation of scientific knowledge revealed by 
the Most High. Here the remark above adverted to, that Scrip- 
ture does nut teach matters of science, comes in with all its force : 
—not, indeed, to explain how the language of Joshua may be re- 
conciled with the language of Philosophy ; but to explain why 
we are not to regard his language as a special revelation, com- 
municating the results of future discoveries.’ 

See supra, Lecture iv. p. 146, note 3. 
? There is yet another class of “discrepancies” which Spinoza was, I believe, the 

first to urge against the authority of Scripture ; and the same objection has been lately 
pressed, with the same object, by Mr. F. W. Newman (‘Phases of Faith,” p. 147); 
It has been even advanced by Mr. Morell, who thus states his views: “Once more 
we may refer to discrepancies in reasoning, in definition, and in other purely formal 
and logical processes. By those who have most closely analyzed the trains of thought 
which we have in the Apostolic writings, and especially those of S. Paul. it is well 
understood how great the difficulty often is to reconcile particular definitions, and 
passinz arguments, with logical order and consistency. To some it might, doubtless, 
seem very irreverent to speak of errors in reasoning as occurring in the sacred writ- 
ings; but the irreverence, if there be any, really lies on the part of those who deny 
their possibility. We have already shown that to speak of Logic, as such, being in- 
spired, is a sheer absurdity. The process either of defining or of reasoning requires 
simply the employment of the formal laws of thought, the accuracy of which can be 
in no way affected by any amount of inspiration whatever.”—Philosophy of’ Religion, 
p. 173. The distinction between Revelation and Inspiration indicates one of the 
mistakes involved in this statement. On Mr. Morell’s principles it must be equally 
absurd to speak of “inspired history” as of ‘inspired logic.” It may, with equal 
truth, be said of one, as of the other, that its accuracy ‘can be in no way affected 
by any amount of inspiration whatever.” But the followiug profound remarks point 
out the radical fallacy of any attempt to analyze the reasoning of Scripture by the 
ordinary rules of Logic: “Inspired teaching (explain it how we may) seems com- 
paratively indifferent to (what seems to us so peculiarly important) close logical con- 
nexion, and the intellectual symmetry of doctrines. * * * The necessity of 
confuting gainsayers at times forced one of the greatest of His [Christ’s] inspired 
servants, S. Paul, to prosecute continuous argument; yet even with him how abrupt 
are the transitions, how intricate the connexion, how mach is conveyed by assump- 
tions such as Inspiration alone can make, without any violation of the canons of 
reasoning—FOR WITH IT ALONE ASSERTION IS ARGUMENT. * * * The same may 
be said of some passages of S. John, supposed to have been similarly occasioned. 
Inspiration has ever left to human Reason the filling up of its outlines, the careful 
connexion of its more isolated truths. The two are as the lightning of Heaven, bril- 
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I have paused upon this particular objection longer, perhaps, 
than its intrinsic weight may have appeared to demand or de- 
serve, because it has enabled me to introduce some observations 
which will facilitate the just apprehension of a topic of growing 
importance, and to which every year that passes by adds a graver 
interest : I mean the connexion, in general, between the results 
of scientific discovery, and the statements of Scripture. It isa 
fact of common notoriety, that men have not yet ceased to feel 
alarm for the truths of Religion. Let us only bear in mind the 
spirit with which any progress in the Philosophy of Nature is 
received. Take, for example, the case of Astronomy, which opens 
to our view the ounaleds regions of space ; or of Geology, which 
discloses to our tnd@rstantiray the boundless regions of time. 
The history of Galileo illustrates the difficulties with which the 
former has had to struggle. The memory of living men attests 
the opposition encountered by the latter ;* an opposition which 
—it is not going too far to aver—has not as yet disappeared. 
Strange, indeed, that such misconceptions should still prevail 
as to the respective provinces of Science and Religion! The 
great founder of the Inductive Philosophy has ce the first 
raised his warning voice in Sou of the error: “ The un- 
skilfulness of certain Theologians,” observed Lord Baton, “ would 
exclude the study of all Philosophy, however enardad. Some 
entertain a latent fear lest they may intrude into Divine Mys- 

liant, penetrating, far-flashing, abrupt—compared with the feebler but continuous 
illumination of some earthly beacon.”—-Professor Archer Butler, On Development, p. 
245. In other words, Mr. Morell’s criticism on the Logic of Scripture assumes that 
Scripture is not inspired. But see infra, Appendix N, the truly philosophical prin- 
ciples laid down on this subject by Mr. J. S. Mill. 

? It is important, however, to bear in mind that objections to Geology as a science 
have not originated with the friends of Religion. Voltaire denied the existence of 
fossils, lest he should be compelled to admit the fact of the Deluge:—“ As the rea- 
diest way of shaking this article of faith, he endeavored to inculeate scepticism as 
to the real nature of such shells, and to recall from contempt the exploded dogma 
of the 16th century, that they were sports of nature.”’—Lyell’s Principles of Geology, 
8th ed., p. 56. Or, shifting his ground to suit the apprehension of the vulgar, he 
maintained that the shells collected in the Alps were no doubt real shells, but that 
they were “astern species which had fallen from the hats of pilgrims coming from 
Syria.”—-Jbid. ‘‘It is interesting and instructive to observe,” remarks an able writer 
in the ‘Christian Remembrancer” for July, 1849, “ how speedily and entirely unbe- 
lievers changed their views of Geology. It was soon whispered that geological phe- 
nomena seemed to indicate that the antiquity of the globe was much greater than 
that attributed by the Mosaic account to the human race, * * * In Mr. Bry- 
done’s ‘ Tour through Sicily and Malta in 1770,’ eight years before the death of Vol- 
taire. the immense antiquity of the globe, as proved by the geolozical phenomena 
of Adtna, is treated of with a radiant satisfaction which is hardly exceeded when 
he descants upon the profligacy of the Sicilian monks or knights of Malta”’—p, 228. 
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teries by penetrating too deeply into the secrets of Nature, 
Others conceive that, by remaining ignorant of the means, the 
effects can be more easily ascribed to the agency of God. Others, 
again, apprehend that changes in Philosophy may produce re- 
sults injurious to Religion, .While a fourth class seems alarmed 
lest researches into Nature’s laws shall bring to light what may 
subvert or weaken their faith. These two latter apprehensions,” 
continues this great writer, ‘appear to us to savor of a wisdom 
altogether animal :—as if, in the recesses of their breasts, men 
mistrusted the certainty of Religion ; and, therefore, feared that — 
danger impends from a search after Truth.?' 

With reference to this supposed variance between the conclu- 
sions of Science and the received interpretation of Scripture, it 
is entirely overlooked by those to whose minds such a result pre- 
sents a difficulty, that the constant recurrence of apparent con- 
tradictions between the observed facts of every progressive 
science, and the sense which we are in the habit of attaching 
to the statements of the Bible, seems, beforehand, almost a mat- 
ter of certainty. This has already been the case with Astron- 
omy, Geology, Ethnology :—we may expect it in the continued 
investigation of these sciences ; and, no doubt the same will oc- 
cur in other cases also, There are some—and these persons 
Bacon has described—who take alarm at every investigation in 
Natural Philosophy. To the minds of such men, the theory of 
Nebule, started by philosophers, suggests a doubt of the creation 
of the world by God ; the truth of the Mosaic narrative appears 
to waver before the facts of Geology ; the descent of man from 

one original stock seems impugned by an examination into the 
history of nations.’ ‘To all such apprehensions one only answer 
can be given. “No one Truth can be contradictory to any other 
Truth.” The question which we must settle, in the first in- 
stance, and on its own peculiar evidence, is—Does the Bible 

? “Novum Organum,” lib. i. aphor. 89. 
? “When men had conceived the occurrences of the Sacred Narrative in a parti- 

cular manner, they could not readily and willingly adopt a new mode of conception ; 
and all attempts to recommend to them such novelties, they resisted as attacks upon 
the sacredness of the Narrative. They had clothed their belief of the workings of 
Providence in certain images; and they clung to those images with the persuasion 
that, without them, their belief could not subsist. * * * The most memorable 
instance of a struggle of this kind is to be found in the circumstances which at- 
tended the introduction of the Heliocentric Theory of Copernicus to general accept- 
ance.”—Whewell, Phil. of the Induct. Sciences, vol. i. p. 685. 

- 
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come from God? And if it be Divine (and therefore true), 
“then is it certain, demonstrably certain—that no fact in the 

_universe,—in heaven above, or earth beneath, or in the waters 
or the rocks under the earth,—can by possibility be really incon- 
sistent with it.”* Hence, the conclusion which Theologian and 
Philosopher alike must admit is simply this :—Let each inquirer 

» produce his results ; the one from God’s words in His Scriptures, 
the other from God’s acts in His Creation ; and should any in- 
consistency present itself, it is either because the pages of Inspi- 
ration do not really say what the former supposes: or else be- 
cause the theory of the latter is founded upon an imperfect or 

- erroneous induction. On such a principle the Philosopher may be 
invited to collect his facts, and to build up his theory, undismayed 
by any alarm lest his conclusions shall contravene a single truth 
of Religion: while it becomes the duty of Divines-—a duty in- 
creasing in its obligation as Science advances,—in the first place, 
to qualify themselves to understand and appreciate such conclu- 
sions ; and, when the evidence on which they rest is weighed and 
accepted, the next duty of Theology is to compare the results 
with the preconceived opinions of religious men, and, should they 
be found not to agree, to examine how this discrepancy is to be 

set right, and to teach in what other way the face of the world 
and the words of God may be shown to be,—as when rightly 
understood, they must, of necessity be,—perfectly harmonious.’ 

1 T here avail myself of the very forcible argument of the writer in the ‘‘ Christian 
Remembrancer,” loc. cit., pp. 232-234. : 

+ “Other apparent difficulties arise from the accounts given in the Scripture of the 
first origin of the world in which we live: for example, Light is represented as cre- 
ated before the Sun. With regard to difficulties of this kind, it appears that we may 
derive some instruction from the result to which we were led in the last chapter;— 
namely, that in the sciences which trace the progress of natural occurrenecs, we can 
in no case go back to an origin, but in every instance appear to find ourselves sepa- 
rated from it by a state of things, and an order of events, of a kind altogether differ- 
ent from those which come under our experience. The thread of induction respecting 
the natural course of the world snaps in our fingers, when we try to ascertain where 
its beginning is. Since, then, Science can teach us nothing positive respecting the 
beginning of things, she can neither contradict nor confirm what is taught by Scrip- 
ture on that subject; and thus, as it is unworthy timidity in the lover of Scripture to 
fear contradiction, so is it ungrounded presumption to look for confirmation in such 
cases.” —Whewell, loc. cit. p. 687. In one of Mr. Chapman’s publications, entitled 
“The Hebrew Cosmogony,” the author, drawing all his inferences from the most lit- 
eral construction of the English translation of the Hebrew text, observes: “Thus, 
between indolent surmises and absurd theories, the world has (with few exceptions) 
permitted itself to be blind to the fact that Moses’ narrative is entirely at variance 
with existing phenomena; and that that error is one of the most vital importance, 
affecting the proof of his inspiration’—p. 9; and the writer concludes with the re- 
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Nor can it for a moment be maintained that such endeavors to 
readjust our interpretation of the language of Holy Scripture 
can derogate from its supreme authority. A remark of Bishop 
Butler with reference to ‘‘ the scheme of Scripture,” holds equally 
true with reference to its interpretation,—if we only substitute 
the facts of Science for the events of History : “ Nor is it at all 

incredible, that a Book which has been so long in the possession 
of mankind should contain many truths as yet undiscovered. 
For all the same phenomena, and the same faculties of in- 
vestigation from which such great discoveries in natural knowl- 
edge have been made in the present and last age, were equally 
in the possession of mankind several thousand years before. 
And possibly it might be intended that events, as they come 
to pass, should open and ascertain the meaning of several 
parts of Scripture.”’ It may be well, too, to note that the same 
objections which have been advanced against inquiring into the 
laws of Nature have been equally urged even against inquiries 
into the text of Scripture. When Dr. Kennicott commenced his 
labors on the text of the Old Testament, all the world was in 
commotion ; and it was apprehended that Christianity itself 
would be sorely shaken, But men’s fears were soon appeased ;. 

mark: ‘Whether these objections affect the evidence for the inspiration of the pre- 
ceptive and prophetic portions of the Old Testament is quite another question.” Or, 
to take the less offensive statement of Mr. Morell: ‘ Under this head we may refer 
to the acknowledged (?) discrepancies between some of the Scriptural statements and 
scientific truth. The account of the Creation, for example, as given in the Book of 
Genesis, is by no means exactly reconcilable (viewed as a scientitie account) with the 
most palpable facts of Geology. Wedo not doubt but that ingenuity may smooth 
down one expression, and give a broad meaning to unother, and after all may bring 
out a tolerable case of consistency; but still it is impossible to say that, as a scientific 
view of the creation of the world, the Book of Genesis would convey at all the same 
impression to the mind of any ordinary reader as do the results of geological re- 
search.”’—Philosophy of Religion, p.170. To this class of objections the following 
remarks suggest the true answer: “The Sacred Narrative, in some of its earliest por- 
tions, speaks of natural objects and occurrences respecting them. In the very begin- 
ning of the course of the world, we may readily believe (indeed as we have seen 
in the last chapter, our scientific researches lead us to believe) that such occurrences 
were very different from anything which now takes place ;—different to an extent 
and in a manner which we cannot estimate. Now the narrative must speak of ob- 
jects and occurrences in the words and phrases which have derived their meaning 
from their application to the existing natural state of things. When applied to an 
initial supernatural state, therefore, these words and phrases cannot help being to us 
obscure and mysterious, perhaps ambiguous and seemingly contradictory.”—W hewell, 
loc. cit., p. 684. ° 

* * Analogy,” Part ii. ch. iii. Cf. the remark of Cassiodorus: ‘ Nequaquam vobis 
modernos expositores interdico. Caute tamen quaerendos esse Catholicos; quoniam 
accessu temporum multis noviter gratia Divinitatis infunditur, quie forsitan priscis 
doctoribus celata monstratur.”—De Jastit. Div. Liter., c. viii. t. ii, p. 544. 
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and they were amazed at the trivial and easily explicable va- 
riations which the Hebrew manuscripts presented :—so trivial 
indeed are they, that they have almost ceased to possess any 
interest in the eyes of critics.’ 
=What Religion, then, has to fear is not the most searching , 

criticism of the contents of Scripture ; not any fundamental in- 
quiry into the laws of physical phenomena ; not the fullest ex-© 
amination of every vestige upon the field of Nature left by the * 
footsteps of Time :—her true source of alarm is the danger to, 
their faith which those persons must.encounter who content 
themselves with superficial information, or partial knowledge.” 
Scripture has never anything to apprehend from the results of » 
any branch of Science ; a semblance of investigation and half- 
learned sciolism alone can represent its great fates in a disad-” 
vantageous light. They who seek in thes announcements of Scrip=~ 
ture for positive information on matters appertaining to Natural@ 
Science will, indeed, ever seek in vain. For those, on the other 
hand, who, while they venture not to deliver physical doctrines as 
the teaching of Revelation,* recognise the undoubted supremacy 

2 Dr. Moses Stuart observes: “In the Hebrew MSS. that have been examined, 
some 800,000 various readings actually occur as to the Hebrew consonants. How 
many as to the vowel-points and accents, no man knows. But at the same time it is 

equally true, that all these taken together do not change or materially affect any im- 
portant point of doctrine, precept, or even history. A great proportion, indeed the 
mass, of variations in Hebrew MSS. when minutely scanned, amount to nothing 
more than the difference in spelling a multitude of English words [e. g, bp or dip; 

as honour or honor]. * * * “Indeed one may travel through the immense desert 
(so I can hardly help naming it) of Kennicott and De Rossi, and (if I may venture to ° 
speak in homely phrase) not find game enough to be worth the huntiug. So com- 
pletely is this chase given up by recent critics on the Hebrew Scriptures, that a refer- 
ence to either of these famous collators of MSS. who once created a great sensation 
among philologers is rarely to be found.”—On the Old Test. Canon, p. 169. 

“When the very erudite and truly pious Professor Bengel of Tubingen published 
his New Testament, with all the various readings which he had been able to discover, 
many minds were filled with anxiety, thinking that an entirely New Testament would 
be the result in the end, if all the various readings were hunted up. They thought it 
would be better to leave things as they were. But mark:—although 40,000 various 
readings were discovered inthe ancient MSS., the New Testament was hardly at all 
altered thereby.”—Olshausen, Tne Genuineness of the N. T. Writings (Clarke’s For. 
Theol. Lib. p. vii). 

* “By delivering physical doctrines as the teaching of Revelation, Religion may 
lose much, but cannot gain anything. This maxim of practical wisdom has often 
been urged by Christian writers. Thus 8. Augustine says (lib. 1. “De Genesi,” 
c. xviii.): ‘In obscure matters and things far removed from our senses, if we read 
anything, even in the Divine Scripture, which inay produce diverse opinions without 
damaging the faith which we cherish, let us not rush headlong by positive assertion 
to either the one opinion or the other; lest when a more thorough discussion has 
shown the opinion we had adopted to be false, our faith may fall with it: and we 
should be found contending, not for the doctrine of the Sacred Scriptures, but for our 
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of that Revelation in its own province ;—for those who thus 
take up the “ Oracles of God” with integrity and honesty (and, 
again to use the words of Bishop Butler, “ Religion presupposes 
this as much, and in the same sense, as speaking to a man pre- 
supposes he understands the language in which you speak”)— 

% for all such inquirers the Bible will ever possess the peculiarity 
< of meeting every want, and appeasing every difficulty. In its 
—pages every longing of our nature, the most superficial and the 
“most profound, will find satisfaction. Here provision has been 
made alike for the tender susceptibility of the child, and the ma- 

-ture intellect of manhood :‘and whatever shadow our imperfect 
knowledge may allow, for the present, to rest upon certain of its 

_Statements,the Mourner will still find solace in the songs of 
Sion, and Philosophy still drink wisdom from the parables of 
<Galilee?It is true, as I have said, that all difficulties may not 
have been removed which the enemies of Christianity have 
started : nevertheless,{the marvellous success with which most 

«of them have already been met must convince any fair mind that 
euch as still remain are not insurmountable ; and that here, if 

= anywhere, it befits our weakness “to be thankful and to wait.” 
The supercilious philosophy which refuses to Religion this jus- 
tice,—which scorns “ to conciliate the finger and the tongue of 
God, His works and His -word,’’cmust answer, as best it may, 
“he demand of the Most High: “‘ Where wast thou when I laid 
the foundations of the earth ? Declare if thou hast under- 
 standing.”*. The Christian, on the other hand, fearlessly accepts 

the source of Divine knowledge which has been vouchsafed to 
him. In the pages of Scripture he recognises the record of im- 
perishable Truth ; and as he shrinks from no inquiry, so he chal- 

own; endeavoring to make our doctrine to be that of the Scriptures, instead of 
taking the doctrine of the Scriptures to be ours.’ "—Whewell, loc. cit. p. 693. 

1 Mr. Westcott, loc. cit., p. 133, quotes the words of Origen: dodadic oiv 7d 
mepusévey Thv éEpunveiav Tov cudnvistod Adyov.—Philocalia. 

2 “We may add, as a further reason for mutual forbearance in such cases, that the 
true interests of both parties are the same. The man of Science is concerned, no less 
than any other person, in the truth and import of the Divine dispensation; the reli- 
gious man, no less than the man of Science, is, by the nature of his intellect; inea- 
pable of believing two contradictory declarations. Hence they have both alike a need 
for understanding the Scripture in some way in which it shall be consistent with their 
understanding of Nature. It is for their common advantage to conciliate, as Kepler 
says, the finger and the tongue of God, His works and His word.”—Whewell, loc. cit. 
p. 695. 

§ Job, xxxviii. 4. 
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lenges all examination. His sole demand is, justice in the con- 
| duct of this inquiry, and due qualifications on the part of those 
who enter on this examination. He knows that every assault 
which has marked the course of nineteen hundred years has but 
served to strengthen the bulwarks of his belief ; and that above 
the chaos of human systems, and the wreck of philosophical 
speculation, the light of Inspiration shines more brightly than 
ever. Harthly dynasties have passed away, while the Kingdom 
of Christ has but enlarged its borders. Hmpires have crumbled 
into ruins, but the Religion of the Cross shows no symptoms of 
decrepitude. Under the banner of that Cross will yet be sig- 
nalized the further triumphs. of the Church of God : and, un- 
failing as that Church Herself, are those Divine Institutes which 
are entrusted to Her charge, and which contain Her Commis- 
sion. ‘‘ Heaven and earth shall pass away, but My words shall 
not pass away,”’—is the assurance of the Church’s Head. And 
although philosophers object, or critics cavil, or unbelievers scorn, 
the Christian calmly abides the issue, with a confidence “ strong 
as Faith, and patient as Time.” 
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A. 

FICHTE. 

(Lecture I.—Pace 19.) 

“Tr is needless,” observes a rationalistic writer, “ to prove the necessity 
of a Revelation. For, if Reason allow that a Revelation is possible, The- 
ology has merely to adduce the historical proof that God has revealed 
-Ilimself.”* To prove the possibility of such a communication from the 
Divine Being is the problem which Fichte undertakes to solve; and, in 
entering upon his “ Attempt at a Criticism of all Revelation,” he sets out 
from an analysis of the actual state and constitution of man—his faculties 
and his susceptibilities. 

The result of this analysis differs but little, if at all, from the following 
description given by Bishop Butler :—‘ Together with the general princi- 
ple of moral understanding we have, in our inward frame, various affec- 
tions towards particular external objects. These affections are naturally, 
and of right, subject to the government of the moral principle, as to the 
occasions upon which they may be gratified ; as to the times, degrees, and 
manner, in which the objects of them may be pursued: but then the prin- 
ciple of virtue can neither excite them, nor prevent their being excited. On 
the contrary, they are naturally felt when the objects of them are present 
to the mind, not only before all consideration whether they can be ob- 
tained by lawful means, but after it is found they Enh Ay 
Part i. ch. v. 

Fichte opens his “Criticism” by laying down a “ Theory of the Will as 
preparation, in general, for a deduction of Religion” (§ 2). “The deter- 
mining one’s self, with the consciousness of our own activity, to produce a 
conception is called wild (Wollen) : the power to determine one’s self, with 
this consciousness of the self activity, is called the power of desire ( Begeh- 
rungs-Vermégen). The will is distinguished from the power of desire, as 
the actual from the possible.” “There must be a medium which is capable 
of being determined, on the one hand, by the conception to which the sub- 
ject is but passively related ; and, on the other, by spontaneity, the con- 
sciousness of which is the exclusive character of all will. This medium we 
name propension (den Trieb).” “ That which existing in the subject-mat- 

? Bretschneider, ‘“ Ilandbuch der Dogmatik,” B. i. s. 210. 
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ter of the sensation determines the propension we name agreeable ; and the 
propension, so far as it is thereby determined, we name the sensuous (sinn- 
lichen) propension” (s. 5). 

The higher power of desire—the object of which is the idea of what is 
absolutely right—is to be distinguished from the lower. To the former no 
object is given,—it gives to itself its object : to the latter its object must be 
given. The former is absolutely independent; the datter is, in many re- 
spects, merely passive. That this higher power of desire, which is merely 
a power, should produce @ willing as an actual process of the mind, some- 
thing further is required ; and that the determination of the will in finite 
creatures should be possible, a certain medium must be pointed out. This 
is called the feeling of respect (das Gefuhl der Achtung), which is, as it 
were, the point in which the rational and sensuous natures of finite beings 
inwardly combine. It is therefore a perfectly just maxim of morality, “ Re- 
spect thyself :” and hence we see why minds which are not ignoble prize 
the approval of their own hearts far higher than the plaudits of a universe. 
This self-respect, as an active propension determining the will is called 
moral interest : which must necessarily be accompanied by a feeling of 
pleasure. Respect (Achtung) is the earliest feeling which, displaying itself 
in every man, is not to be explained by his whole sensuous nature, and im- 
mediately points to his connexion with a higher world. The sensuous pro- 
pension on the one hand, and the purely moral propension, on the other, ° 
hold the scales in the human will; the pleasure arising from the submis- 
sion of the former to the Law imposed by the latter is a spark of the Deity 
within us, and a pledge that we are of His race (s. 25). 

The Moral Law demands supremacy within us. According to its pro- 
hibition, or non-prohibition, a propension is allowable or the reverse. “ The 
Moral Law, if it shall not contradict itself, and cease to be a Law, must 
maintain the rights imparted by itself:—it must, consequently exercise not 
only command, but absolute rule over Nature. This cannot take place in 
beings who are themselves passively affected by Nature,—but in a Being 
only Who, in all respects independently, determines Nature: in Whose 
Person are united moral necessity, and absolute physical freedom. This 
Being we name God” (s.41). By virtue of the demands of the Moral 
Law, God must produce perfect congruence between morality and the hap- 
piness of finite rational beings. “The determinations in the idea of God 
(which Reason, practically determined by the injunctions of morality, has 
laid down) are—(1.) Those presented by His very idea: viz. that He is 
determined wholly and solely by the Moral Law (i. e. the demand of the 
practical Reason on Him is not a command, but a Law ;—it is with respect 
to Him not imperative, but constitutive) : and—(2.) Those which belong 
to Him, so far as relates to the possibility of finite moral beings; on ac- 
count of which possibility we were just now obliged to assume His exist- 
ence. The former represent God as the most perfect Holiness :—as the 
Alone-Happy, because He is the Alone-Holy. Hence He represents the 
Highest Good—the attained end of practical Reason—the possibility of 
which was Reason’s postulate. The datter represent Him as the Supreme 
Ruler of the world by moral laws; the Judge of all rational spirits. The 
former regard Him in, and for, Himself, according to His Being ; and He 
thereby appears the most perfect observer of the Moral Law: the /atter, « 
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according to the operations of this Being upon other moral natures, and by 
virtue of which He is the highest executor of the requirements of the Moral 
Law ; and therefore a Legislator. Hence we get a Theology (which we 
must have in order not to place in contradiction our theoretical convictions 
and the practical determinations of our will) ; but not as yet a Religion, 
which itself, in turn, might, as Cause, exert an influence upon this determ- 
ination of the will. Theology is mere Science: Religion, as its very name 
imports (redigio), is that which binds us; and this, too, more powerfully 
than we were bound without it” (s. 46). Theology becomes Religion, 
when the propositions assumed to determine our will by means of the Law 
of Reason operate practically upon us, in consequence of the further mo- 
tive that such is God’s command, 

The Moral Law tx us contains the law of God ¢o us ; and is, according 
to its matter, His Law. We have still to inquire whether it is also His 
Law, according to its form : i. e. whether it has been promulged by Him, 
and as His. In other words:—* Has God really promulged His Law to 
us? Can we point out a fact which proves itself to be such a promulga- 
tion?” (s. 71). The problem to be solved, therefore, is—“ Has God an- 
nounced Himself to us as a Moral Legislator? and, how has He done so ?” 
This is conceivable in two ways. God has promulged His Law either in 
us, as moral beings, in our rational nature; or in a way exterior to that 
nature. There are, therefore, two principles of Religion :—the principle 
of the supernatural within us; and the principle of the supernatural with- 
out us. A Religion based upon the former is called Natural Religion: if 
based upon the latter it is called Revealed Religion. “ According to the 
second principle, the announcement of the Legislator without us either 
sends us back to our rational nature, and the entire Revelation, expressed 
in words, merely says: * God is the Legislator; the Law written in your 
hearts is His ;’—or, it prescribes to us, in a special manner, God’s Law 
once more, in the same way in which it makes Him known as Legislator. 
In the case of a Revelation given in concreto, there is no reason why both 
may not take place” (s. 79). (Cf. Butler’s “ Analogy,” Part ii. ch. i.) 

“Revelation, according to its form, is a kind of making known (eine Art 
von Bekanntmachung) ; and every thing which holds good of this its spe- 
cies holds good also of it. Of all “making known” there are two internal 
conditions: viz. (1), the something which is made known, the subject mat- 
ter (der Stof’); and (2) the manner in which it is made known, the form 
of the “ making known.” The external conditions are also twofold :—a 
person who makes known, and one to whom it is made known. That 
which is made known is made known only because I knew it not before. 
Knowledge which is @ priori possible is developed, or pointed out, not 
made known: it is only knowledge which is possible @ posteriori that is 
made known.” Hence it follows that we must exclude from the idea of 
Revelation all possible instruction and knowledge derived from a contem- 
plation of the world of sense. “ Revelation is therefore a perception which 
is wrought in us by God, in conformity with the idea of some instruction 
to be given us thereby, as its end or object.” As to the logical possibility 
of this notion there can be no doubt. Its physical possibility is founded 
upon the postulate of the Moral Law that a free intelligent being can be a 
cause in the world of sense, in conformity with an idea of the end to be 
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effected. But how shall we know that God has thus wrought a certain 
perception in us ? 

Although we cannot penetrate the notion of a Revelation on the side of 
its form ; the idea of Religion enables us to attain to it on the side of its 
matter (s. 96). 

If the existence of finite moral beings—i. e. beings who besides the 
Moral Law are likewise subject to laws of Nature—be assumed, we may 
anticipate that the operations of these two causalities (whose laws are re- 
ciprocally quite independent of each other) will fall into collision in de- 
termining the will of such beings. “If such beings shall not in this case 
become quite incapable of morality, their sensuous (sinnliche) nature must 
‘be determined by impulses of sense to allow itself to be determined by the 
Moral Law.” The sole purely moral impulse is the inward holiness of 
Right (des Rechts). This holiness, by virtue of a postulate of the pure 
practical Reason, exists in God ¢m concreto: He is, therefore, the Legislator 
of all rational beings; and must, therefore, announce Himself to them, and 
His will as their law, in the world of sense. Now the world of sense does 
not contain an announcement of this daw-giving holiness. God must, there- 
fore, announce Himself to those beings in the world of sense as Legislator, 
by means of a special phenomenon expressly designed for this purpose and 
for them. And since God is determined by the Moral Law to forward by 
all moral means the highest possible morality in all rational beings, we 
may expect, if such beings exist, that He will avail Himself of those means, 
if they be physically possible. This deduced idea is really the idea of 
Revelation :—i. e. the idea of a phenomenon produced in the world of 
sense by the causality of God, whereby He announces Himself as moral 
Legislator” (s. 106). 

“In deducing the notion of Revelation from the practical principles of 
Reason, the fact was assumed @ priori that there can be moral beings in 
whom the Moral Law loses its casuality for ever, or only in certain cases. 
The Moral Law claims a casuality over the higher power of desire, in order 
to determine the will; and over the lower, in order to produce the perfect 
freedom of the moral subject from the constraint of the impulse of Nature. 
If the former kind of causality be removed, the well to recognise and obey 
the Law is wanting: if the latter only be hindered, man, however good 
his will may be, is too weak actually to practise the good that he wills. 
The empirical possibility of this hypothesis, if proved, answers the ques- 
tion, Why was a Revelation needed ? and why could not man make shiit 
with Natural Religion alone ?” (s. 112). The highest moral perfection of 
man (impossible to be determined @ priori as existing in any individual 
man, and in the present state of humanity improbable) is that pure religion 
of Reason which waits for no demand of God to obey Him; but only for 
permission to look up to Him with willing obedience. The second degree 
of moral perfection (and which is the foundation of Natural Religion), is 
that in which Reason seeks for proof of the notion of God, as moral Legis- 
lator; and finds it in the idea of Him as Creator of the world. The lowest 
fall of rational beings with respect to morality, is when not even the wi/l 
exists to recognise and obey a moral law. 

In each of these cases Religion is required. In the first, to satisfy the 
emotion of reverence and gratitude towards the Supreme Being; in the 
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second, to add a new weight to the authority of the Moral Law; in the 
third, to produce the will to acknowledge that Law. This Religion can 
attain to humanity thus constituted, only by the way in which everything 
reaches it which it conceives, or by which it allows itself to be determined : 
—viz., by the senses. ‘ Humanity may fall so deeply into moral degrada- 
tion, that it is not to be brougnt back to morality by any other means 
than by Religion; and to Religion by any other means than by the senses. 
A religion which shall take effect upon such men can no otherwise be 
founded than immediately upon Divine authority. Since God cannot will 
that any moral being should forge (erdichte) such an authority, He Him- 
self, it must be, who confers it upon such a religion” (p. 134). But upon 
what can God found this authority? Clearly not upon a Sublimity for 
which men have no sense and no reverence ; nor yet upon His Holiness, 
which were to presuppose a moral feeling already existing in them, which 
Religion has yet to develop; but upon that which they are capable of 
marvelling at on natural grounds—His greatness, and power, as Lord of 
Nature, and as their Lord. Hence results merely attention on man’s part 
to the motives to obedience which are at a later period to be laid before 
him. ‘The demand, therefore, of God, in a possible Revelation, that we 
should hearken to Him is founded upon His Omnipotence: His demand 
that we should obey Him can only be founded upon His Holiness; but 
the notion of Holiness, as well as of reverence for it, must have been 
already developed by means of Revelation. We have a sublime expres- 
sion which explains this: “ Be ye holy, for I am Holy, saith the Lord” 

» £36). 
: fe before the moral feelings are excited, how are men to judge if it can 
be God that speaks ?” 

The counterpoise to those determinations that resist duty and have 
strength sufficient to suppress altogether the voice of Reason, is the power 
of imagination (die Kinbildungs-kraft) ; which, on the one hand, apper- 
tains to sense (and is thus capable of a determination to work in opposition 
to the sensuous nature of man); on the other, is determinable by freedom, 
and has spontaneity. By means of it, therefore, must the sole possible 
motive of morality—viz., the conception of the legislation of the Holy One 
—be brought before the soul. In Natural Religion this conception is 
founded on principles of Reason; but if this Reason (as we assume) is 
completely suppressed, then its results appear dark, uncertain, insecure. 
The principles therefore of this conception also should be capable of rep- 
resentation by the power of imagination. Now principles of this class 
would be facts in the world of sense,—or a Revelation. In such moments 
man must be able to say to himself: “It is God, for He has spoken, and 
acted: He wills that I should not act so now, for He has expressly forbid- 
den it, in such words, and under such circumstances,” &c. If conceptions 
of this nature shall make an impression upon him, he must be able to as- 
sume as perfectly true, and just, the facts which lie at their foundation ; 
they must, therefore, not be anything feigned by his own power of imagin- 
ation, but be given to it. 

Is it, in general, possible—is it, in general, conceivable—that anything 
without Nature, should have a causality zn Nature? That this must be, 
in general, possible, is the first postulate which the practical Reason makes 

25 
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a priori, when it determines the supernatural element within us (our higher 
power of desire) to be a cause without itself in the world of sense whether 
within us or without us. The entire philosophy of Nature knows nothing 
of a causality by means of freedom: so long, therefore, as we speak of the 
mere determining by the higher power of desire, it is needless to pay any 
regard to the existence of Nature. These two causalities, viz., of Nature, 
and of the Moral Law, are infinitely different as well in the kind of their 
causality, as their objects. The Law of Nature ordains with absolute ne- 
cessity ; the Moral Law commands freedom: the former rules Nature ; the 
latter the world of spirits. Their operations in the world of sense, how- 
ever, come in contact, and may even not be contradictory. Their harmony 
may be conceived possible by their mutual dependence on a higher legisla- 
tion, which lies at the foundation of both; which is, however, for us quite 
inaccessible. Were we able, indeed, to place such a principle at the basis 
of our view of the Universe, the same effect which appears to us: when re- 
ferred to the world of sense according to the Moral Law as free, and in 
Nature as contingent, would be recognised as altogether necessary. But 
since we cannot do so, it follows plainly that so soon as we pay regard to 
a causality by means of freedom, we must not assume all phenomena in 
the world of sense as necessary, according to mere laws of Nature, but 
many merely as contingent: and that we may not, therefore, explain them 
all from the laws of Nature, but many merely according to such laws :— 
by which latter phrase is meant that we are to assume the causality of the 
matter of the operation to be without Nature, and the causality of its form 
to be within Nature. 

In God, Who determines Nature according to the Moral Law, the two 
legislations spoken of unite. We are compelled by our Reason to derive 
the whole system of phenomena—the entire world of sense—from a cau- 
sality by means of freedom, according to laws of Reason; and that, too, 
from the causality of God. The whole world is for us this supernatural 
operation ; and it is conceivable (1) that God, from the first, has interwoven 
in the plan of the Universe the first natural cause of a phenomenon, which 
was in conformity with one of His moral designs. (The objection that 
this is to do in a roundabout way (durch einen Umweg) what could be 
done directly, is based upon a gross anthropomorphosis, as if God stood 
under the conditions of time), In this case the phenomenon might be 
perfectly explicable from the laws of Nature, up to the supernatural origin 
of all Nature itself, were we able to take a connected survey of it ;—and 
yet it must be also regarded as effected by the causality of a Divine idea 
of the moral end to be attained thereby. Or, again, (2) we might assume 
that God has actually interrupted the series of causes and effects already 
commenced and proceeding according to natural laws; and that by the im- 
mediate causality of His moral idea He has brought to pass an effect dif- 
ferent from what would have followed by means of the mere causality of 
the course of Nature according to its laws: still we have not determined 
at what link of the chain He should interfere ;—whether at that immedia- 
tely preceding the designed effect, or whether He might not do so at a link, 
perhaps, very far removed from it in time, and intermediate effects. In 
this latter cuse (if we are thoroughly acquaintel with the laws of Nature) 
we shall at length ascertain, by a progress in infinitum, that a certain effect 
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is to be explained not from but according to natural laws. Suppose, how- 
ever, we were unable, or unwilling, to trace the series of natural causes 
beyond a certain point, it might be very possible that the effect, no longer 
to be explained naturally, did not fall within these limits placed by us— 
still we should not yet be justified in concluding that the phenomenon in 
question could not have been effected by a supernatural causality. In the 
first case only would we at once infer from the phenomenon a causality not 
to be explained from natural laws, and which rendered it theoretically pos- 
sible to assume for it a supernatural cause. Since all that is required is to 
afford grounds, not of conviction, but of attention to the Moral Law, this 
theoretical possibility is quite sufficient; and for this nothing more is re- 
quired than that we see no natural causes of this phenomenon. Suppose, 
however, it could be shown by means of an exalted insight into the laws of 
nature, that certain phenomena, on which this Revelation is founded, and 
which had been regarded as supernatural, were perfectly explicable from 
the laws of nature, no conclusion can be drawn from this against the pos- 
sible Divine character of such a Revelation; inasmuch as an operation— 
especially if it be ascribed to the original Source of all laws of Nature— 
may be wrought in a perfectly natural manner, and yet, at the same time, 
supernaturally ; i. e. by the causality of His freedom, in conformity with 
the idea of a moral design. Hence, therefore, little though it can be per- 
mitted the dogmatic defender of the notion of Revelation to infer a super- 
natural causality from the inerplicability of a certain phenomenon by 
natural laws, and thence directly inferring the causality of God: just as 
little is it allowable for the dogmatic opponent of this notion to infer from 
the explicability of these same phenomena by natural laws, that they 
are possible neither by means. of supernatural causality in general, nor, 
in particular, by means of the causality of God” (s. 157). “ By this 
criticism,” concludes Fichte, “the possibility of a Revelation in itself, 
and the possibility of a belief in a given definite Revelation in par- 
ticular, is rendered perfectly certain ; all objections against it are set at 
rest for ever; and all controversy on the subject eternally removed.”— 
(s. 233.) 

Such, briefly stated, is Fichte’s “ Criticism of all Revelation ;” and it 
requires but little attention to perceive how far it asswmes some of the 
most profound of those truths which, as experience has taught, Revelation 
alone has been able to convey to man:—the perfect holiness of God, the 
deprivation of human nature, the supremacy of the Moral Low (Rom. ii. 
14,15). In such inquiries, as Twesten’ has remarked, the error has gener- 
ally prevailed “of wishing to explain and found Revelation in a purely 
speculative manner, and from a merely philosophical point of view, with- 
out any regard to the system to which it belongs. And yet it is impos- 
sible for the man who proceeds from a view so opposed to the Christian 
(as, e.g. Fichte, the author of the ‘ Versuch einer Kritik aller Offenbarung’) 
to arrive at the Christian idea of Revelation. If, however, he find it on 
his, path, perhaps only through an inconsequence, yet it has for him a dif- 
ferent meaning.” A single example will show the nature of such “ incon- 
sequences” in this attempt of Fichte. Having inferred from his views 
respecting the mutual relation of “the sensuous propension” and “the 

4 “Vorlesungen iiber die Dogmatik,” B. i. 340 
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Moral Law,” that “he who has not sacrificed his life at the demand of 
the Law is unworthy of life; and must lose it, if the Moral Law is to 
have force for the world of phenomena,”—he adds in a note, “ What a 
curious coincidence !—‘ He that loveth his life shall lose it; and he that 
loseth his life in this world shall keep it unto life eternal’ [S. John, xii. 25,] 
said Jesus; a sentiment which has precisely the same import as the 
above”’.—(s. 36.) 

The manner in which Kant has availed himself of the actual Divine 
Revelation is far less disguised. In the Preface to the second edition of 
his treatise—* Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vernunft,” 
he states that his design is, assuming Revelation as an historical system, to 
see if it does not lead back to a pure religion of Reason. “ If this attempt 
succeeds, then can we say that there is to be found not merely a compati- 
bility between Reason and Scripture, but also unity; so that whoever 
(under the guidance of the moral idea) follows the one shall not fail to 
meet with the other.”—(s. xxiii.) 

Referring to that view which allows Revelation to be no more than “a 
public and actual introduction, and exciting cause of rational religion con- 
fined to the world,” Nitzsch observes: ‘“ With regard to this element of 
the idea of Revelation—which we call historical,—Lessing and Kant, who 
are opposed to naturalism, as well as supernaturalism, deserve more credit 
than has yet been acknowledged. * * * Kant, who at all times 
seizes on the practical point of view, requires, in order to maintain a good 
fizht against the evil principle, an ethical commonwealth. Now he deems 
it a weakness that this commonwealth cannot be realized by pure religious 
faith alone; but, notwithstanding, he esteems it a proportional gain, that 
there should exist a reuniting Church Faith. It is a direct consequence 
of his hypothesis, that in the sense in which contemporary theologians 
spoke of Revelation, he could neither discern its necessity nor its reality. 
Proceeding, however, from the undisputed fact, that pure morality never 
possessed a firmer basis than the monotheism of the Biblical Church Faith, 
he insisted on its records and its use of the idea of Revelation being so 
treated as that the combined effect of the mysteries, which otherwise were 
passive and indifferent or even injurious, might be accommodated. to 
ethico-theistical decisions, His doctrine was, that we should avail our- 

1 In the “Studien u. Kritiken” for 1832 (s. 378 ff.), Ullmann has given an essay, 
entitled, ‘Parallels from the writings of Porphyry to passages from the New Testa- 
ment, as proof of the remarkable influence of Christianity upon one of its opponents.” 
Porphyry was born A.D. 233, and according to Socrates (‘‘ Hist. Eecl.” iii. 23) had been 
originally a Christian. Although one of the most bitter foes of Christianity, he could 
not divest himself of its influence, or refrain from accepting the truths for which human 
Reason, however unconsciously, is indebted to it. : 

Ullmann, in proceeding to cite his parallels which he takes from the epistle of 
Porphyry to his wife Marcella, first published-by Cardinal Mai (Milan, 1816), ob-' 
serves: ‘ Even that truth which is opposed exerts a quiet and involuntary influence 
upon its opponents. While Porphyry resisted the light, its beams unceasingly forced 
themselves upon his vision.” KE. g. S. Paul writes: ‘Know ye not that ye are the 
temple of God.”—1 Cor. iii. 16; a saying which Porphyry imitates in the words: Zo? 
62, Oorep elpytat, vedc piv tatw Tod Oeod 6 év col voic.—Ad Marcellam, c. xix. Again 
we read: “Let no man say when he is tempted, I am teinpted of God.”—S. James, - 
i. 13; with which ef—rdv 0? Kaxdv airiot jucic opty of EAouevot Oede dé dvattiog.— 
Ibid. c. xii. 
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selves of ihe Son of God, and His atoning death, &c., as historical expres- 
sions, as active types and pledges of practical and rational truths; and 
thus he sketched out a philosophy of Christianity, which comprehended 
the nature of the subject matter as truly as it ever possibly could do from 
that point of view.” 

The value of the speculations to which allusions have now been made is 
in one point of view, by no means inconsiderable. It may safely be main- 
tained, to borrow a profound remark, that “ even in the assertion that the 
most important truths of Religion belong not to Revelation but to Reason, 
the Christian perceives an indirect proof of the reality of the former idea. 
Such an assertion testifies of the power which Revelation has exercised 
over the world ; since it has effected that what was formerly hidden from 
even the wisest of our race appears now as the common possession of all 
rational men.”* Or, as Mr. Davison has forcibly expressed the same idea, 
—the fact is not to be denied; the Religion of Nature has had the op- 
portunity of rekindling her faded taper by the Gospel light, whether fur- 
tively or unconsciously taken. Let her not dissemble the obligation and 
the conveyance, and make a boast of the splendor, as though it were 
originally her own, or had always, in her hands, been sufficient for the 
illumination of the world.’”* 

APPENDIX B. 

. SCRIPTURE AN ORGANIZED WHOLE, 

(Lecture IL—Pace 30.) 

To enter, at any length, upon the mutual relation of the different portions 
of Scripture is of course impossible here: such gw subject would occupy 
volumes. <A few instances, however, may be stated :— 

I. The Book of Job’. Before Christ had brought “life and immortality to 
light,” to those only who had drunk deeply of the sources of Revelation, and 
had formed the true idea of the Deity (which of itself implies future union 
with Him “in Whom we live, and move, and have our being,”)—to such 
persons only was a future state an object of Faith. To the mass of man- 
kind this world was their abiding place; and therefore, with those on 
whom Religion exerted its sway, it was a main object to exhibit virtue ever 
triumphant, and vice undergoing the merited penalties :—in fact to deny, 
as an article of their beliet, the disorders which the government of the 
world presents to view. How profoundly this principle was implanted ‘in 
the Jewish mind we learn from the Gospels themselves. - “ Hath this man 
sinned, or his parents, that he was born blind?” asked the Jew in the days 
of Christ: and such, too, was the opinion, which He refutes, as to the guilt 
of those upon whom the ‘Tower of Siloam fell, and of those Galileans 

* “System der christl. Lehre,” § 25 (Montgomery’s transl., p. 69). 
2 Twesten, loc. cif. s. 342. 
3 “ Discourses on Prophecy,” Introd. p. 7. 
4 I have compressed under this head some suggestions of a very able article in 

the “Christian Remembrancer” for January, 1849, entitled ‘The Book of Job.” 
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whom Pilate had slain when in the act of worship. This sentiment—the 
natural result of man’s innate sense of justice—appears to be the ground 
of the reasoning of Job’s friends. Anxious to maintain that this world is 
a scene of satisiactory Divine justice, they argue that, pre-eminently devout, 
holy, and charitable though Job to all appearance had been, some secret 
iniquity, some weighty sin close locked in his bosom, must have been 
cherished amidst all the goodness of his outward life. “Doth God per- 
vert judgment?” reasoned Bildad the Shuhite, “or doth the Almighty 
pervert justice? If thou wert pure and upright, surely now He would 
awake for thee, and make the habitation of thy righteousness prosperous.” 
—vili. 3-6. Against the principles and conclusion alike of such reasoning 
Job utters his protest. He maintains that this visible system of things is 
irregular and unjust. He insists upon facts, and demands their recogni- 
tion, whatever difficulties may ensue. He therefore steadily asserts his 
own righteousness, from which fact, combined with that of his affliction, he 
draws a conclusion the very opposite to the favorite one which his 
“ friends” maintained. 

Such is the process by which the Book of Job opens at length upon 
that great question which has grieved, and perplexed, and embittered men 
from the beginning of the world. The entire tone of the popular liter- 
ature of every age re-echoes the same sentiment; and in the same words 
have Poet and Philosopher alike sighed over the grand problem of hu- 
manity—év 08 if) Tyg Huey KaKoc, Hoe kat €o0A6c. 

We might have expected from the mere fact of its being a Book in- 
tended for the consolation and instruction of the human race, that the 
Bible should touch upon this feeling; and this would of itself account for 
an ample recognition in its pages of the difficulty which impelled the 
Psalmist to exclaim, “ My feet were almost gone ; my steps had well nigh 
slipped, for I was envious at the foolish when I saw the prosperity of the 
wicked.” But a further end is to be pointed out, which the Book of Job 
accomplishes in the Divine Scheme, 

The Jew expected a temporal deliverer ; and “ his hopes and aspirations 
in behalf of his nation and race combined with his previous prejudice in 
favor of present rewards in committing him to the confident expectation 
of a visibly prosperous and glorious Messiah. It is evident that to resist 
such a traditional notion of a Messiah some book would be serviceable 
which would specially resist that view of this world upon which such a 
notion was founded. If the Jew was to accept a Messiah who was to lead 
a life of sorrow and abasement, and to be crucified between thieves, it was 
necessary that he should be somewhere or other distinctly taught that virtue 
was not always rewarded here, and that therefore no argument could be 
drawn from affliction and ignominy against the person who suffered it. 
The Book of Job does this. It spoke things @wvayvta ovvetoiaty, in de- 
scribing the afflictions of one, whom when the ear heard, it ‘ blessed him, 
and when the eye saw, it gave witness unto him; who delivered the poor 
that cried, the fatherless and him that had none to help him.’ And thus 
it stood in a particular relation to the prophetic books of Scripture—a 
kind of interpretative one ; supplying a caution where they raised hopes, 
suggesting suspicions of apparent meaning and conjectures as to a deeper 
one, and drawing men from a too material to a more refined faith. Ac- 
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cordingly, all the Fathers agree in declaring that Job prefigured Christ : 
that as David typified the Conqueror, he typified the Victim; and that, 
put before us in the one special character of an undeserving sufferer, he 
foreshadowed the great undeserving Sufferer of all, the Sufferer upon the 
Cross.” 

These principles have been well summed up by the latest writer on the 
subject :—“ The Book of Job has for its strictly elaborated theme, a prob- 
lem which, as the ample discussion of it proves, impressed most pro- 
foundly the religious life of men under the Theocracy : the question, namely, 
how the sufferings of the righteous are related to the Divine justice; or 
‘the Mystery of the Cross,’ ”” 

If. The Book of Esther. Difficulties have been raised with respect to 
the fitness of this Book to form an element of the Canon of Scripture ; 
but as to the fact of its recognition as Canonical no doubt can be enter- 
tained: from the first it has ever stood in the highest estimation among 
the Jews.’ As to its relation to other parts of the Divine Scheme, it may 
be observed that from this Book only can we answer the question, Did 
God confine to the one or two Tribes that returned to Jerusalem the many 
promises which He had given to the people of Israel in general, that when 
they turned to Him again, they should find Him in the hour of their need ? 

1 See loc. cit. p. 208. I do not, of course, mean to imply that this is the only ob- 
ject designed by the Holy Spirit in the composition of the Book of Job. See, for 
example, the very interesting (and to the present view by no means inappropriate) 
remarks of Mr. De Burgh, in his lately published ‘‘ Donnellan Lectures,” on the title 
“Redeemer” (5x2, Job, xix. 25), “here first given to the Saviour * * * but ap- 
plicable to redemption only in a special sense, and literally denoting an ‘ Avenger’ ” 
(cf. Num. xxv.; Josh. xx.) * *.* ‘When redemption by sacrifice or atonement 
is spoken of, a different term is invariably employed (M75): as in Ex. xiii. 13.” 
* * * “ «T know that my AVENGER liveth, and that He shall stand at the latter 
day upon the earth,’ Who in that day, as ‘the righteous Judge’ should vindicate him 
[Job] from the unjust judgment of his persecutors; and also avenge him of that which 
1s the great power of the spiritual adversary—Death, with its forerunner, Disease, 
and its follower, the Grave” (pp. 64-66). Nor, again, do I mean to imply that, 
although Scripture, at the close of the Book, in passing judgment upon the whole 
discussion between Job and his friends, definitely declares that he ‘had spoken the 
thing that was right,” whereas his friends, who had taken the opposite line to him, 
had offended,—I do not mean to imply, I say, that Job’s treatment of the subject is, 
in all respects, unexceptionable. Indeed, that his feelings hurried him away, and 
required correction, we learn not only from the rebuke which Jehovah administered 
(‘The Lord answered Job out of the whirlwind, and said, * * * Shall he that 
contendeth with the Almighty instruct him? he that reproveth God, let him answer 
it”—xl. 2), but also from Job’s own retractation :—‘ I know that Thou canst do every- 
thing, and that no thought can be withholden from Thee. * * * I uttered that I 
understood not; things too wonderful for me, which I knew not. * * * Where- 
fore I abhor myself, and repent in dust and ashes.”—xlii. 2-6. That such an ad- 
mission does not, however, involve anything in the least derogatory to the inspired 
character of the Book will at once appear from attending to the true idea of Inspira- 
tion, as laid down in the preceding pages. —Of. supra, p. 41, note }. 

? ©. F. Keil, in his continuation of Hiivernick’s “ Kinleitung,” B. iii. s. 300. 
* In proof of its historical character it is unnecessary to say more than that the insti- 

tution of the Feast of Purim (ch. ix. 21, &c.)—founded upon the fact which forms the 
entire theme of the Book—can receive no other possible explanation than by admit- 
ting the reality of that fact. This is granted in substance even by De Wette (§ 198, 
b.). In proof of its inspiraiion, it need only be said that it was received into tho 
Canon (see Lecture ii. p. 43, &c). 

< 
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or had the Israelites who continued to dwell in the land of the Gentiles 
any share in those promises? The Book of Esther affords one great proof, 
—from which many others may be inferred,—that even in the Dispersion 
the children of Abraham, if they only sought their God, ever experienced 
His support; if not, as in other days, by manifestations of miraculous 
power, yet an assistance which proved that His word had not been spoken 
in vain.’ “The manner in which the deliverance, at that time, ensued, 
affords, next to the history of Joseph, the greatest proof which the Bible 
contains, of how God, in the ordinary course of His Providence, with quiet, 
noiseless rule, connects, ordains, guides the most minute circumstances :— 
everything appearing to come to pass as if by chance; and everything, at 
the same time, contributing to His ends as certainly as by means of a 
manifestly miraculous dispensation.” * 

One word as to the popular objection, that the absence of the name of 
God from the Book of Esther deprives it of a religious character. It might 
be sufficient to reply, that were this conclusion just, it would never have 
been received into the Canon by the Jews of Palestine :—but a full answer 
is supplied by that portion of the narrative which describes the cause of the 
calamity which threatened the Jews—ch. iii. 1, &e. The occasion from 
which it arose was in the strictest sense a religious question: namely, the 
refusal to perform an act of heathen adoration, because the Law of the Jews 
did not permit it. The author points out this fact in the clearest manner: 
“The King’s servants that were in the King’s gate bowed and reverenced 
Haman: for the King had so commanded concerning him. But Mordecai 
bowed not. * * * And Haman said unto King Ahasuerus, There is a 
certain people scattered abroad and dispersed among the people in all the 
provinces of thy kingdom ; and their Jaws are diverse from all people, 
neither keep they the King’s laws.”—ii. 2-8*. This conduct of Mordecai, 
in fact, is an exact parallel to. what is recorded of Daniel (ch. iii. and 
vi.): all such instances exhibiting on the part of the different individuals, 
the saine intense devotion to the Law, and the institutions of the Theocracy.* 

? That such was the impression produced by this narrative upon the Jewish mind, 
is plain from the traditional statements preserved in the apocryphal additions to the 
Book: ‘Then Mardocheus said, God hath done these things. * * * My nation is 
this Israel which cried to God and were saved: for the Lord hath saved His people. 
* * * God remembered His people, and justified his inheritance.”—ch. x. 4-12 
(after the Greek). Is what Bishop Butler calls ‘The appearance of a standing mira- 
cle in the Jews remaining a distinct people in their dispersion,” notwithstanding their 
almost uninterrupted persecution, anything else than a perpetuated repetition of the 
events of this history? 

* Képpen “ Die Bibel ein Werk der géttl. Weisheit,” B. ii. s. 102. 
3 This fact is again confirmed by the tradition:—‘ Then Mardocheus thought upon 

all the works of the Lord, and made his prayer unto Him, saying, Thou art Lord of all 
things, Thou knowest, Lord, that it was neither in contempt nor pride, nor for any 
desire of glory, that I did not bow down to proud Aman. For I could have been 
content with good will for the salvation of Israel to kiss the soles of his feet. But I 
did this that [ might not prefer the glory of man above the glory of God : neither 
will I worship any but Thee, O God.”—ch. xiii. 8-14, Mordecai’s conduct is ex- 
plained on the same grounds by Josephus, Ant. XI. vi. 5. 

4 See Hiivernick, “ Kinleitung,” Th. 1. Abth. i. s. 360. To the same effect also is 
the tone of Esther’s prayer, which the tradition has also preserved, and which ends 
thus: “O Thou mighty God above all, hear the voice of the forlorn.”—ch, xiy. 19. 
Cf. also the prayers preserved by Josephus. See Koppen, loc. cit. s. 107. 

af 
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Ill. The Books of Chronicles." Even a rapid survey of the Books of 
Chronicles will exhibit their object as both strictly defined, and of the most 
profound importance. 

On the return of the Jews from their Captivity not only the means of 
reviving the spirit of the nation, crushed by a protracted exile, but also 
the renewal of the ancient sacred institutions and a fundamental reform of 
the abuses that had crept in, were the subjects which occupied all minds. 
Hence, the promises to the dynasty of David, the restoration of the Temple, 
and the details of public worship, were topics of absorbing interest. The 
contents of the Books of Chronicles exemplify this state of feeling :—The 
section 1 Chron. i—ix. is deveted to genealogies ; ch, x.-xxix. to the history 
of David; 2 Chron. i.-ix. contain the history of Solomon,—and this chiefly 
as regards his part as builder of the Temple; ch. x—xxxvi. embrace the 
events of the Kingdom of Judah, with special reference to the worship of 
Jehovah. As to the historical details, it may be observed, in general, that 
their bearing upon other parts of the Old Testament, and their relation to 
the Divine Scheme, as there exhibited, do not yield in point of interest or 
importance to any other portion of Scripture. To prove this la‘ter asser- 
tion I must restrict myself to a single example elucidating a principle 
already pointed out,’—viz., that God’s Revelation has been, for the most 
part, conveyed according to the remarkable Law that “each prediction 
proceeds from, and attaches itself to, some definite fact in the historical 
present.” 

The twentieth chapter of the second Book of Chronicles contains an ac- 
count of Jehoshaphat’s victory over the Moabites, Ammonites, and other 
tribes. “A brilliant confirmation of this account is afforded by the pre- 
diction (without this information quite unintelligible) contained in Joel, iii. 
The entire form of the prophetic.intuition rests upon the ground of this 
narrative: it is the substratum of the great judgment pronounced by God 
upon the enemies of the Theocracy. In the valley of Jehoshaphat the 
heathen are gathered to be judged (Joel, iii. 2). As in that war, so here 
also Jehovah leads His heroes (‘Thither cause Thy mighty ones to come 
down, O Lord,—ver. 11). Hosts upon hosts have assembled (ver. 
14.—p 27 Been; cf. 2 Chron. xx. 2, 15—an jn). Itis not now “the 
valley of blessing” (n212 p»--2 Chron. xx. 26), but “the valley of de- 
cision” (yiann psx—Joel, iii. 14). A time still more happy, and incom- 
parably more glorious than that under Jehoshaphat, (2 Chron. xx. 27, &e.) 
tollows the victory of the Lord (Joel, iii, 18, &c.)*” 

To return to the genealogies. The accouut of the genealogy of the 

1 See Hiivernick, ‘‘ Kinleitung,” Th. mu. Abth. i.s. 174 ff Dr. Moses Stuart— 
having enumerated, without annexing any refutation, most of the strong points which 
De Wette and others conceive that they have established against the inspiration of 
these books,—observes: ‘The devout and reverential reader of the Old Testament 
has, it must be confessed, some difficulties of a serious nature to encounter in regard 
to such things in the Chronicles as have been pointed out. The tyro in matters of 
sacred criticism must certainly feel that he has a formidable task before him; specially 
if he adopts the theory of plenary verbal inspiration.”—On the O. T. Canon, p. 142. 
On the consideration of so extensive a subject I cannot enter here; but would refer 
to Havernick’s admirable criticism, which, I should observe, Dr. Stuart states (p. 146) 
that he has not seen. 

2 Lecture iv. p. 147, &e. * Havernick, loc. cit. s. 216, 
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Patriarchs is followed by that of the Tribe of Judah, and of the house of 
David—1 Chron. ii—iv. 23. Compared with this statement, the genea- 
logical notices relative to Simeon, Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh (iv. 24-y. 
26) are exceedingly brief; and these again are followed by the particularly 
copious genealogies of the Levites (vi. 1-18). The Tribe of Benjamin is 
mentioned at great length (vii. 6-125 vill. 1-40; ix. 85-44); but the 
Tribes of the Kingdom of Israel are either glanced at cursorily (as Naph- 
tali, ch. vii. 13), or passed over in silence (as Zebulon and Dan): while, 
on the other hand, the sacred writer comes back once more to the families 
of the Levites in ch. ix. 1-34. Two important features of the case thus 
present themselves :—(1) We know that on the return from the Exile in 
Babylon all persons were excluded from the sacerdotal office who were un- 
able to prove their Levitical descent (Ezra, ii. 61, 62; Neh, vii. 64, 65); 
and we learn from Josephus (“ Cont. Apion.,” lib. 1. vii., and “ Vita,” §1) 
that this strictness was never relaxed. Joscphus also tells us the motive 
of such precautions: to this chosen family was committed the custody of 
the Sacred Books ; and the accurate preservation of the genealogies he 
considers “both natural and necessary,” in order to secure more perfectly 
a deposit so precious.’ Hence, therefore, we clearly discern the import- 
ance of this portion of the genealogical records of the Books of Chronicles. 
But (2) we can at once perceive how the family annals of David’s line are 
inseparably connected with the whole scheme of Redemption. The man- 
ner in which this record is inserted (see 1 Chron. iii.) is particularly strik- 
ing. “In communicating the genealogy of the Davidic family alone the 
author makes an exception, and continues it to his own time. Not with- 
out just grounds. In the period that followed the Exile the Messianic 
hopes, awakened by the subjection of the people, were again excited: the 
Messiah Himself, in accordance with a promise recently given, was to adorn 
by His Presence the Temple which had been erected anew. It must have 
been a matter of importance for the writer’s contemporaries to find col- 
lected here the names of the still remaining descendants of the ancient 
reigning house; who, although little celebrated, and even otherwise un- 
known to us from the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, were yet to be the 
ancestors of the longed-for Deliverer. He therefore continues the gene- 
alogy of the line of Solomon up to two generations after the Exile—ie., 
perhaps up to his own time. Thus, ch. iii. 19, 20, the sons of Zerubbabel 
are named :—Meshullam, Hananiah, &c; to which are added the names 
of two sons of Hananiah, Pelatiah and Jesaiah, with whom the gene- 
alogy terminates—the author then proceeding to enumerate some of the 
posterity of David.” 

1 See Lecture ii. p. 68, and infra, Appendix F. 
? Movers, “ Kritische Untersuch,” s. 29. Havernick confirms the justice of this 

remark by pointing out that, in a similar period of humiliation,—“ in which but the 
faintest traces of the Messianic idea can be pointed out,” viz., the age of the Maceca- 
bees,—the idea of the permanence of the royal line of David was still vividly cher- 
ished: ‘‘ David for being merciful possessed the throne of an everlasting kingdom.”— 
1 Mace. ii. 57; ef. Eeclus. xlvii. 11; and as to the future glories of Jerusalem, see 
Tobit, xiii. 7-18; xiv. 4-T—xaldc tAdAyoay of mpodprac ;—see his “ Neue kritischo 
Untersuch. iib. das B. Daniel,” s. 34. 
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APPENDIX C. 

MODERN THEORIES OF INSPIRATION. 

(Lecture IL—Pace 34.) 

Any account of the theories of Inspiration which have been put forward 
in modern times naturally commences with the period of the Reforma- 
tion. In the general religious commotion of that epoch, it could scarcely 
have been expected that the heat of party controversy should not have 
prompted men of the most opposite views to hazard opinions respecting 
the authority of Scripture, which in a cooler frame of mind they would 
have wholly disavowed. And, accordingly, we find both Protestants 
and adherents of the Church of Rome equally obnoxious to such a charge. 
In proof of this assertion one can appeal to the writings of Luther and 
of Erasmus. 

I. The opinions of Luther with respect to Scripture,—the Divine char- 
acter of which, it is, perhaps, needless to remark, he resolutely and consist- 
ently maintained,—had relation to two distinct subjects: the canonical 
authority of certain portions of the Bible, and the nature of Inspiration 
in general. It has been already observed that these two questions, al- 
though continually confounded, are wholly distinct; and attention has 
been drawn to the fact—exhibited by every page of his writings—that 
Luther's rejection of particular Books arose, not from his refusing to ac- 
knowledge the Divine origin and character of the Bible, but from his 
venturing to lay down a certain standard by which to test the claim of 
any composition to have proceeded from God. The natural result of 
such a procedure on his part—and the same must necessarily happen in 
every similar case—was the rejection of those writings which failed, in his 
estimation, to satisfy the criterion by which he assumed that they must be 
judged." 

“These views of Luther,” writes H. W. J. Thiersch, “of which the 
subordinate position occupied in our German editions of the Bible by the 
Epistle of the Hebrews, the Epistles of James and Jude, together with 
the Apocalypse, is a permanent memorial,—were either upheld tor a period 
by his successors, the orthodox Lutherans (although in a milder form), or, 
at least, were judged very leniently.”” 

"See supra, Lect. i. p. 47, and Lect. ii. p.'79. The criterion which Luther pro- 
posed will be seen from the following extract from his Preface to the Epistles of S. 
James and S. Jude: “Das Amt eines rechten Apostels ist, dass er von Christi Leiden, 
und Auferstehung, und Amt predige, und lege desselbigen Glaubens Grund, wie er 
selbst saget, Joh. xv. 27: ‘Ihr werdet von mir zeugen.’ Und darinne stimmen alle 
rechtschaffene heilige Biicher iiberein, dass sie allesammt Christum predigen und 
treiben. Auch ist das der rechte Priifestein aller Biicher zu tadeln, wenn man siehet, OB 
SIE CHRISTUM TREIBEN ODER NICHT. * * * Was Christum nicht lehret, das ist 
noch nicht Apostolisch, wenne gleich Sanct Petrus oder St. Paulus lehrete. Wiederum, 
was Christum prediget, das ware Apostolisch wenns gleich Judas, Hannas, Pilatus, 
und Herodes that.”— Werke (Walch’s Aufz., B. xiv. s. 149). 

* “Versuch zur Herstell,” s. 17. Of the evil consequences of Luther's rash de- 
cisions on this subject, every one who has looked into the writings of neologists, of 
whatever school, must be painfully aware, His expressions are invariably brought 
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With respect to the other subject touched upon by Luther—viz., the 
nature of Inspiration itself—the following passage from the “Elementa 
Theologiz Dogmatic” of the learned Mosheim gives a succinct and just 
account :— 

“Dus sunt sententi de vocabulo Sacre Scripture. Multi, in primis 
doctores ecclesiz nostra, hoc vocabulum sensu latissimo sumunt, et per id 
intelligunt omne quod scriptum est, ut non modo veritates, sed etiam for- 
mam Spiritui S. tribuant. Duo nempe sunt in Sacra Scriptura : : materia, 

et forma. Materia sunt ips veritates ; forma est stilus, vocabula, phrases, 
et constructiones, &c. At sunt tamen in ecclesia nostra nonnulli qui secus 
sentiunt, et docent Spiritum 8. tantum materiam Sacre Scripture i inspirasse, 
sed non formam. Esto propositio: Fides sola justificat; hee veritas a 
Spiritu S. proficiscitur, et forma ejus a sancto Paulo, Hujus sententiz in 
nostra ecclesia auctor est ipse Lutherus, qui in nonnullis locis scriptorum 
suorum clare fatetur Spiritum S. modo materiam inspirasse. Praecipue 
Theologi Szec. xvi. hanc sententiam habuere. Sed hee sententia a Ponti- 
ficiis in defensionem propositionum suarum trahebatur. Hance enim Ponti- 
ficii conclusionem fecerunt:—Si Spiritus S. materiam tantum inspiravit, 
fieri potuit ut Prophetz et Apostoli in enunciando et scribendo erraverint, 
et satis luculenter propositiones et veritates a Spiritu 8. inspiratas non pro- 
posuerint. Inde concludebant: necessarium ergo est, ut Scriptures Sacre 
aliud principium adjungatur. Quum ita concluderent Pontificii, Theologi 
nostri deserebant Lutheri sententiam, et sub fine Sic. xvi. et sub initium 
Sec. xvii. hance sententiam assumserunt: Sacram Scripturam non modo 
quoad materiam, sed etiam quoad formam a Spiritu S. inspiratam esse. 
Hee sententia primo in Saxonia oriebatur, et deinde per totam fere eccle- 
siam dilatata est. At supersunt tamen quidam Theologi, qui sententiam 
Lutheri dimittere nolunt.”—pp. 111, 112. 

The reaction to which Mosheim here refers may be exemplified by the 
theory of the younger Buxtorf, who went so far as to maintain the inspired 
authority of even the Hebrew vowel-points and accents:’ and the strict 
‘mechanical’ theory itself of Inspiration (cf supra, p. 21, &.), in which 
that reaction terminated, is gecanatelyy laid down by Carpzovius, in his 
“ Critica Sacra Veteris Testamenti ? 

“Plura involvit Inspiratio momenta, (1) Nihil hic tribuendum esse 
hominibus prieter operam solum ministerialem, qua illapsum, divinum per- 
cipientes, prompte ac alacriter mentem manumque Deo commodarent, qui 

forward, however unjustly, as a justification of any amount of scepticism or disrespect 
to which such writers think fit to subject Holy Scripture. As examples I may refer 
to the complacency with which Bretschneider (*‘ Handb. der Dogmatik,” B. i. s. 342) 
alludes to Luther’s opinions; as well as to the remark of Mr. Greg (“ The Creed of 
Christendom”): ‘ Luther, in the Preface to his translation, inserted a protest against 
the inspiration of the Apocalypse, which protest he solemnly charged every one to 
prefix who chose to publish the translation. In this protest one of his chief grounds 
for the rejection is the suspicious fact that this writer alone blazons forth his own in- 
spiration,” p. 19. 

1 “Si Punctatio, et Accentuatio Biblica non profecta esset a Viris Propheticis, et 
extraordinariis Spiritus S. instructis donis; sed a sapientibus vulgaribus, quales seu 
his nostris temporibus, seu superioribus s: veulis, post Prophetarum tempora, imo post 
absolutum et obsignatum Talmud, fuerunt; nullo modo ita maypypec et dvavTippyta¢ 
a gente Judaica esset acceptata,” &e.—Tract. de Punct. Vocal.. Pars IL-¢c v. 
p. 335. 
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utramque pro libitu suo ageret, moveret, ac dirigeret. (2) Ad unum 
solumque Deum quicquid est Scripture S., tanquam ad causam principem, 
referri debere, ita quidem, ut non modo mysteria scripta, inde divina, sed 
ipsa quoque ypa@7 (tam scribendi actio transiens, quam ejus effectus, 
voces, apices, ac literw) Oedrvevarog esset, ac lepa ypdupata prodirent. 
(3) Idque propter immediatum et singularissimum cum amanuensibus, 
ad scribendi ministerium excitatis, concursum, quo eorum et voluntatem 
impulit ut prompte scriberent, et mentem illuminavit, ac suggestione 
rerum vocumgue consignandarum replevit, ut intelligenter scriberent, 
et manum direxit, ut infallibiliter scriberent, neque tamen plus con- 
ferrent ad Scripturam, quam calamus velocis scribe (Ps. xlv. 1).’—Pars 
I. p. 43. 

II. The opinions of Erasmus may be inferred from an Epistle written 
to him by Eckius, dated “ Ingolstadt, 2 Feb. A.D. 1518 :”—* Primo autem 
omnium, ut hinc exordiar, plures moleste ferunt, te in Annotationibus 
Matthzi capite secundo sic scripsisse : ‘ Sive quod ipsi Evangeliste testi- 
monia hujusmodi non e libris deprompserint : sed memoriz fidentes, ita 
ut fit, lapsi sint.’ Istis enim verbis innuere videris, Evangelistas more hu- 
mano scripsisse: et quod memoriz confisi hae scripserint, quod libros 
videre neglexerint, quod ita, hoc est, ob eam causam lapsi sint. Audi, mi 
Erasme, arbitrarisne Christianum patienter laturum, Evangelistas in Evan- 
geliis lapsos? Si hie vacillat Sacree Scripture auctoritas, que pars alia 
sine suspicione erroris erit ? ut pulcherrimo argumento A. Augustinus col- 
ligit."—(ap. Hrasmi opp., Epist. 303, Lugd. Bat. 1703, t. iil. p. 296.) 

These views of Erasmus were chiefly assailed by the church of Spain; 
and the excitement which they occasioned he himself describes in his ad- 
dress, “Candido Lectori,” at the close of the writing entitled, Desid. 
Erasmi Apologia adv. articulos aliquot per Monachos quosdam in His- 
paniis exhibitos” (Opp. t. ix. p. 1015). “Quid hic commemorem quos 
tumultus excitarint primum in aula Cesaris, deinde Salamantice ; quoties 
palam ac publice vociferati sint hzereticum et Luthero deteriorem Eras- 
mum ?”—(p. 1092). As an example of the objections of the Spanish 
Monks, may be taken the following, as stated under the heading, “ Contra 
auctoritatem Sacre Scripture, Evangelistarum, et Apostolorum :”—‘ Ob- 
jectio 45. In annotationibus Matthzei cap. ii. in editione 3a manifeste 
labitur Erasmus, si quis Christiana pietate rem consideret, non contentus 
verborum implicamentis. Nam et Evangelistas errasse, lapsosque esse me- 
moria contendit. Asserit item ex uno errore in Sacris Literis non derogari 
totius Scripture auctoritati..—(Z6éd. p. 1070.) Erasmus replied that he 
had not himself maintained this opinion; but had proposed it “ adversus 
morosos et impios calumniatores,” in order to defend the authority of Serip- 
ture ; so ‘that, even had its writers erred in unimportant matters, the whole 
structure might not be thereby overturned. Explanations of this nature, 
he adds, had been introduced by him “ per fictionem ;” and he obviously 
submits to the objections urged against him, when he says, “ Responsio 
45 :”—“ Et tamen quod ad meum sensum attinet, magis eorum sententie 
faveo qui credunt Apostolos in Scripturis canonicis duntaxat, nec sententia 
nec verbo lapsos fuisse.” The objectionable passages, too, appear to have 
been erased from subsequent editions of his Commentary. 

The next appearance of any controversy upon this question within the 
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Church of Rome was during the Jansenist dispute. In 1586 the Jesuits, 
Leonard Less, and John Hamel, in their public lectures in the University 
of Louvain, on “ Scripture, Grace, and Predestination,” advanced, among 
others, the following propositions :—(1) “ Ut aliquid sit Scriptura Sacra, 
non est necessarium singula ejus verba inspirata esse a Spiritu S.” (2) 
“ Non est necessarium ut singule veritates et sententiz sint immediate a 
Spiritu S. ipsi scriptori inspirate.” (3) “Liber aliquis (qualis forte est 
secundus Machabeorum) humana industria, sine assistentia Spiritus 8. 
scripius, si Spiritus S. postea testetur nihil ibi esse falsum, efficitur Scrip- 
tura sacra.” These propositions were at once condemned. The Arch- 
bishops of Cambray and Mechlin submitted them to the University of 
Douai ; and the learned Estius’ having drawn up a severe criticism, in the 
name of the Theological Faculty, the Propositions were publicly censured 
by both Universities* (A. D. 1588). The third “ Proposition” was spe- 
cially condemned :—the “ Censura” of Douai’ declaring, “ Multo magis hee 
quam dus superiores improbanda est assertio, tamquam manifesti erroris 
peticulum continens.” This “ Censura” also justly argues that, on such a 
principle, any writing of which the truth has been proved (e. g. the 
Athanasian Creed, or a book of Livy or Thucydides of which the facts 
are admitted), might be classed with Scripture : adding, “ Non enim ideo 
inspiratum aliquid divinitus est, quia postea sit approbatum, sed ideo est 
approbatum quia fwerat divinitus inspiratum.” The “ Censura” of Louvain 
compares the doctrine maintained in the objectionable propositions‘ to the 
heresy of the Anomeeans (see supra, Lecture ii. p. 87). 

? The opinions of Estius as to Inspiration may be estimated from the following re- 
marks on 2 Tim. iii. 16; where, having quoted the Vulgate, he states that the passage 
may be more clearly undersiood from the Greek :— 

“Omnis Scriptura divinitus inspirata, et utilis :\—Subaudi est. Itaque duo affir- 
mantur:—omnem Scripturam esse divinitus inspiratam; et, eandam esse utilem ad ea 
quee sequuntur. Scripéwram intelligit sacram, de qua dixerat: Sacras literas nosti. 
Nam Scripture nomine passim in Bibliis Sacra Scriptura, per antonomasiam significa- 
tur: ut Matt. xxii. 29, John, v. 39, et x. 35. Recte igitur et verissime, ex hoc loco 
statuitur omnem Scripturam sacram et canonicam Spiritu Sancto dictante esse con- 
scriptam ; ita nimirum ut non solum sententia, sed et verba singula, et verborum 
ordo, ac tota dispositic sit a Deo, tanquam per Semetipsum loquente, aut scribente. 
Hoe enim est ‘Scripturam esse Divinitus inspiratam.’ ’—Comm. in D. Pauli Epist. 

2 See Schréckh, “* Kirchen-Geschichte seit der Reformation,” B. iv. s. 293. 
3 “Censure Facultatum Sacrze Theologize Lovaniensis ac Duacensis, super quibus- 

dam articulis de Sacra Scriptura, Gratia, et Preedestinatione, A. D. 1586. Lovanii 
scripto traditis.’—Paris, 1641. 

4 Rudelbach (Die Lehre von der Inspir.,” Zeitschr. 1840, H. ii. s. 40) makes the 
judicious remark that the view advanced in Proposition (3) is plainly founded upon an 
incapacity to regard the Word of God as one organized whole. He also draws atten- 
tion to an article in Bayle’s * Dictionary” on Father Adam, a Jesuit, who in 1650 
published a sermon against the Jansenists, in which, according to Bayle, he spoke 
very freely of the Inspiration of both the Old and the New Testament. The Jansen- 
ists replied in a pampliet entitled “ Defense de S. Augustin contre le Pére Adam,” in 
which they appealed to the “Censure” of Louvain and Douai in the case of Less and 
Hamel. Rudelbach states that he has been unable to see this pamphlet. I have 
myself been equally unsuccessful; a circumstance not unusual in any matter con- 
nected with the Jansenist controversy. 

In Doddridge’s *- Dissertation on the Inspiration of the New Testament,” a curious 
opinion is advanced, in some respects analogous to the Jesuits’ Proposition (3): 
“Should God miraculously assure me that any particular writing contained nothing 
but the truth; and should He, at the same time, tell me it had been drawn up with 
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The Jesuits having appealed to the Sorbonne, and to the Universities 
of Treves and Mayence, forwarded a copy of the “ Propositions” to their 
General at Rome. The dispute was, however, terminated by an “ Apos- 
tolical Breve,” dated April 15, A.D. 1588, in which Pope Sixtus V. en- 
joined silence on all parties until the affair should be decided by the Holy 
See. In this state it still remains. 

In Calmet’s “ Dissertation sur l’Inspiration des Livres Sacres’” mention 
is made of a treatise by Claude Frassen, a Franciscan monk (A. D. 1662), 
in which three kinds of Inspiration are distinguished: “antecedent,” 
“ goncomitant,” “ consequent”—the last being identical with the Jesuit’s 
third Proposition already referred to. 

The following opinion was maintained by Henry Holden, a Doctor of 
the Theological Faculty of Paris (A. D. 1650) :— 

“ Auxilium speciale, divinitus prastituin authori cujuslibet scripti quod 
pro verbo Dei recipit Ezclesia, ad ca solummodo se porrigit qui vel sint 
pure doctrinalia, vel proximum aliquem aut necessarium habeant ad doc- 
trinalia respectum. In iis vero que non sunt de instituto scriptoris, vel ad 
alia referuntur, eo tantum subsidio Deum illi adfuisse judicamus, quod 
piisimis ceteris authovibus commune sit.”"—Divine Fidei Anal., lid. i.c. 
v. P. R. Simon, having quoted this passage, and having stated that 
Holden’s work had been approved by the Chancellor of the University 
of Paris, adds :—‘ Je me contente d’exposer I’ opinion de ce Docteur de 
la Faculté de Theologie de Paris sans oser la combattre, la voyant autoris¢e 
par de si sages Maitres. Je n’ ose pourtant pas l’appuyer dans toute son 
étendue. Il edt été bon qwil chs donné quelques exemples de ce qu’ il en- 
tend par les matieres qui ne sont point purement de doctrine, ou qui n’y 
ont point une entiere relation.”—“ Hist. Critique du texte du WN. T.,” ch. 
xxiv. p. 295. 

The view maintained, at present, in the Church of Rome, may be gathered 
from Perrone, the latest writer of authority in that Communion : “ Jure mer- 
ito Concilium Tridentinum docet unum Deum esse librorum canonicorum 
utriusque Testamenti auctorem, seu eos esse libros sacros, utpote Spiritu 
S. afflinte, salem quoad res et sententias, consciiptos. * * * Diximus 
saltem quoad res et sententias, quia cum noluerit Ecclesia definire, seu di- 
rimere quiestionem inter scholasticos agitatam, utrum prieterea Deus verba 
ipsa dictaverit, nexumque verborum et periodorum ; ideo ne controversiam 
domesticain cum Ecclesiz doctrina temere permisceremus, coaretavimus 
propositionis sensum ad rei substantiam, sine qua vera Inspiratio Divina 
neque est, neque intelligi quidem potest.”* 

out any miraculous assistance at all,—though I could not then call it inspired, I 
should be as much obliged to receive and submit to it, ou its being thus attested by 
God, as if every single word had been immediately dictated by Him.”— Works, vol. v. 
p. 346, ed. 1804. 

* “Commentaire sur la Bible,” t. viii. p. 741. 
? “Prelectiones Theologicze,” vol. ii. pars ii. p.'71. The opinion of Maldonatus 

is hardly reconetlable with such a conclusion: —“ Marcus iisdem quibus Matthaeus 
[¢. xxvi. 28] verbis, scribit, ‘Hic est Sanguis Meus Novi Test. ;’ Lucas vero ‘ Hic est 
calix Novum Test. in Meo Sanguine.’ Paulas autem ‘Hie ealix N. T. est in Meo 
Sanguine, * * * Nego Christum hoc verba dixisse. Cum enim Matthus, qui 
aderat, et Marcus, qui ex Matthieo didicerat, seribant Christum his verbis Sanguinem 
Suum tradidisse: ‘Hic est Sanguis Meus, N.'l’ * * * squum est eredere Mat- 
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Meanwhile a systematized opposition to the inspiration of Scripture 
was growing up in another quarter; suggested by the writings of an in- 
dividual through whom, as will presently be seen, the source of every hue 
and shade of modern scepticism on this question may be ultimately traced, 
Quinet has truly said: “L’homme qui de nos jours a fait faire le plus 
grand pas a I’Allemagne, ce n’est ni Kant, ni Lessing, ni le grand Fréd- 
eric; c’est Benedict Spinosa.” Benedict (or Baruch) Spinoza was born 
in 1632, and died in 1677. He was the first, observes Téllner, “ who 
made a tolerably complete collection of the objections against Inspiration. 
The result was curious. Some theologians gave up the cause as entirely lost ; 
while others attempted still to maintain it, according to the usual theory.” 
The subject, thus placed upon a new footing, was soon taken up in a 
kindred spirit by Le Clerc, whose celebrated Letters, entitled “Sentimens 
de quelques Theologiens de Hollande,” were first published in 1685. 
These Letters excited an immense sensation, especially in England;? but 
they were after all a mere reflexion of the ideas of Spinoza. As P. R. 
Simon truly observed: “En effet, ces Theologiens [from whom Le Clere’s 
work purported to have proceeded] n’ ont fait autre chose pour combattre 
P Inspiration de I’ Eeriture Sainte, que de mettre en un plus grand jour les 
raisons de Spinosa, qui a outré cette matiére sur de faux prejugés dont il 
etoit preoccupé.”*® It is unnecessary to give a particular account of Le 
Clere’s system. Suffice it to say, that he denied the fact of any Divine 
assistance in the composition of the Bible; maintaining that the ordinary 
powers of memory were sufficient to enable the authors of Scripture to 
record any communications from God which the prophets might have re- 
ceived, or the facts of history. His interpretation of some of the promises 
of Christ to His Disciples has been already quoted (Lecture vi. p. 246, 
note *); in addition to which he further asserted that S. Peter’s Vision 
(Acts, x.), and the controversy respecting Circumcision, proved that 
Christ’s promises that they should be guided into “all truth” were not 
fulfilled. From this period the works of Semler (A. D. 1771-1773), and 
the treatise of Téllner* (A. D. 1772), may be said to form the transition 

thei potius et Marci, quam Luce et Pauli, verbis Christum usum fuisse. * * * 
Credendum igitur est, verbis potius Matthet et Marci, quam Luce et Pauli usum esse.”— 
Comm, in Matth. ce. xxvi., ed. Mogunt. t. i. p. 314. 

* “ie gittliche EKingebung,” s. 453. 
* A few of the works which were published in reply may be mentioned:—‘ A 

Vindication of the Divine Authority and Inspiration of the writings of the Old and 
New Testament. In answer to the ‘Five Letters concerning the Inspiration of Serip- 
ture,” by W. Lowth, B. D.: Oxford, 1692.— The Inspiration of the New Testa- 
ment asserted and explained in answer to some modern writers,” by C. J. Lamothe: 
London, 1694; the occasion of which the author states (Pref: p. 3) to have been Le 
Clerc’s ‘“ Letters,” to which replies had already appeared from “‘ M. Witsius of Holland, 
Mr. Lowth, a divine of Oxford, Father Simon, and Father Le Vassour.”—‘ The In- 
spiration of the Old and New Testament,” by Edm. Calamy, D. D.: London, 1710; 
who observes in his Preface: “There is more of subtilty and artifice in those Let- 
ters than in anything of that kind I ever yet met with.” 

* “Histoire Critique du Nouv. Test.,” ch. xxv. p. 303. To the same effect Téllner 
writes: ‘Spinoza und Le Clere begeguen hier einander.”—loc. cit. s. 314. 

4 The unsatisfactory character of this work is well described by Rudelbach: 
“T6llner stellt uns klar die Fraction in der Zeit dar: viele schOne apologetische 
Reminiscenzen; daneben aber ein wiistes Streben, alle Gewissheit bis auf einen 
gewissen Grad zu verfliichtigen, um nachher gerade so viel in seine Construction 
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to the systems of more modern times ;—times in which, as De Maistre 
has remarked with too great truth: “ Un savant, en commentant Anacréon 
ou Catulle, trouvera I’ occasion naturelle d’ attaquer Moise.” 

But I have said that the writings of Spinoza point out the source to 
which the several varieties of modern errors respecting Inspiration may be 
traced. Spinoza, in a word, by bringing the opinions of his nation under 
the notice of subsequent writers, has introduced into Christian theology 
the speculations of the medizval Jews, and more particularly the philoso- 
phy of Maimonides, the master spirit of his race during the Christian era.' 
To such speculations are to be referred, I conceive, each of the three 
classes of opinions under which the various theories of Inspiration that 
exaggerate the human element of Scripture, may, speaking generally, be 
arranged :* 

I. The two leading representatives of the views held by the first class 
of writers—those, viz., “ Who have changed the formula ‘ The Bible is the 
Word of God, into ‘The Bible contains the Word of God, ”—are, Le 
Clerc (whose connexion with Maimonides through Spinoza has been al- 
ready traced), and Grotius, who may be regarded as the representative of 
the Arminian school. Grotius openly avows the source of his opinions :— 

“ Vere dixi non omnes libros qui sunt in Hebraeo Canone’ dictatos a 
Spiritu Sancto, Scriptos esse cum pio animi motu, non nego: et hoc est 
quod judicavit Synagoga Magna, cujus judicio in hac re stant Hebrwi. 
Sed a Spiritu Sancto dictari historias nihil fuit opus: satis fuit scriptorem 
memoria valere circa res spectatas, aut diligentia in describendis Veterum 
commentariis. Vox quoque Spiritus Sancti ambigua est: nam aut sig- 
nificat, quomodo ego accepi, afflatum Divinum, qualem habuere tum 
Prophets ordinarii, tum interdum David et Daniel ; aut significat pium 
motum, sive facultatem impellentem ad loquendum salutaria vivendi prze- 
cepta, vel res politicas et civiles, quaomodo vocem Spiritus Sancti interpre- 
tatur Maimonides ubi de scriptis illis aut historicis, aut moralibus agit. 
Si Lucas, Divino afflatu dictante, sua scripsisset, inde potius sibi sumsisset 
auctoritatem, ut Prophet faciunt, quam a testibus quorum fidem est 
secutus. Sic in iis que Paulum agentem vidit scribendis, nullo ipsi dic- 
tante afflatu opus. Quid ergo est, cur Luc libri sint Canonici? Quia 
pie ac fideliter scriptos, et de rebus momenti ad salutem maximi, Ecclesia 
primorum temporum judicavit.”—Votum pro pace Ecclesiastica, Opera, 
ed. 1679, t. ili. p. 672. 

The parentage, therefore, of this class of opinions is clear. Grotius, 
however, received his principles directly from the Jewish Doctors. 

Il. ‘The origin of the second class, comprising those hypotheses “ which 
assume various Degrees of Inspiration,” is no less obvious. I have already 
alluded (Lecture ii, p. 62, note ') to the three “ Degrees of Inspiration” 

aufzunehmen, als iam wahrscheinlich diinkte; als eine zweite Penelope zerstort er 
das Tagsgewebe um Nachtzeit wieder, nur dass er keinen heimkehrenden Herrn 
erwartet.’—loc. cit. s. 61. 

? Baumgarten Crusius (“ Bibl. Theol.” s, 220) having alluded to the notion of the 
“intellectus agens” put forward by Maimonides, truly says: ‘“ Maimonides ist in die- 
sem Artikel, und iiberhaupt, die Queile des Spinoza.” 

* See Lecture i. p. 34, &c. It is, of course, to be understood that any one of 
these three classes way be held in combination with either or both of the others. 

26 
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ascribed by the Jewish Doctors to the writers of the Old Testament ; but 
some additional remarks on the subject are necessary here. 

The Old Testament, from a period long anterior to the birth of Christ, 
has been divided into three parts, the Kethubim or Hagiographa (includ- 
ing the Psalms, Proverbs, Job, the Song of Solomon, Ruth, Lamentations, 
Ecclesiastes, Esther, Daniel, Ezra, Nehemiah, and the Chronicles); the 
Law (including the five Books of Moses); and the Prophets (including 
the remaining books). This division our Lord Himself recognised, when 
He spoke of “The Law of Moses, the Prophets, and the Psalms,.”—S. 
Luke, xxiv. 44. To explain this fact, of which no account altogether sat- 
isfactory has ever been assigned,’ the Jews have invented the notion of 
three Degrees of Inspiration; of. which hypothesis Havernick truly says: 
“This asserted diversity of Inspiration appears, even its definitions, to be 
so vague and so inexact, that one can hardly form any regular conception 
of it. Of Biblical grounds it is wholly deficient :—nay, the New Testa- 
ment rather decides quite against it, from the manner in which it speaks 
of David, Daniel,” &e. [ef. e. g. Lecture vi. p. 263, note *.|—Hnlectung, 
Th: 1. Abth, i. s. 67.7 

1 Hengstenberg, who accepts and defends the Jewish tradition that this “three- 
fold division rests upon the different relations in which the authors of the Sacred 
Books stood to God,” attempts to explain, gs follows, the obvious difficulty of such a 
position. He is speaking of the place of Daniel among the Hagiographa: *‘ The 
hame 42) was the official title of the Prophets [see supra, Lecture iv. p. 158, and 
infra, Appendix J]; and the more ancient and more general meaning (Gen. xx. 7) 
received, in the Theocracy, a closer limitation, and appears only once in poetry 
(Psalm cv. 15), and this, too, applied to those who lived before the age of Theocratic 
Prophecy. On the supposition that all the authors of Scripture could be called O°N23, 
it remains inexplicable why the Books of Ruth and Ezra, which were generally re- 
ceived, and which were extant at the time of the second collection, were not admitted 
into it, This fact proves, that in separating the historical books into two divisions, 
they were guided by definite reasons. It remains inexplicable why they parted the 
Lamentations of Jeremiah from his Predictions, and took them into the third collec- 
tion. The reason of which can be nothing else than the opinion that the Divine 
influence which the author received in this Book—bearing as it does a character pre- 
dominautly subjective—was not the same as in his Predictions. * * * In deter- 
mining the second division the collectors could not possibly receive Daniel into it. 
He had not (like the other prophets in Palestine, and Ezekiel in the Exile) labored 
among his own people as a Prophet.”—Die Authentie des Daniels, s. 25 ff. Hivernick 
truly observes with respect to this attempt to solve the problem: “ Hinen neuen 
Erklirungsversuch macht Dr. Hengstenberg; doch, wie es scheint, auch nicht 
geniigend.”— Comm. iib das B. Daniel, Kinleit. s. xl. 

2 Hiivernick observes, in his introduction to the Book of Daniel (s. xxxix.):— 
“The motives which floated before the collectors of the Canon, in their threefold 
division of it, are, for the most part, altogether unknown to us; and the knowledge 
of the reasons which influenced them seems to have been lost at a very early period. 
Josephus is altogether silent on the subject. Jerome notes the position of our Book 
[Daniel] as being something remarkable, but can give no explanation of it. Theo- 
doret makes it a matter of reproach to the Jews, that they have placed Daniel in this 
[third] division.” And yet, in his “ Kinleitung,” he accepts, with some modifications, 
the explanation proposed by Hengstenberg,—observing, however :—“ There is no dis- 
tinction between the Inspiration of the Prophets, and the writers of the Hagiographa ; 
any distinction that exists consists merely in the peculiar Theveratic position of the 
authors” (s. 65). Thus it is easy to understand why the Books of Moses formed by 
themselves a distinct class The Books composed by those who were officially 
Prophets were placed in a second division: the third consisting of ‘the remaining” 
Books,—as they are called in the Prologue to the Book of Keclesiasticus (rod vépov, 
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Let us see, however, what Maimonides says on this subject. This 
learned Rabbi was born at Corduba in Spain, A.D. 1131. He was the 
pupil, Brucker tells us (“ Hist. Phil.” vol. ii. p. 857), according to L. Afri- 
canus, of Ibnu Thophail, Ibnu Saig, and Averroes, the Arabians. Hence 
his knowledge of the writings of Aristotle, of whom Averroes was the 
ardent disciple; and hence also the justice of Havernick’s remark as to 
the source of his notion respecting the “degrees” of Inspiration (See Lec- 
ture ii. p. 62, note’), The Jews say of him, “A Mose ad Mosen, non sur- 
rexit sicut Moses.’ In accordance with the general opinion of his nation, 
he held that a supereminent degree of Inspiration must be ascribed to 
Moses, who is to be distinguished from all other prophets by four peculiar 
characteristics :— 

(1) “ All the other prophets saw the prophecy in a dream or in a 
vision; but our Rabbi Moses saw it whilst he was awake.” (2) “To all 
the other prophets it was revealed through the medium of an angel, and 
therefore they saw that which they saw in an allegory or enigma, but to 
Moses it is said, ‘ With him I will speak mouth to mouth’ (neds na, Num, 
xii. 8); and ‘face to face’” (pr2e-x poop, Ex. xxxiii. 11)". (8) “ All the 
other prophets were terrified, but with Moses it was not so; and this is 
what the Scripture says: ‘As a man speaketh uato his friend” (Ex. 
xxxiii. 11). (4) All the other prophets could not prophesy at any time 
that they wished: but with Moses 1t was not so; but at any time when 
he wished for it, the Holy Spizit came upon him; so that it was not ne- 
cessary for him to prepare his mind, for he was always ready for it, like 
the ministering angels” (mawn  .2Nb2)—Yad Hachazakah, c. vii. (Ber- 
nard’s transl. p. 116.) With special reference to this superiority of 
Moses, Maimonides proceeds in‘ his other great work, the “ Moreh Nebo- 
chim,” to lay down eleven distinct “Degrees of Prophecy,” from which 
Abarbanel has deduced the modern Jewish notion as to the three “ Degrees 
of Inspiration” under which the Old ‘Testament was written :?— 

Kal TOV TpodnTav, Ka’ TOV GAAWYV,—or, 6 Noo, Kad ai mpodyTreiat, Kat Ta 
Aotma tTOv BrBAtiwv). Daniel was placed in this last class, merely because he 
does not appear to have been a X7232, but simply a mim (see Appendix J). The Book 
of Lamentations Hivernick admits to present an exception to this rule: but he thinks 
that, from its character as a collection of poetical dirges, it was placed among the 
Hagiographa, just as Psalm xec., which was written by Moses, was also included in the 
third division. 

1 T have suggested (supra, Lecture iii. p. 128) what appears to be the true mean- 
ing of the remarkable prerogatives ascribed to Moses in these passages; and have 
also drawn attention (Lecture i. p. 41) to the wnrimportance of. such prerogatives, as 
bearing upon the Inspiration of Scripture. 

? The younger Buxtorf has translated ‘‘Is. Abarbenelis [nat. A. D, 1437] aliquot 
Dissertationes” (Basil. 1662); of which the eighth (p. 496), taken from the preface to 
his Commentary on Joshua, commences thus: ‘‘ Queeritur quare veteres Libros sacros 
diviserint in Legem, Prophetas, et Hagiographa, et quee sit harum trium appellationum 
ratio?” - One only of our wise men, says Abarbanel, has alluded to this question, 
Ephodeus, who attempts to explain it from the analogy of the three divisions of the 
Sanctuary; but this does not meet the difficulty. ‘‘ Mihi ergo videtur sapientes nos- 
tros voluisse nominibus istis monere de perfectione singularum harum partium, et 
gradu supremo quo unaqueque alteram superat.” The superiority of the Thorah con- 
sists in its being the Law of God. As to the other two divisions, in the one case the 
authors of the books were prophets; while the authors of the Hagiographa were not 
prophets,—*‘ sed ‘ Loquentes per Spiritum Sanctum,’ unde et illorum libri non vocan- 
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I. “Cum quis auxilio Divino ita instructus est et preeditus ut eo mo- 
veatur et animetur, ad magnum et heroicum aliquod facinus perpetrandum. 
Hoe donum vocatur Spiritus Domini. Et hie est gradus Judicum Israelis 
omnium.” II. “Cum homo in se sentit rem vel facultatem quampiam 
exoriri et super se quiescere, quee eum impellit ad loquendum vel de scien- 
tis et artibus, vel Psalmos et Hymnos. Et hie est de quo dicitur, quod 
loquatur per Spiritum Sanctum. Hac specie Spiritus Sancti instinctus, 
Psalmos suos scripsit David ; Proverbia, Ecclesiasten, et Cant. Canticorum, 
Salomon. Hoe afflatu scripti sunt Danielis, Jobi, et Chronicorum Libri, 
et reliqua Hagiographa, unde etiam Kethubim appellantur, quia scripta 
sunt per Spiritum Sanctum. De libello Esther palam dicunt sapientes 
nostri: ‘Libellus Esther per Spiritum Sanctum dictatus est?” [“ Primus et 
secundus sunt gradus ad Prophetiam, unde ii, qui ad duos illos gradus 
pervenerunt, non numerantur inter prophetas illos, de quibus egimus hac- 
tenus” (p. 315).] ILL. “Qui est primus Prophetiz verze, est eorum qui 
dicunt : ‘ Et fuit verbum Domini ad me.” IV. “ Cum Propheta verbum 
aliquod clave et distincte audit in somnio Prophetiz, sed non videt loquen- 
tem illud.” V. “Quando Vir aliquis in somnio loquitur cum propheta.” 
VI. “Quando Angelus cum ipso loquitur in somnio.” VII. “Cum Pro- 
pheta existimat Deum secum loqui in somnio.” VIII. “ Cum offertur ipsi 
Visio in Visione prophetica, et cum Parabolas videt.” IX. “Quando au- 
dit verba in Visione.” X. “Quando videt Virum secum loquentem in 
Visione.” XI. “Quando videt Angelum loquentem secum in Visione.”— 
Pars ii. cap. 45 (Buxtorf’s transl. p. 316, &c.). 

By virtue of the principle, “Omnis sermo qui auditur, quocunque 
etiam modo id fiat, in Somnio auditur,’ Maimonides reduces these degrees 
to eight (“Nam si falsum sit, in Vistone audiri sermonem, concident tres 
ultime gradus.”—Ibid. p. 321. 

To this source, therefore, may at once be traced the modern theory of 
various “ degrees” of Inspiration. An example of such a theory has been 
given in Lecture i. p. 34, note*; where the obvious objection to which the 
entire view is obnoxious has also been stated,—not to mention the fact 
that the opinion is, at the most, a mere hypothesis, without the slightest 
warrant in Scripture. Nor are the writers who maintain the theory even 
agreed as to the number of these “degrees.” Thus Doddridge, in his 
“ Dissertation on Inspiration” (Works, vol. v. p. 346)—from whom Dr. 
Dick (“ Lectures on Theology,” vol i. p. 195, &c.) does not materially dif- 
fer—omits,’ from the four “ degrees” usually defined as I have given 
them in the place cited, the “degree” denominated “the Inspiration of 
Direction” On the other hand, Dr. Henderson, in his “ Lectures on In- 
spiration,” (p. 364, d&c.) lays down five “ degrees :” viz. (1) A Divine 
Haucitement ; (2) An Invigoration (usually called Elevation) ; (3) Super- 
intendence ; (4) Guidance ; (5) Direct Revelation. Among the advocates 

tur prophetiz.” The books, written by those “qui locuti sunt per Spiritum Sanc- 
tum, vocarunt, D°31nD, scripta, Hagiographa * * * a@ gradu quem habuerunt 
ratione influentice Divine in illis; hoe est, quia gradus scriptorum illorum non fuit 
quod viderint formas propheticas, nec quod audiverint verba Dei Vivi, sed quod fuerint 
in gradu Spiritus Sancti:”’—for an account of which influence he appeals to the ‘‘ More 
Nebochim” of Maimonides, pars ii. cap. 45. 

’ Doddridge (/oc. cit. p. 347, note), expressly refers to the authority of Maimonides, 
and this may account for his reducing the number of “degrees” to three. 
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of this theory is to be reckoned Professor J. T. Beck of Basle, a writer to 
whose treatise, entitled “ Einleitung in das System der christ]. Lehre ; oder 
propadeutische Entwicklung der cliristl. Lehr-Wissenschaft,” I have al- 
ready acknowledged my many obligations. According to this view the 
Old and New Testaments each exhibit three ‘degrees’ of Inspiration. The 
‘degrees of Theopneustia’ in the New Testament are as follows :—(1) 
“The pisteo-dynamical: or the concentration of the universal spirit of 
Christian faith in particular organs, distinguished by the power of faith, 
for the authentic reproduction of doctrine and history already revealed.” 
To this ‘degree’ belong the Gospels of S. Mark and S. Luke, and the 
Acts; and with this influence the Deacons and some others, e. g. S. Bar- 
nabas, were endowed :—cf. Acts, vi—viil.; xi. 22-26; 1 Tim. iii. 9. (2) 
“The charismatical: or the distribution of the miraculous power of the 
Spirit in extraordinary gifts, extending to ecstasy.” This ‘degree’ dis- 
tributed over the first community of believers (Rom. xii. 5 ff; 1 Cor, xii. 
4, 7), unites itself to the first ‘degree of Theopneustia’ “according to its 
more spontaneous side, yy@or¢ and oodia ; while its more receptive side, 
drokdAviic and tpo@7reia, joins on to the third degree of Theopneustia :” 
—(3) “ The apocalyptic,” which was combined with the two former, in the 
persons of the Apostles :—men called and set apart for the work, in order 
to transmit to all the world, by means of written documents, the announce- 
ment of the mystery of God :—cf. Rom. i. 1; Eph. iii. 2-10; Col. i. 25- 
29. The “degrees of Theopneustia” in the Old Testament are :—(1) 
“ Where, in order to present with fidelity the Revelation which had al- 
ready become positive in history aud docirine, there was need of certain 
organs in which the general covenant-spirit was energetically concentrated.” 
It is difficult to point out what books belong to this ‘degree ;’ there are, 
perhaps, few in which the second does not enter. (2) “The Spirit of special 
illumination, where, by the moulding energy of the Spirit, a certain virtu- 
osity (Virtuositat) appears developed for the further dissemination of truth 
revealed in doctrine and history :—such are most of the Psalms.” Tere also 
there is a transition to the third ‘degree, (3) which “combines and _per- 
fects both the former ‘ degrees’ in the spirit of the progressive Revelation.” 
‘Thus the prophets wrote of history, and of doctrine, whether relating to 
the past, the present, or the future; and the Pentateuch “appears as a 
combination of the entire spiritual activity of the Old ‘Testament.”—$ 90- 
96, s. 235 ff. 

Ill. We now come to the third class of modern theories of Inspira- 
tion, of which Schleiermacher may be taken to be the representative, and 
the opinions of whose school have been discussed, Lecture iii. p. 100, &c. ; 
Lecture v. p. 219; Lecture vi. p. 253; and Lecture vii. p. 326, &e. Ac- 
cording to this school, “The idea of Inspiration is of quite subordinate 
importance in Christianity ;” the statements of the sacred writers being 
in fact nothing more than the results of the natural faculties of the human 
mind, exercised in reflecting upon the revelation exhibited in the Person 
of Christ (see Lecture vi. p. 253, note *). The connexion of this system 
with Judaism is remarkable. 

There are three opinions, writes Maimonides, as to Prophecy. ‘Ima. 
Sententia est vulgi et imperitee multitudinis quod Deus Opt. Max. aliquem 
ex hominibus, qui ipsi placuerit, eligat eumque mittat, nulla habita ratione, 
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an sit sapiens et eruditus, an vero indoctus et imperitus, senex an juvenis ! 
Tantum hoc requirunt, ut sit vir probus, bonus, honestus.” 

“ 2da. Sententia est sententia Philosophorum, qui dicunt : Prophetiam 
esse perfectionem quandam in natura hominis. Hane autem perfectionem, 
dicunt, neminem adipisci, nisi studio, industria, et diligentia, que id quod 
in potentia speciei inest, in actum educat; nisi impediatur vel ab impedi- 
mento aliquo interno proveniente a temperamento hominis. * * * 
Juxta hance opinionem fieri non potest, si quis idoneus sit ad Prophetiam, 
et prout decet se ad illam przeparaverit, wt actu ipso non prophetet.” 

“ 3tia. Sententia est Legis nostra. Fundamentum enim Legis nostre 
plane cum sententia Philosophorum convenit, unica tantum re excepta, hac 
videlicet, quod credimus fieri posse, ut quis sit idoneus ad Prophetiam, et 
se ad illam decenter preeparet, et tamen non prophetet, propter voluntatem 
et beneplacitum Divinum. Meo itaque judicio res hic se habet sicut in 
Miraculis. Ratio enim naturalis postulat, ut qui a natura sua idoneus est 
ad Prophetiam, prophetare deberet : qui autem id non potest facere, similis 
est ei, qui nequit movere manum suam, sicut Jeroboam. Fundamentum 
namque hujus recet precipuum, quod nos quoque requirimus, est dispositio 
vel dexteritas naturalis, et perfectio tam in moribus et qualitatibus externis, 
quam in rationalibus et intellectualibus.”"—Moreh Nebochim, Pars m1. eap. 
xxxii. (Buxtort’s transl. p. 284.) ; 

The chief element among the natural faculties from which Prophecy is 
thus said to result, viz. the “intellectus agens,” has been borrowed from 
the Peripatetics. As the learned John Smith (of Cambridge) explains 
the language of Maimonides, “The true essence of Prophecy is nothing 
else but an influence from the Deity upon the rational first, and afterwards 
the imaginative faculty by the mediation of the active intellect,’”—{“ On 
Prophecy,” ch. ii.) And this doctrine Maimonides proceeds to apply as 
follows :— 

“Si influentia ista intellectualis influat in facultatem rationalem solum 
nihilque in facultatem imaginatricem destillet, inde oriri sectam sapientum, 
speculatorum seu theoricorum. Quando vero influentia illa in utramque 
facultatem, rationalem nempe et imaginativam, easque ab illarum creatione 
in summo gradu perfectas iufluit, exinde fit secta prophetarum. Quando 

2 It should be added here that Abarbanel rejects this theory of Maimonides :— 
“Mens mihi hoc loci, non est, de preparatione loquenti, istas dispositiones preedicare, 
quas vel ex naturd homo possederit vel acquisiverit studio, uti factum R. Maimonidi, 
dum vias recenset per quas ad Prophetiam necessario perveniatur; nam illis (uti Legis 
nos scientia docet) nulla necessitas adest, conferens ipsam Prophetiam. Verum enim 
vero prieparationes seu dispositiones hee plurimum valent, &c.”—Comm. in xii. Proph. 
Min., Preef. (Husen’s transl. p. 16). 

2 “Veritas et quidditas Prophetiz nihil aliud est, quam influentia, a Deo Opt. 
Max., mediante intellectu agente, super facultatem rationalem primo, deinde super 
facultatem imaginatricem influens.” It is not to be found in every one, no matter 
what his other perfections may be, “nisi simul conjuncta sit summa facultatis imagi- 
natricis, inde ab ipsa hora nativitatis, perfectio.” * * * “Has autem tres per- 
fectiones quod attinet:—perfectionem videlicet facultatis rationalis in studendo; per- 
fectionem facultatis imaginatricis in nativitate; et perfectionem morum seu qualitatum 
in puritate cogitationum * * * has inquam quod attinet, notum est magnam 
earum inter perfectos esse differentiam et praecellentiam. Et secundum illam diffe- 
rentiam distincti quoque sunt prophetarum gradus.”—Mor. Neb. Ibid. c. xxxvi. 
p. 292, &c. 
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denique influentia illa influit solum in facultatem imaginatricem ; et in fac- 
ultate rationali imperfectio aliqua existit, exsurgit inde secta Politicorum, 
Jurisperitorum, Legislatorum, Divinatorum, Incantatorum, Somniatorum, 
et Prestigiatorum.”—Ibid, cap. xxxviil. p. 296. “It is needless to remark,” 
writes Rudelbach, “that this psychical founding of Prophecy, according 
to which the leading idea is tie ‘natural disposition,’ in no sense comes up 
to the idea of the ‘Servant of God,’ which, according to Holy Scripture, 
is common to all prophets; still less to the idea of ‘the word of God’ 
which called them, prepared them, and was the principle of their life. It 
is, perhaps, worth observing that one of the latest dogmatic writers is quite 
in accord with the Jewish teachers as to this fundamental view. Schileier- 
macher does not even conceal his belief ‘that the idea of Inspiration ap- 
pears, in this same sense, in every pious community which has a scriptural 
basis ; nay, even in the origin of civil government?” —Zeitschrift, 1840, H. 
i.s. 51. And again: having referred to Spinoza as confessedly the leader 
of all modern opposition to Inspiration; and having quoted his principle, 
—‘“Merito mentis naturam, quatenus talis cqneipitur. primam Divine 
Revelationis causam statuere possumus” (Z'ract. Theol., Pol. cap. i.), bor- 
rowed from Maimonides,—which refers Revelation to merely natural 
causes, he observes that such opinions “ deserve attention were it merely 
to recall to mind the essential elements of the system canonized by the 
modern pantheists.” On which he notes : “It is well known that Schleier- 
macher, in his ‘ Discourses concerning Religion’ (3rd edit., 1821), has 
completed the apotheosis of Spinoza; but certainly in a heathenish man- 
ner, by sacrificing on his grave a lock of his hair (indem er eine Locke 
opfert an seinem Grabe).”—JLoce. cit., H. li. s. 48. 

It is needless to refer, with any greater particularity, to the numerous 
varieties of opinion into which the theories of Inspiration, which have 
been now considered, may be subdivided. Nor, with respect to the dis- 
tinction between Revelation and Inspiration, is it necessary to add anything 
to what has been already said in the foregoing pages. It has, however, 
been observed (Lecture 1. p. 40, note’) that Origen noticed this distinc- 
tion. The occasion on which he has done so is the following :—He had 
just applied to the Law of Moses the title of mpwroyévynua of Scripture ; 
and to the Gospels that of dtapy7; the meaning of which terms he thus 
explains: wet a yap Tod¢e TaéVTAG KapTOvSG dvadépEeTat 1) dwapyA TPO OF 
TaVTWY TO TpoToyévyvTwa—and he goes on to anticipate the objection, 
that as the Acts and the Epistles were disseminated after the Gospels, his 
use of the word d7apy7% is objectionable. To which he replies :— 
Aektéov ijrot vovv eivat copav év XptoT@, wpednuévwv [piv] ev taic 
gpepouévacg ériatodAaic, deouévwn [dé] iva TioTEetvwvTar papTYpLaY TOV 
Ev ToIC vomLKoig Kal TpopNTHTLKOLG AdyotgG KEIErWV, DoTE Copa wev Kat 
Tota Aéyev Kal obddpa émiteTaypéva TH ATOOTOALKA, Od jLi]V Tapa- 
TAhowa TO* THe Aéyer Képtog Wavroxpdtwo: Kat Kata TobTO éexiatyGoV 
el érav Abyy 6 IavAoc, rdsa ypadi) Oedrvevarocg Kal wpPéAywoc, euTre- 
plAauBdver kal ta éavTow ypdpara, 7) ob Té Kaye) Aé~yw Kal oby 6 
Kiptoc, kal 76° év mdoac éxKAnoiate diaTrdooomat, Kat 76° ola émabov 
év ’Avtioyeia, év “Ikoviw, év Advotpoig Kal Ta TovTOLG TapaTAjota, 
éviore bn’ avtow ypapévTa nat Kat’ &EEFovoiar, ov py 7d eid- 
Kpivic TOV Ex Osiac éexitvoiag Adywv.—Comm. in Johann., t. iv. p. 4. 
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Here it is clear that the distinction is drawn not between one portion 
of Scripture which is inspired, and another portion which is not inspired ; 
but between words which had been uttered by “the Lord Almighty” 
(2 Cor. vi. 18), and those which were spoken in the persons of the sacred 
writers themselves (observe that in each of the three quotations S. Paul 
speaks in the first person) :—both classes of passages having been written 
under “ Divine Inspiration,” but the former being, as it were, “ unmixed” 
with human agency. And, on this principle, he goes on to consider 8. 
John’s to be the dtapyf of the Gospels. Cf. Cassiodorus, “In Psalter” 
cap. 1, t. 1. p. 33 and S. Basil,’ “ Adv. Eunom.” lib. v., t. i. p. 319, who 
refers to 1 Cor. vii. (cf. Lecture vi. p. 272, &c). 

APPENDIX D. 

THE ‘‘ LOST” BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT, 

Leorure II.—Paae 55. 

We meet with frequent reference in the Old Testament to a class of 
writings devotional and historical—writings, too, in many cases composed 
by the authors of inspired books,—which were never received into the 
Canon of Scripture. Of such compositions, some (1) are quoted to a 
greater or less extent in different parts of the Old Testament ; or, without 
any express quotation, are alluded to as being extant; while others (2) 
are plainly spoken of as the sources from which the sacred writers de- 
rived, in certain cases, their information as to historical facts. (Cf Lecture 
Vii, p. 296, note *. 

(1) “The Book of the wars of Jehovah,” quoted Numbers, xxi. 14, 
15, appears to have been one of the earliest instances of a collection of the 
popular lyrical poetry of the Hebrews (cf. Lecture iv. p. 160, note *) ; 
and the hymn, quoted in the same chapter (vv. 17, 18), seems to have 
been also taken from that collection In such poetical pieces was re-echoed 
the impression which the Lord’s dealings with His people were fitted to 
produce ; and from them was reflected the spirit of the Pentateuch, where 
Jehovah is represented fighting for Israel, as “a Man of war,” Exod. xv. 
3; ef. xiv. 14, 25. To this collection may, perhaps, also be referred the 
prophetic sayings (otherwise forming a distinct work) which are described 
as having been delivered by them “that speak in proverbs” (Num, xxi. 

1 Melchior Canus, who, so far as I am aware, was the first to state expressly this 
distinction between Revelation and Inspiration (see supra, p. 40), appears to have in- 
ferred it from these statements of the Fathers. Thus he observes, with reference to 
this passage from S. Basil:—‘ Que sacri auctores scripsere, heec in duplici sunt diffe- 
rentia. Quzedam, que supernaturali solum revelatione cognoscebant: et ea Basilius 
tradit a Spiritu Sancto esse. Alia vero naturali cognitione tenebant, quie scilicet aut 
oculis viderant, aut manibus etiam attrectaverant. Atque hee quidem, ut paulo ante 
diximus, supernaturali lumine et expressa revelatione, ut scriberentur, non egebant, 
sed egebant tamen Spiritus Sancti preesentia et auxilio peculiari, ut licet humana essent, 
et naturee ratione cognita, Divinitus tamen sine ullo errore scriberentur. Hzee vero 
illa sunt, quee, juxta Basilium, Paulus et Prophetze de suo loquebantur.”—De Locis 
Theolog. lib. ii. ce. Xviii., p. 127. 
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17); and with which many of the predictions of the future prophets are 
so intimately connected (Lect. iv. p. 160, note *; cf. Lect. vii. p. 298, &c.) 
« By the side of the objective statements of the Pentateuch,” observes 
Hengstenberg, “ proceeded the subjective in ‘the Book of the wars of 
the Lord.’ How they were related to each other, with respect to the 
preceding historical narrative, we perceive from Exod. xv.”—Beitrige, 
B. iii. s. 226. 

As the “ Book of the wars of Jehovah” contained the praises of the 
Lord for the wonders wrought by Him for Israel, so, as a continuation, it 
may be, of that collection, but certainly not identical with it, “ the Book 
of Jasher” (“the upright,”—-w7 x29, i. e. of the ideal true Israel), Josh. 
x. 13;' 2 Sam. i, 18, contained odes in honour of God’s distinguished 
servants. It was so called, perhaps, with a reference to the passages 
where Israel is described as “ Jeshurun” (jw, or maw—Deut. xxxil. 15; 
xxxili, 5, 26; Numb, xxiii. 10)—see Keil’s continuation of Havernick’s 
“ Kinleitung,” s. 8. 

In 1 Chron, xxviii. 11-19, we read that “David gave to Solomon the 
pattern of the porch * * * and the pattern of all that he had, by 
the Spirit, of the courts of the House of the Lord. * * * Also for 
the courses of the Priests and the Levites. * * * All this, said 
David, the Lord made me understand in writing by His hand upon me, 
even all the works of this pattern.” That this document was the recog- 
nised guide in the ritual worship of the Temple, we learn from the words 
of Josiah to the Priests and Levites: “ Prepare yourselves by the houses 
of your fathers, after your courses, according to the writing of David 
King of Israel, and according to the writing of Solomon his son,”—2 
Chron. xxxv. 4. 

In 1 Kings, iv. 32, we read that Solomon “spake three thousand 
proverbs, and his songs were a thousand and five :” and yet only two of 
his Psalms are in the Canon—viz. Psalm Ixxii. and exxvii. 

It seems clear from 2 Chron. xxxv. 25, that Jeremiah composed a dirge 
on the death of Josiah: “ Jeremiah lamented for Josiah, * * * and 
behold they are written in the Lamentations.” 

(2) To turn, in the next place, to those prophetical and other writings 
which are appealed to by the authors of the Old Testament, as the sources 
from which their statements have been taken.’ The division of the land, 
described by Joshua in the section ch. xiii—xxii., is founded upon a docu- 
ment drawn up by the “three men for each tribe” “ who passed through 
the land, and described it by cities, into seven parts, in a Book (npo->3).” 
—Josh. xviii. 9. And here a remark may be made, the importance of 

1 It is curious to observe what slender grounds are sufficient for an assault upon 
the integrity of Scripture:—“ It is worthy of remark that the Book of Joshua (x. 13) 
quotes the book of Jasher which must have been written as late as the time of David 
(2 Sam. i. 18). See De Wette, ii. 187.”"—Greg, The Creed of Christendom, p. 38. The 
bare mention of the fact that this work consisted of a collection of popular poetry,— 
to which, of course, additions were made from time to time,—exposes the weakness 
of this cavil. 

? To this class of writings some add ‘‘The manner of the kingdom” which Samuel 
“wrote in a book.”—1 Sam. x. 25. This does not appear, however, to have been a 
distinct work: see Lecture vii. p. 289, note. 

* For the remarks which follow, ef. Havernick, “ Einleitung,” Th. ii. Abth. i. 
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which will presently appear, that the author of the Books of Chronicles 
had other sources of information with respect to such facts, than the Book 
of Joshua. Thus the account of the possessions of the Levites in 1 Chron. 

_ vi. 54-81, differs from that given in Josh. xxi, The progress of time, in- 
deed, must necessarily have rendered the former description inexact: e. g. 
Ziklag (Josh. xix. 5) was assigned to the Tribe of Simeon; but we learn 
from 1 Sam. xxvii. 6, that it afterwards “ pertained unto the Kings of 
Judah,” 

The author of the Books of Samuel, on one occasion only (namely, 2 
Sam. i. 18, already noticed) makes express mention of documentary sources. 
The frequent insertion, however, of poetic pieces plainly intimates that 
such sources were at his command :—viz. the Song of Hannah, 1 Sam. ii. 
1-10; the Hymn of Victory, xviii. 6, &c.; the Lament of David for Saul 
and Jonathan, 2 Sam, i. 17-27, and for Abner, iii. 33, 34; David’s Psalms, 
contained in ch. xxii. and in xxiii, 1-7. Hence we may not unfairly form 
a conjecture as to the source of such quotations ; and conclude that these 
poetic pieces were selected from the “Book of Jasher.” We read, too, in 
1 Chron. xxix. 29, that “the acts of David are written in the Book of 
Samuel, and in the Book of Nathan, and in the Book of Gad ;” any or all 
of which may have been the author’s sources :—for it is clear that these 
were distinct works, since the “ Book of Nathan” alone is referred to in 2 
Chron. ix. 29 (“The acts of Solomon, are they not written in the Book of 
Nathan, and in the prophecy of Ahijah, and in the visions of Iddo.”) with- 
out any allusion to the Books of Samuel or Gad. 

The author of the Books of Kings on one occasion appeals to “ the 
Book of the acts of Solomon (medw 23 72D)”—1 Kings, xi. 41: the 
other sources to which he has referred being “The Book of the Chronicles 
(grcrn ona7 42d) of the Kings of Judah,” or of “ Israel :”—writings which 
are quoted thirty-one times up to the history of Jehoiakim, 2 Kings, xxiv. 
5. That a selection only was made from such documents is obvious from 
the use, in all cases, of the phrase “ the rest of (an>) the acts,” &c.; while 
it is also plain that our books of Chronicles are not the sources employed. 
The documents in question were the public records of the kingdom, which 
the sacred historians of the Hebrews, like other Oriental annalists, were 
accustomed to adduce as their authorities (cf. Ezra, iv. 15; Esther, vi. 1; 
x. 2.) The passage Neh. xii. 23, is conclusive on this point, as has been 
already proved, Lecture vii. p. 296, note *. 

That the documents thus made use of were in most, if not all, instances, 
composed by Prophets, will be seen farther on. 

In the Books of Chronicles, with the exception of the section 1 Chron. 
iii. 2,—and even here the tacts borrowed are compressed as much as 
possible (cf. i. 24-27, with Gen, xi. 10-26 ; and i. 32, 33, with Gen. xxv. 
1—4),—the canonical Books of Scripture are not employed as the sources : 
this assertion, however, must be proved. The Books of Chronicles may 
be divided into the following sections :— 

I. The Genealogies, 1 Chron. i-ix.:—(1) The author gives ample in- 
formation as to the authorities to which he refers, He appeals to the 
public register of the Tribes, of which Nehemiah writes :—“I found a 
register of the genealogy (wnmn 129) of them which came up at the first, 
and found written therein,” &¢.—vii. 5. See 1 Chron, iv. 33; v. 1, 7,17; 
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vii. 7,9, 40; ix. 1.‘ To the collection of such registers he refers ch. ix. 1; 
and we learn from ch. v, 17, that we are to refer the origin of census-lists 
of this nature to the times of Jotham and Jeroboam II. (2) He does not 
borrow from the other canonical books. This appears, speaking generally, 
not only from the absence of any such striking agreement with those 
books, as must have existed had the Chronicler taken them as his sources ; 
but also from the additional information which his statements so often sup- 
ply: e. g. 1 Chron. ii, 13-17 (cf. 1 Sam. xvi. 6, &.) ; ili, 20-24; iv, 1- 
23; v.16-34.? But this feature of the case must be examined somewhat 
more particularly, namely,—Has the author, or has he not, made use of 
the Books of Samuel and the Books of Kings? a question with which the 
present inquiry, as to the existence of a distinct branch of Hebrew litera- 
ture is essentially connected. The reply to this question will inform us of 
the authorities from which the Chronicler has actually derived his facts. 

Il. In the section 1 Chron. x.-xxix., which contains the history of 
David, the sources appear to have been (1) works written by early pro- 
phets, and contemporaneous with the events which they record ; together 
with (2) a book of later date, compiled from the annals which the author 
had employed in the opening chapters. (1) The account of David’s reign 
closes with the words: “ Now the acts of David the King, first and last, 
behold, they are written in the book of Samuel the Seer, and in the Book 
of Nathan the Prophet, and in the Book of Gad the Seer’—1 Chron. 
xxix. 29:—we have already seen that these were separate, independent 
works. 

(2) The lists of David’s heroes (ch. xi. 10, &c.), and of those who 
came to him to Ziklag (ch, xii. 1-22); the information as to the Levites 
(ch. xv. 17, &c.), and as to Divine worship (ch. xxii. xxvi); &c. &e.—all 
such statements point to the use of a document analogous to those em- 
ployed in thé opening chapters. But we are also informed of the exact 
nature of this document. We read, “The Levites were numbered from 
the age of thirty years and upward. * * * By the last words of 
David the Levites were numbered from twenty years old and above.”—1 ~ 
Chron. xxiii. 3, 27: we are told, moreover, that its author, “ Shemaiah the 
son of Nethaneel the scribe, one of the Levites, wrote them before the 
King and the Princes, &c.’—xxiy. 6. To this document the reader is 
more than once referred for special information, when the Chronicler 
speaks of classes of persons who were “expressed by name”—(cef. xii. 31, 
xvi. $1); its nature being more explicitly declared in the statement :— 
“Joab began to number, but he finished not, because there fell wrath for 
it against Israel; neither was the number put in the account of the Chron- 
icles of King David.” —xxvii, 24. 

ILI. In 2 Chron. i-ix. is contained the history of Solomon. We have 

1 The facts borrowed from these documents often afford occasion for explanatory 
remarks :—e. g. on the transfer of Reuben’s Birthright to the sons of Joseph— 
eh ye. 

2 One example may be given of the light which the Books of Chronicles cast upon 
other obscure portions of Scripture. 1 Chronicles, iv. 23, we read: “These were the 
potters, and those that dwelt among plants and hedges: there they dwelt with the 
king for his work.” Thus we learn that there was a well-known family of potters, of 
the tribe of Judah, set apart to labor for the kings. To these the passages, Jer. xviii. 
1, 2; xix. 1, 2; Zech. xi. 13, evidently refer. 
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seen to what source the author of the Books of Kings referred on this 
subject (1 Kings, xi. 41); but here other authorities are adduced: “The 
rest of the asts of Solomon, first and last, are they not written in the 
Book of Nathan the Prophet, and in the Propheey of Ahijah the Shilon- 
ite, and in the Visions of Iddo the Seer against Jeroboam the son of Ne- 
bat”—2 Chron. ix. 29 :—the silence of the Books of Kings with respect 
to any “ Vision of Iddo against Jeroboam,” proving that the Chronicler 
does not refer to them. 

IV. In the Section 2 Chron. x.—xxxvi., which contains the succeeding 
history of the kingdom of Judah, the document most frequently quoted is 
“the Book of the Kings of Judah and Israel”—(xvi. 11; xxv. 26; xxvii. 
73 xxviii, 263; xxxil, 32; xxxv. 27; xxxvi. 8). In xx. 34 we meet with 
“the Book (nae) of the Kings of Israel ;” and in xxxiii. 18 “the »35 of 
the Kings of Israel”—which latter work, however, was clearly not confined 
to the Ten Tribes, as it contained the history of Manasseh. These docu- 
ments are not the Books of Kings. This is proved by the fact that, in 
many instances, the Books of Kings do not contain the information for 
which the Chronicler refers to his sources:—e. g. 2 Chron. xxvii. 7 ; 
xxxiiil. 18. From considering the nature of his references it will appear 
that the Chronicler has borrowed here from three separate authorities :— 
(1) From a distinct compilation, which contained genealogical details (cf. 
xxxi. 16, &.), and also writings composed by prophets—e. g.: “The rest 
of the acts of Jehoshaphat are written in the Book of Jehu, the son of 
Hanani”—xx. 34 (Jehu is called a prophet, 1 Kings, xvi. 7); and, again: 
—“The rest of the acts of Hezekiah are written in the Vision of Isaiah 
the Prophet, the son of Amoz, in the Book of the Kings of Judah and 
Israel”—xxxii. 32. That the different elements thus referred to formed 
one compilation is confirmed by the title given in ch, xxiv, 27,’ to the 
work which the Chronicler had before him, viz. “ the Story for Commen- 
tary| of the Book of the Kings (po5$m pe wita),”—i. e. an historical 
commentary or accurate account of Jewish history, gathered out of the 
writings of the prophets; a sense which is further confirmed by the pas- 
sage: “The rest of the acts of Ahijah are written in the Story or Com- 
mentary (war) of the prophet Iddo.”—xii, 22. The other element of 
this compilation is referred to in the words: “The acts of Rehoboam, are 
they not written in the book of Shemaiah the prophet, and of Iddo the 
Seer, concerning genealogies ??—xii, 15, 

(2) The second authority referred to is expressly distinguished from 
the compilation just spoken of in the following manner. We read: * The 
rest of the acts of Manasseh, and his prayer unto his God, and the words 
of the Seers [cf. ver. 10 and 2 Kings, xxi. 10, &ec.] that spake to him in 
the name of the Lord God of Israel, behold they are writien in the book 
(words) of the Kings of Israel.”—xxxiii. 18. But in ver. 19, the Chron- 

. “Now concerning his [Joash] sons, and the greatness of the burdens laid upon 
him (>> Swen 377), and the repairing of the house of God, behold they are written 
in the story of the Book of the Kings’”—where, as Havernick suggests, in place of the 
words in Italics, we should read ‘‘the number of the prophetic denunciations against 
Joash” (see Lecture iv. p. 163, note, on Nv2)—spoken of in ver. 19. The different 
subjects which this passage embraces show how the whole compilation could 
receive the name of v7717,—‘ Commentary,” or “ Prophetical illustrations of His- 
tory.” 
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icler proceeds: “ His prayer also, and how God was entreated of him, &c., 
behold they are written among the sayings of the Scers :” or,—gas the 
margin correctly renders—* the sayings of Hosai (¥1h 27) :” in which 
words the writer clearly refers to a distinct document. 

(3) Isaiah’s biography of Uzziah: “The rest of the acts of Uzziah, 
first and last, did Isaiah the Prophet, the son of Amoz, write’—xxvi. 22 ; 
but which work was not, like Isaiah’s history of Hezekiah, inserted in the 
“ Book of the Kings.”—xxxii. 32. 

Here, then, may be repeated the questions already proposed in Lecture 
ii. p. 55 :—Why do we not find in the Old Testament Canon the docu- 
ments which have been enumerated in the preceding remarks? And 
again :—Why do we not find placed on a par with the inspired writings, 
such works as the Book of Ecclesiasticus, and the other components of 
the Apocrypha, which, it is on all hands admitted, the Jewish Church 
never received as Canonical? Only one answer, I conceive, can be given 
to such questions, viz.: “That the collection of Sacred Books was defined 
under the Divine guidance, and closed at the Divine command” (see 
supra, p. 61). 

It is unnecessary to enter here upon the modern phase of the question 
relating to the Apocrypha. Suffice it to say, that the Community which 
has exalted these writings to the dignity of Canonical Scripture, has, 
nevertheless, been compelled to place them in a lower rank than the 
Books acknowledged by all to be inspired. How a member of the Church 
of Rome can draw such a distinction, consistently with the Tridentine De- 
crees, it is needless to inquire: the agreement, however, of both Roman 
Catholics and Lutherans in their estimate of the Apocrypha is remark- 
able ;—one party cesiring to exalt the Apocrypha, the other to dower the 
authority of portions of the New Testament. Perrone—having quoted 
the Canon of Trent (Sess. iv.), in which both the Canonical and Apoc- 
ryphal Books of the Old Testament are enumerated, and which concludes 
with these words: “Si quis libros ipsos cwm omnibus suis partibus, prout 
in Ecclesia Catholica legi consueverunt, et in veteri Vulgata Editione ha- 
bentur pro Sacris et Canonicis non susceperit * * * anathema sit” 
—proceeds to say: “Ex his porro tum Veteris tum Novi Test. libris alii 
dicuntur ‘ proto-canonici,’ alii ‘ deutero-canonici? * * * Libri ‘ proto- 
canonici’ Vet. Test., auctore Josepho Flavio, xxii. sunt; nempe omnes enu- 
merati preter Baruch, Tobiam, Judith, Sapientiam, Ecclesiasticum, ac 
duos Machabzeorum, qui serius in Canonem ab Lcclesia relati sunt, 
adeoque ‘ deutero-canonici’ nuncupati. Libri ‘ proto-canonici’ N. 'T., sunt 
patiter omnes recensiti, exceptis Hpistola B. Pauli ad Hebreos, 2 Ep. 
B. Petri, duabus posterioribus S. Joannis, Hp. S. Jacobi, item Ep. S. 
Jude, et Apocalypsi B. Joannis : ut nonnullas quorumdam librorum partes 
omittamus,” (viz.: “quod attinet ad V. T., sunt hymnus trium puerorum, 
Dan. iii. 24-0; historia Susanne, cap. xiii; ac destructio Beli et Dra- 
conis, cap. xiv.; septem postrema capita libri Esther, nempe a cap. x. 4 et 
xvi. 24. Quod vero spectat ad libros N. T., sunt (1) posteriores versiculi 
cap. xvi. 8. Marci, nempe a ver. 9 ad finem; (2) historia sudoris Christi 
sanguinei quie legitur ap. S. Lucam cap. xxii. 43, 44 ; (3) historia mulieris 
adulterze Joan, vill, 2-12”)—Prealect Theol., t. ii. pars 2, p. 12. 

Tholuck accepts this statement as follows: “ Auf diese Weise bildete 
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sich auch unter den neutestamentlichen Schriften, wie unter den alttesta- 
mentlichen, der Unterschied aus zwischen kanonischen im engeren Sinne, 
und apokryphischen. Diesen letzteren Namen gebraucht Hieronymus 
geradezu von den Antilegomenen, und bezeichnet sie dadurch als solche, 
‘ quie Ecclesia legit ad zedificationem plebis,’ welche aber die Kirche nicht 
gebraucht ‘ad auctoritatem ecclesiasticorum dogmatum confirmandam,’ 
ben dieser Unterschied der neutestamentlichen Schriften ist nun auch 
von der lutherischen Kirche angenommen worden, welche ebenso im N. 
T., wie die katholische im A. T., ‘libri proto-canonici,’ und ‘ deutero-canon- 
ic’ unterscheidet.”—Der Br. an die Hebr., Einleitung, kap. vi., s. 86. 

In concluding this subject an observation must be made with reference 
to the remark of Hug, quoted p. 59, note *, to the effect that the primitive 
practice of publicly reading in the Christian assemblies the Books of the 
New Testament was the mark of distinction by which the Church formally 
declared its belief in their inspired authority. When such an argument 
is employed, we are of course to understand the practice of the Church, 
im general, as that to which the appeal is made: for it is well known that 
there were some exceptions to this principle. When it can be proved, 
however, that the use, in public worship, of any books which were not in- 
spired was, at the utmost, only partial ; and that, in the most remarkable 
case, such use can be at once accounted for from local causes; the argu- 
ment for the inspiration of the Canonical Books only which is founded 
upon the general practice of the Church, is strengthened rather than di-_ 
minished by the knowledge of such exceptions. Thus the Epistle of S. 
Clement of Rome, written in the name of the Roman Church to the Church 
of Corinth, was occasioned by a division which had arisen among the 
members of the latter, and which was healed by the wise admonitions of 
S. Clement. What more natural than that the Church of Corinth should 
continue publicly to read a document with which its history was so closely 
connected? Accordingly, S. Dionysius, bishop of Corinth (cre. A.D. 170), 
wrote to Soter, bishop of Rome, informing him, among other matters, 
that it had been the practice of his Church, from the first, to read this 
Epistle. As Eusebius interprets his meaning :—rij¢ KAjuevto¢g mpd¢ 
KopivOioveg péuvntar émtorodije, OnAGv davéxabev &F dpyaiov &ove ént 
TIC EkkAnoiac Tv dvdyvwow adirij¢g novetoOa.—Hist. Eccl. iv. c. 23, p. 
187. Considering the person by whom this Epistle had been written, we 
should rather feel surprise that the practice had not become universal (see 
supra, p. 57, &e.); but that it had not, we again learn from Eusebius, 
who, when desiring himself to express the great estimation in which §, 
Clement’s Episile was held, can say no more than that it was read év 
mAetotate éxxAnoiac (H. E, iii. c. 16, p. 108). The “Shepherd of 
Hermas,” too, was held in the greatest veneration by so high an authority 
as 8. Irenzeus (cf. e. g. “Cont. Heer.,” lib. rv. ¢. xx. p. 253); and yet, the 
“Fragment of Muratori” expressly mentions it as a book which was not 
publicly read as Scripture :—see supra, p. 57, note. It is thus referred to 
by S. Athanasius:—év d2 TO Dloméve yéyparrar éverdy Kai tovto 
KaiToe uy Ov EK TOV KAVOVO? TpOPepovor TEOTOV kK. T. A— 
De Deer. Nic. Syn., t. i. p. 223." The case of the Epistle of S. Barnabas 
has been considered already, p. 57, note *. 

1 Bishop Beveridge’s assertion, therefore, as to the universal practice of reading 
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APPENDIX E. 

THE EPISTLE OF 8. BARNABAS, 

(Lecture IIl—Page 58.) 

Our information, as to the personal history of S. Barnabas,’ is very 
scanty. According to Acts, iv. 36, he was a “Levite of the country of 
Cyprus.” Clemens Al. (“ Strom.” 1. xx. p. 489) and Eusebius (*H. E.,” 
i, 12; ii. 1) tell us that he was one of the Seventy Disciples. This 
statement fully accords with the inspired historian’s account of his early 
attachment to the Church, and zeal in its cause; for 8. Barnabas was the 
first who “having land sold it, and brought the money, and laid it at 
the Apostles’ feet.’—Acts, iv. 37. We next find him introducing the 
lately converted S. Paul to the Apostles (ix, 27); and subsequently journey- 
ing from Antioch “ to Tarsus for to seek Saul” (xi. 25), whom he accom- 
panied on his first mission as an Apostle (xiii). In consequence of the 
dispute respecting his kinsman “ John, whose surname was Mark,” he was 
for a time separated from 8. Paul (xv. 36-39); and we learn from Gal. ii. 
13, that S. Barnabas, in common with S. Peter, was led astray by the 
dissimulation of the Jews. 

Referring to the early records of the Church, we learn further that an 
Epistle was generally received as proceeding from the pen of S. Barnabas, 
which is frequently quoted in the writings of Clemens Alexandrinus and 
Origen. Its existence is also mentioned by Eusebius, 8. Jerome, and Nice- 
phorus. For many centuries all knowledge of this Epistle was confined to 
such allusions. It was for the first time printed in 1643 by Archbishop 
Ussher, at Oxford; but the entire of this impression was destroyed during 
a great fire in that city. The first edition, therefore, actually published was 
that of Hugo Menardus, in 1645; and it was followed in the next year by 
another, edited by Is. Vossius. Ussher and Menardus were inclined to 
doubt the genuineness of this composition, which, on the other hand, Vos- 
sius defended: and thus the controversy on the subject commenced. This 
controversy is free from one difficulty, ‘which, in such cases, is usually the 
most formidable: all parties admitting that, were we to confine ourselves 
tO EXTERNAL EVIDENCE, there can be no doubt that S. Barnabas was the 
author.” The manner in which early writers accepted this Epistle as the 

these three writings in the Church is, I venture to think, unsupported by sufficient 
evidence. (See his “Codex Canonum,” lib. 11. cap. ix. § 11.) 

? Ullman (“Studien u. Kritiken,” 1828, s, 378 ff) identifies S. Barnabas with Bar- 
aabas (Acts, i. 23); on the grounds that the Peschito and some MSS., in Acts, i. 23, 
for "lwo7¢ read "lwoj¢e (who “was surnamed Barnabas”—Acts, iv. 36); and that, for 
BapouBdc, Cod. D and the Ethiopian Version read Bapvéac. With this agrees the 
statement of Clemens Al. and Eusebius, that 5. Barnabas was one of the Seventy; 
for Barsabas is described as having been an eye-witness of the Life of Christ. 
Although not elected into the place of Judas, he is called an Apostle (Acts, 
xiv. 4). How does it happen, also, that we hear no more of Barsabas? Cf, the 
curious statement of the “Recogn. 8. Clementis” (ap. Coteler., t i. p. 507):— 
“Post quem Barnabas, qui et Matthias, qui in locum Judie subrogatus est Apos- 
tolus,” &e. 

? Even Ullman, who, in the essay alluded to, attempts in vain to weaken the ex- 
ternal evidence admits: “Das Hochste, was wir den Verfechtern der Aechtheit 
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work of S. Barnabas, has been already pointed out (Lecture ii. p. 58, and 
p. 58, note *); and so high an authority as Bishop Pearson can be appealed 
to as deciding “hane Epistolam eandem esse quam veteres in manibus 
habuerunt.”* Nor is this fact, that all external evidence is decisive in sup- 
port of its genuineness, questioned by its leading opponent in modern times, 
the historian Neander, who does not, however, condescend to discuss this 
branch of the question. In his remarks on the most distinguished teach- 
ers of the Church, he writes :—* We must mention here, in the first place, 
Barnabas, the well-known companion of the Apostle Paul, if an Epistle 
really belonged to him, which was known in the second century, in the 
Church of Alexandria, under his name, and which bore the superscription 
of a Catholic Epistle. But we cannot possibly recognise in it the Barna- 
bas who was worthy to be a companion of the apostolic labors of Paul, 
and who had received his name in the Church from the power of his in- 
spired elocution (vid¢ TtapakAjoewc, vid¢ mpopytetac). There floats be- 
fore us here a spirit altogether different from that of such an apostolic man. 
We here remark an educated Alexandrian Jew, who had gone over to 
Christianity ; who, by his Alexandrian education, was prepared for a more 
spiritual apprehension of Christianity, but who laid too great stress upon 
an untenable Alexandrian, artificial Jewish, gnosis; who, in a mystical ex- 
position,—which plays upon the words of the Old Testament, and which 
seems to resemble the spirit of Philo rather than the spirit of Paul, 07 even 
of the Episile to the Hebrews,—sought for special wisdom, and therein idly 
indulged himself.”* This statement of the case involves two assumptions, 
neither of which appears capable of support. (4) It is assumed, in the 
first place, that an Epistle proceeding from a companion of the Apos- 
tles, who, on certain occasions, was inspired in his preaching, must of 
necessity have been written under the influence of Inspiration. This as- 
sumption, however, is founded upon the twofold error,—that the gift of 
Inspiration was permanent (in answer to which compare the Scriptural 
facts brought forward, p. 221, note '); and that Inspiration itself is of such 
a nature as the school of Schleiermacher has defined it to be (see also p. 34, . 
and p. 219, note’). (2) The second principle assumed by Neander, or, at 
least, by the majority of writers who agree with him in his argument 
against this Epistle,—is that the system of allegorical exposition, which is 
there carried to such an extent, was unsuited alike to the age, and the ob- 
ject, of S. Barnabas, supposing him to have been the author. But both 
branches of this assumption also are again unfounded. That the principle 
of spiritually expounding the events and language of the Old Testament 
was not unsuited to the Apostolic age, we learn from the fact of the frequent 
adoption of such a system of interpretation by the New Testament writers 

zugeben, ist, dass der Brief, sofern wir bloss die Tradition [i. e. historical evidence], 
ins Auge fassen, von Barnabas seyn kann.” —Loc. cit. s. 387. 

? “Minor Theol. Works’”—“ Lect. in Acta Apost. ii.”—ed. Churton, vol. i. p. 335. 
As J. C. Rordam observes: “Unam eandemque esse Epistolam Barnab:e~ dubitari 
nequit; hoc enim satis probant loci ii, quos ex epistola Barnabze laudarunt Patres ec- 
clesiastici, qui verbo tenus in epistola nostra extant; quod neque inficias quisquam ivit 
preter Abr. Calovium, qui conjecturze vento leviori obtemperans, Epistole hujus con- 
sarcinatorem fragmenta illa Barnabee ex Clemente Alex. et Origene suo figmento in- 
seruisse suspicatur.”—De Authent. Ep. Barnabe, Hafn. 1828. p. 9. 

* Allgem. Gesch. der christ]. Kirche,” B. i. s. 1133. _ 2te Aufi. 
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themselves (e. g. Gal. iv. 22, &c.; Rom. ix. 8; 2 Cor. iii. 13, &c.; Eph. 
v. 32; Heb. vii.; ix.; x. 15 xi. 19—cf. Lecture vii. p. 318, &c.): as well 
as from its use by 8. Clement of Rome in his Epistle. Any objection, 
therefore, founded upon the exaggeration of this principle by 8. Barnabas 
(an exaggeration which I am not prepared to ped rests upon the assump-» 
tion, already shown to be without foundation, that any composition of his 
must have been free from defects; i. e. that it must have been inspired. 
Equally untenable is the objection that an allegorical exposition of the Old 
Testament was not suited to the writer’s olject. The Epistle, as all critics 
(except Lardner,— Works, vol. ii. p. 19,—who thinks it was written to 
Gentiles) allow, was addressed to Jewish Christians; for whom the author 
was bound to prove that the “Old Testament was not contrary to the New.” 
Accordingly, 8. Barnabas argues (ch. i-ix.), that, in the prophecies and 
types of the Old Testament sufficient is contained, relating to Christ and 
His death, to serve as the foundation of the New Covenant: and hence 
that the Jews cannot argue against Christianity from their own inspired 
writings. He then goes on to show that the Old Testament, as the Jews 
understood it, was but an external system; and, consequently, was to be 
done away by means of a system of internal religion which was to be pet- 
fected (ch. x.); that both Christian Baptism, and the manner of the Mes- 
siah’s death, were predicted in the Old Testament (xi.; xii.) ; and therefore 
that not Jews but Christians are the people of the inheritance. From which 
it follows (ch. xiii —xviii.) that neither was the Jewish Sabbath the true day 
of rest, but merely a type of the great Day of Rest at the end of the 
world ; nor was the Temple of Jerusalem the true dwelling of God, for Zt 
is in the hearts of believers (AaBévrTe¢ THY ddeowy TOV dpapTLOr, kat 
éArioavteg él TH dvéuaTe Tov Kupiov, éyevoueOa Kkavoi, * * * 
60 év TH Katouknrnplw Tpdv aAnbdc¢ 6 Oed¢ KatorKet év iypiv—e. xvi). 
From ch. xviii. to xxi., the contents of the Epistle are hortatory.’ 

It is to be added, that neither in the salutation nor elsewhere does the 
author name himself; nor does the Epistle appear to have had any title 
originally (see Wake’s “ Prel. Dise.,” § 35) :—facts which, coupled with 
the frequent citation of it by Clemens Al. as the production of S. Barna- 

FE. g. his exposition of the “line of scarlet thread,” given by the spies to Rahab 
“ osh. ii. 18; cf. Heb. xi. 31), as symbolizing ‘the Redemption by the Lord’s Blood 
btt Ota TOU aiuatog TOU Kupiov Avtpwotg torat)’—Ep. ad Cor. c. xii.:—see Rérdam, 

loc. cit. pp. 33, 86. 
? See the essay by C. E. Francke in Rudelbach and Guerike’s Journal for 1840, 

H. ii. s. 67 ff In ch. xv., speaking of the Lord’s rest on the Seventh Day (Gen. ii. 2) ; 
8. Barnabas says: “We are greatly deceived if we imagine that any one can now 
sanctify that day which God has made holy, without having a heart pure in all 
things. * * * He saith unto them, Your new moons and your sabbath, I cannot 
bear them (Isai. i. 13) ;—the sabbaths, says He, which ye now keep, are not accepta- 
ble unto Me, but those which I have made; when resting from all things, I shall begin 
the Eighth Day, that is the beginning of the other world. For which cause we ob- 
serve the eighth day with gladness, in which Jesus rose from the dead; and having 
manifested Himself to His Disciples, He ascended into Heaven (év 4 wai 6 "Inooig dvéorn 
ék vexpov, Kal davepwleic dvebn eig Tod¢ obpavovc)” ( Wake’s transl) On this passage 
Rirdam ingeniously observes: ‘“Crediderim pzene, haud veri absimilem esse con- 
jecturam, vestigium quoddam certe cujusdam et universalis de ultimis Jesu fatis 
loquendi rationis, forsan Symboli Apostolici elementum in hoc loco inesse.”—Loc. cit. 
p. 60. 

27 
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bas, at once meet any allegation as to the work being an intentional for- 
gery. Hefele, who, on the usual grounds, refuses to acknowledge the 
authorship of S. Barnabas, thus speaks of its date :—“ Revera primis se- 
culi secundi temporibus 107-120 epistolam nostram exaratam esse putem,” 
—FProleg. ed. altera. 

Whatever decision the reader may arrive at, from considering the fore- 
going observations, it is plain that the argument, which I have founded 
upon the admitted fact of the recognition, by the early Church, of this 
Epistle as the composition of S. Barnabas, remains altogether unaffected— 
(see supra, p. 58). One of the leading arguments of Ullmann is conse- 
quently proved to be altogether destitute of weight :— 

“Wenn der Brief aus dem Kanon ausgeschlossen wurde, so war eben 
hiermit auch seine Aechtheit geleugnet ; denn Kanonicitaét und Authentie 
fallen hier zusammen :”—because, he adds, had the Epistle proceeded from 
the pen of S. Barnabas, the Church would have felt no scruple as to re- 
ceiving it into the Canon !—Zoe, cit, s, 8385. It has been shown, however, 
that Clemens Al., who expressly states that it proceeded from “ the com- 
panion of §, Paul,” did not regard this Epistle as a portion of Scripture.— 
See Lecture i1. p. 58, note *. 

APPENDIX F. 

PHILO AND JOSEPHUS. 

(Lecture I].—Pace 64, &c.) 

Tue following extracts, in addition to those which have been already 
given from the writings of Philo and Josephus, may in each case be ranged 
under two heads ;—namely, those which express (1). their opinions with 
respect to Inspiration in general; and (2) those which contain references 
to the separate books of the Old Testament. 

I. The locus classicus (“Vita Mosis,” lib, m1. t. ii. p. 163), in which 
Philo’s theory of inspiration is conveyed, and which has been already 
dwelt upon (see supra, p. 64), as follows :— 

OvK dyvod pév odv, w¢ TdvTa Eilat ypnopol boa év Taic Lepaic BiBAoLg 
dvayéypanrat, ypnobévtec Ov’ abdrod. AéSw J& Ta idtaitepa, TPOTEPOY 
elmov Exéivo. TOV Aoyiwy yap, Ta Wev Ex MpoowToV Tod OEeod AéyeTat Ov’ 
épunvéwe Tov Oeiov mpophrov: Ta dé Ex TEvaews Kal atoKpicews EOeoTio- 
On: 7a 0 éx TpoowTov Mwiaéug émiOerdoavTog, Kat && avTov KaTacxXeE- 
Oévrog. Ta piv ovv tpara 6Aa Ou’ bAwv dpeTOv Oeiwv Oeiypar’ éort, TIC TE 
tAew Kat evepyéridoc, Ov’ Ov dtavtac pev avOparove TpdG KadoKkayabiav 
dAciper’ pwdAcora O& TO OsparevtiKdy adrov yévoc, © Tiv Tpd¢ evdatmo- 
viav ayovoav avaténver 606v. Ta 08 debrepa piéiy Eyer Kal KoLtvwviar, 
muvOavoéevov piv TOV Tpodijtov Trepl wy érreCjTEL, aToKpLvomévov O& TOD 
Oeod Kai OwWdoKxovtoc. Ta 02 Tpita dvatibetat TO vowobEéTy, weTAddYTOG 
avT@ Tov Osod Tij¢ TpoyvootiKye Ovvduews, 7 Oeortet Ta wEAAOVTA. TA 
piv ovv mpata brepOeréov: peiGova ydp éotw 7) w¢ br’ avOpwrov TLvd¢ 
érawveOivat, wodic dv bx’ obpavod Te Kal Kdomov, Kal Tij¢ TOV bAwY 
ptoews dking éyxwuracbévra, Kat dAAws A€éyeTat Woavel du’ Epunvéws. 
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‘Epunveta dé kat rpopyteia dtapepovar. Tlepi dé tHv devtépwv adbtixa 
mepdoowa OnAodvy, avvvdiyvac avtoi¢g Kai TO Tpitov eidoc, év @ Td TOD 
Aéyovroc évOovarddec éupaivera, kal’ 6 pddAcora Kal Kvpiwg vevduora 

TpopryTne. 
On this statement I have already commented. From it we learn the 

views of Philo as to the source of the “Sacred Books,” and the relations 
in which their different writers stood to God. His opinion, also, as to the 
personal state of the Prophets while subject to the Divine influence is laid 
down in the words which immediately precede the passage quoted p. 65, 
note * :— 

"Ewe ére trepiAdjurer kal repitoAct Hyudv 6 vodc, peonuBprvdy ota 
péyyoc cic raoav Thy woyiy avayéwy, év Eavtoic bvTec, ov KaTexoueOa- 
érrevdav d& mpd¢ dvopac yévntat, Kata TO eikdG ExaTAaGLG 7} EvOEDS 
émimintel, KATOYWTLKH TE Kal pavia. “OTe pév yap Pc emLAdurper TO 
Oeiov, Obetae Td dvOpwrvorv, bre O° Exetvo DbEL, TOUT’ dvioxyer Kal ava- 
tédAeL. TH O8 TpopyTiKe yévet plaei TobTO ovuBaiverv: Kk. 7. A.—where 
Philo is speaking of Gen. xv. 12 [LXX.]: epi 0& jjAiov dvopac Exotaore 
érémece TO “ABpa,—and where he understands by 7jAvo¢g the human 
spirit, and explains dvojj by éxorijvac. 

Philo’s opinion, too, as to the result of the influence (Inspiration— 
which he names 7po@7reia, in its general sense), under which the “ Sa- 
cred Books” were written, as distinct from the reception and promulgation 
by their writers of new truths from God (Revelation—épujveia), is clearly 
intimated by the language in which he adopts the tradition as to the man- 
ner in which the Seventy Interpreters translated the Hebrew Scriptures :— 
viz., that each, in his separate cell, completed the whole work; and that 
the seventy translations thus produced agreed even in the most minute 
particulars. He writes (“ De Vita Mosis,” lib. 11. t. il. p. 140) :—Kadioartec¢ 
0’ év droxptow, kal undevdg Tapb6vToOg OTt Mi] TOV Tig dbaEWS LEPOV, y7C, 
bdaTo¢, dépoc, odpavod, TEpl WY TpPAHTOV Tij¢ yevécewo EUEAAOV Lepopav- 
THOELV* KOOLOTOLiAa yap 7) THY Véuwv EaTiv apy}: KaOdrEp EvOovoLdvTES 
mpoedirevov ovk dada dAdo, Ta 0’ abta TdvTEG dvéuaTa Kal pijara, 
Oorep bToBoAEwC Exdatoig dopdtwe évnyovvToc. 

His previous account, too (¢bid. p. 139), of the notion which the trans- 
lators entertained as to what was required in a correct Version of the 
Divine Oracles, exhibits in the clearest manner the opinion which the Jews 
held as to the original Scriptures themselves :—Aoytoduevoe trap’ adbtot¢ 
doov ein TO Tpaywa Oeomraob0évtac vomoveg Kpynapwotg dtep- 
unvecery, unr’ ddedety Te, pte MpooOeivat, junTe weTaeivar Ovvamevove, 
GAAa tiv && dpyic Wéav Kai Tov Titov avtav OLtapvAdrrovrac, kK. T. A. 
Believing the history of this miracle to be true, Philo naturally regarded 
the LXX. as inspired; and his opinion as to the nature of its Inspiration 
(and therefore of Inspiration in general), we can infer from the fact that he 
constantly founds his reasoning on the language employed in the Greek 
Version :—e. g. on the insertion or omission of the article before Oed¢; _ 
as well as upon the mere selection of the words employed by the transla- 
tors. Thus, in his Treatise “ De Somniis,” lib, i. (t. i. p. 655), he argues :— 
6 lepd¢ Adyog (i. e. the Old Testament) Tdv piv dAnOeia Ocdv dia Tod 
&pOpov peujverer, elndv: "Ey ely 6 Oedg [e. g. Ex. xx, 2]. Tov 0 
év Kataxpyoee Ywpl¢o &pOpov. (See Gfrorer, “ Philo,” s, 51 ff.) And 
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again, in his treatise “De Confus. Linguar.” (t. i. p. 434), having quoted 
Gen. xi. 7 (LXX.), Svyyéwuev éxei adrev tiv yAdtrav kK. tT. 4.—he pro- 
ceeds to argue from these words “tropologically” (émi ta¢ tpomuKdc¢ 
arodéaetc) ; observing, TA pev pyTa THY Ypnowav oKid¢e TLvag woavel 
owudtwv eivat: his argument resting solely on the use in this place, by 
the LXX., of obyyvat¢ instead of dudxprowg: and he goes on (¢bid.) to 
reason similarly from the use (ver. 8) of the word déorerpev. 

IL. In addition to the references to the Books of the Old Testament, 
given supra, pp. 66, 67, may be cited the following :—Ps. xx. 22 is quoted 
with the phrase T6v Mwicéwe yvapipwr tig év buvoig edyduevog eimev— 
De Confus. Ling., t. i. p. 410; and David is elsewhere styled éraipoc¢ 
Mwivcéwc— Quod a Deo Somnia, t.i. 691. 

The Proverbs are quoted in the treatise “De Ebrietate,” t. i. p. 369 ; 
and Solomon is called a member &« tod Oeiov yopod (ibid. p. 362); and 
Tig THY HoiTyTOV Mwicéwe.—* De Congr. quer. Hrud. Grat.,” t. i. 

. 544. 
4 The words of Jeremiah (ii. 3) are introduced as uttered by “the Father 
of the Universe :”’—6 Ilatijp tTév dAwy dia tpodytiKdy ééortce aTo- 
pdtwv.—De Profugis, t.1. p. 575. 

Philo quotes Hosea (see p. 65, note *) and Zechariah alone of Minor 
Prophets, Hos. xiv. 24, is referred to with the words ;—or6wate Tpo@yTtiKa 
Oeomtabévra dOrdétupov ypnoudv.—De Mutat. Nom., t. i. p. 599. And 
Zech. vi. 12, is thus introduced :—jKxovoa pévtot kat TOV Mwvoéwe éra- 
ipwv tivd¢e dzopbeyanévov Tordvde Adyov: *Idod dvOpwrog © dvoma 
avatoAn.—De Confus. Ling., t. i. p. 414. 

Philo refers to several of the other Books without any distinctive epi- 
thet ; but, as Eichhorn observes (“ Einleit. in das A. T.,” B. i. s. 185), since 
he nowhere quotes any part of the Apocrypha, although necessarily, and, 
from his allusions, obviously, familiar with this portion of the LXX,, it 
clearly follows that the mere reference to a Book of Scripture, although 
unaccompanied by any title of respect, exhibits its pre-eminence, in Philo’s 
opinion, above all other writings; and is equivalent to a full recognition 
of its inspiration. E. g. he quotes Job, xiv. 4, with the simple phrase, @¢ 
6 "163 dnot.—De Mut. Nom., t. i. p. 585. 

In the writings of Josephus, the docus classicus alluded to supra, p. 68, 
occurs in his treatise against Apion, and is as follows :— 

I, Josephus had just alluded to the contradictions to be continually met 
with in the Greek historians. The Egyptians and Babylonians, indeed, 
paid great attention to the composition of their records; but the Jews excel 
all others :—Ilep? d& tOv tyuetépwv tpoydvwr, dre THY abtiy, & yap 
Réyewv el Kal TAeiw THY eipnuévwv Exorhoavto THY TEpl TAG dvaypapac 
emmpéderay, Toc apyLepevor Kal Toic Tpophrate TOTO TpooTdsavTeEc. Kal 
oc péxpt TOV Kal’ Hude ypéver TepbAakrat pera TOAARC axpiBetac, el 
dé Opacitepor eizety, kal pvAayOfhaeral, Teipdoouat ovvTOUME SiddoKELY. 
Od yap povov && apyije ext tobTwv Tod¢ dpiorovc, Kal TH OepaTeia TOd 
Gcod Tposedpevovtac Katéatnoayv, GAA’ brw¢ TO yévog TOY Lepéwr 
duiktov Kat Kabapov Ovanévy, tpovvénoav. Asi yap Tov peTéyovTa TIC 
iepwotrne && boeOvob¢e yvvatkde TadoToLEiabat, Kal 7) TIC KpHwara, 
unde Tac dAdac aToBAére TYac, GAA Td yévog eerdcey, Ex TOY 
apyaiwr, AauBdvovra iv dradoyjy, kat ToAAOdDS TapacyouEVvOY judpTU- 
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pac. Kal ravta mpdtrowev od pdvov én’ avrie “lovdaiac, GAA’ brov 
more sboTHLA TOU yévoug goTly Hua. kdKet TO axprec droowcerae Toi¢ 
lepevdou Treph TODS MenOvE BR Texpipeov dé péyvorov Tij¢ aKpl- 
Beiac. ob apycepei¢ of Trap’ Huiv ard OloytAiwy érav dvopaor ou Traidec eK 
maT po¢ eloiv év taic¢ dvaypapaic. Tot¢ d& TOV elpnuévwnv 6 Te ovv 
yévowro cig Tapasaoy, ar1py OpevTat pyre TOUG Bapoic raptoracbat, pare 
peréyery TAS aAane ‘gine ch Eikétw¢ ovv, paAdov dé dvayKainc, are 
pare Tov bTroypdpety adtesovaiov Tao dvroc, pire TUvog év Tole ypap- 
omévore évotonc tapwviac GAA povaVv TAY TpopyTav TH [eV GVWTETW 
Kal Ta TaAaoraTa, KaTa THY ExizvoLaV TIY ard TOD OEod pal6vTwY, Ta 
dé Kal’ avtovc ac éyeveto aaddc ovyypapévtwyv. Ov yap prpiddec 
BiBAiwv elot rap’ qyiv GOV EPOVONY Kar paxopever Ovo dé jeova T™po¢ 
Toi¢ elkoot BuBAia, Tod TaVTOC Exovra Xpovov THY avaypapiy, Ta OlKa- 
two Ocia memLoTevpéva. Kai toitwv tévte pév éote Ta Movoéwe, a Tove 
TE vOmove TEplexel, Kal THY THC advOpwroyoviacg TapddooLy, mEXpL TIC 
abrov tekevtijc. Obtoc 6 ypévoc azodAeizer tproytAiwy ddiyov étayv. 
"Ard 8 Tij¢ Mwvotwe Tekevtij¢e wéxpt Tij¢ "Apragsépsov Tov peta ZEpEqv 
Ilepodv Baoiréwe dpyiic, ol peta Mwvoiyv npopijta ta Kal? abtob¢ 
mpaylévra ovvéyparpav év tpiol Kal déxa BiBAtorc. Al dé AotTtai Téo- 
capes byvove, ei¢ TOV Oedv Kal Toi¢ dvOpwToLe TOO jKAG TOD Biov TeEpt- 
éyovowv, ’Amd d& "Aptasépfov péypt Tov Kal’ Tudo ypdvov yéypatTat 
pev Exaota* rioTewe db ody bmotac Isiwrar Toig TPO adTOV, did TO pI 
yevéobar THY TOV Tpopy Tov axpt3i dvadoxiy. Ajjdov 0” tot épyw 
TOG Hetc Toic idiore ypdupace TETLOTEDKAUED. Toootrov yap aldvog 
Hon Tapwynkdroc, ovTE TpodOeivat tic OvdEY, OUTE dpedety av7@Ov, OVTE 
pstabetvas TeTOAunKerv. dou 02 obuputov dorw ev0de &k Tij¢ TpOTNC 
yevéoews lovdaiowc, TO vonigerv abta Oeov doyuara, Kai TobTOLG EpEevELY, 
kat brép avtav, el déor, OvijoKerv Tdéwe.”’—Cont. Apion. lib. i. § 6-8, 
t. ii. p. 440. 

In this same treatise (lib. ii. t. li. p. 472), speaking of the origin of the 
LXX., Josephus styles the Old Testament “ Holy Scripture ;” Ptolemy 
Philadelphus, he observes, éwOvpqrij¢ éyéveto Tob yvOvas Tove iyuetépovg 
vouove, kal Talc TOV LepOv ypagdav BiBAoc évtvyeiv. (Cf. supra, 
», 212. 

Thee the views of Philo and Josephus, as to Inspiration, agree in all 
essential particulars appears (1) from the fact that Josephus also has used 
the term épy7qveitc in the sense in which it is employed by Philo (see Lec- 
ture ii. p. 64, &e.), although he has not developed his meaning so fully. 
Thus (“ Ant. a. v. 3, t. 1. p. 128) Moses is introduced as addressing the 
people previously to giving them the Ten Commandments. He declares 
that it is not Moses, the son of Amram and Jochebed, from whom these 
precepts proceed: they have come from Him Who made the Nile run with 
blood; Who brought water from the rock; and Who preserved Noah 
from the Deluge—Ovro¢ bptv TObTOVC yapicerat TobG Adéyovg dt’ 
Eppnvéwc éuwov. Cf. also his opinion as to the meaning of mpop7- 
7H¢.—Lecture ii. p. 67, note *. (2) Their agreement may also be inferred 
from the description which Josephus has given of the effects of the Divine 
influence, as exemplified in the case of Balaam :— 

Kai 6 pév tovabra éredeiagev, ok Ov év Eavtd, TO Ob Osiw rved- 
pate mpd adTa Kexivnévoc. Tov d& Baddkov dvayepaivoyvtoc. * * * 
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© Badaxe, pnoi, wep TOV bAwy Aoyicy Kab dSoKeic qh’ Hutv eivai te repr 
TOV TOLODTWY OLyay 7) AéyeLy, brav Hud Td TOD OLod AGBy Tredpma ; 
puwvac yap a¢ BovAetat TObTO, Kai Adyove, Ober Hudv eidéTwY, adinoty. 
* * ravted@e yap aobeveic ol tpoyivdoKew Tept TOV dvOpwretwv 
rap’ Eavt@v AauBdvovtec, WoTE wh TAdO arep brayopever Td Oeiov 
Aéyetv, BidSeoOar dé tiv éxeivov BobAnav. Oddév yap év hiv ért 
pidoarvrog eiceADeiv éxeivov juétepov.—Ant. lib. 1. vi. 5, t. i. p. 216. 
With this passage we can compare not only the statement of Philo when 
referring to this same subject (see Lecture v. p. 206, note *); but also his 
general opinion as to the personal condition of the Prophets, already 
quoted Lecture ii. p. 70, note °. 

II. As to the opinion of Josephus with respect to the Old Testament, 
it is sufficiently indicated in the passage, from his work against Apion, 
quoted above; and, therefore, special reference to his manner of citing the 
several books is not necessary here. The twenty-two books, there spoken 
of, comprise the Five books of Moses; the following thirteen written “ by 
the Prophets after Moses :”—viz., (1) Joshua, (2) Judges and Ruth, (3) 1 
and 2 Samuel, (4) 1 and 2 Kings, (5) 1 and 2 Chronicles, (6) Ezra and 
Nehemiah, (7) Esther, (8) Isaiah, (9) Jeremiah and Lamentations, (10) 
Ezekiel, (11) Daniel, (12) The Twelve Minor Prophets, (13) Job; while 
the Aovtal téooapec consist of the Books of Psalms and Proverbs, Ec- 
clesiastes, and the Song of Solomon (see De Wette on the passage, 
“ Kinleit.,” § 15, s. 20). It is needless, after so explicit a statement, to 
enter into particulars :—one may refer cither to his manner of appealing 
to Isaiah and the Twelve Minor Prophets, as adduced in Lecture ii. p. 68, 
note '; or to his allusions to Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, as cited Lec- 
ture v., p. 188, note *. It has been also pointed out (Lecture vi., p. 256, 
note *) that he places the Book of Daniel among the lepa ypdupara ; to 
which statement the following remarkable passage may be added (‘ Ant.” 
x. Xl. 7, t. i. p. 543):—dravra yap ait@ rrapaddéwe oc évi tive TOV 
feyiorwv evtvxiOn mpopynToéy * * * Ta yap BiBAta, doa J} ovy- 
ypayduevoc KatadédoiTev, dvaywvasketat Tap’ quiv ete Kad viv Kar 
TremoTevKapev && adTayv, Tt AaviijAog wider TH O&O. ob yap TA méA- 
Aovta jiovov Tpodytebwy dveTéAet, KabdtEp Kal of dAAOL Tpod7Tat, 
GAAG Kai KaLpov Opicer, cic Ov TadTa aroBhoeTar Kal TOY TpOPNTAV Ta 
xYElpw TpoAeyovTwY, Kai Ota TOTO OvaYEpatvonévoY bd TOV BactdAtwv 
kal tov TANDovc, AaviijAog ayabdv éyivero mpopitn¢g adroic, WG and 
uev tiie eldnpiac THY Tpodeyouévwn ebvotav ErtoTvdo0a Tapa TaVTWY, 
an d& Tob TéAOVE avTwy [i. e. “ex eventuum certitudine”] dAnDeta¢ trio- 
TLV, Kal OdEav OWod OeLd6THTOG Tapa TOIG byAOLG adtopépecOal. KaTédITE 
d& ypdipac, b9ev huiv 7d Tie mpopyreiac axpiBd¢ adTov Kal arapdA- 
Aaxtov éroinoe djAov [he quotes Dan. viii.] * * * ravta mdvta 
Exeivoc, Oeod deisavroc avT@, ovyypdwac KatéAewpev’ Hote Tod¢ avayt- 
vOoKOVTAC, kal TA OvuBatvovta oKoTOvVYTAC Davudtey em TH Tapa Tod 
Oeov Typ TOV AavijAov.’ From this we learn that Josephus considered 

' We learn from this passage that the fulfilment of an ancient prediction was the 
criterion, to a Jew, of the Divine mission of the Prophet—a principle, indeed, which 
the Old Testament itself had laid down: cf. Deut. xviii. 22. See also the passages 
quoted from Josephus, p. 68, note 4, and at the close of the note, p. 189. In the 
same manner Philo represents Moses as announcing before his death the future 
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a Book which has been placed among the Hagiographa (see App. C) 
equal to any production of the greatest Prophets: while we learn from 
other passages in his writings, that he regarded the second division of the 
Old Testament—* the Prophets’—as undistinguishable from “the Law.” 
E. g. he mentions the Translation of Elijah, and that of Enoch, as being 
alike contained in the “ Sacred Books :—“ rep? wévrot ‘HAia, kai ‘Eveiyov 
Tov yevouévov mpd THC étouBpiac, év taic lepatg dvayéypanrat [i- 
BAowg.—Ant. Ix. li. 2, t. i. p. 475. 

APPENDIX G. 

THE JUDGMENT OF THE FATHERS, 

(Lecture Il.—Pace 77, &c.) 

Berore entering fully upon the opinions of the Fathers, it may be 
useful to point out the critical spirit with which they approached the dis- 
cussion of all questions connected with the Bible; whether relating to the 
authenticity of its several parts, its text, or its interpretation. These 
three particulars may be briefly illustrated. 

(a) Julius Africanus (A.D, 220), whose critical acumen has been al- 
ready exemplified (Lecture ii, p. 89), argues, in an epistle addressed to 
Origen, against the canonical authority of the History of Susanna. The 
learned, to the present day, have accepted his reasoning as conclusive ; 
and have contented themselves with repeating his proof that this Apocry- 
phal book must have been written originally in Greek, and not in Hebrew. 
One of his arguments is founded on the paronomasias which occur in the 
language ascribed to Daniel (Susan. 51-59). Thus on the mention of a 
“mastick tree” (oxivoc¢), Daniel replies that the angel shall “cut thee in 
two” (oyioet oe éoov); and on the “ holm tree” (mpivoc) being named, 
he replies, with a similar allusion, that the angel waits “ to cut thee in 
two” (mpioat oe pécov). Here Julius Afr. observes :—év pév ovv ‘EAAqvt- 
Kaic pwraic Ta ToLadTa buodwveiv ovuBaiver, Tapa THY Tpivov Td 
Tpioat, kal oxioat, rapa Tv oyivow év d& TH ‘EGBpaide To) 
travti dtéornkev.—(ap. Routh. “ Relig. Sacr.,” vol. ii. p. 226. 

(4) Cassiodorus (see Lect. viii. p. 359, note*), in his treatise “ De In- 
stitutione Divinarum Literarum,” speaking of the order to be observed in 
conducting the studies of youth, directs, “Ut tirones Christi, postquam 
Psalmos didicerint, auctoritatem divinam in codicibus emendatis jugi ex- 
ercitatione meditentur.” He states as follows the manner in which his 
own labors were conducted :— 

“Sed quamvis omnis Scriptura Divina supernd luce resplendeat, et in 
ea virtus Spiritiis Sancti evidenter irradiet, in Psalterio tamen, et Prophetis, 
et Epistolis Apostolorum studium maximum laboris impendi. * * * 
Quos ego cunctos novem codices auctoritatis divine (ut senex potui) sub 
collatione priscorum codicum, amicis ante me legentibus, sedula lectione 
transivi. Ubi me multum laborasse, Domino adjuvante, pofiteor ; qua- 

destinies of Israel:—ov rad piv bn ovuBEBnne, TL 62 mpocdoKdrat, Store miatig Tov 
HEAAOvTwY 1) TOY TpoyeyovoTuv TeAciwow.—De Vita Mosis, lib. 1. t. ii, p. 179. 
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tenus nec eloquentize modificate deessem, nec libros sacros temeraria 
preesumptione lacerarem.”—Prief,, t. ii. p. 538. 

(c) S. Augustine, in his treatise “ De Consensu Evangelistarum,” com- 
pares the accounts, given by S. Mark and S. Luke, of the words from 
heaven at our Lord’s Baptism :— 

“Tlud vero quod nonnulli codices habent secundum Lueam, hoe illa 
voce. sonuisse quod in Psalmo scriptuin est: ‘ Filius meus es tu, ego hodie 
genui te; guamquam in antiquioribus codicibus Gracis non inveniri perhi- 
beatur, tamen si aliquibus fide dignis exemplaribus confirmari possit, quid 
aliquid quam utrumque intelligendum est quolibet verborum ordine de 
clo sonuisse ?”—Lib. 1. ¢. xiv. t. iii. pars ii. p. 46. 

Again: discussing the well-known difficulty as to the quotation as- 
cribed, qu S. Matt. xxvii. 9, to Jeremiah, S. Augustine objects to the 
explanation which considers our present text ircorrect :— 

“Mihi autem cur non placeat hee causa est, quia et plures codices 
habent Jeremie nomen ; et qui diligentius in Gracis exemplaribus Evan- 
gelium consideraverunt, in antiquioribus Grecis ita se perhibent invenisse : 
et nulla fuit causa cur adderetur hoc nomen, ut mendositas fieret : cur 
autem de nonnullis codicibus tolleretur, fuit utique causa, ut hoc audax 
imperitia faceret, cum turbaretur queestione quod hoc testimonium apud 
Jeremiam non inveniretur.”—Jbid. lib. m1. ¢. vii. p. 114. 

The profound scholarship of 8. Jerome has been sufficiently illustrated 
by those remarks respecting the relation of the LXX. to the Hebrew text 
of the Old Testament, which have been quoted from his writings in Lec- 
ture vii. 

Similar illustrations of the critical spirit with which the Fathers con- 
ducted their theological investigations might be multiplied to any extent. 
The foregoing remarks have been introduced merely for the purpose of 
drawing attention to the fact, that the judgment of the Church on the 
subject of Inspiration—pronounced, as we shall see, in every age, with 
such decision, and with such unanimity,—has not been formed under the 
influence of blind prejudice, or in consequence of an ignorant and un- 
reasoning submission to a mere traditional dogma. 

The following inquiry will be most fitly conducted according to the 
method laid down in Lecture ii. p. 81; the quotations being arranged 
under the heads which have been there adopted. 

I. Testimonies relating to the Divine influence exerted in the com- 
position of the Bible. These, again, may be divided into the following 
classes : 

(1) The Article of the Creed— We believe in the Holy Ghost, Who 
spake by the Prophets.” 

S. Irenaeus (A. D. 167): ‘H pév yap’ExkaAnsia * * * rapa TeV 
"AtooTtéAwy * * * rapadaBovca Thy cic EvaOedv * * * Tio- 
tT = * * * «at ei¢ Ilvetpa “Aytov, TO dtd TOV TPOPHTOY 
KeEKnpPVXO¢c—Cont. Her,, lib. 1. cap. x. p. 48. 

Origen (A. D. 230) lays down the articles of the Faith in the opening 
of his treatise “De Principiis.” Redepenning (én loc. p. 90) justly ob- 
serves: “Inter omnes Fidei regulas, Niceno Symbolo priores, nulla hae, 
quam Origenes hoc loco, xi. capitibus sive articulis comprehensam, ex- 
hibet, ubevior est.” Origen there states: “Species eorum, quae per pre- 
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dicationem Apostolicam manifeste traduntur, iste sunt. * * * Sane 
quod Iste Spiritus unumquemque sanctorum, vel Prophetarum, vel Apos- 
tolorum inspiraverit, et non alius Spiritus in veterjbus, alius vero in his 
qui in adventu Christi inspirati sunt fuerit, manifestissime in Ecclesiis 
preedicatur.”—Lib. i. § 4, t. 1. p. 48. 

S. Epiphanius (A. D. 368), at the close of his “ Ancoratus,” gives two 
formule of Faith (t. ii. p. 122, sgq.), in accordance (as he himself states, 
ibid. p. 123) with that which had been laid down at Nica. In the 
former he recites the words of the Symbol of Constantinople quoted 
supra, p. 81, note’. In the second his definition is as follows :—ei¢ 7d 
"Ay. Iv. miorevopev, TO Aadtjoav év véuw, Kat Knpbgav év roic tpodi- 
Tai¢ kal * * * jadovv év ’ATooTOAOLC, kK. T. A. 

And 8. Cyril of Jerusalem (A, D. 350) declares: "H xaOoAcky ’Exnan- 
aia, tapédwKev év TH THE TiaTEws emayyedia, TLOTEDELY Bic Ev "AyLov 
IIvedua, tov MapdxAnrov, TO Aadijoav év tot¢ tpophtatc.—Catech. xvii. 
§ 3, p. 265. 

This doctrine was not denied even by the heretics. In Theodoret’s 
(AD. 423) “ Dialogues,” the answer of the heretic Eranistes (quoted supra, 
Lecture ii, p. 79, note *) is preceded by the following question and the an- 
swer to it by the representative of the Church :—EPAN. Ti obv, etdera 
6 meopiryg ; OPO. M7 yévorto: tov Oeiov yap Ilvetuato¢ kai TabTa 
kakeiva Ta phuwata.—Hranistes, Dial. i, t. iv. p. 12. 

Hence the title zpo@yrixéy so frequently given to the Holy Ghost ; and 
this even with reference to His ordinary operations upon all Christians. 
S. Justin M. (A.D. 140) writes (cf. too, supra, p. 81, note *) :—é& ov 
pabeiv bpiv mdpeott, THC TpoTeéTETaAL Civ Tod¢ avOG@TOLE TO T PO 7- 
TeKOV HWvevpa—Apolog., i. § 40, p. 67. 

Nor was this expression used merely in the case of prophets, strictly 
so called. §. Justin M. again writes: "Epa iuiv nat adAdove Adyouc Tob¢ 
elpnuévove dia AaBid tov pakapiov: && wv Kal Kipiov tov Xpiordv v7 
tov ‘Ayiov tmpogdynttkov ILvetpatog Aeyouevov vojoete.— 
Dial. cum Tryph., § 32, p. 129. 

Thus, too, where he adduces Prov. viii. 22, it is employed by Athena- 
goras (A.D. 177) in a passage which should be taken in conjunction with 
his words quoted infra, No. (7), p. 431 :—Zvuvdder .d& TO Adyw nai 70d 
TpopyteKov Ilvedua* Kipiog yap, dyoiv, Exrioé pe adpyijv bdav 
abtov eic &pya avtov. Kai Tor Kal avTd TO eyepyovv ToC Exdwvortat 
mpopytiKac “Aylov ILvedpua, aréppoav eiva mapéev Tob Oeodv, aroppéov 
Kal éravaepbpmevorv, wo aKtiva hAiov.—Leg. pro Christ., § 10, p. 287. 

See also the words of 8. Hippolytus quoted under the second head, 
No, (1) class (a), p. 432. 

(2.) The general manner of alluding to the Holy Spirit’s influence upon 
the writers of Scripture, founded upon the principle laid down in the pas- 
sages just considered, will appear from the following statements. The . 
result of the Spirit’s influence S. Justin M. terms “ Divine Inspiration ?’— 
Ilavray60ev toivvy eidévar pooner, bre oldamac¢ Erépwe TEpt Oeod 7} 
tic 6p0ij¢ OeoceBeiag wavOdvery oldv TE, 7) Tapa THY TpopNTav wovor, 
Tov bta THE Oeiacg éximvotiacg SWaoKkdvtTwy byuac.— Cohort, ad 
Grec., § 38, p. 35. 

And as to the Old Testament writers in general :—’EyévovtTé tiveg 
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mpd TOAAOD xpévov TAVTWVY TOUTWY TOY VomUGopevarv glAocbgwv tra- 
AaoreEpot, jeakdptot, kat dixatot, kad Ocodtdcic, Deiw Tvebpare Aadnoavrec 
Kee Se TpOHHT AS dé abrov¢ ‘cadotow * * * pova Tavra elmévTe¢ 
a jywovoav kal a@ eidov, ‘Ayiw tAnpwOévtec Tvetpatt. Svyypdypata 
d& abtav Ett Kal Viv Suapever —Dial. cum Tryph., § 7, p. 109. 

Clemens Alex. (A.D. 192), speaking of those heretics (especially the 
Gnostics) who had excluded the prophetical books from their Canon, ob- 
serves :—Tatty ovv obk evoeBeic, dvoapeatotpevot Tai¢ Oeiatc évrodaic, 
Tovtéott TO ‘Ayiw Ivetpatt.—Strom. vii. c. 16, p. 893. 

The passage from Tertullian (A.D. 692) prefixed to Lecture i. continues 
as follows :—“ Viros enim justitia et innocentia dignos Deum nosse et os- 
tendere a primordio.in seeculum emisit Spiritw Divino inundatos quo pree- 
dicarent Deum unicum esse.”—Apolog., § xviii. p. 18. 

Similarly S, Augustine (A.D. 396): “Si igitur, ut oportet, nihil aliud 
intueamur in Scripturis illis, nisi quid per homines dixerit Dei Spiritus.”— 
De Civit, Dei, xviii. § 43, t. vii p. 526. 

And again :—“ Hie insinuatur nobis, ea loqui prophetas Dei qu 
audiunt ab Eo, nihilque aliud esse prophetam Dei, nisi enunciatorem 
verborum Dei hominibus.”"—Quest. in Euw., lib. ii, qu. 19, t. iii. 

. 426. 
Such statements, indeed, are merely developments of the doctrine laid 

down from the first, by the Apostolic Fathers, as to both the Apostles 
and the Prophets. S. Clement of Rome (A.D. 65) introduces a quotation 
from Ezekiel (xxiii. 11) with the words :—Oi Aettovpyot tij¢ ydpiTo¢ TOU 
Oeod dud Ivevparoc ‘Ayiov Tepl petavoiac eAdaqoay. —Ad Corinth, 
§ viii. Of Jer. ix. 23, he writes :—IIoujowpev 7d yeypaypévor, Aéyet yap 
TO TIvevpa TO "Ayuov. —ibid., § xii. Of Isai. lil, :—KaOo¢ 70 Iv. 70 
"Ay. Tept AvTow LAdAnoev.—ibid., § xvi. And of the New Testament 
writers he observes :—Oi ’AméoroAo. * -* * mlotwOévteg év TO 
Ady TOv OEov, peta TAnpodopiac IvEevparoc ‘Ayiov, —ibid., § xlii. 

So also S. Ignatius (A. D. 101) writes :—Oi yap OevoTarot Tpopirar 
Kata Xprorov "Inooby ecnoay. Ava TovTO Kal eddy Onoar, éumv €6- 
pevot bro Tie ydpitog Adtot.—Lp. ad Magnes.,c. viii. (Cf. the pass- 
age quoted Lecture iii. p. 120, note .*) And as to the New Testament, he 
refers to 1 Cor, iii. 16-; vi. 19, with the words:—To dé Ivetyua éxjpvo- 
oev.— Ad Philadelph., § vii. 

(3.) Hence the Fathers, in opposition to the Gnostic heresy, infer the 
co-ordinate authority of the Old and the New Testament. 

Tertullian writes: “ Hz sunt antitheses Marcionis, id est, contrariz 
oppositiones ; quze conantur discordiam Evangelii cum Lege committere, 
ut ex diversitate sententiarum utriusque Instrumenti, diversitatem quoque 
argumententur Deorum.”—Adv, Marcion., lib. i. § 19, p. 443. 

S. Irenzeus argues to the same effect: :-—*Unde autem poterant pre- 
dicere prophetz Regis adventum * * * si abaltero Deo propheticam 
Inspirationem acceperunt ”— Cont. Her., lib. 1v. cap. xxxiv. p. 275. 

So also Origen: “Si qui sunt qui Spiritum S. alium quidem dicant 
esse qui fuit in ‘Prophetis, alium autem qui fuit in Apostolis Domini nostri 
Jesu Christi, unum atque idem delictum impietatis admittunt, quod illi 
qui, quantum in se est, naturam Deitatis secant, et scindunt unum Legis 
et Evangeliorum Deum,.”—ZJn Titum, iii, 10, t. iv. p. 695. 
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The doetrine of the primitive Church is thus summed up by S. Cyril 
of Jerusalem :—MyJdel¢ ovy ywpicétw tiv radaav amd Tie Kava dtabh- 
Knc¢. undele AeyéTW Ort AAO TO IIveipma exei, kal dAdo Woe * * * 
oldauev 70 ILvedua TO “Aytov, 70 Aadijoav év rpophratc* Kad év Ti Tev- 
THKOOTH KaTeADOY Ext Tove ’ATrooTOAOVe.—Catech., xvi. § 4, p. 244. 

And this doctrine, as it has ever been maintained in the West, so it 
has been expressly repeated by that Father to whose opinions the Eastern 
Church pays the highest deference, S. Joannes Damascenus (A.D. 730) ; 
who concludes, as follows, an enumeration of the Books of Scripture iden- 
tical with the Canon of the Anglican Church: Eig éoriv 6 Oedc, b76 
Te Tadaiac OrabjKnG Kal KaLvij¢ KnpvTTomEvoc, 6 év Tprdde buvotipevdce 
Te kal dogagouevoc, Tov Kupiov dijoavtoc, obk ADoV KatadAdoa rdv 
vopnov, GAAa TAnpdoar * * * Kal Tov ’ArooTéAOV ElzévTog [scil. 
Heb. i. 1] * * * dtd Ivetuatog toivuy ‘Ayiov, 6 te véuoc¢ Kat ob 
mpopirat, EvayyeAvotat nat ’Aréotodo, éAdAnoav. Tldoa roivuv 
ypap7y Oedrvevotoc, TavTWC Kal WPEALOC. WoTE KdAALOTOV Kal wWvyo- 
peréotatov épevvav ta¢ Oeiac ypapdc.—De Fide Orthod., lib. iv. § 17, 
t. i, p. 282. 

(4.) The manner in which the Fathers specially quote or refer to Scrip- 
ture will appear from the following illustrations (cf, Lecture ii. p. 84, 
notes *, *, °) :— 

S. Clement of Rome thus quotes 1 Cor. i. 10: ’AvaddBete tiv ém- 
oroAiv tod pwakapiov IavAov * * * én’ GdAnOeiag TmvEevuaTiKdc 
[‘“certe divinitus inspiratus."—Vet, Lat, Int.] éréorethev tpiv.—Ad 
Corinth., § xlvii. 

Tertullian, having quoted 1 Cor, iv. 9, with the words, “ Providentia 
Spiritus Sancti demonstravit,” proceeds to comment on it with the pre- 
fatory remark: “ Verebatur nimirum tantz constantize vir, ne dicam 
Spiritus Sanctus,” &e.—Adv, Marcion., lib. v. § 7, p. 587. And he thus 
quotes 1 Tim. vi. 10: “Spiritus Domini per Apostolum pronuntiavit.”— 
De Patientia, § 7, p. 163. 

Theophilus of Antioch (A.D, 168) refers ém? tiv dpyiv tic To} Kéa- 
ov KTicews, jv dvéypawe Moone 6 Oepdrwv Tov Ocod, dia Ivei- 
patoc ‘Ayiov.—Ad Autolyc., lib. iii. § 28, p. 395. 

Clemens Al. writes: Ava tobdto dpa pvaoriKkd¢ TO ev TO ’AtrooTOAW 
“Ayeov IIvevua, ti) To’ Kupiov droypapuevoyv dwrp, VdéAa tudo érértica 
[1 Cor iii. 2], Aéyer— Paedagog., lib. 1. § 6, p. 127. 

S. Hippolytus, Bishop of Portus (A.D. 220), in a remarkable manner 
ascribes the quotation of the words of Isaiah in the New Testament, im- 
mediately to the Holy Ghost:—T0 Ivedya 1rd "Ayov [iva doBjoy,] éx 
mpoowTov Twv ’AtosTéAwY diewaptipato, Aéywv" Kal Tic éxiatevoev TH 
dkoq juov (Isai. liii. 1; 8. John, xii. 38 ; Rom. x. 16.]—Cont Her, Noeti, 
§ 17 (ap. Routh. “ Script. Eccl. Opusc.,” t. i. p. 75.) 

S. Cyprian (A. D, 248): “ Loquitur in Scripturis Divinis Spiritus 
Sanctus.”—De Opere et Hleemos., p. 237. Again :—“Item beatus Apos- 
tolus Paulus Dominice inspirationis gratia plenus: ‘Qui administrat’ (2 
Cor. ix. 10), inquit,” &¢.—Jbid., p. 240. So also :—* Denunciat Spiritus 
S. in Psalmis dicens : ‘ Deus qui inhabitare’ (Ps. xviii, 6),” &e.—De Uni- 
tate Kecl., p.196. And, “Per Apostolum premonet Spiritus 8., et dicit : 
‘Oportet et haereses esse’ (1 Cor, xi. 19),” &e.—Jbid., p. 111. 
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Eusebius Pamph. (A.D. 315) :—T0 IIvedua 7d Osiov év Tpopnretace, 
Thy yeveav AvTov, oor, ti¢ deny hoer at [ Isai, litt. J ; F. Proreagahe 
péyac Mwvoje, oe av TpopynTav andvTwv radaéraros, Oeiw Ivetpare 
broypdowy, k. T. A—LHecl. Hist., lib. 1. cap. ii. p. 4 

And to aa the testimony of both East and West :—“ How often,” 
asks § - Ephrem Syrus (A. D. 370) have we despised the warnings | of Holy 
Scripture : —"2, 1H¢ TOV yeapav adkobovres exdevdsomev ; Exei 6 Oed¢ 
EAdAet 01d TAV ypapar, kat ob Tpoceixouev.—n secundum Domini Ad- 
vent., t. i, p. 201. And 8S. Jerome (A.D. 378) writes: “ Heeretici quum 
ante ‘erediderint i in Seripturis, que a Spiritu 8. conscript sunt et editae, 
transferunt se ad novas doctrinas,” &e.—Comm. in Mich., cap. vu, lib. ii. 
t. vi. p. 520. 

(5.) The epithets applied to Scripture (see Lecture ii. p. 82) are next 
to be considered :— 

a. “Scripture given by Inspiration of God” (2 Tim. iii. 16.) From 
the countless passages in which this expression 1s employed, by all the 
Fathers, the following may be cited :— 

Maca ai Oeérvevatot ypadal Oedv TOV Tidy Tod Beod penviovery.— 
Syn. Antioch adv. Paulum Samosat. (A.D. 270). (ap. Routh, “ Rel. 
Sacr.,” t. lil. p. 292.) 

S. Athanasius (A.D. 325) :—ILdoa pév,o réxvov, Kad’ ude ypady, 
TaAGLG TE Kat KaLVH, OedrvEevortoc ott, Kal OPEALLOG TPdG OLdaG- 
Kadiav, wo yéypanta.—Lpist. ad Marcellin., t. i. p.+982. 

And §. Basil :—Ildoa ypad7) Oedrvevotog Kal w@édAiwoc, Ola 
TOUTO Ovyypadetion Tapa TOU IHvetparos, i” wdonep év 
KOLVO TOV WoYOV latpEiw; TdvTEC GvOpwToL TO laa Tod oikEiov Td- 
Bove Exaorog ékAeyoueba.—Hom. in Psal.i., t. i. 90. Cf. the words of 
S. Gregory of Nyssa, quoted supra, Lecture vi. p. 241, note *. 

2. Seripture is styled “ Spiritual ;” or “the words of the Spirit.” 8. 
Trenzeus writes :—"Odwy TOV ypadev mvevpatiKOv ovowv.—Cont. Heres., 
lib. ii. cap. 28, p. 156. And Origen eloquently asks :—“ Vis tibi ostendam 
quomodo de verbis Spirits S. ignis exeat, et accendat corda credentium ? t 
Audi dicentem David in Psalmo ; é Eloquium Domini ignivit eum.’ 
* * * Tu ergo unde ardebis? Unde invenientur in te carbones ignis, 
qui nunquam Domini igniris eloquio, nunquam verbis Spiritus S. inflam- 
maris ?”—Jn Levit., Hom, ix. § 9, t. ii. p. 243. 

And again: “ Sed non possumus hoe dicere de 8. Spiritis literis, quod 
aliquid in eis otiosum sit aut superfluum, etiamsi aliquibus videntur ob- 
scura, Sed hoe potius facere debemus, ut oculos mentis nostra convertamus 
ad Eum, qui hee seribi jussit.”—Homil, in Num, xxvii, t. li. p. 375, 

Or, as Clemens Al. expresses it: Ta bd Tov ‘Ayiov Tvetuaroc OWTN- 
piwe eipnuéva,—Strom., vi. § 15, p. 803. 

To the same effect Rufinus writes : “ Milites diviserunt sibi vestimenta 
Jesu: hoc etiam cure fuit Spiritui S. prophetarum vocibus protestari, cum 
dicit: ‘ Diviserunt sibi, &c. | Ps. xxii. 18].”’—xpos. in Symb. Apost. (ad 
calc, opp. S. Cypriani, p. ccxvi). He also refers those who desire to in- 
quire particularly as to the doctrine of the Resurrection, “ad ipsos fontes 
Divinorum Voluminum.”—Zdid., p. cexviii. 

y. The epithet “ Divine” is used in different forms, The Presbyter 
Caius (A.D, 211), a leading es of Montanism, writes in a remark- 
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able passage :—Kdyv avroic rpotetvy tic pntov ypadijc Oe tke * * * 
katadinévreg d& Tag dyiac Tov Oe0d ypadag * * * F yap ob 
muatevovaly ‘Ayiw Ivetwate AedéyOar tag Oeiag ypadac, Kad elo 
amvaro 7) Eavtode HyovvTat Gopwrépove Tov ‘Ayiov Mvetipartocg irap- 
new: Kai ti Etrepov 7 SatuovGovv.—Parv. Labyrinth. (ap. Routh. “ Rel. 
Saer.,” t. ii. p. 132.) 
_ _Origen’s fourth book, “De Principiis,” is entitled—Ilep? tot Oeo7- 
vevotov Tij¢ Oeiacg ypadic. The question of Iuspiration itself, however, 
he regards as so completely settled that he declines to dwell upon it at 
any length:—Mera 70 O¢ év Enid pomq esipnnévat rept tov Oeor- 
vevotoue eivat Tac Oeiac ypapac, dvayKaiov éregeADeiv TO TpdTH TIC 
dvayvocewe Kai vofjoewe adtav.—cap. viii. t. i. p. 164. 

8. Cyprian writes: “In Apocalypsi Scriptura Divina declarat.’””—Zpist. 
Ixiii., p. 108, 

Tertullian, interpreting 1 Cor. xi. 5, observes: “Nec mirum, si Apos- 
tolus eodem utique Spiritu actus, quo cum omnis Scriptura Divina, tum 
et illa Genesis (c. ii. 283) digesta est, eadem voce usus est mulierem po- 
nendo; que exemplo Eve,” &e.—De Oratione, cap. xxii. (ap. Routh. 
“ Script. Eccl. Opuse.,” t. i. p. 114). 

“COrescens a Cirta [ap. Concil. Carthag.,' vii.] dixit: In tanto ccetu 
sanctissimorum consacerdotum lectis literis Cypriani * * quae 
tantum in se sanctorum testimoniorum descendentium ex Scripturis Dei- 
Jicis continent,” &c, (ad cale. opp. S. Cypriani, p. 331). Cf. the use of 
the title “ Deifice” by the Martyr Felix, as well as of “ Dominice” by the 
Pagan Proconsul (proving the universality of such expressions), quoted 
Lecture ii. p. 93, note ’. 

Again: we find the expressions “ Heavenly Scriptures :’—* Non 
utique ex Scripturarum celestiwm vitio, que nunquam fallunt,” &e¢—No- 
vatianus (A.D, 251), De Trinitate, cap. xxx. (ed. Welchman); and 
“Scriptures of the Lord.” Clemens Al., speaking of those auditors who 
had been attracted from the schools of the Greeks, observes: 7jte TOV 
ypapGv THV Kvptakov avéyvwae cig anddesv tTOv Aeyouévwr 
ivaykaia.—Strom. vi. § ii., p. 786 

S$. Jerome writes: “ Non adeo me hebetis fuisse cordis, et tam crasse 
rusticitatis ut aliquid de Dominicis verbis aut corrigendum putaverim, aut 
non divinitus inspiratum.”—Ad Marcellam, Ep. xxvii. t. i. p. 182. 

So also Tertullian : ‘“ Evolverem Prophetias, si Dominus ipse tacuisset, 
nisi quod et Prophetiz, vor erant Domini.”—-De Resurr. Carn., § xxii. 

. 394, ; 
; And to the same effect :—“ Qui ergo putaveris nihil nos de salute Cze- 
sarum curare, inspice Dei voces, literas nostras * * * ‘Orate,’ inquit, 
‘pro regibus, et pro principibus, et potestatibus,’ ” &&—Apolog., § xxxi. 

. 30. t 
> And again: “Communes sententias ab argumentationibus philosopho- 
rum liberare * * * reyocando quistiones ad Dei literas,”—De An- 
ima, § ii. p. 306. 

1 Mr. Westcott, in the ‘ Catena” appended to his ‘‘Gospel Harmony,” has collected 
the following expressions employed in this Council: “Scripturse Sanctz’” (5, 6, 74); 
“Scripture Deifices” (8); ‘Sancta et admirabilia Scripturarum verba” (31); “ Divine 
Scripturee” (33). 
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In like manner, Lactantius (A.D. 303) arguing that Vespasian had 
fulfilled Prophecy by destroying Jerusalem: “ Confirmata sunt, que falsa 
et incredibilia putantur ab iis, quos vera ceelestium literarum doctrina non 
imbuit.”—ZJnst. Div., lib. tv. cap, xxii. 

All which passages but express the following thought of S. Gregory 
of Neoces. (A.D, 254): Od ydp éori ywpic Nouov nat Ipopyrar, 
4 EvayyeAotév Kai ’ATooToAwy exw [exer], tiv aKxplBi Ti¢ owrnpiacg 
éArida. dia yap Tij¢ THY dyiwv Hpopytav, kat ’ATooTéAwY yAwrrTn¢ 6 
Kiptocg iuav p0éyyerae * * * drav 6& avayiwdoKeta TO Evay- 
yéAtov, 1) "ArrooToALKov, pr TpocExG TH BIBAW, 7) TO dvaytvdéokortt: 
GAA TO az’ oipavod POeyyouév OEG.—Sermo ii. in Annunce., p. 19. 

0. Still more strongly the Books of Scripture are termed “ Epistles 
from God to man.” In addition to the passage from S. Gregory the 
Great (A. D. 590), prefixed to Lecture ii., the following words of S. Ma- 
carius Aigypt. (A. D. 373) may be quoted: "Qomep Bactdede ypdpac 
émiotoAdc, oi¢ BotAeTat KwdiKédAovge Kat dwpedc idiacg yapicacbat, 
onuaiver Taow, 6Tt Tayéwo orovddoate pbc we * * * otTwCo Kal 
Tac Osiag ypapacg worep emtotoAdce dréoTEthev 6 Baotded¢o Bede Toic 
avOparowg.—Homil. xxxix. p. 208. 

6.) As the result of such principles, the Church inferred, as I have 
already observed (Lecture ii. p. 83), “ the sufficiency, the infallible certainty, 
and the perfection of Scripture.” In addition to the opinions there ad- 
duced (notes * and *), the following may be cited :— 

Tertullian writes: “ Adoro Scripture plenitudinem, qua mihi et Fac- 
torem manifestat et facta. * * * Scriptum esse doceat Hermogenis 
officina. Si non est scriptum, timeat Ve illud, adjicientibus aut detrahen- 
tibus destinatum.”—Adv, Hermogen. § 22, p. 277. 

S. Hippolytus enforces the same lesson: Ei¢ Oedc, Ov obk dAAOBEv 
emlylLvookomev, 7) Ek TOV ayiwy yeadov. “Ov yap tpOTOVv édv Tig Bov- 
Andi tiv copiav Tov aiGvo¢g TobTOV dokKetv, ovK dAAwWC OvVAGETAL TOb- 
Tov Tuyelv, av py) Odypact pidccdgwy éevtiyy, TOV adtoyv 67) TpdTrOV 
dao OeoogBevav adoKeiv BovaAdueOa, Ob Kk GAAODEV AGoKHooOmEYV 
n &x TOV Aoyiwy Tov Ocov * * * Mi) Kaz’ idiav Tpoaipeoty, jude 
kat’ idtov vovv, unde Bragouevor Ta dT Tov Oeov Jedouéva. GAN’ dv 
Tporov AvTo¢ EBovAjOn dia THY dylwy ypadGy Jeisat, ovTWE idwyEVr.— 
Cont. Noeti. Her., § ix. (ap. Routh. “Script. Eccl. Opuse.,” vol. i. p. 64). 

S. Hilary of Poitiers (A. D. 354) : “ Quid enim infidelibus stultius est, 
qui preter illum communem irreligiosorum errorem etiam hoc adjiciunt 
piaculi, ut Divina Scripturarum eloquia putent perfecte doctrine carere 
ratione? * * * Verum quamvis * * * his qui sapientiam Dei 
sequuntur cognitam dictorum celestium perfectionem existimem, nihilque 
eorum esse, quod non consummatum atque omni ex parte perfectum sit,’ 
&e.— Tract. in Psal. exviii., t. i. p. 314. 

Novatianus : “ Scriptura ceelesti abundans plenitudine.”—De T’rinitate, 
cap. XXIV. 

The following is the conclusion of 8, Joannes Damascen. :—Aa 
vowov d2, Kal mpodyT@v mpdtepor, érerta OE Kal OLa TOV LoVvOYyEvOdE 
avtov Yilov, Kupiov 62, kai Oeod, Kal Lwrijpo¢g judy Inco’ Xprotod, 
Kata TO éduKkTov quiv THY savtod Epavépwoe yrOow: TavTa ToivUY Ta 
maoadedouéva tiv dud Te vouov, Kal TpopyT@y, kal ’ATvooTOAwY, Kad 
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Evayyedordv deyousOa, rar yrvookouer, kal oéBouev, ov Ev Ta- 
pattépw tobtwrv éexroyntovvtrec.-—De fide Orthodoza, lib. 
i, cap. 1, t. i. p. 123. 

(7.) In fine, “the joint participation of the Eternal Word and of the 
Holy Spirit in bringing the Scriptures into being, was a truth fully ap- 
preciated by the Fathers” (see Lecture ii. p. 83). 

The principle on which such statements were founded is thus laid 
down by S. Athanasius :— 

Kai dre piv Aéyer 4 ypady, Ort Ivebpa "Aytov éAdree ev toi¢g mpo- 
prac, dAAayod Aéyet 6 pwaxdpiocg ILabAoc, 6te 6 ILatijp éAdaet év roic 
mpopyracc [Heb. i. 1] * * * Kat dAdayovd Aéyel, OTe 6 Yid¢ Aadéi 
[2 Cor. xiii, 3] * * 6 02 Yidc, TO Ivedua eitme TO Aadovv év Toi¢ 
arooréAoc [S. Matt. x. 20, and S. Luke, xii. 12] * * * dpe drt 
dnep éotly Epya Tov Iartpdc, tadta Aéyet f ypapi Tod Yiod eivat, kat 
tov ‘Ayiov Ivetyatoc.—De Incarnat. cap. xiv., t. 1. p. 881. (Cf. also the 
similar statements <bid., cap. xviil, p. 884; and the words quote! supra, p. 
83, note *.) 

According to Tertullian: “Regula est autem fidei * * * qua 
ereditur: Unum omnino Deum esse * * * qui universa de ni- 
hilo produxerit, per Verbum Suum * * * Td Verbum, Filium Ejus 
appellatum, in nomine Dei varie visum a patriarchis, in prophetis semper 
auditum,” &¢.—De Prescr. Heret. § 13, p. 235 (cf. Lecture iii. p. 118, 
&c.) So also: “Nos quidem certi, Christum semper in prophetis locu- 
tum.”— Adv. Marcion. lib. iii. § 6., p. 481. (Cf. dbid., lib. iv. § 13, p. 
519.) While, at the same time, he writes: “De illuminatione mundi, 
quis Christo ait, ‘Posui Te in lumen nationum, &. * * * Cui re- 
spondet Spiritus in Psalmo,” &c.—ZJbid, lib. v. § 11, p. 598. 

S. Irenzeus writes: “Est autem Hic, Verbum Ejus, Dominus noster 
Jesus Christus * * * Et propterea prophets ab eodem Verbo pro- 
pheticum accipientes Charisma, priedicaverunt Ejus scundim carnem ad- 
ventun * * * Quoniam ergo Spiritus Dei per prophetas futura 
significavit,” &e.—Cont. Her. lib. 1v. cap. xx., p. 254. (Cf the words 
prefixed to Lecture i.; and Lecture iii. p. 118, note 7. See also p. 120, 
note *. 

Clemens Alex. refers to Jer. 1. 20, with the words: d@ijoi te ta¢ 
duaptiag 6 dwrigwy Adyocg: Kat év TH naipG éxetvw, pnoiv 6 Kiéptoe, 
Gntisovow Kk. T. A.—NStrom. ii. § 14, p. 463. While, quoting Jer. xxiii, 
23, 24, he equally represents the Holy Ghost as the speaker: Ma@AAov dé 
év ‘lepenia TO “Ay. Ivetpa.—Cohort. ad Gent. cap. vili., p. 66. Again: 
'O vépog dtd Mwoéwe é0607° obyt tnd Mwoéwe, GAAG DTH wiv TOE 
Adédyov, dia Mwotwe d& Oepixovtoc AvTov.—Pedag. lib. i. cap. vil, 
p- 134. While he also writes, quoting Deut. xxxii. 10-12 : Aéyer 0& mov 
did THG @di¢ TO Ivedpa TO “Aytov Kk. T. A.—bid. ¢. 7, p. 131. 

Origen argues that Celsus should in fairness have stated the very ex- 
pressions of the prophecies :—E/t’ év aic Ocd¢ mavtoKpdtup exnyéAdeto 
eivat 6 Aéywr, elt’ ev aig 6 Tide Tod Oc0d, cite Kal ev aic 7d ITvedpa 
Td “Aylov Aéyov eivat éxtoteveto.—Cont. Celsum, lib. vii. § 10, t. i. p. 
700. And he elsewhere writes: “Christus, Dei Verbum, in Moyse atque 
prophetis erat. Nam sine Verbo Dei quomodo poterant prophetare de 
Christo? Ad cujus rei probationem non esset difficile ex Divinis Scrip- 
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turis ostendere, quomodo vel Moyses vel prophetwe Spiritu Christi repleti, 
vel locuti sunt vel gesserunt,” &c.—De Princip. lib. i. § 1, t. i. p. 47. 

Hence were derived the titles Xpeoro@édpor and Ivevjatodédpor applied, 
indifferently, to the sacred writers (see supra, p. 83, note‘). It may be 
well to add that S. Ephraem Syrus, enumerating the different sacred writers, 
refers to them as of Oeopdpor: and that he calls David 6 Os6@atoc. In 
secundum Domini Advent., t. ii. p. 202. 

Compare, too, the language of Athenagoras :—Av’ aitév tév doypd- 
TwV oi¢ Tpodéyouev ovK dvOpwrivoic ovaLY, dAAG DeoddtoLe Kal 
Pe00td dK 7 orc.—Leg. pro Christ. § xi., p. 288. (see, supra, p. 429). 

If. The second division of the subject embraces the allusions, by the 
Fathers, to “ the effect of the Divine influence upon the intellectual facul- 
ties of the prophets.” The notion that, while giving utterance to their 
predictions, the prophets were sunk in a state of unconsciousness, has 
been shown, in the Fifth of the preceding Discourses, to have been repug- 
nant to the general teaching of the primitive Church. Nothing more, 
therefore, is necessary here than (1) to give a Catena of those passages in 
which the Fathers have employed a material similitude to illustrate the 
effect of the Divine influence upon the souls of those “holy men of old, 
who spake as they were moved by the Holy Ghost ;” and (2) to adduce 
some examples which exhibit the Church’s belief in the coexistence of 
the human with the Divine Intelligence. (See Lecture vi. p. 263, &c.) 

(1) The similitudes employed may be arranged under two classes : (a) 
those founded upon the analogy of a musical instrument, and obviously 
suggested by the primary sense of the word “ Spirit,” (“ breath,” tvedpa) : 
and (6) material similitudes of any kind. 

(az) Similitudes, founded upon the analogy of a musical instrument, 
and suggested by the etymology of the word “ Inspiration :’— 

S. Justin Martyr:—Otre yap dice, obt’ dvOpwrivy évvoia otto 
peydAa Kat Oeia yivookerv advOpwroig dvvatév: dAAG TH dvobev ert 
Tove dyiove advdpag tHYiKadTa KaTEAOoban SwpEeG, olc ob Adywr édénoE 
Téxyng * * * GhdAd KaBapodc Eavtod¢o TH Tov Oeiov Ivetpatog 
Trapacyetv évepyeia, iv’ abtd 70 Oeiov && obpavod Katibv TARKT POY, 
@oTvep Opydvm KLOdpacg TLVvdC i} Adpac, Toic StKaiow 
avdpdor Ypopuevor, TiY THY Oeiwy iptv Kar ovpaviwr droKariyy yrooww. 
—Cohort. ad Gree. § viii., p. 13. : 

Athenagoras expressly develops the idea suggested by the tern 
Iveta :-—Nopicw cat bude ptAoua0eotdtove Kal éemiotnwoveotdroue 
_bvrac, obk dvohrovg yeyovévat OTE TOD Mwoéwe, odTE Tod ‘Hoaiov, Kai 
‘Tepeuiov, kat THY AoiTdY TpopyTOyr, ot Kat’ Exotaow THY év adToic 
Aoylouav kivicavtog avtov¢ Tov Oeiov Ivetparoc, & évyyotvto eéepu- 
vyoav) ovyxXpynoapévorv Tov ILvetpatosg woet kai adv- 
AqTHS GvVAOY EuTvEetoat.—Leg. pro Christianis, § ix. p. 286. 
To which statement may be added the following, where the same com- 
parison is given under the form of a musical instrument (dpydvor) in 
general (cf. the quotations of class (6) ):—‘Hwete¢ dé, ov voodmev Kai 
TETLOTEDKApEV, EXOLEY Tpodhtac jdptupac, dt Ivevpare évOéw [évOe0r| 
exTEpWVIKacL Kal TEpt TOV OEod, Kal TEpl THY TOU OEOd. ElmoiTE O'dy 
kai tpeic, ovvéces Kal TH TEpl TO dvTwE OEiov evoeBeia Todo GAAOVE 
TMpOvyovTec, WC EOTLY GAoyov, TapadiTOYTag TLOTEbELY TH Tapa TOV 
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Ocod IIvetuatt, O¢ Spyava keKivynK6te TA THY TpoPnTOV oTépaTa, 
mpostyerv ddgaig dvOpwrivatc.—bid. § vii., p. 285. (See supra, p. 86, 
note 

Gleave Alex. :—'O 68 &« Aafid, kat pd adbrod, 6 Tod Oeod Adyoe, 
Atvpav pev Kat KuOdpay, Ta dipuya bpyava, brrepidov Kdopov d& TéVde, 
kal On) Kai TOV omtKpdY Kdopov, TOV dVvOpwroY, oy TE Kal COma ad- 
Tov, ‘Ayiw Ivetuate dppooduevoc, adda TO OG, dia TO’ TOAVPHVOV 
dpydvov, kat tpocddet TOOTH TO Opydvw, TO dVvOpwTW: ad yap Ei xOdpa, 
Kal avioe Kal vao¢g "Eud¢ KuOdpa, Ova THY dpwoviay- avAdc, dtard 
Hvevdpa vade, da tov Adyou: iv’ 7H pév, kpény TO d8, Emmy Eq: 608 
xwphoy Tov Kopiov. —Cohort. ad Gentes, c. i. p. 5. And to the same 
effect :—Alveire abtov év wadrnpiw bre } yAdtTa 7d wWadarhptov 
Kupiov. cat év K0dpa aiveire adtov KL Od pa voeiabOwrd otrbpma, 
olovel TAHKTPY KpovouevoYy TH vet par t.—Pedago- 
gus, lib. 1. c. iv. p. 193. 

Ss. ipo xine Portuens. (see, supra, p. 425) :—OToL yap II vev- 
Mate TPOPHTLKG ob natépec KATIPTLOLEVOL, kat om’ AvTov Tov 
Adéyov dziac TeTyLnuevol, Opydvwv dikny Eavroig Hvapévol, Eyovteg év 
éavtot¢ det Tov Abyov ao¢ TAK TpOV, OL’ ov KL- 
vovmLevol anihyyeddAov TavTa, drep HOerEv 6 Oed¢, ot tpopira, ov 
yap && idiag OvvadmEwS EbOEyyovro, pq TAave [al. oo TAd- 
vot] ovdé dep adror EBodbAovro, TavTa ExhpvTtov, GAAa TpPOTov wey dia 
tov Adyov goodigovto dpOdc, Eretta Ov’ bpapdrwv mpoediodoKxovTo Ta 
péddovta Kardc¢ cif’ ovtw TmeTrevouévor EAeyov Tavita, drEp adToig TV 
udvoig ard Tov Oeod adroKeKxpvypéva— De Antichristo, cap. li. p. 5. 

S. Ephrem Syr.:—* Praise thou the Lord of all, Who fashioned and 
strung for Himself two lyres, that of the Prophets, and also of the Apos- 
tles. Thus one finger struck the two distinct sounds of the two Cove- 
nants. And yet, though the lyre hath different sounds, it is the same 
lyre and the same player ; the lyres of Truth also, my son, have different 
sounds, though the Truth be one.”—Rythm, xxii. ‘(« Select Works, transl. 
out of the original Syriac,” by the Rev. J. B. Morris, Oxf. 1847, p. 178). 

8. Macarius Agypt., having treated allegorically the history of the 
deliverance from Pharaoh’s bondage, proceeds to say :—To Ivevpa Orep 
EaBe [ scil. 7 1 pox] KaLvov dopa TO 0&6) adEet Oa TOV TUULTAVOV qyouv TOU 
O@WLATOC, Kal TOY THC KLOdpac HjTOL woyie 20 yy LK Ov Xopoav kat AeTtTO- 
TATWY AoyLoudv, Kal TOU TAHRKTPOV TIC OEiac VYadpLTo?, Kal 
dvaréuret alvovge TO Sword XptoTd. OC yap Ota TO’ avdAod, 
TO ILvetpa dtepxopevov Aadei: ovitw did THY dyiwr 
Kal TvevpaTtompopwv GvOpdrwv TO IIvetua 7d “Aytév éorev 
bvoov, Kal ddAdov, kal Tpocevysuevov TO Oew Ev xabapa capdia.— 
Homil. xlvii., p. 232. 

8. Chrysostom repeats the title, the “ Lyre of the Spirit,” by which, as 
already quoted (Lecture ii. p. 88, note *), he was wont to designate S. Paul. 
His Homily on 1 Tim, v. 23 (“ Drink no longer water, but use a little wine, 
for thy stomach’s sake and thine often infirmities” ) commences with words 
in which the same simile is combined with one still more closely allied to 
the idea of Lnspiration : "Hrovoate TiC aroaToALKii¢ owric, THO oaA- 
TLYYOC THe ék THY olpavdy, TG Abpac Tie mvevpatinic; * * * 
ov yap hucrepa Ta Aeydueva, GAN’ drep av h Tov ILvedparog éurvevoy 

28 
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xdpig * * * My toivvy pnde Ta vomiGbueva eivar YudAd TéY ypadéiv 
vonata Tapatpiywpev.—Ad pop. Antioch. Hom. i., t.ii.p.1. And else- 
where, with another form of illustration, he enters more fully into the 
grounds of such comparisons:—Tovrov tod ordéuatog éBovAdunv tiv 
Kévev idsiv, dv’ ov Ta peydAa Kal dréppnta 6 Xpiord¢ éAdAnoe, * * * 
du’ ob TO Hvetua tH olkovpévy tod¢ Oavpactods éxetvove ypnopove 
éduxe. * * * "Apa ’Exeivov [scil. tod Xprotod] Kapdia nv 4 Mad- 
Aov kapdia, kat Tov Ivetpatog Tov ‘Ayiov tAGE—m 
Lipist. ad Rom. Hom, xxxii., t. ix. p.758. The following words apply this 
principle to the sacred writers in general :—"Orav dé ILadAov cima, ob 
TOUTOV pOvoy Aéyw, GAAG Kai Tlétpov, Kat "ldxwBov, cat “lwdverny, kad 
TA4VTAG AVTOV TOV Yopbv. Kabdrep yap év Avpa ud Sidpopor 
Bev ai vevpat, ia 0é 7) ovuowvia: obTw Kal Ev TO YoPO TOV ’ATOOTOAWY 
dvddopa piv Ta Tpdownra, pia dé } OiWacKkaria, Eveidh Kar Eig 6 TEyvitns 
qv TO Ivetpa 7d “Aytov 7d Kvovv tag éxetvwr Woydo.— 
Hom. in S. Ignat. M,, t. ii. p. 594, 

A comparison of the illustrations thus employed by S. Chrysostom, 
according to which the sacred writers may appear to have been regarded 
by him as merely passive instruments, with his remarks on their unadorned 
style of writing (quoted, supra, Lecture vii. p. 326, note *), clearly exem- 
plifies his appreciation of that co-existence of the human and the Divine 
Intelligence, to be presently considered, which forms so important an ele- 
ment of any just view of Inspiration. 

(6) The comparisons employed by Theophilus of Antioch are founded 
upon the general idea of a musical instrument :— 

Oi dé Tod Ocod AvOpwror, TvEvpatopdpot IIvetpwarog ‘Ayiov Kar 
TMpopitar yevouevolr, bm’ AdTtov Tov Ocod EuTvevabévTec, Kar 
oopiabévtec, éyévovto Oeodidaktot, Kat ovo, Kai Oikatot’ 01d Kal KaTA- 
EWOnoav tiv avtyuobiav TavTHy AaBEiv, bpyava Oecod yevope- 
vot—Ad Autolye, lib. ii. § ix., p. 354. 

And again :—Obdro¢ ovv ov IIvedua Oeod, kal apy? Kat oodia, kar 
Sivapic typiotov, KaTHoYETO Eig TOdE TpOdiTac, Kai Ou’ avTdY eAdAE 
* * * Kal da LYoAoudvog mpopijtov obtw Aéyet* Hvina 07) Toipmace 
Tov ovpavorv, ovurapiunv AVTO. Kk. T. A. [Prov. viii.]. Mwofj¢ d& 6 Kar 
LoaAopavog mpd ToAAaY ETHV yevouevog waALdov JE 0 Adyo¢ 6 TOU OEod 
aco Ot’ dpydvov dt’ advtod, pnoiv: év dpyf k.t.A.[Gen.i.1.] 
—ITbid. § x., p. 355. 

S. Basil :—'O pév yap mapiywv Eavtdy dEtov Opyavov TH 
évepyeia tov Ivetvparoc, mpopitne totiv.—Comm. in Hsaa. 
Procem. § i., t. 1. p. 378. 

The important adjective “rational” (Aoyxéc) is added by the author of 
a treatise, entitled “Synopsis Prophetiarum,” published by D. Heeschelius 
in his edition (Aug. Vind. 1602) of “ Adriani Isagoge” (A. D. 433) :-- 
Kupiwe mpodarat Kat dAnOdc, of mdéAat mapa toig ‘EBpaioc, wo Tov 
adAnOivod Ivetpatog AoytKad Kal mpoapeTrina Opyava,—p. 29. 
Compare also the use of the same term by S. Macarius in the passage 
quoted under class (a), p. 433, supra. 

The expression of the Psalmist, “My tongue is the pen of a ready 
writer”—Ps. xlv. 1, affords a constant illustration. 

Theodoret :—Ipopjrov dé Wiov, 7d THY yA@tTav brovpyby Tapéyerv 
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TH Tod Ivetpatoc yadpitt, Kata Tiv év ToIg Padpoi¢g Pepopévgy Pwvijv, 
 yAdood pov, dno, KdAawog ypaypatéwo d&vypdpov.—Protheoria in 
Psalm,, t. i. p. 396. 

Procopius Gazeus’ (A. D. 520):—domep yap irnpétng Baordarkdg 
Bacthéwc gwriv broKpiverat, éxéAevoa Aéywv, EOwpyodunv, ov'Tw¢ ol 
mpopytra: Kaldnep KdAapov THY yAGTTav dgvypdpw TapéxovTar ypap- 
patel, Kata Tov péyav AaBid.—Pref. in Genes. (ap. A. Mai, t. vi. p. 2). 

S. Gregory the Great writes in continuation of the words cited, supra, 
p- 82, note * :—“ Ipse igitur hee scripsit, qui scribenda dictavit. Ipse serip- 
sit, qui et in Illius opere Inspirator extitit, et per scribentis vocem imitanda 
ad nos ejus facta transmisit. Si magni cujusdam viri susceptis epistolis 
legeremus verba, sed quo calamo fuissent scripta, quereremus ; ridiculum 
profecto esset, epistolarum auctorem scire, sensumque cognoscere, sed quali 
calamo earum verba impressa fuerint indagare. Cum ergo rem cognosci- 
mus, ejusque rei Spiritum S. auctorem tenemus, quia scriptorem quérimus, 
quid aliud agimus nisi legentes literas, de calamo percontamur ?”——Praf. 
in Moral. in Job, t.1. p. 7. 

Other comparisons are instituted, of which the following instances 
must suffice :—S. Augustine, answering the objection, “Cur Ipsius Christi 
nulla scripta ?” says, in conclusion: “ Itaque cum illi scripserunt, que Llle 
ostendit et dixit, nequaquam dicendum est quod Ipse non scripserit : quan- 
doquidem membra Hjus id operata sunt, quod dictante Capite cognoverunt. 
Quidquid enim IIle de Suis factis et dictis nos legere voluit, hoc scribendum 
Illis tamquam Suis manibus imperavit. Hoe unitatis consortium et in 
diversis officiis concordium membrorum sub uno capite ministerium quis- 
quis intellexerit, non aliter accipiet quod narrantibus Discipulis Christi in 
Evangelio legerit, quam si ipsam manum Domini, quam in proprio Corpore 
gestabat, scribentem conspexerit.”—De Consens. Huang. lib. i. cap. xxxv., 
t. iii. par. ii, p. 26. The following, not unusual, simile may be added :— 
“Has Domini sanctas Quadrigas, quibus per orbem vectus subigit populos 
leni suo jugo et sarcine levi,” &¢.——Zbid. lib. i. cap. vil., p. 6. 

And 8. Jerome writes :—‘ Matthzeus, Marcus, Lucas, et Joannes, Qua- 
driga Domini et verum Cherubim. * * * Tenent se mutuo, sibique 
perplexi sunt, et quasi rota in rota volvuntur, et pergunt quocumque eos 
flatus S. Spiritus perduxerit..—Ad Paulinum, Ep. lil. t. i. p. 278. 

(2.) The co-existence of the human and the Divine Intelligence is 

? A curious example of the manner in which a translator sometimes improves 
upon the sense of his author is supplied by the remains of Procopius. Quenstedt 
(“Theologia Didactico-Polemica,” cap. iv. § 2, p. 55) quotes the following passage 
from the ‘Comment. in Octateuchum” of Procopius, with which he was acquainted 
only through the Latin Version (ap. Gesneros fratres,” s. a.):—'‘‘ Oportet eum, qui 
Operam daturus est Scripturz Sacrie, non accipere illa que ibi traduntur, quasi pro- 
veniant ex hominibus: altius initium sive principium spectandum reor: firmiter 
credat necesse est, illa sacrosancta dogmata ex Ipso originem sumere Deo, et inde per 
homines quasi canales scu instrumentum ad nos promanare.’—Pref. in Genes. p. 1. 
This language, so utterly foreign from the style and tone of thought of any other 
writer of that age, is at once shown to be solely attributable to the translator by the 
publication, in the original Greek, of the ‘Comm. in Ges.” of Procopius, as far as ch. 
Xviii., in Card. Mai’s edition, “ Classicorum Auctorum” (Rom, 1834, t. vi.) ;—where 
the original of the entire passage, just quoted, is simply as follows:—A¢i Tov mpootdvra 
17 Oeia ypap), mM) Os dvOporuv eixdvTwv, GAN ao Oeod be’ abt av PMeSauévov Tay 
elpnucvov dxovecv.—Loc. cit. p. 2—in which the words “per homines quasi canales” 
are represented morely by dt’ adrav. 
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clearly implied in numerous passages, as examples of which the following 
general statement may be cited :— 

‘Tepeniag 08 6 mpopyrnc, 6 mdvoopoc, waAAov O8 év ‘Tepeuia Td" Aytov 
Iveta, érideixvvar tov Oedv- kK. t. A—Clemens Al., Cohort. ad Gentes, 
¢. viii. p. 66. Such, also, is the language in which Origen expresses his 
belief that S. Matthew’s account of the healing of the two blind men at 
Jericho (ch, xx. 30) is not in contradiction to the accounts of S. Mark and 
S. Luke :—Eitep axpiBic¢ mrotebouev dvayeyedpOa, ovvepyovvrog 
kai Tov ‘Ayiov IIvetuatoc, ta EdayyéAta.— Comm. in Mattheum, t. iii. 
p- 732. Compare, too, the words of Eusebius, which form the continuation 
of the passage prefixed to Lecture vii. :—T#j dé rod Oeiov IIvetuatoc tod 
ovvEepyovvtog avtoic anodeigel, kK. T. A.—loc. cit. p. 116. . 

But this conclusion is brought out still more plainly by the manner in 
which the Fathers reject the idea, that the condition of the sacred writers, 
when under the influence of Inspiration, at all resembled that state of un- 
consciousness which the Montanists represented as the essence of true 
Prophecy. In addition to the passages cited in Lecture v. p. 191, &c., the 
following may be given :— 

S. Basil (if, indeed, the commentary on Isaiah be his) writes of the 
notion, put forward, by some, as to the ecstatic state of Isaiah and Eze- 
kiel :—aoi dé tive eSeotnK6Tacg adtod¢ mpopynredverv, EmikaduTTouéevov 
Tov avOpwreiov vov Tapa Tov IIvevpwartoc. todto O& Tapa THY émayye- 
Aiav éort tij¢ Oeiacg émidnuiac, Exppoya Troveiv Tov OedAnTToOY, Kal OTE 
mTAnpn¢e yéyove TOV Oeiwy didaypdtwr, TOTE Kal THO olKEiac 
Efiotacbar dtavoiac.—Comm. in Esai, t.i. p. 381. 

S. Chrysostom briefly, but completely, points out the distinction :— 
Tovto yap pdvtewc idvov, TO eeotnKévat, TO avdyKny bropévery, Td 
beicba, TO EAKecOat, TO obpecBal WoTEp watvouevoyv, ‘O d& TpodATnC 
ovy ObTWC, GAAG pEeTa OLavotac vnpovaene, Kal OwHpovotane KaTadTdaEWC, 
kat eiddc ad d0éyyeETat, dbnoiv dnavra—In Epist. ad 
1 Cor. xii., Hom. xxix., t. x. p. 259. 

The condition of the Prophets is thus clearly described by S. Gregory 
the Great :—‘Scriptores igitur sacri eloquii, quia impulsu S, Spiritus 
agitantur, sic de se in illo testimonium tanquam de aliis proferunt. Ergo 
S. Spiritus per Moysen locutus est de Moyse: 8. Spiritus per Johannem 
locutus est de Johanne. Paulus quoque quia non ex se ipso loqueretur, 
insinuat dicens: ‘An experimentum queritis Ejus qui in me loquitur 
Christus.” [2 Cor. xiii. 3.] * * *  Itaque scriptores sacri eloquii, quia 
repleti 8. Spiritu super se trahuntur, quasi extra semetipsos fiunt: et sic 
de se sententias, quasi de aliis, proferunt. Unde et beatus Job S. Spiritu 
afflatus, potuit sua gesta, que erant videlicet superne aspirationis dona, 
quasi non sua scribere: quia eo alterius erant qua loquebatur, quo homo 
loquebatur que Dei sunt: et eo alter que erant ilhus loquebatur, quo 
Spiritus S. loquebatur que hominis sunt.”—Pref. in Moral. in Job, 
t. iv p. 8. 

The opinions of 8, Jerome are well known, and are to be seen in his 
different “ Prefaces,” usually prefixed to the editions of the Vulgate :—ef. 
e. g., his words quoted, supra, p. 192, note ’. 

The following statement of the satne principle occurs in the “ Synopsis 
Prophetiarum” already quoted (p. 484) :— 
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TloAAdKuc dé Kal dia THY Tod AéyovTOC TeEpl Td dyyéAAeLv IdL6THTA, 
yiverar dodpera. wc kai évtavOa: [seil, Ex. xxv. ; Ezek. xl.] 7d wey Tvedpa 
Ta vowata bTEBaAEV ExdoTw THY TpopNnTSv, avtot J? Aoirdv 
annyyerdov, Wo Exaotog 10bvaTo, TA TOU IIvedpatoc, od yap We dKivij- 
Toc avToic Eypiaato, Ka0dreEp 1) THY Sayévuen éerinvota* GA2 EBobAETO 
avTove Kat yivaoKerv TH Tap’ abTod euTrvEedmeva, Kal ETA TiC olKeiac 
yroung dnavra déyetv, wh yap dh) tod Tod dOéov Movtavod Arpove 
mrapadesaiveba, Pioavtoc: Tov¢g Tpopijtac KaTeyouévove Tapa Oeod pr 
eldévat & A€yovat.'—Loc. cit. p. 31. 

ILI. The third division of the subject may now be considered ;_ viz.— 
“Those testimonies of the Fathers which relate to the nature of the Bible 
as a written document, the joint product of the Holy Spirit and the men 
of God” (see, supra, p. 88). The uniform manner in which even the lan- 
guage employed by the sacred writers is ascribed to the suggestion of the 
Divine influence,—and this, too, by those who, like S. Jerome (see, supra, 
p- 328, note '), fully recognised the human element of Scripture,—affords 
unquestionable evidence as to the doctrine of the Church respecting the 
written document itself. 

Tertullian, having quoted 1 Thess. iv. 14, 16, proceeds :—“ Et ideo 
majestas Spiritus S. perspicax ejusmodi sensuum, et in ipsa ad Thessaloni- 
censes epistola suggerit: ‘De temporibus autem et temporum spatiis” &e. 
(ce. v. 1).".—De Resurrectione Carnis, c. 24, p. 396. 

S. Irenzeus: “ Non enim solo sermone prophetabant Prophete, sed et 
Visione, * * * secundum id quod suggerebat Spiritus.”— Cont. Heres. 
lib. Iv. xx., p. 255. 

Origen :—T'0 dtd dfav Mwioéa Wveipa tiv mpeoButépav adbrov 
lotopiayv * * * ovr’ édidake Kai trode ypdpavrac TO Evayyé- 
Avov.— Cont, Celsum, lib. i. § 44, p. 360. 

S. Cyprian :—“ Per Hieremiam quoque hee eadem Spiritus S. suggerit, 
et docet, dicens,” &e.—De Orat. Dominic., p. 205. 

S. Jerome :—“ Phariszi stupent ad doctrinam Domini; et mirantur in 
Petro et Johanne quomodo legem sciant, quum literas non didicerint. 
Quidquid enim aliis exercitatio et quotidiana in Lege meditatio tribuere 
solet, illis Spiritus S. swggerebat ; et erant, juxta quod scriptum est, Peodi- 
daxtot.”—Ad Paulin. Ep. liii., t. i. p. 271. Cf also the, passage quoted, 

? The cases in which the Fathers do ascribe unconsciousness to the utterer of a 
Divine revelation confirm what has been said. This they considered to have been the 
state of such agents of God only as were Balaam and Caiaphas; whose unconsciousness is 
attributed to their personal unworthiness. §. Ambrose (A. D. 374), writes: “ Sed non 
mireris infusum auguri a Domino quod loqueretur; quando infusum legis in Evangelio 
etiam principi Synagoge uni ex persequentibus Christum (Joan. xi. 50). * * * 
Indignatus Dominus per angelum dixit: ‘ Vade, sed queecumque tibi inspiravero, hae 
dices,’—id est, non quz vis, sed quie cogéris loqui. Quasi organum inane sonum Meis 
preebebis sermonibus: Ego sum, qui loquar, non tu qui ea que audieris, resultabis, et 
que non intelliges. * * * Balac indignatusest. * * * Respondit ille [Ba- 
laam], ‘Calumniam patior de eo, quod nescio; ego enim nihil meum loquor, sed quast 
cymbalum tinniens sonum reddo.’ "—Ad. Chromat., Ep. 1., t. ii. p. 994. And Theo- 
doret repeats this statement, assigning as a cause the unworthiness of the recipient :— 
7d &, ExopevOn ix’ etOeiav [Num. xxiii. 4], dyAot dre dAnfde rd mpaxréov 
HBovann pabeiv, roitov yap 7rd dxdBaprov oréua Tob xavayiov Ivetuorog édéSaro 
tiv évépyevav, kad dOéyyetar & je) BotbAeTat.— Quest. xlii. in Num, t. i. p. 161. 
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supra, p. 311, note ', adopting the varia lectio, “scripts,” given in the 
“edit. Bened.,” Paris, 1704, t. iii. 246. 

S. Augustine, referring to the events which followed the “Sermon on 
the Mount” (S. Matt. viii. 1, 2), observes :—“ Hujus leprosi etiam Lucas 
meminit (v, 12, 13), non sane hac ordine, sed ut solent praetermissa re- 
cordari, vel posterius facta preeoccupare, sicut divinitus suggerebantur, que 
antea cognita, postea recordando conscriberent.”—De Consens. Evang. lib. 
li, ¢, xix., loc, ctt, p. 51. 

The following expressions of Origen, founded upon the saying of our 
Lord, that “one jot or one tittle (léTa ev 7) uia Kepaia) shall in no wise 
pass ‘from the Law” (S. Matt. v. 18),—words which convey an idea to 
which he repeatedly recurs (cf. supra, p. 89, note ', and p. 271, note ‘), 
and in which he is followed by many other Fathers,—connect the fore- 
going passages with those which still more directly point to the language 
of Scripture :— 

Ki d& ta Adyta Kupiov Adyia dyvd. * * * Kal pera Tdone 
axpiBeiag &ntaopévwcg TO “Aytov Ilvetpa troBpéBAnkev abtra 
Oa TAY UTNPETOY TOD Adyov, piTOTE Kal Dude dLtadetyy 7 dvadoyia, 
Ka’ iv emt Taoav EpPace ypadijy 7) copia Tov Ocov OedrVvEVOTOV MEN pt 
TOU TVXOVTOS ypdppatog: Kal Tdéya dtd TOTO O Lwrip Edn: 
idta Ev 7 pia Kepaia ov pu) TapéAOy ard Tod véuov, Ewe adv TdvTa 
yéunrau. ee = eogue HiteLe brodapPdvopev mept TadVT@Y TOV 
emuTrvotas tov ‘Ayiov Tvevuatoc dvayeypappeven, os TIS Spee 
Tpovoiac a a, eye owrhpla éveonapkviac, O¢ got eiteiv, 
ExKdOTW ypadupaTte Kata TO évdeyouevor iyvyn Tie copiac.—Nel. 
in Psalm., t. ii. p. 527. 

This principle he applies as follows :—‘ Sacra volumina Spirittis pleni- 
tudinem spirant; nihilque est sive in Prophetia, sive in Lege, sive in Evan- 
gelio, sive in Apostolo, quod non a plenitudine majestatis descendat. 
* * * Neque vero dixit [Jer. li. 6], salvare, sed resalvare, Ap- 
positio syllabe significat sacramentum.”—Hom. xxi, in Jerem., t. il. 

. 282. 
* And again: God said to Jeremiah (ch. i.5)—IIpd rod pe TAGOaL aE 
iv kovata, and not, To TOU pe Trovijoat ce :—tor, adds Origen, dvayvovs 
THY Téveowy, kat THPHIAS Ta elpnuéva Trept THIS KTioewe TOD KdopLOV, 
evpyoeic Ott ypapy Tdvy OtadeKktTLeKwTad7 7 .—Hom. i. in Jerem., 
t. ii. p. 131. 

On such principles was founded Origen’s allegorizing system of inter- 
pretation. This he states in the following words, which are important as 
proving both that his exalted idea of Inspiration was the established doc- 
trine of the Church, and also that he never abandoned the truth of the 
literal sense of Scripture :—‘ Est preeterea et illud IN ECCLESIASTICA PRA- 
DICATIONE quod mundus iste factus sit, * * * tum demum quod per 
Spiritum Dei Scripture conscript sint, et sensum habeant, NoN EAM SOLUM 
qui in manifesto est, sed et alium quemdam latentem quamplurimos.”—De 
Princip, lib. i. § viii, t. i. p. 48. These words are particularly interesting 
as having been already quoted by 8S. Pamphilus, Mart. (A. D. 294.—* Apol. 
pro Origene,” ap. Galland., t. iv. p. 11), in reply to the charge brought 
against ‘Origen of denying the literal truth of Scripture:—a charge to 
which he certainly left himself open in some unguarded statements. But 
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see the additional remarks at the close of this Appendix. Although de- 
parting from the chronological order hitherto followed, it may be well to 
quote here the views of so sober a commentator as 8. Chrysostom, in 
order to prove that such opinions, as to the profound meaning latent in 
every word of Scripture, were not confined to the school of the Allegorists, 

8. Chrysostom observes that some surprise may have been felt at the 
frequency of the Salutations in the Epistles of 8. Paul. He proposes, there- 
fore, to point out their utility; laying down the proposition—"Ort tOv Oeiwv 
ypapav obdév trepitrov, obdév mapepyov éott, KaV LOTa Ev, KaYV 
pia Kepaia 4, dada cat yar mpdopynat¢e TOAD Tédayog Hiv dvotyer 
é6voudtav. Kad ti Aéyo, yar mpdapnare ; TOAAdKLC Kal Evd¢ oTOLXELOv 
mpooOiKn SAGKAnpOV vonudTwr eiaiyaye ObVauLY, Kal TOUTO ETL THE TOD 
"ABadiu tmpoonyopiac éotiv ideiv.i—ln illud, ‘Salut. Priscil, et Aquil.’ 
Hom. i.,, t. iii. p. 172. 

And to the same effect :—“ Certain illiterate persons (t1vé¢ elow dv- 
Opwr0 Bdvavoot) taking up the Divine Books and perceiving statements 
as to chronology, or catalogues of names, pass such matters by with the 
remark,—’Ovéuata pévov éotl, kal ovdév yphoyov exer. Ti Aéyetc ; ‘O 
Osd¢ PbéyyeTat, kal od ToAude eimery, oddev YpHoluov THY elpnuévwy 
éotiv ;’—In illud, ‘ Vidi Dominum’ (Esai. vi. 1) Hom. ii., t. vi. p. 109. 
(Cf. also his remarks, to the same effect, on Rom. xvi, 5: “Salute Epzene- 
tus.”—Homil. xxxi. in Ep. ad Rom. t. ix. p. 745.) 

The principle of the foregoing statements is contained in the following 
explanation:—Ovd yap phuata tot ard, dAdAad Tov Ivetpatog Tow 
‘Aylov prwara, kal da TodTO TOAD éoTL TOV Onoavpov ebpetv Kal EV Ua 
ovAdaBy. Llpootyete ovy, tapakade, weTa anpiBeiag * * * dele 
&w peuBéc0w tov Aoytopdy * * * GAN évvody * * * redid 
TI TOV TpodnTav yAGrtrTy¢G TOV Ocod Tpd¢ judc StaAeyouévov axovouev 
* * * "Opa tiv dkpiBevav Tig dtdacKadiac. ’Auddtepa TéOEtKev 6 
pakdploc obto¢g Tpopiryc, waAAov dé TO IIvetua 76 “Ayloy da Tij¢ TOU- 
Tov yAwtrTy¢, Taldedov ude THY yeyevnuévwv tiv dKkodovbiay.—In 
Gen. ii., Hom. xv., t. iv. p. 115. (Cf. Hom. xlii., in Gen, xvii., Jbid., 
p- 425.) 

To return, however, to earlier writers. Alluding to our Lord’s words 
when He wept over Jerusalem, “ How often (toodxic) would I have gath- 
ered,” &c. (S. Matt. xxiii. 37), Clemens Al. asks—Té obv ; 70éAnoe pév, 
ovK qOvv7ij0n bé- ToodKi¢ 68, 7) TOU; Oi, dud TE TpOdNTOY, Kat Ova Tic 
mapovaiac. ToAdTpoTov pév ovv TIV copiayv 7) Iloodkicg éExkdeixve- 
Tat Aéiic.-—Strom, i, p. 332. Having observed that Pythagoras held 
him to be the wisest of men who gave names to things, he adds :—Aei 
Toivuy Tac ypadac axpiBd¢ Stepevvouévore, éred}) év mapaBoAaig elpijo 
Bat dvwpodoynyta, and THY dvoudtwr Onpwuévove tac dégag dg 7d 
"Aylov Ilvetpa mept Tov mpayudtwy Eyov, ele tTa¢g AEEELC, WC 
elveiv, TH V avTOV didvotav EKTUTWOGHEVOY OLDdoKEL, 
iva quiv dxpiBag éeragoueva Orantioonrat pév Ta Ovomata TOAVOT MWC 
elpnuéva.— Prophet. Ecloge, § xxxii. p. 998. 

And again, in language subsequently employed by Origen :—Kat jzupiac - 
dv &yount oor ypadac tapadépery, wv ovdé Kepaia tapeAeioerat juia, f2i) 
ovyt émiteAnc yevouivns TO yap otéua Kupiov, To “Aytoy vedpa, 
éAdAnoev tavta.—Cohort. ad Gentes, § ix. p. 68. 
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S. Athanasius :—Tiveg piv yap tOv trap’ ii dxepaton, Kabroe 
TLOTEVOVTEC eELVval Oedmvevora Ta phuata, buwo 
vopicovor dra TO evpwvor, Kat Tépipews Evexa rife ancons pedwdetoba 
TOvE padpove. ovK tote O& OUTWC: ov yap To 0d Kai TLOavon éfntnoev 
f] YOAPT* GAAG Kat TobTO Gpedreiag Evena THe Wyte TerénwTgy.—LEpist. 
ad Marcellin. § xxvii., t. i. p. 999. 

8. Gregory, of Nyssa (A. at 370): —"Ooa i Oeia ypagn Aéyet, TOU 
IIvevparo¢ elol TOV ‘Ayiov puvat. Kaw yap Tpoepitevoe TO llvetpa 
TO “Aytov" TOUTO m™pog Tovs Kata ‘Pop "lovdaiovg eltav TOC “Hoaiov 
pwvag Erupeper. Kal TpoG ‘EPpaioug TO Tveppa Tpords 5a¢, év oi¢ ono, 

drt dtd Kabarc Aéyet [Heb. iii. | 70 Tvebpa TO “Aytov, émdyet Ta TIC 
Padupdiag | piara, Th EK TpOTWTOV TOV Ocov dteSodLk ic elpnpéva. Kal 
Tapa avTow 08 TOU Kupiov TO ioov éudOouer, drt AaBid odt év éavT@ 
pEvOr, TobT’ tot ob Kata tiv dvOpwrivyy pbow PbeyyopEvoc, Ta 
en dvesqjer puvotipea [scil. 8. Matt. xxii. 43|—Cont. Hunom. Orat. 
Vi., t. li. p. 604, 

S. Gregory, of Nazianz. (A. D. 37 0) :—Let us not suppose that Scripture 
has been written without design (ei«7); or that it presents an idle crowd 
of words and facts to amusé the hearers,’ "—'Hwueic dé ol kat péxype Tig 
TuyovonS kepatag Kar young Tob ele gs THY axpiBerav EAKOVTES, 
ov yap. botov, ovdé Tac ehaylioras mpds feug elki oTrovdacbijvat TOU 
avaypaypaot, Kat HEX pe TOV TapovTOC vga dtaowbijvat GAN’ iv’ qpeic 
Exopev browviata Kal Tadevpara Tig TOV Omoiwy dtaoKépews.—Orat, 
Secunda, t. i. p. 60. 

8. Jerome :—“ Ego enim non solum fateor; sed libera voce profiteor, me 
in interpretatione Grecorum, absque Scripturis Sanctis uBI ET VERBORUM 
ORDO MYSTERIUM Est, non verbum e verbo, sed sensum exprimere de sensu.” 
—Ad Pammachium, Epist. lvii, t. 1, p. 806. Again :—‘‘ Patet Exodus 
cum decem plagis, cum Decalogo, cum mysticis divinisque preeceptis. In 
promtu est Leviticus liber, in quo singula sacrificia, immo singule pone 
syllabe, et vestes Aaron, et totus ordo Leviticus, spirant celestia sacra- 
menta.”—Ad Paulinum, Ep. liii. t. i. p. 274. (See also §. Jerome’s words 
quoted, supra, p. 78, note ’ 

S. Augustine, speaking of “the waters which were above the firma- 
ment”—Gen. i. 7, observes: “Quoque modo autem, et qualeslibet aque ibi 
sint, esse eas ibi minime dubitemus: major est quippe Scripturee hujus 
auctoritas, quam omnis humani ingenti capacitas.”—De Genesiad. lit.lib. 
ii. c. 5, t. iil, p. 185. 

To this division of the subject belong the following passages, where the 
principle is stated on which the harmony of the different parts of Serip- 
ture depends. Theophilus of Antioch :— 

Iléow ovv paddov nusig TH GANOH cloopeba, ot peavOdvovrec and TOV 
ayiwy Tpo@ntav, TOV YOpnOdvTwY TO “AyLtov Ilvevua TOU Oeod. dus 
cbupuova kat pida GAAHAoLC ol TdvTEC Bae ld elTov.— 
Ad Autol. lib, iii. c. xvii, p. 390. (Cf, also, Zbed. lib. ii. ¢. xxxv., 
p- 374.) 

Ss. Epiphanius Obl Exdorw epepioey 6 Oede, i iva ol Téooapec Evay- 
yeAtoral bpethovrec xnposat, etpwow ExaoTog Th payaowerary kat Ta 
ev TULPOVUE kar lowe Knpos Swow: iva devyOGouv, bre &E abt TAS 
THY IHS Opunvra: Ta dF ExdoTw TapadnPbérta, dAAoG dinyjoEeTat, O¢ 
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éAaBe rapa tov Ivetuatocg pépoc tij¢ dvadoyiag.— Adv. Har. lib. ii. 
Heres. li., t. i. p. 427. 

Origen states the result :—Tpitoc elpyvorrotoc, 6 THY dado PaLrvo- 
wévgnv waxny Tov ypagav arroderKkvd¢ eivae ob padynv, Kar Taptorac 
THY ovUEdwviay Kal Ti eiphyyy TobTwWY, TOL TaAMODV Tpdc KaLVaC, 
7} VowKav Tpd¢g TpopyTiKac, 7) evayyeALKOV poe aTooToALKac, 7) dTOOTO- 
Atk@v Tpd¢ droaToAtKd¢.— Comm. in Matth., t. ii. p, 441. 

That such statements by no means imply that the Fathers held the 
‘mechanical’ theory of Inspiration, in its modern sense, is obvious from 
the passages already quoted in Lecture vii. p. 326, &c. The principles 
there laid down had been already defined by Origen, whose views as to 
the Divine authority of even the words of Scripture, were, as we know, so 
rigid :— 
re Oi ’AnéotoAo * * * gaol ididrat eivat TH Adyw, GAd’ od TH 

yvaoet* vojuatéov yap avrTd oby bd TLadaAov povov, dAda Kai id TOV 
Aoit@v ’ATooTéAwY AéyecOa av. In illustration of which fact, he quotes 
the saying of S. Paul: “We have this treasure in earthen vessels (év 
dorpakivowg oneveow), that the excellency of the power may be of God, 
and not of us.”—2 Cor. iv. 7; explaining, dorpakivey O& OKEVOV TIC 
evTedove Kal evKaTapgovATov rap’ "EAAjot AESEWS TOV ypapav oer 
brrepBodijc Ovvduews Tov Ocod éudacvowévyc, bTe loxvae sda 
dbvauic THY Aeyouévwv ovK euTrodiGonévn v7 Tij¢ ebtEAod¢g dpdaewe, 
p0doa wo TEepdtwv yij¢:—and he concludes by the argument, which 
appears to have been an established principle in the Church (see, supra, 
p- 326, note *), that, had the sacred writers exhibited that rhetorical style 
and diction which the Greeks cultivated with such care, their success in 
converting the world might have been ascribed not to the truth of their 
doctrine, but to the eloquence with which it had been enforeed— Comm. 
in Joann. (t. iv.), t. iv. p. 93. 

The absence of exact definitions on the subject is at once accounted for 
by the fact, that no party, or even individual writer, denied or questioned 
the perfect ‘Tuspiration of Scripture (see, supra, p. 79, where also the only 
exceptions to this statement are noticed). The single occasion, too, on 
which any controversy seems to have arisen respecting the result of the 
Divine influence fully confirms so wide an assertion ; and also shows that 
the Church was in possession of principles which, had the occasion pre- 
sented itself, would at once have led to the most accurate dogmatical 
definitions. It may be well briefly to state the leading facts as to this con- 
troversy; both because the opinions that were then elicited form the 
natural point of transition between the views of the early Church, and 
those which have been considered in Appendix C; and also because they 
exhibit the exact agreement existing, as I venture to think, between the 
doctrine of Inspiration maintained in the present work, and that which has 
been inculcated by the Church Catholic from the earliest times. 

The controversy to which I refer took place between 8. Agobard, Arch- 
bishop of Lyons (A. D. 841), and the Abbot Fredegisus, Chancellor of the 
Emperor Ludovicus Pius, and pupil of Alcuin. Fredegisus had accused 
S. Agobard of asserting “ ‘that the Apostles and Evangelists, the translators 
of Scripture and its Catholic expositors,” had committed grammatical 
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errors." In reply to this charge S. Agobard commences by stating his 
opinion as to Scripture :— 

“Ista tamen inconcussa et firma auctoritas illorum auctorum est, per 
quos Spiritus S. Novi et Veteris Testamenti volumina confecit ; de quibus 
nulli unquam homini licuit aut licet cogitare vel unam literam aliter eos 
dicere debuisse quam dixerunt, quoniam eorum auctoritas firmior est calo 
ac terra, secundum quod Dominus ait: ‘ Facilius est ccelum et terram trans- 
ire, quam de Lege unum apicem cadere.’ ”—Adv. Fredegisum, cap. ix. ed. 
Baluz., t. i. p. 174. 

The case, he adds, is altogether different with respect to translators, 
whose errors S. Jerome censures in his Prefaces; or expositors, of whom 
S. Augustine, in his book against Faustus the Manichzean (and this “ non 
solum de illis qui reprehensi sunt a Doctoribus, edcam de probatissimis”), 
writes as follows :—“ Quod genus literarum, id est expositionum, non cum 
credendi necessitate, sed cum judicandi libertate, legendum est. Soli nam- 
que Divine auctoritatis libri legendi sunt non cum judicandi libertate, sed 
cum credendi necessitate.” Hence 8. Agobard argues :—You, Fredegisus, 
have acted far more erroneously, inasmuch as “quoscumque interpretes 
atque expositores cozquatis Apostolis et Evangelistis ; cum Symmachum 
et Paulum, et Didymum et Johannem, una defensione indifferentique laude 
dignos ducitis” (p. 176). The next charge of Fredegisus which he notices, 
is the following—* Turpe est enim Spiritum 8. qui omnium gentium lin- 
guas mentibus Apostolorum infudit, rusticitatem potius per eos quam no- 
bilitatem uniuscujusque linguz locutum esse.” §. Agoburd denies, with 
much solemnity, the charge of having ascribed “rusticitas” to the Holy 
Spirit ; but he retorts again upon Fredegisus :—“ Extra hoc autem quod 
tale sacrilegium nobis impingere videmini, apparet etiam in his verbis ves- 
tris quod ita sentiatis de Prophetis et Apostolis, ut non solum sensum pre- 
dicationis, et modos, vel argumenta dictionum, Spiritus §. eis inspiraverit, 
sed etiam ipsa corporalia verba extrinsecus in ora illorum Ipse formaverit. 
Quod si ita sentitis quanta absurditas sequetur quis dinumerare poterit ?”— 
Ibid, c. xii, p. 177. In proof of this statement he quotes Moses’ assertion, 
that he was “slow of speech,” and the fact that God admitted its truth 
(Ex. iv.; vi.); adding :—“ Restat ergo ut sicut ministerio angelico vox arti; 
culata formata est in are asin, ita dicatis formari in ore Prophetarum. 
Et tune talis etiam absurditas sequetur, ut si tali modo verba et voces ver- 
borum acceperunt, sensum ignorarent. Sed absit talia deliramenta cogi- 
tari.” In illustration, he reters to S. Jerome’s remarks on 2 Cor. xi. 6 
(quoted, supra, p. 328, note’); and also to his Prefaces :—“ Qui etiam in 
preefationibus Esaiz, Hieremiz, et Ezekielis quid de differentia locutionis 
Prophetarum eorum dixerit, diligenter perpendite ; et invenietis nobilita- 
tem divini eloquii, non secundum vestram assertionem, more Philosophorum, 
in tumore et pompa esse verborum, sed in virtute sententiarum, secundum 

1 In the conduct of this controversy Neander observes that S. Agobard “nahe 
daran anstreifte, in dem Inspirations-begriffe das Gottliche und das Higenthimlich- 
Menscbliche schiirfer zu sondern, wenn gleich er nicht dazu gelangte, dies vollstindig 
zu entwickeln.”—Allg. Gesch. der christl. Kirche, B. iv. s. 388. It will be seen with 
what injustice Dupin adduces 8. Agobard as an authority to prove that translations 
of Scripture have as full a claim to be considered inspired as the original.—See his 
“Hist. of the Canon,” Book i. ch. ii. § 6. 
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quod ipse Apostolus ait: “Non enim in sermone est regnum Dei, sed in 
virtute” "—Jbid, p. 178. 

The opinion that Theodore of Mopsuestia affords the example of an 
early opposition to the Church’s doctrine of Inspiration (see supra, p. 78, 
&c.), is next to be considered. 

Theodore was born about the year 350, and died about 428," S, Chry- 
sostom was the friend of his youth; and he was one of the most distin- 
guished ornaments of the celebrated school of Antioch. It is unnecessary 
to add anything, in proof of Theodore’s literary merit, to what has been 
already quoted, p. 79, note’. The unquestionable tendency, however, of 
his writings to support those views which were subsequently developed in 
the heresy of Nestorius, led to Theodore’s condemnation by the Fifth Gen- 
eral Council (A. D. 553). He was likewise assailed with great bitterness 
some years later by Leontius, an advocate of Byzantium (circ. A. D. 590). 
Previously to the condemnation of his opinions by the Council, there ap- 
pears to have been a warm discussion on the subject: and Theodore was 
ardently defended by Facundus, Bishop of Hermiane, in Africa (A. D. 540), 
in a work entitled “Pro Defensione Trium Capitulorum Concilii Chalce- 
donensis” (ed. Sirmondi, Paris, 1629), and addressed to the Emperor Jus- 
tinian. In addition to what may be gathered from his own writings, the 
opinions of Theodore with respect to Inspiration may be inferred not only 
trom the recorded opinions of his defender on the subject,—who assuredly 
would not have upheld the cause of one who, in any sense, questioned the 
authority of Scripture; but also from the nature of the charges which 
were urged against him.’ 

The views of Facundus himself may be collected from the following 
words —“ Nam si obstinatus ille dicendus est, qui non cedit Ecclesiz con- 
stitutis, earundem Scripturarum auctoritate firmatis, quanto deterioris ob- 
stinationis dicendus est, qui ipsis Divinis Scripturis dedignans acquiescere, 
inviolabili earum plenitudini aut abrogat veritatem, aut aliquid deesse 
putat quod propria debeat adinventione supplere ?’—Joce. cit. lib. xii. 

. 514. 
: The error of Theodore, with respect to Scripture, was twofold. (1) The 
extreme into which he was led by his opposition to the principles of the 
Allegorists, against whom he wrote a special treatise; and (2) his rejection 
from the Canon of portions of the Old and New Testaments. 

(1) Theodore seems to have borrowed his system of interpretation from 
his teacher, Diodorus of Tarsus,—a name unhappily too notorious in the 
controversies of that age,—whose principle it was to pay regard to the 
mere letter of Scripture (WiA® TO ypdupare TOV Ociwv Tpocéywv ypapav. 
—Socrates, Hist. Hecl. lib, vi. cap. 3, p. 311). Hence resulted the method 
of typical, as opposed to allegorical exposition; a method which is thus 
described by Theodore himself :— 

“ All things in both the Old and the New Testament have been ordained 
by one and the same God, intent upon one end (7pd¢ Eva oxordv Opéy). 
Having of old determined with Himself to make known the constitution 

1 See O. F.. Fritzsche, ‘‘ De Theodori Mopsuest. Vita et Scriptis,” Hale, 1836. 
* A valuable result will follow from this inquiry, namely, that we shall learn 

the opinion of an Gicumenical Council on the important question which we are con- 
sidering. 
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of the Future (tiv wéAAovoay éxpijvar Kataoraowv), the commencement 
of which He has exhibited in the economy introduced by the Lord Christ; 
and considering it necessary that we should first exist in this present state 
of things, and be afterwards transferred to that other, by means of the Re- 
surrection from the dead, * * * inorder that this might become mani- 
fest, and that it might not be thought that He had afterwards determined 
anything new concerning us,—by many and different means He already 
suggested (é€varé0ero) to men the Advent of the Lord Christ.” The pro- 
mises to Abraham and to David have been fulfilled in the dispensation in- 
troduced by Christ; in Whom all nations have been truly blessed, and 
Whose kingdom shall not be moved. For this purpose, God preserved 
with care His people, who waited for the coming of the Lord Christ. For 
this cause He disposed most things under the Old Covenant in such a 
manner that they might not only afford the greatest profit to those who 
then lived, but might also indicate what was to be manifested afterwards : 
and thus the things of old were a type of what was to come :—eipioxeté 
TE KATA TOVTOY TOY TPOTOY TiTOG Tic TU TaAaa THY boTEpor, EyorTA 
wév Tiva piyowy Tpd¢ Tav’Ta—Prowm. in Jonam (ap. A. Mai., “ Script. 
Vet. Nova Coll.,” t. vi. p. 114). E. g. God released Israel from Egypt and 
from all that bitter bondage ; He saved them by the death of the first-born ; 
and by anointing the door-posts with blood distinguished between His 
people and the Egyptians: by types (év téroic), denoting beforehand that 
ihe Lord Christ would so deliver us, not from the bondage of Egypt, but 
from that of death and of sin. 

Theodore divided the Psalms into four classes," Historical, Prophetical, 
Morsl, and Messianic. According to his disciple, Cosmas Indicopleustes 
(A. D. 535), the school of Theodore regarded four Psalms only as Mes- 
slanic,’ i, e. as applicable throughout to Christ alone: 6 Aavid 7&té0n 
éx Ivetpatog npoenety tept tov Aeonétov Xpiotod wWadapove O’., 
Tov 2B’. Kat TOV H. Kal TOY [W’. Kal TOV PO’., bAove Tove J’. du’ bAov Ei¢ 
Avtov elpnxaic¢.— Christian. Opinio de Mundo, lib. v. (“ Collect. Nov. Patr.” 
ed. Montfauc., t. i, p. 224.) Without dwelling upon the fact that Facundus 
(doc. cit., lib. iii. p. 130) quotes a statement of Theodore to the effect that 
his Commentary upon the Psalms was no more than a crude production 
of his pen in early youth; or adducing the case of many other writers who 
have equally limited the number of the Messianic Psalms (e. g. Hengsten- 
berg, see supra, p. 151, note), but who have never been regarded, on that 
account, as opponents of Inspiration ;—it will be sufficient, in proof of 
Theodore’s profound sense of the Divine nature of Scripture, to quote two 
passages from his Commentary on the Minor Prophets, selected almost at 
random. Explaining Hos. i. 1 (“The word of the Lord that came unto 
Hosea”), he writes:—Adyov 0& Kupiov tiv évépyevav anavtaxov Aéyet 
THY Oetav tiv épdtw OjroTe yryvouévny * * * GOeiav dé évepyetav 
Kav7avda Aéyet, Kal’ iv dtroKdAvYte TOV Eoopévwr eyiveTo TO TpOPATY * 

* See Fritzsche, loc. cit. p. 32. 
* Leontius has charged Theodore with allowing only three Psalms to be Messianic, 

referring the others, in a Judaizing manner, to Zorobabel and Hezekiah :—rov¢ zuvta¢ 
parpove lovdaikac rotc rept Tov LopoBaBer xat’ECexiav avébynke Tpeic wovovc TH Kupiw 
mpoopipac.—Adv. Nestorian. § xv. (ap. A. Mai., “Spicileg. Rom.” t. x, par. iL 
p- 73). 
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ag’ ic mep adT@ Kal 7d Aéyery Ta Kal pynview Ta eobpeva Sivamuc 
iripyev.— Comm. in Oseam (loc. cit., p. 2). 

Again:—Tij¢ avtij¢ tov ‘Ayiov Ivetwarog ydpitocg of te mdéAat 
peteixyov Kat ol TH THC KaLvijg SiaOhKno iTNpETObpEVoL protnpiw.— 
Comm. in Nahum, i. 1 (loc. cit., p. 163), (The discussion which follows 
here, on the ecstatic condition of the prophets, and founded on 1 Cor. xii., 
is full of interest.) 

The Books of Scripture which Theodore rejected were, in the Old Tes- 
tament, the writings of Solomon, the Chronicles, Job, Ezra; and in the 
New, as Leontius (/. ¢. p. 73) states, the Catholic Epistles. The principle 
on which he did so,—at least in some of these cases, as appears from his 
own words quoted at the Council of Constantinople,—was not founded 
upon a denial of Inspiration, but (as I have already observed) upon his 
attempt to lay down a criterion which all inspired books must satisfy :— 
“His que pro doctrina hominum scripta sunt, et Salomonis libri con- 
numerandi sunt, id est, Proverbia et Ecclesiaste ; qui ipse ex sua persona 
ad aliorum utilitatem composuit, cum Prophetie quidem gratiam non ac- 
cepisset, prudentie vero gratiam, que evidenter altera est preter illam, se- 
cundum beati Pauli vocem.”—Art. lxiii. (ap. Mansi, t. ix. p. 223). 

The following extracts exhibit not only the opinion of that Council on 
the subject of Inspiration, but also the nature of the error respecting 
Scripture for which Theodere was condemned. A series of “ Articles” se- 
lected from his writings was recited before the Council,—throughout which, 
as, indeed, throughout all his writings, the title “ Divine Scripture” repeat- 
edly occurs,—each Article being preceded by a brief statement of its con- 
tents. 

Ar‘. Ixiii, is headed “Ejusdem Theodori reprobantis et librum Job, et 
contra Conscriptorem ejus, 7d est Sanctum Spiritum, dicentis,’ &e. And 
again: Art. Ixvi. is headed—“ Per omnia reprobans Scripturam Job, et 
Conscriptori maledicens (idem autem est dicere Sancto Spiritut),” &e. 

The Council next proceeded (“Collatio 5ta,” ibid., p. 230, &e.) to read 
over “ea que contra Theodorum Mopsuestenum et ejus blasphemias sancti 
patres scripserunt ;” in which, however, no mention whatever is made of 
Theodore’s having questioned the authority or Inspiration of Scripture, the 
whole controversy turning upon his interpretation of it. That interpreta- 
tion was obviously founded upon his exalted estimate of the letter of Scrip- 
ture; an estimate which, by a different process, led Origen into an opposite 
extreme. And here the subject of these two opposite schools of exposi- 
tors, to which reference has been made in Lecture vii. (p. 310), must be 
briefly considered. 

The light in which Origen regarded the language of Scripture, and 
which may be inferred from his words already quoted, is laid down in the 
following striking passage :—* Videtur mili unusquisque sermo Divine 
Scripturee similis esse alicui seminum, cujus nature hee est, ut cum jactum 
fuerit in terram, regeneratum in spicam, * * * miultipliciter diffun- 
datur; et tanto cumulatius, quanto vel peritus agricola plus seminibus 
laboris impenderit, vel beneficium terra foecundioris indulserit.”—Jn Exod. 
Hom. i. § i., t. ii. p. 129. 

Origen had also a clear apprehension of the still more important prin- 
ciple, that the Bible must be regarded as one organic whole, not as a for- 
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tuitous assemblage of independent writings: but he does not seem to have 
been capable of grasping the great truth which he thus perceived. He 
observed, that as man consists of body, soul, and spirit, so Scripture con- 
sists of the letter, the sense contained under the letter, and a certain shadow 
of heavenly things (Heb. viii. 5). Thus he writes :—* Triplicem in Scrip- 
turis Divinis intelligentiz inveniri seepe diximus modum,—historicum, 
moralem, et mysticum. Unde et corpus inesse ei, et animam, ac spiritum 
intelleximus.”—Jn Levit. Hom. v. § 5, t. ti. p. 209. And again :—"Qor7rep 
yap 6 av0pwrog ovvéotnkev EK OwpaTog Kat uyig Kal TvEvpatog: TOY 
abrov tpérov Kal } oikovounOeioa bT6 TOU OEod cic dvVOpOTWY OwrnpiaVv 
dobjvat yeapt.—De Princip. lib. iv. t.i. p. 168.1. Now it is plain, if 
this analogy is to be carried out, that, in order to form a just conception of 
what Scripture means, due value must be assigned to each of its three ele 
ments; and the relation to each other which they respectively hold must 
be maintained, The spirit of man confers its vital power upon the material 
substance into which it has been infused: while the soul, the product, as it 
were, of this union of the spiritual and the corporeal,’ is that in which 
consists the real existence of the living man. To consider the material 
substance alone, or the spirit alone, is at once to abandon the region of 
actual being. We should then contemplate an inanimate mass; or specu- 
late respecting the nature of an immaterial element which transcends the 
limit of all human experience. While if we grasp the full idea of the 
living man, his material substance becomes the outward, but necessary, 
garb of the spiritual essence; the union of both being expressed by the 
Soul, which derives its vital principle from what is spiritual, and the condt- 
tion of its existence from the bodily organization—an organization which 
(as we learn from the doctrine of the Resurrection of the body), is as 
essential to its future as to its present being. The fixed relation of these 
three components was what Origen failed to maintain when he proceeded 
to apply the analogy which he so acutely pointed out. Neglecting, and 
at times appearing even to deny, the historical sense of Scripture, he dwelt 
exclusively upon its spiritual element: nay, so far did his one-sided system 

1 Tt is interesting to observe how Origen follows here in the footsteps of Philo. 
Philo having said that “he, to whom God has granted to be, as well as to seem, hon- 
orable and virtuous, is truly happy,” continues:—Wiot yap tivec of ToUG PynTode 
vOmoVE cvUusoha vontav TpayuuTwv bToAauBdvovTeEc, Ta piv dyav HRKpiZwoar, TOV OB 
pabipuc dArydpycav, ov¢ pempaiunv dv tywye Ti¢ ebyepeiac. We are not, he goes on 
to say, to omit the actual observance of a festival because it symbolizes (cvuordv 
tori) joy of soul, and thanksgiving to God. Nor because Circumcision denotes 
(udaivec) the excision (éxtounv) of pleasures and affections, must we therefore abro- 
gate the law which commands the rite itself, On such a principle we should do 
away with the Temple-worship, and innumerable other ceremonies, if we shall attend 
merely to what the latent sense denotes («ef “oroug mpoosSomev Toi¢ Ou’ brovoiwv SnAov- 
wévorc). He then proceeds to anticipate Origen in his analogy, using almost the same 
words :—AAAd yp7) TadTa piv Obmate EoLkévace vouilev, puyy OF Exeiva> Gorep 
ody cuparoc éretdy puxne éoTW olkog Toovontéov, ObTwW Kal TOV PHTOY Vopwy 
bryeAnréov.—De Migr. Abrs t. i. p. 450. 

2 “The Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his 
nostrils the breath [or spirit, m22,—cf. Lecture v. p. 225, note '] of life, and man 
became a living soul (wD3).”—Gen. ii. 7. Cf “I pray God your whole spirit, and soul, 
and body (ro mvetua, Kai 7 puy7H, Kad TO Gdpua) be preserved blameless,” &c.—1 Thess. 
v. 23. See Mr. Westcott’s remarks on this subject, ‘‘ Elem. of Gosp. Harmony,” App. 
B, p. 207. 
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of interpretation lead him, that he ventured to assert-—@xovdunoé tiva 
oiovel oxdvdada Kal mpookdupata Kai ddivara. * * * 6 Tod OEod 
Adyoc. iva. * * * i) Kivotpevor axd TOD ypdyparoc, wndev OeL6- 
tepov ud0wwev.— De Princip. lib, iv., t. i. p. 173. 

From the natural reaction against such exaggerated allegorizing arose 
the school of Theodore; which, from an undue depreciation of the spiritual 
element, and an exclusive assertion of the mere literal sense, fell into the 
opposite extreme. In consequence of this error, Thecdore regarded the 
primary application (see Lecture iv. p. 153, note *) of the Old Testament 
prophecies as their complete and sole meaning; and hence he was charged 
with “Judaizing”* by the different writers, who opposed his views. E. 
the prediction as to our Lord’s triumphant entry into Jerusalem, which the 
Evangelists (S. Matt. xxi. 4; 8. John, xii, 14) quote from Zechariah (ix. 9), 
Theodore considered as designed to point out Zorobabel alone; alleging 
that it is referred in the Gospels to Christ, solely because He, too, was great, 
and just, and a deliverer. The principle according to which part of the 
prediction applies to Zorobabel, and part to our Lord, in Theodore’s judg- 
ment, puypodoyiacg éote mepiTTij¢ Kat areipiag THY Ociwy ypapaov.— 
Comm. in Zach. (loc, cit. p. 255). 

It is not difficult to perceive how the analogy suggested by Origen, if 
consistently applied, leads to the true principle of interpretation. The 
“Soul” of the sacred writings can never be appreciated by fixing our whole 

? As might naturally be supposed, the passages in which such statements occur 
have been laid hold of by Strauss (‘‘Introduct.” § 4); and with his usual unfairness. 
Origen’s principle was that every isolated phrase and expression of Scripture is replete 
with profit and instruction: even the ordinances of the Jewish Law, apart from the 
great Scheme of which they formed an element, abound with instruction for Christians. 
Hence, speaking of the Law as to “the sin-offering,” Lev. vi. 24, &c., he argues that 
the passage must be expounded spiritually, since to announce to a Christian assembly 
the benetit of animal sacrifices as an atonement for sin must lead to offence and to 
error:—“ Hee omnia nisi alio sensu accipiamus, quam literae textus ostendit, sicut 
seepe jam diximus, cwm in Ecclesia recitantur, obstaculum magis et subversionem 
Christian religioni, quam hortationem eedificationemque preestabunt.”"—Jn Levit. 
Hom. v., t. ii. p. 205. ‘'‘ What edification (he asks, in a passage quoted by Strauss) 
shall we derive from the history of Abraham and Abimelech (Que nobis zxedificatio 
erit)?” “Hee Judi putent, et si qui cum eis literze amici non Spiritus.”—Jn Genes. 
Hom. vi., § 3, t. ii. p. 78.—“ Origen by no means requires that we should not believe 
this narrative (wicrevevy, credere); but only that we should not think (vouicew, putare) 
that it so conveyed edification, or that it was written for the sake of its merely verbal 
sense. This latter view is Jewish or literal.”—Hoffman Das Leben Jesu, s. 42. As 
Origen himself observes :—*“ Hac interim propter eos qui amici sunt litere, * * * 
Sed nos qui omnia que scripta sunt non pro narrationibus antiquitatum, sed pro dis- 
ciplina et utilitate nostra didicimus scripta,” &c.—Jn Exod. Hom. ii., t. ii. p. 133. 

2 As the extreme maintained by Theodore arose from the reaction against the ex- 
cessive allegorizing of Origen, so Origen'’s excesses may, not unfairly, be attributed to 
his opposition to the Chiliasts, or Millenarians (see Neander, “ Kirchen-Gesch,” B. i 
8. 1125), whom he describes as “‘solius literee discipulos. * * * Christo quidem 
credentes, Judaico autem quodam sensu Scripturas Divinas intelligentes.””—De Princip, 
lib. ii, t. i. p. 104, (See, also, his “Comm. in Matt.,” t. iii. p. 827; “ Prolog. in Cantic.,” 
t. iii. p. 28; “Sel. ad Psal.,” t. ii. p. 570). Eusebius has preserved the account given 
by 8. Dionysius of Alex. of his controversy, at a later period in the third century 
(A. D. 255), with the Millenarian bishop, Nepos, who was also obnoxious to this 
charge of “ Judaizing :"—'lovduixwrepov tag éxnyyeAuévacg toig dyiowg év taig Geiatg 
ypavaic tnayyeAiag drodobyceclar SiWdoxwv.—Hist. Eccl. lib. Vu. c. XxXiv., p. 349). CE 
Olshausen, ‘‘ Kin Wort ub. tief. Schriftsinn,” s. 13 ff 
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attention, with Origen, upon their purely spiritual application; or, with 
Theodore, upon their merely literal sense. The true signification of Scrip- 
ture results from the due combination of both the spiritual idea, and the 
historical fact: and this, as I have shown in the Seventh of the preceding 
Discourses, is the method which the inspired writers themselves prescribe. 

APPENDIX H. 

THE ADDRESS OF §S, STEPHEN.’ 

(Lecrure I]—Pace 103.) 

Ir has been often, and with too little consideration, assumed that 8. 
Luke, in the Book of the Acts, has selected for his theme, through pre- 
ference merely, the labors of Apostles; and especially of S. Peter and S. 
Paul. And yet with what particularity does he record the preaching of 
the other ministers of the Gospel :—e. g, of 8. Philip (ch. viii. 5, &c.), and 
S. Stephen (ch. vi., vii.) ; the history and martyrdom of the latter being 
described with such minuteness, while the death of the Apostle James is 
barely touched upon (ch. xii. 2). To which when we add the obvious 
design of S. Luke, in each of his writings, to supply instruction for Gentile 
readers,—a design to be inferred from his language and style, and choice 
of subjects, as well as from the care with which he relates not merely how 
the preachers of the Gospel, to a great extent abandoning Jerusalem, turned 
to the heathen world; but also how in each heathen city they turned from 
the Jews to the Gentiles,—we cannot doubt that he has composed the Acts 
of the Apostles, not under the influence of mere sulyective preference ; but, 
impelled by the objective necessity of the Divine Scheme, in order to rep- 
resent the passing of the message of Salvation from the people of Israel to 
the Pagan world (cf., supra, p. 354). We at once perceive the importance 
of the history of S. Stephen for such an object. His death was the event 
by which the Jews once more publicly showed themselves to be unworthy 
ot the Gospel; and which, at the same time, not only led to its diffusion, 
through Samaria, among the Gentiles (ch. viii, 4, &c.; ix. 32, &e.; 
xi, 19, &e.), but also conduced immediately to the conversion of 
S. Paul. 

Attention has been already drawn (supra, p. 103, notes * and *), to the 
repeated and emphatic mention of S, Stephen’s Spiritual. Gifts; and also to 
the three subjects of which he has treated in his review of Jewish history. 
These three subjects are not introduced in succession, but are intermingled 
with each other; the history supplying the different links of the argument. 
Special pains, too, are taken to point out that that peculiar characteristic 
ot Revelation which consists in the repetition of Divine acts’ is reflected 
from the entire history of the people; and that its principle of repetition 

* “Ueber Zweck, Inhalt, und Higenthiimlichkeit der Rede des Stephanus, Ap. 
Gesch. cap. vii.,” von Friedrich Luger, Liibeck, 1838. 

2 i. ¢., Divine Revelation was not restricted to the Law and the Temple; but was 
perfected only in a repeated act of Revelation—viz., in the accomplishment of the 
promise which accompanied the Law. 
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is to be found visibly stamped upon events seemingly the least important. 
Thus, Abraham “came out of the land of the Chaldeans and dwelt 
(xat@«qoev) in Charran: and from thence He [i. e. God] removed 
(uer@«coev) him,” &ce.—ver. 4. God gave him no inheritance in the land 
which he showed him; but promised its possession “to his seed after him 
(uer’ adrov),.”—ver. 5. This seed should be in bondage 400 years; “and 
after that (ueta Tava) shall they come forth.”—ver. 7, Jacob sent the 
patriarchs to Egypt first (tp@rov) ; “and at the second time (¢v TO dev- 
Tep@) Joseph was made known to his brethren.”—ver. 12, 13, Joseph 
sent and called (uetexadéoaro) his father to him; “so Jacob went down 
katé3n) unto Egypt, and died, he and our fathers, and were carried over 
Atal Mn into Sychem.”—ver, 14, 16.“ Another king arose,” &¢.— 
ver. 18. “ The next day Moses showed himself unto them.”—ver. 26. 
Another leader, Joshua, conducted the people into the promised land—ver. 
45, &e., &e. 

In speaking thus, 8, Stephen clearly adopted that view of the Old Tes- 
tament which regards no expression of Scripture, no event which it records, 
as superfluous or unimportant. In this treatment of his subject he is 
closely followed by 8. Paul:—compare, for example, the Apostle’s use of 
Jewish history in Gal. iv., and 1 Cor, x., to which allusion has so often 
been made (see supra, p. 104, note *; p. 109, note *); consider, also, how 
he argues from the most casual expressions (see Lecture viii. p. 339), and 
even omissions of the Old Testament (e. g. Heb. vii. 3, 8). Is it unreason- 
able to suppose that this address of S. Stephen, of which S. Paul was a 
hearer,—and which appears to have roused him, at the moment, to frenzy 
in his zeal for the Law and the Temple (cf. vii. 58; viii. 1, 3),—was not 
the least among the providential means by which his mind was prepared for 
his miraculous conversion? Compare, too, the whole tenor of his first ad- 
dress (ch, xiii. 16, &e.), which, equally with the discourse of S. Stephen, is 
based upon the Old Testament ; and, especially, the nature of the reproach 
brought against him by the Jews, “This is the man that teacheth all men 
everywhere, against the people, and the Law, and this place.”—xxi. 28; a 
charge which presents an exact parallel to that brought by the “ false wit- 
nesses” against S. Stephen, “This man ceaseth not to speak blasphemous 
words against this (1) holy place, and (2) the Law. For (3) we have heard 
him say that this Jesus of Nazareth shall destroy this place, and shall 
change the customs which Moses delivered us.”—vi. 13, 14. 

I. Here the three subjects of this discourse are imposed, by the neces- 
sity of the case, upon 8. Stephen:—(1.) The Temple of Solomon, as he 
proves from Isaiah, Ixvi., was not a dwelling worthy of the God “ Who in- 
habiteth eternity.”—ver. 47, 49. Indced, the previous history of Israel 
had shown that wherever God appeared, were it even “in the wilderness,” 
was “holy ground” (ver. 33, cf. ver. 30, 31): and this not merely in the 
promised land; for “the God of glory appeared unto our father Abraham 
when he was in Mesopotamia.”’—ver, 2. (2.) From these latter words, 
“The God of glory appeared unto our father Abraham,” the entire argu- 
ment starts. The Law was merely an additional element in the fulfilment 
of the promise then made (cf. Rom. vy. 20; Gal. iii, 19) :—this fulfilment 
being the essential circumstance, not the Law. Nay, even Moses, by whom 
God accomplished the celiverance promised to Abraham (ver, 36), wrote 

29 
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of the new promise added to the fulfilment of the former: “A prophet 
shall the Lord raise up unto you, oe unto me.”—ver, 37. (3.) It was 
the chief ground of reproach against S. Stephen that he had taught that 
“Jesus of Nazareth” was to be the subverter of Temple and Law. In his 
reply 8. Stephen does not expressly mention our Lord until the close of his 
address, where he announces the principle on which he had throughout 
encountered this char ge: “Ye do always resist the Holy Ghost, as your 
fathers did, so do ye. — ver. 51. Thus, “the patriarchs moved with envy 
sold Joseph.”—ver. 9. Moses “ supposed his brethren would have under- 
stood how that God by his hand would deliver them: but they understood 
not.”—ver, 25. It was said to him, “ Who made thee a ruler and a judge 
over us ?”—yver, 27. “This Moses, whom they refused, did God send to be 
aruler and a deliverer” (Avtpwrijc) (ver. 35) ; “to whom our fathers would 
not obey, but thrust him from them.”—ver. 39. In fine, 8S. Stephen asks, 
“Which of the prophets have not your fathers persecuted ? They arenes 
murdered those who announced the Messiah’ s coming ; you have betrayed 
and murdered Him when He came.”—ver. 52. Hence therefore his reply 
to the scorn exhibited against the despised Nazarene. The patriarchs sold 
Joseph, “but God was with him” (ver. 9); our fathers would not obey 
Moses, and yet Jehovah “had sent him as a ruler and deliverer.” Now, 
too, exclaims S. Stephen, the people have rejected the Prophet of the Law 
written in the heart ;’ they have not understood, in His High Priesthood, 
the fulfilment of the design of the Temple; and yet, behold! I see Him 
now “standing at the right hand of God.”— 

“En a dextris Dei stantem 
Jesum pro te dimicantem, 

Stephane considera. 
Tibi czelos reserari 
Tibi Christum revelari 

Clama voce libera.” ? 

Il. To turn, in the next place, to the historia! objections * which have 

1 Cf. ver. 51 —EKAnporpayn?. ot Kal urepiTunroL 7H Kxapvia, with the exhortation of 
Moses, kai mepiteuciobe tiv oKAnpoKap0iav imov, Kal TOV TpaynAOY buoVv Ob OKAHpLVE- 
ire.—Deut, Gully 

? Adam of 8. Victor. Bengel well explains:—“éordra (stantem), quasi obviwm 
Stephano, cf. ver. 59. Nam alias ubique, sedere, dicitur. Egregie Arator:— 

‘Lumina cordis habens clos conspexit apertos, 
Ne lateat, quid Christus agat: pro Martyre surgit. 
Quem nune sfare videt, confessio nostra sedentem 
Cum soleat celebrare magis. Caro juncta Tonanti 
In Stephano favet Ipsa Sibi.’ ” 

* It is scarcely necessary, perhaps, to allude to the following objection. 8. Stephen 
says:—“ The God of glory appeared unto our father Abraham, before He dwelt in 
Charran, and said unto him, Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred,” &¢ 
(vv. 2, 3); while in Gen. xii. 1, it is said (we are told) that God appeared for the 
first time to Abraham in Haran, after he had left Ur of the Chaldees. The English 
Version avoids the force of this by translating, ‘Now God had said unto Abra- 
ham.” The words of Genesis, however, at once afford the answer. God commands, 
qnipya1 FL IN Pe; where,—although it cannot, perhaps, be proved that ny 
can only be taken in the sense given ‘by the Tek ovyyéveta,—the only meaning 
that xy can possibly have is Ur “of the Chaldees, the native country of Abraham: 
in which place, therefore, and not. as the objection assumes, in Haran, God must have 
appeared. 
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been urged against this address, “In the last apology of Stephen,” writes 
Mr. Alford, “ which he spoke being full of the Holy Ghost, and with Divine 
influence beaming from his countenance, we have at least two demonstrable 
historical mistakes.” —The Greek Test., vol. 1. Proleg., ch. i. § 6. These 
cases must be considered in order. On the words, “Then came he [ Abra- 
ham] out of the land of the Chaldeans, and dwelt in Charran: and from 
thence when his father was dead he removed him into this land.” (Acts, 
vii. 4),—Mr. Alford notes as follows: “In Gen. xi. 26, we read that Terah 
lived 70 years, and begat Abram, Nahor, and Haran; in xi. 32, that Terah 
lived 205 years, and died in Haran; and in xii. 4, that Abram was 75 years 
old when he left Haran. Since then 70+75=145, Terah must have lived 
60 years in Haran after Abram’s departure. It seems evident that the 
Jewish chronology, which Stephen follows, was at fault here, owing to the 
circumstance of Terah’s death being mentioned, Gen. xi. 32, before the com- 
mand to Abram to leave Haran ;—it not having been observed that the men- 
tion is anticipatory. And this is confirmed by Philo having fallen into the 
same mistake :—Ilpotepov pév éx tij¢ Xaddaixic dvaoracg yij¢ ’ABpadu 
wknoev eig Xappdv* Tedevticavrog & avtov Tov TaTpodc ExeiOe KaK Tav- 
THE peTaviorata.—De Migr. Abr., t. i. p. 463. 

Now, without going any further, the remark is obvious, that for crities 
of the present day to convict S. Stephen of historical inaccuracy,—a man 
so versed in the sacred literature of his nation as to vanquish in argument 
the most learned of the Jewish Synagogue, who “ were not able to resist 
the wisdom and the Spirit by which he spake” (Acts, vi. 10); and whose 
possession of Spiritual Gifts 8. Luke has brought so prominently forward,— 
must be regarded, to say the least of it, as a judgment somewhat precipitate. 
Such a mode of evading a difficulty in the work of an ancient writer would 
assuredly be tolerated in no other province than that of religion. But let 
the objection itself be considered. 

The statement of Genesis is, that “ Terah lived seventy years, and begat 
Abraham, Nahor, and Haran.”—xi. 26. 

From the single fact that Abraham’s name occurs first in this passage 
it is inferred by commentators that he must have been the eldest son. On 
the other hand, Philo and 8. Stephen, as we have seen, agree in a statement 
which, if they understood the words of Moses, is not easily reconcilable 
with such an assumption. But is it very unreasonable to assume, in turn, 
that they did understand the language of the Old Testament: and that the 
opinion of such men may be better founded than the conclusions of modern 
critics? Now the analogy of the whole Patriarchal history intimates that 
it was not the first born who, in those days, succeeded to the inheritance. 
We read that “Noah was 500 years old, and begat Shem, Ham, and 
Japhet.” —Gen. v. 32, &e. (cf. also vi. 10; x. 1); while we are expressly 
told in ch. x. 21, that Japhet was the eldest son, Compare also the cases 
of Seth, Isaac, Jacob, and Judah. Josephus, moreover, fully confirms the 
inference that Abraham could not have been the first-bora. We kuow 
from Gen. xvii. 17, that he was but ten years older than Sarah; and 
although she is called “ the daughter of his father” (xx, 12), it is plain that, 
according to Hebrew usage, the phrase would be fully as applicable to the 
grand-daughter, as to the daughter of Terah.’ Josephus, moreover, ex- 

1 E. g. Gen. xxix. 5, Laban is called the “son of Nahor;” but we know from cb. 
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plicitly states that Sarah was his grand-daughter,—the daughter of Haran, 
and sister of Lot and Mileah,—and that Abraham married his niece; a 
fact which, taken in connexion with their relative ages, demonstrates that 
Haran must have been many years older than Abraham. The words of 
Josephus are: ’Apdvyng piv Kataditov vidv Adtov Kal Sdppav Kar 
MeAyav Ovyatépag * * * yapwotot 0& Tac GdEAGLOGS: 
MedAyav pév Nayopnc, Lappav dé *ABpaycoc— Ant. lib. i. vi. 5, p. 27. 

Ussher writes as follows: “1948 [A. M.]|—Postquam Thara 70 vixisset 
annos, natus est state primus trium ipsius filiorum. Won Abram quidem 
(quem post 60 demum annos natum infra videbimus),sed Haran * * * 
2008.—Abram natus est: quippe 75 annorum existens, quum pater Thara 
moreretur, annum agens etatis 205. (Acts, vii. 4), 2018.—Sarai, gue et 
Iscah, Haranis fratris Abrami filia, nata est: utpote decennio, marito suo 
Abramo tate minor.”—Annales Vet, Test., Works, Elrington’s ed., vol. 
vill. p. 21. 

Accepting this fact, viz. that Abraham was not Terah’s eldest son, 
Luger (§ 41 ff.) considers another element necessary to explain S. Stephen’s 
allusion. He adopts Bengel’s remark: “ Abram, dum Thara vixit in Haran, 
domum quodammodo paternam habuit in Haran, in terra Canaan duntaxat 
peregrinum agens: mortuo autem patre, plane in terra Canaan domuin 
unice habere ccepit ;’—which, however, he explains to mean (rightly trans- 
lating wetorKicery, “to lead to another domicile,” not, “to emigrate,” a sense 
which would require the passive), that, according to the Patriarchal relations, 
and nomadic usage, the dwelling-place of the head of the Tribe alone could be 
regarded as the domicile of the members of the Tribe: and that although 
Abraham may have commenced his wanderings before his father’s death, 
yet that he did not receive another domicile (as 8. Stephen states) until 
after the death of Terah: Terah’s name being introduced by S. Stephen 
merely to denote that he was the first member in the series of the disobe- 
dient (cf. Josh. xxiv. 2). 

The second “ historical mistake” which Mr. Alford ascribes to 8. Stephen 
is founded on ver. 16: “Jacob died, he and our fathers, and were carried 
over into Sychem, and laid in the sepulchre that Abraham had bought for 
asum of money of the sons of Emmor, the father of Sychem.” Luger 
refers here to Calvin’s comment, “In nomine Abrahze erratum esse palam 
est. * * * quare hic locus corrigendus est;” and adds: “Stier, on 
the other hand, justly remarks that to ascribe to Stephen an error of mem- 
ory in the statement of a fact so well known, may be named almost a piece 
of infatuation (fast théricht)” (s. 45). Mr. Alford thus states the difficulty : 
“The facts, as related in the Old Testament, were these :—Jacob, dying in 
Egypt, was (Gen. |. 13) taken into the land of Canaan, and buried in the 
cave of Macpelah, before Mamre: Joseph, dying also in Egypt, was taken 
in a coffin (Gen. 1. 26), at the Exodus (Exod. xiii, 19), and finally buried 
(Josh. xxiv. 82) at Shechem. Of the burial of the otber patriarchs the 

xxviii. 5, that he was the son of Bethuel, who was the son of Nahor (ch. xxiv. 15; 
xxii. 20-23). Cf also 1 Kings, xix. 16, with 2 Kings, ix. 2; 2 Sam. ix. 6, with 2 
Sam. xix. 24; Josh. vii. 1, 18, with ver. 24; 1 Chron. i. 17, with Gen. x. 23, &., &e. 
Nor was Sarah’s having two names (viz. Sarai and Iscah, Gen. xi. 29) at all unusual. 
Thus the name of Samuel’s eldest son is Joel, in 1 Sam. viii. 2; and Vashni, in 1 
Chron. vi. 28. 
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sacred text says nothing, but by the specification in Exod. xiii. 19, leaves it 
to be inferred (?) that they were buried in Egypt. Josephus (Ant. 11. viii. 2) 
relates that they were taken and buried in Hebron: * * * the Rab- 
binical traditions mentioned by Wetst. and Lighif, report them to have 
been buried in Sychem. * * * These traditions probably Stephen 
followed ; and in haste or inadvertence classed Jacob with the rest. The 
burying-place which Abraham bought was not at Sychem, but (Gen. xxiii, 
3-20) at Hebron, and was bought of Hphron the Hittite. It was Jacob who 
(Gen. xxxiii. 19) bought a field where he had pitched his tent, near Sychem, 
of the children of Hamor, Shechem’s father: and no mention is made of 
its being for a burying-place. The two incidents are certainly here confused ; 
and no ingenuity of the commentators has ever devised an escape from the 
inference.” Luger answers this common objection by pointing to the pecu- 
liar manner in which, as we have already seen, 8. Stephen alludes to the 
national history. Abraham bought the sepulchre near Mamre, and there 
Jacob was buried (Gen. |. 13); Jacob bought “a parcel of a field” at 
Sychem, and there Joseph was buried (Josh. xxiv. 32). That is, Abraham 
enon a grave for Jacob; and so did Jacob for Joseph; and thus we 
ave an additional instance of the law of repetition above alluded to. 

These two facts S. Stephen combines in a single phrase ; and this same 
system of combination is constantly repeated throughout his address :— 
e. g. cf. ver. 7, with Gen. xv. 13, 14, and Ex. iii. 12 (see, supra, p. 308, 
note); cf., too, the statement of ver. 9. Compare, especially, the reterence 
of ver. 43,’ “I will carry you away beyond Babylon,” with the denunciation 
of Amos (v. 27) against the Ten Tribes: “Therefore will I cause you to 
go into captivity beyond Damascus ;”—in which words the deportation to 
Assyria (2 Kings, xvii. 6), is alone spoken of. Babylon, however, as the 
Prophets declared, was to be the exile of disobedient Judah ; and both 
denunciations are here combined by S. Stephen. So also in the passage 
before us, it is, with similar brevity, implied that Jacob was laid in the 
grave which Abraham had purchased in Hebron,’ Gen, xxiii. 19; 1. 135 

1 It may be well to allude to the substitution of Remphan, or Rephan (‘Pe¢gav), in 
this verse, for the ‘“‘Chiun, 77>” of Amos, v. 26. Of this, two explanations are 
given:—(1) Chiun=Saturn; Kircher (‘‘Cidip. Agypt,” t. i. p. 384) having proved 
the existence of a Coptic word, ‘Pyduv or ‘Peduv (by which all Versions render the 
“Chiun” of Amos), which also stands for Saturn. (2) ‘Pydav=jr7; and the LXX., 
who give ‘Pacgdv, had this reading instead of 772,—> standing for >. See Hengsten- 
berg, “ Beitrige,” ii. s. 110 ff, and Winer, ‘“‘ Real-Worterb.,” art. Saturn. 

* This explanation has been given, in substance, by Bishop Kidder, in his 
“Demonstration of the Messias,” Part ii. p. 86, &e.; where he also answers another 
objection hinted at by Mr. Alford, who writes on ver. 14:—‘In the Hebrew text, 
Gen. xlvi. 27; Exod. i. 5; Deut. x. 22, seventy souls are reckoned, viz., sixty-six born 
of Jacob, Jacob himself, Joseph, and his two sons born in Egypt. So also Josephus, 
Ant. I. vii.4; Vi v. 6. But the LXX., whom Stephen follows, insert in Gen. xlvi. 20 
an account of the children and grandchildren of Manasseh and Ephraim, five in num- 
ber; and in ver. 27 read wuya? é3dounkovrarévte—reckoning, as it appears, curiously 
enough, among the sons of Joseph, Joseph himself, and Jacob ; for these are required to 
make up the nine according to their ver. 20.” Bishop Kidder considers ‘‘ that Moses 
designs to give an account of Jacob’s whole family, or such as ‘eame out of his loins,’ 
Gen. xlvi. 6-8, and ver. 26; in order that by comparing the small number who went 
down to Egypt, with the great number who came out of that land, the protection of 
God might be the more manifest. Hence he does not include the wives of Jacob's sons, 
enumerating merely Jacob, his sons, and also Joseph’s sons, which were born him in 
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and Joseph in the possession which Jacob had purchased at Sychem, Gen. 
xxxiii, 19; Josh. xxiv. 32. 

APPENDEX. a. 

““PHE CAPTAIN OF THE LORD'S HOST.” 

(Lecture III.—Pace 127.) 

Dr. Mrxt’s note on “The Captain of the Lord’s Host” (Josh. v. 13-15) 
is as follows :— 

“The question now proposed is this. Whether of these two, the Un- 
created or the created Angel, the Angel of Exod. xxiii. 20, or that of 
XXXxili, 2, is he who appeared to Joshua on the plain of Jericho, and an- 
nounced himself as come to him in the character of ‘Captain of the host 
of the Lord? This is stated with other biblical questions by Theodoret, 
in the fourth century, as one debated among Christians: and he answers, 
on the ground of the last-cited passage of Exodus, on the latter side, against 
some, apparently a minority in the Church, who asserted the former, Quiest. 
1v. in Jesum filium Naue. Viva vonréov tov ’Apyrotpadtnyov 
THO Ovvdpews Kv p tov; tevéc pact, Tov Oedv Adyov dpOjvat. 
‘Eye oe oles Miyaija Tov ’SovdyyeAov elval* qvica yap evAnupedqoay, 
6 TOV bAwY ep soc: ov pea), ovvavapa peta gov da TO TOV Aady 
oOKANPOT paxnaov eivat’ GAA’ GrmOoTEAG TOY ayyYeE- 
AOv pov ~po TPOTOTOV Oov TpOT epov Gov. Tovrov 
Oia Vvov bpO Avan TO Iqoov 7 rapabappivovta Kat tiv Ociav BojOecav 
TpoonjatvovTa. [Opera, ed. Schulze, tom. 1. p. 308.] What Theodoret 
here expresses as his own opinion, is that which (with two remarkable ex- 
ceptions which shall be presently noticed) has received the sanction of the 
ancient Church.” 

“The same is also the oldest tradition of the Jews, as exemplified in 
Jonathan’s Chaldean paraphrase of the passige in Joshua, where the Cap- 
tain of God’s host is twice termed > Bip ya rrby nda ‘an Angel sent from 
the presence of the Lord,’ an expression incompatible with the belief that 
he comprised that Presence in his own peren. a s 

“ Aoreeably to this view, we do not find that the Christian Fathers, 
when speaking, as they frequently do, of the Son of God as appearing in 

Egypt” (see vv. 26 and 27). But take now the words and the design of 8. Stephen. 
He does not confine himself to those who came “out of Jacob’s loins:”—he plainly 
includes all those whom Joseph called into Egypt. “Then sent Joseph and called his 
father to him, and all his kindred, threescore and fifteen souls.” ‘‘ Moses tells us how 
many Jacob and his seed amounted to; omitting his sons’ wives. Stephen tells us how 
many they were that Joseph called into Egypt.” Some, therefore, in the list of Moses, 
must be left out of the number given by 8. Stephen. Joseph and his two sons could 
not be said to be called into Eyypt; still less could Hezron and Hamul, the sons of 
Phares (Gen. xlvi. 12), who were not yet born. Besides, Jacob too must be consid- 
ered apart. Hence si persons are to be deducted from the number of Moses (viz. Ja- 
cob, Joseph and his two sons, with Hezron and Hamul), ir order to find those who 
are reckoned. by 8S. Stephen :—and hence sixty-four only are common to both. Add 
now the eleven wives of the sons of Jacob, and we get the number seventy-five given 
by 8. Stephen. 
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the Old Testament, and as the special object of the provocation of the 
Israelites,—include this appearance to Joshua among the Oeo@dverat. But 
to this there are two distinguished exceptions. The one is Justin Martyr, 
who, after describing the appearance to Moses in the bush, says [ Dial. cum 
Tryphone, p. 183, ed. Jebb], Mapripiov 02 Kad dAdo div, © pidot, ard 
TOV ypahav dOow, brt apyiv mpd TdvTwY THY KTLOUdTwWY 6 Ode yeyév- 
vynke Abvasuv twa && éavtod Aoyiniy, ij7t¢ Kat Adga Kupiov bro rot 
Ilveépartocg tod dyiov Kadeirat, Tore O& Yidg, mote J& Lodia, wore dé 
“Ayyedoc, tote dé Ode, Tore dé Kiptoc kat Adyog- ToTé J& ’Apyta- 
Tpadtnyov éavTtov Aéyet, Ev GVOpHTOV Lopoy pavér- 
Ta 7@ TOW Navi ’1yo00%.—The other is Eusebius, who, in the 
second prefatory chapter to his Ecclesiastical History, ‘ concerning the pre- 
existence and Divinity of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,’ adds to the 
indubitable instances of His manifestation as the sole image of God to 
man, this revelation of himself as Leader of the Army of God: relating 
the appearance at length from the LXX. version of Joshua, and arguing 
the identity of the person manifested with Him who appeared to Moses, 
from the command to both to loose the sandals from their feet, because the 
place on which they stood was sanctified by that Presence. Against this 
sentiment of Eusebius an ancient annotator has inserted in the margin this 
remarkable ‘protest, preserved on account of its antiquity and its elegance 
of style by Valesius ad loc. "AAW % éxxaAnoia, w ayiwrate EvoéBre, 
étépwo TA Tept TobTOV vowiser Kal ovy wo ob: TOY piv yap ev TH BdTw 
pavéivta TO Mwvog Oeodoyet* Tov O8 Ev "lepty@ TO pet’ avtov dpévea, 
.Tov TOV 'EBpaiwy émtotaciay AaxovtTa, pdyatpav toraoLéEvoy, Kal TH 
"Inood Atoa xpoordttovra 7) brddnua, TovTOY dé ye TOV dpydyyeAov 
breiAnpe MeyarjA: Kal djAov Ore Kpeiztov breiAnge cov: T60Ev 5 Epwrn- 
Gale mapa tH Bdtw davetc b Gedg ev elder TUpd¢ TH Eavtob Oepdrovt 
Mwvoq, kat Onda datic ein, ToOdTO abTH TpavOrara TaptoTa, drt O} 6 
Ode éativ. 6 02 TS "Inaod daveic, obde Ocdy EavToOY, GAL’ ’ApyLotpadtn- 
yov @vouace Tov Oeovd* TovTO Jé TO dkinua Ti¢ dvwTdTw OvvaaTEiag TE 
kat Oedryroc brodeéatepoy bv, kal ok GpYLKOV GAA’ bTAaPNXe- 
k6v. [Euseb. H. E. Tom. 1. pp. 17, 18, ed. Heinichen.]” 

“ The interpreter of Scripture has to choose betWeen the reasons of this 
anonymous writer, supported as they are by the unquestionably true alle- 
gation of general Catholic consent, and those of the learned historian on 
whom he is commenting. That this Angel, in describing his name and 
dignity to Joshua, so far from exhibiting any analogy with the assertion of 
Supreme Deity in Exod. iii. 6, gives a name implying only a ministerial 
superintendence, is undeniable: (for to say that tae chief of the army of 
the Lorp must be the Lorp Himself is the same as saying that the captain 
of the guard, the chief of the butlers and of the bakers, all denoted by the 
same word *w in Gen. xxxix., xl., must mean Pharaoh the sovereign of all.) 
And the impression of this signal cifference can only be removed by the 
most distinct proof that the act commande severally in Exod, iii, 5, and 
Josh. v. 15, was in both instances similarly referred to the immediate speaker, 
and that an honor and obeisance were rendered to the latter by Josaua, 
beyond what is allowed to any created being. * * * But as, with the 
example of all the earlier as well as the later Scriptures before us, it seems 
most natural and obvious to conceive that the Lorp sent this message to 
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Joshua (cf. vi. 2) by the mouth of his Archangel, so there seems no dero- 
gation to the Divine honor in believing, with the Fathers of old, that the 
ground was hallowed which was trodden by such an exalted servant of 
God,—and that the prostrate adoration of Joshua, like that of Daniel be- 
fore the angel in Dan, x. 15' (if it were such), was directed, not to the 
Captain of the Lorp’s host, but to the Lorp of Hosts who sent him. 

“With respect to the identity of this nén:-sas— y with Michael, to 
whom the same title of -y is given in Dan. x. 18, 21, xii. 1 (there trans- 
lated Prince), it is sufficiently established by the functions ascribed to the 
latter in that book and in the Apocalypse, as well with respect to the 
celestial host, as to the people of God whom he defends. But there is one 
species of testimony to this identity too remarkable to be overlooked, 
though not proposed to be followed or imitated. The same divines of the 
foreign reformation, who contend for the Prince of the Lorp’s host in 
Joshua being no less than the Second Person of the Ever-blessed Trinity, 
are most commonly impelled by the same process of argument to predicate 
the same of the Archangel Michael also. The process may be seen by 
consulting the notes of Masius and Drusius on this place of Joshua; the 
latter of whom however shrinks, as he well may, from asserting that 
Michael (called in Dan. x. 18, one of the Primary chicfs, own ane 

19 . 
pvsennn), always denotes the Uncreated Word. 

APPENDIX J. 

NVASB TB Oi Ei Gen OU IGnER. 

(Lecture IV.—Page 158.) 

Tuer is, perhaps, no single point in the exegesis of the Old Testament 
respecting which the information to be gleaned from critics is so meagre, 
and so unsatisfiuctory, as that relating to the distinction which subsists between 
the terms mn, HN85, 8pz, That a distinction does exist is unquestionable. 
This we learn chiefly frém the Books of Chronicles; in which the author 
has on all occasions assigned, with such particularity, his official title to 
each person named, E. »., “The acts of David the king, first and last, 
behold they are writien in the book of Samuel the seer (nxn); and in the 
book of Nathan the prophet (x.aim), and in the book of Gad the seer 
(mrne).”—1 Chron, xxix. 29. Cf. also, Nathan “the prophet,” and Iddo 
“the seer.”—2 Chron. ix. 29. Shemaiah “the prophet” and Iddo “the 
seer."—2 Chron. xi 15. Isaiah “the prophet, the son of Amoz.”—2 
Chron. xxvi. 22. 

Witsius observes :—* Queenam ergo inter hee tria nomina significa- 
tionis est diversitas? Enimvero fateor me ignorare.”*? Carpzovius contents 
himself with stating that the learned profess ignorance on the subject; 
quoting a conjecture of Vitringa which explains nothing, and which is des- 

' “But respecting the quality of this obeisance, see Mr. Todd’s remarks in p. 138, 
not. © of his fourth Lecture on Antichrist.” 

? “ Miscell. Sacra,” lib. i. cap. 1, § 19. 
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titute of support.’ Winer merely says:—“ All three names, Nabi, Roeh, 
Chozeh, occur together, but applied to different individuals, in 1 Chron, 
xxix. 29. In the Books of Chronicles this distinction is, in general, ob- 
served, and Samuel is named Roeh; Gad, Chozeh; and Nathan, Nabi.”? 
Dr. Moses Stuart has thought fit to speak contemptuously of any attempt 
to explain the use of any of these terms, and denies the existence of any 
distinction at all!* The following remarks may, perhaps, serve to express 
how the case really stands. 

Havernick* (who considers that Roeh and Chozeh have the same sig- 
nification) clearly proves that Nabi has a meaning peculiar to itself, and 
that it invariably expresses the official title of the prophets of God. On 
the other hand, the word min (and, according to Havernick, mx), denotes 
“the act of receiving a single revelation (cf. the New Testament phrase 
drokdAvyuy #yevv-—1 Cor. xiy. 26), but not the particular function.” Of 
this distinctive use of Nabi he gives the following examples. In 2 Kings, 
xvii. 13, we read: “The Lord testified against Israel and against Judah by 
the hand of all His Prophets (132), avd of every kind of seers (mtn—$5) :” 
—i. e. the prophets, as public teachers of the people, gave their testimony 
in Israel; but, at the same time, other private individuals also received 
communications from God,—the personal pronoun pointing out the dis- 
tinction between the oficial prophets and ordinary seers. (‘“ Here the 
words are rendered according to the ‘kethib” The Masorets omitted the 
pronoun because rm has no suffix; and they were either ignorant of, or 
did not observe, the distinction between the two ideas.”) Again, 1 Sam. 
xxviii, 6, the Lord answered Saul, “ Neither by dreams [i. e-—employing 
part of the idea for the whole—by the non-official seers, orn], nor by 
Urim [i.e by the High Priest; cf. the case of Caiaphas, supra, p. 202, 
note *], nor by prophets [i. e. by the official agents of the Theocracy].” 
Isaiah, too, has no less clearly pointed out the distinction: “ The Lord hath 
poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes, 

? “Quanquam autem nonnihil discriminis inter hac tria vocabula intercedere, ex 
1 Chron. xxix. 29, satis appareat * * * quod sane casu, aut temere factum, 
nemo facile dixerit: ipsum tamen discrepantize momentum, in quo versetur cardine, 
doctissimi virorum se ignorare fatentur. * * * Vero itaque paulo videtur similius 
mmm proprie esse éxorarixov. qui oculos mentis in rem, contemplationi suze oblatam, 
alte defigit, et vultu immoto in ejus intuitu heeret, 2 Reg. vi. 11; qua omnis vis non 
est in voce MN7, quippe que simpliciter notat qualemcunque rei speciem in phantasia 
descriptam videre, non in ecstasi tantum, sed et per quietem Gen. xxxi. 10; xli. 22, 
vocisque adeo “>, latiorem esse significationem ; que Vitringze erudita est hariolatio 
in ‘ Typo doctrine prophetica,’ cap.i. § 3, p. 4, quod tamen discrimen in Scriptura ubivis 
servari, ipse vir clariss. pro certo afirmare non audet, * * * Unde satis, opinor, 
constat esse quidem aliquod inter hee vocabula «que ac munia discrimen, quod 
tamen, ‘quale sit, hodie ignoretur."—Introd. ad Libros Canon. V. T., par. iii. 
cap. i. § 2. 

2 “ Real-Worterbuch,” art. Propheten. 
3 « Hiivernick,” writes Dr. Stuart, ‘‘has labored at length to show that even the 

Scriptures themselves make a distinction—a palpable one—between N°=2, a prophet,— 
mx or mm, a seer. Labor surely bestowed in vain. * * * How easy to have 
prevented such a mistake as he has made, by duly consulting a Hebrew Concordance. 
Had he done this, he must have seen that Nabi, and Roeh, or Chozeh are undistin- 
guishingly (!) used to designate the very same individuals.’—The Old Test. Canon, 
p. 254. 

4 “Kinleitung,” Th. 1. Abth. i. s. 56 ff 
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the prophets (o°x.a:7); and hath veiled your heads, the seers (p*thm).”— 
xxix. 10; wheve Isaiah, as appears from the principle of “ parallelism,” has 
clearly two distinct classes of persons in view; the seers being termed 
“heads,” inasmuch as they were usually leading personages in the The- 
ocracy, either kings or priests. Observe, David “ the king” is never called 
Nabi.’ 

Now, while fully adopting the principle that x2» is a distictintive term, 
denoting those “men of God” who were officially prophets, and, therefore, 
conveying an idea altogether different from that expressed by m+n,—I must 
dissent from the other branch of Havernick’s conclusion, viz., that m1 and 
mm are synonymous. On the contrary, the term mx, is, 1 submit, simply 
equivalent to x23, and, consequently, as distinct from mim as xvas itself. 
This appears from the statement of 1 Sam. ix. 9, where the term Roeh first 
oceurs as applied to an agent of God :—* Beforetime in Israel, when a man 
went to inquire of God, thus he spake, Come, and let us go to the seer: 
for he that is now called a prophet (x»a:) was beforetime called a seer 
(mx7n).”—words which expressly state that Roch was merely the ancient title 
assigned, in popular usage, to the official Nabi. The usage of the Old Tes- 
tament fully confirms this view. Samuel (to whom the title x»23 is given, 
1 Sam. ii. 20;’ 2 Chron. xxxv. 18) calls himself “the seer? (mx17) in 
1 Sam, ix. 19; and such, in general, is his title throughout the Books of 
Chronicles, viz., 1 Chron. ix. 22; xxvi. 28; xxix. 29. The term nth is 
nowhere applied to him. The only other individual to whom the title 
Roeh is given in the Old Testatament is Hanani, who is called msm in 2 
Chron. xvi. 7, 10. 

Let us now turn to the term win. In the first place, Roeh is distin- 
guished from it precisely in the same manner as Nabi : “ Which say to the 
seers (noxnd), See not ; and to the prophets (psn), Prophesy not (37nn-x>) 
unto us right things,” &e.,—Isaiah, xxx. 10, a passage where the distinction 
is quite lost in the English Version, but which is exactly parallel to Isaiah 
xxix. 10, already quoted. In the next place Chozeh and Nabi are both 
applied to Jehu, the son of Hanani; who is called Nabi in 1 Kings, xvi. 7, 
12, and Chozeh in 2 Chron, xix. 2. The only other instance im which 
these titles are interchanged is that of Gad, who is called Nabi in 1 Sam. 
xxii. 5; while he is described as “the prophet (Nabi) Gad, David’s seer 
(Chozeh),” in 2 Sam, xxiv. 11. Gad is in like manner called “ David’s 
seer,” 1 Chron. xxi. 9; and “the King’s seer,” 2 Chron, xxix. 25. In 1 
Chron. xxix. 29, he is simply styled “ the seer.” With respect to these ap- 

1 This official position seems also indicated by the duties which the prophet (x"22) 
discharged. Thus, at stated times, the people were wont to assemble to hear his 
words and admonitions. The Shunamite’s husband said to her, “ Wherefore wilt 
thou go to him [Elisha] to-day? it is neither new moon, nor sabbath.”—2 Kings, 
iv. 23. We are told that “Elisha sat in his house, and the elders sat with him.”— 
vi. 32. The “Elders of Judah,” and the “ Elders of Israel” came to Ezekiel and “sat 
before him.’—viii. 1; xiv. 1. We also read:—“ And they come unto thee as the 
people cometh, and they sit before thee as My people, and they hear thy words, but 
they will not do them.”—Ezeck. xxxiii. 31. Cf too, the obvious reference to the 
official position of the N72 in the following passages:—Jer. xiv. 18; Amos, vii. 14; 
Ps. lxxiv. 9; Dan. ix. 24; and in many other places. 

2 “ All Israel, from Dan even to Beersheba, knew that Samuel was established to 
be a Prophet (87225) of the Lord.” 
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parent exceptions, adopting Havernick’s premises, I again dissent from his 
inference as to the manner in which they are to be explained. The case 
of Gad affords the clue to the difficulty; as it clearly indicates that, at- 
tached to the royal establishment, there was usually an individual styled 
“the king’s seer” (who might at the same time be a Nabi), by whom the 
Lord was wont to reveal His will on any emergency, and by whose instru- 
mentality the king could seek for the Divine assistance. Thus we read of 
“the seers (asm) that spake to Manasseh, in the name of the Lord God 
of Israel.”—2 Chron, xxxiii. 18. With respect to the application of the 
title Chozeh to Jehu, son of Hanani, everything, as in the case of Gad, de- 
notes that it was in his capacity of “ king’s seer” that he went out to meet 
Jehoshaphat: “And Jehu, the son of Hanani, the seer went out to meet 
him, and said to king Jehoshaphat, Shouldst thou help the ungodly ? 
Nevertheless there are good things found in thee,” &¢,—2 Chron. xix. 2. 
Hence, therefore, I infer that both Gad and Jehu were officially prophets : 
and that each also filled the office of Chozeh in the royal household. 
(1avernick considers that Gad was not, properly speaking, a Nabi at all: 
he does not consider the case of Jehu.') 

If the foregoing remarks have any weight, the titles Roeh and Nabi 
equally point out the official prophet (the former term being merely the 
archaic and popular designation of an office which had been defined from 
the very first by Moses,—see, supra, p. 156, note *): while by Chozeh are 
indicated those individuals who occasionally, or for some specific purpose, 
were chosen to convey a communication trom God; and, who possessed 
the prophetic gift, but not the prophetic office :—e. g. the authors of sacred 
poetry, such as Asaph (2 Chron. xxix. 30) are so called. And hence the 
Nabi might be styled Chozeh, but not conversely. 

APPENDIX K: 

““SPIRITUAL GIFTS,” I. COR. Xii.—Xiv. 

(Lecture V.—Pace 224.) 

In the following remarks it is not by any means intended to enter upon 
a minute inquiry into the nature of those Spiritual Gifts, or Charismata, so 
often referred to in the New Testament, and especially in 1 Cor. xii., and 
xiv. My object here is merely to illustrate the fact that there eve such 
“ diversities of gifts,’—even of the extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost, 
—a fact which tully confirms, a fortior?, the conclusion that there also ex- 
ists an absolute ditterence in kind between the Inspiration of Scripture, and 
that ordinary operation of the Holy Spirit on the hearts of all Christians 
to which the name Inspiration has likewise been assigned. 

In the Apostolic age two contrary tendencies exhibited themselves, 
which were afterwards developed into the Gnostic,’ and Montanist systems. 
The former resulted from that effort of the mind of the ancieut world, in 

1 Hivernick proves that “Iddo the seer,”"—2 Chron. xii. 15, and “the prophet 
Iddo,”—2 Chron. xiii. 22, are different persons.—loc. cit. s. 59. 

2 Cf. dvribecete Tic Pevdwvimov yrocews.—l Tim. vi. 20. 
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its yearnings after knowledge and dissatisfaction with the present, to appro- 
priate the treasures which the Gospel proffered to mankind ;* it conse- 
quently aimed at incorporating into Christianity the existing elements of 
mental culture. The tendency of the latter system, on the other hand, 
was to repel and abjure what was natural: its aim was to retain for ever 
in the Church, in their primitive energy, all the elements of the Super- 
natural. The germs of this latter extreme are prominent in that abuse of 
Spiritual Gifts against which §. Paul directs his warning in the chapters 
under consideration. Everything connected with the operation of these 
Spiritual Gifts is now involved in the darkest obscurity. 8. Chrysostom, 
who lived so many centuries nearer the Apostolic age than we do, confesses 
his ignorance on the subject. His exposition of 1 Cor. xii. epens with the 
remark :—* This entire passage is exceedingly obscure; an obscurity which 
is caused as well by our ignorance of the facts, as by the circumstance that 
what then took place happens no longer.”* He proceeds, however, to point 
out, with great acuteness, some particulars which may guide us in applying 
the Apostle’s words. The abuse of Spiritual Gifts arose, he suggests, not 
only from a spirit of envious rivalry among those who possessed the differ- 
ent Charismata,—an abuse not peculiar to the Corinthians, as we learn 
from Rom. xii. 6,—but also from the fact that the system of heathen 
divination prevailed extensively in Corinth, with which the converts to 
Christianity had been tempted to compare the Gifts of the Spirit of God. 
Hence,* the Apostle commences (xii. 1) :—‘ Concerning the endowments 
imparted by the Spirit (r6v Nvevjatexdyv) I would not have you ignorant. 
Ye know that ye were Gentiles carried away unto these dumb idols, 
Wherefore I give you to understand,” &c. The Apostle, adds S. Chrysos- 
tom, does not broadly state his purpose, because he wrote to persons who 
clearly understood his allusions: and io this absence of detail, throughout, 
the obscurity of the passage is chiefly owing. 

The nature of a “Spiritual Gift” (ydépcoua), in general, has been well 
defined by Neander to be “that predominant endowment (Tiichtigkeit) of 
an individual in which the power and working of the Holy Ghost, Who 
animates him, manifest themselves:—the @avépwoug tod Uvetwatoc¢ (1 
Cor. xii. 7) peculiar to each.’* The comparison of the members of the 
human body, of which the Apostle avails himself (1 Cor. xii. 12-27), 
points out, moreover, that there was no capricious or arbitrary distribu- 
tion of these qualifications, but a “regulated development of the New 
Creation in a sanctified natural order.” In ch. xii, 4-6, before proceeding 
to enumerate the distinct Charismata, 8. Paul guards himself against any 
possible misconception by expressly laying down that, distinct and diverse 
though the Gifts may be, their source is still the same (see, supra, p. 228, 
note *)—viz., the Godhead Itself, to each Person of Which each particular 
Charisma can be referred, under whatever external form it may have ap- 
peared to the observer.° This being premised, he proceeds, ver. 8-10, to 

* See Neander’s “ Anti-Gnosticus,” Hinleit. 
* “Tn Epist. i. ad Cor. Homil. xxix.,” t. x., p, 257. 
3 Aw Kat dpyopuevoc, TPATov T) mésov pavTeiac kal TpognTELaG TOHOL— 

loc cit. p. 258. 
* “Geschichte der Pflanzung der christ]. Kirche,” B. i. s. 233, 4te. Aufl. 
° On ver. 4, “ Now there are diversities of Gifts, but the same Spirit,” S. Chrysos- 

tom writes :—“ And first he attends on him that had the lesser Gift, and was grieved 
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give a definite enumeration of nine distinct Gifts which he classifies under 
three heads (which, however, by no means correspond to the three dzar- 
péoet¢ of ver. 4-6; since there, each member comprehends, as has been 
said, all the Gifts) :—the distinction being marked (1) ver. 8, by @ pév ; 
(2) ver. 9, by érépw dé; (3) ver. 10, again by érépm dé. The change 
from dAAw to érépw, whereby each new catagory is introduced, places 
this beyond doubt. Meyer (in doc.) clearly exhibits this classification :— 

I. Gifts which are to be referred to the intellectual powers :—(1) Adyor¢ 
sopiac ; (2) Adyo¢o yvaoewe. 

II. Gifts of which the condition is the zealous exhibition of Faith :— 
(1) miore¢ itself. (2) The efficiency of this Faith in aets, viz., a. iduara ; 
b. dvvduerc. (3) The efficiency of this Faith in words, viz., mpopyreia. 
(4) Its efficiency in power of discernment, viz., dudxpiotg TvEetpaTwr. 

IL. Gifts of tongues :—(1) speaking with tongues; (2) interpretation 
of tongues. 

This enumeration is preceded by the emphatic statement of the princi- 
ple that “the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit 
withal”—ver. 7: a statement which enables us to turn to ch. xiv., in which 
S. Paul discusses the violation of this principle.* 

Let us consider, for a moment, the manner in which one of the Gifts, 
the Gift of Tongues, had been abused. An instance of this is given in ch. 
xiv. 14, a verse which Mr. Alford well explains :— 

“TO mv. ov, ‘my (own) spirit,’ taking himself as an example, as above, 
ver. 6: a use of the word familiar to our Apostle, and here necessary on 
account of 6 vov¢ pov following. ‘When I pray in a tongue, my higher 
being, wy spirit, filled with the Holy Ghost, is inflamed with holy desires, 
and rapt in prayer: but my éntedlectual part, having no matter before it on 
which its power can be exercised, bears no fruit to the edification of 
others” ”* The Gift of Tongues had a twofold object :—the edification of 

on this account. ‘For wherefore,’ saith he, ‘art thou dejected? because thou hast not 
received as much as another?’ * * * Wherefore he added, ‘but the same Spirit.’ 
So that even if there be a difference in the Gift, yet is there no difference in the Giver. 
For from the same Fountain ye are drawing, both thouand he. * * * Seest thou 
(ver. 5, 6), that he implies there being no difference in the Gifts of the Father, and 
the Son, and the Holy Ghost? * * * For that which the Spirit bestows, this he 
saith that God also works; this, that the Son likewise ordains and grants.”——loc. cit. 
p- 261. (Oxf. transl. p. 401.) 

? The possibility of such abuse of Spiritual Gifts is declared by 8. Paul himself 
where he tells us that “the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets.”— 
xiv. 32. “Consider,” observes Bishop Butler, ‘‘a person endued with any of these 
Gifts ; for instance, that of tongues: it is to be supposed that he had the same power 
over this miraculous Gift as he would have had over it had it been the effect of habit, 
of study, and use, as it ordinarily is; or the same power over it as he had over any 
other natural endowment.”—Analogy, Part It. ch. iit 

? Meyer correctly observes, that, as this passage proves, wveda in ver. 2 ‘is not 
to be understood of the objective Holy Spirit, but of the higher spiritual being of man 
(opposed to the voi¢ [ef., supra, Appendix G, p. 446, note *]); which, however, in 
those who are inspired is filled by the Holy Spirit (Rom. viii. 16); and thus tvevuare 
Aadeiv (ver. 2), means—‘‘to speak by means of the activity of the higher conscious- 
ness raised above all concerns of life (iiberweltlichen) withont the intervention of re- 
flection.” What is uttered, therefore, is termed pvarjpia,—i. e. its sense is hidden 
from the hearers. On the other hand, Olshausen (/n loc. s. 713) and Beek (“ Propiid. 
Entwickl.,” s. 232) consider that the state of ecstasy, proceeding from the impulse of 
the Holy Spirit (cf. 2 Cor. xii. 2; Acts, xxii. 17), is intended:—aveiud pou (writes 
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the individual who possessed the gift (ver. 4); and to serve “for a sign to 
them that believe not” (ver. 22). In the case described by the Apostle, 
neither end was attained: the speaker’s “understanding was unfruitful” 
(ver. 14); and the Church was not edified (ef. ver. 5): “ If, therefore, there 
come in those that are unlearned (idcéta:—* plain believers,’ i. e. not en- 
dowed with the Gift of Tongues, see ver. 16), or unbelievers, will they not 
say that ye are mad ?”—ver, 23. As at Pentecost the charge of drunken- 
ness had been brought, so the yA®ooat must sound to hearers now, as an 
unmeaning jargon. It is only when the Gifts of Class 1 (ch. xii. 8, viz., 
“the word of wisdom” and “the word of knowledge”) are possessed that 
any communication of religious truth can take place. 

The Apostle, in short, teaches that general edification could only be 
obtained when several of the single Gifts co-operated: either by their 
combination in the same individual’ (ver. 5 and 13); or when the Gift 
possessed by one individual completed those possessed by others, as we learn 
from ver. 26, &e. Finally, the principle, according to which all Scriptural 
Gifts should be employed, is defined in the words, “ God is not the author 
of confusion but of peace” (ver. 33); and on it is founded the general 
regulation, “ Let all things be done unto edifying” (ver. 26), which S. Paul, 
in the verses that follow, applies to the case before him,’ 

Olshausen on ver. 14)=7) Iv. Ocod év éuoi:—and these writers compare AaAei 
povorijpia with appyra pyuata—2 Cor. xii. 4. 

“Tet him that speaketh in an unknown tongue pray that he may interpret” 
(ver. 13), i. e. pray for the Gift of interpretation,—iva dvepuyvetdy. Meyer, on the 
other hand, appealing to the connexion of zposevyecta (ver. 14), by yap, to mpocev= 
véoGw in ver. 13, translates, ‘Let him pray with the view afterwards to expound 
what he had spoken with the tongue.”—‘ For if I pray with a tongue, my spirit 
prayeth, but my understanding is unfruitful’ (ver. 14). Mr. Alford thus explains 
ver. 15: “ ‘I will pray with the (my) spirit; I will pray also with my mind’ (i. e. will 
interpret my prayer for the benefit of myself and the Church), &c. This resolution 
or expression of self-obligation evidently leads to the inference by and by clearly ex- 
ressed, ver. 28, that if he could not pray 7@ vot, he would keep silence. waid]| hence 

we gather that the two departments in whlch the Gift of tongues was exercised 
were prayer and praise. On the day of Pentecost it was confined to the latter of 
these.” (Observe that Tischendorf here omits yap; and also reads simply érépw, in 
xii. 9; 10;) 

2 Mr. Alford explains this application :—‘ Ver. 26, )aAu6v] most probably a hymn 
of praise, to sing in the power of the Spirit, as did Miriam, Deborah, Simeon, &c., see 
ver. 15. Acdayyv] an ‘exposition of doctrine’ or moral teaching: belonging to the 
Gift of prophecy, as indeed do also Waa. and droxuAvyuv, the latter being something 
revealed to him to be prophetically uttered.” The general rule, ver. 26, “ Let all 
things be done unto edifying” is applied to the several gifts:—In ver. 27, 28, to the 
speaking with tongues. [Meyer explains ver. 27:—‘‘ xara duo) &e. sc. AaAeitwaar (as 
v. 11, 16);—‘Let him know that in any assembly two, or at the most three, are to 
appear speaking with tongues:'—«ai dvd pévo¢)—‘and this, too, in succession, one 
after the other, not several at once:’—«xai ei¢ dvep.) ‘and let one (not several) state 
the exposition:’ ‘unus aliquis, qui éd donwm habet’ (Grotius); and it appears from 
ver. 13, that the speaker with a tongue might himself interpret. Ver. 28, ‘but in 
case no interpreter is present, let the speaker with tongues keep silence; tn priviute de- 
votion, let him speak to himself and to God.’ ”] Ver. 29-33 give the regulations as to 
prophecy. [Meyer on ver, 29.—‘ ‘Let the prophets speak two or three’ (the dv. 
wépoc, ver. 27, is rendered specially prominent, ver. 30), (kai of dA/00 diaxp.) ‘and let 
the other prophets (i.e. who do not come to speak) judge’ (i. e. whether what has been 
said proceeds or not from the Divine Spirit). Thus we see that the Charisma of ‘dis- 
cerning of Spirits’ (with which even those who were not prophets might be endowed), 
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In the case of the Apostles this end was attained in the highest degree. 
All possibility of abuse was precluded by the wnion, in their persons, of the 
several Charismata. In their inward life personal consciousness (vote), 
and spiritual activity (tvedua) co-operated. 8. Paul, who says that he 
spoke with tongues more than all the others (ver. 18), had already stated, 
“f will pray with the (my) spirit, and I will pray with the (my) under- 
standing also” (ver. 15). In the Apostles their spontaneous feelings, and 
their reception of the several Spiritual Gifts, were harmoniously and mutu- 
ally balanced. The full energy of the Spirit was infused into each element 
of their being, and was, theretore, apprehended with a clear consciousness, 
Consequently, when they acted as instruments of God for the edification 
of the universal Church, they were supplied with every needful qualifica- 
tion. To adopt 8. Paul’s own conclusion (xiv. 18, 19), their wnderstanding 
(vodc) was enlightened so as to be in perfect accordance with the Spiritual 
influence. For the attainment of this end the following gradation in the 
conferring of Spiritual Gifts had been (as he points out in ver. 6) neces- 
sarily observed :—evelations, or new communications of Divine Truth 
(avoxadvwerc) had been conveyed to their minds; uwnclouded insight, and 
clear perception (yv@otc) had next been granted; the power of expound- 
ing (mpopyteia)' had also been conferred, and of expressing what others 
could only utter in an unknown tongue; to all which had been added the 
Gift of doctrinal application (didayh).’ (See Beck, loc. cit., s, 234.) 

Hence we perceive that, while in those who received the Gifts of the 
Spirit a and for themselves, the separate Gifts (“the Spirit dividing to 
every man severally as He will”—xii. 11) appeared singly, or two or more 
combined (xii. 8-10) ;—nevertheless, in order to secure that such Charis- 
mata should be productive, in any degree, for general edification, several of 
them must have co-operateds” Taken singly, they were not designed to 
propagate the Gospel; but, under due restrictions, to adorn it betore the 
world, and to support individual members of the Church during her early 
struggles. Such was the case of the Tyrian prophets (Acts, xxi. 4), who 
had not “the word of knowledge” (¢f. what has been said on this subject, 
supra, p. 43); or of S. Philip who had “ the Gift of healing” (Acts, viii. 6), 
but who could not confer the Holy Ghost by the “laying on of hands” 

(xii. 10), was in certain cases combined with the Gift of prophecy’]. Ver. 30.] 
“But if a Revelation shall have been made to anotiier (p.opket) while sitting by, 
let the first (who was prophesying) hold his peace’ (give place to the other: but 
clearly not as ejected by the second in any disorderly manner: probably, by being 
made aware of it, and ceasing his discourse). Ver. 31, 32.| Ile suows that the 6 
mpwto¢ otyd7w is no impossibility, but in their power to etfect: ‘For ye have the 
power, one by one, all to prophesy (i. e. you have je, wer to bring about this result— 
you can be silent if you please), in order that all,’ &e. 32.) ‘And’ (not, for: but a 
parallel assertion to the last, ‘Ye have power, &c., aad’) the spirits of (tue) prophets 
(i. e. their own spirits filled with the Holy Spirit) are subject to (the) prophets.’ ” 
(See, supra, p. 461, note *.) 

? Of. 8. Chrysostom’s remark, quoted above, respecting the question which 8. Paul 
here discusses, with what we know of the nature of heathen divination (see, supra, 
p- 84, and p. 193, note *); and we can feel little doubt as to the sense in which the 
Corinthians must have understood the word mpugyreta:—for to the mind of the 
Gentile world the spoojrn¢ was no more than the interpreter of the inspired 
UVTIC. 

O See, supra, p. 197, on the relation between Revelation and Prophecy, knowledge 
and teaching. 
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(ver. 14, 15); or, again, of the other inferior teachers “Judas and Silas, 
who being prophets also themselves, exhorted the brethren with man 
words and confirmed them.”—Acts, xv. 32. With respect to this last Gift 
special care was requisite :—so much so that the distinct Charisma of “ dis- 
cerning of spirits” was added for the purpose of checking any abuse. Thus 
S. Paul wrote to the Thessalonians: “Quench not the Spirit: despise not 
prophesyings : prove all things—ndvta dé doktmad ere.” (1 Thess, v, 
19-21) ; words which, as the context shows, can only refer to the dudxpiotg 
mvevpaTwy of 1 Cor, xii. 10; and to which S. John also alludes: “Be- 
loved, believe not every spirit; but try (doxiudgere) the spirits whether 
they are of God; because many false prophets are gone out into the world,” 
—158. John, iv. 1. “It was only in the Apostles,” writes Olshausen on 1 
Cor, xiv. 29, “that the power of the Spirit revealed itself with an energy 
so mighty, and of so many aspects, that all error was removed. In their case 
alone one Gift immediately completed another, so that their expressions were 
subjected to no further dudéxptoe.”— Commentar, B. iii. s. 728. ‘ 

It follows from the foregoing remarks as an additional, and no less im- 
portant, result, that, notwithstanding the preservation of the human element 
in the composition of the different portions of Scripture, ample provision 
was made for securing to the sacred writers perfect freedom from error of 
every kind. And this was etfected by means of the principle that the dis- 
tine. Charismata co-operated, whenever the general edification of the Church 
required. See, supra, Lecture vii. p. 329. 

APPENDIX L. 

THE ORIGIN OF THE SYNOPTICAL GOSPELS. 

(Lecture VIJ.—Pace 295.) 

Tue following statement of the different theories which have been pro- 
posed for the purpose of accounting for the “origin” of the Gospels, un- 
accompanied as it is by any comment, will, perhaps, of itself justify the 
remarks in which I have alluded (p. 295, &ec.) to this branch of criticism, 
I am far from insinuating that the several hypotheses are on a par in point 
of ingenuity, or of literary merit; but it can scarcely be asserted that any » 
among them possesses much superiority over its fellows on the score of 
probability. 

I, The hypothesis that the Evangelists made use of a common docu- 
ment or common documents.’ e 

Without dwelling upon the various hints thrown out in the different 
works which have appeared between more recent times and the days of Le 
Clerc, who first suggested the idea of a common Greek source of the Syn- 
optical Gospels; or of Lessing, who (in 1778) conceived the idea of a 
common Syriac or Chaldaic original,—it will be sufficient to start from the 

* See Marsh’s “ Dissertation on the Origin and Composition of our three first Gos- 
pels,” to be found in vol. iii, part 1, of his translation of Michaelis’ “ Introduction to 
the New Testament.” Also Ebrard’s “‘ Wissenschaftliche Kritik der evang. Geschichte,” 
8. 5 ff. 
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hypothesis of Eichhorn, with whom the modern aspect of the question may 
be fairly said to have commenced. 

Eichhorn at first assumed the existence of an “ Original Gospel” in the 
Aramaic dialect. A particular recension of this document (which he named 
A) was the basis of the Gospel of S. Matthew. To a second recension, 
B, 8. Luke’s Gospel owes its origin. A third, C, arising from a comparison 
of A and B, was employed by S. Mark. In fine, S. Mark and S, Luke, in 
addition to these distinct sources, both made use of a fourth recension, D, 
with which 8S. Matthew had not been acquainted. 

According to this hypothesis, A, B, C, and D, were written in Aramaic ; 
it afforded, consequently, no explanation of the agreement of the Evange- 
lists in single Greek expressions (e. g. TTepvyLov Tov iepod, S. Matt. iv. 5; 
S. Luke, iv. 9; émzotovoc, S. Matt. vi. 11; S. Luke, xi. 3, &c.) To meet 
this difficulty, Bishop Marsh’ suggested another hypothesis “ compared 
with which the former appears as an innocent child.” (Ebrard.) He as- 
sumed (1) an Aramaic original document 8. (2) A translation of this into 
Greek, & (3) This latter document with certain additions (8+A+<a). 
3 A variation of this (8+B+). (5) A combination of Nos. (3) and 
4) was the foundation of 8S. Mark’s Gospel (8+A+B-+a+{). (6) 

No. (3), with other additions, was the foundation of 8, Matthew’s 
(8+A+I'+a+y). (7) No. (4), with other additions, was the founda- 
tion of S. Luke’s (8+B+IP+(+y). (8) An auxiliary document 3 was 
employed by S. Matthew and S. Luke. ‘The genealogy, when simplified,” 
writes Ebrard, “ appears thus :” 

8 

ay 
&+m &--n 

&+m-+r S+m-+n S-+n-+r 

S. Matthew. S. Mark. S. Luke. 
Where m=A+a, n=B+, r=+y+a. 

“ Since this hypothesis,” continues Ebrard, “ was evidently still far too 
simple, Eichhorn devised a second :” 

1. An Aramaic document. 
2. Its Greek translation (=a). 
3.—A. A recension of 1—S. Matthew. 
4.—A Greek translation of 3, in which 2 was made use of (=a’). 
5.=B. Another recension of 1—S. Luke. 
6.=C. A document resulting from A and B.—S. Mark. 
7.=D. A third recension of 1.—S. Matthew and S. Luke. 

*“Tet x denoto all those parts of the xi. general sections, which are contained 
in all three Evangelists [see, supra, p. 295]. Let a denote the additions made to x in 
the Gospels of 8S. Matthew and S. Mark, but not in that of 8S. Luke. (. The addi- 
tions made to x in the Gospels of S. Mark and §. Luke, but not in that of S, Mat- 
thew. y. The additions made to x in the Gospels of 8. Matthew and S. Luke, but 
not in that of S. Mark. A. Whole sections found in the Gospels of 8. Matthew and 
8. Mark, but not in that of 8. Luke. B, Whole sections found in the Gospels of 8. 
Mark and 8. Luke, but not in that of 8. Matthew. TI. Whole sections found in the 
Gospels of 8. Matthew and 8. Luke, but not in that of 8S. Mark.”—Marsh’s Disserta- 
tion, p. 148. 

30 
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8.=A translation of D, in which 2 was made use of (=0). 
9.—E, An Aramaic Gospel of S. Matthew (A+D). 

10. The Greek form of S. Matthew, arising from E, with an abridgment 
of 4 and 8. 

11. S. Mark, arising from C; use having been made of 4 and 5. 
12. S. Luke, the result of B and 8. 

Simplified, the matter stands thus :— 

Ra 

a 

A B co 
Qt ee 

S. Mark. S. Luke. 
— pod, 

S. Matthew in Greek. 
—E—Eee —————“~ a 

S. Matthew in Hebrew. 

II. Such views having soon lost favor with critics, it was next attempted 
to explain the convergence of the Gospels by assuming that each Evange- 
list was acquainted with, and made use of, the Gospel or Gospels which 
had been written earlier than his own. The question, however, at once 
arose, in what order did this take place? and hence, from the very nature 
of the case, this hypothesis branched info siz divisions, each of which has 
had its advocates :— 

S. Matt., the first. S. Mark, the second. S. Luke, the third, 3 
; S. Matt., ¢ S. Luke, S. Mark, 
es Mark, a S. Matt., “ . Ss. Luke, oS 
pat Mark, yc S. Take. “ e S. Matt., ete dee 
. 5. take: = S. Matt. “ sd 8. Mark. 1 © 
os: Linke, «ie S. Mark, “ se S. Matt. & 78 

Ill. ‘The third hypothesis, although suggested at an earlier period, owes 
its celebrity chiefly to the learned essay of ‘Gieseler, so often quoted in the 
preceding pages—* Historisch-kritischer Versuch ber die Enstehung und 
die friihesten Schicksale der schriftlichen Evangelien,” Leipzig, 1818. In 
it Gieseler maintained that, for several years after our Lord’s death, the 
Apostles,—at least the majority of them,—lived together at Jerusalem. 
The events of their Master’s life, as well as his discourses, naturally formed 
a constant subject of their conversation; and thus, mutually aiding each 
other’s reminiscences, facts and doctrines became fixed in their memory. 
Hence arose a permanent type of oral teaching, diversified by the private 
recollections of the different Apostles: and from this traditional source the 
Gospels in process of time were reduced to their present written form.’ 

It is unnecessary to recount how later writers (e. g. Olshausen, “ Bibl, 

2 ee Oe 

? Townson and Hug advocate this aspect of the present hypothesis. 
? It may be well to mention here the just remark of Thiersch (‘‘ Versuch der 

Herstell.,” s. 120), that this theory of Gieseler, according to which the composition 
of the Gospels has been brought down to the latest possible period consistently with 
historical statements, has formed the point of transition to the mythical hypothesis of 
Strauss. 
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Comment.” B. i. Einleit., § 3) have combined this “ Tradition-theory” with 
that of the successive use, by the Evangelists, of the earlier written 
Gospels. 

In addition to the preceding, the following theory has lately been pro- 
osed :— 
ck Ist. Several of the Apostles, including Matthew, Peter, and John, 
committed to writing accounts of the transactions of our Lord and his 
Disciples in the language spoken by them, i. e. Syro-Chaldaic or Aramaic, 
known in the New Testament and the works of the Fathers as Hebrew. 

“2d. When the Apostles were driven by persecution, from Judea, a 
history of the life of our Lord was drawn up from the original memoirs, 
in Hebrew and in Greek, by the Apostle Matthew, for the use of the Jewish 
converts—the Greek being the same as the Gospel according to Matthew. 

“3d. S. Luke drew up, for the use of Theophilus [but see, supra, Lec- 
ture vii. p. 293, note *], a new life of our Lord, founded upon the authority 
of eye-witnesses and ministers of the Word,—including the Hebrew memoir 
of Peter, and the Greek Gospel of Matthew. 

“4th. After Peter’s death, or departure from Rome (éfodov), 8. Mark 
translated the memoir, written by Peter, into Greek. : 

“5th. John, at a still later period, composed his Gospel from his own 
original memoirs, omitting much that was already narrated by the other 
Evangelists, for reasons assigned by himself (xxi. 25).”? 

APPENDIX M. 

DID 8. MATTHEW WRITE IN GREEK ? 

(Lecture VII.—PaceE 342.) 

“Tr atty statement of the ancients,” observes Thiersch,’ “can lay claim 
to our confidence as being primitive, universal, and never contested, it is 
this—that Matthew wrote his Gospel in the Hebrew language. On this 
point all writers, including those best informed, are agreed: but as to how 
the Greek copy, received in the universal Church, has come into existence, 
they leave us (to all appearance at least) strangely in the dark. In its 
place the Apocryphal Gospel of the Hebrews—that Proteus of criticism— 
lets itself be seen in enigmatically changing forms, and is by many of 
the Hebrew Christians asserted to be the original document written by 
Matthew.” 

Such appears to be the natural result to which external evidence leads 
when we inquire as to the original form of our Gospel; ond which, not- 
withstanding the ingenious efforts of Hug* to prove that 8. Matthew never 
wrote in Hebrew, is generally received by critics as the only legitimate 
conclusion, 

The evidence may be briefly stated :—We learn from Eusebius (iii, 39), 
that S. Papias, bishop of Hlierapolis, (cire. A. D. 110—'Iwdvvov piv 

? “ Dissertation on the Origin and Connexion of the Gospels,” by James Smith, Esq. 
of Jordan Hill, F. R. S., p. xxv. London: 1853. 

* “Versuch der Herstell.,” s. 185. 3 “Kinleitung,” Th. ii. s. 14 ff. 
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dkovotijc, LoAvndprov dé éraipoc—S. Treneus, lib. v. xxiii. p. 333) was 
the author of a work wherein several particulars were detailed respecting 
the contemporaries of the Evangelists, and the composition of the Gospels ; 
and in which “John the Presbyter”* was referred to as the chief authority. 
The statement of S. Papias commences thus, Ka? toi’ 6 mpecBirepoc 
éAeye,and it proceeds to describe the origin of S. Mark’s Gospel. Tatra 
pév ovv, adds Eusebius, tordpytae 7H Hania rept tod Mapkov. rept dé 
tov MatOaiov tavrt’ sipytat: MatOaioc pév obv ‘EBpaids dtaréxto Ta 
Abyta ovvetagato. ipunvevoe 0 abta: ac qv dvvaric [jdbvaro] Exao- 
To¢.—(ap. Routh. “ Rel. Sacre,” vol. i. p. 18.) This passage,’ which must 
be regarded as the keystone of the controversy, may be designated (A). 

S. Irenzeus writes :°—'O yév 07) MatOaioc év roic ‘EGBpaioug TF 
idia OtadékTw advToY, Kal ypadyy ehveynev Edvayyediov, 
tov Ilétpov Kat Tod TaddAov év ‘Paiuy evayyedcouévwr, kat Oepedroby- 
Twv THY ExKAnoiav.—Cont. Her. lib. m1. ¢. i., p. 174. 

There are many other vouchers for this fact. E. g. Origen (ap. Euseb. 
“ist. Eccl.,” lib. vi. c. 25, p. 290.5 cf. Origen’s “Comm. in Joann.,” t. iv. 
p- 182); Eusebius himself (“ Hist. Eecl.,” lib. iii. ¢. 24, p. 116); and S. 
Jerome in several places, of which the following must for the present suf- 
fice :—“ Mattheus * * * primus in Judea propter eos, qui ex Cir- 
cumcisione crediderant, Evangelium Christi Hebraicis literis verbisque 
composuit :* quod quis postea in Greecum transtulerit, non satis certum 
est..—De Vir. Illustr. cap. ii, t. 1. p. 819. This passage I shall 
call (B). : 

To the foregoing passages must be added the strictly independent, and, 
therefore, from the nature of this controversy, most important, testimony 
of S. Pantenus (A. D. 181). Eusebius tells us that 8S, Pantsenus preached 
the Gospel as far as India; and that he there found some persons ac- 
quainted with S. Matthew’s Gospel, to whom S. Bartholomew the Apostle 

1 “VFalloixius, ‘Vit. 8. Papis, p. 661, Vitt. P. P. Oriental.” qui ait, hune Joannem 
unum fuisse e LXX. discipulis. * * * Nec amplius habeo, preter ‘Constit. Apost.’ 
illud in lib. vii..c. 46, quod tradit constituisse Joannem Apostolum cognominem hune 
suum Ephesi episcopum.”—Routh. fel. Saecr., vol. i. p. 36. 

2 Hug, who considers the testimony of S. Papias to be of no value, but who can- 
not reject that of John the Presbyter, admits that we must ascribe to John the state- 
ment of this passage as to S. Mark; he attempts to show, however, that we are not 
authorized to understand it as implying that 8. Papias derived from the same source 
the information which it gives with reference to S. Matthew.—loe. cit. s. 16. 

3 Hug endeavors to evade the force of these words by arguing that this statement 
is but a repetition of that of S. Papias, whom 8. Irenzeus venerated (which of itself 
is surely some reason why the testimony of 8. Papias should be regarded of weight) ; 
and, therefore, that it cannot be considered as éndependent evidence (s. 17). It is cu- 
rious to notice, however, that, when subsequently quoting the words with which the 
passage in the text concludes, viz., neTa O2 THY TovTwv [scil. S. Paul and §. Peter] éodov, 
Mépxoc 6 pabytic Kar Epunvevty¢ Uétpov, xk. 7. 2.,.—Hug should write: “This witness 
(S. Irenzeus), whose veracity has never been impeached, informs us as follows respect- 
ing Mark’s Gospel,” &e.—Jbid., § 16, s. 61. 

4 8. Jerome founded upon this fact an important apologetic argument. Julian had 
urged as an objection against Christianity, that ‘quod de Israel scriptum est [Hos. 
xi. 1, ef. S. Matt. ii. 15], Wattheus Evangelista ad Christum transtulit, ut simplicitati 
eorum qui de Gentibus crediderant, illuderet.” 8. Jerome replies :—* Cai nos breviter 
respondebimus; primum Mattheum Evangelium Hebrieis literis edidisse, qaod non 
poterant legere nisi hi, qui ex Hebrwis erant, &e.”—Comm. in Osee, t. vi. p. 123. 
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had already preached, avroic TE ‘EBpaiov ypdupact tiv Tob MatOaiov 
katadeipar ypapyy: jv kat o@gec0a cic Tov Ondotpuevov ypovov.—LHist. 
Eccl. lib. v. c. 10, p, 223. 

The evidence, of which a sketch has thus beeu given,’ must be held to 
establish the fact that S. Matthew’ originally wrote in Hebrew, or rather 
Syro-Chaldaic ; on which the important question arises :—Whence the 
Greek form of the Gospel which bears his name? Now, while it must be 
admitted that Hug has altogether failed in shaking the evidence which 
has been adduced on this subject, he has, at the same time, urged with 
great force many considerations which prove that owr Gospel of S. Mat- 
thew is itself an original work; and that S. Matthew was its author. As 
Townson has truly ‘observed : “There seems more reason for allowing two 
originals than for contesting either.” The following arguments, in support 
of this opinion, may be assigned :— 

Olshausen has drawn attention to the fact that: “While all the Fa- 
thers of the Church declare Matthew to have written in Hebrew , they all, 
notwithstanding, make use of the Greek text, as of genuine Apostolic origin, 
without remarking what relation the Hebrew Matthew bore to our Greek 
Gospel :—for that “the oldest Fathers of the Church did not possess Mat- 
thew’s Gospel in any other form than that in which we now have it, is 
fully settled.”? A few illustrations of this important fact may ‘be 
iven :—* 

* Origen, who, in the passage referred to above, had stated that “ Four 
Gospels only are admitted without controversy by the Church of God” 
(cf. supra, Lecture ii. p. 56, note *), and had described S. Matthew as 
ypdpaotv ‘EBpaikotc ovyTeTtaypévov— “seems in his book ‘On Prayer, 
to suppose it published by hiin in Greek too; for, in discoursing on the 
word ’Ezvovazor, he considers it as a word formed by the Evangelist him- 
self. 04 

S. Cyril of Jerus., when arguing with the Jews in proof of the Resur- 
rection, having observed that the ‘Apostles were all Jews, asks :—Avd ré 
ovv toic ‘lovdaiowe amuoTeite ; Nay, he adds, MarOaioc, é 0 ypdyac 70 
EbayyéAtov, ‘EBpatde yasoon TovTo éypawe.—Catechesis, xiv. § 15, 
p- 212. But, within a few _pages, he quotes the Greek Gospel under 8. 
Matthew’s name: ’Ev pev yap TO kata MazOaiov Kiayyediw ee 
TAY AEyw byiv, dr’ apte iweabe Tov Tidy Tod ’AvO. x, 7. A. [S. Matt. 

? A complete summary of the evidence on this subject will be found in Michaelis’ 
“Tntrod. to the N. T.,” Marsh’s ed., vol. iii. part i page 116, Xe. 

2 “The Genuineness of the New Testament writings” (Clarke’s For. Theol. Lib. 
p- xxviii). 

5 Cf. the following testimonies from the first two centuries:—Clemens Alex. quotes 
S. Matt. i. 17, with the words:—év 7@ kata Mar0. Ebayyediw.—Sirom. i. p. 409. 8. 
Ireneus quotes verbatim 8S. Matt. i. 1, and 18, as follows:—Maréaiog 02 Thy Kar’ 
tiOpwxov aitov yévenow Knpbrret, Aéywv" K, T. AA—Cont. Her. Wt. ¢. xi, p. 191 (ef. 
supra, p. 90, note '). So also Tertullian:—“Ipse in primis Matthzeus, fidelissimus 
Kvangelii commentator * * * jta exorsus est; ‘Liber geniture Jesu Christi, 
Filii David, Filii Abraham.’ "—De Carne Christi, § 22, p. 376. 

4 Townson, “ Discourse” ii. § 2, p. 29. The words of Origen are:—T%é 62 xai 7d 
émtovatov, On Katavonréov * * * guyyvéyOycav yoiv 6 Mar@aiog Ka 6 
Aovnds wept abrijcg pydaudcg Stadepotonc, eitiv bevnvoyotec—De Oratione, t. i. 
p. 245. 
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xxvi. 64].—Jbid. § 29, p. 220 (ef. too his literal transcription of S. Matt. 
i, 1, “ Catech.” xi. § 5, 'p. 151). 

Eusebius, commenting on Ps. Ixxviii., observes that the phraseology of 
the LXX. is different from that employed by S. Matthew, who, himself 
master of the Hebrew language, has cited the words according to his own 
translation :—"O 07) OwdoKet Kai TOV Lepdv Ebayyediwv ypadh, dv’ qe 
elpyTat, OTL TdvTa TadTa EAGANGED 6 "Inoove év TapaBodaic Toi¢ byAoLC, 
k. T. A, [S. Matt. xiii. 35]. * * * "Avr? yap tov, 6O0éyEopat 
TpoBAnmata an’ apxic, ‘EBpatoc ov 6 MarOaioc, oikeia 
Exddaet Kéypnta einov: éEpebEopat Kekpvppméva ano 
kataBoAjc: av? ob 6 wev ’Akidac, 6uBphow aiviywata & apyAev, 
EKOEDWKEY: 6 O& Lippayoc, dvaBAtow k. tT. A—Comm. in Psalm. 
(ed. Montfaucon, p. 463)" 

Having quoted this statement, Hug? refers to the objection that, as S. 
Matthew had written in Syriac, the version of the Psalmist’s words given 
in our Greek Gospel is made not from the Hebrew, but from the Syriac: 
and he appeals, in reply, to the manner in which Eusebius compares this 
version with that of Aquila; adding :—* Did Matthew then write his Gos- 
pel in Syriac, and cite passages in it from the Old Testament in the Greek 
language ?”—loe. cit. s. 19. 

In connexion with the argument founded upon this passage from Euse- 
bius, and still more unambiguously intimating that S. Matthew himself 
translated the Hebrew text of the Psalm into Greek, ef. the quotation from 
S. Jerome prefixed to Lecture vii, 8S. Jerome, it is true, says in the passage 
(B) that it is not quite certain who was the translator of the Hebrew 
Gospel. It would appear, too, from many parts of his writings, that he 

? The following remarks of Eusebius have also been quoted. He is discussing the 
relation of S. Matt. xxviii. 1, to S. John, xx. 1:—'O piv ydp Ebayyedtcti¢ Mardaioc 
‘EBpaids yAOTTy Tapéduke TO EdayyéAtov’ 6 08 éxi Tiv “EAAQvOY bury peraBaadv avTo, 
THY eTLGwoKovoaY Wpav sic THY KUpLaKyv Tucpav, Oe caBBaTwY Tpoceizer. On this, he 
proceeds to argue as if the Greek term 6ié had proceeded from S. Matthew; as well 
as from the use of the plural, ca33dtwy:—obtwco obv 6 Marbaioc Tov Karpov Tdv 
éxipavokovta eic¢ THY & Tie KUpLaKic Huepac, CABBaTOV Oe Ovouacer’ obK eitov 
éorépav TOU caPPBarTov, ovde Ope caBBaTo0v.—Quest. ad Marin. (ap. A. Mai, 
“Script. Vet. Nova Coll.” t. i. pp. 64-66). 

* On Hug’s inference from this passage,—to which he considers it ‘‘ hardly neces- 
sary to allude,”’—Dr. Davidson (and here he follows Meyer, “Evang. des Matt.,” 
Hinleit., s. 7) observes: “But the term éxdocue does not signify translation. It de- 
notes recension. The phrase ‘KE spaioc bv indicates the native country of the Apostle, 
and so determines the sense of oixeioc. Matthew, being a Hebrew, used that recen- 
sion of the Old Testament text, which was current in his native land; and had the 
Hebrew words to which épevfouar Kexpuuuéva, Kk. Tt. A.,and not o@éySouat, kK. T. A. cor- 
respond.”—Jntrod. to the New Test., vol. i. p. 12. Were such a principle indeed true, 
or capable of even probable proof, it would afford a simple means of accounting in all 
cases for the form in which quotations from the Old Testament meet us in the New. 
It would at once entitle us, on the authority of the inspired writers of the New Tes- 
tament, to alter the Hebrew text in conformity with the ‘‘recension” to which our 
Lord and his Apostles must (on Dr. Davidson’s supposition) have given their sanc- 
tion. The existence of such “recension,” however, has yet to be proved: and I do 
not find that Dr. Davidson has availed himself of this principle in his useful discus 
sion of ‘Quotations from the Old Testament in the New.” (‘Sacred Hermeneutics,” 
ch. xi. pp. 334-515.) But the matter is placed beyond discussion by the use of 
éxdédwkev in this very passage, to signify the manner in which Aquila interpreted 
or rendered the same words. 
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regarded S. Matthew’s Hebrew Gospel as agreeing substantially with that 
received by the Nazarenes and Ebiouites, and which he himself had trans- 
lated. EK. g.—*In Evangelio, quo utuntur Nazareni et Ebionite (quod 
nuper in Grecum de Hebreo sermone transtulimus, et quod vocatur a 
plerisque Matthzi authenticum) &c.”—Comment. in Matt. xii. 13, t. vii, 
p. 77." On all such statements two remarks are to be made:—(1) 8. 
Jerome would surely not have translated this document into Greek, had it 
not -differed considerably from the Canonical Gospel. (2) Whenever 8. 
Jerome refers to the Gospel of S, Matthew, he quotes it according to our 
present Greek text; and when he introduces diverging statements of the 
“Hebrew Gospel,” he does so in a manner which proves that he regarded 
it as of no authority whatsoever. Thus, when alluding to the difference 
between S. Matthew’s mode of giving an Old Testament passage and the 
translation of the LXX. (e. g. ch. ii. 6) he writes: “Quanta sit inter 
Mattheum et LXX. verborum ordinisque discordia, magis admiraberis, si 
Hebraicum yideas, in quo ita seriptum est,” &e—Ad Pammach., Ep. lvii. 
t. i. p. 311. And again, discussing what the rending of the Veil of the 
Temple might mean, he incidentally alludes to a statement of the “ He- 
brew Gospel,”—of which he takes no further notice; and then proceeds 
with his examination of the Greek text: “In Evangelio autem quod He- 
braicis literis scriptum est, legimus, non velum Templi scissum; sed super- 
liminare Templi mire magnitudinis corruisse."—Ad Hedibiam, Ep. exx. 
t. i, p. 825. 

To which considerations if we add the fact that all Versions, even the 
ancient Syriac (in which dialect, be it observed, the Gospel is said to have 
been originally written),’ are taken from the present Greek text of S. Mat- 
thew, and not from an unknown Aramaic original,—it clearly follows, (1) 
that the Hebrew Gospel can never have been regarded as Canonical; (2) 
that it belonged to that class of writings to which I have referred, supra, 
Lecture ii. p. 54, &e., which, although composed by inspired men, were 
never designed to form part of the Bible; and (3) that, since the coneur- 
rent voice of antiquity declares the first of our four Greek Gospels to have 
proceeded from 8. Matthew, we are justified in assuming that it actually 
has proceeded, in its present form, from the pen of that Apostle. But— 

II. This inference is strongly confirmed by the admitted fact that, “ our 

1 A writer in “The Edinburgh Review” (July, 1851, p. 39), observes :—‘ Jerome 
himself at first thought that it was the authentic Matthew, and translated it into 
both Greek and Latin from a copy which he obtained at Bercea in Syria. This ap- 
pears from his Catalogue of Illustrious Men, written in the year 392. Six years 
later, in his Commentary on Matthew, he spoke more doubtfully about it,—‘ quod 
vocatur @ plerisque Matthzei authenticum.’ Later still, in his book on the Pelagian 
heresy, written in the year 415, he modifies this account still further, describing the 
work as the ‘Evangelium juxta I[ebrieos, quod Chaldaico quidem Syroque sermone, 
sed Hebraicis literis scriptum est, quo utuntur usque hodie Nazareni, secundum Apos-+ 
tolos, sive, ut plerique autumant juxta Matthzeum, quod et in Cwsariensi habetur 
Bibliotheca.’ ” 

? This fact is the more to our purpose when we call to mind the nature of the 
Syrian tradition on this subject. Assemanni (“ Bibl. Orient.,” vol. iii. p. 8) thus trans- 
lates a passage in Ebedjesu’s “Catal. Libror. Syrorum:” “ Cujus [seil. Novi Testa- 
menti] caput est Matthzeus, gui Hebraice in Palestina scripsit.”. On which Assemanni 
notes:—* Hac est communis Syrorum sententia de sermone, quo primum Kvangelia 
conscripta dicuntur,” &e. 
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Greek Gospel of Matthew is of such a peculiar character, that it is impos- 
sible for us to regard it as a mere version. Does a man who is translating 
an importaut work from one language into another allow himself to make 
alterations in the book which he is translating, to change the ideas it pre- 
sents? Something of the kind must be supposed to have been done in the 
Greek Gospel of Matthew with regard to the Hebrew. * * * Now 
as sometimes the argument is wholly based on this independent character 
of the text in the citations from the books of the Old Testament, and could 
not have accorded at all with the Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, it is clear 
that. our Greek Gospel must be something else than a mere version.”— 
Oishausen, loc. cit... This independent character of our Greek Gospel, as 
inferred from its manner of quoting the Old Testament, is allowed almost 
universally by critics? (I should add that Ebrard questions the force of 
this arguinent; on the ground that the Greek Gospel is but the translation 
of an Aramaic original, in which the Hebrew texts had been already trans- 
lated. No independence, therefore, he argues, ean be ascribed to the 
Greek :—see his “ Krit. der ev. Gesch.,” s. 766.) 

IIL. But the most important branch of the argument remains :—“ The 
idea that some unknown individual translated the Hebrew Gospel of Mat- 
thew, and that this translation is our Canonical Gospel, is, in the first place, 
contradicted by the circumstance of the universal diffusion of this same 

Greek Gospel of Matthew, which makes it absolutely necessary to suppose 
that the translation was executed by some one of acknowledged influence 
in the Church, indeed, of Apostolic authority. In any other case, would 
not objections to this Gospel have been urged in some quarter or other, 
particularly in the country where Matthew himself labored, and where his 
writings were familiarly known? There is not, however, the slightest trace 
of any such opposition to it.”* Let some particular features of the case 
be here glanced at. All are agreed that S. Matthew was the first to write. 
The passage from S. Irenzeus, quoted above (p. 526), places the date of 8. 
Matthew’s (Hebrew, Gospel between the years 60-70: and Eusebius states 
what he had ascertained as to the occasion of its composition ;—viz., that 
when 8. Matthew (who alone had remained up to this date at Jerusalem) 
“was on the point of going to preach elsewhere, he left the Church his 
Gospel, written in his native tongue, in order to supply the want of his 
presence (w¢ éwedAe Kai é’ Etépove lévat, TaTpiw yAwTTY ypapi) Tapa- 

1 A translator, in short, would either have borrowed from the LXX. its version of 
the Hebrew quotations inserted in the Aramaic original; or he would have himself 
supplied a translation according to the Hebrew :—in no case would he have ventured 
to alter the literal meaning by a free translation. The cases in which the author of 
our Greek Gospel has freely used the Hebrew text of the Old Testament, and de- 
parted from the LXX., are, 8. Matt. xii. 19; xiii. 35; viii. 17 (cf, supra, p. 321); 
xxvii. 9, 10 (cf, supra, p. 309, note); xv. 9. See Hug, loc. cit. § 12, s. 52. 

2 De Weite observes: “On account of its relation to the other Gospels,—partly in 
‘its use of the LXX., partly in Greek expressions,—so much is certain, that we by no 
means have in it the simple translation of an Aramaic original composition proceeding 
from an Apostle "—inlcit., Th. ii. s. 166. And he quotes Credner, who has proved 
(“ Hinleit.,” s. 94) that all the quotations from the Pentateuch evince, by the form in 
which they are cited, their Greek origin; especially ch. xix. 5; xv. 4; xviii. 16, &. 
The Greek foundation. too, of the form in which the Prophets are quoted is no less 
unmistakeable.—(7 bid. s. 168.) 

% Olshausen, loc. cit. 
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dod 70 Kat’ adtov Edayyéduov x. 7, 4.)”—(H. E. iii. c. 24, p. 116), 
Here comes in the important testimony of S. Papias (A); which, as 
Thiersch shows, directs us to the author of the Greek Gospel, and which 
he translates as follows: ‘“‘ Matthew had composed the sacred traditions in 
the Hebrew language, and each interpreted them as best he could,” 
[“if we thus,” writes Thiersch, “translate his words (the aorist as plu- 
perfect), they point—if they are not to be considered as fragmentary to 
the extent of being unintelligible—to the following thought as their com- 
pletion” ]—uatil Matthew himself published the Greek document, which 
is read in the whole Church as his Gospel.”’ If mere natural capabilities 
be looked for, who more competent to undertake such a translation than 
“Matthew the Publican,” who, from his office, was necessarily acquainted 
with the Greek language, so generally spoken in Palestine? And as to 
the solicitude of the Apostles for the Hellenistic Jews, we have a sufficient 
proof in the case where “there arose a murmuring of the Grecians against 
the Hebrews,” in a matter of ordinary detail (Acts, vi. 1).2 We cannot 
doubt, therefore, that, as soon as the want was felt of a Greek translation 
of the Hebrew Gospel, means were taken to supply it: to which the addi- 
tional motive was added of providing a work profitable for the Church 
universal, which day after day was taking deeper root among the Gentiles 
as it was spurned by the Jews. The Hebrew Gospel, therefore, was at 
once supplanted by its Greek successor, which from the earliest times has 
occupied the first place in the New Testament Canon. On no other 
hypothesis, indeed, than that of S. Matthew himself having supplied the 
present form of his earlier work, can we account either for the profound 
silence of ancient writers respecting the translator “—whose version, as we 

* “Versuch der Herstell.,” 5.193. Thiersch explains the meaning of the word 
“interpreted” (jpy7jvevce) in this place, by assuming that in this Christian community 
of native-born Jews, the established custom of the Synagogue worship (see, supra, 
Lecture vii. p. 325, note 7) had been adopted; and that the reading of the Hebrew 
document was followed by an “interpretation” for the benefit of those who under- 
stood only Greek. He refers to Neander “ Kirchen-Geschichte,” B.i.s. 522) who states 
that “in many Egyptian and Syrian towns, there were ecclesiastics, as in the Jewish 
Synagogues, who forthwith translated what was Pupticly read into the vernacular 
tongue, in order that it might be generally intelligible——quoting the words of 8. 
Epiphanius when enumerating the different ecclesiastical offices: ‘Eppayvevtat 
yAdoons etic yAdooav, 7 tv Taic dvayvéceoiy, 7) tv Taig mpocouiAiat.—Expos. Fid. 
Cathol., c, xxi. (“ Ady. Heer.” lib. iii, t. i. p. 1104). 

? That the publication of such a translation by the author himself was nothing un- 
usual, Townson proves by the evidence of Josephus; who states, in the preface to his 
narrative of the Jewish War, that his Greek work is but the translation of an earlier 
composition in Hebrew; which he translates from motives nearly the same as those 
that have been suggested in the text as likely to have given rise to the Greek form 
of our Gospel. 

3 When I say that we have no early information as to the translator, of course I 
do not mean to ignore the existence of the following hypotheses, which have been 
started by later writers:—E. g. In the “Synopsis Scripture: Sacre,” to be found among 
the works of S. Athanasius (t. ii. p. 202), (but which Credner “Zur Geschichte des 
Kanons,” s. 127 ff., proves to be, at the earliest, a work of the tenth century), the in- 
genious conjecture is offered that it was translated by 8. James, “the Lord’s brother, 
and first Bishop of Jerusalem.” (Cf what has been said in the text as to the solici- 
tude of the Church for the Hellenizing Christians at Jerusalem.) In the “ Chronicon” 
of 8. Isidore of Seville, S. Barnabas is named (p. 272): Theophylact. (‘‘ Comment. 
in Matt.” Preef, t. i. p. 2) is followed by Kuthymius Zigabenus (‘‘Comm. in. Evang. | 
Matth.,” t. i. p. 15, ed. Matthai Lips. 1792) in representing 8, John as the translator. 
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have seen (p. 469), was everywhere received and quoted as if it actually 
proceeded trom S. Matthew himself; or for the absence of the least trace 
of any other Greek translation of the Hebrew original. John the Pres- 
byter (to whom unquestionably the statement of S. Papias (A) must be 
traced) clearly represents the time as past, when each used to interpret for 
himself the Hebrew Gospel. He evidently implies that our present Greek 
Gospel was the element of the Canon contributed by 8. Matthew; and he 
states the fact of its original form merely as a piece of casual information, 
likely to interest those who inquired respecting the origin of the Gospels. 
The same may be said of all succeeding writers, who repeat that informa- 
tion; but who quote, as we have seen, the Greek Gospel as an original 
work of S. Matthew. 

Should this conclusion not be received, no one, at least, ean refuse to 
accept the conclusion of Ebrard, “that the translation was prepared during 
the lifetime of the Apostles; unquestionably, too, under their inspection, 
and by their commission” (oc. cit, s. 786). It is only by means of these 
facts—viz. the early composition, and Apostolic recognition of our Greek 
Gospel—that we can account for the disappearance of the Hebrew original, 
or explain the absence of any satisfactory information respecting it. And 
this is all that is required, in order to remove every difficulty as to the In- 
spiration of the Greek form of S. Matthewv’s Gospel. 

APPENDIX N. 

‘“CINSPIRED REASONING.” 

‘(Lecture VIII.—Pace 372.) 

I nave selected Mr. Morell as the exponent of this opinion, merely 
because his statement of it is characterized by considerable ability, and is 
advocated with more than usual force. In general the character of In- 
spiration has been denied to the Reasoning of the sacred writers for the 
sole purpose of evading the force of certain passages in Scripture, which 
could not be reconciled with some favorite theory. Thus Bishop Burnet, 
in his remarks on the sixth Article of the Church of England, observes :— 
“When Divine writers argue upon any point, we are always bound to 
believe the conclusions that their reasonings end in, as parts of Divine 
Revelation: but we are not bound to be able to make out, or even to assent 
to, all the premises made use of by them.” Paley, who quotes and adopts 
this statement, adds :—* In reading the Apostolic writings, we distinguish 
between their doctrines and their arguments. Their doctrines came to 
them by Revelation, properly so called; yet in propounding these doctrines 
in their writings or discourses, they were wont to illustrate, support, and 
enforce them, by such analogies, arguments, and considerations, as their 
own thoughts suggested. * * * The doctrine [of the call of the Gen- 
tiles] itself must be received; but it is not necessary in order to defend 
Christianity to defend the propriety of every comparison, or the validity 
of every argument, which the Apostle has brought into the discussion. 
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The same observation applies to some other instances.” '—Hvidences of 
Christianity, part iii, ch. 2. 

The form in which Mr, Morell has stated this objection is plainly 
founded upon that particular view of syllogistic Reasoning according to 
which, when you admit the major premiss, you assert the conclusion either 
direcily, or by implication ;’—in other words, the view which represents 
the ‘conclusion as an inference from the major premiss.* If this doctrine 
of the syllogism be received, the reply to the objection may be briefly 
stated. The major premiss being allowed (as by Mr. Morell) to be some 
truth divinely revealed, the objector argues that, as the human mind by 
its Own powers can proceed according to the rules of Logic, no Inspiration 
was required to draw the conclusion; which, according to the doctrine 
assumed, is but an inference from the one admitted truth. Is it, however, 
so very obvious a fact, that human Reasoning proceeds in such an orderly 
and undeviating a course as to require no guidance? Do the opinions of 
mankind, deduced from facts universally received, or from principles which 
the understanding, of necessity, acknowledges,—present a unanimity so 
striking as to justify the assertion that an inspired development of that 
Truth which God has revealed is either superfluous, or unnecessary? Of 
course no one will maintain such an assertion for a moment: and, accord- 
ingly, the objection, as I have already observed (see, supra, p. 371, note *), 
is at once removed by referring to the distinction between Inspiration and 
Revelation ; as well as to the importance of the former in relation to the 

! Bishop Hinds justly points out that to suppose the writers of the New Testament 
“left Hable to any false reasoning or to any mistaken application of old prophecy,” is 
simply to theorize gratuitously: ‘‘ because the question is not really one of fact, as the 
Bible may be confidently defended against the charge of actual error of either kind.” 
—Jnspiration, p. 162. 

? Thus Archbishop Whately (‘‘ Logic,” 9th ed, p. 239), states that “the object of 
all Reasoning is merely to expand and unfold the assertions wrapt up, as if were, and 
implied in those with which we set out, and to bring a person to perceive and ac- 
knowledge the full force of that which he has admitted.” Mr. J. S. Mill illustrates as 
follows, the nature of his objections to this theory: “I do not say that a person who 
affirmed, before the Duke of Wellington was born, that all men are mortal, knew that 
the Duke of Wellington was mortal; but I do say, that he asserted it: and I ask for 
an explanation of the apparent logical fallacy of adducing, in proof of the Duke of 
Wellington’s mortality, a general statement which presupposes it. Finding no suffi- 
cient resolution of this difficulty in any of the writers on logic, I have attempted to 
supply one.”—A System of Logic, vol. i. ch. iii, 3d ed., p. 207, note. 

* Under this aspect the subject is discussed by S. Th. Aquinas, when considering 
the question, “ Utrum Sacra Doctrina sit argumentativa :”—" Sicut alize scientize non 
argumentantur ad sua principia probanda, sed ex principiis argumentantur ad osten- 
dendum alia in ipsis scientiis; ita heec doctrina non argumentatur ad ‘sua principia 
probanda, quie sunt articuli Fidei; sed ex iis procedit ad aliquid ostendendum: sicut 
Apostolus 1 ad Cor. xv. ex Resurrectione Christi argumentatur ad resurrectionem 
communem probandam. * * * Utitur Sacra Doctrina etiam ratione humana, non 
quidem ad probandam Fidem sed ad manifestandum aliqua alia que traduntur in hac 
Doctrina. Cum igitur gratia non tollat naturam, sed perficiat, oportet quod naturalis 
ratio subserviat Fidei, sicut et naturalis inclinatio voluntatis obsequitur caritati. 
Unde et Apostolus dicit 2 ad Cor, x. 5: ‘In captivitatem redigentes omnem intel- 
lectum in obsequium Christi.’ Et inde est quod etiam auctoritatibus Philosophorum 
sacra doctrina utitur, ubi per rationem naturalem veritatem cognoscere potuerunt, 
sicut, Paulus, Act. xvii. 28, inducit verbum <Arati, dicens: ‘Sicut et quidam poe- 
tarum vestrorum dixerunt: Genus Dei sumus.’ "—Summ. Theol., pars 1 ma, qu. i. art. 
Vili, pity Ee P; Te 
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latter (see, supra, p. 145). Of the neglect of this distinction no clearer 
illustration can be given than the remark of Paley just quoted :* what I 
have already said, therefore (p. 371), is of itself sufficient to meet this 
aspect of the question. P 

A still more complete answer, however, is supplied, and this whole 
subject. has been placed in its true light, by the profound theory of syllo- 
gistic Reasoning lately put forward by Mr. J. S. Mill ;* of which the fol- 
lowing i is a rapid sketch :— 

Ordinarily the major premiss of a syllogism may be regarded as a 
general proposition or formula which records or registers the inferences 
already made from particular cases; and “the conclusion is not an infer- 
ence drawn from the formula, but an inference drawn according to the for- 
mula: the real logical antecedent, or premisses being the particular facts 
from which the general proposition was collection by induction.” Accord- 
ing to the indications of this record we draw our conclusion: and the rules 
of the syllogism are a set of precautions to ensure our reading the record 
correctly. In this view of the question we assume that our knowledge has 
been derived from observation; but there are other sources from which we 
may also suppose it to come. It may present itself as coming from testi- 
mony, and it may present itself as coming from Revelation ; and this latter 
species of knowledge, “thus supernaturally communicated, may be con- 
ceived to comprise not only particular facts but general pr opositions, such 
as occur so abundantly in the writings of Solomon and in the Apostolic 
Epistles.? Or the generalization may not be, in the ordinary sense, an as- 
sertion at all, but a command; a law, not in the philosophical, but in the 
moral and political sense of the term: an expression of the desire of a 
superior, that we, or any number of persons, shall conform our conduct to 
certain general instructions. So far as this asserts a fact, namely, a volition 
of the legislator, that fact is an individual fact, and the proposition, there- 
fore, is not a general proposition. But the description therein contained 
of the conduct which it is the will of the legislator that his subjects should 
observe, is general. The proposition asserts no¢ that all men are anything, 
but that all men shall do something.” “These two* cases, of a truth re- 

1 Compare also Spinoza’s representation of this objection:—“ Si ad modum etiam 
attendamus, quo in his Epistolis Apostoli doctrinam HKvangelicam tradunt, eam etiam 
a modo Prophetarum valde discedere videbimus. Apostoli namque ubique ratiocinan- 
tur, ita ut non prophetare sed disputare videantur. Prophetize vero contra mera tan- 
tum dogmata et decreta continent, quia in iis Deus quasi loquens introducitur, qui non 
ratiocinatur, sed ex absoluto suze naturee e imperio decernit. Et etiam quia Prophetze 
auctoritas ratiocinari non patitur; quisquis enim vult sua dogmata ratione conjfirmare, 
co ipso ea arbitrali uniuscujusque judicio submittit. * * * Ttaque tam modi 
loquendi quam disserendi Apostolorum in Epistolis clarissime indicant easdem non ex 
revelatione et divino mandato, sed tantum ex ipsorum naturali judicio scriptas fuisse.” 
—Tract. Theol. Polit., cap. xi. 

2 Loc. cit. 216, &e. 
3 These latter words are taken from the first edition of Mr. Mill’s work (vol. i. 

p. 260). In the third edition the passage stands thus, more generally expressed, but 
equally conveying the same sense :—" It may present itself as coming from testimony, 
which on the occasion and for the purpose in hand, is accepted as of an authoritative 
character: and the information thus communicated may be conceived to comprise not 
only particular facts, but general propositions, as when a scientifie doctrine is accepted 
without examination on the authority of writers.”—p. 217. 

4 This statement is omitted in the third edition: ef. the first ed. vol. i. p. 260. 
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vealed in general terms, and a command intimated in the like manner, 
might be exchanged for the more extensive cases of any general statement 
received upon testimony’ and any general practical precept. But the more 
limited illustrations suit us better, being drawn from subjects where long 
and complicated trains of ratiocination have actually been grounded upon 
premisses which came to mankind from the first in a general form, the 
subjects of Scriptural Theology, and of positive Law.”* “In both these 
cases the generalities are the original data, and the particulars are elicited 
from them by a process which correctly resolves itself into a series of 
syllogisms, * * * The only point to be determined is whether the 
authority which declared the general proposition intended to include this 
case in it :’—and this “operation is not a process of inference, but a process 
of interpretation.” “When the premisses are given by authority, the 
function of Reasoning is to ascertain the testimony of a witness, or the 
will of a legislator, by interpreting the sigus in which the one has inti- 
mated his assertion, and the other his command. In like manner, when 
the premisses are derived from observation, the function of Reasoning is to 
ascertain what we (or our predecessors) formerly thought might be in- 
ferred from the observed facts, and to do this by interpreting a memoran- 
dum of ours or of theirs.” 

Now, were we to pause here, it would of itself be obvious how essential 
it was that the sacred writer, when interpreting the divinely revealed Truth 
from which his Reasoning flows, should have been himself divinely guided, 
in order to ensure certainty, or even to obtain an insight into the applica- 
bility of the Divine command to any particular instance: but we must go 
a step farther. There are cases, it is true, in which the minor premiss 
(which “always affirms a resemblance between a new case, and some cases 
previously known”)* is obvious to the senses, or at once ascertainable by 
direct observation: it may not, however, be thus intuitively evident, but 
may itself be known only by inference. It may itself be the conclusion 
of another argument; and must, therefore, be inferred from some other 
general proposition, which presents the record of a class of observations 
that may be totally different. This clearly may take ‘place many times in 
succession; and hence arises a train of Reasoning. . 

Under this form almost every instance of Reasoning in Scripture pre- 
sents itself. The sacred writer, desiring to apply some one proposition that 

See note 3 page 476. 
? On this theory of Mr. Mill, Dr. Whewell observes:—*‘I say, then, that Mr. Mill 

appears to me especially instructive in his discussion of the nature of the proof which 
is conveyed by the syllogism; and that his doctrine, that the form of the syllogism 
consists in an inductive assertion, with an interpretation added to it, solves very happily 
the difficulties which baffle the other theories of this subject. I think that this doc- 
trine of his is made still more instructive by his excepting from it the cases of Serip- 
tural Theology and of Positive Law, as cases in which general propositions, not 
particular facts, are our original data.”—Of Induction, p. 85. 

* See Mr. Mill's remarks, loc. cit. ch. iv. p. 233, &e. 
* Mr. Mill gives the follow example :—‘ All arsenic is poisonous; the substance 

which is before me is arsenic; therefore it is poisonous.” Here to prove the minor, 
viz., “the substance which is before me is arsenic,” we proceed thus:—‘t Whatever 
forms a compound with hydrogen, which yields a black precipitate with nitrate of 
silver, is arsenic: the substance before me conforms to this condition; therefore it is 
arsenic.” —Jbid. p. 234. 
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expresses the Revelation from which he proceeds, introduces a second pro- 
position in order to exhibit its applicability. Now, this second proposition 
may be merely the result of some other Divine Truth; or be itself a re- 
vealed proposition. In such a train of Reasoning each new premiss may 
have been supernaturally communicated (cf. the remark of Professor Butler 
quoted, supra, p. 369, note *); and thus, in point of fact, the inspired 
reasoner but connects the different threads of the Divine Counsels, exem- 
plifies how “deep answereth to deep” in the mysteries of Revelation, and 
presents in one connected train of argument those words of God which 
had been uttered “at sundry times and in divers manners.”? 

? K. g. the reasoning of §. Paul, 1 Cor. iii. 16, is plainly a case of this kind. His 
argument may be thus stated:—“The habitation of the Spirit of God becomes 
thereby the Temple of God; you are the habitation of the Spirit of God; therefore, 
know ye not that ye are the Temple of God.’ Here (the argument having been 
stated under the form of an Hnthymeme, the minor premiss being expressed), the sup- 
pressed major premiss is a general proposition which defines the true nature of the 
Temple of God; and may be regarded either as being itself a new revelation, or, 
perhaps, merely as the record or register of earlier revelations on the subject. The 
minor premiss, in turn, is itself a revelation; for Christ had already declared :—‘‘ The 
Spirit of Truth Whom the world cannot receive. * * * He dwelleth with you, 
and shall be in you.”—S. John, xiv. 17. The conclusion, thus deduced, becomes, in 
the next place, a premiss in the argument stated in the following verse:—‘“If any 
man defile the Temple of God, him shall God destroy; ror the Temple of God is 
holy, which Temple ye are.” 

THE END. 
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